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To all those who have suffered through the
incessant warfare in China, and especially
those who have thereby lost their lives,
this book is respectfully dedicated

FOREWORD
is to me a genuine pleasure to introduce the author, already
well known to the reading public, and to say a few words on
the subject dealt with in the book. Mr. Aitchen K. Wu has
had· much experience in foreign affairs, having been at home Special
Delegate of the Waichiaopu in the provinces in charge of such
matters and abroad our Consul-General in Siberia. He resided also
for some time in Chinese Turkistan as Commissioner of Foreign
Affairs, and as such acquired direct knowledge of the relations
between that far-off Chinese province and the Soviet Union. His
interesting and authoritative book, Turkistan Tumult, gives a very
full account of conditions in that province, its recent history and
his personal experiences there.
In the present book he deals in a painstaking manner with the
larger aspects of Sino-Soviet relations in recent times, and brings
their history up to date-a task which has not yet been undertaken
by any other writer, but is of the greatest importance. He has a
thorough acquaintance with this vast subject, of which he here
provides an excellent bibliography; ariel, moreover~ he writes from
personal experience and direct observation both as our ConsulGeneral in Siberia and as a frequent visitor w Moscow. He has
also discussed privately certain aspects of the question with the
high personages who were entrusted by our government with
negotiations with the Soviet authorities. Thus what he has now put
on record attains as far as is at present possible to historical accuracy,
and often possesses the degree of authenticity only to be had from
direct contact with officials ultimately responsible.
He has expressed himself with much frankness at tim.es and has
not hesitated to make fair comment. He believes, as many people
do, that it is necessary and helpful between good friends to tell each
other sometimes the unvarnished truth. No reasonable Chinese can
fail to realize that, with a common frontier of many thousands of
miles and with diplomatic and commercial relations dating back
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to an earlier period than those between China arid other nations,
the Chinese apd the Soyiet peoples should and could not be anything
but the best of friends and this idea runs like a tlu·ead throughout
the length of the book.
With these few lines I commend the book to the large number of
readers interested in international relations.

w. w.

YEN,

Former Chinese Ambassador to the U.S.S.R.

PREFACE
was in 1939-when I came to London from the U.S.S.R. to write
my first book, Turhistan Tumult-that I began specific research
into the subject of Sino-Soviet relations. This work was, unfortuantely, interrupted by the war. Leaving London, I settled in
Hong Kong to continue my writing, and later I flew to Chungking,
not only to gather additional materials but also to seek an opportunity to return to London for the further research necessary for
the completion of the book.
Though I made many efforts to get sent to London on official
missions, the abnormal circumstances of the times deprived me of
success. Eventually, as the unhappy political situation showed no
signs of becoming more favourable to my project, I resigned my
post in Formosa and came to London quite independently, arriving
in the autumn of 1949.
It had been my custom. during ten years of intensive study of
my subject to scan carefully all relevant books in public libraries
and private collections, hoping to find useful information. I was
doing this amongst the libraries and Chinese Government archives
in Chungking even when there were frequent air raids. In the
course of these, by the way, the only thing I always took to the airraid shelter was my manuscript. I consider myself most fortunate
to have been able to preserve it intact through such tumultuous
times of war.
Since my arrival in London I have been kept busy in such places
the British Museum and Chatham House checking and revising
my past work as well as bringing the whole book up to date.
Notwithstanding my regret that the publication of this book has
been delayed some ten years, I trust that this delay has not proved
detrimental- but has been beneficial, as during this time I have had
ample opportunities to add more materials and render the work as
comprehensive as possible.
Being descended from five generations of Chinese scholars, I
naturally love books, and, havi~~ pored over so many English ones
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that have enlightened me, jt seems only fair that I should myself try
to write something useful in the spirit of 'one good turn deserves
another'. It is for thjs reason ~hat J have undertaken so much
drudgery outside my peculiar interests. It- is far from being a
business proposition to publish such a book as this. If, however, it
can lie accounted a slight contribution to world history in ~he
making, or serve to foster better relations in the Far East, then the
author will deem such recompense more than he deserves.
The book is in three Parts, and arranged in both geographical
and chronological order. The first Part consists of five chapters,
furnishing the historical background of relations between China
and Tsarist Russia. This is of prime importance because history
often repeats itself. The influences of geographical propinquities
and traditional thought, are constant regardless of changes in
administration and governments.~ The second Part comprises six
chapters, and deals with relations between China and the Soviet
Union from 1917 to 1930. The third Part consists of eleven chapters,
in which all events occurring from the Manchurian Incident of 1931
to the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Alliance and Mutual Assistance of 1950 are fully discussed.. The last two decades have, indeed,
been outstandingly eventful.
It seems that the world is now split into two camps-Capitalist
and Communist-and this presents a world-wide problem that every
human being has to face. This problem goes beyond the scope of
Sino-Soviet relations, yet the destiny of the world will depend
upon it.
.-- .--·-As I have been at work on this book for the last decade, it is almost
impossible for me to acknowledge all those who have either read the .
manuscript or furnished valuable materials. However, I must mention just a few.
I am much indebted to Professor C. W. A. Manning of the
London School of Economics and Politiql Science, who has constantly given encouragement and advice in the completion of the
task. The Librarian of the Chinese International Library in Geneva
was good enough to let me borrow numerous Chinese books to take
to China with a promise to return them after use. _
Dr. W. W. Yen, a veteran diplomat and former Chinese Ambassador to Moscow, read most of ~he manuscript, and provided
inside information as well as contributing a foreword. His lamented
death occurred while I was reading the proofs, and I regret being
thereby prevented from presenting the finished book to him.
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Among those who have read my manuscript, I particularly wish
mention Mr. Kuo Ting-I, Professor of History of the Central
University at Chungking, who was kind enough to check up the
dates relating to early Sino-Russian diplomatic history. The late
Sir Eric Teichman of the British Embassy in Chungking provided
well-informed counsel. Mr. Richard Price was also good enough
to read through the narrative while he was a refugee in Chungking.
Dr. Agnes Chen, Professor of Political Science in Yenching University is another who has been very helpful.
Coming to London in August 1949, I met my old friend, Mr.
M. Urban, by chance in the Oriental Students' Reading Room
of the British Museum, and his untiring service in the work has
bound us anew in friendship. Sir Alwyne Ogden, an old colleague
of mine in China as far back as 1924, has kindly read some chapters
and made candid suggestions. Mr. Guy Wint, whom I had the
pleasure of meeting in Chungking during war-time, has carefully
gone over the manuscript with helpful results. I have also benefited
by several discussions with Mr. G. F. Hudson, of All Souls College,
Oxford, who is an authority on this particular subject. An old-time
friend, Mr. Clifford Troke, has rendered some assistance. Miss K. T.
Kuo has done much clerical work and helped in making the index.
Last but not least I consider myself fortunate in having the expert
assistance of Mr. Richard W. Eland in the reading of the page proofs .
.__, In respect of the whole of the book, I alone accept responsibility for
;~~~ortcomings, many of which may be clue to the
use of a language DQt ~y own.
I cannot help adding .fi.c>J-c--,t,hat_2ny wife, who accompanied me
to London, passed away after a long "iiln..ess .a,t the very time I was
finishing my writing. Though this .was to me· a tr<\gedy and an
irretrievable loss, nevertheless I do not regret coming to London
to complete the task, whatever sacrifices have been involved, if only
the book can be of any service to the reading public.
to

Primrose Hill, London
June 1950

AncHEN

K. Wu
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CHIN A AND TSARIST RUSSIA
I6I8-I9I7

Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
INo-soviE. T relations entered.. upon a new phase with Moscow's
repudiation of the Nationalist Government in Canton and the
simultaneous recognition by Moscow of the Chinese People's
Republic in Peking on October I, 1949. The Nationalist Goyer:nment, in answer to this, severed connections with the Soviet Union
two days later.
Canton's fall to the Reds completed the transformation. Sun Yatsen had set up his government in that city during 1921, and from
then~ had started his northern drive with the help of Soviet advisers.
Less than thirty years later, the Chinese People's Republic, headed
by Mao Tse-tung, made a victorious drive towards Canton, again
· with the alleged help of the Soviets. The wheel had gone full circle.
The Chinese People's Government was established on September
30, 1949, and it received official Soviet recognition almost imc
mediately. The Soviet Government could not have forgotten the
Treaty of Friendship and AlliHnce made with the Nationalist
Government in 1945, nor was it unaware that such a 'right-about
face' would antagonize the United Nations, especially the Security
Council on which the Nationalist delegate holds the power of veto.
After the fall of Chungking and Chengtu, the Nationalist Government retreated to Formosa and set up its new capital in Taipeh. This
was the fifth Nationalist capital within a period of eight months.
Such swift surrender is unprecedented in Chinese history. It seems
clear that, whenever there are two rival parties in China, the one
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backed by the Soviets always has the upper hand. It was·· for this
reason that the Nationalist Government were able to drive out the
old warlords and, in the same way, the Chinese Communists have
gained the victory over the Nationalists to-day. This only .goes to
show what a mighty influence the Soviet Government has over
China.
Since Russia extends over both Asia and Europe, she forms a
bridge between East and West. Although the bulk of her population
is found west of the Urals, and her economic as well as cultural life
is far more western than eastern, Russia is nevertheless more like
an Asiatic nation with interests in Europe than a European .nation
with interests in Asia. This is :even truer to-day than in the past
as a result of the Soviet policy of furthering the ' self-determination
of peoples'. To this end, the Soviet Government encouraged the
Asiatic races in Siberia to set up their own independent governments which would form part of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics. There are eight Asiatic Republics in the Soviet Union;
the other eight are European. Stalin,. himself a native of Georgia,
once bluntly said to Matsuoka, the then Japanese Foreign Minister:
'I, roo, am an Asiatic.' This goes to show how quickly a great
Emopean nation such as Russia can become 'Asianized '.
It was the firm belief of Lenin that for the revolution to be successful inRussia it must be enlarged and expanded into a world revolution. This policy, however, failed not only through the retreat of
the Red Army at Warsaw, as a result of the help given by France
to the Polish forces, but because of the recovery of the capitalistic
powers, especially Germany, after the 1914 War. After this set-back,
Lenin sought friendly terms with capitalist countries. This was the
object of the 'New Economic Policy'.
Stalin held that though the capitalist countries, to his surprise,
had turned out to be stable, the Soviet Union, too, had become
tranquil, stable and peaceful, perhaps even more so than ·they.
Indeed, he went so far as to say that the Soviet Union could continue
to make progress by herself and within her own borders without
bothering about a world revolution.
Nevertheless, it is doubtful whether the Comintern or later the
Cominform has given up its basic policy of world ferment. The
advance guards of the world revolution may have been temporarily
halted. But if Russia's attention has been diverted from Europe, it
has been directed towards Asia. Further, Russia has adopted the
'national policy' of helping all oppressed nations in the Far East
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to throw off the shackles of imperialism, thereby weakening the
capitalist hold on the Orient. China, in particular, is seen as a power
that will play the chief role in this drama. As China has one-fifth
and Russia one-tenth of the world's population, the union of these
two peoples in a common understanding must have the utmost
significance to all mankind.
China is now in the throes of a great social upheaval which
involves millions of people. Everything is in a state of flux, and
conditions are changing almost hourly, so that it is hard to foresee
what will happen. Nevertheless, it would seem that the Communist
regime with its headquarters in Peking has come to stay. The
Nationalist forces degenerated through bad morale and not through
the Communist onslaught, for there were few serious military
encounters, and the casualties of the war had been low. After the
collapse of the Nationalists, there remained only one possible
government, the Chinese People's Republic.
In matters of foreign policy the Chinese people do not speak with
one voice. Some are pro-American, others are pro-Japanese, while
great numbers are pro-Soviet. The failure of Wang Ching-wei's
puppet regime, following the surrender of Japan, proved a sharp
lesson to pro-Japanese opportunists. The pro-Americans were disillusioned by the Yalta Secret Agreement. Thus only the pro-Soviet
group escaped being discredited.
With the establishment of the People's Republic of China in
Peking, relations with the Soviet Union became much easier as
compared with those under the Nationalist regime. The Soviet
Union is in ideological sympathy with the People's Republic of China,
and would like to see the new regime stabilized. But this is certain
only if the Soviet Union respects China's sovereignty and integrity.
Only then can the People's Republic of China strengthen itself by
winning the confidence of the people.
It should benefit New China to adopt a 'closed door' policy
towards the ou.ter world for a certain length of time, since she has
suffered so much during the last decade. It is probable that all
unnecessary imports wiil be cut down with a view to stabilizing the
monetary system. The door may be shut temporarily to put the
house in order until such time as business with the outside world
can. be. placed on an equal footi~g. In a few years' time, China will
have recuperated and become financially sound, to the advantage of
the rest of the world. 'Hands off China', refers to all countries.
However, it would not do to shut the front door and leave the bad:
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door wide open. In this connection, there will certainly be considerable international controversy, and this may even be a prelude to
another world war. Manchuria, for instance, has been a bone of
contention for the last century.
It is for these reasons that Mao Tze-tung went to Moscow and
later was joined by Chou En-lai in the attempt to revise Sino-Soviet
relations. It seems that China gained some success in the negotiations. At least Stalin was persuaded to give up, not later than 1952,
the treaty rights which he gained in I945· Both parties agreed upon
mutual military or other assistance to prevent any further aggression
by Japan alone or in co-operation with any other state.
Fear of renewed Japanese aggression may be premature. But
what worries the Soviet Union most is the possibility of some other
State linking up with Japan. All the difficulties which Russia placed
in the way of the taking over of Manchuria by the Nationalist
regime were due to the fear that the influence of some other State
would penetrate Manchuria right up to the Soviet border. Because
of this fear, Russia was indifferent to the Nationalist Government.
Because of this fear, Russia favoured the Communist regime. The
consequence has been the abrogation both of the Sino-Soviet Treaty
of 1945 and the Yalta Secret Agreement. By these steps, initiated by
the Soviet Union, the peace of the world should be strengthened.
The writer has been twenty-five years in the Diplomatic Service.
He is non-partisan and tries to record diplomatic history in an
unbiased but uncompromising way. He has spent four periods of
his life in the Soviet Union. On the last occasion he was Chinese
Consul-General in Siberia for three and a half years. He loves the
country, and particularly the people, who are kind and great-hearted.
Travellers find no racial prejudice in the Soviet Union, where all
men are deemed equal. Hence, it is the writer's aim to make an
analysis of Soviet interests in the Far East, starting with an account
of Tsarist rule in the days gone by, passing on to an interpretation
of the present position of the Soviet Union, and offering finally a
reasonable forecast of the future.

Chapter II
EARLY DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS BETWEEN
RUSSIA AND CHINA

•
C

diplomatic relations with. other countries overland
began before maritime foreign relations. Since the spread
of the Chinese race has been from north to south, relations
with the regions that are now Russian Central Asia and Siberia can
be traced back for many centuries. To study Sino-Soviet relations
with a clear understanding, it is advisable, at ,the outset, to trace the
early direct diplomatic relations between China and Russia.
HINESE

1.

First Sino-Russian Official Contacts

The first real attempt to reach China from Russia took place in
Russian knowledge of China, at that time, was confined to
the belief that 'the Chinese Kingdom has a stone-built town and
courtyards in that town wherein there are temples, and in them
a great ringing of bells '. 1 The first officials to reach China by an
overland route were two Russian Cossacks named Petlin and
Mundoff,. who made their appearance in the year 1618. 2 These two
Cossacks were then sent by the Tsar during the Ming Dynasty and
were instructed to seek information as to the kingdom of China and
the customs and languages of the people. They seem to have
reached Peking by way of Kalgan, bu{ they failed to obtain an
audience of the Emperor Wen-li, not only because they brought no
'tribute ' wherewith to pay respects to the Celestial Empire, but
also because His Imperial Majesty did not consider these two agents
of a little-known Tsar to be of sufficient consequence. They were
dismissed by a letter and consequently returned empty-handed to
Russia, except for bringing back to the Tsar a map of the provinces
1608.

1 Baddeley, John
F., Russia, Mongolia, China, London, 1919, Vol. II,
P· 234·
ibid., pp. 65-86, signifying the pretended journey of 1567 by Petroff and
Yalicheff.
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of China. It was said that no one at the time could make out the
contents of the imperial epistle at Moscow. It was not interpreted
until r676, when it was taken back to Peking to be translated by a
Jesuit priest.
During the reign of Shun-chih of the Ching Dynasty, another
Russian mission under Theodore Isakovich Baikov arrived at Peking
in r656 with a small caravan of government goods, after being wellnigh two years on the journey. He was ordered .to make enquiry as
to how far it was possible to reach China either by water or overland,
and what arms the Chinese had; what goods were to be bought in
China; what Russian merchandise should be sent there. 3 It so happened that Baikov reached the Chinese capital simultaneously with
a Dutch Embassy under Goyer. His Imperial Majesty asked both
missions to present their 'tribute ' and to perform the kotow
ceremony, namely, the bow of servile allegiance to the Chinese
Emperor forming part of Court etiquette. The Dutch Envoy
acquiesced, and an audience was, in consec1uence, granted him. The
Russian Envoy, however, would only present the complimentary
address in a standing position, according to the usage of his own
country, and refused to kneel or kotow. He was not admitted to
audience, and accordingly his tributary gifts were declined.
After that, envoys sent to China by the Tsarist Government were
chosen from among merchants going to China with caravans of
goods. It was then a very strict rule of the Chinese Court that an
audience could only be granted after performance of the kotow
ceremony, otherwise the tribute would be rejected, though the Envoy
concerned might still effect sales in the capital. The year r659
witnessed yet another embassy, this time under Perfiliev and Ahlin,
who carried with them gifts together with a letter from the Tsar.
An audience was granted them, so, apparently, they had fulfilled the
requirements of the Chinese Court. Before departure, they were
handed a letter to the Tsar by the Chinese Emperor saying, 'The
tribute thou didst send we have accepted, and in .return we send
thee our gifts and favours.' 4 Among the gifts was tea, but Perfiliev
sold all the tea in Peking as it was an unknown and unwanted article
in Russia.
2.

Spathary's Mission

The first real Ambassador sent by a Tsar was Nicholas Spathary
3

4

Baddeley, op. cit., Vol. II, p.
ibid., P· I68.
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in ' the year 1675· It was the custom of the Chinese Comt that all
missives from an:y kingdom should first be taken and perused by the
Board of Ceremony before they could be presented to the Emperor.
To this, Spathary raised the objection that if ambassadors could
be . received by the Chinese Emperor, why not the letters of their
masters. He was warned that, if he. refused to take the Tsar'sletter
to the Board, his labour would be in vain, and he would have to
return, like Baikov, empty-handed. When this condition had been
complied with, another dispute arose concerning the performance of
the Court etiquette, to which Spathary at first objected, although he
later gave way when he was brought to Court. Spathary made the .
complaint: 'When l bowed I knew not to whom, the Khan being
llivisible.' 5 He was then cordially received by the Emperor, tea and
fruits being served. Ere long, he was dismissed because of the bad
conduct of his Cossacks, who beat the Chinese guards and roamed
around outside the city walls.
He was allowed to receive the
Emperor's gifts for the Tsar without following the usual custom of
kneeling, thus safeguarding the honour of his master.
I11 the early part of the seventeenth century, Russian influence
_gradually spread to the Amur. Although the Manchus had estabiished their dynasty in Peking, they were kept busy for some years
ih suppressing the . San Fan R ebellion (Three Border Rebellion),
\vhieh affected many provinces of China. It was only after c<;msider·_ able turmoiL that victory came to the imperial forces, thus making
it .possible to consolidate and set about the task of establishing peace.
As the new Manchu Dynasty, reigning in Peking, was not yet half
a century old, it was obvious that, if diplomatic means could secure
the necessary safeguards on the Amur frontier, it would be better
not .to resort to arms against the Russian newcomers.
In the year i667 a Tungus prince by the name of Gantimur fled to
Russia. Thereupon the Emperor Kang Hsi sent one of his nobles
to Nerchinsk to request the surrender of Gantimm. Such a request
· · "was not complied with, but Kang Hsi sent the Tsar a letter in 1677.
This letter remained unanswered for the reason that it was written in
Ma,nchu, a language unknown to Russians. The Chinese troops
were then actively besieging Albazin on the Amur frontier, which
had been previously occupied by the Russians as a reprisal against
China. The siege in question was carried out under the pretence
of hunting, whereas, in 'fact, it was an attempt to drive out the
Russians.
5

Baddeley, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 362.
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China had little, if any, need for commerce with Russia. Her
material civilization was incomparably higher and she supplied her
own requirements within the confines of her extensive empire. She
did, nevertheless, desire good relations with Russia, for she had
already begun, in spite of the paucity of information concerning that
country, to foresee that here was a neighbour likely not only to grow
more dangerous with time, but one that would not hesitate to exploit
the tributary states and tribes on China's frontiers. The Chinese
Emperor accordingly sent two letters in Latin to the Tsar dated
May 6, r683, which were received in Moscow as late as November 15,
r685, after having taken fully two and a half years to reach their
destination. 'These letters referred to many earlier ones from China
that had remained unanswered, requiring the evacuation of Albazin,
but giving indications of a disposition to be conciliatory.' Russia at
the time was likewise anxious to settle the constant friction created
by her settlers, in trading between the two countries. Any friction
was liable to start reprisals that might lead to war on a large scale.
Therefore, as soon as Russia received these two letters, she decided
to send an embassy to China and try to come to a prompt decision
with the Peking Government. The embassy was entrusted to Nikifor
Veniukoff and Ivan Favoroff in advance of the Russian plenipotentiary, Golovin, to Peking, to announce his coming. They brought
a letter from the Tsar to the Chinese Emperor asking for pardon
for past misunderstanding and for a suspension of hostilities in
Albazin. 6

3· Activities of Golovin
It was Peter the Great who selected Theodore Alexeivitch Golovin
as his 'High Ambassador Plenipotentiary'. The major questions he
was to bring to the notice of the Chinese Emperor, Kang Hsi, were
those concerning the frontier and the trade problems along the
Amur and its tributaries. Golovin, while on the way to China, was
instructed to meet the leading Mongolian Prince and endeavour to
persuade him to side with the Russians, holding out, as a bait, the
promise of favourable commercial relations. There could be little
doubt that he had secret instructions to put out feelers to ascertain
the attitude of the various influential non-Chinese peoples with
• Cahen Gaston, Histoire des Relations de la Russie avec la Chine, sous
Pierre le Grand (I689-173o), Paris, 1912, p. 35· See also Baddeley, op. cit.,
Vol. II, p. 242 and N. 2.
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whom he would be coming into contact and, if feasible, to encourage
them to look to Russia for support. Another task set him was to
acquire all possible information regarding the river routes into
China.
'
Golovin was to lay special stress on the Tsar's desire to regularize
trade as well as to induce the Chinese to send to Moscow, through
their ownagents, precious stones, silver, velvets, damasks and spice.
He was also to invite merchants to bring ingots and silk which, he
said, the Russian treasury would buy immediately. This is significant, as it was a proof of the Tsar's intention of making trade with
China a government monopoly.
On January 26, r686, Golovin and his mission left Moscow with
a military escort on its long journey. He spent nearly two years in
various parts of Siberia. It was the first time such a high official had
been despatched to survey the new territories annexed during
previous decades. Peter the Great was much more energetic than
his immediate predecessors, having a decidedly broader vision so
that he could foresee tremendous possibilities in these yet littleknown lands.
The two advance agents, Veniukoff and Favoroff, left Moscow
on December 20, r685, and reached Peking on October J3, r686,
where they rem.ained but a short time. The Chinese Emperor,
Kang Hsi, after learning of Russia's peaceful intentions, sent orders
that the siege of Albazin, which had been going on for some time,
should be raised. The Russian agents, pleased at this initial success
of their mission, headed by Golovin, straightway sent couriers to
inform him of their safe arrival as well as give news of this friendly
gesture.
On the return journey, they carried two letters from the Chinese
Emperor. One was written in Mongolian, briefly acknowledging the
messages the Tsar had conveyed through his agents, while the other
was in Latin and dated the r6th day of the roth moon of the 25th
year of Kang Hsi (November 21, r686)1.
The following is an extract from Kang Hsi's letter:
'The officials to whom I have entrusted the supervision of the
sable hunt, have. frequently complained of the injury which the
people of Siberia do to our hunters on the Amur and, particularly,
to the Chucheri. My subjects have never provoked yours nor
done them any injury; yet the people of Albazin, armed with
1

According to Baddeley the elate should be July 17, 1687.
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on March q, r688, and did not leave till April q, r688. He brought
back a message from the Chinese Emperor designating Selenginsk
as the town for a conference between representatives of the two
countries. The Chinese delegates departed from Peking on May 29,
but on July 22 they abruptly discontinued their journey on account
of war in Mongolia, and, after despatching a letter through couriers
to Golovin, announcing that they wished to delay the conference till
the following year, they returned to Peking.
It was later agreed by China that the postponed conference should
take place at Nerchinsk, a more suitable venue in view of the trouble
with the Eleuths (Oirats). The Chinese envoys, consisting of Prince
So San (also known as Son-go-to), and Tang Kwo-kang, maternal
uncle of the Emperor Kang Hsi, Ah Erh-ni, President of the
Lifan Yuan (Colonial Office), Ma Tsi, Ma La, accompanied by two
Jesuits, Gerbillon and Pereira acting as interpreters, left Peking on
June 13 and arrived at Nerchinsk on July 31, r689.l 0 A few days
later, the Russian delegates, headed by Golovin and Vlasoff, arrived
at Nerchinsk.
The Chinese delegation was supported by an army of ten thousand
men with a fleet of boats and cannon. The Tungus and the Buriats
of the district were definite! y pro-Chinese and could be counted
on as, a material factor in case of need. The Russians had, at
the back of them, a thousand troops, not including about five
hundred of their countrymen at Nerchinsk capable of bearing
arms.
The meetings were begun on August 12. The delegates on both
sides sat in their tents, one over against another, without any
superiority on either side. The Russians alighted first and advanced
a few steps to meet the Chinese, inviting them to enter the tent first.
They sat on benches opposite each other with a table in between.
The interpreters sat at the upper end of the table and retinue stood
by. In the opinion of Gerbillon, the Chinese showed themselves so
exacting that the discussions were quickly broken off, and it was
due to the efforts of the two Jcsuit interpreters that the negotiations
were carried through. The Jesuits favoured China, and when the
Russian envoy tried to speak directly with the Chinese in Mongolian,
the Jesuits opposed this on the ground that they were the official
interpreters, and that they alone held the office of intermediaries.
The Russians tried to bring the Jesuits to a better frame of mind
10

Ho Chin-Tao, The Strategy of Conquering the Russians (in Chinese),
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by means of promises for their society, but the Jesuits refused to do
anything that might be considered harmful to China. On the other
hand, they would not press the Russians to a rupture. 11
The Chinese delegates demanded that the frontier be placed at
N erchinsk. The Russians refused to agree to this. For two whole
days they argued, neither side willing to give in to the other. The
Chinese then threatened to break up the conference, and this had
the effect of making Golovin more tractable. And when, on August
r6, the Jesuit interpreters intervened in an effort to settle the impasse
by introducing some minor concessions and naming Gorbitsa as the
boundary, Golovin was ready to meet them more than half-way.
After the boundary settlement, the question of repatriation was
brought up, particularly on the surrender of Guntimur. It was
learned that Guntimur had left for Moscow, accompanied by his
father, to join the Russian Orthodox Church. At this point the
matter was deemed closed. 12 ~~"a~x;-~!~~2~!t"~~~-

~~~~~-~_6.~2: _ _

.

.

4· Activities of Ides
In 169'2, Peter the Great sent Everard Ysbrand Ides on a mission
to Kang Hsi for the purpose of exchanging ratifications of the Treaty
of Netchinsk and of improving the .commercial relations between
the two countries. On March 14, that same year, Ides left Moscow
with a caravan of some four hundred men for China. He was a
foreigner, being a Dutch or German, though born on Danish soil,
and he had been trading extensively in the Sea of Archangel since
about r677. It was he who obtained the consent of the Russian
Court to head a trade mission to Peking. As it was not unknown
in those days for merchants to be charged with certain diplomatic
tasks, Ides was designated Envoy in contradistinction to Ambassador,
which would have implied the possession of a considerably higher
authority for the negotiation and discussion of international affairs.
Ides, apart from his personal trade interests, was charged with
two tasks, one political and the other commercial. As to the former,
he was told to heed Chinese Court ceremonies so as ·to ascertain
from the Chinese Emperor his personal views concerning the recently
concluded Treaty and, in general, the Chinese attitude to Russia's
n Cahen Gaston, op. cit., p. 46.
Chen Fu-kwang, Sino-Russian Relations during the Ching Dynasty (in
Chinese), p. 28.
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Far Eastern Policy. Among the other minor diplomatic instructions
he received, was one to try ~nd obtain a site in Peking for the building of a Russian Orthodox Church, the expenses of which the Tsar
\VOUld pay out of his own pocket. With regard to the commercial
aspect of his mission, he was en joined to persuade the Chinese to
send their merchants to Moscow with ingots of silver, precious
stones, spices and other native products, and to make detailed
enquiries as to the kind of goods Russia could sell profitably in
China.
It took Ides eleven months to reach Irkutsk, where he sojourned
about a month until March 7, 1693. He set out again and arrived
at Peking on November 3, by way of Nerchinsk and Manchuria.
He was fittingly received, and after delivering his credentials
obtained his first imperial audience on November 14, 1693· On the
day following the first audience, the letter from the Russian Tsar
as well as the gifts were returned to Ides with the remark that the
titles of the Chinese Emperor had been written below those •of
the Tsar. This was in itself considered a discourteous act, and the
opportunity for any further discussions between Ides and the
Emperor's ministers could easily have been refused. Happily,however, the Chinese statesmen reasonably deemed that while he could
not be officially acknowledged as a diplomatic representative of the
Russian Court, his mission would nevertheless be a useful medh1m
for a bett.er understanding between the two countries.
From the date of his arrival at Peking until his departure on
February 19, 1694, Ides had four audiences, which were of a ceremonial nature, and provided little or no opportunity for business
discussion. The mission, while not producing the results expected
by the Russians for a closer political and commercial understanding,
was not altogether fruitless. Ides, as we have already remarked, was
not a :fully accredited plenipotentiary of the. Russian Court, and it
would have been too much to anticipate that the Chinese Emperor
would consider hirn as such. Permission :for a Russian church to
be built in Peking was refused, and this certainly could not have
been deemed an affront. While Kang Hsi did not officially ratify
the Treaty o:f Nerchinsk, Ides was given to understand that he looked
favourably upon it, and had nothing but :friendly intentions towards
the Russians. What was of first-rate interest to them was SinoRussian trade. As to this, the Chinese Emperor saw no reason why
it should not be continued to the mutual benefit of China and
Russia so long as the latter did not encroach upon Chinese territory.
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On February r, r695. nearly a year after his departure from Peking,
and three years after leaving Moscow, Ides arrived safely home.

S· First Chinese Envoy Appointed
The first Chinese Envoy ever despatched by Kang Hsi to the Khan
of the Torguts was Tu Li-shen, whose mission lasted from 1712 t()
r7J6. In his book Yi Yu Lu or Journal of a Mission Abroad, we
have, for the first time, a Chinese ~ccount of Siberia. He left Peking
on June 23, 1712, and arrived at Selenginsk by way of Mongolia on
August 24. He was instructed by the Imperial Edict that he should
goto St. Petersburg and have an audience with the Tsar. He was
accorded Russian military honours when he reached the Russian
frontier. On arrival at Tobolsk, August 13, r713, where he had a
conference with Prince Gagarin, the Russian Governor-General of
Siberia, he was informed that Peter the Great had been apprised of
tpe mission but regretted being unable to receive the envoys from
the Celestial Empire in Moscow. This was in all probability due to
his. wars with Sweden which were then taxing all his resources and
taking up all his time. They were, however, impressed with the fact
that .Russia had nothing but the most friendly feeling towards them.
The Chinese Envoys, continuing their journey, reached Kazan and
sailed down the Volga to Saratov, whither the Torguts had migrated
fr()m their homes. They received two audiences from A yuki, Chief
of the Torguts, at Manutokhai, where they stayed a fortnight. At
the first audience, Ayuki was thanked for the presents one of his
officials had conveyed to Peking, and was informed that his nephew
Arabjchur, not having been able to return home after a sojourn in
Tibet because wars with the Kalmuks had forced him to take refuge
in Peking, had not yet been escorted on his way home, owing to the
hazards of the journey. In the second and last audience several days
later, Ayuki, evidently suspecting that the Chinese were utilizing this
as a prete:x:t to hold his nephew as a hpstage, stated that while it
was ·• indubitable that the southern route was closed on account of
the conflicts with the Kalmuks, the northern route through Russian
Siberia was dependent upon the goodwill of the Tsar. This was a
broad hint that if the Chinese did not meet Torgut aspirations
half-way, the Torguts would be not altogether unwilling to side
with the Russians who had been constantly angling for some such
alliance.
It is improbable that this Embassy was sent for the sole purpose
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of considering some safe route by which Arabjchur, an unitnportant
prince., could return to his relatives. More likely, it had, as its underlying motive, a study of Russia's political, military and economic
strength in Siberia and her relations with the Torguts and other
peoples, forming a barrier between the two countries.
At the end of some days of feasting, the Chinese Embassy set
out on the return journey, after final expressions of goodwill by both
parties. On April 30, J715, the mission reached Peking by the same
route it had come.l3
6. Ismailoff's Mission

Thirty years after the Treaty of Nerchinsk, Peter the Great
decided to send Leon Vasilievitch Ismailoff on an embassy to
Peking. Ismailoff was a soldier possessing a certain amount of
diplomatic experience. After some service with the Imperial Guards,
he was despatched to Denmark on a diplomatic mission. This
experience, together with the Tsar's personal faith in him, rendered
him a suitable person to head a mission needing delicate handling.
Ismailoff's suite was made up of a first secretary, Laurent Lang,
a second secretary, Ivan Glazunoff, a number of scientists, interpreters, servants, soldiers and, curiously enough, an English adventurer, or rather, a Scottish physician by the name of John Bell. A
representative of the Ministry of Commerce, Nicolas Khristizii and,
at Irkutsk, the archimandrite, Antony Platkovakii, were later to join
the Embassy. The value of religious workers for gathering political
and other information was no doubt appreciated by Peter the Great,
as is shown by the despatch of a churchman with Ismailoff to Peking.
Ismailoff's instructions were in three parts. In the first place, if the
Chinese insisted upon it, he was strictly to observe Chinese Court
etiquette, that is, perform the kotow and other ceremonies. In his
credentials, the proper method of addressing the Chinese Emperor
was implicitly followed. Secondly, Ismailoff was to do all in his
power to persuade the Chinese to extend trade relations. The
Ministry of Commerce had high hopes of this. In the instructions
to Ismailoff, consisting of sixteen articles, precise tasks were
prescribed. The most far-reaching was to ask for complete liberty
to trade, on reciprocal terms, throughout the whole of both empires.
13 See Tu Li-shen, Narrative of the Chinese Embassy to the Khan of the
Torgut Tartars (entitled Yi Yu Lu), translated into English by G; T. Staunton,
London, 18~1.
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It was hoped that Russians, in restricted numbers, would be permitted. in river and maritime ports to purchase gold, silver, precious
stones, silks, etc., for export without duty, and likewise to sell or
barter their own products, furs and other articles without taxation of
any kind.
Russia desired the appointment of a consul-general in Peking who,
besides his ordinary. offices, would have a commercial depot and
would be empowered to place vice-consuls or sub-agents in the
provinces. Like privileges would be given to the Chinese. A commercial tribunal would be established to adjudicate upon all points
where merchants of either country differed. The Russian ConsulGeneral, aside from looking after the diplomatic and commercial
interests of his country, would be charged with the function of acting
as. judge over his own nationals, except in cases having to do with
the murder of Chinese. or other foreigner~, under which circumstance they were to be handed over to the Chinese tribunal. The
above were the main points of commercial and political interest.
The third part of the Embassy was of a military nature. Ismailoff
was instructed to inform the Chinese Emperor that the Russian forts
along the Irtysh and elsewhere in Siberia had been built for protection against unruly Cossacks and adventurers and against the
Jungars, but were by no means designed for aggressive purposes
towards the Chinese. Ismailoff was told, of course secretly, to study
China's military resources and fighting power in general.
Ismailoff and his suite left St. Petersburg on July r6, qrg, and
faring by way of Moscow, Kazan and Irkutsk, reached Selenginsk on
May 28, r 720. It took them about a year and a half to reach the
Chinese border where they were welcomed by imperial officials
especially despatched for the occasion. They entered Peking on
November r8, after travelling through Kalgan. A number of
incidents threatened to prevent the Embassy from reaching its
destination, but despite various difficulties a give-and-take policy
was finally adopted by both Chinese and Russians, and all misunderstandings were smoothed out.
On arrival at Peking, Ismailoff at first refused to carry out the
kotow ceremony on presenting his credentials, but he finally agreed
on condition that when the Chinese Emperor sent his envoy to
Russia that envoy would be instructed to perform the self-same
ceremony at the Tsarist Court. This was gladly accepted, as the
Chinese Emperor at the time had not the slightest idea of sending
a delegate to any 'barbarous' country whatsoever. It is rather
B
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interesting to read John Bell's own statement 'as to his unforgettable
experience :
'During this part of the ceremony, which was not long,· the
retinue were standing without the hall; and we imagined, the
letter being delivered, all was over. But the master of the .ceremonies brought back the ambassador; and then ordered all the
company to kneel and make obeisance nine ttmes to the Emperor.
At every third time we stood up, and kneeled again. Great pains
were taken to avoid this piece of homage, but without success.
The master of the ceremonies stood by, and delivered 'his .orders
in the Tartar language by pronouncing the words " morgu " and
"boss", the first meaning to bow and the other to stand; two
words which I can never soon forget.'~ 4
From November IS, 1720 to March 2, 1721, Ismailoff sojourned
in .Peking. He was received most graciously, and in the dozen
audiences Kang Hsi was pleased to give him, he was treated with
the utmost friendliness.
When Ismailoff and his suite set out on the return journey, he
left behind his first secretary, Laurent Lang, as an agent 'for the
business that the Ambassador lsmailoff had proposed'. A list of
ten Chinese claims and wishes were presented to him to carry back
to the Russian Court. Among other things, they referred •to the
question of the Mongol frontier which still remained unsettled,
despite many Chinese requests; and to the regulation that Russian
merchants would only be permitted to enter China upon presenting
one of the hundred seals or credentials exchanged with Ismailoff;
and that, since the Kalmuks had now been defeated, a common
meeting-ground could be established on the lrtysh.
On January I 3, r 722, Ismailoff reached Moscow, thus concluding
his homeward journey. He felt he had largely succeeded in his
rmsswn. The Chinese, whil.e cautious of taking any hasty steps
towards enlarging Sino-Russian trade, were nevertheless not unsympathetic to Russian ambitions in this respect. It was too much to
expect them to take the very radical step of permitting free trade
with foreigners throughout the Empire since that would straightway permit Russian agents and consuls to reside in the provinces;
but Lang was permitted to remain in Peking at least until a partial
fulfilment of their projects had been effected. Time was needed to
14 John Bell, Travels from St. Petersburg in Russia to Diverse Parts of
China, Vol. II, p. 7·
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dispel Chinese suspicions that Russia had other than purely commercial interests :i,n China. (As matters turned out, however, Peking
was never for a moment taken in by Russia's friendly promises.)
Ismailoff succeeded in making Kang Hsi sanction the building of a
Russian church in Peking. Another point causing constant friction
was that the Kalmuks and others were deserting Chinese territory
to enter the Russian realm. The Russians had not abided by the
agreement to return such offenders. Ismailoff was requested to bring
this matter to the notice of the Tsar who, it was hoped, would send
the needed instructions to his officials in Siberia to deliver. such
people to the Chinese authorities.
Lang, who remained in Peking, practically accomplished nothing.
Two things hindered him. First, the Chinese distrusted Russia's
good faith which had never been held in high esteem because of
decades of depredation in Siberia and along the Amur as well as
secret efforts to inveigle the Torguts and other peoples to side with
her against China. Second, there was the unfortunate voluntary
transfer of Mongols to Russian sovereignty. The fact that China
refused to allow caravans into Peking, and that she .had much less
need of Russian trade than Russia had of hers, was no reason for
the preventio11 of an amicable understanding. Lang was strongly
guarded and was watched by soldiers constantly stationed at the
entrance to his residence on the pretext of being there for his protection. He wanted to rent a house near the Russian quarter on his
Own behaK but was flatly turned down by the Chinese authorities.
He was, at the time, so grossly insulted that he even threatened, so
soon as His Tsarist Majesty had finished the war with Sweden, that
nothing should prevent the Tsar from turning his arms to this
side. 15 His threats did not move any of the Imperial Court, and
he was finally compelled to leave the capital after many months'
uncomfortable stay, during which he had been treated like a
prisoner of the Chinese Government.
On January 20, · 1724, after the death of Kang Hsi, Lang and
Glazunoff appeared as commissioners to settle the frontier question.
Lieutenant-Colonel Bucholz was sent with an escort of a thousand
cavalry and a thousand Siberian infantrymen.l 6 This display .of
armed force was most injudicious. It belied Russia's claims to
friendly intentions and served to increase Chinese suspicions that
the :Russians had motives other than commercial.
15
10

See Laurent Lang, ']ournal of Residence at Peking. Vol. II, p.
Cahen, op. cit., p. 186.
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7· Count Vladislavitch Raguzinsky's Embassy

An Imperal 'Ukase' of August I I, I 725, appointed Count Sava
Vladislavitch Ruguzinsky 'Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary' to the Court at Peking. It was felt by the Russians
at the time that another ambassador should be sent to speed up
diplomatic and commercial relations with China. What is more,
Yladislavitch was far better qualified than his predecessors for the
task given him. At the time of his appointment he had reached the
ripe age of sixty. Years of experience as a merchant and a secret
agent in various parts of Europe on behalf of the Russian Government, as well as a number of transactions he had successfully fulfilled
for Peter the Great, made him a trusted and highly suitable agent.
The death of Peter the Great in January I725 and the accession
to the throne of the Tsarina Catherine the First, was an appropriate
occasion for an embassy to China. Both China and Russia were
eager for good relations. China was anxious that Russia should
not side with the Eleuths, who were a constant thorn in China:s
side and danger to her northern frontiers. Russia wanted money
from trade which she needed to fill her coffers. Superficially, the
problem was easy of solution. Russia's Siberian ambitions, however,
dictated a 'wait and see' policy vis-c't-vis the Sino-Eleuth quarrel, and
the latent hope that she might yet prove militarily stronger than
China caused her to postpone, under the flimsiest of excuses, the
demarcation of frontiers and the question of the extradition of sub·
jects of the Chinese Empire who, whether rebels or criminals, had
sought refuge in Russian territory.
Ill-defined frontiers would, at some future date, allow of encroachment upon Chinese territory. The non-extradition of Chinese
elements (mainly Kalmuks and non-Chinese peoples) would encourage them to rebel against the Chinese Empire which, it was hoped,
would tend to weaken China and make her more susceptible to
Russian pressure for the purpose of' territorial gain· or trade advantages.
On March 3, I725, Lang, then in Selenginsk, after realizing the
futility of remaining/ in China, was ad vised of the desire to send a
new embassy to Peking, and he, in turn, quickly passed on this
information to the Chinese authorities.
Vladislavitch was given Lang as an experienced adviser in Chinese
matters, diplomatic as well as commercial. A number of scientists,
linguists, etc., made up the complement of his suite. In short, after
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a y~ar .or •more of careful preparation, he possessed the best-equipp~d
embassy ever sent to China. As usual there was .no lack of .choice
European articles as. gifts for •the. Chinese Emperor and his officers
of state. The presents the. Russians had previously received were
munificent. Though a diplomatic mission, the time factor. caused
them to bring along commodities, mainly furs, to sell to or barter
with the .Chinese merchants.
The Embassy proper, consisting of nearly one hundred persons,
and:.a military escort of I,soo soldiers, reached Peking on October 21,
1726, after nearly thirteen months of travel and sojourns at. several
stopping-places.
According to Cahen, Vladislavitch was charged with four principal
tasks. (i) The Ambassador should conclude a commercial treaty or
renew those commercial relations that had been intercepted; (ii) he
was to fix the frontier in accordance with a map to be compiled as
quickly as possible, and the work was to be done by a joint RussoChinese commission; (iii) as for deserters, the Ambassador was to
refer to an 'Ukase' of Peter the Great dated July 22, 1722, which
ordered such persons to be sent back to China; and (iv) he was to
try to obtain a piece of land on which to build a church, the expense
of building to be defrayed by the Tsarina, and finally he was
instructed to ascertain the military strength and resources of the
Empire. 17
The Ministry of Commerce provided Vladislavitch with the same
instructions as furnished to Ismailoff in 1719, with a number of
important additions. They related to the ascertaining of the different
means of transport in Siberia, and of any improvements that might
be accomplished, trade conditions in Mongolia, the state of affairs
existing between the Chinese and the Dutch, Engtish, French and
Portugue,se merchants then trading at Canton, and the possibilities
of trade at this port.
Vladislavitch stayed in Peking from October 21, qz6 to April 13,
1727, that is, six whole months. His breadth of vision together with
his training in the school of commerce, diplomacy and spying, made
him a worthy opponent of the Chinese officials who were highly cultivated men and skilled diplomats. He displayed more tact, good
taste and patience than any other European previously visiting the
Court had seemed to possess. These qualities, in themselves, were a
strong recommendation to the Chinese Emperor and his ministers.
17 Bantysh-Kamensky, Diplomaticheskoie Sobranie Diel Rosiiskim Kitaiskim
Gosudarstvami s r6r6-1792, pp. 424-6, and 456 (in Russian).
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Vladislavitch, too,•• had. no cornpunction in using spies to further
his • ends. •• • By l;10lding out a promise .to •. assist the. Jesuits, then in
Peking, to . enlarge their missionary work, he struck a favourable
bargain. P~re Parrenin, head of the Italian Jesuits in Peking, provided him with secret information and acted £urthermore. as a liaison
officer between the Russians and the members of the Chinese
Court,l 8 thereby keeping him fully informed of the sentil!l.<!nHrof
the Chinese ministers. This was nattirall y of ine~ti!lllJ.l:>~e ·Y<J1ue to
Vladisla.vitch.
·
Later on, Vladislavitch enlisted in his service ·a Mongol,Galdan
by name, but not connected with the famous Eleuth warriqr. prince,
who, for certain sums of money, was to keep him informed .of
Chinese wishes concerning demarcation of the frontiers.
The Chinese, no novices in the art 9f espionage, an imperative
necessity in conjunction with matters diplomatic as well as military,
undoubtedly employed various people for this specific purpose.
However, as both China and Russia were pacifically inclined,. a
long and intricate diplomatic tussle could only reach a peaceful
conclusion. Threats and counter-threats courteously uttered, but
with no genuine intention of using force, were freely used as pawns
in this patient game of diplomatic chess. The troublesome Eleuths
were once again up in arms and, therefore, a useful card to use
against the Chinese. Russia was, at this time, at peace with her
European neighbours, but she did not contemplate a possibility of
using military measures against China, at least not for some years
to come. It would take her a long while to recover from the financial
and economk difficulties she had incurred in her recent wars.
Vladislavitch, it is highly interesting to note, some months aftct
his return to St. Petersburg in December 1728, handed over to the
Tsar, Peter II (Catherine I had died while he was away), a number
·of maps and documents, one of which related to the possibility of
conquering the whole of China. This extraotdinarily ambitious
scheme was the inspiration of Russian aggression in the second half
of the nineteenth century, but, by then, there were other European
powers no less anxious to become masters of a part, if not the whole,
of the vast Chinese Empire.
This ex-Ambassador said that the following points were essential
for the conquering of China. (i) Peace in Europe. This would allow
the Russian Government to devote time and money to the undertaking as well as to despatch large forces to Siberia and the Amur.
lS
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(ii) A decade of steady planting and reaping of crops in Transbaikalia. This would be sufficient to provision the frontier troops.
(iii)· Fifty regiments of regulars and twenty regiments of irregulars
to contend against the Chinese forces. A Russian force of this size
would be victorious as he, Vladislavitch, had observed that the
Chinese people were not a fighting race, and the Manchus who ruled
the country were not only numerically far fewer than the Chinese,
but alien to the country, so that the natives would, in case of defeat,
rise against their rulers. (iv) A Sino-Russian war would have the
effect of en<.:ouraging the Eleuths, Mongolians arid other non-Manchu
peoples to seize the opportunity to strike for independence. This
combination of factors, he considered, would so divide the Mancb.1I
for<.:es that they would succumb to Russian attacks and leave the
way open to a speedy conquest of China.l 9
Vladislavitch's bold dream was never realized for a variety of
causes. We need mention but two. Vladislavitch grossly under6;tirnated the fighting strength of the Manchus while overestimating
their authority in China, which was ruled as a whole not by ·the
Manchus, but by the Chinese themselves, with the tacit consent of
the Manchus. China, with a vast and highly civilized population,
could not be conquered by the Russians as the semi-nomadic tribes
in/Siberia had been. The Mongols and Manchus, both powerful
fighting peoples, had flung tens of thousands of troops into China,
but the forces of Chinese civilization had in time conquered them.
A:t:ld these two peoples were racially akin to the Chinese. Swift to
see the wisdom of following Chinese ways and the Chinese system
of government, their emperors were able to sit on the Chinese throne.
When, however, they attempted to rule by force, they were in time
overthrown by the Chinese people. A Russian governor-general in
Peking, ruling the whole of China, was a dream impossible of
accomplishment. Russian ways were utterly alien, and would have
appeared brutally unjust to every farm-house and city-dwelling
throughout the length and breadth of the Chinese Empire.
We will next turn once more to the outcome of the Sino-Russian
negotiations with ·which Vladislavitch had been entrusted.
Before leaving Peking on April 23, 1727, he succeeded in coming
to an understanding upon the following points: The frontier, from
the Uda to the Stone (Kamennyi) Mountains in the east, was to
re111ain undecided as in the Treaty of Nerchinsk, owing to the lack
of definite topographical information concerning these regions, but
10
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everywhere else it would be determined by a joint Sino-Russian
border commission. Deserters would henceforth be strictly extradited. A Russian caravan of two hundred merchants would be
permitted to come to Peking once every three years, and on the
frontier two centres where trade might be permanently and continuously carried on would be established. Passports would still be
required, but ambassadors, diplomatic agents and official messengers
would be received without hindrance.
On June 14, 1727, Vladislavitch reached Bura near Selenginsk.
Another three months were needed for the conclusion of a general
treaty, and a year for its final ratification. On June 23, 1727, a series
of meetings was held to consider the marking of the boundary.
Vladislavitch was assisted by Lang and two other experts. The
Chinese commission consisted of Longotu, an uncle of the Emperor,
Yung Cheng, the head of the commission, and Tu Li-shen, a member
of the embassy to the Torguts already referred to. The Russians,
who were reasonably well informed of the topography of the regions
under discussion, were a1Jle to draw up the frontiers to their advantage. Longotu did not give in regarding the boundary marking,
and he even threatened to break o.ff the conference. Vladislavitch,
however, retorted that as Russia had ended military operations in
Europe, she was now free to deal with the Far East. Ere long,
Longotu was recalled by the Emperor to replace Prince Thailing.
This was due not only to dissensions but, according to Vladislavitch's
statement, to secret assistance rendered by Galdan and Parrenin as
well as a Chinese official, Ma Tsi, who had accepted bribes from
Vladislavitch. 20
The display of arms at the frontier by Lieutenant-Colonel Bucholz
also helped the Russian situation. Shortly after the arrival of Prince
Thailing, two delimitation agreements, known as the Treaty of Bura,
were signed on October 12, 1727.' by the two parties. Later,
Vladislavitch received a duly ratified treaty from Peking dated
October 21, 1727, in full accordance with the conclusions reached by
the joint commission as well as the agreements arrived at during
his sojourn in China. This was named the Treaty of Kiakhta, from
the town wherein Vladisla vitch · was then residing, and which
included a fort built by him. This treaty remained in force until
June 1858. It thus lasted over a century and a quarter, and gained
renown for being one of the most long-lived treaties in world
history.
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In •r737 Russian canwarts were no longer allowed to call at Peking
but stopped at Kiakhta-a more suitable rendezvous. for. trade pur•
poses-and •this town. cont~nued to. be the focal point· of cOimnerce
for. both countries.
The Tushetu Khan was, ex officio, the superintendent of trade,
but in I 772 he was relieved of this post, and two imperial •officials
were •stationed at Urga for the purpose of supervising foreign· trade.
It was · decided that one of them should be a native · of •Outer
Mongolia, as the people there were consider.ably interesteq in ttade
with the Russians. Commercial relations were, on .the whole, satisfactory, and only on three occasions, namely in 1764, 1779 and 1785,
did the Chinese Government temporarily suspend trade in order to
:. < :!f,S!~~y .2~rtain misunderstandings. This boycott of Russian. goods
alw;1ys proved salutary.. It is not uninteresting to note that neither
side charged any customs duty.
Two treaties of minor significance were signed during the reign
of Chien Lung. The first, at Kiakhta in 1768, defined more clearly
the procedure concerning the extradition of deserters, and the
second, signed in 1792, between the Governor of Irkutsk and Chinese
frontier authorities, aimed at the better regulation of trade at
Kiakhta and other points along the frontiers ..
In r8o5 a Russian Embassy under Count Golovkin was sent to
Peking with a large retinue. His refusal to conform to Chinese Court
etiquette, cmnbined with the fact that China was then .much disturbed by internal troubles, made his presence unwelcome. He
departed without bettering Sino-Russian relations.
In the following year, two Russian ships arrived at Canton, South
China. It was only after certain sales and purchases were made that
the Chinese authorities at Canton received instructions from Peking
that Russians be forbidden to trade by sea as they had already
obtained the privilege of trading by land. They were asked to leave
Macao without delay.
The news of British manceuvres in China and the Treaty of
Nanking signed in 1842 apparently awakened the latent dreams of
Tsarist imperialism for a share of the Chinese spoils. This giant
of the Far East had been defeated by a small fleet, and several
thousand troops transported from a great distance. But Russian
struggles with Turkey at the time, and after that the Crimean War
with England and France, prevented her from carrying out any
openly aggressive measures in the Far East.
The Treaty of Kiakhta was, in the main, entirely satisfactory, as
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is eviclenc.ed bythefactthat.no further treaty was signedbetwee~
China and Russia for over a hundred and twenty-five year$. • Jt was
an agreement signed by two. sovereign powers ... Neither side had
been compelled to concede anything likely to endapger its position
as • an independent state. • Above all else, there existed during the
period a mutual wish to maintain peaceful relations. The Treaty
of Kiakhta held good until the situation changed, which was not
till x858, when China was compelled to, sign a. most humiliating
treaty known as the Treaty of Aigun, whereby the relative strength
of the two countries was radically altered.

Chapter III
R"£?BSIA'S RELATIONS WITH OUTER MONGOLIA

R~::..~d:!~~;~;:~:~t~:l~ ::,!~~~:~::~,~:~~~
century. Temuchin won his western campaign in the thirteenth
century and made himself 'Emperor of all men' with the title of
'Genghis Khan '. This put dread in the heart of all Europe. It
was through him that Russian and Chinese contacts were made.
Harking back to the very dawn of Russian history, we find the
forest zone in the north inhabited by scattered Finnish tribes as
early as the third century. These helped to build the first powerful
empire in Russian history. As to the southern zone, this was successively invaded by Asiatic tribes for several centuries. On the
bounds of Persia and China, two great and civilized countries lying
along the southern border of the Eurasian plain, there dwelt a
vast and scattered mass of Turko"Mongol tribes, always deemed
dangerous on account of their ruthless and warlike nature.
China, then under the Han Dynasty, was already a powerful
nation. About 100 B.c., a noted Chinese Envoy, Su Wu, was sent
by Emperor Han Wu-ti to offer peace and goodwill to the Khan of
Hsiung-Nu (believed of Turkish origin)! in Mongolia. Unhappily
the mission failed in its purpose, and the poor Envoy Was imprisoned
by the Hun ruler and only released after nineteen years, living the
while in exile upon the shores of Lake Baikal until the restoration ·
of peace. The nomad tribes, pressed by the Chinese, began to move
West, but met with stubborn resistance from the Persians who, also
at the expense of the Turko-Mongols, were expanding in the opposite
direction. Pressed by the simultaneous advance of the Chinese and
the Persians, they had to follow the line of least resistance by marching north into the great wastes and into Russia.
1
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Tatar Invasion

Having achieved a power greater than that of the ancient HsiungN u Empire, Genghis Khan made his first conquest of China, and by
1224, four years before his death, the Mongolian invasion had swept
over all Asia as far as south-eastern Europe. His son, Ogoday,
came to the throne and finally overcame the Kin Dynasty, ruling
China north of the Yellow River in the year I234; it was not, however, until I264 that Khublai Khan proclaimed himself Emperor
of China, thereby setting up the Yuan Dynasty with Peking as
capital, after overcoming the Sung Dynasty in Central and South
China. Ogoday started his European drive and sent his nephew,
Batu, with 6oo,ooo well-trained troops to Russia in 1237. It was not
a wild horde, but a regular army far superior to European forces.
The march on Europe went with such force and rapidity that the
army penetrated the very heart of Russia. So bloody and cruel was
the onslaught, so great the massacre, that Europe shuddered at the
approach of the ruthless conquerors.
The story is told of a certain Russian prince who sent deputies·
to another prince informing him that his country was being invaded
by a strong and cruel tribe called Tatars, ' strange-looking men
with brown faces, eyes small and wide apart, thick lips, broad
shoulders and black hair'. The deputies went so far as to warn the
prince in these words: 'To-day, they have seized our country and
to-morrow they will seize yours if you do not help us.' 2 The prince,
though without sympathy for the other, immediately came to the
rescue for fear his own turn might come next.
The all-cont1uering invaders devastated an enormous area including Moscow, but having almost reached Novgorod in IZJ8, they suddenly wheeled round and disappeared. Thus came to an end the
first visit of such unwelcome strangers.
In 1240 they came back and renewed their activities, occupying
and demolishing the city of Kiev. Then they di'vi:ded themselves
into two armies; one raided Hungary and the other entered Poland.
They advanced even as far as the Adriatic, pillaging and murdering,
and their attempt to fare farther west put all Europe in alarm. The
panic even swept through England for a time, putting a stop to the
herring fishery on the coast.
Pushing west, they at last met with stubborn resistance in
Bohemia. Hearing of the death of Ogoday Khan, they finally
2
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retreated and turned hack towards the Lower Volga to which place
the Russian princes were summoned to do homage to the victorious
Khan. The princes came, not daring to make another attempt to
combine together against the common foe. Nearly all the principal
towns had been burnt and the inhabitants slaughtered or carried
off as slaves. At first, the Russians had only a vague idea of what
their enemy was. 'For our sins, unknown peoples have appeared',
and 'Only God knows whence they came and whither they went ' 3
were the general remarks among the people. Some even thought
they were God's chosen people and could only be known by those
deeply read in books.
How did the Mongols keep themselves so strong and march with
such amazing rapidity? To answer this question, we have to explain
their way of living. They needed no base of operations. They just
took along with them their flocks, tents and other worldly goods.
All they wanted was the grass steppe to feed their flocks, which in
turn, of course, could feed the men. Further, the manure or argol
of the flocks served as fuel, giving out a great heat. So they made
their home wherever pasture and drinking water were to be found.
Instead of diminishing in force as is usually the case when advancing
from the base of operations, they on the contrary increased in
numbers and kept as strong as ever on their thrust forward. Thus
'the man of gigantic stature' led his army west, it being his ambito conquer the whole world and make himself the sole ruler
on earth in the same way that God is the one ruler in heaven.
Undoubtedly Genghi§ Khan was an administrative genius. For
this reason, he succeeded in creating a colossal empire, which was
entirely by conquest; but it lacked an organic life, and this, coupled
with the desire of the conquered peoples for independence, meant
that his supremacy over Russia could not be long retained. After
his .death, despite the fact that his descendants were still able to
maintain their military authority, local rulers rapidly tried to free
themselves from the centralized administration. The colossal power
he had created began to wane and, less than fifty years after his
death, the great Mongol Empire gradually weakened and fell to
pieces.
2.

Golden Horde

Nevertheless, eastern Europe at this time was far from being out
of danger. A grandson of Genghis Khan established himself on the
8
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Lower Volga as the ruler of what was known· as· the (jgld('ln I-lqrde,
and built a new capital called Sarai, a very populous a!ld bea11tiful
city. Here lived the Khan of the Golden Horde, which kept Russia
in subjection for over two centuries.
Mongol administration, after the conquest of Russia,. is .also
interesting. They had no . ambition to possess the land overrun,
since they already had plenty to spare. Annexation was entirely
foreign to them. All they cared for was movable goods to enable
them to enjoy nomad life. They simply sent officials into the
country to collect tribute in proportion to the population. Not only
was no occupation or confiscation of land put into practice,. but
even the existing Russian political organization, under different
independent princes, was left undisturbed. They had no. idea whatever of denationalizing the Russian people. They were satisfied as
soon as the Russian princes took oath of allegiance and the people
were willing to pay a certain amount of tribute. Russians were also
allowed to retain their lands, use their own language and· worship
according to their own religion. Moreover, the Tatar invaders
never settled in Russia proper, and were never assimilated by the
native population, nor did they try to assimilate them. The Russians
remained Christians, and the Mongols remained Shamanists or
Buddhists, although later they became Mohammedans. When the
Horde adopted Islam, the difference in religion raised an impassable
barrier between them.
As a matter of fact, the princes at first tried in every way
sap
the Khan's power. Finding this of no avail, they thereupon
endeavoured to gain favour by the frequent bestowal of rich presents
em the Mongol Suzerain. Some even used this favour to extend
their possessions at the expense of neighbouring princes and, to this
end, did not hesitate to call in Mongol assistance. The Khans, how·
ever, made no complaint so long as tribute was not neglected.
The Khans, instead of keeping the Russian princes on the same
level, thereby rendering them all weak, were often bribed into giving
special favour to one who soon became more powerful than the
others. The most successful of these was the Prince of Moscow
who, realizing the danger of arousing suspicion of growing power,
assumed an attitude of complete submissiveness to the Khan. 'Having discovered that the distribution of money at the Mongol Court
was the surest means of gaining favour, they lived parsimoniously
at home and spent their savings on the Horde.' It was said that the
arrival of the .Pr.ince of Moscow was always welcomed at Sarai on
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ac¢oiirit Of his rich. •and • costly presents.' This cunning .• policy .was
so effective that he soon won favour and was given the title of
Grand •:Prince. What is more, he was permitted to collect taxes i in
the neighbouring principalities for the Golden Horde. When
Novgorod refused to pay tribute, and when the people of Tver rose
against the Khan's authority, the Grand :Prince of Moscow im"
mediately received so,ooo horsemen from the Khan to meet the
situation. This not only gave the Muscovite supreme power over
others, but induced him to invade and finally annex the territories
of his neighbours.
Successive Moscow princes stuck to the 'wait and see' policy. They
vvere so obsequious that they pretended 'to love the Mongols beyond
measure'. This humble and. submissive attitude, however, only
lasted as long as the Golden Horde remained in power. When
Moscow found itself strong enough it turned abruptly against the
Mongol.• Court and threw off the galling yoke that had proved ·so
bur.densome and humiliating. It was the Grand Prince Dmitri
Donskoi who openly challenged the Golden Horde by refusing to
.pay tribute. The ruling Khan, Mamai, prepared to deliver a crushil1g plow, though quite aware of the seriousness of the revolt. After
some encour:ters, the Tatars suffered a drastic defeat, an evidence
ofMoscow's nevvly acquired military strength. The Golden Horde,
though defeated in battle, was still strong enough to start another
offensive a few years later with a newly organized army. Until
then, the Russians had been on the defensive, but thereafter they
took the offensive which carried them right into Asia. 4
This eastern drive is an important landmark in Russian history.
In the fifteenth century, the Golden Horde finally fell to pieces,
thanks chiefly to Tamerlane, ruler of Samarkand, who attacked
from the rear. Tamerlane, apparently a new world conqueror,
marched into Russia, destroyed Sarai and then marched on to
•Mo~eow. Before reaching it; he changed his plans, being now fired
witlithe ambition to conquer China. So he turned back to Samarkand, but died on the way to China. This was the last Tatar invasion
of Russia.

3· Russia's New Era Under Ivan IV
In the middle of the fifteenth century, the Tsar, Ivan II-successor
of the Grand Prince of Moscow-continued with conspicuous ability
4
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and success the great work of' gathering together theRussianlands'.
He refused to obey a summons to go to the Tatar Court .. Thus, the
last link in the chain of dependence was broken. However, h. was
not until the reign of Ivan IV (known as 'the Terrible' on account
of his incredible cruelties and countless executions), who succeeded
his father Vasili III in I5JJ, that there took place the capture· of
the Volga towns, Kazan (r552) and Astrakhan (1554), both deemed
Tatar strongholds. The Crimean Tatars took revenge by burning
Moscow in 1571, sparing only the K.remlin. 5 After that, Mongol
and Tatar prestige sank for ever. Then began Russia's new era of
relations with Asia through the channel of the Volga during the
half-century reign of Ivan the Terrible.
This changeover of Mongols and Russians was due to the reversal
of positions. The former conquered the latter because they were
united under a strong leader. When the latter at last came to be
united under a powerful dynasty, the Mongols, as a result of growing weakness and disunion, were completely beaten and remained
thenceforward but a name.
Mongol domination, though little affecting the life and habits
/ of the Russian people, had a considerable influence on the political
development of the nation. The policy of the Khans helped to
facilitate unification and growth and went so far as to e1·eate that
autocratic power so characteristic of the Tsars. It should be known
that the Mongols themselves in the first instance were influenced by
Chinese practices during their reign in China. They followed
Chinese tradition in building their own empire, and we cannot be
very wrong in saying that, through the medium of the Mongols,
Chinese influence actually reached Moscow and helped in the building of an imperial dynasty. The first Tsars of Muscovy were .the
political descendants, practically speaking, neither of the old
independent pr~nces nor of the Mongol Khans, but of the. Celestial
Empire of China~ Therefore, it is safe to say that autodatic power,
a most important factor in Russian history, was created by the
Mongolian domination influenced by Chinese practices. 6

. 4· Eastward Drive of the Eleuths
The Mongol reign in China, known as the Yuan Dynasty, was
rather short-lived, lasting scarcely a century. It was superseded by
5
6
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the Ming Dynasty in IJ68. The Khans then divided what was lett
of their empire among their heirs and created three. main, separate
principalities, namely those of the North-Khalkhas, those • of the
south, and those of the W est-Oirats, known as Kalmuks or Eleuths}
The Kalmuks or Eleuths comprised four main sections or tribes,
viz ..• the Sungars, Derbets, Torguts and Khoshotes. When the Yuan
fell, the Kalmuks grew stronger and separated from the Mongols,
and for a time became supreme in Mongolia. 8 During the days of
Hung Wu of the Ming Dynasty, Inner Mongolia was brought under
· Chinese conttol. Owing to its geographical advantages, Inner Mongolia was again subjugated by the Manchus, who had already conquered China in 1644· The Manchus, having conquered China,
fought against their former allies and brought the southern Mongols
under their· control. The Eleuths took the initiative against the
Manchus longer than the other western Mongols, and caused some
worry to the Manchu Government. Duringthe period under survey,
they inhabited three principal regions : (1) the steppe of the lowest
part of the Volga basin round about Astrakhan; (z) Zungaria, Kuldja
and the adjacent territories of Chinese Central Asia; (3) Tsaidam,
Kokonor and other parts of north Tibet and south-west Mongolia. 9
In Trans-Baikalia, a Mongol known as Ayuki, a Torgut, succeeded
in.uniting under himself all the tribes of Astrakhan and the Urals.
1'lle Russians endeavoured unsuccessfully to bring these people
under their tutelage. On·. the further extension of Russia into
Siberia, the Mongols held a sort of general conference at KhurienBeltchir in r686 and decided that, as they were too weak to resist
aggression at the hands of their neighbours, they should voluntarily
th1·ow themselves under Chinese protection. This decision was made
only just in time. The Eleuths, a hardy fighting people, headed by
ambitious chiefs, began an eastward drive. They controlled the
routes from Siberia to the south and those from China to the west,
and this inspired them with the hope of becoming the sole masters
ofallcentral Asia .. Having alre<~.dy defeated the Bukhariots,J:hey
made themselves protectors of Tibet, supporting Lamaism against
Chinese Buddhism. The challenging attitude of the Eleuths, a force
by no means contemptible, thus made them an enemy to be dispelled by force or weakened by diplomatic strategy. As the Mongols
had so opportunely decided to side with the Chinese, it was impeta7
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tiveto consolidate the 'link.• This did not present.any 'seri<)us··~bstacle
as the northern Mongols feared domination by the Eleutl.1s, a,n.!f (ill
that was required was to treat them with fairness. •The Torguts,
themselves a branch of the Eleuths, were later to throw in .their lot
with the Chinese for a very plausible reason: the old-time animosity
between the Torgut and the other Elcuth chiefs. The question to
be settled was: Could and would the Eleuths and Russians combine
together against the Chinese?
The Eleuths desired it. An alliance with Russia would have
strengthened them in preventing Chinese interference whh their
establishment of a hegemony in Central Asia .. This was a magnificent
ideal well worth fighting for. Cunningly, they made overtures to
the Russians through their diplomatic agents, the Bukhariots, whoiJ.l
they· had conquered. Even before the Russians had been given
time to consider these overtures, they had spread subtle rumours • of
the establishment of a pact between the two peoples.
The Chinese, past masters in diplomacy, were not to be deceived
so easily nor inveigled into taking steps which might cause friction
with the Russians. They felt they held the best cards in this threehanded game. Chinese spies were on the watch for any Russian
acceptance of Eleuth proposals. The first definite signs of closer
ties between the two would have resulted in a rupture of relations
with Russia. China would have put a stop to any trade with the
latter, an act of little significance to her but damaging to Moscow.
Of this the Tsar was fully cognizant.
Russia had practically nothing to gain by an equitable alliance
with the Eleuths, and she was certa.inly in no position to wage a
national war with China. China would have welcomed a struggle
between the Eleuths and the Russians, but neither of them could
be manceuvred into a fight. It would, in any case, have been indecisive (for Russia was not then able to throw in sufficient forces
to conquer even the Eleuths), and thus. the result would only have.
weakened both sides. In addition . to . . all this, it .would .evcntuall y
have brought China into the orbit of Central Asia, and thus have
served as an inducement to an attempted expulsion of the Russians
from Siberia.

S· Galdan's Ambition
Now let us return to the events of a serious war which the Eleuths
started in Mongolia. Galdan, an Eleuth prince, after a series .of
spectacular intrigues, assassinations and battles against his blood-
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btother princes, established hirnself as the sole master of .the Eleuths
Qr . :g:<l,ll'l-1\ll\:~. . Not sqntt:pt with. this, ibetween .I68o and .I68 s he
br()ug}lt Turkestan under his sway. by a number of bold moves.I 0
This only served to whet his appetite for power. As he had once
lived in Tibet where he had taken initial steps to enter the Lamaist
priesthood, he astutely ~tilized this fact to arrogate to himself the
role ofrepresentative of the Dalai Lama. In this capacity he daiilled
precedence over all Mongolian princes, ·and therefore claimed •the
righno be ruler of Mongolia.
"fhe Khalkha Mongols of Outer Mongolia were, natl.lrally enough,
unwilling to accept Galdan as their overlord. In 1688 he left
Zllngaria with a large army to establish his position by right of ·
ani1s. At a place called Ologoi, the Khalkha Mongol princes .challenged him. After a fierce battle, lasting three days, he emerg;ed
victorious. His opponents fled, some south towards Inner Mo11-golia
and China proper, and others north into the Trans-Baikal regions
in Siberia. It was about this time that the Sino-Russian conference
at Selenginsk was to have taken place. At this conference, Golovin
~as to have represented the Russians, but the Chinese delegates
suddenly discontinued their journey and returned to Peking on
accou.nt of the victory of Galdan and the Eleuth Mongols over the
l{halkha. Mongols who, though recognizing the suzerainty of the
Chinese Emperor, prevented his envoys from travelling to Selenginsk,
as explained in the foregoi.i1g chapter.
The Mongols who were seeking refuge in Trans-Baikal, unaware
()f the negqtiations to be opened, attacked the Russian delegate,
Golovin, who had_already arrived at Selenginsk. This was in answer
to .many years of ruthless, hostile acts by Russians against the
Mongols and local Siberian tribes like the Buriat Mongols with which
the Khalkha Mongols were bound by ties of racial affinity, culture
and religion. Golovin succeeded in breaking out of Selenginsk, and
si~.rnonths later,. after. considerable military preparations, made a
sudden attack on the Mongols on the banks of the Khilo_k, a tributary
of the. Sdenga River He defeated them, and after many aggressive
moyes, forced them to acknowledge Russian suzerainty in a treaty ,
signed on March 12, 1689. Kang Hsi, the then Emperor of China,
had devoted his attention to eliminating the Eleuths since they were
a menace to the northern territories. Later, Gal dan became so strong
that he entered Inner Mongolia and threatened to march to the very
gates of Peking. The Emperor himself played an important military
1
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role in the following six years, ending in the extermination. of Galdan
and .his supporters. Their lands in northern Sinkiang, w]iich h.ad
served. as a physical barrier between the Torguts and the· Ghinese,
were annexed. More than haifa century later, Ghien Lung, grandson of Kang Hsi, thoroughly defeated the remaining Mongols of
Sinkiang. It was at this time that a large part of the Torgut tribe,
who ui1der Eleuth (Jungar) pressure had migrated to the Volga,
returned to Sinkiang. Who can but admire their stand for freedom
for so long a time in face of Russian arms and Russian political
machinations? The sad fate of so many other Siberian tribes undoubtedly served as a constant warning to them. To be under Ghina
was indeed far preferable, for the Ghinese, while nominal masters,
used no brute force. A certain loss of· independence would be compensated for by benefits that would accrue to them from immediate
contact with a people enjoying a far higher material and cultural
civilization.

6. Influence of Lamaism
Lamaism, a religion characterized by myditation and acquiescence,
permeated the daily life of the Mongols.; gradually weakening and
disintegrating them. True it is that the Kalmuks were converted to
Lamaism in the early seventeenth centur y. Nevertheless, they were
still a menace to Ghina even in the middle of the eighteenth. Suffice
it to say that, though the Mongol race had been weakened to a
great extent through belief in Lamaism, it was the Chinese emperors,
namely Kang Hsi, Yung Gheng and Ghien Lung who incessantly
and untiringly fought the decisive battles to a finish over a period
of eighty years from 16o8 to 1688. This creed was introduced. while
the Yuan or Mongol Dynasty held sway in Ghina. On .the falL()£
the Yuan Dynasty, the Mongols rctreatt~d to Mongolia, whereupon
Lamaist Buddhism suffered a serious decline. It witnessed a revival
at the beginning of the sixteenth century, when it became of.great
political significance. The western Mongols, bordering on Tibetthe home of Lamaism-gladly accepted Lamaist teachings and thereupon sought to establish a hegemony over all other Mongols. The
Manchu Dynasty, seeing danger in all Mongols uniting into one
body, tried to make the Mongol Church more powerful than the
State. By this means, with the coming into power of Buddhism,
Ghina was once and for all relieved of the fear of the nomads that
had haunted her for over two thousand years. The Emperor, Chien
1
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Lung; once remarked : 'The Mongols are. fallen and ·have • .• grpwn
feeble, thanks to the influence of the Lamas.' A modern Chinese
writer . says : ' The powerlessness of the Mongols is a blessing for
China, and the governance of Mongolia by means of Buddhism is
one of the most important of China's political calculations ... the
feeling of mercy has conquered in ·them (the Mongols) the lust of
slaughter; the belief in future reward and punishment has tamed
t.lleir.ferocity. This is the triumph of Zunkava by which not only
China but other nations benefit.' 11
It would be appropriate to add here a short resume of the previous
intercourse between the Mongols and the Lamas. Genghis Khan
and his ancestors were followers of Shamanism-a religion which
prevailed among the Tunguses and many Siberian tribes. It
remained the state religion of the Mongols, although Buddhists, who
lived in the Kin Empire, must have secured some converts among
the Mongols. The type of Buddhism that existed in Tibet was
known as Lamaism. It is stated that Genghis Khan once sent an
Envoy to the chief of the Lamas in Tibet asking him to follow his
counseL and become the lord and protector of the faithful, thereby
combining the practice of religion with the government of the State.
'J'he Dalai Lama consented to this, and Genghis excused the whole
prie9thood of Tibet from the payment of taxesP When Khublai
Khan cal)le to power, he gave firm support to the Lamas. Lamaism
thereupon became the national religion of the Mongols, and spread
among those who were of the opinion that Lamaism was necessary
forthe good of this life and also of the future. 13
The Tibetan Lamas persuaded the Mongol princes to become
Lamaists and acknowledge the grand Lama as their spiritual head,
as well as to send their sons to Tibet for education. This suggestion
was gladly accepted by many princes who sent a son to Tibet to
become a Lama. 14 Afterwards it became customary for each Mongol
family to have one of its sons become a priest, thus greatly weakenthe empire as a whole.

7· Treaty of Kiakhta
Notwithstanding that Galdan's ambition was completely thwarted
by the powerful and untiring efforts of Kang Hsi, the Eleuths were
Baddeley, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 83.
Howorth, H. H., History of the Mongols, VoL I, p. 504.
ibid., p. 40.).
14 ibid., p. 501.
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not qtought to sUbmission. The Pekin~· Government was vety m~ch
concerned about the close contacts between the Eleuths and the
Russians,. fearing the .latter might spread inw .•. thel\1pngoli~ntegi
tory and brew. further trouble. This .was the. maiu re~r>onwhy ·
China. wished. to •keep on good terms with Russia duringthecearly ,
eighteenth century. The request for the demarcation of :Rttss.ch.
Mongolian frontiers was therefore frequently made to Russia in
order to create a better understanding between the two countries) 5
Lang, who stayed in Peking as a liaison officer, also petitioned the
Russian throne, stating that two Chinese officials with a plenipotentiary had reached Selenginsk, north of Kiakhta, for the purpose of
taking up the frontier problem with Russia.
Later, Tu Li-shen was sent by the Chinese Emperor to negotiate
with the Russian Envoy who had been sent to the spot to settle the
demarcation based upon the Treaty of Bura known as the Treaty
of Kiakhta, signed on October 21, 1727.
The Treaty of Kiakhta contained eleven articles. All thefrontie.r
was to be marked, except the section lying to the east of the Gorbitsa,
which was still unmapped. The Russians were requested to settle
this matter speedily, as it was conducive to much trouble. All
deserters were in futiJTe to be extradited and punished, but all were
to remain where they were at the time of the Treaty. A caravan
of two hundred men was to be admitted triennially to Peking.
Kiakhta, being near to Selenginsk, was to be made a trading •centre
and a market for the exchange of commodities. Ambassadors,
official messengers and letters were to be received and transmitted
without let or hindrance, and any obstruction was to be taken as
good cause for the rupture of commercial relations. In Peki!lg,
a permanent Russian church was allowed to be established, thus
enabling Russians to worship God according to their. own religion,
while a priest, three curates and five language students were also
allowed entrance into the house of: the Ambassador.
Analysing this treaty, we note that. ]{us~ia m.ade three distinct
gains. She had the frontiers marked to her advantage, a matter thS
Chinese discerned but were nevertheless willing to grant; she secured
extension of trade; she received permission to erect a church .and
for nine of her nationals to be stationed permanently in. Peking.
She failed to get permission for a Consul-General or any commercial
or political agent to remain in China. However, the Russian church15
Chen Fu-kwang, Sino-Russian Dij>lomatic Relations During the Ching
1
Dynasty (in Chinese), p. 52.
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rnenwere t(}act as.• observers. ·•· !fopes •of .establishing .trade relations
in Chineserivyr and 1Uaritime ports, however, didnot materiali~e.
China, on her side, succeeded at last in having the troublesome
· frontier question .finally settled. This she was anxious to do, as she
wanted to be able to keep a watchful eye on Russia and to put her
in the position of not being able to affirm the non-existence of a
definite boundary as an excuse for extending her territory.
agreement to extradite 'rebels ' meant that malcontents in Chinese
territory would no longer find Russian territory a refuge. F~nally,
the ill-defined clause regarding the delay in the reception of
officials, etc., could easily be utilized by the Chinese as a pretext for
breaking off commercial relations wth Russia. This was a weapon
China would not have the slightest hesitation in wielding, should
R.u.ssia. act detrimentally to her interests.
After the signing of the Treaties of Bura and· Kiakhta in 1727,
between China and Russia, Russia's main attention was directed to
the West, while her advance in the Far East and her strugglewith
':('urkey were more or less neglected. Again, after r76o, the struggle
for the Baltic gave place to the one for the Black Sea, Russia finding
hersdftoo busy to pay attention to the Far East.

8. Russian Manceuvres in Mongolia
In . the middle of the eighteenth century, Trans-Baikalia was
opened as a field of colonization by adventurous Cossacks, and later
was. entered by new settlers coming from European Russia. From
Trans-Baikalia, the Russians spread into nearby Mongolia and traded
with the Mongols at Kiakhta. By penetrating into Outer Mongolia,
friendly relations were maintained for some time between Russia
ahd Chimi.
The colonization of eastern Siberia was going on before the .RussoJa,panese War i,n 1904-s, though it had been neglected during the.
R.usso-Turkish War of 1877-8. This slow progress in colonization
was chiefly due to iack of communications prior to the construction
of Jhe Trans-Siberian Railway.
R.ussia's humiliating defeat in the Russo-Japanese War not only
put an end to the exploits of Russian adventurers but actually terminated Russian penetration in the Far East. Her influence in China
being •greatly impeded, she now changed her polity and acted in
to-operation with Japan. On July 30, 1907, Russia signed a secret
convention with Japan, wherein it was stated that the Japanese

CHINA

Government would recognize
Outer. Mongolia and guarantee not to
July 4, .19 ro, Russia signed a second secret
ing the convention of 1907 which
direct. railroad from Siberia to Peking.
Trouble soon came when the Mongol ruling princes desired to
free themselves from China. Naturally it was a golden opportunity
for Russia to establish her hegemony over Mongolia. Russia had in
mind the important trade routes along which the besttea was
brought to her from China. It was the intention of the Russian
Government to establish a strong influence over Outer ·.Mongolia
and leave Inner Mongolia to the Chinese. Though the attitude of
aggression towards Outer Mongolia by the Tsarist Government had
been made clear, the Chinese authorities blundered somewhat in
dealing with Mongolian affairs. At the end of the Manchu Dynasty,
it was considered that the Chinese Government should retain its
sovereignty over Outer Mongolia in view of the constant unrest
along the frontier. A scheme for immigration and an increase of
Chinese garrisons in Outer Mongolia were instantly effected.
Further, some stringent administrative reforms were also put into
practice. This caused great dissatisfaction among the Mongol
princes, so the Russians seized the opportunity to instigate them to
work for full independence, meaning, of course, emancipation from
the Chinese yoke. In June 1910, a secret meeting was held among
the princes whereat it was unanimously agreed that independence
should be declared. So in May 191 r a powerful prince, Hanto, was
sent as a special Envoy to St. Petersburg to ask for assistance. About
two months later, shortly before the Chinese Revolution broke out
at Wuchang, a Tsarist force arrived at Urga.
It is worth stating here that as early as r88r Russia had signed
a very advantageous treaty with China, securing many privileges
along the Mongolian frontier. By the terms of that treaty, Russian
Consuls were to be appointed to Outer Mongolia, and Russian merchants were to be permitted to purchase houses, shops, etc., and a
zone was to be established along the Russo-Chinese frontier within
which all imports and exports were to be duty free. The treaty
lasted for ten years, whereafter it was renewed twice, first in r85Jr and
again in 1901. On its third renewal becoming due in 191 r, however,
the Peking Government hesitated about the matter. The Russian
Government has since constantly reminded the Chinese Foreign
Office of the necessity for its renewal. The Russian Minister at
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Peking was duly informed .thatthe treaty only provided for renewal
if such •were desired by both contracting parties. The Chinese
Gove;rnment could not agree with the Russian request .that the treaty
be renewed as a whole. Instead of declaring its renewal· due on
August r, the Chinese officials began to levy customs duties. There
then began riots and troubles in Mongolia, and the Chinese acc1.1sed
the Russians of instigating them. Realizing the danger of Russian
encroachment, the Manchu authorities adopted more vigorous
measures to make Mongolia a Chinese province. Chinese emigration
was encouraged by the Mongolian Bureau of ·Colonization, . and
Chinese settlers flocked into Mongolia in. great numbers.
China was not afraid of the Mongols, but feared the neighbouring
powers working behind the scene. She became more suspicious of
the relations between the Mongols and the Russians, and was naturally greatly alarmed by the increasing number of Russian troops on
the borders of Mongolia. To check the Russian advance, the Manchu
authorities decided to station a strong military force in Urga, the
capital of Mongolia, as well as in other important cities. .Barracks
with a capacity of more than two thousand soldiers had been constructed in different localities before the Revolution broke out in
Wuchang, an uprising that ultimately spread all over China.

9· Mongolia's Independence from China
When the. Mongol princes learnt that the Manchu Dynasty· in
Peking was going to abdicate in December 191 I, they held a meeting
in Urga declaring that their obligations to the Manchus to whom
they had ·pledged their loyalty were ended, and therefore they
declared their secession from China. They were in close touch with
the Russians, and chose the Hutukhtu of Urga, who was a proRussian, to be the Mongolian Emperor.
The young Chinese Republic refused to recognize Mongolian
independence, insisting that, for centuries, Mongolia had been a
province of the Chinese Empire, and that it would not permit Russian
infringement upon the sovereignty of China. Russia addressed a
note to the Chinese Government on September 6, 1912, stating that
the treaty of 1881 was in force for another ten years, at the same time
putting up some further demands including the abolition of the
privileged zone on the Russian and Chinese side of the frontier.
Shortly after the news of the Wuchang outbreak came to Urga, the
Hutukhtu addressed a note which was, in effect, an ultimatum to
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the Chinese Atnban,
three. days with all his officers and
gu<trd of two hundred with him,
than comply with the demand. All Chinese
suit, suffering untold losses at the hands of Mongolian
soldiers.
When Yuan Shih-kai came into power and was made the. President
of the· Chinese Republic, he despatched a telegram to the. Hutukhtu
urging him to cancel the declaration of independence. A reply was
received from the Hutukhtu some while later. It ran:
'The declaration of independence and autonomy was effected
before the abdication of the Manchu Emperor. Such pr0elamati6n has been made to the world, and I am not at liberty to make
any alteration. If you insist on doing so, please consult with the
neighbouring country to prevent any objections that might arise.'~ 6
The so-called 'neighbouring country' meant, of course, Russ.ia.
From all this it seemed clear that Mongolian autonomy was entirely
under Russia's influence. When China's troubles had subsided a
little, it was decided to start a campaign to terminate Mongolian
independence, which was regarded as mere child's play. The
Russians, knowing Mongolian troops to be unreliable, feared the
ahnexation of the newly organized independent state to the Chinese
En1pire as a result of the Chinese campaign. The Russian Government had already lodged several. protests, stating that if China sent
troops to Mongolia, Russia could not be indifferent to this violent
change which would affect the peace of the border and ultimately
endanger the cordial relations between the two countries. On receiving this threat, the Chinese began to realize that the matter was
much more complicated than had hitherto been supposed, and that
intrigues behind the Mongolian stage were something to be. considered. The Russians had insisted on the employment of Russian,
military officers for the training of the Mongol troops. Large
quantities of second-hand ammunition had been sold to the Mongols
as part of the equipment of their army. The Four Leagues of Outet
Mongolia were requested to conscript ten thousand men each,. to
be trained by Russian officers. It was agreed that Russian military
officers should, while thus employed, have authority to command the
>• C. L. Chu, The Last Ten Years of Russo·-Chinese Relations (in Chinese),
138.
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the case of war breaking out with China. A loan
roubles was granted to the Mongols for· military purwhich the mines of Mongolia were pledged as security.
employment of Russian economic advisers, who actuallysuper~
vised the expenditure and even had the right to exploit industry,
was.provided for by the terms of the agreement. A government
bank was set up by Russian capitalists, and the use of Russian
bank-notes was enforced upon the Hutukhtu. After some. military
preparations, the Russian officers commanded the Mongol troops to
occupy. the city of Kobdo, and simultaneously the Russian army
a,lso. occupied Urianghai, the north-western extension of Outer
1\1ongolia. 17
On November j, 1912, Russia sent an envoy to Urga and signed
11 special agreement with independent Mongolia stating that Russia
would assist the Mongolian Government to maintain the status quo
and the training of troops to prevent the Chinese army from coming
into Mongolian territory. In return, the Mongols promised all sorts
of privileges to the Russians, including freedom of travel and
navigation, freedom to open banks and exploit the land and industries, extra-territoriqlity for Russian subjects, Russian consular
a,nd postal service, freetlom from customs duties and the right to
buyland. 18 The Mongols further agreed that if their Governme11t
should findit necessary to conclude a treaty with China or any other
power, the new treaty would in no way infringe the clauses of the
present agreement, and also that the Russo-Mongolian agreement
could not be modified without the previous consent of the Russian
Government.
The Mongolian Government was soon compelled to conclude
another secret treaty with Russia by which the Russians were permitted to develop mining industries in Mongolia and also to concede to Russia the right to build railways and construct a telegraph
from Irkutsk to Uliassutai. 19
of the . easy terms extorted by the Russians, the whole
"''--'uuuuu'- power of Oui:ei- Mongolia was put under Russian influence.
although Outer Mongolia was declared to be an independent state, it actually was under Russian domination. In answer to
protests from the Chinese Government, the following remarks were
passed by Sazonov, then Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs.
·~"-«"""

17
Liu Kwei-han, The Past and Future of Outer Mongolia (in Chinese), The
Eastern Miscellany, February r6, 1935.
'"Korff, S. A., Russia's Foreign Relations, 1922, p. 72.
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.Liu Kwei-han, op. cit.
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' If China agrees not to .send troops to Mongolia, not to colonize
Mongolia and not to interfere with the internal politics of Mongols,
then some agreement may be reached between the two governments. Otherwise, Russia has to maintain the Russo-Mongolian
Agreements.'

Sazonov also mentioned in his speech in the Duma on April 13,
1912, that if Mongolia were left alone, she would again come under
Chinese domination, to which Russia could not be indifferent on
account of her national interests. 20 It was clear that Russia, though
not firmly insisting upon Mongolian independence, certainly would
not give up her political influence nor the privileges already gained
in Mongolia.
10.

Signing of Tripartite Agreement

The Chinese campaign against Mongolia was hindered by Russia,
and direct negotiations were likewise turned down by the Hutukhtu.
It was generally feared that if Mongolian affiairs dragged on like
this, things might go from bad to worse. So China was compelled to
take up the matter with Russia. Three succ'¢~sive Foreign Ministers
took a hand in the negotiations as firmly as ever, and no change of
policy could be induced. On November 5, 1913, an exchange of
notes took place between Peking and St. Petersburg. It was agreed
that Russia should recognize China's nominal suzerainty over Outer
Mongolia. China furth.er agreed not to interfere with the internal
administration of Outer Mongolia, not to send troops there, and •to
abandon the policy of colonization. It was stated that China could
appoint an envoy to be stationed at Urga, and that delegates could
·be sent to other important cities of Outer Mongolia.
Regarding questions of a political and territorial nature, the
Chinese also agreed to consult with the Russian Government,. in
which negotiations the Mongolian authorities should be allowed to
participate. Though China's suzerainty over Outer Mongolia was
acknowledged in this mutual agreement, it was merely a matter of
saving China's face. In reality, Outer Mongolia became a protectorate under Russia and China.
According to the exchange of notes, the appointed representatives
on both sides held numerous meetings in 1914 at Kiakhta. The
conference, however, which lasted ten months, was deadlocked on
20
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several occasions, and there was constant danger of 'n egotiations
being broken off. It was due to China's concessions that a tripartite
agreement was signed between China, Russia and Mongolia on
June 7, 1915. Briefly, the tripartite agreement was as follows:
I. Outer Mongolia recognizes the exchange of notes between
China and Russia and also recognizes Chinese suzerainty, agreeing in return to abandon her independent sovereignty.
:z ... China and Russia recognize the autonomy of Outer Mongolia
anq also the latter's right to sign commercial and industrial treaties
with other powers; although autonomous, Mongolia has no right
to conclude any treaties of a political or territorial nature.
3· The Chinese Envoy and his associates shall be stationed at
Urga, Kobdo and Kiakhta respectively. Further appointment of
associates to the different localities may be effected with the
approval of Outer Mongolia.
4· The Russo-Chinese Protocol of 1912 is recognized to be still
in force.
5· Chinese and Russian merchants are to be exempted from
sustoms duties on importing goods into Mongolia.
6. Chinese residents are to be under Chinese jurisdiction,
Russians under Russian jurisdiction, while in Russo-Mongolian
mixed cases, the law as stipulated in the Russo-Mongolian Protocol
of 1912 shall be applied. In Russo-Chinese cases, special mixed
courts shall be established on the model of the Russo-Chinese
mixed court then established on the Chinese Eastern Railway.

The treaty was drawn up in four languages, namely, Chinese,
Russian, Mongol and French. The French text is authoritative in
case of dispute arising in regard to the treaty.
After signing of the tripartite agreement, all Russian privileges
gained in Outer Mongolia were formally recognized by China.
01Jte.rl'y.fo.ngolia, though a part of Chi11e~e territory, was tur11ed illto
a protectorate with merely formal respect for 'China's suzerainty .
:Russia, politically speaking, had as much power as China, and
:co11ofl1ically had more power to dominate autonomous Mongolia.
Th~ Mongolian Government was given the right to sign treaties with
foreign powers concerning questions of a commercial and industrial
nature, but the distinction between commercial and political treaties
was so vague and obscure that it was very easy for the inexperienced
Mongol rulers to fall into the trap set by the Russians who wanted

••.. :to :aominatethe whole scene of affairs. t~erefore, ' if i,ssaf~ .tosay
that.Outer, Mongoiia was ~: Ru~;i:l~1 Protectorate ,rath~r)h~?.::~ . p~a1:t
'"' \)£ the .Chinese Empire.
.
. ..
· · ··. ; .. ··: >c• · ·
... . The tripartite agreement was· the basis of relations b~twe~~. China;~
Russia and Mongolia until the Russian Revolution broke out'in I9I/'.
when the Mongol princes, fearing future danger to themselves,
voluntarily abandoned their autonomy and immediately ~9!.\ght
.Chinese protection. Thus Outer Mongolia became, practkally , as
well as formally, part of Chinese territory.
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Chapter IV
EXPANSION TO THE AMUR

ussiA's drive east in the sixteenth century put dread into the
.•. •·• .• hearts of the many tribes dwelling about the Asiaticborders
who saw their race and religion endangered. Face to face
with a new invader, they had forthwith to make up their mind
whether to give in or fight the foe. At the time, Russia .was too weak
to "expand west where she had Sweden, Poland and Turkey for neighbours. · So she took the line of least resistance. Vast lands in the
east were hers for the taking. By the end of the sixteenth century,
R11ssian pioneers had crossed the Urals, ultimately penetrating north.
•R
·•·•··• ·
• .•

1.

Causes of Amur Expansion

middle of the sixteenth century, the Tatar Khan sent envoys
laden with gifts of sable and squirrel skins to congratulate the Tsar
on his victories, imploring him to add Siberia to his realm and to
defend all who were willing to pay tribute on the spot. A Muscovite
Envoy accordingly returned the visit the following year. This ma11
was the first to bring back from Siberia tribute in furs. Ivan the
Terrible, in a letter addressed to King Edward VI of England, and
dated 1554, gave himself the proud title of 'Lord of all Sibir '.I
In spite of the rich lure of sable and other valuable furs, .southeastern Siberia was slow to be explored. It was the Cossacks who
seryed in the fell work of overcoming the Siberian aborigines by
pl11nder, murder and rape, after having first got word of the fat
Amur plains, from the Tunguzians of the Aldan River. 2
Early Russian expansion eastward was mostly the work of hunters,
trappers and other adventurers on the look-out for the fur~ bearing
g<otme .tht:n so abundant in Siberia. 3 Stroganoff, a rich merchant
adventurer, petitioned the Tsar in 1558, asking for a far and thinly
Baddeley, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 57·
Putman Weale, op. cit., p. 15.
s Yakhontoff, op. cit., p. 5·
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populated region to be conceded him to develop and exploit, with
all the. needful protection from outside encroachment. The Tsar;
because of the very difficult situation, consented thereto, and, moreover, bestowed various trade privileges together with the right of
administration and the power to levy troops.
2.

Historical Invasion of Yermak

The year rsSr saw Yermak's historic invasion. He began as a
highwayman, but, ere long, his gangs waxed strong in • number,
getting so notorious and troublesome that government troops found
it necessary to act against them. Y ermak's men went to Stroganoff's
settlement, but were not welcomed. Stroganoff hinted that he would
be willing to give the needful provisions and ammunition if Yerrriak
with his followers would cross the Urals into Siberia and conquer
the natives. To this Y ermak assented, and with Soo Cossacks
reached the Irtysh by way of the Tobol River. He met with some
resistance from the Kuchum Khanate, remnants o'£ the Mongols on
the upper part of the Ob River, and in 1583 he captured Sibir, the
capital, which gave its name to the vast land now known as Siberia. 4
Arrived there, he forthwith sent a delegation to Moscow, telling
of the newly won territory. The delegates bore a rich tribute of
furs to lay at the feet of the Tsar in the fervent hope that the .death
doom passed on Yermak for bygone lawlessness would be set aside.
Thereupon, Yermak was brought back to Moscow, qnd taken before
the Tsar, who not only gave the culprit a full pardon, but went so
far as to reward him richly for his loyal services.
Hailed as a great hero, Yermak then went with a body of Cossacks
on yet another expedition in an endeavour to win even more lands
for the Tsar. On this expedition he was drowned by the weight of
his armour in the Irtysh while harrying the Tatars. 5 • The deceased
was even honoured with a sacred title by the Russian Patriarch.
Although this rover-explorer's sudden death brought his projected
'Conquest of Siberia' to an end, it was only a matter of time before
all these vast lands fell beneath the sway of Moscow. Siberia's
bitter winters, and the dangers and hardships to be borne so far
from civilization, made yet more wonderful the tales of fabulous
wealth to be won in domains farther south still to be discovered by
them.
4
5
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These simple native tribes, half agricultural, half nomad, showed
the Cossacks some of the fruits of Chinese civilization. Garments
of fine silk and soft cotton; gold, silver and jade ornaments; copper
vessels, porcelain dishes and what not; all such treasures soon fired
the imagination of the Russians. These last pictured a land with
tOWns and fields far richer than any before seen, and all waiting to
be. won. Just as they flogged with raw-hide whips the kindly Siberian
tribe;s that so hospitably welcomed them, so they flogged their
imagination into dreaming of still greater loot.
From that mushroom town and fast-growing fur mart, Yakutsk,
number of Cossack expeditions were sent forth to explore the
unknown lands that promised so much. One of the most fortunate,
after a perilous journey by boat and sleigh, managed in r643 to sail
the Dzeya River which joins the Amur near Blagoveshchensk. The
high-handedness of the Cossack rovers soon antagonized the natives.
One illustration will suffice.
'The. pangs oi' hunger forced the leader of this expedition to
despatch a lieutenant with some men to forage, and orders were
foolishly issued that they were to entice the native chiefs out of
their villages and hold them as hostages until provisions were
forthcoming .... No such stratagem was required, for in every case
the simple native chiefs went of their own accord and greeted the
Russians as friends, offering them their services. But the lieutenant, instead of at once realizing that the first instructions could
be disregarded, followed them to the letter. He brutally seized the
chiefs, and as a result of this overbearing conduct, provoked the
inhabitants to an attack. The Daurians resolutely sa.llied forth
from their villages, and after a short fight drove the Russians into
the woods where they were surroundeo. Matters then seem to
have arrived at a deadlock, for we read that in four days the
adventurers were able to escape and that they arrived back in a
state of utter collapse. The failure of this foraging expedition
entailed great suffering on all the Cossacks, and half of them succumbed before relief came.' 6
Poyarkov, who was sent by the Russian Governor at Yakutsk to
the Cossack expedition, at length reached the mouth of the Dzeya
and entered the Aldan River, where dwellings were erected along
the bank for winter. He led his men farther south by crossing the
6
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motmtains, and maybe was one of the ·first Russians to •sight the
Amur. Soon after, he discovered the Sungari. By force, he made
the surrounding tribes pay tribute. In 1646, after three years' hard
exploring, the expedition returned to Y almtsk. Very few oL the
party were lost, thanks more to the peace-loving population than
to armed superiority. By now, Russia was bent on annexing this
'
great territory/
The Muscovy Government, busy with home troubles as well as
involved with its neighbours Poland, Sweden and Turkey, was not
in the mood to direct the policy of its subjects in Siberia. The
tremendous distance from Moscow, coupled with the fact that the
means of communication were so complicated and hazardous,
resulted in the Russian local authorities, particularly the one
stationed in Yakutsk, carrying out a more or less independent programme of expansion at the cost of the native Siberian tribes. Lack
of control from the capital was in no way a deterrent, but on the.
contrary it acted as an impetus to the Russian pioneers •to bring
more territory under their jurisdiction. They anticipated that. the
fruits of their endeavours would be correspondingly greater as a
result of their initiative.
3· Under Manchu Lenient Control
The native tribes paid taxes and tribute to the Manchu authorities,
but Manchu control never appeared to be onerous. They hunted
and fished, grew grain and tended their cattle, much as they pleased.'
The wellnigh limitless territory which was theirs to settle upon or to
use for grazing cattle was conducive to peaceful living as a general
principle within each tribe and between one tribe and another.
was largely because of this that they were so ill equipped to defend
themselves against the marauding Cossacks and other Russian
adventurers.
The Manchus, skilled horsemen and excellent warriors, dwelt in
what are more or less the three provinces of Manchuria. Being
numerically and militarily much more powerful than the Siberian
tribes, they took the latter under their control. This, as we have
already seen, was far from harsh. The Manchus were content to
exact a certain amount of taxes and tribute whereupon the subject
tribes were left free to do pretty much as they pleased.
The southern neighbours of the Manchus, the Chinese, were, how7
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ever, an
more populous and richer people possessing a
remarkably high culture and ancient civilization. It was a constant _
temptation and spur to the Manchus to attempt to make an inroad
into China. In 1644, the Manchu or Ching. Dynasty, after overcoming a number of difficulties, began its reign in Peking.
For roughly four decades, the new Imperial House had its hands
full, at times persuading, and at others coercing by force of arms
rebellious Chinese into acknowledging allegiance. When Kang Hsi
ascended the throne on the death of his father in 1661, the assimilatio!J. of.the Manchus by the Chinese was already taking place. This
was inevitable op account of the superiority of the cultural as well
as the material civilization of the latter. We must, in honour to the
virile., war-like Manchus, recognize that in place of utilizing the
~ightqf victors to subject the defeated to their rules and laws, they
wisely and resolutely determined to follow the advanced Chinese
civilization.
We should be right in maintaining that China, almost from the
very. commencement of the new regime, was jointly ruled by the
Manchus. and the Chinese. Furthermore, the Manchu element
suffered .considerable decrease through absorption with the passing
oftime. Despite the good intentions of Shun Chih, the first Ching
Emperor, and of his son, the illustrious Kang Hsi, it was impossible
to bring the whole of the vast Chinese Empire under control with011.1: utilizing force . . The defeat, however, of the rebels in r68o
enabled the empire to be consolidated, and the Emperor to set about
th~ complicated task ,of bringing peace and plenty to the land. Until
the death of Ch'ien Lung, the renowned grandson of Kang Hsi, in
1796, .the Chinese Empire prospered and had no fear of threats from
without.

4· Khabarov's Notable Expedition
Let us now return to the events taking place in Siberia in the
middle of the seventeenth century. The l\1anchus, who were in duty
boulld to protect the various native tribes in Siberia, were, as already
pointed out, in the throes of a gigantic struggle to gain control of
tJie Chinese Empire. This taxed their resources to the full. It was
precisely for this reason that they were incapable of despatching
S).lJficient military forces even to the Amur region, the northern
boundary proper of their territory, to cope with the depredations of
the Cossacks.
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Quick to take advantage of this state
continued with impunity to deprive the Siberian
land, to despoil them of their goods and to murder and enslave them.
It was unhappily remarked that when they received the Cossacks
with open arms in their willingness, nay, eagerness, to offer them
hospitality, they exposed their breasts to the bullets of the !leWcomers.
In 1648, within two years after the return of the Poyarkov expedition to the Amur, information was received that there existed a
shorter and less difficult route to the Amur. It was approachable by
travelling south towards the. east banks of Lake Baikal.
Khabarov, one of the leading Russians in Siberia, no less.thrilled
than the hundreds of other ad venturers hastening from the •western
domains of the state of Muscovy at the prospect of amassing fortunes in vast but little-known territories, had no trouble in obtaining
the consent of the Russian Governor of Yakutsk to his taking upon
himself the task of annexing for the imperial government whatever
new lands he might discover. Having received the good wishes of
the Governor, he departed with a strong escort of Cossacks.
In r6so this expedition arrived at the western section of the Upper
Amur. News of the deeds of the Russians had already spread up
and down the land. As a result, their appearance meant the disappearance of the natives. Even a number of forts were deserted,
as the soldiers of the native princes realized that, being armed only
with bows, arrows and swords, they could not defend them against
invaders armed with guns. 8
On one occasion when four horsemen were sent by the Tungus
chief, Prince Lavkai, to ask why the expedition had come, Khabarov
said that it had come solely for the purpose of trade. They declared
that they had been told by a Cossack that the Russians had come to
enslave the country. Khabarov bluntly announced that he would be
content if some slight tribute were paid on behalf of the Russian
Tsar, who would thereupon take all the natives tinder his protection. They were permitted to depart unmolested. The Russians
themselves had confirmed that they were about to make them subject
people, and this, combined with their previous experience of Cossack
actions, only served to heighten their fears.
Those of the natives who were not in a position to escape on the
advance of Khabarov's expedition, were compelled to pay the tribute
exacted of them and submit to being plundered. The Russians then
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settled along the River
and a town was
named
Albazin (called Yaksa by the Chinese and the Tatars). After that,
the Russians held the fort of Albazin as their headquarters.
Khabarov returned to Y akutsk. His first adventure convinced him
of the prizes to be won by dominating the Amur; but this required
a force far stronger than what he had taken with him at first. Once
again showered with official blessings and now with a large armed
force, he returned to the Amur. In the summer of r6sr, with a
makeshift fleet, he sailed down the river. This was the signal for
a hasty evacuation of all the villages he passed.
After some days, he reached a line of fortifications built in all
probability to stem the Russian invasion. In the fierce fight that
ensued, some six hundred and sixty Daurian natives were killed
and nearly four hundred women and children taken prisoner. The
Russian losses, once again due to superiority in arms, were only about
fifty killed and wounded. The booty included, among other things,
three hundred and fifty horses and cattle and rich stores of grain. 9
The Co~sacks had fought without giving quarter, and we can well
imagine the fate of the captured natives. This ferocious action on
the part of the Cossacks heralded a series of deeds more dreadful
t:han anything that had occurred in previous years.
The Achan natives (a different tribe of the Tungus), realizing the
utter futility of coping with the Russian voyage of piracy and
plunder on the Amur, were driven to call upon the Manchu
authorities for aiel. The Manchu Governor at Ninguta with a force
of some two thousand horsemen, armed with bows and arrows,
swords and spears, a number of cannon and a few matchlocks,
attacked on March 24, r652, the Achanskoi Gorod fort which
Khabarov had built for the winter quarters of his expeclition) 0
Once again the Russians proved victorious, inflicting a terrible
defeat upon the Manchus, who had seven hundred killed to the
ninety or so Russians killed .and wounded. ·This can only be
accounted for if we bear in mind the fact that almost the whole of
the available Manchu forces had been transferred to China, and
that the majority of the men who had attacked the Russians were
in all probability untrained soldiers with poor fighting equipment.
Khabarov, with the number of his Cossacks seriously diminished,
&aw every reason to make haste to leave his fort before the Manchus
and local inhabitants had time to recover and make another attack.
Ravenstein, op. cit., p. 17.
'"ibid., p. 19.
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He h,urriedl y departed on his barges and was
escape being attacked by another force of six
and natives which had gathered to destroy him,
reaches of the Amur, he was teinfm~ced by, additional
despatched from Y akutsk, and this iti.creased his forces
three hundred and fifty men.
Aware that in future he would have to contend not only vvith
the badly armed natives but with Manchus who were now determined to prevent any further inroads into the Amur regions,
Khabarov decided that it was opportune for him to return
Yakutsk. Experience had shown him that he could no longer count
on a few hundred Cossacks conquering the Amur, but he estimat~q
that a permanent force of about six thousand men would be sufficient
for this purpose. There were not enough men for this at the time,
and the G-overnor of Yakutsk, in view of the great prizes at stake,
urged the Tsar, through messengers sent for the specific pttrpose,
to support him with men and money for the attempt to dominate
the Amur.
In this decade of semi-official exploration, the Russians made themselves felt all along the Amur. With the comparatively small.number
of some five hundred or so Cossacks and civilians, they sacked village
after village, plundering and killing the natives even when they
were hospitably received.
Russian merchants in Siberia, as well as freebooters, profited as
a result of this ruthless method of colonization, which had already
begun to take on the aspect of annexation of foreign territory. So
when the Moscow Government realized the full potentialities ofa
region so fertile and rich, it decided that it was high time matters
were put under its immediate control.
There were reasons why this was deemed necessary. First, because
the govcrnrnent saw no reason why private individuals alone should
tap such vast resources and pocket all the rewal"(ls when the government might, by despatching a few thousand. properly equipped
commanded troops, wrest still more territory and simultaneously
direct the major part, if not the whole, of the economic life. of the
area for the benefit of the Russian exchequer. Russia was, we must
bear in mind, very much an autocracy, and this consequently meant
that the Tsar, the imperial family and the nobility would have the
lion's share.
Khaborov was royally welcomed in Moscow by the Tsar. As.if
mbstantiate his reports on the Amur regions, he brought with
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upon
a new colony, and in anticipation, no doubt,
of the future, was pleased to give them many presents before he
dismissed them. When they returned home, it was hoped, they
would speak favourably of the powerful emperor, and because they
had basked in the light of his presence, they would forget that they
had been torn from their homes.
Three thousand troops were sent to Siberia. It was no simple
task for such a large force to travel through such extensive and
scarcely mapped regions. Local governors and other government
officials were few and far between. Also, even the officials themselves
were not at all well acguainted with the areas of which they were
supposed to be in charge. Furthermore, they were, to a large extent,
dependent upon uneducated and uncouth Cossacks and adventurers
for much of their information.

5· Ambitious Adventures of Stepanov
In the meanwhile, a man by the name of Stepanov, much after
the. fashion of his predecessors, Poyarkov and Khabarov, but on a
still more ambitious scale, began his adventures on the Amur. ·He
followed in the footsteps of the latter, taking control of the settk
rrlents he had founded and which still existed.
In the spring of 1654 we find him at the mouth of the Sungari.
H:~re he met a large force of natives and Manchus prepared to give
fight .. U!!daunted, he decided to withstand them. Once again the
Russians were victorious. The manifest determination, however, of
the local inhabitants to prevent further destruction of their homes
and their hatred of the invaders who had come to subject them,
warned Stepanov that in future he would have to tread more warily.
By winter, he had built a strong fort manned by about five hundred
at the mouth of the Kamara River on the upper Amur.
When spring came, several thousand hostile troops, armed with a
number of cannon and many matchlocks and siege weapons, made a
fierce onslaught on the fort. They were still not a match for the
.:Russians, and despite their furious efforts, failed to dislodge them.
Therefore, for the following two years, Stepanov roved the Amur
like. a pirate chief, exacting tribute and taking by force whatever
was not forthcoming ,swiftly enough to suit him.
The local forces, despairing of any definite material aid from the
Manchus 1 who, although they were reigning in Peking, were still
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harassed by many difficulties within the Chinese Empire itself,
gathered together another force ten thousand strong to put. an end
to Stepanov's depredations. Having learnt many lessons from
previous defeats, they made certain this time of victory. In r6s8,
forty-five boats, heavily armed, met Stepanov below the Sungari.
All his five hundred men, except those who deserted him when they
saw the superiority of the enemy and when the battle was going
against them, were either destroyed or made prisoner. He himself
was also killed. Thus, for a time, the native tribes were able to
live in peace. 1 l
While Stepanov was temporarily master of much of the Amur,
some hundreds of miles away to the west on the Shilka River,
Pashkov had in r656, with the help of six hundred Cossacks, settle<:l
in Ncrchinsk. Owing to the peculiarities of Russian officialdom,
he was simultaneously appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Amur,
although at that time the annihilation of Stepanov's forces had not
yet leaked out to the outside world. Pashkov, when the time carne,
ascertained that he had no one to carry out his instructions on the
Amur. Aware of the hazards that would confront him if he were
to divide his forces between the Shilka region and the still larger
Aniur, he decided to entrench himself where he was.I 2
For ten years there was peace on the Amur. The old tribes
returned to their previous abodes and lived much as they had lived
before the advent of the Russian Cossacks and adventurers. They
thought that a new and happier phase had arisen. Hut they were
soon disillusioned. This period of tranquillity was to be followed by
yet greater violence.

6. Siege of Albazin
Siberia had for long been a refuge not only for those who were
discontented with the }'sarist Government but also f9r . crimin,(lls
eager to escape the law and find fresh fields for their nefarious
schemes. In r669 a Pole named Chernigovsky, a fugitive . from
justice, with a company of nearly a hundred other desperate men,
after overcoming many difficulties, managed to establish himself as
master of Albazin. After the fort of Albazin had been retaken,
Chernigovsky duly reported to Pashkov who graciously pardoned
him for his former acts. 13
11
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One of the
and made habitable and ready
for 'Clefence against any natives. or Manchu troops who might dare
to challenge the invaders' right to commandeer what they wanted.
Later events were to prove that Chernigovsky's actions were not only
approved but even abetted by the Russian authorities.
The resettlement of Albazin was the first reappearance of the
Russians on the Amur after the destruction of. Stepanov's forces.
All the old fears were immediately aroused. Alarmed, a general
was sent from Peking to examine the situation in Albazin. In 1670
a Jetter was brought to Nerchinsk, the Russian seat of government
controlling •. much of south Siberia, demanding the vacation of
Albazin.
In order to play for time, a Russian Envoy was ordered to Peking
to negotiate with the Chinese Government concerning the frontier. 14
He was graciously received by Kang Hsi, but no solution of SinoRussian problems, year by year becoming increasingly acute, could
be reached.
In the following year, the Governor of Nerchinsk recognized
Albazin as a part of the Russian State by sending to it an official,
Okholkov. This official recognition of an outpost created by men
who were virtually outlaws, gave the needed impetus for the mushroom growth of the settlement. Fugitives and adventurers flocked
thither. All came under the protection of the Tsar. To give it the
appearance of a law-abiding place, a cathedral and a monastery were
built.
With Albazin as headquarters, exploration parties radiated from
it like so many tentacles of an octopus anxious to clutch at whatever
was within its reach. Kang Hsi, engrossed by a thousand and one
details in the great empire he was ruling, neither had the time nor
probably saw the need to take punitive measures against the
Russians. He evidently did not consider them a real threat. If these
Siberian tribes along the Amur and elsewhere, whose allegiance to
him was of little material valu~, were helpless against the invaders,
it was their misfortune. It was not opportune for him to render
assistance to them, however pitiable their plight.
By the end of 1682, the inactivity of the rulers of the Chinese
Ernpire resulted in the Russians occupying practically the whole of
the northern tributaries of the Amur. The natives became a subject
population with all the burdens of a ru~hless subjection.
The Chinese Emperor could no longer disregard the threat that
14
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was . growing so rapidly. on the
. Military measures on a grand scale were
bl!ilt in Tsitsihar and other cities. A large .. u,...,u._.
equipped and well led, totally unlike the mixed forces
troops and natives which had on many previous
the Russians, made its base at Aigun. For the first time
Amur r'cgion, imperial Chinese troops fought against
Russian troops.
The Chinese forces made systematic attacks against tj.le foreign
settlements and fortifications, and by the end of r683 every vestige
of ;Russian occupation on the lower Amur and. its tributaries disc
appeared. Only Albazin, magnificently fortified and well stocked
with munitions and provisions, remained to be taken.
In r684, the Chinese, through the medium of two Russian prisoners
who had been specially sent from Peking, despatched to the Governor
of Albazin a letter giving the terms for its surrender. They were
rejected.
Early the next year, Manchu troops were despatched to Albazin
by land and water to besiege the fort with the intention of starving
the Cossacks. The besieged hurriedly destroyed all otnbuildings arid
repaired within. The garrison consisted of about three hundred and
fifty Cossacks and able-bodied men. The Chinese army that was
approaching was much more numerous. A hundred boats and some
eighteen thousand men, including land forces, with fifteen cannon
and other weapons such as matchlocks and bows and arrows, con:
fronted them. As they were anticipating early and large reinforcements, the Russians made preparations to resist the attack. 15
The Manchu general made a demand for the immediate surrender
of the fort and promised to be generous if his wishes were complied
with. This was ignored. The Chinese onslaught began in earnest,
and within a few days nearly a third of the Russian forces wa13
killed. The havoc the Chinese fire was causing and the impossibility
of further resistance, compelled the Russians to sue for mercy.
It would have been no cause for surprise if the Chinese •troops
had not heeded this plea. They had ah'eady promised to treat the
Russians leniently if they had surrendered Albazin without fighting. What was of even more relevance was the fact that,··· for· a
great number of years, the Russians had sorely maltreated the
natives and killed all who resisted them. The Chinese forces,
however, treated them with . astonishing magnanimity. They
15
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ordered their troops to return
Soon afterwards a new Aigun on the left
.._,,..a'-''"""~'"'• and the old Aigun lost its significance.
Russian aggression, a force of two thousand
while the main part of the army set off for other )':.«lll~VJll~.
from Albazin made their way to
unAfter a brief rest, they were ready to break their .word
Albazin. Scouting parties brought back the news
Chinese army had completely vacated it. In August r685
this ·time under Beiton, marched to Albazin. New
was still more strongly fortified by the following spting.
'-'lJLlHI-"'- were slow to act at this flagrant example of treachery.
July 7, r686, they began a determined effort to take the fort.
a force smaller than that which had previously compelled the
forsake the place, they vigorously attacked it. There were
~.-a•ou."n"'" on both sides.
investment and the constant attacks, coupled with
'-'llU!>ll"'·l"''h food supplies, began to tell seriously upon the fightand morale of the besieged. Buoyed up by the hope
that reinforcements would be sent from Nerchinsk, they continued
their stubborn resistance for over three months. When the town
was onthe verge of falling into the hands of the Chinese, a decree
suddenly came from the Chinese Emperor stating that the two
Powers were going to negotiate peace, and that the siege of Albazin
should be promptly raised. Had diplomacy not intervened, the
destruction of the Russians would have been inevitable. 16

7· T<eat

af N"'h;mk

j b'81 }

,The· ~Q~r:verE,mel1t~i!.!..!hSL~~te,LJ?J!.1:~ g,L!h!:~~:V lltee:~th
cehtmv was eager for a eaceful solution of t e Amur uestion.
This Would have meant tlie expansion of commerce, whi<;lh was of
<;onsiderable importance to the government since it held high hopes
of a government monopoly as we have seen. And it became an
increasingly pressing matter with the depletion of the Moscow
e:xchequerby military needs in Russia proper and internal economic
depression.
16
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Kang IIsi was also of the opinion that arnicable relations with
the Russians would be w;eful. So the <;onference was commenced at
Nerchlnsk, The Chin~se delegation arrived at the sce11e wi(lr.aJarge
assemblage of officers, soldiers and servants, about.ten thousand men,
which led the Russians to complain that the Chinese had come to
make war instead of effecting peaceful negotiations.
At Nerchinsk, the Chinese military were under the command of
Son ~o-t~, 'while those who had come by water were under Lantan.
When the conference began, the Manchus proposed the Lena as
the boundary, but the Russian delegates refused to accept. After
a fruitless discussion, which lasted almost till midnight, Lantan
resolved to use force by deploying his troops. 1J~~J~l!.~.~_:lt
their nerve and Jeace was si ned, the front bein y fixed from~.~~1e
,,.~~;:.,!~.}~"!,.<;,.~ur, anc!.__~~?m the Gorbitsa to the sea along the
crest of the Hsing-an Mountains. 17
On Se~;~~;,~z~..~68Q, the T~·e~ty of Nerchinsk wa~ sign~d:. The
Chmese wrote out one copy of 1t m Manchu and one m Latm. The
Russians in their turn wrote out one in Russian and the other in
Latin. The Latin text was duly signed and sealed and agreed upon
as the official version.
This treaty consisted ()£ six articles. The salient features of it
appear
T5e" "til€~e'':'''T~oundaa was to be the River
Ai~un; t~.e northern boi~mdary to comme;;-ce at tl;;«River Gorbitsa
ai1d to extend to the sea of Okhotsk, so that all the southern slopes
of the Stanovoi Mountains with the rivers flowing from them towards
the Amur were to belong to the Chinese, and all the northern slopes
with the rivers flowing north to belong to the Russians. Furthermore, all Russian towns on the south of the River 1\igun were to be
removed to the north bank. The Rilssians were not permitted. to
navigate the Amur, and Albazin was to be destroyed. Finally, commercial relations were to be restored and receive official protection
from both countries.
It might be deduced from the above that China, by a forml.dable
military display, won all the points that were to her advantage
territorially. Russia would not have been averse to extending her
territory as well as putting on a proper footing her trade with China,
which she considered of no little importance, but as she had not
the means to obtain the former, she was content with the latter.
The Treatx; of Ne;:s£~~~J.~,-!J~d!J;lr£rJ.hat ~~Q,h!IJ£!se emperor had

to
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signed with a
n ower, was destined to
It
serve to settle· China's continual squabbles •with •Russia and simultane.ously permitted her to devote her undivided ·attention to
eliminating the Eleuths as a menace to her northern territories.
The Russians, shortly after the Treaty of Nerchinsk, owing to
their' lack of success over the Buriats and Onkotes, vented their
rage on these tribes, who dwelt within the territory that the Russians
had previously annexed from the natives. Having manifested
preference for ·Chinese rule, many of their villages were plundered
and destroyed, and large numpers of the inhabitants were put to the
sword. Galdan, the Eleuth prince, made overtures to the Russians
~6 enlist their support against the Mongols and Chinese, but they
were not hopeful of success and therefore rejected the tempt~tion
to side openly with them. Events justified their attitude, for the
Eleuths, as we have stated before, were subdued by Kang Hsi who
himself played an important military role for six successive years
in exterminating the Eleuths.

8. Great Career of Muraviev
For more than one hundred and fifty years the frontier between
C,!lma and Russia"was peaceful and uneventful. Rus~i,~-~~~nt
w colonize the la~~:~~!!Y.. ~in~ west oLili~•.f\.mur, .w~leS)l_1ina
made no further derrianas··an: the natives of the Amur except the
customary tribute to be exacted every year. In r846, however, the
Tsar, Nicholas I, plunged himself again into-tll(tA~,
ol~~nng an investigation o thew o e Amur as we.g __<ls its adjacent
territory to be made.
In the following year, September 6, I84z, the Tsa!_ae,eoir.ged
Nicholas Muraviev Governor-General of eastern Siberia.. ~pis youn_g,
aggressive and far-sighted Russian, understanding that the Tsar had
.·.some7pUm~:5.nour···r:n:e-Kmur:"was"""iiot"'~Sfow-'1:()"'ialZe-"aCLvan:ta·e·

-- ·- --·-·'"--·-·=·-,-'"·-·~·--········ ····-··~··~~~·-~··· ·-·-···-··"--"~·~··,.·:-·----~··

of

9'hina's terrible £1J~~~~jpcreasing foreign encroachments
from the west by sea.l 8 Holding a high opinion of Russia's future
in. the Amur ,regions, since China had no longer the might wherewith to uphold the Treaty of Kiakhta, he considered that there was
nothing to prevent Russia from extending her territory. Mur~yiev
sent emissaries to St. Petersbu;s:~,gersuade~i~.&s>.Y~!.n.~e!lt to give
a free hand in E.a,r,.,..gs±~£~,,;:<:lfta..i.r~ .J!l!.<Jl s1multaneou~~,J1e
enlisted Russian naval and military authorities on his side for a

liiw. .

1s

Yakhontoff, op. cit., p.
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forcible extension ·of R\lssian •territory at th~ expens~. ofth.e yh.ine~e

>

Empire.
.• ·• •
• . ·••
< ><
In the ne~few ye~~nLIUe.~~~aLare ~ow
c~~ari~~~-~ro':~ES.~?~..~~-~~.~ll~~~.i!rm~9-._fleej§...~~§_f2~n
r~; .. f.~~:.:._'!!~~~-~~~.~sg_~~E..~E.Y..!<?J!~.~~Y2:!gh~.!..l?.}}.U.b!:~~4~ had
no power to enforce__ ~:h~!Ih .
During that time, the Russian naval ministry was looking for
a new port on the sea of Okhotsk. Muraviev thought this an undesir·
able situation, being too far north, and asked Captain Nevelskoy .to
explore the Amur with the object of searching for a suitable· port.
In 1849 Nevelskoy proceeded up the Amur River and discovered a
port twenty-five versts from its mouth, which was named by ~im
Nikolaevsk in honour of the Tsar. The Russian flag was hoist~.d
on the spot. Nevelskoy also discovered that steamers going .to sea
could penetrate to the mouth of the river without rounding
Sakhalin; sucli a discovery, of course, had great significance for
Russia. 19 Nevelskoy instantly reported his new discovery
Muraviev. Naturally Muraviev was very pleased, and he went
St. Petersburg in person to report to the government. The Com'"
mittee on Far Eastern Affairs discussed the matter and opposed the
approval of this un.authorized step on the ground that such action
would· bring conflict with the Chinese Government. The Committee
asked for immediate withdrawal, and insisted that Nevelskoy should
be severely punished. The matter was brought before the Tsar.for
confirmation. The Tsar turned down the decision, saying, 'When
the Russian flag has once been hoisted, it must not be lowered.' 20
He then ordered that the settlement should be maintained. This
was a great relief to Muraviev, who was very much opposed to the
decision of the Committee.
Muraviev pushed his scheme even further. He realized that he
needed a stronger Eorce to accomplish his tremendous task, and he
succeeded in converting the natives at Nerchinsk into Coss(l_clctro0 ps
without further. bothering St. Petersburg, since the Ministers were
strongly opposed to sending any large forces to the Far East. He
constantly received warning not to use arms against China. No
money was appropriated by St. Petersburg. The Minister of Finance
was strongly against adventures in the Far East, and tried to prevent
them. Then came the Crimean War of 1854 which crushed Russia's
Clyde, P. H, International Rivalries in ManchU1·ia, Ohio, 19~8, p. 16.
Vladimir (pseudonym), Russia, on the Pacific and the Siberian Railway,
London, 1899, p. 185.
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/~·.r:;~;ilr:u~~r:~e~h~i;:~i:t~~~:~~v rr:~t;·~;e::;~~~;t~~~~;i~
5i'"'t1ieiiriie~ ' If 'Rli~la became stronger in the East, she m:ght even
act~~as~th~~"-~p~;orector,~~ar~chlK~:zt~ =""~·~W --

__

--- - -

,_.~,"N~~~"~...*~,, ___
'"_,,~,.,=~·,~~-= ---~--

1\1uraviev showed great solicitude for ~~~!~S.S~!i£~~E.2sitio!l of
eastern Siberia, fearing a combined attack by the Franco-British
rt"iY1iL:£orces. He .tHerefore set forth a scheme of defence, necessary
to<provide for the military requirements of the situation. His statementi~ T~:;:~ m~!;atp~-~~~v~.u.r1~c9Li;:;.~siJ.<?_trans~ct

atrd"JE'Iom~tic ·-~t!airs.•.~l~!:S!.~~~tl:...E~-~i~g_1YiE!?:s>~E £~!~I~£.S~U:.<?... St~--4-~

P_.e tersburg,___~
He returned to the Far East and, before sailing down the river, he
despatched a note to the Chinese Government in Peking, informing
the latter of the coming expedition and explaining that the war in
Europe had compelled him to use the river for protection. l\1}1-t:'!viev
started
his famous expedition
down the River Amur with an adeouate
-~.-.~>'<'X; ~-~ ~'"""'""',_,..__.,,~.~
- · "'"'-"""'"""'"''"~'""'·"'-"'"'''''"'·< ·; "''><~-"'""'"'"- M.< · ~-<'"~~;<--~ ·_. ,;,'"C•'"'>""""~"",..._"""""""'''"'"''"'->-"'""~~~..~"'""''=<!;~
force and met with no resistance, thoughh~ JJ.ad, rec:eiyed warning previously not rollie"7i~-alus!..ch.r;;~;"E~! ";~~1::h~,.;~e, no
mese authority existed along the left bank of the Amur. Aseries
()ftownswere founded along the Amur, such as Blagoveshchensk,
Khabarovsk and Nikolaevsk, where Cossacks, miners and farmers
were· transferred from Trans-Baikalia as new settlers. Muraviev
/\r~cq~.,,,;!;~-"""9:1.?-l~~~s,~;,~!~~,~!.own of.•~igun Ol}_M,~;:zS .;-J···scnt
delegates
to the Chinese authorities to ask whet11.er tJ:l:~y had received
. . .. .
artfl.IiStructions froni Peking~ The governor of the town was quite
eml-Jarrassed by this situation which had come about completely
without his knowledge, and he let the unwelcome guests pass through
in prder to get rid of them. So Muraviev proceeded without any
further hindrance. When he arrived at Petropavlovsk, he started to
fortifyth.eplac~ii1readines~ to me~t the attack of the Franco-British
fl.eet. The allied forces finally gave up their attempt to attack the
fort as the defence was too much for them.
We have the following brief translation of a petition sent by the
Military Governor of Kirin to the Chinese Government :
..

...

"-~""""'~ ·-=<···""' ','>'< ~ --'- "' - """ ··e_-,~ .-~·•'-' ""·" '-''"''"" ""'" ' 'C~ ~· .;·> ,.;+•'> ~ '<;.-·. """~"=o-" "' S ·oO·< ~·'C'<·-"""·""'"" '' ""' " ' '' '·•'·<

·''·'"··· o.. >O.e,; ....C:.~ •· ._._, , , ;. ,.,_ ><';"C.,cQ, ..._,,,_,,, ~,, ,..._,, , .._~-..-·.._

'Despatch received from the Vice-Commander Hu Sun-pu of
Hei-lung-kiang province stating that the Russian boats were going
to the Eastern Sea by way of the rivers Amur and Sungari owing
to recent events whereby various islands lying on the east have
beenoccupied by England. News of such a necessary measure has
21

C. Costin, Great Britain and China, r8JJ·I86o, London, 1937, p. 247·
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been communicated to the Lifan Yuan of Peking and free passage
asked for. Hu Sun-pu, lacking instructions, naturally. stopped
them and was informed that their chief would come soon.
Later in the afternoon, a large steamer with a bronze funnel
anchored at the north bank of the city surrounded oy. several
boats. Hu Sun-pu went on hoard, together with one ·of his
associates, and saw the Russian Commander by the name of
Muraviev who told them that he was ordered to come to rescue the
eastern islands invaded by England. He was making a short cut
through the Amur and Sungari, and he would not cause any disturbance to the locality to be passed through. Hu Sun-pu asked
why there was no previous information, and then made further
enquiries if any more men were coming. The reply was that
there were only a thousand this time and no more to come. At
this juncture, a special delegation was sent to investigate the situation on the Russian bank of the river. It was afterwards reported
that there were altogether eighty-three boats with more than two
thousand men. There was plenty of provisions but not much
ammunition. Besides this, there were four rafts with about one
hundred horses and eighty oxen together with two boats loaded
with women. Since entering Chinese territory, they had not
molested any one. Hu Sun-pu insisted that they should stop and
sail no farther, hut knowing the Chinese were not well prepared,
he afterwards let them pass through in order to avoid any possible
conflict. Some delegations were sent to pursue them to make
investigations. The foregoing important report is hereby •· sent
together with a copy of a despatch given by the Russian Coinmander to the Lifan Yuan for your consideration.' 22

At ths.,~~.~.~;ll~~,:~"E.!~~~r;~~o~ta.:~~2ilYL,~t:f,~"'"£~~ts~n
~y -:Adi:Xural_9o~n t J?.~~mh?.J~I~s.~<l~\ . M~g~~~~J: ..!9 ,g_~-~~!~-~ttatm
mformed the L1fan Yuan that on July 5, 1854• he had received a
despatch from the Governor of Sihir (l\:1_t:~<!:_~i.~_':':)stating that of necessity he had had to pass through the Chinese Amur in order to reach
the Eastern Sea, and that the military requirements of this operation
had been carried out without the slightest detriment to China.
Furthermore, he had no inclination to extend his p~wer, which
might cause sudden suspicion. The state of agreement between the
two countries had lasted so long that they could easily understand
22 Chiang Ting-fu, A
Collection of Chinese Diplomatic Documents (in
Chinese), Shanghai, 1931, Vol. I, p. 279.
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each other, Besides, the coast of the Eastern Sea, tho~ghin Russian
territory, was of great .concern to China as well. Therefore it was
to be understood that the necessary military precautions taken by
the Russians had also materially benefited China. Hence China
should co-operate with Russia without any prejudice or suspicion in
spite of the movement of Russian troops. Russia would be. glad to
reciprocate some day if China were to find herself in difficulty. All
he had to say merely carried out the instructions of the Tsar and,
as soon as his delegate arrived at Peking, a more detailed report
would be given the Lifan Yuan.
In August r~Muraviev went . down the Amur with· a second
expectltlon on a mud;'"'Tafger slif'e."~T~'l\lllChinese authorities, knowing that the Russmns had lhe int~tf~-~-of settling down permanently
in the lower Aqmr region, protested and demanded an explanation
after the expedition had arri~q.J,.t the city of Aigun. Delegations
were sent on board to see the Russian Commander. On their arrival
a large crowd of Russians, not less than eight thousand of both sexes,
were found busy building their own houses on the river bank, and
they even fired at the delegates as a demonstration when they came
in •sight. The delegates were then told by a certain Russian, who
could •speak a little Chinese, that Commander Muraviev was indisposed.and unable to receive them, but promised to hold a conference
on the morrow. On the following day, the delegates went on board
again and saw Muraviev avoiding them by going to the stern. They
were guided to a building under construction. After a long wait,
they were received by Admiral Zavoiko, who told them of the absolute necessity of protecting the mouth of the Amur against the
aggression of foreign powers. He and the other officials, each with
a document in Russian and in Chinese, read out to them that all land
on the left bank of the Amur and Sungari should be granted to
and occupied by the Russians, and necessary fortifications would
be made for their protection. The Russians would not fail to keep
connections between the coast and the isl<mds by boat in summer
and horseback over the ice in winter. With such incessant comITlllnications, possession of the Russian islands might be secured.
When the delegates stated that both the Amur and Sungari were
territories of the Celestial Empire, the Russian officials had nothing
to say, but added that the matter would be referred to Muraviev.
Next day (September 22), a copy of the document in Russian and
Chinese was sent to the delegation. Its contents were exactly the
sarne as had been read the day before. On September 23, the deleE
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were received by Muraviev who put a map before b.~t~ and
that, to reach an amicable settlement, the left bapk of the
Anmr amLits mouth to the sea ~hould be given wRtis~iafor. prot~c
t1o~1effiertfie'-1ocarmfla1)iiants w6ti1d -~~emaiD:"'btevact'l1ttFwa:s
~ Chinese Government to decide. He urged the delegates to
accept the document and to communicate to Peking his intention
of starting a third expedition in the not-too-distant future. The
Chinese delegates made it clear to Muraviev that though they
received the document, it would have to be submitted to higher
authorities and they could not foretell when a reply woulg b.e forthcorning. Muraviev then immediately went back to St. Petersbursto
obtain the appointment of plenipotentiary of Russia in Chin,.a •iri
readiness for the conclusion of a new treaty with the Chinese Gove;·nment.23

.

M uraviey,.;;~~~~~.~:t~J-. fb.:o .f~z~J.~~E ..!~:::b~7.~_<:t.!1.4"''~~ought with him
a thousand hard-labour convicts to be set free to cultivate the land
and tO colonize the country. He even released about one huncired
hard-labour convict women to choose their husbands from among
the men. As the river was fast getting near low water, there was
no time to be lost. Muraviev asked all these men and wo1nen to
stand together in pairs on the river bank. Then he blessed them,
saying: 'I marry you, children. Be kind to each other; you men,
don't ill-treat your wives-and be happy! ' Such are the words
written by Kropotkin who witnessed the strange scene. 24

. /9· Treaty of Azgun

{f(
\

f

On May 16, I858, Muraviev, takin swift advanta e of
.s
in
ma as a result of the wars with Great Britain and France and
.the devastating effects .of the Tai£ing Rebellion, comrelled PriJ?Ce
Yishan, Commander-in-Chief of the Chinese forces of the Amur,}9
!lign what is known as the Treat of Ai run. Its terms were dcvastating. t set own ,l~J2I.~~.s_k and ..y]Jjte what China had been oblisedto
permtt m fact, the surrender to Russia of all the territor on the
let an { of the Amur, while the territory on the right bank as far
downstream ;; ti{c U ssur~ to he recognized as Chinese, and the

~ ::::o:~u~~t::e~:t:~leF~;~~:~l~~~~e,t7: :;l~n:~~e~~e~~ ~:f: ~~;t~i:~~

•

course, the liberty of Russians to sail
23
24

alon~

the

~mur

and trad(': On

Ravenstein, op. cit., pp. 117-25.
Kropotkin, Memoirs of a Revolutionist, Vol. I, p. 216.
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heginninp of a new stage in

~ussian

-~

Prince Yishan first had no intention of accepting the. hmuiliating
demands, but owing to the furious attitude of Muraviev during the
<;:cmference, he finally acceded to avoid any immediate conflict at
the border. By this single stroke of diplomacy, Muraviev secured
for the Tsar a terntor almost as Iai:"'e as Fra-nce,:vithout any bloods ·e .• • He was ater granted the title of ~ou~!!!,~usky bz the Tsar
to:r his brilliant service.
~.l.lt when ·Prince Yishan-~eported to Peking the signing of: the
Treaty of Aigun, the Chinese Government was greatly alarmed a11d
was disinclined to ranfy lt. Yishan was dismissed for his stupidity
and for overstepping his authority. The petition sent by Prin<;:e
Yishan to the Throne in Peking, June 14, I858, which came to light
only recently at the former Imperial House, Peking, was considered
as one of the most humiliating documents in Chinese history. Prince
Yishan, who signed the Treaty of Aigun, was the general responsible
~or the conducting of the Opium War. He commanded a large body
oftroops. at Canton in the fight against the British. After he was
cornplet(:ly defeated, he tried to deceive the, Emperor by stating
d}at the British were begging for peace. Certainly, Muraviev knew
how to deal with him, forcing him to surrender by constant bluffing.
By this method of dealing he got all he wanted, and the negotiations
lasted only six days before the treaty was mutually agreed to .and
signed.
Russia's ·aggressive attitu~e was ~-~ir
Bowrin , then British Minister to China, had become convinced of

J

~~~~£~~~~~,~f!~~,~:~~i~~~~I:~::~;:¥~~~:~~f:
~these

words: 'Only a joint advance on Peking could prevent the
Russians, . with :t:l.).e AmurRiver as a base, f:r9m establishing settlements on territories inhabited by Tatars, Japanese or Koreans which
they might wish to conquer or to claim.' 25 Again, he wrote to
Cla.tendqn on March 13, 1856: 'There was, too, a possibility that
the Chinese authorities might make use of Russia to drive the
Western Powers out of the five ports.' 26
2s
26

Costin, op. cit., p. 195.
ibid.
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About the san1e time, Admiral Putiatin hadbe~n carrying on ./
some negotiations with the other Great Powers. rl(he opening of l
five ports as the result of the Opium War by the Treaty of Nanking, ·
signed in 1842, omitting Russia, who only had the privilege of trading
with China in Kiakhta; naturally alarmed St. Petersburg. Putiatin
had joined Muraviev down the Amur River, and proposed to his
government the forcible occupation of Aigun. Failing to get per.
mission to proceed to Peking by way of Mongolia, he took the sea
route by sailing down the Amur and up to the mouth of the Pei-ho
in Tientsin. He made the suggestion to the British and French
naval forces in Shanghai that the mouth of the Pei-ho should be
blockaded in order to make the drive effective. During such a
critical time, China was anxious to preserve normal relations with
Russia, and finally decided to ne ·otiate with the Russian Minister,

_. ·''"!\ ~~ereu.~on t.1e Tr~~tyof Tientsin was. cuy~~Q.~;,.,,.,~.~j:,Irle 14, r8,58. 'f

''~·
2..-

I lie five )Orts were now o en to Russian trade as welL...• The treaty,
however, ave ussw r1v1 e 'es w IC 1. m<tde$irw-Ru~sian relations

I'!;~:~~~~~=~~:~:r;~~

l :P'utiatin also asked for the settling of the frontier question, because

l at that time he
1

was completely ignorant that the Treaty of Aigun

! had already been signed by Muraviev. 27
~
Less than two years later, China was once more at war with Britain
/ \ and France. General I natieff, who had succeeded Admiral Putiatin
as _l\:!i~ist~r incP~;: il1& was no less as!roit than his £redece'Ssor i~
u~oment to further the aims of his own overnment.
n t e one hand, he promised to provide the Chinese Impemil
Government with arms and cannon for the suppression of the
Taipings, and also to mediate between. the Chinese and the British
and French allies; and, .on the other, he threat!:;necLto send the
· Russian fleet to Peitang if they refused to ratify the Treaty of Aigun,
and also to cede the Trans-Ussuri, the Maritime Province of

PiTlllOiSk-:----·

-··

· His ca'ole!_.--and importunities succeeded. ·China had no alterna"
tive but to accede to t 1e Russian demands. Refusal would have
beenu'tteay''futik;:;-ilie· did not have the f(;~ces available to stem
Russian aggression. She had already dangerously taxed .all her
27
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resources in challenging the two great western European Powers, and
, her hands were fulltr in to ut down the Tai in s. On November >
r 6o, the Treaty o
e m was ·
in confirii.1ation and
" )ra5ora:wn of the Trea"ty of Ai un ~nd the T~eat of Tient~i~, '
rea rmmg t at t le mur should remam the frontlet between Chma ·
and Russia. Rus;;ra:-;~ivostOk~ had been ah:;i'dy
octup1ed by Murav1ev On July zo~~~~a£2E,!_2n_ll}e Pa~,~c,
Since the territory to the east of the Ussuri River was recognized as
belonging to Russia.
This closed one cha ter in Russia's a ressive lans in the
East .•.. T e urther ~ the Chinese Em_pire •served
to ~hetht:r appetite. From this time on the Russians were undisp11ted masters of all Siberia, a territory twice as large as the European
part of Russia. Colonization went on more rapidly. The Amur, a
highly im ortant waterwa , assumed its due im ortance. SteamBoats gradually began to replace the old- ashioned. barges:··
But while this was going on, hundreds of thousands of Chinese,
because of famine and civil war, began the long trek to Manchuria
where there was much virgin soil waiting for the patient husbandman to reap rich return for hard work. The toiling Chinese poured
into Manchuria in such vast numbers that they began to be dreaded
by the yet sparse populations on the other side of the Amur.

•.• , •

(.3

.Ki4, ·

II.

Russia's Occupation of Manchuria

Following Russia's occupation of Port Arthur and Dairen-Wen in

~.~91.~Ji~~~-~l!ll~d1£ili.•vv::iJh.~~..,~;-n.sxt.cha£te.,~~.!~•.~SISH:~;±§J~=
S_?t;Ie y~ars in Manchuria. -~~ the time of the Boxer Uprising in
19oo, the anti-foreign movement began to spread into Manchuria.
This was aggravated by the fact that the Russians had begun to build
roads and harbours, causing the local population to feel an increased
hatred against Russia. The Chinese Eastern and the South Manchurian Railways were seriously damaged by the Chinese rioters.
Government troops joined hands with the Boxers while Russian
troops could only patrol the neutral areas in the Liaotung Peninsula.
Meanwhile, Russian ships on the Amur River were shelled and the
city of Blagoveshchensk was heavily bombarded by the Chinese
garrisons on the other side of the river. The Russian Government
immediately despatched a great number of troops into north Manchuria. Fearing that the Chinese merchants in Blagoveshchensk
•• Clyde, ·op. cit., p. zo.
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to • the
of Blagoveshchensk forced the '-'"""'-~"
cross the Amur River; those who resisted ·were
spot. The merchants proceeded to the river en masse, but
no ferries to carry them across, while behind them were
sacks with fixed bayonets who forced these three LwJu"'"·'u
women, old and young, to plunge into the river where they
clrdwned. This was regarded as the first massacre of Chinese by the
Russians since the beginning of Sino-Russian relations, thoughthis
act was disowned by the Russian Government. 29 The Russians then
~n••Prl'"lrw

;~;:~~~d e:t~r~~lJttif£l;i~-~~:_-~1;~,,.~0~,i!al 2iJi~ilungi.~Ia12i]>roviQ~e,
By that time the Boxer; in Mukden had begun plundering .and
setting fire to houses, creating great disturbance in the city, while the
Russians also took advantage of the situation to occupy that c~ty.
The Russian troops from the north and those from Port Arthur in
the south were then able to meet and to occupy the whole of Manchuria.
When the Boxer Protocol was signed in Sc_Etemhcr r9or by the
Powers, tl~e Russiai1 Goveniment decided to withdraw troops-at once
from Peking and Tientsin, as it wanted to get on good terms with
the Manchu Government while preparing future plans of aggression.
But some of the Russian military officers opposed immediate evacua."
tion, and Russia's chan,ge of attitude aroused suspicion and fear
among the other countries, leading to the decision ofGreat Britain
to make a treaty of alliance with Japan in 1902.
During the occupation of Fengtien Province by Russian troops,
the Russian Commander, Alexieff, wishing to legalize the ptJsition,
concluded the Provisional Treaty of Fengtien, known as the AlexieffTseng Agreement, with the Chinese Governor Tseng Chi. •It consisted of nine artiCles which practically ceded the whole of Manchuria to Russia.
Peking did not hear of the treaty till after its signature, and the
news surprised both Chinese and :foreign circles. As Russia was
contemplating a formal treaty with China, the Manchu Government
instructed Yang Yu, the Chinese Minister in St. Petersbutg, to carry
on negonatwns. Through the efforts of Count Witte, Russian
Finance Minister, a proposed agreement of thirteen articles was
drawn up which was even harsher than that previously concluded.
29 Fraser, John Foster, The Real Siberia, London, 1902, pp. 177-So . .See £1lso
. Morse and MacNair, Far Eastern International Relations, New York, 193hP·A74·

negotiations m St.
Petersburg inspired great uneasiness among the various Powers,
particularly Japan, who formally obstructed the conclusion of such
a treaty, warning China that Russia !llUSt not be permitted to occupy
Manchuria for fear of international controversies. The Japanese
Government then discussed .the Manchurian question with Britain,
stating that a special convention such as was being negotiated
separately by Russia was contrary to the principle of solidarity
and would materially lessen China's capacity to meet her obligations
to the Powers. 3 0
The British and American Governments warned Peking of the
d<.(!lger of signing the proposed convention. Some high Chinese
officials including the Viceroy of the Yangtze memorialized the
Throne that to reject the proposal from Russia was of the utmost
urgency.
Russia, however, announced that her occupation of Manchuria
was rnerely temporary, and that she would not insist on the signa-.
ture of the convention. But in reality she was resuming her negotia"
tions with China to bring about the conclusion of the agreement.
Negotiations, however, still continued. The crux of the problem
;Was to cancel the provisional treaty, to which the Russian Government agreed. But later a draft of twelve articles was concluded by
Lamsdorff, the Russian Minister, known as the Lamsdorff-Yang Yu
COnvention, which was worse still. It restricted the sovereign rights
ofChina in Manchuria and north China and demanded the concession of the monopoly of the economic development in Manchuria.
to the Russo-Asiatic Bank.
The •proposed draft, though secretly submitted by the Russian
Government, quickly reached the ears of other countries. The
United States Government then protested that the special privileges
given to the Russo-Asiatic Bank would be a direct breach of the
treaties made between China and America.
The Chinese people were. indignant about it, and asked the govern"
mentto iefuse to sign such a treaty. The Chinese Government had
thought •that refusal would anger Russia, but it proved later that
l{vssia had been making only empty threats. On Februarxzs, r9or,
the Russian Government declared its good intentions towards China
aii"d showed dissatisfaction over the attitude of the Powers since-the
Boxer. trouble. Lastl ' it declar~d that >he ero£_<?_~al.~ a treaty
s...suld be set aside
the ~~g, arrc!:.~f

tor

3

° Clyde, .op.
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Manchuria would be returned to. China as soon. as a stro11g Chinese
Government came into hei~-The Anglo-Ja anese Alliancehad accelerated Russian lans
er- -·-in Manchuria. Fearin that the An lo-Japanese
lance wou a ect her control of the balance of power .iri the
Far East, Russia extended the Russo-French Alliance to the latter
area, merely to counteract the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. On March
26, r9oz, Lassal, the Russian Minister in Peking, concluded an agreement with the Chinese Government for the return of Manchuria,
in three successive periods of six months each. When the second
period for the withdrawal of troops had expired in March 1<)93·
Russia still refused to act according to the treaty stipulations but,
instead, presented new demands, including the closing of Manchuria
against the economic enterprises of any other nation but Russia.
She even concentrated her troops at various strategic parts of Manchuria, and sent troops across the Yalu River, threatenin the safety
of Korea.
us,_s.£_...!!,~~-Iaganese War, ~,E-ich ~q Jong been
~~;n&: bro~e ou!;_~l!lte£ljp_sh,e d~feat of Russi~_and the con<:~~.!.h.s..:.f~_£LJ?m;_!smouth, ~~~ereby_ ~~ssi~ entirely -~_?st
j/- l:er _ereclominant positior;j,n Manc~mria, a~~ ~~ter which h~r penetration into the Far East was tenmnated With the exceptiOn of her
interest in the Chinese Eastern Railway, which will be dealt with in
the next chapter.

Chapter V
CONSTRUCTION OF CHINESE EASTERN RAILWAY
N the world history of railway building, no line of communication b,y rail has involved more international controversies, caused
... more intense international rivalry and proved more tragic inits
.-results than the Chinese Eastern Railway. It is no exa~eration to
/(say that the railway was 'born in sin;. <2~,!;: ,};£~Z.~~~gle

I

~r~~~Lr;~!e:::9,1.l1:.~. the, 9hif!S~~..}f~~~~E£..Se.ibX.<;tX .•£~!..?.~!x=t~~~l~?e

~~~ese War of ~~2-Z~· but also hastened the collapse of the
two greatest empires-the Tsarist and the Manchu. The former
played the role of a bully; the latter found itself in the position of a
~victim. Moreover, the Chinese Eastern Railwa whetted the a etite
1. ~fother. m2er~t.EmY~rs for _rhe~ar East, changing
I the whole map of power politics.

\ ..

.

1.

.

Conception of C.E.R.

The modern history of Manchuria started with the construction of
the Chinese Eastern Railway, although it is true that the laying
of the Peking-Mukden Line has also contributed to the opening up
of the country. The stimuli to Russian ex ansion to the Far East
were, on one hand,
ma's weakness and, on the other, Bismarck's

~-C:?Eferenct;, ?f 187~~~
persuaded Russia to divert her forces to the East so as to leave the
<fermans .a£;~------------~

~ssia, lacki~,g_'~'~"'~"''~~5~~~.~0 ,~~;.~.~•••~I-X,i!i.1;g. ,.g.~:'"~lLE~~~~..~)J;1";~!2_?_.5?

im rove her eo ra hical situation. It was Peter the Great who
bm t
Petersburg as a new capital, imd opened 'the window into
Europe'. He also clearly understood the importance of Russian
expansion to the East, and therefore paid considerable attention to
oriental politics. It was said that Peter was influenced by Witsen,
Mayor of Amsterdam, who was a prominent student of the

r:·

1

Wang, C. C., The Sale of the C.E.R., Foreign Affairs, October 1933, p. 65.
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Orient. 2 The disagreeable climate of St. Petersburg induced hirrLit6
lookfor other seaports. He succeeded in annexing apart ofth~ ~<!ltic
coast and, although his attempt on .the Black Sea was afailure, he
was fairly successful with regard to the Caspian Sea. It is known tlJ_at
Peter left a will of thirteen points of which the third and the seventh
_, were projects aiming at fmding an outlet to the sea. However, it was
Muraviev wh;? went even further than rp£ will.£Lf~ter_.!_he Gr~_!t
ana oe~necl' i'!~"'~~mt~'"the Pa~lfi~:~:;-- ., ....... ... ·-···~ -,..-.,. ......

A

The slow clevel<;pl::!;£-!lt of colonization in the Far East was due>to
the Tad( of Zo'ininun1C:i!ion in Russian Asia before the construction
ortiicTrans:sD;"~;[~~-Ra~y-:-rt;"~;·;rgai?i Murav1ev ""Wil?-"'()ii'giuated the idea of building a i -;;:D.tk~·.roacC:frOinthe-:Bafil.c to the
1

ina~~~p7~~~~~;l~~fh~~~;t:i:i e:~~~!S~~f~:~c~~~~ iy~~
activities of other Powers, especially Great Britain. Count Alexis
llgnatieff also submitted a report to Tsar Alexander. III in 1887,

~~~~~-~~~~~~;;Ta~.~~~·;;6~~~~~~i-~iF-~6t~~Cl.:~~~~~~~f;~f~

!

.--.~--~--- -·--····· -· ·-···

1measures after the scheme had been accepted by the Tsar. 4 'lJle
\construction work was started in 1891 at both ends. The Ussuri
j .··..

. ~.

""

·

.

..._, ..,.,,,.,_,'< ,."::::"":."':·""."' '~"-"""'~ - ·· -c~:"•":·: :c:.c ·\· " ··

Khabai()vsk·a-na Vraaivoiitcik--was

-~~"!' ~"!".''"/\C>~":" ' ?'~ ' '·'· "'-·>··•" '• ~~ -"".'."'"'~··.- · "'":_'"/"''·"""""~-,.,

:l~airway between

begun by Tsar
Nicholas II who, before succeeding to the throne, had been sent by
his father to make a round-the-world trip, including a visit to the
ussian Far East. In 1901 the Trans-Baikalian Railway was com-. ....~.""".·.·~.. -. -. '"'_· ·.". ""'_ '_'~'.'*""""'
.- -_,_-.-.~- ' 4• ·- . · -. ..~""'_.,~.•~·-.,.. . ,~... ""·"_"~". ·.·.:•. "'·.·~.·.·~-'" '"'.·.~
leted
as. far as .Chita,
almost
con~ecting
l\IIosco'Y ~ with ~
the .--very
. . .•.
.
bOrCTer <)r1Vfa~~-r1~:·: J!·w;;;·Tnd~-~d-"a gra~~i - ~~~c~p-!I;~, magnific~ly exec;-;t~cl: ~Concerning the importance of this line, the Russian
authorities had announced frankly that it sho}lld be looked upon as
·
a 'World Affair '. 5

h

c.•.-·.•

2.

.•

•. -·.·.· ·,c.,·•·........... .... --.--.

. ,.-,.....

..

Russian Eastern Expansion after Sino-Japanese War

The Sino-Japanese War of 189.) ended in China's ignomi:nibtts
defeat. A treaty, signed at Shimonoseki, stipulated the cession()£
the Liaotung Peninsula to Japan. Tsarist Russia at once realized
that her position in Asia would be jeopardized or, at least, pre·
2
Vernadsky, George V., Political and Diplomatic History of Russia, 1937,
Chapter XIX, p. 227.
3
Sun Ch'i Ye, The Sino-Russian Controversies (in Chinese),
Shanghai, 1931, p. 40.
4
Yakhontoff, op. cit., p. z7.
5
Romanov, B. A., Rossia v Manchzhurii (1892-1906), Leningrad,
(in. Russian).
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judiced, should Liaotung be turned over w. the Japanese. for by
that time •. Russia. had .become accustomed· to look UJ?on .the .. Paci~c
as h,yr future arei'i;t of expansion.
Tsar Nicholas II was egged on to this venture by his rnagnartirnous
co1lsil1, Kaiser Wilhelm II, who once provokingly saluted Nicholas
from a pleasure yacht after the manceuvres at Revel as 'the Admiral
of the <Pacific ', himself adopting the title of 'the Admiral of the
Atlantic'. 'I shall certainly do all in my power to keep Europe
quiet and also guard the rear of Russia, so that nobody shall hamper
your action towards the Far East.' These were the Kaiser's own words
addressed to his cousin early in ;895-s:=tt~~-K.~i~n compll~
!Uented his cousin by calling him 'the Master of Peking ', when he
was •congratulating him on the occasion of the successful action at
7
Port Arthur. TJ:~~~,h~,;rl,~g_,~t;,S~E~~LJ?!:2E;J;i!!~~- 2Ltl.?-cl}~_Ger
~~-~~~..~~.~~~~ ·~""'~!££!!KLS£I.~~.~nt~!il?ll-~l2..Ji!£~n.2.~12!il ·?3·
r82.5.• advisi~~-11.e~..~~1tJ.otung to ghi~~._accept a large
si:i'm. as indemnity instead. Owing to the joint intervention of. the
thrt;e Powers, Japan was compelled to accept the offer. A further
pretence of friendship was made by Russia in the form of a [oan
offoo,ooo,ooo ·francs, negotiated through French bankers at •four
per cen,t interest, to enable China to pay the indemnity exacted by
Japan. The loan was absorbed by a Franco-Russian syndicate, and
the 'security was · the revenue receipts of the Chinese Maritime
Cl.lstorns, which were in turn guaranteed by the Russian Government.

3· Li Hung-chang's Mission
Then came into existence the Sino-Russian Treaty of 1896. At
the time of the coronation of Nicholas II, the l\'l'anchu Governrhent
selected Wang Chih-chung as their representative. Count Cassini;
theRussian' Minister to China, at once informed the Tsung-li Yamen
(Chinese Foreign Office) that the coronation just· after the tripartite
intervention for the return of the Liaotung Peninsula to China had
its significance and should not be taken as merely a formal ceremony
in view of the close relationship between the two countries. Cassini
then hinted that none would be more acceptable at St. Petersburg
thanLi Hung:~?a::.-!2~~-Meanwhile, to ensure the appointment of Li,
6
7

8

Levine, I. D., Letters from the Kaiser to the Tsar, p. ro.
ibid., p. 46.
Gerard, A., Ma Mission en Chine (r89J-r897), p. 124-
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the •Tsar sent a .personal message to the
that it would please him greatly to see Li at his
Later on, Li Hung-chang watched
interest and concern. He had his own scheme
in short, was to play Russia against Japan. The Russian Government. also regarded him as the most promising individual to deal
with. Hence their ~':~~~!?_,ltav.sbi..E.~Eis!£!.~:J!!.-lli~s's
\\corona tiol1,.~ . £2£EJ?,!I~.l11L::Y. i!.~--l~~ wi~h--21...!!1~_J:~~!..~!.h-~... Empress

.~f;~~lf~*l~~r;;-:i. t£_~.!1~Ef! .tll~~S-~!~.~9.~~~~-L~£ J2t~.P~J2grg
•.

.

, There was also an important figure in Russia who played a .role
\similar to Li Hung-chang's in China. The name of Count Sergei
Yulievitch Witte, then Minister of Finance of the Russian Govern•
. ment, will be alwavs r~membered in connectiOn wnh the constfU:ctioh
1r . ... .
."''"';.;'"'.... '""""''""'' '"'""~" ······ ···~· ·-··-·"···~·-"··--···-··"'··-··-"'' ........~---~---·-o1 the Chinese Eastern Railwa~:~~J!j~-- ~C>.. .':~~M<;;~.~!~~E ..!9_.~.~1-!hat
l:_e was th~.•S.~i~!-<2I~-~1EJ..2! t,he Chinese Eastern Railway. He must
be given credit as one of the most able statesmen ·and practical
economists of his time. We find him in the railroad service, in which
he was later to play so distinctive a part, as early as 1877, when Russia
was at war with Turkey. Later, he showed great efficiency in this
capacity, and his promotions were so rapid that before r892 he was
made Minister of Communications and soon afterwards Minister of
Finance. It is principally in the last capacity that we are concerned
with him here.
Witte early showed interest in the Far East, which afforded the
~est available out!et f~r ;Russia~ ~~pansion. _He was specially v,ersed
in the state of affairs in Manchuria, and ~~!!}ding of the TransSiberian Railway was largely due to his etiorts. Witte was· one of
th;. special coni'ruiss1oriers appointed by the Tsar to discuss the question of intervention in the peace terms imposed by Japan on China,
and he was mainly responsible for e!Tecting Russian intervention.
He advocated at a conference that:

'*

'Russia's best interests demanded that China remain unchanged
and that no Power be allowed to increase its territorial possessions
at China's expense, that the integrity of the Chinese Empire be
upheld, that Japan, as a victorious nation, be permitted to recover
her war expenditure by imposing a more or less considerable
indemnity upon China, and that, failing to obtain these results_,
there was no other course· left to us than to open active operations.'9
/"
/witte, The Memoirs of Count Witte, 19ZI, p. 83.
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Witte's ambitions ill> MancllUria . were mainly concerned With
colonizationc He firmly believed that, firstly, Manchuria itself would
repay all the expenditure incurred by Russia, a portion of which
came from the French loan, in connection with the construction and
future operation of the railway. Secondly, Manchuria would no
doubt directly satisfy French capitalists with regard to the .future
tendency of exports. The splendid efficiency shown in the construction of the .Trans-Siberian Railway was largely due to the
fi11ancial support of French bankers. More than half of the capital
of the newly established Russo-Chinese Bank came from France,
Where n10hey was plentiful, and .the Russian project was thought to
be a good investment.
Th~ buildins; gi .Jh~...-:J:'ran~.SJJ?erial} .J}_a}~., !9.., V1adivost9k
terminus struck some serious difficulties. From Chita to Vladivostok
the road bed ~;built along th;banks of the Amur and the
Ussuri Rivers, which meant not only a detour in a great semi-circle,
entailing an extra actual length of some soo miles, but that this
section of the railroad would have to pass through practically waste
land with hardly any human habitation. This was unsatisfactory,
both from the political and economic viewpoints, to say nothing of
the enormously increased construction expenditure. It was Witte
who originated the plan .·to build the railroad from China to
Vladivostok directly through Manchuria, thus saving the expenditure of some 35,ooo,ooo roubles. Notwithstanding the existing Russian
influence over China, it was felt that this big project should receive
the official sanction of the Manchu Government. As Russia had
just retrieved ~~.El~_!:l~otung Pe11insula, ~-~i;:;~T~l
t~6Uiane-·gra-tefiirancFsllow~~gratin1de in a tangible
manner. The only concern was how to make the most effective
approach, so as to ensure maximum benefit. C;.:m.s..sg,~:q,t;)..r!..)Vitte
lopked u on the coronation of Nic~e._Go£l.;.~el1.l£EE.or~ty
tq •. br~~- G~<lE;~ lYia!!~ to~_f~~~K, to. cli§,cuss..JVJth
~t;_~~ .!~~~_E§!~..:~..:!~_t<? ..i!!lg_.!!Lfl ~.f>~.!-S.C?Efidential way:
· Before describing the arrival of Li Hung-chang at St. Petersburg,
it seems necessary to devote some space here to the activities of
Count Cassini, then Ru~n~]\fipi~J?~ing. Russia's request
to budd ~"railway thr~ugh ''M7i:~chUria, which had been made as
ea.rly jl.S April 1896, aroused suspicions in Peking at the very outset.
In the report sent by Count Cassini, it was alleged that China; instead
of paying respect to Russia, became suspicious and lost confidence
in her, as it was always being predicted that Russia would soon

D••THE•,.•··soVIET UNION

demand, Which could !lOt .• be

compli~d

with

vLLHl'CO~t:; officials ... Other •foreign advisers •to the • Chinese

to do all they could to el11barfassi,J2eggtii!-.·
The Chinese Government's plan to prolong the Shanhaikw;tn
Railway to Chinchow was further evidence that China want~d)b
r~ject the Russian demand. According to Cassini, it was a proof that
China would have nothing to do with Russia,ll Practically speaking,
such a project could in no way compete with the. gigantic Russicm
scheme, and moreover, Chinese construction was so slow that they
constructed only ns miles in three years.
Count Cassini again received instructions to conclude negotiations
at Peking, but the time was very unfavourable to Russia. f'he
original scheme for constructing a branch line direct to Peking was
not deemed fit for negotiation as it had already met with many
obstacles. The British worked in secret for the concession of the
Shanhaikwan railway project, which consequently fell into theit
hands. France, instead of helping Russia as predicted by Cassini,
became her keen competitor. The French Minister, Gerard, •had
used his best efforts to obtain special rights for France, and had
expressed to Chinese officials his opinion that the Manchurian Railway would be a tricky business. The Americans also took keen
interest in this subject, and once made a proposal through Bush to
the Russian Minister to organize a syndicate with a capital of
$zso,ooo,ooo gold to build all the necessary railways in China, includ~
ing the Manchurian Railway, with the approval of the Russian
Government. 12 But, according to instructions received by Cassini,
the right of building the Manchurian Railway and its branches
could only be given to a Russian company, without any foreign
participants.
Neither Bush nor Cassini felt optimistic with regard to .this
matter. Count Cassini visited the Tsungli Yamen twice-on April
6~~~!1<!.2-~~=·~s_rsu~~!~~'>.Lhigh ofliciais .• to ag~~e
·t~.~!£IY._to R\1~.W.l!1S for t!1e p~rEost;;_of building
the Manchurian Rail,'l.%~}1· ".,J.;It~neven mentioned that this was th!:!
only way to make H.ussia help China against further Japanese aggression. In spite of his endeavours, the result was a complete failure.
The Chinese Government, after serious consideration lasting twelve
days, determined that they would never consent to the building of
the Manch,ui:ian Railway by any foreign Power or any foreign con,/10 Com~LCassini'f!.J.\;llU,..tO ,,!-QI?,anoJ1.J.~£!!~ry 301- 1826 ..

"1r.Jiiianov, op. c1t., p.
ibid., p. 102.
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cern. Theycould.only·•agteetothe employment ofRussian.en~ineers
a11cJ. thetlse of Russian materials in the building of the railway. This
magnanimous offer was considered by Cassini as ridiculous, because
China had no funds to meet the necessary expenditure. Eventually
he informed St. Petersburg that if Russia insisted upon building the
railway through Chinese territory, there remained only one thing
to cJ.o, namely, to warn the Chinese Government that a fiat refusal
on their part would cause serious concern.' 3 Thus, without previous
preparations and appropriate funds, Count Cassini's efforts in Peking

AJ{:\::~u: ' ~:~~~~~· C~~;~~~~J¥~~~~~~[;~l~~f~;~s~f;f~!
0

t2-.Et·• ·P~te!§!lw¥.f£;,~.,,k~L~!terw.2;t£~-it.l'l'~,§-X.fVealed _t,h~LJ.!~eemerit
E;<i_~een E.~ bt;,fure,,!h!;.J;.Ll;.£!?1J.1.!2!! .•Sec.r-~LJre.~~_i,gned •on
June 4, 1896, in St. Petersbur.,J?;.
Scarcely had ~i Huii'g:Zh;ng -arrived at Port Said, the mouth of
the Suez Canal, than an agent of the Russian Government, Prince
Ukhtomsky, President of the Russo-Chinese Bank, took charge of
hi1Il. under the pretence of offering him a courteous escort to St.
Petersburg, but actually to make sure that he was not first met by
the representatives of any other Power and enticed to another
European capital. As it was agreed by the two countries to transfer
the outstanding problem to St. Petersburg for an amicable settlemelit,itwas only natural that the whole enterprise fell into the hands
pfC(Junt Witte, who lost no time in approaching Li. Concerning the
preliminary talk, the Count made the following record in his diary:
'In my conferences with Li Hung-chang I dwelt on the services
which we had recently done to his country. I assured him that,
having proclaimed the principle of China's territorial integrity,
we intended to adhere to it in the future; but, to be able to uphold
·this principle, I argued, we must be in a position, in case of
emergency, to render China armed assistance. S2~yld

·.

~ ••b_<:..Jb\~~-!2~~ r~!!£~L~.h~!.=.!!!!.!.iL)o:th~-~-l1!:2P~~~!!~Bl1ssia •<1hd
Vladivostok were con)]_e~ted ryi!h Ghina p.,y rail., our armed forces
l);;rt'"-~;;n~~m;;'t:-;;d"T~~~E~;;~~,~;;; R.l1-;i~~ , , ~~~;lled.his-at;ntion to
t e act t at, although during China's war with Japan we did
despatch some detachments from Vladivostok, they moved so
$lOwly, because of the absence of railroad communications, that
when they reached Kirin the war was over. Thus, I argued, to
uphold the territorial integrity of the Chinese Empire, it was
1
"

~?~~~Cass!!!J.!,Ic;.~~L!2,_!:~ob~~2!.,:,..~'!X.~!~,2.§2~·
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1\· D.ecessa~y- !<E_£~.-to ~ha_y~,"~"' rO:ih:9~5L!.l!!ll}l!11L~£_~, th!.-~~~nest

pos~~~.l?.~.!:.~•..!:.~Yla<;!iv?~~~okJ-~£Oss~~~.2EJ!l.S~E:.J~.~E!.of ¥o~~?lia
and Manchuria. I _abQ.. RQiDiW.'"QJ!L!Q_,l,LliJ..!l].g;;.f.!:JJlng_ thatsl:le
projected railway would raise the productivity of our possessions
\: and the Chinese territories it would cross.' 14
l

Li Hung:;.hang at.fll~r. object~d4 ~~\>~,t~";,5,""~~f~~i~~~;. a~~~e with

t~~.-"r~:z,,1J~;;,.~&"£~4..to ths...J.?.~o,e~§ilL.Ji.«,Js:J~.gr~R~~t::ali~8t!2..££..kin.g

t§~.t~~ ..~~~..A~ ~~l:!;:Yg£L2Ul:s_~~m!;_~£..~t.:!£~~!l~!.~~!;,.:_£~ildi~g_of

the railway was beyond China's financial capacity, but if the concession were given to the Russo-Chinese Bank at Shanghai, China
could secure the right of control, and no difficulties would arise.
He emphasized the fact that Russia had no idea of encroaching upon
Chinese territory, and that the sole aim of the building of this railroad was to facilitate the prompt conveyance. of troops to Chin<l.:S
, .., rescue in case of need. It was also the idea of Li Hung-chang to
f~~,.!!,.l, .:;lli.a,n,~e ~~th_Russia in order to take .reX!.flJ.~ , fQr !.be
~~mil_iating . defs.eJ~E..X,l~!!'••~i..,~i~ ..I?X2J20Sii!..Jo the A'lll~Q.ne was
· ~·~JX,.~~,~~~.~.~2X.,Eh~.~~£!,~~~.12.£wage:r:: Such remarkable progress
lin the negouanons .was a great surprise to Count Witte, who could
\hardly have expected the same terms from Cassini in Peking, This
\most complicated diplomatic question was made easier by the
\presence of Li Hung-chang at the Russian capital.

/\r

I

4· Li-Lobanoff Negotiations
....--

The negotiations for a treat

--~-

.. ·-·-

were carried on between Li on· the

~l1'?. .J~ii~.~....a..l1... . . . ..J?J:!IJS<:: .. ~PRmlQff-J3.g§!QY:§.ky, _ J,\y~~§J~.l·L•.Mill!ster _()f
Forei n A,f1air~, ':lJ:lcl Ggun,t: W\Ue, .Mi!li$ter of Finance on the other.

The text o his aocuiniEnt.was never made public until the W a.shington Conference, when the presentation of all existing treaties, secret
or otherwise, was made necessary, and a telegraphic summary was
given by the Chinese delegation. Only after the Russian Revalue
tion was the original treaty found among the archives of the Foreign
Ministry in Moscow.
1J~~~in_o-Russiill,LTreaty of Alliance' provided for milita~y
c~~ili.ll<J.nCJl~&.~~e~~\QJ;J,in Russian eastern
Asia, China and Kore~_Inorcler to facilitate the transportation of
Russian troops to China's aiel in time of emergency, a direct railroad
from Russia to China was an absolute necessity. After long dis14

Witte, op. cit., p. 89.
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cussions, •Li Hung·chang agreed to give permission •for building. a
r~Oild thtoughManchuria·alon~ .a .straightline between•;Chtlla• ·
and Vladivostok, but insisted that the railroad must be. built by
, pnvate corporatio~7nT~~,rr,S~g-~£_~~ or ~·(Jwned ~Y. the Rus~~a.n

.l

~:::~::,;o>;~~~~p:;~:: ~~ :~~e,:,1::i, ~:= :~:c~::,~~~

::

corporation was permitted to have its own police and to exercise
full
control.
1
After lengthy dis\i,u,..ssioD~tt.e~gree£1, tp .fs>!l!lm:!c-R.L~~~r:eora

:!2..ri, to.be

c~Jt<::<i.lh~-Q!L~s..s; Ea.a~~Il=~~l!~~S:2£.P_~ation:,.. w!?-J.s'h

was to be, of course, completely in the hands of the Russian Government. Since nominally it was a private corporation, it would be
within the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Finance. Perhaps Witte's
only failure was that he was unable to persuade Li Hung-chang to
grant the right of constructing this railroad to the Russian Government. Witte himself denied that this was a failure, and said that it
was merely an illusion. He also ~~~~?Y~~ing a bran~h
1.!.,.~ tO a se~~~u~~U£.~gE.,~~:u~.-thi~.~ed

~~~ch ~~_£uls£ b,;;_<;f_~~ancL~~~· n2~ Ru~~~ari

wicie gauge.___ Witte strongly opposed this, insisting that the branch
line in south Manchuria should be of the same gauge as that in
north Manchuria, but without avail.
From this it may be inferred that Witte had the ambition firstly

to ~~ll~~i~~- in_f_!~~~l~!?l:0Ji!~~.S~~!I~:i~~2~
any ap~~mil.~~.!:.L~Ecro~-~~=~};.~. fr?~IE'"~!h~J~£E~'!.~.L!?~~!~~r:d
SeCo'i'idiY to connect the ice-free port of Dairen with Russia by a
railway of Russian gauge, so that the Russians could easily be made
masters of the port. In this way, all strategic and political questions
would be simultaneously solved.l 5 Li Hung-chang had already made
concessions, but would yield no further on the following two points:
( r) T~-~!;!n tracLtu.~~L!?..~,~l!h.,~..E.£i~~-!~.~S9l.£9L<: tior:_;j2) Th.£:_ bra~~h
r2-}l'<Y~-~~~!h .~ft_nch,~ria,_E;l:.~-J;>,~<'"()j_~_E~~-~~!E~L~_g~~- These
stipulations, made by China's Grand Old Man, were no doubt
meantto restrain Russia's further political ambitions which might
directly threaten the Chinese capital.
After the signing of the Secret Treaty, 9.2~mt W!.tte -~rote as
follows:
'"Ihe J.~.~in~,J\..lli$J:!J.f~.~~e1lll.tJ:~gg~_£_ first, ·a great
railroad, tending as far as Vladivostok s;n a straight line, without
15

Roroanov, op. cit., p.

us.
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northward along the
peaceful· relations with
*

During that time there was another project for building a
from Kiakhta to Peking, but it met with opposition on the
Witte, who considered Vladivostok, as a seaport, to he the most
desirable termi1ms for the Trans-Siberian Railway. He also predicted that such a line from Kiakhta to Peking would have brm1ght
an alliance of other Powers against Russia. 16
) \ Althougl;; ~}::~...§~g§L'.[re~~~-l4,~l~~jXaS si~nedbx, Li1 . Witte
a!2.~_!:,.Sg_<:.~~!!:.. !~~ ..~~~l . !,ex£_~as_!lQS~~sL~E.9!!: u~~l Iune ·I§9~·
when Li had left St. Petersburg. The details were worked out by
P. If:I{o~1a;;v,the Russian Assi~~ant Minister of Finance and Shu
Ching-t'eng, the Chinese Minister at St. Petersburg. 0~ August :.~'
1 ~1~..~~:~ .~:.:!!X".~~~~...!?!m~<}!~~J:~ Mand;m Govcr11rnel}t,
and on September 8, the agreement concernmg the construction. of.
the Chinese Eastern Railway was signed by Shu, representing China,
and Prince Ukhtomsky and Roths tern representing the Russo-Chinese
Bank. 17
In spite of the stipulation in the treaty that China had the tight
to redeem the railway after a period of thirty-six years, or the whole
line had to pass free of charge to the Chinese Government after
eighty years, the Russian Government view it with little concern, for
St. Petersburg thought at that time that, before the expiration •Qf
either period, Russia would have been able to put Manchuria under
her control if not under her occupation.l 8

5· Organization of C.E.R. Company
Hcgarding the relationship between the Russo-Chinese Bank, the
Chinese Eastern Railway Company and the Russian Treasury, it .was
evident that from the very outset the Russian Government had
already obtained preferential rights as, practically speaking, •.the
whole enterprise was turned over to them. The understanding was
as follows:
The Russo-Chinese Bank was to secure all the shares
Chinese Eastern Railway Company. The capital was .;,.,,.;,,"
Witte, op. cit., p. 86.
See also Gerard, op. cit., p. I47·
'" Clyde, op. cit., p. 6o.
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1,ooo shares, each shareof s,ooo roubles. Out of the I,ooo shares,
700 wer.e to be subscribed for by the Russian Government. Upon
the issue of the shares· the Russo-Chinese Bank was to hand over
these 700 shares to the Russian Government, while the remaining
joo shares were to be subscribed for by individuals, either at the
time of the signing of the agreement, or within six months after
the agreement was signed. The Russian Government Bank would
lend money to the Russo-Chinese Bank without interest, while the
:Russo-Chinese Bank could use the 7oo shares already handed over
to the Government Bank, together with any remaining shares
which had not been sold to individuals, as security. The amount
of inoney to be borrowed from the Government Bank should .he
equivalent to the face value of all the shares. Therefore, the
dividend, if any, of the total shares, would become the profit of
the Russian Government. In other words, 'the Russian Government
had fully paid up the value of the shares and could take over all
the shares whenever they thought fiJ. When the Russo-Chinese
Bank turned over the 700 shares to the Russian Treasury, the
Government, if requested by the Bank, could take up the remain:
ing 300 shares not subscribed for by individuals. 19
We see from the above that all that remained to the Russo-Chinese
Be.hk.were 300 shares, which were to be subscribed for by private
individuals. The reason for this arrangement was the fear of the
participation of French Bankers. Should they raise any objection
against the Russo-Chinese Agreement, the Russian Government
would be ready to turn over to them the remaining 300 shares. Since
there was no disapproval from the French Bankers, the RussoChinese Bank, on sending the regulations of the Chinese Eastern
Railway Company to the Ministry of Finance for sanction, announced that it was not necessar y for the shares of the Chinese
Eastern :Railway Company to be sold to any third party. Hence~
the Bank could, in accordance with the previous understanding, turn
ovei the total amount of sl1ares to tl1e Russian Governn1ent. 20
The regulations of the Chinese Eastern Railway. S?.r,p~~!l:L .:!Y~Et:.
sanctioned on' i5ecember"4~9't.. MThe is~uea share"; W'as'star"feaon ~
I5ecember 17 and was aavert1sed m the Government Gazette of the
same .date. The official time for the issuing of shares was fixed for
1 9 Witte's petition to the Tsar, together with the draft of the Agreement
lYJ"ay 18, 1896. The petition was written by Witte personally.
20Application from the Russo-Chinese Bank to the Russian Minister ol
Finance, November+ 1896.
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9 a.m., and, naturally, nobody was able to make any subscription.
Only a few minutes later the office was closed. Thereupon the entire
interest in the Chinese Eastern Railway Company became the
property of the Russian Treasury. 21

A

~.~.-~~?.~5?~{?~~~"~:;~~l.l:?l!,.. ?L."!~.~--£12i~.~~."§~~l~.!L. B--~.ll!::.~J:$.9.?mpany,

C~-~~.cJ.•.WZ~ as a nominal ILartici.l2<lnt ... She had con-

tributed only s,ooo,ooo kuping taels towards the cost of construction,
while the total cost amounted to 400,ooo,ooo to 6oo,ooo,ooo roubles.
It was understood that all profits and losses were to be borne in
proportion to the number of shares. 22 Count Witte once wrote:
'At fin;t, the Chinese Government and also our Treasury invested
heavily in the institution! ' 23
Witte immediately requested the Chinese Eastern Railway ·Com~
pany to compensate the Russian Government for .'investigation
expenses in Manchuria', naming a sum of 4,ooo,ooo roubles. In this
way, only r,ooo,ooo roubles capital was left to the Chinese Eastern
Railway Company. 21 Since the shares, whose face value was 5,ooo,ooo
roubles, were all subscribed by the Treasury, why was it necessary
to expend four-fifths of the subscribed capital in compensating the
Treasury?
In order to understand this, we have to refer back to the original
agreement between China and Russia. I.l_~il~...E!.S3!-E!L~5at~<i in t~e
agreement .t~at,. aft_~~.~-i.&~EY:.•.YS.'!;E.~:.".E2.~s.t~" ~I:o~!~L.E~Hocede _!he

w~~1e"I~~~-=~5?:::g§~~~ -f,E~~...2.~..~<:!2.e£g~~-~~R£Le1~2. ._Ehi!!. .E:.!!.~-Ihirty-~jx
Y:~~:~J~:~~ !2.3§)! ..~~2<::. f!:l!:,.S.~~2~!C:E.~~S!l.~ ..~?~l.~Ll::~.Y~ --~h.~_right_. to

redeem the railw~~. ..~Yitte finally agreed to this, but he was determined that the fundamental condition for the redemption of the
railway must be the guarantee of a huge profit to Russia over and
above the return of what had been spent. Of course, it was only
natural tha.t Witte should try to make redemption difficult .or even
practically impossible. According to Article 12 of the Agreement,
the Chinese Government was to reimburse the whole of the .capitaJ,
as well as all outstanding loans and interest at the time of redemption. That is to say, after thirty-six years the Chinese Government
would have to pay about 7oo,ooo,ooo roubles for redemption. But
even that China might by then be able to do. Therefore, Witte
Letter from Rothstern to Witte (in French), December q, 1896.
See MacMurray, Treaties and Agreements with and concerning China,
Vol. I, p. 78.
23
. Witte, op. cit., p. 85.
24 Report
by the Financial Committee of the C.E.R. Company· on
January 31 and March 15, 1897.
21

22
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asked the Company to pay back four-fifths of the subscribed capital
as compensation for the Russian Government's .so-called 'investiga-.
tion expenses in Manchuria'. Conse~pJlx1 .~~_sq,-Chin~se
J?~:..lm,~~s;!;~..~~!.SS!_co~trg! of t,h~.)'1illi~!£i_~Lfi~'!:~~1 l:!ad nothi!Ig to loS!; but was b~rid~.!2.~ig,
In spite of the fact that the President of the Company was to
be Chinese, in practice he had very little power. Matters were so
manipulated that the Chinese were prevented from exercising their
rights.

'I~~'""~~~ia:rL9:!?~~~E~~~"!,l~t···~-~-:'1!.1K. .~~~gmt; .... !h~. . .~.2.Le share,

hcgg~r an_~cres!itou:>f£h.~..Q.Qmi?.,~!lYJ,=~tJ~;S{<;~_}Yl~.hg_:!-!t~a_yt~HLtJlat they

s.ecured._,emtn;.,.S.~?Nrol of owner_shi:e:.....l!.~as further stipulated that
the statutes of the Chinese Eastern Railway Company should follow
those of the Russian railways. The result was that all important
affairs, such as the employment of high officials, engineering and
technical decisions, etc., had first to be approved by the Minister

X:u~ii:~~;~~ro~;~~~~;·?~t~~~~~::Jt,~iJi:!~r~1~;~i~~~;;~~;··
Y.Sars._
There were many other points of advantage to the Russians,

~)j:~~:st~~u~~~~~~~~~~f~~edt~::~
tion. need pay only one-third the usual Chinese Maritime Customs'
charges. (3) The right of the Company to fix rates for the transportation •of passengers and merchandise at its discretion. (4) The
exemption of the Company from all taxes on materials and land
used for the construction. (5) The right of the Company to acquire
the ground space necessary for· the construction of the line, and also
lands in the vicinity of the railway necessary for procuring sand,
stone, lime, etc., free in the case of state property or at current
market value in the case of privately owned property. (6) The absolute. and exclusive right of the. Company to administer its lands
and<erect any kind of construction thereon. The last point was
extremely vague, as the exact amount of land required was not mentioned, and it gave rise to the acquisition of extensive areas of
Chine.:~~ territory by Russians, who claimed that jurisdiction in the
gto:w\ng cities and towns throughout the territory of the railway
belonged to the railway company. The two last-mentioned items
clearly expressed the idea of what later came to be called the 'railwayzone ', not only for the purpose of giving extraterritorial rights
to the Russian~, but also for the organization of a special court in the
zone. This led to the establishment of a Municipal Council in

CHIN

in 1907 .which, together with
under the control of the Chinese Eastern
Russian official and commercial centre
centre of corruption and did not give
Russians in the Far East.
Such a policy not only interfered with Chinese politics
infringed upon Chinese sovereignty, but undoubtedly tended to lead
to a gradual annexation of Chinese territories by Russia. Tht.: fact
that the Company assumed authority to issue regulations and impose
taxes on all merchants was also of the utmost importance . •• On
February 10, 1908, an ordinance was issued to the effect that 'fines.
or imprisonment would be imposed upon those who failed to comply
with Russian-made regulations, particularly those relating to police,
building, sanitary and trade regulations, or who failed to pay <tll
taxes and dues imposed by the administration of the municipalities.
· Thus the '1·ailway zone' was virtually turned into a concession ..• Bllt
worst of all was the fact that the control over this 'railway zone'
was extended up to the railw.ay terminus.
There is one more point worthy of notice. It was stipulated that
the dividend surplus of the railway should be applied to the redemption fund on China's behalf, but what was to be the maximum
dividend declared was not mentioned. The result was that there
never was any surplus at all. 25 This omission was quite important,
for the. surplus dividend brought by a railroad of such magnitude
might have been several times the original capital of five million
gold roubles. This point was raised in rgzo by China, and a certain
scale was agreed upon between the Chinese Government and the
Husso-Chinese Bank, whereby a certain proportion of the surplus
was set aside as dividends and another proportion as redemption
funcl. 2 G
The Russo-Chinese Bank, acting as a vanguard of Russia's
aggression against China, wns reorganized and assumed the .narne
. of the Russo-Asiatic Hank. Survex work on the (:hinese Easte~~n
,\. ~!ilw~ta~z, a~1d con~tructton b~gan the follo_w,
i~:_g,__August. __lg~...~l!s..Qhl,!.:!.e.§~~.E~£11. Ri.!,!!)vax._star~to
o~L
25 C. C. Wang, The Sale of the Chinese Eastern Railway, Foreign
October 1933, p. 68.
26
Weigh, op. cit., p. 71·
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6. Lease of Port Arthur and Dairen-wan

With the~_s~~le~on..~Lt_he 1t~~.,.,Yla£!iY2,Zt~ Rvssii~.~-~~se

~£,~..:§~1- ~~~~-L~n<!S';£S';£L~£ES:§,§i\2!s:J?~~-- But Vladivostol<_
was soon. found to be no better than St. Petersburg, on account of
the fact that the port was frozen during the winter months. Con"
sequently, Russia kept on looking for an ice-free harbour. On the
~southern 2ill_of !h~J-~~~-r;g__~~;;~~!2~1!!.~--~~~,'1l£. haE_~~rt
Arthur and Dairen- wan-:-admir~l!lz~-~.Hllt;~<J.,.J.<?,~.~!~E!:~~--ils _Jlaval a~d
cOnill1·ercial ports respec·t~':ely: _ '!.h~.§t;,Jl-<!SUQl1lL!J.~<:H.J.2gJi~~-LllE.on
wrtl{·covetous e;:~~...~~~~:t?.JJa.:e~~-~'!ll!LB.~L-The latter requested
a lease of the two harbours for a period of twenty-five years, with
the privilege of building a bra11ch railway frQm Harbin to Port

f~Et;~~:~~r~~

It should be remembered that Port Arthur and Dairen-wan had
Lboth been ceded to Japan under the Shimonoseki Treaty of 1895,
and returned to China only after the Tripartite Intervention, in
vvhich Russia took the most active part, forcing Japan to withdraw.
Scarcely th]"ee 1ears had elapsed, when Russia herself occupied Port
,--~---~· -""' -~-"-·-~·~"-·"''''"' ' ' ''''"''' " ' ' .... . . , ...•...,,.,,•.,=--·--"·~--- "··-u··- · -··· ·mw~~-----·-A_t·t~u::.!?!l.2!"J£K.9.~E~~-~~--9.SS!!£.\!.!J2!l~9L!};i~.2cl:~g_~:.. Itte indignantly protested against the measure, stating:

1

'I remind my hearers that We had declared the principle of
China's territorial integrity and that on the strength of that principle we forced Japan to withdraw from the Liaotung Peninsula,
which comprises Port Arthur and Dairen-wan.' 27
I. n:~~;

.~.)Yitte's erot~.~~·--_
..~_._.I.·c. •.·l;__
·.o.la.s !!,carried ~}!~,!~ts-.Eroj~ct.,

~iii oJ ~hi~.'t~_MH:f.~~,l,t;,l,,.¥,i,njster of Foreign ,Aff.~irs.

(_j.efm<lny's acquisition of Kiaochow was}hc:_re~.Ylt of. a ttic;_k: play.ed
by Kaiser Wilhelm II on his cousin, Nicholas II, when he visited him
in.J?eterl:iof, and the occupation of Kiaochow and Port Arthur by Germai'ly aJld.Russia respectively was agreed upon by the two potentates
without the knowledge of the Russian Ministers. Witte was not
aware. of the fact that the seizure of Port Arthur was a direct consequence of the acquisition of Kiaochow, and that it was entirely an
imperial deal. 28 Witte wrote:
• 7
28

Witte, op. cit., p. 99·
Dillon, E. J., The Eclipse of Russia, New York, r9r8, p. 25r.
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'The Chinese Eastern Railway was
cultutal and peaceful purposes, but jingoist
into a means of political aggression involving tlie violation of
treaties, the breaking of freely given promises and the disregard
of the elementary interests of other nationalities.' 29
The 'other nationalities' naturally became alarmed and acted
according} y. F_E~!l~,~-~;,~;;ed .!~~:E!J;~S~o~~'Y~!.L2.I?;J~!~Y -~21 . ,<_l!,ld Brit.c:..i n
secured the lease of Wei-hai-wei onjulv 1, to maintain the balance

0!:£0-w'er -a:t:·:~:.lle"'ex£~-r;~·; . ~rci;r;;;zo .• -:'I~~~-1~·~;~-·~II5;;i;;ti:;-~~-~~2L
Port Arthur also !ed to th?."!~me.sLsl~~h:... ~i~.h.J!!E.~~-i~L!92.4.-.about
which Witte wrote frankly i~ his diarx: _

'The agreement was a:!l act of the highest importance. Had
we faithfully observed it, we should have been spared the disgrace
of the Japanese War-l'"_I"[-l;.~Y--~~.}l~f.S..!h~£.JY.S ..21!E~~1Y!.Lbroke !.l:t~
a~1:~~!.ll.~l2! a,~~~l~r9,~;t_, e!?2l!S .0:.~---~tuation which we are now
--- ··
faciiig'1n the Far1£asl:.'

J( l_.I;. ~~£,~~g~~;~5!"{!~1J1.§,9)t..~~H,.&!Sl!1,\iX.Snt.u1.' ];!e.fJ.Cef!Ji.l!£l1etration ', att.d

h.~-}~el~ Ts~!. Nicholas II responsible for the sei,tME<it,RtPPrt Arthur

and .the

intrll~io11

~l!ich. l?J-<l~~

the RussoJapart~-;~·- 'wa~ "~in'~~it~Jlk~. ~s!::E!J.5?Eis:a,!!.Y. -~r~ii~In'i;~ ih.i·.=:<JJITnese
Eastern Railway was born as Count Witt~:§J~.~f~L~~g~!... w!}J.le P~rt
?:-·Arthur was the ille itimate offs rin of Tsar Nicholas II, born as
a result o his crooked and childish play of aggression, which. contrasts unfavourably with ~_,:J?,9,~£~~~J £~n~;,<l_1:_iop.' in the
spheres of commerce and culture. Witte once made an appropriate
metaphor, stating that he could not be held responsible for his guests
running wild and committing sharnc after he had taken them to
the aquarium. He, however, omitted to say that even if his guests
h(ld all been on their best behaviour, the expense of the expedition
would have been enormous.
;(
The br:::~!:JI~e of. the Chinese E~J~~lllway, known as •the
South Mar:_;~~r.i~~ J.3:,::!1,~<;¥&,~"<;,~...~ompleted_in IQOO, tholl:&li._a pa_rt
of the mam"line ~a,s 12?(l.i!?;ished up til I uly .. ~.903- . Two years before,
sectional o 1;~~-;i:io!"l had a~t~ally begun. Tll;·6uilding cost of this
railway was estimated at four hundred million gold roubles. Another
branch line to Newchang was also constructed by the Company to
29

3

i11tp south Manchuria,

Witte, op. cit., p. 102.
S. A., Russia's Foreign Relations,

° Korff,

:

•

1922,

p. 65.
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facilitate the transportation of the necessary materials and provisions
required in the construction of the South Manchurian Railway. During the Boxer uprising in 1900, the Chinese Eastern Railway was
seriously damaged. Russia brought her troops to Manchuria and
stayed there for almost two years. This action aroused suspicion and
fears on the part of Great Britain, and made her sign the Treaty of
,Alliance with Japan, which contributed to the outbreak of the RussoJapanese War.
The Japanese Government, having secured the support of England
and the .U.S.A., severed relations with Russia, and the Japanese
opened hostilities by an attack upon the Russian squadron at Port ·
Arthur without a formal declaration of war. 1,'!1t;. . ~!;l~~.£:l~£anese
War· was fought in Manchuria; op c_::e:iJ1e,se ~territory,., China,
though in a secret Treaty of Alliance with Russia, declared friendly
· neutrality in favour of Japan, and many local Chinese helped the
Japanese army. The ignominious defeat of Russia, which was prob,,..ably due to her unpreparedness, 31 resulted in the IE.~.~!I".~f Pgrts) \mouth, signed ,:.>r;.s~~~~:\~~~w~2.o5. B_y_virtue of this treaty, Russia
ceded to Japan, with China's -consent, tJ::~ sc>l1th~~l1 br~11~h of the
Chi.:;~~.:---~~~~~~ll ...!lll.~~-~~Y.J~?~ C.:b.~gg~h.~E: .' .tQ:. R~k~~-:_· ~r;·;:r"Port
Arthur, and also her .other concessions in Korea and. Manchuria.

...

Perhaps it will not be out of place to mention here America's
' Open Door ' policy towards China and her role in Chinese Eastern
Railway affairs. Although the United States was the only great
power to keep hands off China at that time, she paid great attention
to Manchurian railroad affairs as she had great commercial interests
in China, which had to be safeguarded.
The continuous adventure in Korea and south Manchuria carried
on by Nicholas II under the influence of an unscrupulous courtier
named Bezol:Jra:zoff, compelled Witte to quit his office after warning
had not been favourably accepted by the Tsar. The Minister of
Foteign Affairs and the Minister of War also tendered their resignations, Baron Rosen, the Russian Minister in Tokyo, had warned his
own government that inasmuch as Russia had already occupied an
ice-free port in Manchuria, she should refrain from further encroachment upon Korea, because Japan could never allow others to lay
31 See Kuropatkin,
Chapters VIII and X.

The

Russian Army and the Russo-Japanese

War,
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hands on it. The Japanese Government
Petersburg .through Baron Rosen that a reciprocal
be made for preserving Japan's influence in Korea as Russia's
in Manchuria without interference with each other. Russia,
however, made no response. The result was, no further negotiation but an acceleration of the outbreak of the Russo·Japanese
War. 32
Shortly after the signature of the Portsmouth Protocol, Mr. E. H.
Harriman, at the suggestion of the American Minister in ·Tokyo,
journeyed to Japan with the idea of reaching an understanding with
Tokyo regarding the sale of the South Manchurian Railway, which
had just been ceded by Russia. Harriman had conceived a plan for
a round-the-world transportation system under unified American
control by way of Japan, Manchuria; Siberia, European Russia and
the Atlantic Ocean. The Japanese section of the Chinese Eastern
Railway-namely, the South Manchurian Railway-was then in a
very unsatisfactory condition, Therefore he proposed to reconstruct
and re-equip it with American capital, and make it the eastern part
of. his proposed Trans-Asiatic Line.:13 He supposed that the Russian
Government, having lost Port Arthur, would gladly sell its section
of this railway.
The Japanese Government was at first very favourable ~? the
Harriman scheme, as Harriman had established close relations with
the Japanese Government by virtue of American assistancein floating Japan's last war loan. In fact, the Japanese Government suggested Harriman's trip and encouraged his project. 34 Neither Prince
Ito nor Premier Katsura had any objections to the sale, and Count
Inouye was even of the opinion that it would be very foolish to let
such a great chance slip. 35 On October 12, 1906, Harriman signed a
'Memorandum of Preliminary Understanding' with Count Katsura
as follows :
'A syndicate to be formed to provide capital for the South
Manchurian Railway, acquired by the Japanese Government, and.
its appurtenances: the rehabilitation, equipment, reconstruction,
and extension of the same and the completion and improvement
of the terminals at Dairen (Dalny); and it is understood that the·
two parties are to have joint and equal ownership in the properties
32

See Baron Rosen, Forty Years of Dij>lomacy, Vol. I, pp. 156-7.
Kennan, George, E. H. Harriman: a Biography, Vol. II, p. 3·
Croly, Herbert, Willard Straight, p. 239.
3 5 Kennan, George, op. cit., p. 13.
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acquired. Permission to work coal mines (in connection with the
railroad) to be given to a corporation by "special agreement in
which there shall be joint interest and representation ".' 36
Harriman left for San Francisco in the hope that the agreement
would. be ratified even before he arrived there. Shortly afterwards
he again set out for Tokyo, but this time Baron Komura strongly
protested against the Harriman-Katsura understanding, stating that
th_e Japanese people, disappointed with the peace settlement, would
.not allow the sale of 'nearly all that they had gained in two years
of successful war '. 37 Harriman was therefore asked to hold the
memorandum in abeyance. ·After Baron Komura had concluded the
Peking Agreement with China, Harriman was notified by a telegram
from Komura at Peking that it was the Chinese Government who
refused to admit American capital for rehabilitating the railway,
and in due course China would herself like to engage together with
Japan in the work of rehabilitation. But Chrna had never been
consulted about the Harriman scheme, and; naturally, had never
txpressed any opposition. This statement was made by Tang Shaoyi, the Chinese Envoy, in Washington D.C. in 1909, 38 where he was
sent to express China's gratitude for American retrocession of a part
6fthe Boxer indemnity to China. Meanwhile, Japan found no diffiC\.llty in floating a loan in London sufficient to restore the South
l\1anchurian Railway to running condition .
.~;.~~lure of l!~!E~~~~J:!!.!~~~~:~!;.~,2.~.-!hs.,§o!!!P Man-

.

chu,:~~ail~aY~.:.~~.,.=~~ 9!:!.r:.:.~5?, !:~~~~!E..!3:~.~!~~·~'-~E:er}~~~ :ff()rts
a~.~~S~El!!&.....~!l...~S£~ 0 IE:l~"...!££.!I~~lsL.c~n~.M~!:!~.~-h.~!!'.l ...§!J1L...~g;ntllllitd.

Next c~e the, ,l(:r;t()~.N:~~S~Hzation Plan ~?~__securing all MancTiurian railways under'fu'fe1gn. control. Willard Straight, American
Consul-General in Mukden, an energetic young man, was closely
associated with Harriman. He succeeded in reaching an under·
standing with Governor Tang Shao-yi in the summer of 1907
of $~o,ooo,qoo for the purpose of establishing a Manchurian
which would act as a financial agent for constructing the
Hsinmintun-Aigun Railway and for the development of Manchurian
<;ommerce and industry. Both Russia and Japan promised not to
interfere. Straight submitted' the memorandum to Harriman, when
he. was recalled by the State Department. The Department was
informed by Harriman that his banks were ready to finance the
a6
87
38

Kennan, George, ibid., p. 14.
ibid., P· I 6.
Bland, Recent Events and Present P?litics in China, p. 310.
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Manchurian Bank, and notes were accordingly exchanged. 39 Harriman then went to Europe, and ~n June 1909 he enteredinto negotiations with M. Kokovtsoff, the Russian Minister of Finance, who was
willing to sell the Chinese Eastern Railway to an international
syndicate: Harriman despatched Straight as representative of the
American group to China to induce her to grant the American
syndicate a concession for the Chinchow-Aigun Railway. Inspite
of Harriman's death on September 9, 1909, Straight went ahead and
signed a preliminary agreement with Hsi Liang, the Viceroy of Manchuria, for the construction of the railway.
The famous Knox Neutralization Plan came after the signing ofthe
Chinchow-Aigun Railway Agreement, believed to be first originated
by Straight. The memorandum was despatched separately to· five
Powers, namely Great Britain, France, Germany, Russia and Japan,
after Great Britain had signified her approval in principle. 40
It is interesting to note that, when Reynolds Hitt, German Charge
d'Affaires in Washington, telegraphed back to Berlin the whole text
of the Knox memorandum delivered on December 17, 1909, Kaiser
Wilhelm II immediately predicted that the U.S. Government was
too optimistic about the Russian and Japanese Governments agreeing to such terms. The Kaiser wrote in German: 'Certainly not
by thei~ own will' on the document, sent by von Bethmann-Hollweg,
the German Premier, concerning Russia and Japan in the Knox
Memorandum. The Kaiser agreed to the proposal made by his
Premier that Germany should follow the lead of America, but he
added in his commentary: ' Agree, let America go ahead, and any
conflict or hatred which might occur is to be shouldered by the U.S.
Govern1nent.' 41
T~~ :ESr~ox proposat theoretically speaking, was not assailable, for
he
fo1fowing-H~\·y olicy of the 'Open Door ' in Chi11.a, but
diplomatically he made a senous · .un( er w en 11enrstapproachcd
Great Britain instead of Russia and Japan, which were the interested
Powers and those most likdy to oppose the plan. Of course.•. he
trusted too much that Russia would be willing to sell her interests in
the Chinese Eastern Railway. According to Harriman, ,Russian consent should be secured first, thus dividing Russia from Japan, with
the result that Japan might be obliged to acquiesce in a fait
accompli. 42 Russia was dissatisfied with the American proposal,

·wa·;,

'" Croly, op. cit., p. 272.
40 See Foreig:n Relations of the United States, I9IO, pp. 234-35.
Die Diplornatischen Akten des Answartigen Amtes IB71·19I4.
42
Croly, op. cit., p. 297.
41
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because she was not given due consideration at the outset. of the
negotiations. Isvolsky, the .• Russian •. Foreign. Minister, vigorously
opposed the proposal, though it had previously been endorsed by
the Finance Minister. 43 America was conscious of having made a
mistake and therefore stopped the loan negotiations. It was the
opinion of Russia that nothing could be settled without her consent
being first obtained. Had Knox taken the proper step as suggested
by Straight, the whole affair might have been brought to an entirely
different conclusion.

8. Japan's Objection
With regard to Japan, the American Ambassador at Tokyo was
instructed to deliver only the substance of the memorandum sent to
England, adding that this proposal had already been approved. by
Great Britain. Japan's suspicion with regard to American motives
vvas increased. Tokyo was notified that Japanese participation in the
Chinchow-Aigun Railway would be welcome, while the memorandum
sent to the Russian Foreign Office did not mention the ChinchowAigun project. This raised the doubt in Russian circles that Russia
might be deprived of the right of equal participation. These suspit~ons drew Japan and Russia together to defend their interests
in opposition to the Knox Neutralization Scheme. On January 21,
1910, both Japan and Russia sent their formal replies, expressing their
flat opposition almost in the same language, evidently after much
consultation between themselves. The Russian note stated that
Russia's 'interests involved in the Chinese Eastern Railway are
notori9us '. Therefore, to urge her to relinquish her rights and
privileges would be 'to inflict on these interests an injury which
nothing would warrant '. 44 The Japanese reply, with regard to the
Chinchow-Aigun Railway, stated that the Japanese Government
vvould agree to the principle of participation, but not until 'the necess~ry details reg:1rding. the matter. are known '. 45
The Japanese
Government then sent a note to China, stating their conditions for
pal'ticipating in the Chinchow-Aigun project. They concerned the
furnishing of engineers and railway materials, and contained a
stipulation that such a branch line should be built in such a way
as to connect it with the South Manchurian Railway.
China could hardly acquiesce in such exorbitant demands. Her
4a Croly, op. cit., p.
44
45

310.

FuU text given in Foreign Relations of the United States, r9ro, pp.
ibid., p. 252·
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refusal was considered tantamount to a fiat objection t6 .·t his ~rojett,
though she had approved and 'consented to the neutralizatiQ.P,.. plaJ:l.
Moreover, the Russian and Japanese Governments had gone·onestep
further through their representatives in Peking. The Japanese warning to the Chinese Government was this: 'Before the Chinese
G~wernment determines anything, the consent of my government
must be obtained. Otherwise it will be hard to estimate the serious.ness of the trouble that may be caused in the relations of the t'\YO
,.icountries.' 46 The Russian Minister in Peking also pressed China
not to sign the final contract for .the construction of the Chinchow
Aigun Railway, which would actually reach Russian territory, alleging that this road would seriously affect the interests of Russia, both
militarily and politically. He also revealed Russia's intention to
exclude America from the development of ManchuriaY
The failure of the Knox Neutralization Plan was, on the one hand,
due to the initial error of the State Department, which acted without
sufficient diplomatic preparation and, on the other, to the selfish
aims of Russia and Japan in the Chinese Eastern and South iManchurian Railways, which went contrary to the so-called 'Open Door'
policy. . T~-~~-~~}:~~~~~!~~~Ei~lLEt:2F.9~-~!..~'Y~-~ . e.S.E~~~!l.Y.Q~~~Il1ent;ll
to China mE.~ re~t;}~j~~-~~~.,cl brinzing her any benefit, for}rgm
~¥E . O!l~~Wh.t:~~-V.:~~_g!l-~9.-~. ~!§1!£<:! . I<L.2Yil£ §1J}Y_!.~~~~1lYj!J., ..9:SE. ()\\Ill
territory, her neighbours, Russia and Japan, had first to be. conwlted.
Furthermore, the Russo-Japanese Open Convention and the second
secret treaty concluded on July 4, 1910, were also consequences of
the failure of the Knox proposal, which brought these two countries
into dose co-operation. (The first secret Russo-Japanese Convention
was signed on July 30, 1907.)
After. the- ~s-.~J;l,~,~~J?t<?Pg~~!~:~merican banking interests
sought t~ e11ii'aiice"thdi· .p·r cstige i.n. China by organizing the so-called
Quadruple Group (the Four-Power Consortium), with Great Britain;
France, Germany and the United States as the principals, to h;lndle
Chinese loans, particularly for the development of Manchuria, ..and
an agreement with the Chinese Government was reached on April
15, 1gu. But shortly after the agreement had been made public,
Russia and Japan strongly protested and were then invited to join
the quadruple combination to form a Consortium to finance China
on the basis of equality.
The third secret treaty signed on July 8, 1912, between Russia and
Lawton, Empires of the Far East, Vol. II, p. 1352 .
•., ibid., P· I354·
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Japan, was prompted by the Chinese Revolution of 191 r. It confirmed
the existence of two previous secret conventions, dealing with
Japanese and Russian special interests in Manchuria. The World
War of 1914 compelled Russia and Japan to conclude another Secret
Treaty of Alliance, signed on July 3, 1916, to the effect that in the
event of any third Power interfering with the vital interests of both
countries, or having hostile designs against Russia and Japan, they
sP.ould confer with each other in order to safeguard and defend these
tights and interests.
It was quite obvious that the third Power was meant to be the
United States of America, which was then not only a neutral Power,
but the one which took keen interest in the application of the 'Open
Door' and equal opportunity towards China. ~":!:.~.Z~.~X.2;~.?~~ilrs

l'(~teintt~c¥~~:~[~~~~d~,~~"*t;}~~~·;~~,f~~f~!t~~irf~~·~~~~:s~~
.,~.~-··M•"~-•••••••••'-'"''''-''"'-"~'""''''""'''~·'"''''"~"'''"'J~J,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,, ,,,,,,,C,eec,c'''''•''' '"'''''"~""~""!~~~~{g~~1"' '£iF~~~~~ti;,~~1~; :on~~~:~;~:~ ~~;:~:~ ~t~:~~~ti~;

Japanese ambition to encroach upon the Chinese Eastern Railway.
The events leading up to the sale of J=..~~ Qh.in~.§.~..J,i.:astern Railwa will
..,
be.·•dea!t ·.with later..
~~~·• '"

Chapter VI
RUSSIA'S RELATIONS WITH CHINESE TURKISTAN
(SINKIANG)

.
R

u ssrA's advance in the F ar East was not confined to . ~ib·e_··_•_r~a_ ,

Mon olia and the Amur, but was extended to Central asia,
.
a·nd eventually menaced Chinese Tur istan.
1stoncalfy,
Central As1a and Chinese 'l'urhstan were mcluded as· one -territory
called Hsi-Yuor'Western Regions' af_t_c::r the conquest of the whole
land ,byG"engis Khan as early as 1218. With the collapse of the
Yuan Dynasty, the variou s tribes there declared their independence
and broke up into separate states. ~t the beginning of the Ching
;<(Dynasty, Chinese TurkistaJ; wasrenarD::? 'Sinkiang' or the 'N:~
Donumon ·-after the subjugation of the Jungarian tribes. Various
tribes m Russian Central Asia also offered allegience to the
Manchu Emperor, but, owing to lack of communications, they were
not actually brought under control. Russia, in the midst of her
e_~ern expansion, therefore took adv~ruag~~9f t~~- and advan:ecl
to the heart of Central Asia in the early part of the eighteenth
· c3ntury~:. ~y the :rii.iddi~'""the' ~neteen!_h ce_pt;.urx: Russia nad
~~~orb~~ ~entr~L _ltsia completely, a~d organized i! -~d,I,?:~!?:~~_!:J:a~
t~Y~.'""<:~. ~~s-~~~11 Tt1t~is!an. Russia also made encroachments on
- .-_-_ c _' _I_:line
_s~ Turkistan, which became the target for further Russian
expanswn.

l

r. Border Trade Relations
'

~!~2£ ~i~-~. .}2~£!tE~!<?~.J~_E:~~ral_~ia -was: t}:l~ - 

·. colonizinion of tpe ,_:_~~~l:2'--~~,!;._iTB2-i~.- Russian: mer<
, ·cfiants also became active, and made their first conta~ts with
'·. , Sinl,dang at Ilior Kuldja.· .I!:.~!:~-~~an_(_?_3_!~rnmep.t requested
· Cflma to _op~<;~., Ka~g-~- f?r trade: This · request was rejected, .but
as conditions necessitated the _regulation of trading arrangements,
a ·c?mmercia~as ~·~ed_,,5lt Il,i i:t~.•2§.S.~££~2!10 IlL and
96
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fu1·. trade ,~ _ The Russian.s.tllu~.obtail}~d a foothold in th(:_
W_!Ster~rp2~£"f~£~I~S:!<~qtj3_lii~i~-··· -~ ~-'~"· ····-~"~· ----~-~--,-----~~~--

Tarbagatai

~'i~"-~.~~ . .~.l~().,.().fJ~.I?:<:StJ~!..~!~9-~--~.~. ..~E..•t:~.Et:E!Wt::'U.L212Jh~...§.ig!l_e
~~~...<;~.Ili..<.tl}<f ..Terl:Ja,ga,ta,i.gp<f~t .Iht: . sFiPl1!<iti91l!:i gf th~ 'fr!-;:1J)L.2f
Peking,. r86o. Under this treaty, a barter trade free of customs duty
w~fmltted, and the Russians could freely carry on their business
and vi~it the bazaars, shops or houses of the local merchants, buying
or selling various goods for cash or by barter and borrowing or lending •money, without interference from the local authorities. The
period· of sojourn for merchants in places where trade was carried
on.~as not limited by the treaty.
1.~!SE . tht: C()nslusion of the . Jrea,ty of Pt:k.i!lg, .. !h<: _ :E{.t,t§~!<lns
~:~.<l.!.?:<:l~<:l tlJ.~ riglJ.t t~ colli.e to P eki11g awl to.. . tra,<:l~-- This request
was rejected by the Chinese, because the exemption from Customs
dllties was already an immense advantage to the Russians. However, after repeated negotiations, the Russians were finally permitted
to carry on trade via Tientsin. But most of the Russians who came
for purposes of trade travelled by the overland route and, therefore,
some regulations were necessary for their passage through different
territories. In r86z, the Sino-Russian Overland Trade Regulations, consisting of twenty-one articles, were signed in Peking and
Customs duties were levied for the first time, though they were
redu<::ed to one-third of the duties imposed on the imports of
other countries. Nevertheless, trad e along the entire boundary line
within a hundred li (about thirty miles) was still exempted from
duty.
Rus_si<ll1. _tr<lclt: .'Yith (:-;hi!}~ h_a_d_. al'Ya. ys occupied a, hyoureq p()s!tion.
JZhiiE~~ty_o_f.~erchin~k and the Treaty ofKiakhta h~q l:J<?!hstipulate~. th<lt I{llssi<ln. tra<fe 'Yas. . to . .be exer:tlpte<:l. ft:oll1 t<-t)CfltiorL While
:RIT;~i:i,'as far as the payment of duties on trade at the seven seaports
was concerned, enjoyed the privileges of 'the most favoured nation'
clause on signing the Treaty of Tientsin, the overland trade at that
titne continued to be duty:free, though as we have seen with the
conclusion of the Overland Trade Regulations. trade was subject to
taxation except within a hundred li of the land frontier. Even the
revised Treaty of St. Petersburg, concluded in 188I, clearly stipn,~
lated that Russians were permitted to trade in Ili, Tarbagatai,
Kashgar, Urumchi and other cities south and north of the Teinshan
without paying any tax, though a clause was added that this exemptionwould be abolished and new taxes imposed when trade became
prosperous. TJ?.H~. the ~ntire provinces of Sinl~ia_ng. a,nq Mo'!lg<;>ga
G

2.

The Boundary Question

The frontier line in the northern part of Sinkiang in the Kang
Hsi period of the Ching Dynasty extended north of Zaisan. Nor;
covering the lower course of the Irtysh River for about a hundred
miles. This was the original north-western boundary between China
and Russia. After the submission of the Jungarians in Sinkiang,
many tribes like the Kazaks, Kokandians and Kirghiz .• offered
allegiance and paid tribute to China. '_[he ter:itory of ~~Blfl~B.gat
\ t~~t ~illle .. embraced. al111ost~ the;: ... 'Wl1()le ()f the ·.. pre sen~ .. ~!:l~.§ian
1~aza~istan, Kirghi~istan, Tajik,istan, Uzbekistan. al1d Turkl11~Bil1tan.
1Such an immense trac: of land had never bee.n subjugated by China
1before. The boundanes of these dependenCies were, therefore, the
!national boundary of China.
' Not all of this immense area was directly administered by
the Chinese authorities. Milit(lry Comrr1an.ders 'Were <tppgir~J££.~to
st~ti()BS .at Ili and Tarbagatai. . ChiBese pickets . w.ere. pla~~c:l _11-~(lr
these j)()in ts to lirnit t11e . use of. pastures by . . the . .Russi<t.l1 :f\a~~ks.
these Kazaks were accustomed to steal and plunder, and were a
great grievance to the local population. Later on, permission was
granted to the Russian Kazaks to spend their winters within the
picketed area, but in the summer they were again driven back
beyond the pickets. These pickets, therefore, were merely maintained to prohibit illegal pasturing and had nothing to do with the
national boundary which, though not directly administered or patrolled, extended far beyond them. Because the pickets were mostly
situated in desolate places, making it inconvenient for the trans~
portation of provisions, many oflicials on duty at the pickets.vv()l\lc:J.
stealthily move them nearer to the Chinese towns to make things
easier for themselves. Thus, the territory bounded by the pitk.ets
gradually diminished in area, the picket line being moved til1le
after time back towards the central localities.
At }ll~t ti!ll~· Sinkiangwas far from ]{lls.si<tl1 t~l"l"i,t,()ry~ Being
far. "?~t .?.n. thefrol1tier. it. was ciesolat£ al1~l uncievelop~d. However,
as I840, the Russians began to penetrate south to control the
Kazaks, without objection from the Manchu Government. The
Commander of Ili sent officers to investigate an area outside the
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pic~etli11e, but received
reptitnand•··from Peking••••for•• creating
trpuble beyoJJ.d the boundary. From that time on, all affairs beyond
the picket line were neglected. What the Chinese did not value
much, the Russians covetously made their own. About 185o, the
Russians established a commercial mart at Alma Ata, beyond the
. Chinese pickets outside of Ili. Troops were also sent to the west of
Alma·Ata to build fortresses. 'Next, the town of Semipalatinsk was
established to the north-west of Tarbagatai. Before long, Tashkent
aJJ.d Alma Ata were occupied by the Russians.
In ~§~.?...~~~sia ..J<Jok adya!lta.ge of the l1nrest in ghina gcca.sioned
by !he Jaiping ~~1J~llioi1. to tiUJ.ke China sign the Treaty o.f Reking,
whicil" spscifieci that . the .bol1I1da.ry .betw~~I1. Rl.l.~sia!l . . a!lci ...cl1insse
t;:£!!§[.Y,. ~~ 9e!'ltral ..~s.ia shol1ld be. based upoi1 the existi!lg li.1l.~ gf
!P..E.J2.'~:~!H!~:pic]{~ts. Both China and Russia were to appoint special
COtr11llissioners to demarcate the boundary. Appointments were duly
tr1ade •by the two governments, and the two commissioners met in
Tarbaga.tai for preliminary discussions. Owing to the outbreak of
the Islamic revolt in north-west China and Chinese Turkistan, the
Ch.inese Commissioner wanted to hurry back to Ili, and the conferenct!> was concluded with a temporary agreement known as the

~Y,J:!~f~. 'T.~).a.ry.P.f •. 'T.ar1Ja.g~~a.t gf !86+.
This opened the way for numerous future disputes, for it was
arranged. that all undetermined boundaries should follow the permanent Chinese pickets, as stipulated by the Treaty of Peking. The
Chinese Commissioner, however, contended that the pickets were of
two different kinds-permanent and movable. The movable pickets
were situated on the extreme frontier for the purpose of preventing
the • barbarous tribes from pasturing there, while the permanent
pickets were very close to cities and towns, as near as only ten or
twenty miles. China's contention that the national boundary should
pe marKed along the outermost pickets was of no avaiL Vast
ya.c;rs qf •land t(). the west. of Uliassutai as well as on the eastern
·lia~k .of Z~isan Nor as far as the ' River Ayagus were thus
China.
In 1870, when the boundary was staked at Tarbagatai, the Russians
planted some stakes in Chinese territory, intruding for another score
ofmi~es and cutting the main thoroughfare between Tarbagatai and
Altai. In r88o, the Sino-Russian Treaty was revised, but the Russians
alleged that the boundary arrangements for the eastern part of
:Zaisan. Nor made in r864 were not completed, and requested the
appointment of commissioners on both sides for re-demarcation. In
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this way, the whole of Zaisan Nor and the rich pasture lands
farther west fell into Russian hands. 1
3· Russian Occupation of lli During the Islamic Revolt
~~> S()Oilcr had the Man~hu. Government subdued the }aiping
r~~.c;llionin 1864 than theisla1nic revolt arose in the western. p~rt of
Cl1ina. The revolt first broke out at Kuchar in 1864, and four cities
east of south Sinkiang fell into the hands of the rebels.
Urun1cl1i, tl1e capital, .\V.as l<t~t:r <tttacked by the Mohammedans, led
by an Assistant Garrison Commander who himself was· of Turkish
origin. At this stage the rebels elected as their leader Tuo-ming, a
Tungan from Kansu, who proceeded to Urumchi and occupied the
city. The power of the rebels was so augmented that they successively occupied many other cities, inclttdiJ:lg Ili.
Meanwhile, a notorious chieftain, Chin Shan-ying, from south
Sinkiang, intrigued with another Islamic leader in Andijan, the
f~l"J:lC~US X;:tl~lliJ J3eg! \Vho carn.e. frol"fl s;e~;tr<ll i~sia, and raised the
~ta'ii(Gi~d . of rebellion throughout th~ pl:ovince. He conquered one
important city after another until he reached Urmnchi, where Tuoming was defeated, and the inhabitants suffered terribly under
Yakub Beg's yoke. Y aku b Beg conceived the plan of setting up a
Mohammedan state in the territory adjoining Chinese, Russian and
British possessions.
Of the three countries concerned, China was unable to send. a
military expedition against the rebels, owing to the depletion of the
national treasury by the Taiping rebellion; Britain was bent on
exploiting the situation, but Russia, who had only recently acquired
new lands near by, was intensely opposed to letting the trouble spread,
since she really desired a period Qf peace in which to consolidate
herself in her newly acquired territories.
F()r, .th.<lt reason, while th~ l\1ohammedans were attackingJli, the.
. Russians despatched a division of troops to occupy the upper valley
of the Tekes, commanding the pass to the main route south of the
Tienshan. As Ili was in a state of disorder after falling into the
hands of the rebels, the Russians in 1871 further took advantage of
the situation by sending other troops under the command of the
Governor of Turkistan to occupy the city under the pretext of maintaining peace and order.
1

For details,
,.,C:hin_:::)·
/

see The Illustrated Encyclopredia of Sinkiang (1 16 volumesjn
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· ····~:anwll~tfte,}lu.~~iah ~~nisteLXIL~SE2g~fied. ~h~ T~ung·LI •.•·
Yamen of the Russ~~ti?,;~.£fiiL_.JheManchu Government,
upon receiving this notification, demanded of . the Russian Minister
·. ih.e· reas·cni for such occupation. Th~ answer was· that Russia was
only occupying the area .temporarily for the sake of peac~ arid•order,
.· <tnd that as soon as the Chinese Government was strong enough to
ex:te..lld its authority to that part of the land, the Russians would
withdraw. 2
Negotiations followed next year between the Chinese ·and Russian
officials. The Russians at first declined even to discuss the question
of IIi, and later stated that should Ili be returned to China, the revolt
would break out once more. They contended that Ili ~ould only be
r,~-~~Ete_c{ .<tfte.r, .· Cl~~I1a l,laci rec<;~yei:ecfrh~. wl,lole .()f ~~11~a~g:·· i~-~ddic
tion, the Russians demanded the opening of Kobdo and other towns
to Russian trade in order to compensate them for their losses. They
took a step further by informing the Chinese Garrison Commander
that no administration should be extended to d1e inhabitants of
IU and no taxes imposed. Repeated negotiat.ions were of no avail.
' tf.!..Il£~1 .ilf o.r der. to re<;over Ili, the Man.c)lu Qove.r,n~el1t. haci to Sf:J1d
t}:,OQR!\.!9 ql1ellthe . rel?~moiJ:. an<:l_retake Sinkiang.
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4· Tso T sung-tang's Historic Campaign
Meanwhile, General Tso Tsung-tang, Viceroy of Shensi and Kansu,
one of the ablest statesmen in China's history, was charged with the
arduoust~s~.. of gutti!lg?~~!l ... the Isla.mic r~~olti!l Sinkia1lg· . He
ml'!z~iJ: · j]yC,rice that o'nlfa' cai.'efully planned campa.ign\voiitd ':h;lVe
a-chance of success, and therefore he planted trees serving as land~
marks for his return, · and sent an advance guard to · cultiv.ate
·' thou'santl:s of acres of .~.<tste land to increase his food supplies. 3
· ·

~ !~!_ til_ll_~· .I~~~~ ~~K}J.esl . ~~~.e-~dx .est.~blisl~~~ -,<l ..JsU:~.~?,W"'.~~!!-.

p~~JRS4 .~-him~~l.f..}.,i_J}g. ... J~ussia, England and Turkey gave their

qualified reeognition. The British representativ9 had been instructed
to proceed to Kashgar to negotiate commercial treaties, as the
southern part of Yakub Beg's domain, situated between Russian
Central Asia and British ·India, would act a buffer state: the
continuous advance of Russian forces would be a serious menace
1
to lndia.4
• .:i Cordier, Henri, Histoire des Relatoins de la Chine avec les Puissances
Occiden,tales, r86o·19oo, VoL II, p. 173.
3 Wu, Aitchen K,, Turhistan Tumult, 1940.
4 Curzon, G. N., Russia in Centml Asia in r889, p. 319.
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.'fhe.Co\lrtatP¢king had•by.this titnegrown weary···of,th¢ whole
lli!air,, and decided to recognize Yakub Beg. as • the head of an
independent state under allegiance to the Throne, so that China
could divert her full energy to action against the Japanese, ;y}J.()ih~d
invaded Formosa. '}'~~. Bdt~sh .. Minist~r ..)I1...Pekillg'··· .§i~ .. 'fl1_orp.as
\Vad~'. r~c~ived instructions fro111 J:lis g()ver111nent and l1eartily.sl.lp;
poi:tel:l this policy, .;md ~ven Kuo Sung-tao, Chinese lVIinistt!Y-JP
I:§n~?P.~ w~s. ?f the sa!U~. opinim1. 5 Th~reupon, 'fso ]sl1llg-t~ng
lli,~~~~i~!i~ed th~. Jhr()!le,. poipting out that unle~s .. ~11~ .lLJJ,til
· -~I Urumchi
was recaptur~d
...,. ... · . ........
.. .. .. . . . . . , the Chinese Government would. never.
Fegain control of Sinkiang: furthermore, that when the govern.tnent
hroops came to check the rebellion, they should take back all the
\cities occupied by Y akub Beg, so that in the final result Russia's
conditions for the return of Ili would be met. His strong wording
is quoted below :

A

'~ince ....Y.~l'Y . . . al,lci~I~t __r.im.£s.? . .gi:J.in~·~- . fr()l1!i~~ .t!c~l1l~!~s,. ~~-'.:~.. l:>een
g~-~~~1- 011_tl1c north-we?ttha~J, <?1l .. tl1e ?()Utll->yest. . . . TJJ.aEi~~hy

t() prize Sinkiang. is to protect ]\1ongolia; to protect Mongolia_ is to
l?tl.~l·cl tl~e. ~apital (~~ldng). . If Sinkiang is not fortified, there is no

peace in Mongolia; then not only the borders of Shansi and Shensi

are in danger of invasion, but there will be no assurance of peace
in Chihli itself. Moreover, times have changed; the Russians are
extending their territories to wider and wider areas. Over ten
thousand li of our own frontier are contiguous with Russian territory. It is my humble opinion that the land (Sinkiang) should not
be given up, and war operations should not be suspended. l arn
ready to lead the troops which were placed under my comrnand
back to resume gardson duty 'in orde'r that foreign aggression be
discouraged and our boundaries protected,' 5
Tso Tsung-tang then instructed Liu Ching-tang to lead his troops
towards Un11Ucl~i,c~nsl rec~pt~lJ:~~l th~. city. Yakgb Beg, ip <i_e?E!':lir,
died. ?f . f~\'er.~I~.}\fit.i x8z7• tP. ,Korla . •. His eldest son, Beg Kuli Beg,
succeccletCto .
·after killing his brother, and before long
he was defeated and fled to Russian territory before the fall of
Kashgar. 7
The British Minister in Peking insisted upon the
Kashgar, ostensibly for the purpose of enabling the

the.·ti;rone

5

Tso Tsung-tang, Compiled Letters and Documents (in Chinese),
;. T~?. !~1lng;t~ng,. C,o?!J;pi{ed. .. f'.~!i.tip1J.s. t? . ~he . . Th.r?'!:C: . . (iJ1, 91:?-iii.!:~~}:
Boulger, D. C., Lzfe of YahuiJ Beg, 1878, pp. 250-76.
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st;1te of Artdijan, which•····~\rentually was. annexed by •the/ Russians,
kingdom. In this conne~tion, Tso Tsung-tan.g
mern.orialized the Throne to the effect that the British were helping
Andijan with the intention of procuring an additional barrierpn
the border of India, thus robbing China of her possessions. This,
h~ said, could by no means be tolerated.
Liu Ching-tang commanded his troops to advance to K<ishgar,
which. was recaptured after fourteen years of occupation by the
te1Jels. J'!LY~ tiL~ .Isla~i~. ~-eyo!~ .in . Sin~i;ipg, . lil8ting. fr?I:Il r§(j{tt
r S78, was ·g~?~glJ.t tc> <l close.8
· · · ··
•ttrh6ui"d' be remembered that Tso Tsung-tang was held responc
sible by. the Throne for the repression of the Sinkiang rebellion.
Be t;tationed himself at Suchow in Kansu for the purpose of giving
instructions to different commanders fighting in Sinkiartg, and it1
order to execute another duty of the utmost importance, namely,
seeing that the army commissariat be properly supplied. After the
rebels were all checked, the most serious problem confronting him
recover Ili from the Russians.
-

W.setinp · a •new

S· Treaty of Livadia
With this end in view, the Tsung-li Y amen at Peking
representations to Eugene Butzow, Russian Minister in China,
demanding the withdrawal of Russian troops from the occupied
territories. This demand was rejected by the Russian Minister, who
suggested that the matter should be negotiated with the Tsar himself. Some time later, Butzow left for St. Petersburg, followed by
the newly appointed Chinese Minister Plenipotentiary, C:J:l-M!lK.flao.
In . r.~?9 .the. Il.egotiations .l:Jet.3'eei1 Rllssia and Ch_i!lil beg<l.!l• ~}le _
~{i'~~i~rr.sid~ b(Oi!lg r<epres<ept<eql:Jy J3l1tzow. It must be mentioned
h~re .that Chung Bao, when travelling to Russia, took the sea route
to St. Petersburg, instead of going through Sinkiang as previously
arranged, and so \vas completely ignorant of the frontier situation
orthe military precautions taken there. Naturally he wastrapped
by the R.11ssi<l.I1 qipl?~~t and. 3'a~ !Jl:ade to sign tge past .~!l?.'Y!l. ;iS
ti\"(;~ Tr~~·~~i?£ ~iv~~ia. It is interesting to note that the Russians

\~1~f~~~;: ~~:Em~;,::,~;~,::: ::~;\:i:'1~~~~:;;
I

8

For details, see The Illustrated Encyclop:edia of Sinkiang, Vol. 54·
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Chur;g H:;to •. ig~?r<l.m . .<l.~. hs. \\'<l.s. . ?!i~tsrl1<l!i?I1<ll .. <lff<lir.s,.5'a~:edlittle
for t'fr"e' co~t~~ts . .o.£ .~ils. sigllt~.i~. it!icl~s .9f.th.e..ti~~ti'~li1c}i]1~·iigned
on~T)t'i1ai{ . of i:he Chinese Government, so long .as the Russians
to return
to
perusal of some of the most
important articles of the treaty at once reveals the preposterol!sness
of the whole affair:
1. The western, the richer and larger part of Ili, with the Musart
Pass commanding the Tienshan ranges and the route leading to
iashgar was to be ceded to Russia.
2. ~['he Russians were to be exempted from all duties when importing and exporting goods from and to Mongolia and Sinkiang.
3· Russia was to be allowed to open consulates in five more cities
in addition to those already established in Kashgar and Urga.
4- China was to pay an indemnity of five million roubles (z,Soo,ooo
taels) to defray the cost of the Russian military occupation of Ili.
Wl;leJ1 a copy of the signed treaty reached Peking, it na!ur<tlly
created a sensation. It was not only that a large stretch of land
as a result of the new demarcation, but the whole
treaty was worded as if a victorious nation were exacting demands
from a defeated adversary. The Empress Dowager ordered Li HungcHang and Tso Tsung-tang to study the matter and report to the
Throne. Li l:Iung-chang men;wrialized the Throne on the outrageous dernancls of the treaty, voicing the opinion that rneasures
should be taken forthwith to reverse this set-back, while Tso Tsungtang advocated that China should prepare for war. In his memoir
to the Throne, he stated:
'Ili was our territory, which, for a time, fell into the ha11gs__()j
Mohammedan rebels. Russia, under the pretext gf)}.~.l,P,~l1~ us
recover it, occupied this important area. As Russia no . doubt
re<lliied it to
a hardly justifiable action, she promised to return
Ili to us as soon as the Chinese Government recovered Urumchi
and Manas. But these places have been recap_rured, a:~SU~:.!.§sia
still occupies Ili. The mountain pass, Turfan and eight other cities
have l:leci:i 1·eeovered by China; Y akub Beg lost his life; Pei Yen-1m
.and several rebel leaders escaped into Russian territory. However,
Russia not only refused extradition-she continues to occupy Ili.
The rebel chiefS, who escaped into Russian territory, several times
tried to attack the Chinese border under the disguise of merchants
and were caught by the Chinese authorities. The Russian Government pretend not to know it. Chung Hao now alSr.:.~.~... to th~
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to establish more consulates it is, really, more

t§~~-,t~e_: Rus~i~~-~ ~o~ld i~~v~ ~~pecte~. · If we ·per-mit" tb.~;;-!~

extend still farther and to reach Chiayukwan, it will affect the
safety of the border and the livelihood of the people. The Chi11~se
V ~-nyoy must be instructed to remain firm and resist Russia_'s _imr- portunate demands.' 9
A-mong all the memorials submitted to the Throne, the one written
by •Chai1& S£~11-tl~~lg, ;;1s.c.holar aT1d lat~r a stat~sfl;lal1• became known
far arrcr~id.~. ' "A 'part of his essay reads as follows:
'Russia, though a powerful nation, is at present deficient in
military strength and resources as a result of her recent war ·with
Turkey. The Russian people are greatly dissatisfied with t:he
government to the extent that an attempt ,on the life of the Tsar
is rumoured. If Russia should go to war with us, it would be
tantamount to her committing suicide. The new treaty giv\:s only
Ell.~. title of Ili to Chi11a; actually, China loses twenty thousand
li.of. t~gi;o]'y. il1. additioi1 to an. an11ual e)(penditl.lr~ ()£ fiyt;:. ~11illion
ta~l~--~().fi11ilit~ry_defence. Under these circumstances ·.W()~ELit
~~!"'_ b~. better·. for . China to give up the province ~f Si!lkia_hg
eri~irely? ... I humbly beg the Throne to command Li Hungch~~g to conscript and train the necessary troops in readiness for
war. If he brings victory to China he ought to be knighted; if,
on the contrary, defeat should come, he ought to be severely
punished. We can make good use of the very payment to Russia
called for in the new treaty to employ a large number of foreign
mercenaries who will be ready to fight for us . . . .' 10
Though Chang's patriotism was indeed admirable, he was carried
away a little by his enthusiasm. Butzow's thirty years of experience
and observation in China made him confident that China would
nO't be able to go to war with Russia e.ven oyer an acute c()ntroversy.
~n~~15ntial_ministers like Li Hung-cha11g, endowed with great insigl1t
a"€~~10fleration, advised compromise, for the treaty was only a result
of~~_,_inex_cusable mistake on the part of the Court in empowering
i ''man ~s incapable and cowardly as Chung Hao, as Minister
Plenipotentiary to St. Petersburg.
¥:~~I1.\Vhile, Chung Hao returned to Peking witl1()ut having
9

Jso:I~l!l)-g:tal1g,

Com[>iled Petitions to the

Thro1~~,

VoL 5.5·

fucl'lang 'Chih-tung, Com[>iled Petitions to the Throne (in Chinese), VoL
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received the Imperial Edict authorizing his returh.•

A~

a>pwtiiSlJ...

~~~r~·~~~~~~~i!;~hti9~x~i~;J1\;/~~~~hi~ft~~~~:;~~i~
1111a11il11ous opinio11 W(lS that Chu11g. Hao had dis()beyed, .~11S~~uct!()ns
By. (lll Imperi<1l :§<Jict,
)Hssl1?~1 on March 3, r88?, he was condemned to 'decapitati<;>l) after
li.J:l~(lrceration '. The Diplomatic Corps were greatly shocked, especially
!the Russian Minister. The Russian Government lodged a protest
with the Tsungli Yamen, requesting the release of Chung Hao
according to the international practice that no government has the
right to punish an Envoy for the failure of negotiations. !t was
unanimously thought that should Chung Hao be decapitated, wax
between China and Russia would be inevitable.U When the matter
came to the knowledge of Queen Victoria of England, •she serit a
noble telegram in her own name to the Empress Dowager as. froin
one woman to another, begging for the unforttmate Envoy's life.

\.&E:~11}~ l1i1~~ and ex~e.eded .. his. p(J';\fCfS.

9u?:.::. 'Victoria's apJ?e~lJ?~?~~.<i .~t~s=c<::~sJPL. :.ll1~. g111s YllR11g.J.-!<to's
l~l'C .'\Vas savecl. 12 General Gordon, in whom China had great confidence because of his services during the Taiping Rebellion, •was
specially called to cotne to China to induce Chinese high officials
n6t to provoke a war with Russia. Gordon offered two alternatives
to Li .Hung~chang, and later to the Chinese Ministers in Peking.
'If you will make war, burn the suburbs of Peking, remove the
Emperor and archives from Peking, put them in the centre of the
country, and fight a guerilla war for five years; Russia will not be
able to hurt you. If you want peace, then give up Ili in toto, anci
escape the payment offive million taels . . . . Ili, if tl1e pas~e§ are
helclby Russia, will never be really Chinese; it has always cost9J#l1a
JJ:lOre blood and money than it was worth.'l:l Li Hung:cha:l}g aJso
di~<!pprovedof starting war with]_ltrssia. Kuo Sung-tao, the retired
Chinese Minister to England, strongly emphasized the fact that the
war atmosphere was entirely misleading. Both statesmen knew that
(t treaty ~igned by a plenipotentiary was not easily revoked. But ·
General Tso Tsung·tang, a man on the spot, was impatient and
would not compromise. He memorialized the Throne:
'Upon the occupation of Ili the Russians destroyed a
of the city, using the material to build an extensive mart.
seems that Russia intends to. m:.~ke Ili a. Russian. co,l()ny.
11

12
13

Cordier, op. cit., pp. 192-4.
.
Boulger, The Life of Sir Halliday Macartney, 1908, pp. 341-2.
Boulger, op. cit., Letter to Sir H. Macartney, Nov. 2, 188o,
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According to Clause VII of the treaty• negotiated.hyGhung Hao,
territories extending as far as the banks of the •I-Iolkutz and Tekes
Rivers to the south of Ili mountains should be given to Russia
after Ili has been returned. These two areas though not marked
on Chinese maps, are generally described as the south-western part
oflli which should be given to Russia. When a country is defeated
iii. war it may be obliged to cede territories and sue for peace,
But up to the present moment, not a single shot has been .fired.
\\[}ly ~h()l.llg 91li!la ~acri~ce apiii1porta}lt area t.o satisfy Russia's
gtr~d? · It would be like throwing a bone to a dog to prevent' it
f]_"()~ biting. But when the bone has been eaten up, the dog w<Jtlld
still want to bite. What a great pity! ' 14
.
Tso Tsung-tang obtained the Court's permission to negotiate for

.a foreign loan in order to meet his military expenses. Deterll1ined
r~take Ili by force, he despatched his troops by three routes, helped

by • his famous commanders, while he started from Suchow for
Sinkiang Province. To show his determination to die for the sake
of the lost territory, and because he was about seventy years old by
that time, he ordered his coffin to be carried behind him.l 5 When
he. arrived at Rami, the Russians reinforced, themselves in Ili arid
started active manceuvres along the Chinese coast, which brought
considerable excitement to the inhabitants of the south-eastern
provinces. Finally the Court decided to ~bandon the idea of war,
<t,!ls! cg!ls~quentiy Tso T~ung~tang .vas recalled to PekingJor ~on
s1g~<ttion. The project of despatching a properly qualified man to
St. Petersburg to negotiate for modification of the Treaty of Livadia
forward and supported.

6. Marquis T!ieng's Brilliant Diplomacy
For this unenviable and almost hopeless task was chosen Marquis
Tsel"lg Chi-tse, son of China's great statesman, Tseng Kuo-fan, who
was .the prominent figure in putting down the Taiping Rebellion.
At the same time, Chung Hao was reprieved, as a manifestation that
Chinadid not wish to hurt Russia's dignit;, but, on the contrary,
desired .to continue friendly relations. This magnanimous action
paved the way for negotiations--Russia's face was saved.
14
15

Tso Tsung-tang, Compiled Petitions to the Throne, Vol. SS· pp. 33-40.
The Illustrated Encyclop:Edia of Sinkiang, Vol. 5·
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It is worthy of notice that Chung Hao held the rank of Minister
Plenipotentiary, while Marquis Tseng was only Minister of the
second rank. This considerably increased the difficulty of conducting
negotiations, for it gave the Russian Foreign Office a pretext to
refuse to hold discussions with Marquis Tseng, as a second-rank
Minister could hardly change the treaty signed by a fully empowered
envoy. Marquis Tseng wrote in a personal letter:
'A treaty entered into by the Minister Plenipotentiary of one
country directly with the sovereign of another country is a solemn
contract. Even a small and weak country will not submit to the
complete revocation of such a treaty on the demand of another,
to say nothing of a nation like Russia . . . . I have another
apprehension that my official status may not command respect
in St. Petersburg. Further, opinions are so diverse as to the parties
concerned that even if I m.anagecl to work out some workable
plan, I would have to meet all the obstacles with the result that I
would follow the track of my predeccssor.' 1 n
Before he set out for St. Petersburg, Marcp1is Tseng memorializc,cl
the Throne with regard to his plan as follows :
'In relation to the question of IIi, there are three points o±
negotiation, namely: boundary demarcation, a commercial agreement and an indemnity. There seem to be also three ways of
approach, namely: war, defence and compromise.' 17
He discussed at full length China's new naval force, which vvas
still in its infancy. Although the prospects seemed quite favourable,
at that moment it was ..not agood policy toplunge into war. On the
other hand, if
matter were allowed to stand as it was, it
would rnean the loss of lli---which is not only a large. and ..va1uah~c: .. piece of Chinese tcrriu!ry, but the ... key to th9 ...vvhg!~ ___gf
Turkistan. He therefore suggested that the best way out would J:>e
a .. c~IJ"lprornise.
·. In another of his memorials to the Throne, Marquis Tseng
revealed his deep insight and determination:
'It seems to me that. of all the three negotiable points the
16
17

Vol.

Marquis Tseng Chi-tse, ComjJiled Letters and Essays (in Chinese).
Marquis Tseng Chi-tse, Compiled Petitions to the Throne (in Chinese),
2.
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indemnity question is of the least importance. Then, comparing
the demarcation issue with the commercial agreement, it is •clear
that the former is more important. . . . In spite of the fact ,that
the treaty entered into by Chung Hao is greatly detrimental to
China's inte1:ests, I greatly fear that it could not be revoked in fulL
It is my humble opinion that we should stand firm as to the questi()n of demarcation, as it is of a permanent nature, while the
commercial agreement should be only amended in its mostdetriJ:rl.ental articles, approval being given to the rest . . . . Negotiations
will have to be carried step by step and in a compromising
spirit, as one should not expect any concrete results in a short
time.' 18

It was Marquis Tseng's opmwn that neither a demand nor a
promise should be made light-mindedly: that is, when a demand
was made, they should see to its satisfaction; likewise, when a
promise was given, they should see to its fulfilment. Marquis Tseng
continued:
·
'If we should gradually give way in what we now insist upon,
merely because of arriving at a point when the Russians .refuse
to accommodate us . . . that would mean that what we now
insist upon is but an attempt, based upon the urging of Chinese
public opinion. If we give in when the attempt fails, it would
remind one of the shopkeeper's art of bargaining and not of a
government's attitude which should be directed to maintaining
faith• and righteousness as well as to pacifying distant neighbours.
The Russians are known for their deceitfulness; if we should argue
on every clause now and be forced to give in afterwards, it would
only add to Russia's opportunities of practising their craft, in
addition to arousing bad feelings on the part of other western
countries. I believe that there is every sign of danger that, by
. signing this treaty, .we shall .recover very little, while endl.ess
troubles in diplomatic negotiations may follow. For this reason,
I .arn of the opinion that we should persist unflinchingly upon the
boundary question, whereas clauses relating to mutual trade
should be accepted. Anyway, both the acceptance and refusal
must be based on an unalterable plan, so as to avoid the need of
giving way by force of circumstances on points upon which we at
first insisted.' 19
18
19

Marquis Tseng Chi-tse, op. cit.
ibid.
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'I have expressed. my opinion that a certain
sion should be made even before I set out for
might be called a coward and subjected to criticism.
according to your instructions and make myself
conveying the words of the two countries without
either success or failure, my responsibilities would seem to be mnch
lighter, which would be to my advantage. But, seeing that generations of my ancestors received kindness from the Throne, I take
the liberty of speaking out even though it is a matter that concerns me not. Since it is my responsibility, how can I remai11
silent merely to avoid criticism? .. .'
J\1arquis Tseng . arrived at . St. Petersburg in June of the si}(th
¥~~~ .2LI<~1nperor Kwan,g lisu(Jl!ly 7, I88o), accompanied by Dt.
Macartney and M. Giquel together with one Chinese counsellor and
interpreter, paying his first call on the Foreign Minister on June. 29.
The following is an extract from. Marquis Tseng's diary:
'On the 29th, I, accompanied by my secretaries, called on
Foreign Minister Giers, Russian Minister to China-Butzow. and
ManikoJf, Director of tl~e Foreign Ministry, were also present.
Giers received me in a cool manner and stated in strong words at
the outset that the treaty could not be altered. Then he dragged
on, mentioning that there were cases when certain countries
amended their agreements, even after they had been sign~d, .but
nobody had ever heard of a country, before an agreement had
been effected, punishing the envoy who signed the treaty. ·The
reinforcement of troops at the frontiers was another sign that it
would be best to be ready for action. His reproving talk continued
for some time, but, finally, he promised to memorialize the situation' to the Throne and to settle the date for the presentation of
my credentials.'
It was only natural that Russia, ]mowing herself to be superior in
military strength, and relying upon the fact that the treaty
already been signed and only awaited ratification, was not willing
consent to the amendments desired by the Chinese Government.
would be interesting to refer to some more details:
'On June 29, sixth year

o~

Kwang Hsu, Marquis Tseng,
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panied by a counsellor and an interpreter, called ()n ;1!;5~~lgfi
M:iniste.~· •· (jiers, J\!ri~~st~r . . .Bl!.t:z:~.W. . and Director .. Manikoff.. After
the~·,·~'k~iiange of co~11plimerirary words, His Excellency Giers
said: "I have received a document from Your Excellency, and
1 wonder whether Your Excellency will stay here permanently or
has come as a special Envoy." Marquis Tseng answ;red: "1 have
come here as Chinese Minister. I possess the authority to deal
with any outstanding cases between our two countries." His
Excellency: "While your country's Plenipotentiary Chung
was here, we settled all the necessary points. The treaty only
awaits ratification. However, we have received no word from your
government since then, and have heard that your government
}}ave imposed upon the Envoy Chung Hao a heavy punishment,
and simultaneously strengthened the defence on the border. This
brings anxiety to both countries, and a clash seems inevitable. How
em you hope to renew negotiations under these circumstances? ''
'Marquis: "His Imperial Majesty had ordered the punishment
of Chung Hao on account of his disloyalty. But when His Majesty
was informed ~hat this act would embarrass your esteemed country,
Chung Hao was reprieved from punishment in order to prove to
your country China's intention to maintain friendly relations with
your government."
'His Excellency: "The imposition of punishment on Envoy
Chung Hao not only brought great embarrassment to my country
-it made a bad impression upon all other countries. The agreement entered into between us was carefully weighed and considered
for more than a year. Envoy Chung Hao tried his best in the
interests of his country, arguing upon every point until he brought
the agreement to a conclusion. I feel that it is the Envoy's mission
to do his best for the sake of his nation, and therefore the agreement was made between us in a most amicable way. The treaty
is awaiting ratification. I see no ground for a renewal of discussions."
' Marquis : "Does this mean that Your Excellency will refuse
to hold conferences with me? "
'His Excellency: "I would not put it that way, but all the alterations made by my country have been clearly specified in the treaty
and the letters exchanged with Envoy Chung Hao. What remains
to be
the ratification of the
"' 20
2Q
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seemed
Marquis Tseng, in his capacity of
were
Chinese Minister, could not be prevented from further negotiations
with the Russian Government, and it soon became clear that .the
extremely uncompromising attitude adopted by Russia right at the
beginning of the negotiations was merely a gesture, intended to
secure a better bargaining position for the future. Marquis ]'seng,
hei11ga statesman and a diplomat, knew what it all 1Ileant, sohe
dealt . V\'ith the matter in . the friendliest and calmest way. He would
r1o"f()ffend the Foreign Minister, but
pressed his view in the most
carefully chosen words. After a lengthy argument, the Russian
Foreign Minister agreed to report to the Throne, awaiting further
instructions. It was even hinted that the Tsar might not yecsive
Marquis Tseng because he was of lower rank than the previ~us
Minister .
. But the Tsar determined to receive Marquis Tseng, who presented
his credentials and then started negotiations in the capacity of the
Chinese Minister.
On the next day Marquis Tseng again called on the Foreign
Minister, outlining those articles in the Treaty which China wanted
to have modified, and how such modifications should be effected.
Below is an extract from the conversation:
'My country's point of view may be summed up under three
headings: First, China cannot agree to some points in the treaty which
are detrimental to her interests. Secondly, there are points which are
not explicit enough; they should be described in full detail in order
to avoid any misunderstanding ·in carrying them out in the future.
Thirdly, privileges which were stipulated in old treaties should not
be included in the new agreement. Tbe above three points may be
further divided into six items:
' r. China is unwilling to cede any of her territories to any
~.0~1ntry.
Since your esteemed country expressed willingness to
retui·n IIi to China, it is hoped that the whole territory of IIi will
be returned.
'2. The boundary line of Tarbagatai and Kashgar should remain
unchanged. Any minor adjustments which might seem necessary
should be made by delegates of both countries on the spot.
'3' With regard . to special privileges desired by Russia, such as
that Chiayukwan (in Kansu) be opened for trade, and the opening
of two trade routes through Nerchinsk (on the Heilungkiang frontier)
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<tn~ I<.o~do (in Outer Mongolia), China is willing to grant them,
proyided that Article I has been satisfactorily. amended.
· '+The places where Russia wants to open new consulates are too
1~pmerous. Though the establishment of consulates cannot prov~
detrimental to China in any way, it is to be feared that should the
negotiator agree to this point, he would be blamed for yielding too
11luch. Hence Russia may for the time beingopen a new consulate::
only at Chiayukwan; the establishment of consulates at other places
shbllld be postponed to the time when trade has actually developed.
'5· ·• Although Russian consulates may not be established in the
citiesof Hami, Kucheng, Barkul, etc., Russia may choose one place
for storing Russian merchandise along the line allowed for in Kalgan;
' 6..~i~~ian.l?. is iJ.1 .~~!lY' ~espects similar. t() a C()ast~l proyips;e. If
Cllston:isduties were to be exempted along the border, the loss suffered
by China would be tremendous. Further discussions concerning
this point are therefore necessary.' 21
These six items presented by Marquis Tseng did not include all
that was wished for by the Peking Court, as his intention was to
save some margin for compromise. But even what he did present
irritated the Russians so much that the negotiations nearly broke
off.• J3utzow was again sent to Peking to conduct negotiations with
the:: Chinese Government, and it was only after a vigorous protest,
filed by Marquis Tseng, that Butzow was recallad. However, Russia
still flatly refused to make concessions. There proved to be many
knotty points, which more than once nearly caused the suspension
of the conference. Marquis Tseng nevertheless had no intention of
yielding. He wired to Peking suggesting that since it was China
that was asking for the retrocession of Ili and inasmuch as Russia
did not seem to be willing to meet.her request, perhaps it would be
bet~er to reserve the demand until a more opportune time. Peking
~l)d,()rsed this suggestion, whereupon Russia requested that the
. ]\1arquis sign a paper, confirming that Russia would not be asked
tu tdurn Ili. J'viarquis Tseng replied that he was only suggesting
tirne for further consideration on the part of the Russian Govern.iilent. If he signed the confirmation requested by Russia it would
be tantamount to ceding the territory, and there would be no need
for Peking to send envoys to carry our further discussions. Later
()B, :Ru.ssia offered to return Ili to China upon exorbitant terms, which
were. turned down by Marquis Tseng.

,,Z:;Metn()ra,nJlLIP gf $ino,Russian Conversations Relating to the Retroc.r:ssio.n
of Ili"\iii'Chinese).
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7· Treaty of St.
The negotiations dragged on for many months, the l'nost vital
questions being the cession of the territory, and the comrnercial
rights in the interior. Butzow's behaviour throughout the conference added to the difficulty of arriving at any agreement. Fortunately, the Tsar himself interfered and decided that it was
meaningless to carry on such a long controversy. He instructed
the Foreign Minister to make concessions, and the situation took a
more favourable turn for China.
A revised treaty was concluded consisting of twenty articles, of
which the most important were the following:
1. China agreed to pay an indemnity of nine million roubles to
Russia, to cover the losses suffered as the result of defending Ili on
behalf of China.
2. Lands to the west of IIi were to be handed over to Russia for
the purpose of accommodating the inhabitants who were forced to
give up their lands in order to get Russian citizenship. Detailed
boundary specifications were attached to the treaty.
3· Commercial and other privileges were granted in Sinkiang and
Mongolia, such as the establishment of Russian consulates .in
Chiayukwan and Turfan, not hitherto open for trade. Permission
for, the establishment of consulates in other cities was to be given
after the trade had prospered.
4· A free trade zone, extending for fifty versts on either side of
the Russo-Chinese frontier was created.
S· The commercial stipulations of the treaty, as well as the
regulations serving as its complement, were to be subject to revision
after ten years. If, however, within six months prior to the expiration of the agreement, neither o:E the Contracting Parties should
manifest the desire to proceed to .its revision, the commcrcialstipula".,
tions, as well as other regulations, were to remain in force for a
further term of ten years.
Another point insisted upon by Marquis Tseng was that Russian
trade on which duties were not to be imposed, should be limited to
certain routes and places. All the previous treaties exempting foreign
trade from duties never specified where the line was to be drawn.
This may appear to be an insignificant point, but Marquis Tseng
foresaw its weighty effects and insisted upon the specification even
at the risk of another deadlock, threatened by the Russian Foreign
Minister.
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The differen~e between the •terms of this new treaty and •th(lt concluded by Chung Hao lies in the retrocession of the broad valley. of
the Tekes River to China, ceding only a small territory to the west
of Holkutz to Russia. Also, in the original treaty concluded by
Chung Hao, Russia had been permitted to establish consulates in the
seven. cities of Chiayukwan, Turfan, Kobdo, Uliassutai, Hami,
Urumchi and Kucheng. The revised treaty granted Russian consulates only in Chiayukwan and Turfan. The Russians also wanted
to enter China proper via Kiayukwan, passing Sian and Hanchung
and reaching as far as Hankow. Marquis :Tseng argued strongly
for the cancellation of this plan.
'fll!::! •whole incident was really an unprecedented affair. il:l tg{::
d.:"~I8.~~tic }list():t"Y <?! (:hina. In the capacity of plenipotentiary,
Chung Hao's actions were those of the Chinese Government.
Theoretically speaking, the treaty concluded by him could not be
said to be without effect. But the cession Of territories was going
beyond any power entrusted to him by the Throne. Notwithstanding that the Chinese Government's refusal to approve the treaty was
based on international law, the government could hardly deny
responsibility in appointing a minister who dared to act beyond
his power. Fortunately Marquis Tseng was able to manage the affair
smoothly just when the two countries were on the point of breaking
relations, taking back for China important territories already ceded.
'fhe,;ey~.~C::!~.t~e~ty;vas •. • s~g!l<:d a.t. St. Petersburgg1lfe[>r,t,I(l~Y 24,
18s;: ·· Thus ,through the efforts of Marquis Tseng, one of C'hi~a's
J"bi~st statesmen and diplomats, -the most acute and outstanding
problem between Russia and China was brought to a close. China
had won military victories in her history of many centuries; but a
blo?~less diplomatic triumph such as achieved by Marq11is 'J'~~ng
f~JPC::!\'V i11 .he~ experience.
·· ·

8. The Question of Pamirs
There remains one more thing to be said about the relations
between China and Russia, which concerns the Pamir. The Pamir
Pl.~teaulies on the ridge of the Karakoram Range, knownas'The
R?~f ?f the yYorld '• ;vl:lere the . boundaries .. of China,. Indi<l . . •~nd
ltrtssia meet. Though described as a plateau or tableland, it has
ri'utr1~fous peaks rising from its roof, which divide it into several
sections. Each section has its own name, while the whole area is
known under the name of Pamir, which 'is nearly surrounded by

Il6
a ho~seshoe of mountain ranges bounded north and
tively by the Tienshan and Hindu Kush Mountains,
and east by Afghanistan and Chinese Turkistan '. 22
husband wrote: 'The Pamirs form a sort of uv-ui.aa
the British dependencies on the south, the Russian on the
Cl1ir1sse . on the east, .a11d .the Afgha11 gn tl:J.e .west.' 23 The
plateau, estimated at 3o,ooo square milesin area and from 12,ooo to
14,ooo feet above sea-level in height, i~ ?ividsdiJ?;tO eigl:J.t J><tlJ.lirs,
big and small. On one of these peaks is a sto~e tablet, instribed
by Emperor Chien Lung, which is proof that it is Chinese territory.~ 4
In 1878, when the Islamic Revolt in Sinkiang was suppressed,
Liu Ching-tang established frontier posts along the border
in order to prevent Russia, Afghanistan and Hunza from enn;ring
into Pamir.. In 1891, Russia despatched a number of troops together
with scientific expeditions into Pamir, claiming it to be Russian territory, whereupon Britain hastily invaded Hunza to strengthen the
Indian border. This was the era of Anglo-Russian rivalry in Chinese
Central Asia. Tao Mu, the Governor of Sinkiang, then demanded
an explanation of their respective unjustifiable actions from the
Russian Governor of Tashkent and the British authorities in India.
At the same time he reported to the Tsungli Y amen, requesting that
a protest be lodged with the Russian and Bdtish Ministers in Peking,
and that Chinese Ministers to Russia and Britain be instructed to
ril.ake the same protests. Great Britain stated that her action was
a precaution against Russia; the Russian excuse was rhat it was a
precaution against England. Seeing that his etiorts wete fruitless,
Governor Tao sent troops to garrison various strategic points. Iri
the following year, the Tsungli Yarnen disgracefully yielded to
Britain and Russia, and instructions were sent to Governor Tao to
withdraw his garrison troops.
When Britain invaded JJunza, a proposal was made to
divide the Pamir Plateau, which China reft1secl to
Afghanisqn was asked to occupy the central part of
China agreed to divide the area, it was already occupied by
tan. Soon afterwards, Britain and Russia drew a boundary
the Pamir, demarcating their respective borders, and entered
what is known as the Pamir Treaty. China was not even
of this act, though there was an understanding between the rn·nnt-r•P~
concerned that China should be consulted with regard to
2~

Lansdell, Harry, Chinese Central Asia, r893, p. 9·
Yotmghusband, F. E., The Hear;t ()[ a Continent, r884-r894. p.
:•'The Illustrclted Encyclopmdia of Sinkiang.
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Pamirs .. • Of the eight Pamirs divided by natural barriers, only one,
lying in Sariquol, is still in Chinese hands. The other seven are distributed between Britain and Russia. 25
It may be added that, after Russia had despatched troops into
the Pamirs, Britain, out of fear of Russian invasion of India, began
tointerfere in the internal politics of Hunza. It was once announq~d
by the British Foreign Ministry that 'Britain never harboured any
intention to prevent Hu1.1za from continuing to send tribute •to
China; nor would Britain interfere with any of China's rights and
privileges in Hunza. Britain only plans to protect the border against
a .possible Russian invasion. If no actual invasion is attempted by
Russia, Britain would not contemplate any action beyond the
boundary line of the Hindu Kush Mountains. But in case Russia.
should send troops, the Chinese territory to the east of this boundary
line would no doubt be invaded, and this would menace India.'
It is interesting to note that, after the Russian invasion of .the
J>amirs, Hunza continued to send tribute to China up to recent years.
The· tribute was delivered to the Chinese authorities at Kashgar, 26
making Hunza the last remaining of China's tributary states.
'is The. Illustrated Encyclopa':dia of Sinkiartg. See also Curzon, G.,
in.Central Asia, 1899, pp. 343-70.
26 See also Teichman, Sir Eric, Affairs of China, London, 1938, p. 215.

PART II

CHINA AND THE SOVIET UNION
1918-I930

Chapter VII
SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS DURING THE RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION
Russian Revolution, which put an end to Tsarism, wa~
born in the events of February I9I7· The so-called October
Revolution of the same year brought into existence the Soviet
regrmc, which declared null and void all treaties. of an aggressive
nature entered into by the Tsarist Government with other governments, thus cha~e whg~~~~£CCt_2.f.J?il}..~13:~,~~aE relatiogi')
the Far :East:~-~----When the Soviet Government came to power, the Western Powers
were still engaged in the Great War, and had no time to pay
attention to the Russian Revolution. After the Great War was over,
the Powers not only refused to recognize the Soviet Government,
but engaged themselves in armed interference and economic blockade against Soviet Russia. China, being on the side of the Allies
in the Great War. had to follow suit, and in concert with the others
sent troops to Siberia through Mongolia for an attack against
the So:Vi~t Governn:ent. ~~~ul:;__gh~-!l:~J~,g._;>.,,Qr~clucled fr?m
recogmzmg !l!g~gv1Ct Government. 'BL~t, smce Russia and Chma
had many interests in common, unofficial relations between the two •
countries continued to exist, a~~oL~gl:.•.~.i£.!~~!!:.~~~~.S- ~:ela_l~?~bet~f:en
~them were inten;,ggted between 1917 and 1924. Itwas only reasonable for China to seize the opportunity to recover what she had been
compelled to give away and to reassert her sovereign rights in her
own territories. Before the signing of the Sino-Sovie.t Agreem~I1t
I 1.8
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of 19;24, all cases brought about by the changed circumstances were
negonated in an informal way. The most important negotiations
between the two countries during this period are described in this
chapter, except the negotiations over Outer Mongolia, which deserve
a chapter to themselves.

I.

Controversies over the Chinese Eastern Railway

Before tlje outbreak of the World War, Russia had stationed
about. 3o,ooo troops in Harbin. Another 6o,ooo troops were kept to
protect the Chinese Eastern Railway between Harbin and Changchun. When Russia was at war with Germany and Austria, most
ofthese troops were removed to the battlefields inEurope, and those
left for the protection of the railway were divided into old and new
factions, which could not get along together, and even fought with
each other. Naturally these conditions were not favourable for the
maintaining of peace and order in the railway zone. Things were
further aggravated by the fact that the manager of the railway,
General Horvath, belonged to the Russian Royal Family and, consequently, was strongly opposed to the Revolution. He consolidated
his position in the railway zone and declared independence from the
Soviets. As there was nobody to question his authority, he made
himself virtual dictator, and for a time ruled the railway zone almost
as if it were his own domain.
He was approached by a Japanese military general in Harbin who
promised him assistance from Tokyo. It would be given only in
return for the demolition of Vladivostok's fortifications to enable
Japan to obtain freedom of navigation in the Amur and some
exclusive rights such as mining, timber, fishing and land concessions
for Japan in Siberia. This offer, however, did not materialize, and
the Japanese entered into negotiations with a Cossack leader,
Ataman Semenov, a military commander of the Imperial Russian
Army, who for a time bestrode the railroad near Chita, cutting off
the connections between eastern and western Bolshevists. 1
Shortly after the Russian Revolution in February 1917, a Council
of the Soldiers' and Workmen's Delegates was organized in Harbin
and assumed control of the Harbin Municipality. From then on,
the struggle between the Whites and the Reds began in earnest.
The administration of the railway was interfered with, and confusion
1

Morse and MacNair, Far Eastern International Relations, Shanghai, 1928,
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among the workers. The
official representatives of the
and their stand was supported by a personal telegram from
who instructed them to take over the control of the
General Horvath. The workers, being all in favour of
regime, .called a strike, announcing that the railway
operating as long as Horvath remained at his post. 2
In view of the situation prevailing, the Chinese Government, fear-.
ing that the Bolshevik blaze might spread all over Manchuria, sent
a regiment into the railway zone to intervene wheneve~ conditions
warranted. Horvath was asked to hand over the authority, which, in
fact, he no longer possessed, as the workmen's delegates had assumed
de facto control of the railway.

1
i

T

~~~~~~~n%S:~ttc:• .

to .the Srberian frontier. Kuo Ts~;g-i~~~i,~fi"·t;";);.~~ItTfin,
was appointed Presicfcnt of the Chinese Eastern Railway. The right
to make such an appointment, though stipulated in the contract of
September 8, r896, had not been exercised by China for a period of
seventeen years. Chinese soldiers were posted at different stationr;
alongthe line to maintain peace and order. It was thus that China
finally regained her right of control over the Chinese Eastern Railway.
About this time, the Board of Directors of the Chinese Eastern
Railway Company was short of a guorum, and the Russian Delegation at Peking called a meeting of shareholders under the authority
of the Russo-Asiatic Bank, which had been reorganized in Paris.
China was represented by the new President of the railway. A new
Board of Directors was elected, and General Horvath remained the
Managing Director.
Itsho1tldb(: Il<~tecl that the Russian Revolution stirred up Japan's
anihii:ion· ·t:;;-- cxi:e11d-f1er-·T;;tii~~;~~·..tc;"..t:E~-c111'iiC8e]~as te1:n .Hallway.
The"" suggcstT;;;-;;::~le by the Allied Powers .in. Peking .that. tlie.
Chinese Government should take control of the entire
administration was opposed by Japan. She sent more
Manchuria as a measure against the actions· of the Chinese
ment, and even despatched forces into north Manchuria
ostensible mission of protecting the Chinese Eastern
this way, the
China
k•.l······

Ho Han-wen, History of Sino-Russian Relations (in Chinese),

a
excuse for 1nt,,.,,,n
.unsuccessful. Then they pressed China to conclude the ' SinoJapanese Military Pact' of May r6, rgrS, by which the two contracting parties 'agreed that they would promptly consider in common
the lneasure~ to be taken in order to meet the exigencies of the •· ·
situation and to do their share in the Allied cause for the prosecution of the present war '. 3
The other stipulations were that the two countries, being considered on an equal footing, should despatch troops jointly to places
outside Chinese territory whenever necessary, and that the Japanese
tro~ps in Chinese territory 'shall be withdrawn as soon as military
operations cease'. The use of the Chinese Eastern Railway was
stipulated whenever military transportation should become necessary. The methods of transportation were specified in a supplementary agreement of September 6, 1918. A Sino-Japanese joint bureau
was to. be established to arrange troop movements with the railway
authorities. The Chinese military forces in the Siberian provinces
of.J'ransbaikalia and Am.ur were to be directed by Japanese commanders in order to obtain military .unification and harmony. 4
China's forces operating from Urga towards Transbaikalia were to
.cornmand Japanese forces sent to aid in this area. The details of
the pact were kept secret at first, but later were published in order
to appease the public who were suspicious of the existence of such
a pact.
Japan took advantage of this pact and began to move about
6o,ooo troops north of Changchun without previous consultation
withChina. Later, Japanese troops assumed police authority within
tht. railway zone, although China had conceded to Japan only the
right
transport her troops by the Chinese Eastern Railway into
the two Siberian provinces of Transbaikalia and Amur. 5
Meanwhile the situation in Siberia grew worse. Some so,ooo
Czechoslovak troops who had surrendered to the Russians in Europe
refused to accept the humiliating terms of the Brest-Litovsk peace
treaty which Germany forced upon the Russian Revolutionary
Government. They fought their way out of Siberia past the
Bolshevik Red Guards, who attacked them at every opportunity.
3
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Fifteen thousand Czechoslovaks marched
tured the city. Warships of Allied
small forces to protect their own nationals.
forces were struggling at various points along the Trans-Siberian
Railway. The whole of Siberia was therefore in a chaotic condition.
The Allies then decided on intervention in A ugust 1918. The idea
proposed by the United States was that the four leading Powers,
namely Great Britain, France, Japan and America, should each send
seven thousand troops into Siberia for the sole purpose of aiding the
Czechoslovak forces from attacks by armed Austrian and German
prisoners. The United States announced to the world that such
action 'contemplates no interference with the political sovereignty
of Russia, no intervention in her internal affairs'. 6
The opposition to foreign intervention was strengthened by thr;:
declaration of S:hicherin, the Soviet Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
that, far from being attacked by war prisoners, the Czechoslovaks
were being used by counter-revolutionists against the Soviet masses.
No attention, however, was paid to this assertion. China was also
asl}ed to participate because the Chinese Eastern Railway ran
through Chinese territory. But Japan, using the military pact with
China as a pretext, undertook to decide whether China should participate in the intervention. Notwithstanding Japan's pressure,
unprecedented in history, Chinese influence had spread to the
Siberian provinces. Chinese troops were heavily stationed along
the frontiers, and Chinese cruisers were anchored at the port of
Vladivostok. The Chinese Consul-General in Vladivostok was made
clean of the consular corps representing many other countries,
The military situation in the Chinese Eastern Railway zone
changed in character after the signing of the Armistice in Europe.
The Armistice also synchronized with the rise of Adm.iral KolchaJ<.:,
who set up a strong government· at Omsk in western Siberia. With
the military aid of foreign troops in Siberia, numbering nearly
2oo,ooo, it appeared possible that Admiral Kolchak might overturn
the Bolshevik Government. His government was accorded conditional recognition by the Council of Four at Paris and also by
Japan. 7
The writer was sent by the Amur Provisional Government to
Vladivostok from Harbin in the autumn of 1919 on a mission when
the city was under the rule of Admiral Kolchak. However, the
6

7
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tide turneed rapidly against Kolchak, and his government completely collapsed after the evacuation of Omsk in January 1920.
The American Governm.ent, in view of the disorganization of the
transport system, suggested the creation of a special Inter-Allied
Committee composed of representatives of all the Allied Powers
having military forces in Siberia, including Russia. The suggestion
met with approval from the Japanese Government whose co-operation
With the Allies in Siberia was promised on the eve of the Armistice.
Two Boards-a Technical Board and an Allied Military Transportation Board-were to be formed under an Inter-Allied Committee.
The Russian manager was to continue the general management of
both· the Siberian Railway and the Chinese Eastern Railway, while
the Technical Board, composed of railway experts of the nations
having military forces in Siberia, was to be competent to deal with
the technical operations of the railways. An agreement to this effect
was at first not willing to endorse it, on the ground that the Chinese
United States Government, Colonel John F. Stevens, an American
engineer, was appointed President of the Tecpnical Board. 8
The Chinese Government, when informed of the above agreemeflt,
was at fint not willing to endorse it on the ground that the Chinese
Eastern Railway was within Chinese territory and entirely different
from the Siberian system. However, a compromise was reached on
March ro, 1919, to the effect that the Chinese, Eastern Railway was
to come under the protection of the Chinese military forces, and
the only foreign troops permitted to stay within Manchuria were to
be one thousand Americans, garrisoned at Harbin, and the Japanese
forces at Manchuli. The Japanese troops, in spite of the agreement,
continued to occupy the Chinese Eastern Railway. zone. On the
other hand, Semenov afChita ;vas nullifying the agreements relating to the railways. He was entirely und<:T the control of the
Jap<tnese who gave him money and munitions for the control of the
railway area where the Chinese Eastern Railway meets the TransSiberi<tn. He later announced his pretentious as temporary ruler of
Siberia. 9
The Technical Board succeeded in securing a loan of five million
golr:l dpllars for the rehabilitation of the railway and for meeting the
heavy expenses of the Allied expedition and the repatriation of the
Czechoslovak forces. The Technical Board repeatedly protested
against Japanese encroachments in the Chinese Eastern Railway
8
9
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zone. Japan's intention was to expel the representatives of other
nations from Manchuria, so that only Russia, Japan· and China
should be represented there.
Japan, instead of sending 7,ooo men, as originally agreed,
despatched 72,ooo, and instead o£ sending them to Vladivostok, as
was expected, she sent them by three routes with one route to
Nikolaevsk, at the mouth of the Amur River, where they met a
humiliating defeat, and no fewer than 700 Japanese were massacred
by the partisan bands in March 1920-the Nikolaevsk Affair. 10·
The writer was then in Mukden, and was an eyewitness at the
station when hundreds of small boxes arrived containing the remains
of the victims after cremation. Each box bore the name of the dead
soldier, and they were to be shipped to Japan and delivered to the
relatives of the victims at Nikolaevsk. The Japanese had• spent
about 7oo,ooo,ooo yen and incurred heavy casualties in fpur years of
intervention. They met with little success, excepting the seizure of
northern Sakhalin, opposite Nikolaevsk, which had been in }he
possession of Russia since r857. In spite of American protest .as
direct violation of the agreements reached between Japan and the
United States, the Japanese position in Siberia was not affected.u
In April 1920 the American forces, as well as the French, British,
Italian and Chinese forces, but not the Japanese troops, were completely withdrawn from Siberia. The Japanese, in these circumstances,
announced their inability to immediately withdraw, promising.to do
so as soon as the political situation in Siberia had become normal, and
after the evacuation of the Czechoslovak forces had been completed.
But in the Inter-Allied Agreement, it was clearly stated that the
Technical Board was to function until all foreign troops were withdrawn from Manchuria. The Japanese were therefore notified that
the Hoard would continue to operate until the Japanese forces
were also withdrawn. It was only after the Washington Conference
that Japan finally withdrew her troops and the Board was dissolved.
But the Chinese Eastern Railwa remained in a chaotic condition
so ong as eneral Horvath remained in office. Being a confirmed
anti-Bolshevik, he was connected with Semenov, a reactionary
'white' general. General Horvath once even went so far as!£ issuC'
a proclamation that owing to the circumstances prevailing, he considered himself authorized to assume full governmental
the Rusian population in the Chinese Eastern Railway
10
11

Morse and MacNair, op. cit., p. 939·
ibid., pp. 940, 949·
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Railway, pending the
stable Russian
This action met with vehement protests on the part
of the Russo-Asiatic Bank, supported by the French Government.
l)uring the negotiations between the Bank and the Chinese Govern1nell.t, the main controversy centred upon the number of Directors
to he appointed. The Chinese Government asked for four Chinese
PiJ:e<::tors, while the Bank would only agree to three, evidently under
instructions from Paris... At last the Chinese claim was met, and the
so-called supplement to the Agreement for the construction and
exploitation of the Chinese Eastern Railway was signed between the
Chinese •Minister of Communications and the representatives of the
l{usso•Asiatic Bank on October· 2, 1920. Its important items are
summarized as follows:
L The rights and the obligations of the Company were henceforthto be only of a commercial character; the Chinese Government
resery.ed the right to restrict at any moment any political activity.
2. The administration and the police of the railway were to be
under the control of the local Chinese authorities.
3· The Chinese Government was to have the right to appoint to
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CHINA AND '. T

&~-- -Boal"a>of birectrirs,· jr{ ~ddi tiori. to the Preside~t, ' £~ur rn~rh~ers .
- .;. dt 'c;hi~e.se'uarionhlity~ ka- Iikewis.~ · to •appoint _i:wo chines~ on tl:J.e
Co'inmittee ofAudil:ors.
-· -:
.< '.4. In ' accordance with the original qmtract of 1896, 'a .sum of .
s,ooo,ooo Kuping ,taels was to be paid .by the Company to the'Ch~p.ese
(_}oVeJ:nment at six per cent compound interest fro~. die d_ate . of the
opening of traffic up to th~ yeacr920. · ·• .••.•:.
____ ·. _, \
S· Employment in the seryice of the railway was to be 'equ:itably
. . d.istributed between Chiiiese and Russians.
,_·,

2.

Police, Judicial and Municipal Problems in the C.E.R. Zone -

A. Police Problem
The contract for the construction of the C.E.R. had stipulated that
police authority in the railway zone belonged to China; but the'
railway regulations stated that, for the sake of maintaining order
in the railway zone, the Railway Company should appoint certain
police, and that Police Regulations were to be worked out. In 1909
it was agreed by China and Russia that detailed regulations .for the
railway police should be redrafted within one month. The Manchu
Government procrastinated, and the regulations were never drawn
up. In 19II the Tsarist Government took advantage · of the Chinese
Revolution to grant authority to apply the Russian criminal code
in the C.E.R. zone.
·
Duringthe Russian Revolution, the Russian officials of the C.E.R.
naturally lost their home support. In February 1918, China first
organized a police bureau to co-operate with the Russian police fo!'
maintaining order in the railway zone. When General Horvath
resigned from the railway jn 1920, the Chinese Govermn~~t pro 7
claimed that the area along the line of the C.E.R. was to· Be ·made
· a special _ciistrict, with police headquarters at Harbin and sub.· stat1oi18' in various populous sections. Thus, the policing of the
railway was completely turned over to the Chinese military
authorities. At last China began to feel herself master in her own
_territory. A Presidential mandate was then issued in which it was
stipulated that 'in order to ensure the safety of the railway, the
Chinese Government will temporarily assume responsibility · and
exercise the right of contr.ol regarding the administration of the
railway, which formerly belonged to the Russian Governn'lent as
provided in the original agreement made between the Chinese
Government and the Russo-Asiatic Bank'.

RELATIONS

B.]udicialProblern
According •to the contract for the construction of the C.E.R.: •no
provision had been made as to the judicial authority in the railway
zone. Later on, the Russians ~ made regulations providing that cases
should be tried· jointly by the Chinese and Russian ~uthorities. But
in fact the Russian Government marked out zones along the railway which were placed under the jurisdiction of the local law courts
of Chita, Vladivostok and Port Arthur; the last was later moved
to Harbin. In 1913 Russia unilaterally established a civil court, thus
completing the legal system. Along the whole line there were no
fewef than eleven Russian preliminary courts, while those in Harbin
were more elaborate in organization. The circuit system was also
adopted, under which judges were sent to the various stations to hear
cases.
China, however, did not forget this humiliation. On September
23, 1920, after withdrawal of recognition of the Tsarist diplomatic
representatives in China, the Chinese Government announced its
assumption of control over the Russian law courts and promulgated
certain regulations for the organization of law courts in the Special
Area. The Russian ex-chief judge and procurator were engaged as
advisers, and some Russian cl~rks were employed and paid by the
Chinese Government. The Russian law courts were thus brought
under Chinese authority in November 1920. In March 1921,
regulations for clearing up outstanding Russian cases were promulgated,· in which it was provided that the existing procedure in
accordance with Russian laws should thenceforth be abandoned.
It was only then that the Chinese again exercised full jurisdiction in
the C.E.R., which, it must be remembered, was Chinese territory.
C. Municipal Problem
The Russians were not much concerned over municipal affairs in
the C.E.R. zone. In 1908 the Chinese Government with the Russians
made a set of regtj:lations consisting of eighteen anicles for joint
rnimagem.ent of th()1 railway zone. These regulations were incomplete to start with/ and were never enforced. The Russians then
took artother step Jorward in 19II, by proclaiming self-governm~nt
for the railway zone. Meanwhile Russia concluded a pact with
England, grantin~ British subjects equal rights with Russians, thus
appeasing England and winning international recognition for the
self-government of the railway zone. This, to say the least, was
unfair and incomplete.

until the •Russian
ag:reen1,:nt was made with the
management of the
to commercial matters. All political
were
prohibited, and could be vetoed by' the Chinese Government at any
time. China later promulgated a few municipal regulations converting the self-governing council of the municipality into a subsidiary organization of the railway. Although the administration
of the municipality had not been completely recovered by China,
the conditions along the railway zone as a whole were much better
than before.

3· Retrocession of Navigation on the Sungari and Amur
During the Tsarist regime, Russia, in her attempt to exploit north·
eastern China, actively engaged in developing the navigation systel11
on the Sungari and Amur Rivers. After the Revolution, most
Russian private steamship companies wound up their businesse.s
because they were afraid of the confiscation of their vessels by the
Soviet authorities. A Chinese steamship company, the Wutung
S.S. Company, was then organized with a capital of $2,ooo,ooo, a part
of which was subscribed by the Chinese Government. Twenty-nine
vessels were bought, and operations began in July 1920.
After the inauguration of the Wutung S.S. Company, those of
their ships which happened to be on the Russian bank of the Amur
were interned by the Soviet Government and released only after
repeated protests from the Chinese Government. China then
obtained the right of navigation from the lower course of the Amur
up to Khabarovsk, which was Russian territory; China's navigation
area was thus considerably enlarged. The Russian Government,
having spent a large amount of money on navigation, demanded
that the Chinese Government should reimburse ilalf of this amount.
After detailed investigations, the Chinese Minisltry of Communications suggested the following points for the c~nsideration of the
Russian Government:
·
1. As specified in the Aigun Treaty, only China and Rr1ssia were
to have the right to navigate on the River Amur.. .
.·
2. Russian vessels might use the Chinese side df thd river, and
Chinese vessels might use the Russian side, but all
to observe the regulations in force at the various ports of
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3· Commercial facilities and protection were to be accorded to all
vessels on a reciprocal basis.
4· The establishment of all navigational aids and their management were to be governed by separate regulations.
At the time when China was ready to open negotiations with th~
Russian Consul at Harbin regarding these four points, the Russian
Revolution had reached its height, and there was no . responsible
person with whom to deal, so no negotiations could be conducted.
Meanwhile the ships of the Wutung S.S. Company were navigating all the routes planned beforehm;d on tlle Amur and the Ussuri
Rivers. The farthest port of call was Nikolaevsk, at the mouth of
the Amur, I,ooo miles from. Chinese territory. At the same time,
the vessels belonging to the C.E.R. were still running; certain agreements were also made regarding the joint operation of Soviet vessels.
In Mard1 1924, the Chinese Government forbade the C.E.R. vessels
to ply on the Sungari, and vessels under the Tsarist flag were entirely
' prohibited. The Japanese Consul at Harbin, supported by representatives of other nations, lodged a protest; the Japanese Minister in
Peking also declared to the Chinese Central Government that a large
part of the capital of the Russian steamship companies was Japanese.
Hovvever, Japan found no treaty right to support her claim, and
finally all Russian vessels were sold to Chinese merchants.
In the autumn of I926 the Government of the Three Eastern
Provinces, acting on the strength of the precedent established by the
Soviet Government in taking over the Golden Horn Wharf in
Vladivostok, together with eleven tug boats belonging to the C.E.R.,
took over eleven steamships, thirty tug boats and other properties
of the Steam Navigation Department of the C.E.R. From then on,
no foreign vessels appeared on the Sungari, and the privileges
enjoyed by the C.E.R. of sailing on the:: China Sea and on rivers in
Chinese territory were cancelled by China.

Retrocessions of Russian Concessions and Abolition of
Extraterritoriality
In the time of Tsarist Russia, all Russian clt1zens, by force of
treaty stipulations concluded with China, enjoyed the privileges of
extraterritoriality similar to those enjoyed by the nationals of other
treaty powers in China. After the Russian Revolution of 1917,
Ministers of the Tsarist Government resident in foreign countries
naturally could not represent the Soviet Government. According

ND

practice, such ministers
or still continue to be recognized
to which they were accredited. This
· the discretion of each particblar government. For uHHctu'-"·
having concluded secret treaties of mutual assistance with the Tsarist
Government in respect of their aggressive policies in China,. which
were subsequently completely denounced by the Soviet Government,
continued to recognize the Tsarist diplomatic and consular re'presentatives in order to resist the newly established Soviet regime. China,
howev~r, took a different point of view, and the question of whether
to continue giving recognition to the Tsarist Minister was subject
to a consideration oE the advantage to the Chinese Govern1nent, i!l
deciding orie way or the other.
Prior to the conclusion of . the Sino-Soviet Agreement in 1924,
• ~-~rna recogE~-~~~overnment 'in Russii~.and
t~~ei?re -~cl?.£!.S~-~~ ne.!V ~~l~J?! administration of the affairs of
Russians, ~~-S};~na,:..~1lrly in tl}!';. •.C;E.R. zone._ . . The Chinese
covcrn.rnent, however, continued to recognize the Tsarist representative at Peking for some time after the Bolshevik Revolution started.
•Prince Koudachev was, therefore, able to continue taking care .o£
Russian interests in China, and was even asked by the Chinese
Government to suppress Bolshevik activities in Chinese territoty.
In August 1917 China, in compliance with the wishes of the Allied
Powers, declared war on Germany, and consequently the Allies suggested the postponement of the Boxer Indemnity instalments for
a period of five years. The Russian Minister alone offered a postponement of payment of only one-third of the instalments, with.the
other two-thirds to be paid on time. It is to be remembered .th_at
the total amount of the Boxer Indemnity was 45o,ooo,ooo taels, of
which Russia received the largest share, amounting to IJ2,J71,I2Q
taels. China could have refused to pay on the good ground that the
Tsarist Government was no more in existence, and that the defacto
Soviet Government had already made overtures to China promising
to abrogate all unequal treaties and extraterritorial privileges contracted by the Tsarist regime. But the Chinese Government .continued to pay two-thirds of the Boxer Indemnity Fund, for reasons
unknown.
~2.2.~~the.~terr; Re2ublic wa~ established with
Clitta •as its capital. M. Y ounn was appointed in July rg2o with
pienipotentlary powers; representative of that government in Pekink
He made it known to the public that all unequal treaties contra.cteq
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by China with the Tsarist Government were to be nullified, and that
the Tsarist Minister and consuls had no right to represent the
Russian Government. He proposed to China that new commercial
treaties based on an equality of rights should be negotiated between
the two countries. By that time, the Tsarist representatives had been
refused recognition by many other countries, and China followed
suit by withdrawing recognition of the Tsarist Minister and forbi4ding him to use secret telegraph codes. The payment of the
Boxer Indemnity instalments to the Russo-Asiatic Bank was also
suspended. Prince Koudachev protested to Dr. W. W. Yen, Chinese
Minister of Foreign Affairs, against the prohibition on sending tele. gra111s by private code. Dr. Yen explained that the use of code
telegrams, which might be of political significance, would ca,use
further difficulties to the Chinese Government. He suggested that
the. Minister should retire voluntarily to simplify the matter. In a
le.ttet to the Foreign Minister, Prince Koudachev expressed his willingness to retire, but said that since he had no instructions from
his.· government he would not give up his office voluntarily. A
Chinese Presidential mandate was then issued on September 23, 1920,
stating that because Russia had been in the clutches of civil war for
some years without a legal government having been instituted, the
diplomatic and consular corps in China instituted by the Tsarist
Government had lost their representative power, and therefore had
no right to claim recognition from the Chinese Government. The
recognition of the Russian Minister and consuls was therefore
suspended.
The mandate continued to the effect that China would adopt an
attitude of neutrality with regard to the Russian civil war and, takinto consideration the everlasting friendship between the two
and their adjacency to each other, all Russian citizens
res1mng in China were to be given protection with regard to persop
property, whereas Russian concessio~s aJtd the territory 6£ the
be .dealt with by special departPrince Koudachev was duly ·incontinued to protest and even attempted
the Diplomatic Corps.
the Russian properties in China, ·various Powers
in view of the fact that the Chinese
with Russia, it
all Russian properties
•l{~tsSl.an Legation in Peking, which had been
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joint control of the diplomatic representatives specified in the !901
Protocol. All Russian consulates were taken over by the Chinese
local authorities. Russian concessions both in Hankow and Tientsin
were taken over by the local Chinese Commissioner for Foreign
Affairs.
Incidentally, it may be added here that at that time thewriter
was the Commissioner for Foreign Affairs in Hankow, whose
was to take charge of the Russian Consulate there. The fonner
Russian Consul General acted as his adviser. In March 1924 he
took over the Russian concession on behalf of the Chinese Governnient. It was renamed a Special District Administration, and the
writer was appointed its first Director. New by-laws were duly dra~n
up with the approval of the ratepayers and the Chinese Governc
ment. The Municipal Council consisted of seven members with the
Director of the Special District as Chairman, ex officio, while the
other six members were elected equally by the Chinese and foreign
ratepayers in the Special District. One significant point in the bylaws was inserted in order to gain the confidence of the ratepayers,
that all cheques should first be made out by the secretary and then
signed by the Director and countersigned by the Finance Council
member. The new organization ran so smoothly that it was later
made the basis not only for Chinese administration of the former
German concession, but also for the administration of the British
concession in Hankow which under the famous Chen-O'Malley
Agreement was retroceded to China on March 15, 1927, after the
Hankow incident which lasted for months.

5· Problem of Commercial Relations
China's overland trade with Russia was very extensive. By virtue
(>f the Aigun and Ili Treaties, Russia was in an advantageous position
compared with other Powers as far as trade with China was concerned. After the Russian Revolution, when internal strife between
White and Red parties became intense, Russia's trade with China
fell into a state of chaos. Upon the arrival at Peking of Yourin, the
Soviet Plenipotentiary, and his request for the negotiation of commercial treaties, the Chinese Foreign Ministry on January 27, 1921,
proposed five points for preliminary discussions, as follows:
I.

All. special privileges in force during the Tsarist
nullified.
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The Overland Commercial Treaty of r88r to be abrogated.
'\. provisional Commercial Treaty to be made, pending the comJlete establishment of a stable government in Soviet Russia.
'ending the conclusion of a formal treaty, the consuls of both
:mntries to act only in the capacity of Trade Commissioners.
'he draft version of the Commercial Treaty to be modified after
local treaty had been signed with the government of Sinkiang.
ever, no definite result came of these proposals. By the spring
forty years had expired since the conclusion of the last Sinotreaties and the Overland Commercial Treaty. In the
of a recognized Russian Government to negotiate the revision
treaties at that time, another Chinese Presidential mandate,
~ all previous treaties to be null and void, was published, and
follows:
· Sino-Russian Commercial Treaty and the Overland Route
~rcial Agreen1ent have come to an end. The trade passing
1 the Sino-Russian border is growing with every day, and
ms rapidly change. The original treaty is therefore out
and should be immediately revised, which has been
ly proposed by the Chinese Government.
·w of the fact that up to the present the government in
'S not been stabilized, the revision of these treaties cancreel. l;Iowever, for the sake of facilitating the trade
two countries, the Chinese Government offers that
for the reduction of duties by one-third, dutyts, duty-exempted commodities, etc., as specified by
an Treaty and the Overland Route Commercial
• abrogated and the procedure relative to the above
;d,_.a~ from April r of the present year. All merking ermy into China and all Chinese and foreign.
to Russia should be subject to the imposition of import
duties, according to the scale of rates of the Maritime
1

3ino-Russian Commercial Treaty which had been in
sixty years was abolished, pending the conclusion of
~cial treaty.
12

Ho Han-wen, op. cit., p. 314.

Chapte-r VIII
PRELUDE TO THE RESUMPTION OF SINO-SO'
RELATIONS (r9r8-r924)
n.E rule of the proletariat in. S. oviet Russia met. wil
opposition on the part of all capitalist countries. •}
conclusion of the World War, the Imperialist Powel]
..-""i;~~.£.11.~~-entiqn in Soviet Russia, using;. the Chines<
~~!.:_~ich ~~ be~!0•. constructed by the Tsarist Gm
and was intended for a11, aggressiy~wea12on against Cl.£!:
oT1:11Ci'f~ The Soviet State, with Russia c
isolated from the whole···world, was at bay by that time.
entered into treaty relations with Germany. But the la
also in a state of chaos after defeat in the World War, cou
any assistance to Russia. For this reason, Soviet Rm
*.he~~e to the af~-~as~~~i·t~.Jrer .friendly (;~
Chin<:_,~!,.~~.:S,?t,abli~h E.~::ceful r.~l.~J;ions••b~twr
countries.

T

1.

First Soviet Declaration of 1919

As far back as July IQI8, Chicherin, Soviet Comn
1;~<~ir,s,; ~~(l;..~;.c following announcementL

' ~.:.}.~~~..<:2:5!l!§s~..g£i.r:_~.!~.t. J::£ ..r.c;l~.P~m~~,!~. .}b:.
the Tsarist Government in M · uria and that
im"'' ngh« in dll, tmito<J< whfft jl>e~.JI····.~~slE!
r~!· nan:.~!.Y.}h\: -~~!n Si~s_~ian Ra~road..:_ This r
) is the property of the Chinese and Russian peopl
.devoured millions of the money of these peoples,
of right belongs to these peoples and to nobody eb
this, we are of the opinion that as the Russian p(
funds to defray part of the expenses of this railroa
be repaid and China buy the railroad outright, '
134
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the terms embodied in this particular treaty violently imposed
)11 China.' 1
~ing

the most critical time for Soviet Russia, when the Allied
;• made their attack along the Siberian railway and the White
:ns were very active in eastern Siberia and Manchuria,
han, Soviet Acting Commissar for Foreign A~rs, made the
; ,Fir.st Declaration on July 25, rQr9, which so~~E!~~!.~,...£~~~es~.
a, ne'.Y_.~£lomatic Ma,g-n~IJ,.e~~~~~ It was the intention of
1i'et Government to win over the Chinese people and gain
: recognition. The first declaration: reads as follows :
Lpeople, whether they are great or small, whether they have
mtil now a free life, or whether they form against their own
part of another country, shall be free in their inner life,
J power shall interfere with them within this limit.
The
tment of Workers and Peasants has then declared null and
I the secret treaties concluded with Japan, China and the
~s, the treaties which were to enable the Russian Govern[ the Tsar and his Allies to enslave the people of the East,
ncipally the people of China by intimidating or buying
•r the sole interests of the capitalists, financiers, and the
generals.
~oviet Government invites, henceforth, the Chinese
'lt to ·enter into negotiations with the object of cancelny of r8<j6, the protocol of Peking of 1901, and all the
'<Jncluded with Japan from 1907 to 1916. T1!IJJ_js to
.~~.~t.9 . g?:.~..g)?;~~~s,~"P~?.E!~.,~!L.E~~..P£~~£.3':~51..il:Ylh9rity

!.<JJ£~Sl. !2Y..!:h.~...Q9.Y.~Ill.m<;~!.Qf.Jhs:_I~31:I. .R.X.HLc:lf_~.or
.t() !;!,~""~gEIA~:~igg~.,;:r,~,~1;1o,Jf\Hl:.~ .a..nsL tl.te !\.lli~s. · ·· ·
.th. address the Chinese people with the object of
.:m thox'(ughly understand that the Soviet Government
up all the conquests made by the Government of
which took away from China, Manchuria and other
iet Government returns to the Chinese people, without
any kind of compensation, the Chinese Eastern Rail1 as all the mining concessions, forestry, gold mines,
~r things which were seized from them by the Govern·
h, Bolshevism in Asia, April 1920.
, A.. L. P., Foreign Policies of Soviet Russia, p. 316.
-...,.---·~.--..
....-~____..__._
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ment of the Tsar, that of Kerensky and the brigands, Hor
Semenov, Kolchak, th~ Russian ex-generals, merchants
capitalists.
'Tl::sl?oviet Government ives u the indemnities, pa_yab
9,hiJ:?.~!~l!l~_of ths:J?.<:?x.-ers in I20()~· . .
' The Soviet Government has abolished all the special pri1
and all the factories owned by the Russian merchants in C
territory; no Russian official, priest or missionary should be a
to interfere with Chinese affairs; and if they should comn
crime, they must be judged according to the local laws i
law courts. No authority or law court should be allowed
in China except the authority of the Chinese people.
'Besides these principal points, the Soviet Cove
represented by its Plenipotentiaries, is ready to negoti<
the Chinese people all the other questions and to settle '
all the cases of acts of violence and injustice of Russi<
together with Japan and the Allies.' 3

A .~.~.~--~-~l:..~~-~!. ~his.Jis.E~E~!i\?E.L,.m?PtJ.mnu.llLSZC.E~!~ion.5:
~~~~·-·to-··~~~5?.g~!2:~~~l~.-ur:~~~Ial .._E~-~.~~~~--~!l.i.,,.~<~~!g~~.~-~

~.~verE:,~~~:~~~L~~.<? T~~~-~~.}.\?_Ea~_!b,e ~e.Y..f9E.S\?}::t.<:1.1!9:
t~~Y,..?l~.~.;;.,~u~~ footingW.b£i,biQ,~ ;.yhi<Jl.~.!t was thou~
pleaiic'tE'C'Cf11iiese -:-li1cCgain their co-operation in wipin
White Russian forces in the Far East. The White RD
very active in Manchuria, the Chinese Eastern Railw;·
centre of their activities. They had even seized the n
railway to meet the expenses of their anti-Bolshevik y
Soviet Government which was busy contending;
· European Russia, had no time to look after the Far ·
the Chinese Eastern Railway zone. It was generall~,
the issue of the first declaration was a clever poli~y
gained the sytnpathy of the Chinese public, tilt also
step towards the destruction of the foothold establi
White Russians in the Chinese Eastern Railway zone.
The Chinese public rejoiced upon learning of the cc
first declaration, and expressed their feelings to the S
ment. Especially significant was the response of
students. It was not, however, until March 26, 1920, tl
French text of this declaration was cabled to Peking
by a representative of the Foreign Office of the Far Ea:
3

China Year Book, 1924, p. 868.
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hinese Government was, for a time, very much in doubt as
tthenticity. Chinese official circles even suspected the comion to be a forgery. 4 China at that time was still bound
Allies, and was not bold enough to accept the manifesto at
n discretion. Moreover, China underestimated Soviet Russia,

'~g a:~:~t~:~ ~e~h~os:~:::~t d:~l~:::;~

be temporary, and

'as later generally believed that the Chinese Government had
a great blunder, that China should have recognized the Soviet
ration as sincere and _taken over the whole of the Chinese
~rn Railway and its attached concessions. Instead, she allowed
;nterprise to fall into the hands of an international body, though
alone had paramount interest in it. The situation became even
·e ridiculous when she entered into an agreement with a third
ty, the Russo-Asiatic Bank.

2.
;

Second .soviet, !?.::.,~~,~~~f,£,~,n8 .<?l 1932_,

--,1) .~.~P-~~.~~~:..:z~ . . 1}1?:2.· .2.~£~r.~:1 .C::!le.':?:g §hih:lin.. ':l~ ..rh<;. . . he:;i;ig_gJ

.~::~.;.,..~~~-si~;;''"'";ti:~cL,.J~;!o~o'Y.,~ , where he~~~.Y
\an;·wflo delivered ,a ~eson~ .c1eclaration to him for transmisbe Chinese~ qo-;;;;;:ni~eiit'"J~\he firs~-pi~ce, the declaration
l d1e Soviet Government's regret that an early rapproche•een China and Soviet Russia had been delayed. In this
the Soviet Government declared more specifically in an
:greement the principles laid down in t~,first de<)al)l'), 1919, the intention of which was to establish friendwill between the two nations:

:f'nment of the Russi,..n Socialist Federated Soviet
declares null and void all the treaties concluded with
uy the former governments of Russia, renounces all seizures
.... hinese territory and all Russian concessions in China, and
estores to China, without any compensation and for ever, all that
tac1 been predatorily seized from her by the Tsar's Government
.nd the Rw;sian bourgeoisie.
Article 2
The Governments of both Republics shall take necessary
4

See Millard's Review, June 5,

1920,

p.

24.

,,

Chinese Government pledges . itself: •(r) not
aid to Russian. counter-revolutionary individuals, grot
·a nd not to allow their activities in Chinese ten
disarm, intern and hand over to the Governmeht o
Socialist Federated Soviet Republic all the . detachn
organizations to be found in Chinese territory at the tin
the signing of this treaty, which are fighting against the R.S.:B'.~
all their arms, ammunitions and property; (3) the Soviet Gov'
ment shall bear the same responsibility towards Chinese coun
tevolutionary individuals or organizations.

Article 4
All Russian cmzens residing in China shall be subject to
the laws and regulatiqns acting in the territory of the cp:.
Republic, and shall not enjoy any rights of extraterrito
Chinese citizens residing in Russia shall be subject to all F1
and regulations acting in the territory of the Russian
Federated Soviet Republic.
Article 5
The Government of the Chinese Republic pledges
mediately after the signing ofthe present treaty to
tions with persons styling themselves as diplomatic
representatives of the R.S.F.S.R., and to deport SU(''
China; (z) to hand over to the Russian State in th~.
R.S.F.S.R. the buildings of the Embassy and consul'-".
property and archives of the same· situated in Chine"
and belonging to Russia.

·.

Article 6
The Government of the R.S.F.S.R. renounces any compens;:tt
paid out by China as indemnity for the Boxer rising, provif
that under no circumstances shall the Government of the Chi:tJ. ,
Republic pay any money to the former Russian consuls or to ;:(
other persons or Russian organizations putting up illegal clain:
thereto.
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lrticle 7
Following immediately upon the signing of the present treaty,
Lere shall be mutually established diplomatic and consular
presentatives of the Republic of China and the R.S.F.S.R.

·ticle 8
The Russian and the· Chinese Governments agree to sign a
:cial treaty on the way of working of the Chinese Eastern Rail'( with due regard to the needs of the R.S.F.S.R., and, in the
Lclusion of the treaty there shall take part, besides China and
;sia, also the Far Eastern Republic. 5

us now compare the second declaration with the first one.
ugh the Soviet still offered the abolition of the existing unequal
s and the conclusion of a new treaty with China as a bait for
· out the remaining White Russian forces in the Far East, the
treating the subject of the Chinese Eastern Railway was quite
lt in tone. Instead of saying the Soviet Government returns
Jhinese people the Chinese Eastern Railway' yYithout demand. kind of compensation ' as in the first declar;tion, it was now
ed in Article 8 'that the Russian and Chinese. Governments
sign a special treaty as to the way of working of the Chinese
Railway'. In other words, the Chinese Eastern Railway was
l:le put under joint control-not to be returned to· China
)mpensation as under the earlier offer. Even with regard
:r Indemnity Fund there was a typical clause: 'Provided
· o circumstances shall the Government of the Chinese
any money to the former Russian consuls or to any
or Russian organizations putting up illegal claims
.t in the second declaration the Soviet Government
, ,a:n"il:p.ously returning what was acquired by the Tsarist ·
.1t by armed aggression, as had been stated in the first
1. The teason why the Soviet attitude was now not so
.s before was that the remnant of White Russian forces
ally becoming eliminated from Manchuria, and the Soviet;
tt was becoming stabilized.
tese Government, although having missed the first opporl no proper attention to this second declaration .. The
1s quite difficult, for there was still a Tsarist Minister
aiming de jure recognition withthe support of the _Dip·

See text in China Year Book, 1924, pp. 870-972.
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lbmatic Corps, while the new Soviet Government were demanc
·recognition de facto, in exchange for terms more generou~ tha1,1
ever before been offered to China. The problem was whethe
recognize the new order in Russia, at the risk of displeasing the o
Powers, by withdrawing recognition from the old . Tsarist Ru:
representatives. China still thought the future of the new go·
ment uncertain, and was afraid that the old regime, which wa
entirely out of existence, might regain its power. Conseqw
after lengthy Cabinet discussions, China decided to take a rr
course. She suspended recognition of the old Russian repre
rives in China, and took all Russian interests under her own cc
~ntil such time as she should recognize the new Soviet Goverr
When the Soviets realized the failure of Bolshevik activi
Europe, they wanted to be still more friendly with China:
having published the second declaration to the Chinese peoi
Far Eastern Republic sent a plenipotentiary in the person of
from Mongolia to Peking to discuss with the Chinese Cove
ways and means of concluding new treaties between Chi
Soviet Russia. The Chinese Government, at that juncture, ·
in fear of foreign intervention, particularly by Japan and
whose representatives in Peking were using pressure to preveJ
from resuming friendly relations with Soviet Russia. Chin
fore, dared not start anr negotiations.
'·
3· Activities of Y ourin and Paikes
('

After the arrival of the Yourin Mission at Pekin{
Government proposed four main points of discu(
mission was not to be allowed to undertake any B
ganda; (z) A1i indemnity was to be paid to Chinqi
Siberia to cover their losses and damages; (3) 1~e .
.Chinese in Siberia was to he guaranteed; (4) M6asure§·.,
taken to prevent any recurrence of certain specified in<
spite of Yourin's willingness to negotiate along thesE
Chinese Government further asked for some written c
from the Soviet Government. As Yourin was hardly i1
t<;> produce this, matters remained at a standstilL
C()nsequently, Yourin had no choice but to turn his
the Chinese people in the hope of winning from among
W }tu~sia and converts to Sovietism. With this end in'
har.d to get in touch with parliamentary members an
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ators. He publicly declared the intention of the Soviet Governto remit the Russian share of the Boxer Indemnity Fund for
ttional purposes. His idea was to use this as a bait for winning
ympathy of Chinese educational circles. On the strength of
luctions obtained from several college professors, he cultivated
relations with Chinese students. However, Yourin's stay •in
brought no more fruitful results, and in the summer of 1921
urned to Russia.
!r .Yourin, _an?t~.~Jet,..l!~Jl!!:!;tiv~.~~~j~~,~~~ came !O

~:~~!"~~~}~£, li£1J!~SL!SL~~tls_~!E;.£~Ko!E-.!:_Chinese

, and he was unable to open negotiations with the Chinese
tment. ~!:!:.~iJ~Ili~. o(J?.£!h~ P~i<?.~~ ~~~-~?..,gjped to the
at these two men were not of sufficient distinction. Besides,
o;rnational situation was not favourable to them.
these ·two representatives failed to conclude negotiations
e Chinese Government, the Soviet representative, Krassine,
ion approached Dr. Wellington Koo, Chinese Minister to
requesting that friendly relations between Soviet Russia
na be resumed, and stating that he was empowered by the
overnment to conclude new treaties with China on the basis
~.t treaties with Britain, Germany, ltaly, Switzerland, . etc.
llington Koo communicated with the Chinese Foreig!l
who admitted that negotiations could be undertaken.
e, the Ministry telegraphed the Moscow Government that
ready to enter into negotiations on the condition that
"l accepted the declarations of 1919
1920 as a basi.s.

and'"

)~~ve~nmei1i"agree<rwitnou!··-aemur: ·
4· Arrival of Joffe

1m~h of

1922
..

,,;...--it~._..

the Soviet
Government sent a first-rate
__

_.__~_,,,,._,_

•O<ii><J""\>f"~'-~'!'''>"~J""._.,.._-._<>,,....\_.~~--=~--'

,J?,tt~~;;;;.;t.Q,., QhiJ?..<l:"";;;;.{,I~ . . . a~~~~~~~...~~~2.
~J?_£~I~~;!?J,"'~"'12J~!~onal Law ~t;,ssi~"<tnd had
by successfully negotiating a tradd agre:e:ment with Gerr the Revolution. His ·. sedes of . s.e.~e~}les, denouncing

P!E~~~"s}~.~E;~..~~~1~2:~E~i:I~~F~~~i~~~~~:.£I~~~'§ii~!:llifo~gh
:Yd!l.§l.2£ .8.h2xtly..!?~!2.E~. .hi.~'"-~!:!"5Y.~! . ht:e~kiuz~ ..!!n~!2n
~d. hel!ll~ welcgme a,Ql<;>pg ~he Chinese inte\l~~g1§.

He
tnat of rare distinction, vested with great power, and he
1eral. attention and understanding. He immediately set
disseminate Soviet propaganda on the one hand, while
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on the other he plunged into diplomatic activities. On Septe
he rhade a proposal to the Chinese Foreign Ministry to· open a
Soviet Conference prior to the date set for the Soviet · Jap
• Conference· at Changchun. Dr. Koo, formerly Chinese Minis
;('Britain and_ at this time Chinese Foreign · Minister, immed
r~uestion of the :Bolshevik occupation of Outer Mor
and demanded the wnhdrawal of Sov1et forces as a g,uaran
z

'~:~~-~~~-;~£;" ;egotiatio~~· J~ffeclaG11~d ~

inadmissible that any separate questio~l should be picked out
whole complex o~ questions to be discussed at the conference
also pointed out to the Chinese Government 'the station
Soviet troops in Mongolia concerns Chinese interests no le:
the Soviet interests, and while in the name of my Govern
reject energetically the demand of their withdrawal from U
only reason is that I am totally convinced that not only wo
be impossible at the present moment from the viewpoint o
iJiterests, but that it would be impossible also from the view
real Chinese national interests rightly understood, let al
interests of the pe6ple of Mongolia who still energetically
that Soviet forces be left in Outer Mongolia '.
In the same communication, he blamed the Chinese Go~
for shielding the ' Whites ', who used Chinese soil to atta(
territory. The Chinese Government then ordered local ~
to disarm any 'Whites' who might seek shelter in Chine~.':
but insisted that the ' ' Reds ' should evacuate Mongolir
conference could begin.
In another note to the Chinese Government,
Ostroumoff, the Engineer-in-Chief of the Chinese 1\:'
of being 'guilty of most corrupt practices'. He m
management be provisionally established pending ):!f
this question at the coming conference. His s~aih
Ostroumoff was dismissed entirely after an irnr;artial · i~,
by J. F. Srcvem, who pr(>ved that the railway 4Nas as efli
as ever. 7
Then came, for the first time, the controversy over th•
declarations. The Chinese Government, in· reply to Joffe's
that the alleged corruption of the administration woulc
gated, but, in concluding their memorandum, the Chir
ment asked Joffe to declare that the Soviet Government'
6

7

China Year Book, 1924, p. 859·
ibid.
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ray without compensation, •as promised in the •1919 and 1920
ions made by Karakhan, as the only solution .o£ the railway
• reply of November 6 to the Foreign Ministry, J~ffe
;d any infer!;}!E_~l:~!.~~~l~l~~~l!lt~E~,Jts~J1!,£J:in~had been
~~gLI2L!£!.9~<£IlLl9.~!1,~H~-~lY£2.!~-as
~~~~ato~i~!'lol~!;tl,~ of._~:he
~OV<;;~JE:£mi~~l!_J}.Se~ thq_~~ rights whis:h

:ru~~~m~~-=---~'~E~:se

ns shall have been settled by\! free accord betwe.en Russia
ina, Russia's rights in China will not have lost their force;
;~~;~~9.~-~~sEnliiKB:iiii~~~:~~r ;;t1d
!.:!!~~_fu_.e':lE.~~£~J:ar, for instance, even if Russia
the Chinese people her title to the Chinese Eastern Railis will not annul Russia's interests in this line, which is·
•n of the Great Siberian Railway and unites one part of
territory with another.' 8
~n

categorically disavowed the most important clause of
:claration, stipulating the restoration of Chinese sovereignty
Chinese Eastern Railway without compensation. li_e

~~~~:;~~2E.~lL!.£~:;!~~3:1 ..E0 -

':}lss~~g~~l~~!ill2LiF.9_tide
~detailed conditions; _ Dr. Koo pointed
e I of the 1920 Declaration read:

'lment of the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet
:,es null and void all the treaties concluded with
fot~er governments of Russia, renounces all seizures
,~ territ3ry and all Russian concessions in China, and
) China, without any compensation and for ever, alLthat
predatorily seized from her by the Tsar's Government
tussian bourgeois£e.'
·ted that the above was made conditional by Article 3 of
xlaration, which proposed that China declare her intenm, intern and hand over all the White Russian forces in
;e activities were directed against Soviet Russia and its
8

North China Herald, November

14, 1922.
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allies. This, he alleged, had not been carried out by Chin;t.
pointed out that Article 7 of the same Declaration provid1
special treaty concerning the Chinese Eastern Hailway ~
regard to the needs of the RS.F.S.R At the end of his rnemc
to the Chinese Foreign Ministry, Joffe refuted the rumours
Red Army had the intention of seizing the Chinese Eastern
by force. 9 However, it was a well-known fact that the So'
seized properties of the Chinese Eastern Railway along t
churian border, despite protests lodged by the Chinese Gov
According to Joffe, on the other hand, China had been ir
with the administration of the Chinese Eastern Railway fo
five years.
On December 28 Joffe sent another note to the Foreign
stating that the Soviet manifesto of 1919, in which the Sovie
ment engaged to give up its rights with regard to the Chine1
Railway, could not be interpreted in such a way as to ir
unconditional return to China. Because of these controv
opening of the Sino-Soviet conference was postponed indefi
the meantime, the Chinese public began to realize that
of the Soviet Government was following the usual traditi
Every word and move made by Joffe began to be reg<
suspicion.
Joffe'~_ de~,:e to create ~ ne~~~P~~~.!E-~!:i

,A,_

~~::~.:.0~5?.E;: revoiuti~~-:vorlsi11-f~-~~-~1Se

~ealth. He left~~~i~ fgJ;,_,.~~<l,n~hai on January r6, 15

c-~~.<l,.~.?. l~~~"~J t!;,~_,reguest of Baron. Shim£ei Gotq
him to seek convalescence at the hot springs in Japa
sta:y in Shan~ he had several conferences with If
~ and:~s-ucce·e-zfed in "Tnn~;~cing--a]"cimdeclaratior
identity of their views with regard to Sino-Sovi?l;·
1j<_)_~!!!.. 4_r:.cl~E'~t!2!1>...':Y.hish,.!? 'L~~:Y.:_~~!esha42.~.S;k th~.
1°t.9hi!!.~z. ..1Y.i!!J~~. cic,;.e.!~ w1.!!U.~.-~E.?~~::L .
·
\ Joffe's visit to Japan, which was ostensibly made for
' of recuperating E1s~-poor health, actually aimed at t
understanding with Japan with regard to China. The Cl~
was rather nervous over this visit. Apprehension was ex
he might conclude an agreement with Japan detrim<
interests of Cl ~pa. Some members of the Chinese Par]
warned Joffe that any agreement which he n:ight read

j

·

• China Year Book, 1924, p. 862.
10 Baron Shimpei Goto was made a Count on account of l
connection with the Soviet-Japanese rapprochement.

ecovered.
arrival at Tokyo, Joffe had several
Goto, who. was strongly in favour of a ra·hf>ornr·hP."IfL•~nt
>kyo and Moscow. But the time was not
such an. agreement. Moreover, J()ffe
ed. by the Japanese: Baron Goto's residence
•tions appeared in the main streets, which bitterly
tning envoy. This might have brought
try to expectations, the hot springs worsened
i he nearly lost his life. Realizing that it was ""'-'v'""'-""
1e with the Soviet Japanese Conference, he went

S· W ang-Karakhan Negotiations
' f

.

:xt Russian Envov to China after offe was Karakhan, who
Eittf"'i'ip~EI~'"~ri'iaf~eceived a hearty welcome both from
ese Government and the Chinese people. The rnain reason
vas the fact that both the r9r9 and r920 Declarations had
:d by him, and, as we know, they had been received with
~.eep sympathy by the Chinese.
Karakhan's arrival, the Chinese Government had
, C. T. Wang on March r8, 1923, as head of the Sino"
·t10ns Comm1ss10n, whtch actlon was meant as a hmt
~.>ft;~'f!;f"-1~!!':~1!,.~.'~""!'\'-~-~,~-~J::~~''<.u';;;·-;:;";":~tL2~--·:;:_;~;':',',~'/:o;5"';•:",:.;?g5_':;~""~~~--~~""';-'·'

QEI~iE:?£J?10il~E1:.a~:,tt~:n.~i?:~ti~!i~~Lm:

~~:1~~~~~;~~\~;~:~~~t~~,b~~t!?~~- j~u::;~aa~

e an interview with Chang Tso-lin~ the warlord of
.-lis iMention was first to reach some understanding
.lord concerning the Chinese Eastern Railway, and then
" Peking for the endorsement of such an agreement. Howie failed to convince Chang and hurried to Peking.
:r his arrival in the Chinese capital, Karakhan made public
res, mentioning the Chinese people as 'the best ally of the
ms in Asia '. At a luncheon given in his honour by Dr. C. T.
,, he said that 'during his stay in Harbin nothing could please
note than to see there a Chinese administration, Chinese laws
he realization of Chinese sovereignty '.U
11

China Year Book, I9Z4, P· S6s.

~'""'"~'""'

this request, for the .conclusion o a tra 1
resumption of diplomatic relations were n
The Chinese Government was fully aware that i
'~r"u•rnn~•·n were to be recognized, it would imply the re1
as the legalheir of Tsarist Russia, legally al
all the rights belonging to Russia of the old regime. V.
requested that negotiations should be opened first, Karakl
hpon formal recognition, and, judging from the change
the Soviet Envoy, it was apparent that the Soviet dema
be difficult to meet.
Meanwhile, Karakhan began to launch attacks upon tl
Government, accusing it of retaining certain vessels of tl
Volunteer Fleet, permitting intolerable outrages against t
on the Chinese border, and using the Boxer Indemnity Fu;
payment of Russian diplomatic agents belonging to tb
reg1me. The Chinese Government gave appropriate exr
to meet these allegations. The matter was then further col
by renewed controversies as to the authenticity of the text o
Declaration. The newly published authorized version c
and 1920 Declarations by the Soviet mission omittel
providing for the restoration without compensation of
Eastern Railway to China, and likewise the sub;
Article 3 of the 1920 Declaration was left
felt herself to he in a dilemma at such a
especially when Karakhan requested de
negotiation.
On November 30, Karakhan addressed a
to Dr. Wang, in which .he again insisted upon the
normal relations before the conference could begin, as
evidence of sincerity and friendliness on the part of
Government'. With regard to the Chinese Eastern
stated:
'Never and nowhere could I have said that all the rights
Chinese Eastern Railway belong to China . . . . But even
can confirm what was said four years ago, namely, th
sovereignty of China in the territory of the railway is fully
nized by us and that we shall not insist on any one of
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lvileges which the Tsarist Government had, and which the other
reign Powers still have to-day, in the railway zone.' 12
e conference was again postponed, though Wang had cony urged Karakhan to set a date for the formal opening of
sions on all outstanding questions. During this time, Britain
taly had formally recognized the Soviet Government, and
opinion in China grew more in favour of obtaining strong and
greement with Soviet Russia.
·mal discussions, however, were conducted by Wang and
tan on the basis of th_e 1919 and 1920 Declarations. The result
~. discussions -was the completion on March 14, 1924, of the
Agreement for the Settlement of Pending Issues in Sino{elations, in fifteen clauses, the Provisional Agreement for
1agement of the Chinese Eastern Railway, in eleven clauses,
~r documents. On the morning of March r6 an agreement
1led by Wang and Karakhan. It was mutually agreed that
ic and consular relations between the two countries should
liately restored, and a conference should be held one month
signing of •this agreement to discuss the following ques1 The nullification of all the agreements entered into
~hina and Tsarist Russia and their replacement by new
on the basis of equality, reciprocity and justice, and in
the 1919 and 1920 Declarations; (2) the withdrawal of
ops from Outer Mongolia; (3) the redemarcation of the
daries of the two countries; (4) the conclusion of a
· ·eaty and a Customs Tariff Agreement between the
parties.
Yfrnment agreed to renounce the Russian portion
Idepmity and to relinquish the rights of extraterri:::onsl.~ar jurisdiction for Russian subjects in China.
to the\P.rovisional Agreernentfor the management of
:astern Rail-way, it resembled very much the Supplemen~nt reached in 1920, with the Soviet Government taking
he Russo-Asiatic· Bank, except •that the time limit for
1 of the raHway to China without compensation was
eighty to sixty years.
rally sug2osed that no further question would 1_1:0w
·ay of the recognition •of the Soviet Union by China.
e another deadlock led to .serious political controversy.
12

China Year Book, 1924, pp. 873-6.
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6. Breahing-off of Negotiations
When the conclusion of the Wang-Karakhan Agreement be
known, Dr. Wellington Koo, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 1
objections to the effect that Dr. Wang had been empowered 1:
Presidential mandate only to prepare for, and carry on, the
Russian negotiations, but not to sign any agreement, and tb
conclusion of the agreement which had been initialed by Dr.
was an unauthorized act which could in no way be consid(
final. Dr. Koo reported to the Cabinet the necessity of thret
tial modifications, namely, the nullification of treaties m
. Russia and Outer Mongolia, the immediate withdrawal of th
troops from Mongolia and the transfer of churches and im
properties to Soviet Russia. These points were afterw<
nounced by the Cabinet in a circular telegram sent to 1
authorities. 1 :3
When it was known that the Chinese Government w
approve the Wang-Karakhan Agreement without mod
Karakhan lost his temper and refused to make alteratio'
ground that signatures had already been attached to this. a
Subsequently, controversies arose. On March 16, t
representative sent Dr. Wang a letter in the nature of an 1
It read:
'On the morning of the 14th inst. Your Exceller
ing the Chinese Government, and myself, representi·
ment of the Soviet Union, concluded and sig17
agreements for the resumption of relations bet'
the Soviet Union; it was also agreed that, as sool}: .
of those agreements were made out, they spot
signed. I understand that the Chinese Governm
approve these agreements and also forbids. Your
sign them fprmally; to this I must draw Your Exec
tion. I shall await the Chinese Governmen1: to rccog1
ments referred to within a period of three days fron
which I shall not be bound by the conditions spe
Again, I shall have to make it kJ
the name of the Soviet Governme1
which shall arise out of the breaking-off
exact translation of. the circular telegtam bel0\1
19z4, p. 883.
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he Soviet Government deems that the Chinese Government should
1e held solely responsible. Kindly inform your government
1is effect.'
avingc received this three-day ultimatum, Dr. Wang made a
estion to the Cabinet that the agreements should be signed
·dingly, but the Cabinet refused to recognize that the negotiahad been concluded and was greatly surprised that the Soviet
lentative should set a period for the approval of the agreements,
Dr. Wang was not permitted by his government to sign.
~abinet further instructed Dr. Wang to continue negotiations
he Soviet representative in accordance with decisions arrived
eanwhile, the Soviet representative sent a note to the Chinese
·y of Foreign Affairs, which read:
note was received from you on Marchz8, .12~~· . .~o tlle effect
~:;~§1r:~~i'"'~~;;ent. had formaiTiaJ?~2iiiied.~:Or:c~-::r.
as its offina!~.er;~~!l!~!.~z::;...~•..P~<:ussions were completed
trch q, 1924, and various agreements were signed. Final
of these agreements should have been made on the same
signature. But the Chinese Government refused to recogsignature of its formal representative, and those agreeere nullified. On account of the above-mentioned
the Soviet Government instructed me to inforrn you
lowing:
Soviet Government regards the discussions with the
resentative of the Chinese Government as con)Viet Government firmly refuses to discuss

s:~tex;;~~::n~;~~yw:~~~e~he

nlrrr'"''"

Chinese•Government
making weparable mistakes, which might affect the
lations between. China and the Soviet Union.
m expiration of the time limit given in my letter to
,se representative on March 16, the Soviet Government
>e bound by the conditions specified in the. various
s signed on March 14. The Soviet
e full right to make its own conditjons in its
; with the Chinese Government.
the expiration of the time limit above .ua.•w~u,
vernment shall not reopen discussions with

ciilNA AND TI'IE SOVlET UNION

Government before the Chinese Government shall have }'esurn
normal relations '!'Yith the Soviet Government unconditiom
and without treaties.'
This note practically declared the breaking-off of the Sino-Sc
negotiations. Consequently, the Chinese Government wound u
office for Sino-Soviet negotiations, and its affairs were taken
by the Foreign Ministry. ()11 1\1arch ==: J?~· \\Tellin~~()I1
i\!Ii!lister of Fmeign 1\,.f,I'}irs~ r~plied. to the S()vi~t r~prese11t.~~i
t~~ ~ollowing terms :
.
' ... It is not possible to accept the time limit set by
Excellency in your letter to Dr. C. T. Wan g. Before signi
draft agreements, Dr. Wang had not obtained permissim
the government. Hence, the Chinese Government canno'
that the discussions had been concluded. Moreover, the i
ment given Dr. Wang by the Chinese Government on Oc
1923, only commissioned him with the power to discuss ar
at decisions; all such decisions, after having received apprc
the government, would be put into practice. Your E
stated by word of mouth that you had not seen the c
of appointment. If you had read them, you would not)
thus. For this reason the Chinese Government cann(
these signatures. On the zoth inst. a mandate was rce
the President of China, stating that: "The Sino-RIJ'
tions arc of great importance. Though we have 1
getting closer with the Russian representative s"
Wang began preliminary discussions, the conditi1
been made definite. These affairs shall be tal
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.'' In obedience to.'.·.
ready to continue negotiations with Your E"tellert
arrive at the conclusion. Kindly cornm!unicate 1
government.'

At this time Dr. C. T. Wang sent a circular telegr
provinces to plead his own case, as well as to poin1
blame l<ty with the government. The Cabinet also
telegram to report on the points of controversy in tl
arid received another telegram from Dr. Wang. Ma1
enquiry were sent to •the government from the provin
Noncofficial educational leaders issued a manife
'i '
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The Chinese intelli-

7· Signature of Sino-Soviet Agreement
""""''"'""-·;;·,..:.="'-"""'"o""'"'""""'~'"'"""'~~..-..--J!5.._~-D----,---·-

is time, the negotiations between China and Soviet Russia
1e to an impasse, while negotiations between Russia and
ere in full swing. It reached the ears of the Chinese people
riet Russia was prepared to concede the southern section
hinese Eastern Railway to Japan. The Peking Government
eived information that both Mukden and Canton were
ing with Soviet Russia, and felt rather uneasy. Chinese
pinion was, however, in favour of the endorsement of the
arakhan Agreement, and blamed the government for losing
Jrtunity, in spite of the excellent reasons for rejecting it
'1 the Cabinet.
' be added here that the French Minister at Peking warned
lese Foreign Minister on March 12, that the interests of the
>iatic Bank must be protected, and demanded that his
tent be consulted on any settlement reached with regard
hinese Eastern Railway. 14 This protest, however, had no
1asis, because the Russo-Asiatic Bank had no claim whatChinese Eastern Railway. It is an undeniable fact that
·lent an immense amount of money to Tsarist Russia,
;r:h went to the Russo-Chinese Bank, which was afterized in Paris as the Russo-Asiatic Bank. The loans,
made to the Russian Government, and it was unhe reorganized Russo-Asiatic Bank to claim any
~nese Eastern Railway. In a note from Karakhan,
.Koo on March 22,. the following passage is worthy

: French note of March 12 could not have been written
nee of non-existing French interests in the Chinese Eastern
y, but it is an unusual attempt of French Imperialism to
blow directed against the U.S.S.R.' 1 5
Jreign Ministry, in answer to the French note, flatly denied
: of either the French Government or the Russo-Asiatic
14
15

China Weekly Review, March
ibid.

22, 1924-

NA

settlement
question.
The American Government also sent a note to China on
reminding her of the existence of the Washington Co
resolution regarding the Powers' reserved right to insist on
responsibility for the performance or non-performance of ob
towards foreign stockholders, bondholders and crediton
Chinese Eastern Raihvay. An identical representation was
from the Japanese Government.
In answer to these protests, the Chinese Government rep
the reference to the history and agreement of the Chinese
Railway concerned only Russia and China, and asserted th<
future, they would settle all questions relative to the Chines(
Railway ~t their own discretion. In view of the lin
representations from different Powers, Karakhan proposed to
secret diplomacy. Knowing of .the deadlock, which had I
'?about two months, ;.J::.~ ..£!;in~~2..e~£le ~~~~...acc_£E.Sl!E:zb:·__
""l•~~~!i.~.£ ~~.L.!!~:::... . ~~~EJ<!~!} . .!.1l§.l!~.....<?J' . 9:. •C:!?mm:!:ID.i.<Il!~.J?.Y•• !h.~

..

.

I~~~~~i~e-~~--~i:1~~[·'·P.·,...i~;:h~~d!~!~~!I~~?;~~~;~~~1~~~~~-E . ~~
..........................._.......
.......... ... . ..... ·:···· · --·-····
I ..,- ·--········· .............................. ...

~-----·--------

!Management of the Chinese Eastern Railway, together w
\declarations and an · exchange of no!£.~ .--h~5L !J..<:.S.!l. . .§igp

E~:.~!g:';l _ Qffis<: . .~E. . . t.~~--- Cl:.:~:....~x . • l2E:.. Y:. ~:..W.sPii1££2Il..Tf
~~~l.C:.~gil .~.iil_i~!~E,.. ?.:Er:!.M: .!-.::.. ~: . .!i.a.r~~h<lil, . t.hc:.... §<?~!sLE:
Pleni£.?tentiarz,.reE~e~enting the !~public ofChina a
of s.oviet ,§2~}~~L~S ~"~,.P,}}}?J,i,s~, :f:~~RS:~~~~£~-.}:Ild that n
between the two countries had thereby been restore!
In view of the popular rumour then current thatbetween Dr. Wellington Koo and Dr. C. T. Wan
of signing the Sino-Soviet Agreement, the writt\
viewed Dr. Koo in the Chinese Embassy in Pat,ls on
Dr. Koo recollected past events and made the following

' During the period of the Sino-Soviet negotiations,
Wang was appointed Tupan (Head of the Commissio
acted in the capacity of Minister of Foreign Affairs. Tl~
Wang was appointed as the Head of the Commissior
authorized only to negotiate, but not to sign any agreem(
it passed through the Cabinet meeting and was approve
President. Such is the international practice.
'After Dr. Wang assumed his office, he held several
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.th M. Karakhan, the Soviet Plenipotentiary, but the Foreign
inistry received no reports about them. I gained some informam about the progress of the conference through my subordinates
d those who worked in the Sino-Soviet Negotiations Committee,
d on several occasions when I happened to be dining together
th Dr. Wang, I asked him personally what was going on.
One day, I noticed with surprise that the Tao Pao (Peking
·nacular paper) published very prominently news of the Sinoriet negotiations, and stated that a draft agreement had been
11ed between Wang and Karakhan, representing China and the
•iet Union respectively, in the Soviet Legation at 4 a.m. on
rch 16. It was reported that the conference lasted from 8 p.m.
fa.m.
[ wondered why the Foreign Ministry and the Cjbinet were
kept informed. I instructed my secretary, Mr. Chao Chuan,
,btain the original copy of the signed document. I found in
~e items which h"ad not been negotiated satisfactorily. They

. Regarding the existing treaties between Soviet Russia and
Mongolia, China suggested that such treaties should •be
~d null and void in the agreement, while the Soviet
:ntative agreed to nullify only those treaties which were
7ith a third party and were detrimental to Chinese

,r

; clause regarding the transfer of churches and immov'~rties to Soviet Russia was not in conformity with the
20 Declarations. It was feared that, after the return
>:Jertie'l;; Soviet Russia would use them to spread
l.

_,ardirlg the agreement to effect the retrocession of the
....n portion 9f the Boxer Indemnity Fund by organizing a
1t Committee of two members only, one from each side, to
ide and endorse any expenditures to be made, this did not
:espond With the former declarations. As a matter of fact,
Ministry of Finance, after having learnt of the declarations
le by the Soviet Union had already suspended payment
was using that Fund as security for issuing National
ds.
anwhile, when the Ministry submitted the treaty to the

1
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Cabinet meeting, the members of the Cabinet were not a ·
amazed. They unanimously agreed that the Sino-Soviet neg
tions were not legally concluded, and that Dr. C. T. Wang
not authorized by his government to sign any agreements
Presidential mandate was issued at midnight on March 21, \1
stated: "All the outstanding problems conducted by C. T. \
in the Sino-Soviet negotiations are henceforth transferred tt
Foreign Ministry for the continuation of negotiations."
then on, a violent political storm ensued. Marshal Wu Pei"fl
Marshal Chi Hsieh-yuan from Loyang and Nanking respect
together with provincial governments, sent successive telel
to Peking stating that the above complication came as a
of competition between Koo and Wan g. They thought t
China eli{). not conclude any agreement with Soviet Russia '
time, the opportunity might be lost for ever. One of the
violent messages even contained the phrase: "The F·
Ministry should be held responsible."
'The Soviet representative, Karakhan, insisted that inasm
the agreement had alrc,acly been signed, the negotiations m
considered as concluded, and no modification of them
made. He sent a note to the Ministry, setting up a
time limit for a satisfactory reply, which was tantamc
ultimatum.
'I still remember that on April r I had high fer
nevertheless obliged to draw up a reply myself, J
the fact that Dr. Wang was instructed by Preside:
only to prepare for and carry on the Sino-Soviet nc,c
not to sign any agreement, and calling M. Kara.J
to the fact that it was not l<riown whether h.
C'Xamined each other's credentials before they afll'l
tures. I further blamed M. Karakhan for set~/ng a' '<
our reply, for it appeared to be an unprec1ddentecl p'h
international affairs for one party to set a dtne limit for tl
in the nature of a threat when both were eri.gaged in the c
task of establishing friendly relations. It was again stres
the Soviet Envoy had no right to impose a time limit
Chinese Government's actions, and he was not asked
long it.
' At this juncture, there were wild rumours that the
would be reorganized, and Dr. C. T. Wang would be app
the Foreign Minister. Suddenly, an unexplained incident
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in my residence at Te-shih-tze Hutung, Peking, where a bomb
;xploded. The bomb was introduced into my house by a mes:enger who came with a visiting card and a heavy box, on which
vas written: "Newly excavated white gold seal of Ching Dynasty
rom Chengchow, Honan, to be presented to Minister Koo as a
ift." The sender was stated to be the Chinese Geographical
ociety.
'I immediately suspected that this very heavy and clumsy box
tight contain something else, and ordered one of the servants
' take it away and throw it into the fish pond. I warned the sertnts to be careful, but they ignored my admonition and tried to
ten it with a knife. All of a sudden it exploded with a loud
port, and three servants were seriously wounded, one of them
en losing both arms.
The members of the Diplomatic Corps sent their delegates
express. their sympathy, including one from M. Karakhan, the
riet Envoy. Later I instructed Mr. Chao Chuan to see M.
rakhan to return my thanks, and at this juncture it so happened
t ,the Sino-Soviet negotiations were brought to light again, and
Shao and Karakhan were of the opinion that it would be a
ity to let the matter drop simply on account of incompletetrocedure. M. Karakhan, however, promised to modify
o a certain extent. Both sides agreed to carry out the
1s in the most secret way in view of strong opposition,
h from within and without. By so doing, the final
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1irig~ I reported the matter to Mr. Sun Pao-chi, the
dvised him as to the progress of the negotiations,
chat they had passed into my hands. I requested him
.J this stat{:ment to the President, Marshal Tsao Kun, to
rize Dr. C. T.'W ang to sign the Pact in .order to complete
mourable task. •The Premier agreed and asked me to accomhim to the President. In the interview with the latter, we
·rward our suggestion. President Tsao, without any hesita::tid that this matter was under the jurisdiction of the Foreign
ry, and the Pact should be signed by Minister Koo. He
ersonally wrote the credentials and delivered them to the
r. These credentials are still kept by me, because they are
handwriting of President Tsao.'
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It is no exaggeration to say that the public was totally taken ·
surprise when it was made known that the Sino-Soviet Agreem(
had been signed and published by the Ministry of Foreign Affa:
Even those who were in close association with the governm('!nt ]:
been kept in ignorance, and only a few days before, Karakhan 1
stated to the Press that the impasse remained unsolved. The pul
was greatly excited to hear of the conclusion df negotiations, beca
the people were in favour of the Wang-Karakhan Agreement
wanted to have it endorsed, although they did not deny that
opinions expressed by the Cabinet were also sound. Dr. K
brilliant stroke of diplomacy, intended to appease public sentir:
at the right moment, ought to be appreciated.
Did Karakhan actually yield, and if so, to what extent, in mo
ing the already signed Wang-Karakhan Agreement? Both A
ments on General Principles and for the Provisional Manage
of the Chinese Eastern Railway remained practically uncha:
The first declaration slightly differed from the second in resp<
the reciprocal transfer of real estate and immovable property
did not include the Russian concessions at Hankow and 'ti•
owned by the Tsarist regime. Another modification in th~
declaration was with regard to the transfer of buildings ~p
property of the Russian Orthodox Church in accol"C
internal laws and regulations existing in China regardiand holdings .in the interior. This was intended to ren
of establishing a precedent, which might be followed b)
of other countries in China.
A slight modification had also been made
Russian share of the Boxer Indemnhy FJind; by
ing a special Commission to administer and
the promotion of education among the Chinese
mission was to consist of three persons,
appointed by the Chinese Government, instead of
ratio as stipulated in the Wang-Karakhan i\greement.
standing the fact that in the third declaration it was stipula
the Chinese Government would not and did not recognize
any treaty, agreement, etc., concluded between Russia s
Tsarist regime and any third party or parties, affecting the 1
rights and interests of China, there was nothing said a
··withdrawal of Soviet troops from Mongolia, which wa
the three essential points presented for modification
Cabinet.
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/ " Thus
hopeless situation, which
had dragged on for months, was saved. ~v.,~et WTreaty
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Chapter IX
WHITE-RED CONTESTS IN OUTER MONGOLIA
Tripartite Agreement entered into by' China, Russia •and
Mongolia in 1915 was ended by the Russian Revolution ot
1917. The Mongolian princes were then forced to renounce
their autonomy, and sought to come back under Chinese administration.
If the Chinese Government had been in a position to do so, •it
could at that time have incorporated Outer Mongolia as an integral
part of the Chinese Republic. Hut it had its hands more than £1111
with the problem of dealing with the various warlords, who were
virtually besieging Peking. Meanwhile, after the collapse of· the
Tsarist Government, A taman Semenov started in Siberia a ·campaign against the Revolutionary Government. Later he moved to
Outer Mongolia, where he and his followers tried desperately to
gain a foothold against the Bolsheviks. His scheme was ambitious
in the extreme--he aimed at nothing less than an empire, which
was to include not only Outer and Inner Mongolia, but also Tibet
and other areas, altogether a wide territory.

T

HE

1.

Semenov, Head of White Russian Activities

When Scmenov considered matters ripe enough to start the
venture, he called a conference at Verkhne-Udinsk, to which
representatives of Outer and Inner Mongolia, Tibet and Huriat land
were invited. The conference opened on March 2, 1919, and adopted
the following resolutions:
1. A unified central government for the areas represented should
be organized.
2. The seat of this central government shm_;_ld be at Hailar.
3· A provisional government should be immediately established,
and a delegate should be sent to the Paris Peace Conference toseek
formal-recognition.
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It was. also decided that an expeditionary force, consisting of
about four thousand ttoops then available, should be sent to Mongolia to make sure that the latter would sever her relations With
China. 1
·
It was not difficult to find out who was backing Semenov. · Japan
had always been at loggerheads with Russia over the spoils in Mongolia and Manchuria, and this dispute had become even more
intensified after the Russo-Japanese War. For fear that the Russian
Revolutionary Government would gradually extend its influence
through Siberia and Outer Mongolia, which would bring Russia to
the very door of what Japan regarded as her 'sphere of influence',
the latter eagerly participated in the Siberian intervention movement
organized by the Allies after the first World War, with the avowed
intention of surrounding and circumscribing Bolshevism and preventing it from contaminating the rest of the world.
As the Siberian intervention movement failed both with regard
to its declared purpose and Japan's private motive, Japan found her
hopes dwindling. But at that time there came a God-sent opportunity in the person of Semenov. It was clear that Semenov would
not have been able to bring his scheme to realization without substantial a::;sistance from some major Power. Japan was extremely
willing to supply such assistance. She was even willing to under"··· take the mission of trying to induce the Hutukhtu or Living Buddha
of Outer Mongolia to agree to the terms of the Verkhne-Udinsk
Conference.
The Hutukhtu at this time was fil.vourably
9hina, particularly as the latter had recently. accorded
in O~ter Mongolia on extremely generous. terms. '-'LHH>CLIIUc:utlV
was •not willing in any way to involve himself
unfavourable to China. Thus, in spite of the .,...,n...·,.wniru
by Semenov's campaign, the Japanese met with very
Semenov, however, turned his attention to brewing
the various factions of the Government of Outer Mongolia.
covernment ofOuter Mongolia from time immemorial had <-U.U~Jti;(~!O.!J.
of: (r) the princes of the various tribes, representing
~f po~eJ:, and (2) the religious branch •of power, uv<U.l<::u
.Ff~tukhtu or Living Buddha. The Hutukhtu was of ari
a.p~ a!ld physically infirm, and .was not expected to live very
~ong.er.
1

Chu, C. L., The Last Ten Years of Russo-Chinese Relations (in

19z6, p. 159.
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The cufming Semenov lost no time in taking
situation, and hinted to the Hutukhtu that, if he
refusal, he might expect some serious political trouble, whilst if he
showed himself agreeable and acquiescent to his (Semenov's)
demands, things would go smoothly with him. The incapable
Hutukhtu had no choice but to give in to this threat of force. But
before long Semenov was pursued by the Red forces, which finally
ousted him from Mongolia.
2.

Little Hsu's Appointment

It may be recalled that when China was induced to join the Allie8
during the first World War, a 'War Participation Bureau' • was
created to look after affairs directly concerning China's participation
in the war. This Bureau was headed by General Hsu Shu-tseng,
papularly known as 'Little Hsu ', who was renowned for his tacti\:al
skill. Upon the termination of the first World War, the Bureau
changed its title and became known as the 'North-western Frontier
Defence Force '. General Hsu was appointed its Commander-in"
Chief. With the reins of the Defence Force securely in his hands,
General Hsu bethought himself of doing someth~ng to remedy the
situation in Outer Mongolia.
·
·.
When Outer Mongolia first renounced its autonomy, the Chinese
Government commissioned a resident officer in Urga to. act •in itlte
capacity of adviser. Chen Lu was appointed to the post. He \\'a~
succeeded by Chen Yi, who had been trying to 'persuade the Mongols to renounce their autonomy which had been engineered b>'
Semenov and the Buriats, backed by Japan. Many Mongolian
princes and lamas or religious rulers were favourably inclined
towards reaccepting Chinese sovereignty, as they were rather •disappointed with the new state of affairs.
On the side •o£ China there had been, from the time the Russian
.·.· .·•·· .}lt;:~olution broke out, suggestions in favour of the termination of
C)uter Mongolia's autonomy and the abrogation o£ the RussoChinese-Mongolian Pact.. But the Peking Government at that time
ha4 not the courage to take such steps. In December 1918, l)r;
Wellington Koq, then Chinese .Minister to the United States, transmitted •an .• enquiry.from the American Government as to what w~s
Qhina'spolicytowards the qp.estion of OuterMongolia. The Forei~n
. Ministry replied:. 'In regard to Outer Mongolian affairs the qlli!le~~ ·
Gpvernment, for the sake. of keeping. the good. will of the Mo11g2~
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people, is in no haste to alter its autonomous state but only desires
to cancel the Russo-Mongolian Agreement.' A telegram from the
Foreign Ministry to Mr. Chen Yi, :Resident Official at Urga, dated
January 5, r9r9, instructed him to enter into a new agreement with
the Government of Outer Mongolia to take the place of the existing
Russo-Chinese-Mongolian Pact, in order that the ground might be
prepared for the time when China would discuss the recognition of
the Soviet Government.
A .tentative draft, consisting of sixty-three articles, most of which
were favourable to the Mongols, was drawn up, and received the
approval of the Hutukhtu himself. The document was forwarded to
Peking. for consideration.
It is necessary to point out that the appointment of 'Little Hsu'
was made after Chen Yi had already settled with the Hutukhtu the
question of the renunciation of autonomy. It seems that 'Little
Hsu' was rather an egoist and wanted to claim for himself the sole
and entire merit for bringing Outer Mongolia back under Chinese
sovereignty. For this reason, he maintained no intercourse whatwith Chen Yi, the Chinese Resident in Outer Mongolia,
although, under the circumstances, he should have consulted him
constantly. However, Chen Yi later got his revenge.
General Hsu set out straight for Urga, letting it be known' that
his purpose was to inspect the Chinese garrisons stationed in that
city. From Urga he telegraphed to Peking, expressing his opinion
that the conditions upon which Outer Mongolia was to renounce
its autonomy should be simple but effective and entirely free from
international entanglements. The reply was that his opinion was
sound in principle, but that he should act in consultation with Chen
Yi. This procedure did not seem to suit General Hsu, so, instead,
he requested an interview with the Hutukhtu without even informing Chen Yi of his intention.
Chen Yi, who had stayed in Outer Mongolia much longer than
General Hsu and acted all the time in a sort of liaison capacity
between the Hutukhtu and Peking, had won the confidence of the
former. Fu,rthermore, Chen was always sure of his own position, and
he succeeded in persuading tlre Hutukhtu to postpone meeting
General Hsu, for Chen, too, wanted to acquire the sole credit for
bringing about the renunciation of Mongolian autonomy. At length
the Hutukhtu gave an audience to General Hsu and Chen Yi at the
same time, and informed them that the time was not yet ripe for discussing the renunciation of Outer Mongolia's autonomy. General
L
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using the strong-arm t-actics -. o£ a milit~ry ~m~~r -hf9u'glit".~.-
. nm11ber of u·oops with hini. and arrayed them before 'the palac;
of the Hutukhtu throughout the audience, ·w intimidate: 'h im' i f ·
he should prove obstinate. The high-handed gesture, however, did
not produce the desired effect upon the Hutukhtu. This was a' lO.ss
of face for: General Hsu, who therefore qetermined to use greater
pressure to attain his end if it should appear necessary. The following morning he delivered to the Hutukhtu a revised versi011 .of
the conditions upon which Outer Mongolia was to rcnol}hce its
autonomy. The new ver ~ion was in much stronger terms thanthe .
old one. He had altered to a great extent the original. sixty7thi:(!e.
r
articles drawn up by Chen Yi, which had actually been. tp.U,tJ!ally
agreed upon, omitting those which were favourable to the 1\,fongqls.
Acceptance was demanded within forty-eight hours, failing whi<:;lr
the Hutukhtu and his ministers were threatened with forcible arrest
and removal from the capital.

3· Mongolia Cancels Her Independence
This uncalled-for and oppressive demand of 'Little Hsu' aroused
the bitter anger of the Mpngols, and there was talk of armed resW
tance. But, upon calmer deliberation, they realized that they -Wt'!re -.
no match for the Chinese troops commanded by General Hsu, ·They
were forced to accept General Hsu's terms. The Hutukhtu, hovy:e_ver;
uncompromisingly refused to sign that humiliating papei.-', and it
was signed only by the State ministers.
This paper, in the form of a petition from the Govern111~-9-t
Outer Mongolia to the Chinese Government, to permit the renunciation of its autonomous status, in view of the danger of a foreign
invasion (White Russians), consequent upon the scheme for establishing a so-called Mongolian Empire, was handed to General Hsu to be
delivered to the Chinese Government in Peking. The, pct~tion was ·-.·_
approved by a Presidential mandate, which stated that 'the ln()St
sincerely expressed desires of the people of Outer Mongolia . are
thereby complied with, so that peace and good relations may for
ever be maintained between the Central Government and Outer
Mongolia'. The Mongolian forces were made to surrender their
arms, and Chinese were appointed to all important posts in the
Government of Outer Mongolia. General Hsu himself received
the appointment of Pacification Commissioner of Outer M<mgolia
concurrently with his other posts.
··

to a
might have been expected, not in harmony with the
of Soviet
Russia, who immediately lodged a protest with Peking, pointing out
that .the action of the Chinese Government was tantamount to a
breach of international obligations. Peking's reply was that, as Soviet
Russia could hardly maintain peace and order within her own
country, and as she had not the power to curb the disturbances
created by the Russian bandits in Outer Mongolia, it was. only fit
and proper for China to come to the help of the Mongol people.
MoreoVer, as the renunciation of autonomy had been voluntary on
the part of Outer Mongolia, what had happened was no concern of
Soviet •Russia.
Meanwhile, General Hsu negotiated a loan of $rs,ooo,ooo with a
Japanese bank upon the security of the mining and agricultural
resources of Outer Mongolia. A few months after the renunciation
of Outer Mongolia's autonomy, the Peking Government fell, and
GeneralHsu was replaced by Li Yuan and then by Chen Yi, who
thus. had his revenge.
'Little Hsu's' failure resulted in a second declaration of independence by Outer Mongolia engineered by Japan. Though Semenov
was.th,en without any foothold in Mongolia and Siberia, the Japanese
still supplied him with arms, enabling the remnants of his forces
to co-operate with the Mongolian outlaws in starting a fresh campaign .in Outer Mongolia. Thus Semenov's follower, Baron Ungern
Sternberg, known as the 'Mad Baron', succeeded in attacking Outer
Mongolia and occupied Urga in February 1921, with the aid of the
Mongolian bandit forces.

4· Baron Ungern's Tyranny
The White regime in Outer Mongolia was a real reign of t~rror. 2
I$aron Ungern, a maniacal leader of anti Revolutionary Russian
fo:rces, was :responsible for wholesale executions, purging his troops
of. all. suspicious elements.
The next move of Baron Ungern was to carry out the policy of
Semenov in establishing a Pan-Mongolian state. The Peking Government asked Chang Tso-lin, the warlord of Manchuria, to suppress
the White Russians in Outer Mongolia and bring the country back
·to Chi11a's control. Had Chang Tso-lin really taken up the matter
2

See Ossendorski, Beasts, Men and Gods,

1922.
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seriously by moving his troops without
have been checked. But he de~iberately nr.Qtr''"'
expedition even after having received ten
Peking. He sent his troops only as far as Kalgan, and kept his main
forces in Peking for other political reasons. It was afterwards learht
that the Semenov-Ungern schemes were carried out with the actual
connivance of the Manchurian warlord. Chang Tso-liii secretly
made close connections with Baron Ungern, who, in turn, expressed
his zealous support of Chang Tso-lin's ambitions to restore the
Manchu Dynasty. 3
The Semenov-Ungern scheme, besides furthering the ambition of
Chang Tso-lin, fitted in with the Japanese desire to create buffer
states in Manchuria and Mongolia. According to an official Japanese
statement, the Japanese themselves acknowledged that they supported Semenov and Ungern and supplied them with arms. A secret
treaty was made between Semenov and the Japanese Siberian
command, in which it was agreed that Semenov would attack
Khabarovsk, the Cossacks would revolt in the Amur region, and
Ungern would attack from his Mongolian base to cut communications between the Far Eastern Republic and the Soviets. The campaign was not successful, for it was. only Ungern who actually fnHilled
the agreement, while the other parties failed to participate.

5· Counter-move of the Reds
Meanwhile the Reds were slowly but surely gaining the upper
hand in practically the whole of Siberia. The Soviet Government
was therefore watching the change of events in Outer Mongolia
with deep concern and not a little alarm. The Semenov-Ungern
operations in Mongolia gave the Soviets a good excuse for illtervention. It was hoped that China would suppress the Whites who were
dcterminedt<Lundcrmine the Soviet Government. But China seemed
in no haste to put down the various White uprisings in Outer Mongolia. On the contrary, a rumour was gradually obtaining credence
that the Government of the Three Eastern Provinces was actuC!llY
bargaining with the remnant White forces for terms, by which those
forces were to enlist in the service of the government. The Soviet
Government formally requested the Chinese authorities to despatch
troops for a joint expedition to suppress White activities in Outer
Mongolia, but the request was refused.
3 Letters captured from Baron Ungern, published during the
Conference.
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It should be recounted here .that, upon the <;:apture of Urga by
Baron Ungern, many Mongols, whose· sympathies were inclined
towards the Reds, found it impossible to remain in Outer Mongolia.
They smuggled themselves into Siberia, which was under Soviet
rule, and were kindly received and well treated by the Soviet
authorities. It was with Soviet assistance and direction that they
joined •with a number of Buriats and organized the Mongolian
People's Revolutionary Party, afterwards known as the Mong()lian
Nationalist Party, which set up a provisional government in Kiakhta.
Finding the Chinese Government either unready or reluctant· to
make a move, the Soviet Government despatched troops into .Outer
Mongolia and, in conjunction with the Mongolian Provisional
Government, attacked Urga, where the Government of Outer Mongolia had been organized and controlled by Baron Ungern for some
time.
After the storming of Urga by Red troops and the Mongolian
Nationalist Party, Baron Ungern retreated east of Urga where he
was finally defeated and captured by Red pursuers. On September
ro, 1921, Moscow announced his execution together with sixty-one of
his officers, 4 and with his death ended all White Russian hopes of
establishing a base in Outer Mongolia.

6. Mongolian Nationalist Party
The Red troops and the Mongolian Nationalist Party lost no time
in establishing themselves in Urga, and set up a Nationalist Government of Outer Mongolia, still retaining, however, the Living Buddha
as a figurehead with a view to better obtaining the allegiance of the
Mongolian people. Needless to say, the Government of Soviet Russia
was the first to recognize this Nationalist Government of Outer
Mongolia, inviting it to send to Moscow a diplomatic representative
with plenipotentiary powers to discuss and enter into friendly
treaties. The. Soviet. G()v~rnment's recognition of the Nationalist
Government of Outer Mongolia as the one and only legally constitu:tcd government of Outer :rv1ongolia l1ad already been 1111plemented by the despatch of a Soviet Ambassador who was on his
way to Urga.
paradoxically, the Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party drew
its first members mainly from the aristocratic and the lama classes.
The explanation appears to be that the Mongolian proletariat was
4

Pasvolsky, Leo, Russia in the Far East,
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and ·therefore
the
as soon as more of the rank and file
""·"""'-'- to take up membership and revolutionary work, a
the party was instituted. In the autumn of 1922 nearly
members, including Comrade Bodo, the Premier
Minister of Foreign Affairs, were accused of reactionary activities
and ousted. The proletarian dictatorship within the Party. was
thus achieved. 5 All influential Mongols were excluded from the
administration, and the vacancies filled by puppet Buriats, who were
convinced Bolsheviks. The aim and purpose of the People's
Revolutionary Party was the sovietization of Outer Mongolia.
Along the lines of the Young Communist League in the Soviet
Union, there existed also a Mongolian Youth Revolutionary Corps.
It consisted mainly of fugitives, who, during their stay in Soviet
territory, had thoroughly absorbed Communistic ideas. It is to be
noted that the Mongolian Y <;mth Hevolutionary Corps did not take its
orders from the Mongolian People's Party, but direct from Moscow.
Indeed, it served as a check on the other party, spying on its activities
under instructions from Moscow. Later the deposition of the Living
Buddha was also due to the Youth Corps.
The progress of the People's Revolutionary Government of Outer
Mongolia towards complete sovietization was managed step by st¢p
parallel with the purging of undesirable elements from the Revolutionary Party. The primary objective was stated to be the ousting
of White Russians. Whel). this had been achieved, additional steps
were taken to consolidate the administrative power. The opportune
moment came when the Living Buddha died, three years after the
establishment of the People's Governrnent, and Outer Mongolia
began its national life as a full-fledged Republic, constructed on the
Soviet model though not included within the Soviet Union.
It should be pointed out that in the organization both of the Outer
Mongolian Government and the Nationalist Party, the appoint111ei1t
of Soviet citizens as advisers in every office was the ruJe.. 'J:'hese
advisers acteclrnore in the capacity of supervisors antl were actually
closely connected with their government.
One of the first acts of the Nationalist Government of Outer Mongolia was the drafting of a constitution, which provided for the
abolition of the feudal system and the emancipation of slaves. It
stipulated that the two primary obligations of citizenship were the
5 Pan Su, SoFiet Russia's Far Eastern Policy, in Japanese, translated into
Chinese, p. 150.
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payment of the legal taxes and military service. These provisions,
liberal though they were, if the historical background of the Mongols
be kept in mind, were not advanced enough to satisfy the Soviet
Government. Especially since the appointments were announced, it
was •found that the former princes and lamas were still holding
important positions in the government, and they, naturally, could
not be expected to accept Bolshevism or Communism in toto. The
S.oviet Government had aimed at nothing less than the total and
complete sovietization of Outer Mongolia. To achieve this purpose
tlkSoviets had, as we have seen, already conceived the plan of training a large number of Mongol youths of the proletarian class and
organizing them into a body, nominally as candidates for the
:Nationalist Party, but actually distinct from and under no obligations to this Party, and under direct Soviet influence. The numbers
and influence of this new organization gradually grew, and all the
members were loyal to left-wing leadership.

7· Soviet Influence over Mongolia
Some time in October 1921, when the Soviet Government was
sure of the strength and dependability of these trained youths, it
pr()ffered to the Government of Outer Mongolia a demand, consist'i.ng of .seven items, the sum and substance of which was neither
more nor less than the complete sovietization of the political and
social establishments of Outer Mongolia. With the threat of
Soviet troops from the outside and that of the Mongolian youth
organization from inside, the Government of Outer Mongolia was
constrained to acquiesce.
A further development was made known at the end of July 1921
iil the form of a request from the Mongolian Government to the
Soviet Govern.(llent qot to withdraw its troops froni Outer Mongolia
before the complete removal of the common enemy, who was geeking
reinJorcement in the eastern steppes (meaning Semenov and his
followers). 6 The Soviet Government's answer is reproduced below:
'Welcoming the first steps of the People's Revolutionary Government of Mongolia on the road towards creating a new order in
now freed from the enemy by a common effort, .the
Government notes with great satisfaction the appeal
and MacNair, Far Eastern International Relations, Shanghai,
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addressed to it by the People's Revolutionary ' Government of
Mongolia, which appeal expresses the wish that the Soviet ,troops
should not be removed from the territory of Mongolia ·u ntil the
complete destruction of the common enemy shall have been encompassed. Considering this proposal a manifestation of the steadfast,
close and friendly bonds which united the liberated people of
Mongolia with the workmen and peasants of Russia who have
thrown off the yoke of the exploiters, the Russian Govermnent
declares that it recognizes fully the seriousness of the, situation
and the common interest of Russia and Mongolia in the destruction of the common enemy. Having firmly decided to with<:lraw
its troops from autonomous Mongolia, which is bound ' to Soviet
Russia only by the ties of mutual friendship and common interests;
just as soon as the m enace to the free development of the Mongolian people and to the security of the Russian Republic' and
the Far Eastern Republic shall have been removed, the Russian
Government, in complete harmony with the People's Revolutionary Government of Mongolia, notes that this moment has
not yet arrived. In response to the request addressed to it by the
People's Revolutionary Government of Mongo.lia, the Russian
Government announces its decision to give this request complete
satisfaction.
,
'The Russian Government is convinced that, in the near futfl.re,
by the united efforts of the two peoples who are struggling against
the violence of the Tsarist generals and against foreign aggression and exploitation, the free development of the Mongolian
people will be secured on the basis of its autonomy, and that, as
a result of its mganization of the apparatus of popular revolutionary authority in Mongolia, such authority will be definitely
established and firmly secured there.' 7
.c

Thenceforward, the · strength and influence of the conservative
party declined rapidly, while the Soviet G;overnrnent both openly
and secretly supported the radical party in the struggle. Even
members of the radical party who were found to be inclining
towards a reactionary or politically unstable position were disgraced
and ousted, until the Government of Outer Mongolia became completely sovietized.
·For further security the Soviet Government concluded a secret
treaty with the Goyernment of Outer Mongoha 111 1923, 111 whlcl:Jl_o
7

Living Age, August 27, 1921.
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1. Outer Mongolia should nationalize all lands, forests, and
mineral resources within its territory by the promulgation of a
decree.
2. Unclaimed lands in Outer Mongolia should be distributed to
Soviet citizens and the Mongolian proletariat for cultivation.
3·· .TJ:.~ .. ~g!~£nin~.£L§g:~:i~t!E22P~ . h1~Qv,t~x. M?.n,ggJL~---~hsmLc!J?e ;¥"

p~rmitted.

4· Gold mines in Outer Mongolia should be developed by Soviet
labourers. 8

8. Sovietization of Outer Mongolia

The last obstacle in the way of the sovietization of Outer Mon·
golia was removed by the death of ifhe -Living Buddha, and the
People's ~evol~r,;:,,Y.,~V..~t;}~~o,.!'.,.£?uter Mo~E~!~.a. issued a
mamfesto, aliolishing monarchy and adopting the Soviet form of
government, witha constitution modelled after that of the Soviet

~g.f2~i .... ~ew .• l\;f<?~£li~..Jl<!,~--"£g:¥~~g~.9-J;~gt.f£§~:~~?~~~q;;g.~rz!:!:;ral
ri1achmery completely reorganized. Each post was occu]'ned~by
tffi~~ministrative officers, viz., a Mongol, a Buriat and a Communist Russian. The Mongol was to be the nominal chief, but all
the actual power was in the hands of the Russian, while the Buriat
acted as his adjutant. 'Soak the rich' taxes were imposed upon
cattle and other forms of property. But as nine out of ten Mongols
owned some livestock, it turned out that the taxation was actually
soaking the entire people. Conscription was announced for all males
from fourteen to forty. Foreign trade was discouraged, but exports
to Soviet Russia were on the increase. A currency embargo was
imposed which, nevertheless, did not apply to Soviet Russia. Many
Who found living conditions irksome rnigrated out of the la~d,
until a law was passed forbidding emigration. People smuggled
themselves out mostly to Inner .Mongolia, for the simple reason
of its geographical proximity. Some were intercepted and brought
back. A large number of refugees from Outer Mongolia are
still to be found in various parts of Inner Mongolia and Chinese
Turkistan.
The sovietiz,at\WJ,j~,QR~~~~~~?E.~.. ~~-~,,~g~,1,~?JJ:-~~.~g,~g.~t~,~!;;_r~s
Liu Kwei-han, The Past and Future of Outer Mongolia, The Eastern
Miscellany, February 16, 1935.
8
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jt!!,r£:.__Commerce in Outer Mongolia used to be largely in the hands
ofthe Chinese, but after the introduction of Soviet influence pres.·stue.
,was brought upon Chinese merchants, who were obliged to pay a
high business tax in addition to the usual taxes, and sometimes had
their properties altogether confiscated. Thus China be~n to lose

·

l

·I:~L.~-~.<?~~).~?.~c..1 :~.1:I..(~::~:.. .2.~s::I:"'"IY!£ngQ!i~~~~1D~~~~P!~~~-~=£i:~.~:.!ef~_by
t~~~--~£_':!~.t.. Q~~~<?~...•~~!...~SS?_~rn !.....£!U.!2_J~2E!.~E~~-J?_~:ve:_}t~;L..!.h~_Er:.~-

ve~iel1c:t! gf S0111I)1Ul1ication ... Soviet trade with Outer Mongolia
r~~~h~d tens of -~~iilio~s···;;{~lo1lars and was much more extensive
than that with China or Japan. Communications in Outer Moue
golia were also dominated by the Soviet Union-motor roads were
opened. In 1925 the Soviet Union signed a contract with Outer
Mongolia for building a Kiakhta-Urga-Pangkiang Railway with
Soviet capital.
.
~~.. ~~.sational __!y:stetn ill Ou~<;r Mongolia was also sovietized.
All teachers of the National University, normal colleges, middle
schools and military academies were either Soviet citizens or Buriats:
In 1922 Urianghai was established as a republic independent of
Outer Mongolia. It consists of a territory, partly Mongol in population, formerly constituting a special region in the extreme northwest of Outer Mongolia, and is very rich in natural resources.. A
Soviet note addressed to the 'people of the Urianghai territory'
stated ' the sole object of the occupation of their laud by the Red
troops was to defend them from the reactionary Tsarist officers who
had found refuge among them, and to protect the territory of Soviet
Russia from these bands '. 9 It may be further added here that
Urianghai was renamed as 'Tannu-Tuva '-and was organized as .
the Tannu-Tuva Republic, which signified its separation from Outer
Mongolia btrt brought it into closer relations with the Soviets,
especially Siberia.
In view of the general dissatisfaction with the sovietization of
Outer Mongolia, the People's Revolutionary Government began to
become aware that nc> good could be derived from such a fundamental separation from China, and that friendly relations with. th¢
latter should be resumed at the e~rliest possible elate. Overtures were
made with this end in view. TheCl:li.nes~: qentral Government flatly
refused t;:: b~rgai~ excSEt o_n J..tl££[~~i~~r:~~;i'~(~~~[ti£B"jfi:t Ou~~r
~£Fa '!?.~...t!tu~e2._!o.9hina. as a £rovin~.~:- . T~.~-.g~.?..el~:.s..]_:_volu
~~~'::ernment ill desl?air asked •.Soviet Rl;lssia to mediate,
9

China Year Book, 1923, p. 677.
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for she
then the only third party
in touch.
China, like most other countries at that time, had not yet accorded
official recognition .to the Soviet Uni£E::__ ']_'he latter was extremely
at;J.xious to obtain it and sent to Pe;J:sin~ on,e t:.!.U:gy~~nother...,to
negotia~e: Here was an opportunity for Soviet Russia to ingratiate
herself in China's eyes. Consequently, the Soviet People's Com.mis.. sariat for Foreign Affairs assured the Mongolian Government in a
reply note that the Soviet Government was ready and willing to take
up.this office on Mongolia's behalf. Yourin was sent to Peking to
negotiate for the resumption of relations. He failed in his mission,
and .was succeeded by Paikes. Unfortunately, Paikes's arrival at
Peking was ill-timed, bec~e secret treaty between Soviet Russia
and Outer Mongolia, mentioned in the foregoing section, had just
been made public. The Chinese Government virtually refused to
admit him and lodged a strong protest1t0 the effect ~~~aty
sec;,;_tly ~2?cluck.,c!..2~!;P !hL[~.Yis;tQ9!=t;!}!m<;;.~•.!nd Q.~-~}Vfon
•geE~oul1..!2£S£S.,Lt;££&,12~:~."~J::...EE~-~bil2.:~~~~~~~~:::~~~:
It should be remembered that the Sino-SoVlet Agreement, concluded in L~P4•.. contained an article which read as follows:

A

A_

'The Government of the U.S.S.R. .rec~nizes Outer Mongolia

~s ~n mtegr~I part-~'I the Chm"~·~~·~~~l1~..~,:£~~gg:,ts China.'s

sovereignty the~~i1l. The Government of the U.S.S.R. declares
that, as soon as the questions for the withdrawal of all the troops
of the U.S.S.R. from Outer Mongolia, namely, as to the time limit
of the withdrawal of such troops and the measures to be adopted
in the interests of the safety of the frontiers~as agreed upon
at the conference, as provided in Article 2 of the present Agreement-it will effect the complete withdrawal of all the troops of
the U.S.S.R. from Outer Mongolia..'
Facts, however, did not conform with the Agreement. The conference for the discussion of the withdrawal of troops had never
materialized. Soviet troops had never been withdrawn. A Soviet
ambassador was then stationed in Urga, whose power was daily
increasing. It looked as if Outer MongoUa would sooner or later
fall under the influence of the Soviet Union.
M. Chichert.n the Soviet Peo le's Com.missarj~.QL.f()r<;:igl). ~ffairs,
t e following statement in an address at
March
'The Soviet Government recognizes Mongolia as a part of the
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~~~1;... Re,£Ybt~S2.~.,.£hLll~-~.~li~:.~~~.~~J>. a.Bt0!l~l21,1~9.- ~:.tE·
t,~~:I.:~l1L~~ . J=?_~p~·~£!~sLc;k _g£i.~S~~-,-~.!:!!.~If~r.~n.s::~.. 1Yi~!l.1hs:.jm:_<:El!al

~-~~sl1:_ ~nde.Eend~t~,.t:.eJ~fh@~. ,gt.Mm1go.lia. It
ought to be noted that, after several crises, the internal situation
in Mongolia has settled down and been consolidated on a basis
somewhat similar to the Soviet system.'lo

/A( ''i

~~<0 ..iiEJ?..~r~nt .that

Outer. Mov~o,lJa vvas ..9..~!\'!Eh.t::!;L+Iom

il qt:~.~~ . <;t.~.<:i. .~e<::.<;l;.~~.....<.l..l?~E!..~I !h~..§~Y~.~~-.!:l.~~<:.~:.-~~2~.,.gl~--~~~--~~~.1~ll Y
~ ~~huitteci.

I~ spite of numerous protests by the Chinese Govern1\ment ai~d of equ~l~y numerous prom~ses of fair p~ay on the par_t of
the Soviet authorltles, Outer Mongolia had er,aCtl~~llx,.l?s,;£,1,1., Ulll~(Od
~~ the Soviet Empi~e:
Since then it ha~t
rather difficult to secure any unbiased
information about Outer Mongolia. However, we may quote here
the following passage from the China Year Booh:

been

'Out~~-~.l}~l~S:_.?f a type regardeq as
pre-COlnmumstlc, I.e., permitting the subsequent development of
Communism. Its capital, Urga, has been renamed Ulan Bator
Khota (City of the Red Hero). The government is in practice
affiliated to, but not formally recognized as part of, the Union of
Soviet Socialistic Republics. Thus, for purposes of international
negotiations, Outer Mongolia is not a member of the U.S.S.R.;
nor does the U.S.S.R. claim sovereignty. Any nation wishing to
negotiate with Outer Mongolia would therefore have to approach
the Urga Government itself, or else the Government of China,
which claims sovereignty. As, however, the Urga Government
repudiates Chinese authority, and no government except that of
the U.S.S,R. has recognized Urga, t.£~~,~?gl,x"'"t9.~:5.~1;1I1 rel<t}~.?ns of,.
02 ter Mo!1t?oli;~. 12!·act~cc,.,..~1.;!;_!.1osco~~' 11

It may be noted that the Red manreuvres in Outer Mongolia
looked like producing a rich and abundant harvest. As far as
material results are concerned, the Reds have succeeded a good
deal better than the Whites, and perhaps even more so than Imperialist ~a, !'£1~~1S,}nstigated pu!~r.M~~~.~-~"'tS!_?,ecla:e ~~~
.J- ~}rom China for the first time in 19!_::_
10

Morse and MacNair, op. cit., p. 956.
Year Book, 1938, p. 2?.
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Chapter X
CONTROVERSIES OVER THE SINO-SOVIET
CONFERENCE
HE opening of the Sino-Soviet Conference for the settlement
of outstanding questions between the two countries was postponed until August 27, 1924, three months after the signing of
the Sino-Soviet Agreement. It seemed that Karakhan was delaying
the opening date by signing a secret pact with Mukden on September
20, 1924. The situation was aggravated by disputes over the Chinese
Eastern Railway, in the course of which Ivanoff, the Soviet assistant
manager of the railway, was finally removed from office, and
Karakhan, the Soviet Ambassador, recalled. Neither the Sino-Soviet
nor the Soviet Mukden Conference accomplished anything. The
working of the Sino-Soviet Agreement was further embarrassed by
the Soviet-Japanese Treaty signed at Peking on January 20, 1925.

T

I.

Soviet-Mukden Pact

We have already noted how the Sino-Soviet Agreement was signed
in the year 1924, and approved by the Cabinet of the Peking Government, and that Sino-Soviet diplomatic relations were resumed on
May 31 of the same year .
It has to .be pointed out. that the Peking Government at that time
was extremely impotent, so much so that its orders ;md promulgations were not respected outside the city of Peking. An independent government had been in existence in the south for some time.
As for Manchuria, it was also a separate political unit for all practical
purposes. The Southern Government, being more radical, raised
no objection whatever to the signing of the Sino-Soviet Agreement.
It was not so in the case of the Manchurian Government under
Marshal Chang Tso-lin, to whom the Peking Government sent a
representative in the person of General Pao Kwei-ching to negotiate
for acceptance of the agreement but in vain.
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K.arakhan was just as anxious as the
co-operation of the Three Eastern
China that counted most as far as the Sino-Soviet
concerned. To Marshal Chang Tso-lin, therefore,
s.ent representatives of his own to open negotiations, informallyand
confidentially. Discussions were protracted over a period of' three
mo11ths, and finally resulted in a secret pact being signed on September 20, 1924, in Mukden, known as the famous Soviet-Mukdel1
Pact.
In addition to the pact proper, there were also signed two supplementary documents. The first consisted of a declaration concerning the handing over of all Tsarist Russian consulates in the Three
Eastern Provinces; the second stipulated that all Rnssian employees
of the Tsarist regime still holding office in the Three Eastern
Provinces were to be suspended.
Actually the Soviet-Mukden Pact followed textually many of the
corresponding provisions of the Sino-Soviet Agreement signed ·at
Peking. The salient points of variance may be cited: ( r) The period
for the retrocession of the Chinese Eastern Railway was reduced
from eighty to sixty years; (2) A commission was to be appointed by
the two governments to settle the question of the disposition of the
railway profits; (3) Affairs concerning the Chinese Eastern Railway
were to he settled by the Soviet-Mukden Conference. (See full text
in Appendix A.)
Upon learning that a pact had been signed with Mukden bySoyiet
Russia, the Peking Government demanded an explanation ~r9m
Karakhan, but received no definite or satisfactory reply. The SovietMukden Pact was later, on March 12, 1925, reluctantly approved
by the Peking Government as a supplement to the Sino-Soviet Agreement itself on the recommendation of the Foreign and the Communication Ministries. Notification to that effect was forwarded-to ·
Karakhan, to be transmitted to the Government of the Soviet Union.
Thus the <luestion was regarded as closed.
2.

Opening of Sino-Soviet Conference

It was then necessary to consider the pr6cedurc for opening a
Sino-Soviet Conference to settle all outstanding questions between
the two countries, as provided for by the Sino-Soviet Agreement,
the second clause of which specified that within one month after the
signing of the present agreement, the two contracting parties
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should hold a conference, to discuss, in detail, the settlement of all
outstanding •questions, and such arrangements should be decided
upon and put into execution not, in any case, later than six months
from the time of the opening of the said conference. However, the
cqnference was not opened till many months later. The delay can
be traced to several causes:
r. Lack of sufficient political power on the part of the Peking
Govermnen t.

question of returning the Russian Legation cropped up at
the beginning of the conferen ce.
Obstruction arising from the Manchurian Government not
recognizing the Sino-Soviet Agreement, which brought about
the Soviet-Mukden Pact.
4· Karakhan was busily engaged in the negotiation of a Soviet·
Japanese Pact.
5· The conference was purposely delayed by Soviet Russia to
escape binding conditions.

lt was not until the early part of March 1925 that Dr. C. T. Wang
was appointed Director General of the Sino-Soviet Conference, and
Tseng Chien, Mukden's henchman, Vice-Director. The Chinese
()ffice for participation in the conference was formally set up on
April g, rgzs, and discussions were opened with Karakhan who, however, sidetracked the negotiations. In this way the conference was
put off for the time being.
In accordance with the conditions provided in the agreement,
Soviet troops stationed in Outer Mongolia should have been withdrawn immediately after the signing of the treaties. On March 6,
Karakhan, Soviet Ambassador, delivered a note to the Chinese
Foreign Ministry at Peking stating that, 'The Soviet Government,
with the approval of Mongolia, began to withdraw its troops from
thelatter place. The troops have now been wholly withdrawn. The
Soviet Government hopes that situations which necessitate the
presence of Red troops in Mongolia will not arise, and that a peaceful understanding with Mongolia will be reached.' In point of fact,
the Red troops in Mongolia had never been withdrawn. On the contrary, in the middle part of May, Outer. Mongolian troops, under
of Soviet officers, crossed into Altai in Sinkiang
Against this incident, the Chinese Foreign Ministry
Pao-wen, Sino-Russian Relations (in Chinese), p. I39·
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pr<:?testecl to the Soviet Ambassador, but the protest was without
avail.
The delay was also caused by Karakhan's protest against the.
alleged employment of '\\7hite' guards in the military service of
'Marshal Chang Tso-lin, 2 and to an incident which occurred on the
Chinese Eastern Railway on April 9, 1925. Meanwhile the Chinese
Eastern H.ailway had already been reorganized according to the coi1ditions of the agreement. The five Chinese Directors were headed
by General Pao Kwei-ching, who was concurrently Chairman and
Director General, while the same number of Soviet Directors were
headed by Ivanoff, concurrently Vice-Chairman and co-Director
General. Ivanoff was also appointed as theGeneral Manager. of the
railway. Serious friction developed between the Chinese and the_
Soviet Directors. On April 9, 1925, Ivanoff issued an order that .
'all employees other than registered citizens of the Chinese Republic.
and of the Soviet Union are to be dismissed by June I, 1925'. The
order led General Pao Kwei-ching to declare on May 9, 1925, that
the General Manager, in issuing such an order without the approval
of the Board of Directors, 'has exceeded the rights accorded to
him and, therefore, the order is fundamentally irregular and cannot possess legal force '. 3 An open conflict was thus started. On
May 23, Karakha:O Jodged a protest with the Foreign Ministry,
alleging Pao Kwci-ching's order to have been in violation of the
Sino-Soviet Agreement, demanding that he be replaced as Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Chinese Eastern Railway, that
all non-Russian and non-Chinese employees be suspended, that
Pao's order be rescinded and that Chinese employees be forbidden
to befriend the imperialists. 4
Another note was delivered to the Foreign Ministry at the .same
. time, protesting against the actions of certain military authorities
in assisting Necbaev, a White Russian, enlist Russian youths for
training, alleging that the object of such enlistment for military
training was to oppc>se the Soviet Union. The Chines~ . G?vernment
was requested to deal with the ' said military aut11oi·ities in-- ~ccot~
dance with the law, to return the boys so enlisted to their parents
and to stop further enlistment forthwith. The dispute was settled
on June 6 through the m ediation of the Soviet Consul, by canc(':lling
·· Ivanoff's original order, for which another order was substitut!':d
pr9viding for the dismissal of over two hundred employees of non2
3

4

North China Herald, April r8, 1925.
ibid., May 30, 1925.
Ho Han-wen, op. cit., p. 350.
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Chinese or non-Soviet citizenship. ·The matter was then •co11sidered
settled.
.,..
Durin,g the dispute, Karakhan was delaying the Sino-Soviet Conference more obviously than before. On August 20, Dr. C. T. Wang
started· f9r Shanghai on business. The very next day Karakhan
notified the Foreign Ministry by telephone that he was leaving for
home at the end of the month and that he desired to have the SinoSoviet Conference formally opened before he left. The Chinese
Con11nission for the Conference immediately telegraphed Dr. C. T.
Wang, from whom a. reply was received, that Dr. Wang would rettlrn
to lleking on the 25th, and that Karakhan be notified that the formal
?pening would be on the morning of the 26th. The notification was
transmitted to the Soviet Embassy on the 24th, at 3 p.m. No statement was made by Karakhan. The next day Dr. Wang reached
Peking at 2 p.m. and called on the Soviet Ambassador at 5 p.m., when
he was told by Karakhan that he had not yet decided to proct;:ed
with the opening ceremonies on the z6th, his excuse being that he
had first to ask permission from Moscow. 5
On the 26th, Dr. C. T. Wang, acting on the instructions of Tuan
Chi-jui,. Chief Executive of the Peking Government, again called at
the Soviet Embassy, drawing Karakhan's attention to the fact that
u11~ettled questions between the Soviet Union and China had been
allowed to remain outstanding too long and that, for the sake· of
friendly relations between the two countries, it was desirable that
the Sino-Soviet Conference be formally opened before Karakhan
left Peking. If this were not done, not ·only would the peaceful
relations between China and the Soviet Union be endangered, but
attacks from outside would also be courted. Karakhan then consented to proceed with the opening ceremonies at the Foreign
Ministry at seven o'clock that same evening, after nearly half a
year's delay. The ceremony, however, was merely a formal exchange
ofgreetings by the delegates;6
Meanwhile Karakhan departed for Moscow on the very next day
after the opening of the conference (August 27) and again delayed
discussions. It was not until November z8 that informal meetings
were held. By December I Karakhan returned to his post, and the
discussions proceeded smoothly for some time. Shortly afterwards,
however, prob,ems again arose concerning the Chinese Eastern
Railway, and negotiations were again postponed.
5
6

Ho Han-wen, op. cit., p. 351.
Shun Pao, August 29, 1925.
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Disputes Regarding Chinese Eastern Railway
It shoul.d be observed that after the inauguration of the new
administration of the joint managemei1t of the Chinese Eastern
Railway, the control of the Board of Directors did not. function
effectively, largely because of the absence of the Chinese members.
The Soviet Assistant Manager, Ivanoff, who enjoyed the support of
the Soviet members of the Board, took advantage of this to grasp
all the power, and within a year all actual authority fell into his
hands.
On November ro', 1925, Ivanoff, acting on his own responsibility,
issued an order that, as from December r, 1925, Chinese troops would
have to pay the regular fare when being transported by the railway.
A meeting of Directors was held ii1 Harbin on November 30 to discuss this question, but the Chinese Directors objected to the measure.
The Soviet side insisted that Chinese troops, including railway
guards, had to pay the regular fare in advance, while the Chinese
side argued that Chinese troops of all descriptions enjoyed the
privilege of being transported without first paying the necessary
fare. It happened that General Kuo Sung-lin was at that time starting a revolt against Marshal Chang Tso-lin, and the problem •was,
therefore, looked upon as very serious.
On January 17, 1926, sixty railway guards were sent to put down
some bandits. Ivanoff refused to allow them to board the train to
be carried free of charge as had been the practice hitherto, and there- .
after a conflict developed. I van off ordered the suspension of all
regular traffic on the Changchun-Harbin section. General Chang
Hwan-hsiang, commander of the railway guards, ordered resumption of traffic, and threatened to operate trains by force. He
·instructed the railway employees to run trains as usual, but Ivanoff
secretly counter-instructed them not to start the trains. Meantime,
kantkhan lodged a protest with the Peking Government against
the Chinese troops forcing the railway to run the trains. On the
2::md, the Chinese guards again forced the southern section to run
the trains. Ivanoff then secretly instructed the employees to go
on strike, whereupon the commander of the guards arrested Ivanoff.
On the 23rcl, Karakhan again protested to the Peki~g Government
and to the Mukden warlord, demanding the release of Ivanoff and
the cessation of military activities on the railway. In his strong
protest, Karakhan declared: 'I reserve the right to return to the
matter of this arrest, and to demand satisfaction for such an
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unheard of violation of the agreement of 1924.' By that time, the
Soviet Red army was preparing for mobilization, and Chang Tso-lin
also ordered the troops of Kirin and Hei-lungkiang to adopt active
military measures. The situation was tense and considered to be
very serious. 7
The Chinese case for arresting Ivanoff was set forth in a letter
stating: 'Railway guards accompanying passenger trains always
have military tickets, and military detachments requiring transportation have proper vouchers. As this custom has been in force for
many year&, on the railway, nobody could change it on his own initiative. The action of the Soviet Manager is, therefore, unlawful.
The Foreign Ministry, on the basis of the report of the commander of the railway guards, telegraphed the Chinese charge
d'affaires at Moscow, Tseng Yen-hsi, to inform the Soviet Foreign
Commissariat of the grounds on which Ivanoff had been arrested,
and to state that his release could not be effected except on the
definite guarantee of the Soviet Government. It was also demanded
that Ivanoff be dismissed from his post. But Chicherin, the Soviet
Foreign Commissar, had already instructed Karakhan to deliver
a three-day ultimatum to the Chinese Foreign Ministry and Marshal
Chang Tso-lin for the release of Ivanoff and the restoration of order
on the Chinese Eastern Railway. This gave the Peking Government
cause for concern, and a telegram was sent to Chang Tso-lin, requesting him to use utmost tact. A modus operandi was arrived at between
the Marshal and the Soviet Consul-General at Mukden on the
following terms :
r. Ivanoff and other railway employees to be released.
z. Running schedules to be resumed.
3· The transportation of Chinese troops to be paid for out of
China's share of the profits from the railway.
4· Transport;nion of troops to be effected in accordance with the
railway regulations.
S. Losses suffered by the railway and other demands to be discussed later. 8

Ivanoff was released on January 25, 1926. The foreign Press in
China attacked Ivanoff's order rather vigorously, stating that he had
no right to do this, when managing a purely commercial enterprise
7

s

Ho Han-wen, op. cit., p. 3S2.
ibid., P· 3S3·
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'-'"Llw~"" territory, particularly during a revolt in
traffic should not be suspended. The Soviet Government was
dissatisfied with Ivanoff's action, considering the issue of the
as an abuse of his proper authority. Ivanoff was then cwnntssed
the Board of Directors on April 19, and was replaced by ·""·"~'-'"''·•v•.•·
General Chang Hwan-hsiang, the railway guard commander, was
also dismissed by Chang Tso-lin. The dispute was again temporarily
settled.
With the tension eased, the Sino-Soviet Conference held a compensation committee meeting on March 11. The Chin~se put forward a demand for compensation to the amount of 3.4oo,ooq,ooo
roubles. The Russians rejected the demand entirely. The Chinese
insisted on this compensation on the strength of the various Soviet
declarations and the Sino-Soviet Agreement. The committee tnet
a second time on April 27. Investigation of the loss of goods had
largely been completed. Several more meetings were held, and the
Soviets were requested to pay without delay such compensation for
loss of goods as· had been verified by investigation. However, the
Soviets evaded the responsibility for payment.
There arose another dispute concerning the deposit of the profits
of the railway. By that time the railway had earned enormous profits
amounting to thirty million gold roubles, but no dividend had been
paid. The money was deposited in ~l Soviet bank by the Soviet
manager, and the Chinese authorities of the railway rightly argued
that the profit should be deposited in both Soviet and Chinese banks.
They further stated that the accounts of the Soviet Dalbank relative to the railway deposits did not indicate the exact amount. of
money deposited, nor the m.anner in which the money was to be
protected. The dispute was very tense at one time, but finallythe
Soviet side yielded, and the question was settled amicably by acceptance of the Chinese proposal.

4· Soviet-Mulzden Conference
Because of the Chinese Eastern Railway affair, Marshal Chang
Tso-lin harboured very unfriendly feelings for Karakhan, and
repeatedly instructed his staff to discuss, with the Soviet ConsulGeneral at Mukden, the, recall of Karakhan. The Soviet
ment, in view of the tense feeling created by Ivanoff and
had sent Shelcbrokoff to China to remedy the situation.
first interviewed Chang Tso-lin on April 21.
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the Chinese Eastern Railway were discussed. Chang suggested
limiting the power of the railway manager, giving equal opportunity
for Russians and Chinese to be employed as railway operatives, and
assigning economic and financial power to the Board of Directors.
In .consequence of this, the Sino-Soviet Conference was unofficially
shifted to Mukden. A representative of the Mukden Government
wet. the Soviet representative, Shelebrokoff, on May 21 in an
informal conference to discuss Chinese Eastern Railway affairs.
Subsequent meetings were arranged, and the Soviets made the
following proposals :
r. The Mukden Government should withdraw its den1and for the
recall of Karakhan.
2. All police, municipal and other administrative offices along the
Chinese Eastern Railway should engage Soviet citizens as high
advisers, and the Municipal Council should be made up of a
fifty-per-cent Soviet membership.
3· The organization of the Railway Employees' Association in
Manchuria should be recognized.
4· White Russians in the employ of government·offices and in the
army should. be dismissed.
5· The supervisory office of the Chinese Eastern Railway should
be abolished.
paper currency issued by the Soviet Government should be
allowed to circulate.
7· North Manchuria as far as the Sino-Soviet boundary should be
protected by both Soviet and Chinese troops.
8. The properties of the Soviet Government as well as those of the
Chinese Eastern Railway should be restored. 9

It goes without saying that these harsh conditions were rejected
by the. Muk<ien Government, and the Soviet-Mukden Conference
·· ,_gradually slowed down to a stop. On June 7, General Yang Yu-ting,
on behalf of the Mukden Government, adjourned the conference
while the Soviet representatives were making ready to leave for
1\rfoscow. But the conference was reopened on July 22, and Shelebrokoff .again returned to take part in it. Mukden immedi<ttely
proposed that Karakhan be recalled, which once more ended the.
conference without result.

• Ho Han-wen, op. cit., pp. 354-5.
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S· Sino-Soviet Committee
On July ji, 1926, the Chinese Foreign Ministry telegraphed its
charge d'affaire~ in Moscow, Tseng Yen-hsi, to make formal
representations to the Soviet Government for the recall of Karakhan.
On August 9, Tseng telegraphed back forwarding the Soviet reply
that negotiations could not be carried on until a regular government was established in China. Three days later, the Foreign
Ministry agarn telegraphed Tseng to urge the Soviet Government
to recall Karakhan without further delay, and the Soviet Government finally complied with their request. Karakhan left China on
Septernber IO. To take his place, the Soviet Government sent
Chernik.
By this time the Sino-Soviet Conference had come to a standstill,
and the Chinese Commission for participation in the conference had
been abolished. A Sino-Soviet Committee was organized hy the
Chinese Foreign Ministry to look after affairs which should normally
have been attended to by the conference. The committee was headed
by Wang Yin-tai, the Vice-Minister. It was also announced that
three committees, on commerce, boundary and legal questions
respectively, were to be established in Peking, and that another three
committees, on the Chinese Eastern Railway, navigation rights on
the Amur River, and debt and compensation questions respectively,
were to be established in Mukden. The Chinese Foreign Ministry
then notified the Soviet Embassy that they wished to continue the
Sino-Soviet Conference and requested that Soviet representatives be
appointed to sit on the committees. By this time, however, the
Chinese Nationalist Governrnent had already been established in
Canton, and the centre of Sino-Soviet diplomatic relations was
gradually shifted from the north to the south. To the repeated
requests of· the Peking Foreign Ministry,. therefore, the Soviet
Government paid no attention whatever. Thus conch1dcd the affail's"
of the Sino-Soviet Conference.
6. Soviet-Japanese Convention

At this point it would not be out of place to dwell briefly on SovietJapanese relations which concerned China so much. The secret
Russo-Japanese Convention of 1910 defined most specifically the
spheres of their common interests in Manchuria, and declared the
maintenance of the status quo. The Convention oE 1912 added Mort-
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golia-to the delimitation of spheres of interest in Manchuria. The
eastern part of Mongolia was recognized as belonging to the Japanese
sphere of interest. In the Convention of 1916, Russia and Japan
recognized the vital interests of each other in China, and came to
an understanding for co-operative action against actions of any third
power having hostile designs on them. This was almost e_quivalent
-to an _ alliance to maintain peace and order in the Far East, and
effe<:dvely ousted American interests from Manchuria, thereby ending the Open Door Policy in practice, as far as Manchuria was concerned.
When the Soviet regime came into power, the secret Russo"
J apanese Conventions were declared null and void, which, of course,
alarmed Japan. ·She began to intervene b y sending troops to Siberia,
but without any success. After the withdrawal of troops from
Siberia, she started an economic blockade against Soviet Russia.
This was found to be a great commercial loss to Japan, especially
since her interests in the fisheries of the Far East were totally impeded. Owing to the stability of the Soviet Government, diplomatic
relations with other nations had been re-established. In view of
this and the resumption of Sino-Soviet relations on May 31, 1924,
Japan changed her foreign policy and was seeking the restoration of
norll).al relations with the Soviet Union .
. Prior to the signing of the Sino-Soviet Pact in Peking, SovietJapanese negotiations had been started in Changchun. Joffe suggested to the Chinese Foreign Ministry on August 27, 1922, that
delegates be appointed to participate in the Changchun Conference.
This was rejected by the Chinese Government, but a declaration
was made both to Tokyo and Changchun, to the effect that any
agreement reached in the Soviet-Japanese Conference concerning
Ghina's sovereignty and interests would not be recognized unless
approval was previously obtained from China. The reply from the
J_ap_<lnese_ Government gave the - assurance that Soviet-Japanese
negotiations would only limit the relations between the two countri~s
and would not affect China's sovereignty and interests in any sense.
This calmed the uneasiness of the Chinese Government which considered the reply to be entirely reliable. The Soviet-Japanese Conference at Changchun ceased to function before any substantial
results were obtained. After that Joffe went to Japan to continue the
riegotiations, but they again ended in a deadlock. The whole matter
was then taken over by Karakhan, after his arrival at Peking. He
-- once made an interesting statement to Japanese newspapermen at
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·::Peking, commenting on an interviewgivcn bythe Japa~~se fJr.~rn.,..,.,- ·
. 'This interview,' he said, 'admirably illustrate~ why
"between the Soviet Union and Japan have not yet been
for even now the Japanese Government is mistaken in its
ohhc significance of this question. Japan imagines that, by recognizing the Soviet Union, it is making us a tremendous concession
and is placing us under great obligations. But so long as Japan
does not comprehend that both sides are alike interested in • the
resitmption of mutual relations, just . so long will it be difficult ~o
attain the desired result . . . . The Soviet Union's policy is ba..sed
upon the principle of full reciprocity, andwe do not wish to i'ei::¢tJ§
f-rom this principle. . . . We want an agreement with Japan, l:)lif
we cannot make any sacrifices, just as we do not ask for any sacrifi<;es '
on the part of Japan.' 1 o
~ ..·
The signing of the Sino-Soviet Agreement hastened the =conBlU'-'
sion of a Soviet-Japanese Treaty. Chicherin, the Commissa.i fot ·
Foreign Affairs, declared in October 1924 that a treaty with}apan
was in sight. On January 17, 1925, the Chinese Government,. on
hearing that the Soviet-}apanese Treaty was abont to be signed,
reiterated the previous declaration to Japan and also to the Soviet
Union:, on the basis of Article IV of the Agreement on General
Principles, signed between China and the Soviet Union. ;
On January 20, 1925, the Soviet-Japanese Treatywas signedat'
Peking by Mr. L. Karakhan for the Soviet Union and N.[r. K.
Yoshizawa for Japan, and thus diplomatic relations between the tvvo
countries were normally restored.
Article II of this treaty stipulated: 'The U.S.S.R. agrees that. the
treaty concluded in Portsmouth on September 5, 1905, remains in
full force. It is agreed that all treaties, conventions and agreements
outside of the above-mentioned Portsmouth Treaty entered ·irito ·
between Japan and Russia up to November 7, 1917, will be revised
at th~ conference which is tb take place subsequcndy --between.th:(:
governments of the contracting parties, and that they may be .
changed or cancelled as will be called for by the changed circl!m-.
stances.' The Chinese Foreign Ministry sent a strong protes{ to the
Soviet Government on February 1 i, sta,ting that the Chinese Government would not recognize the treaty, which violated the existing
Sino-Soviet Agreement. The same statement was despatched to the
Japanese Minister in Peking. The Soviet Ambassador in · Peking
replied that such protest would have been timely if it had beep made
1o

Yakhontoff, op. cit., p. Z45·

"-tJ·"-H'~~"' Minister also replied on March 3 that the
interests in
obtained through the Portsmouth
already been recognized by China as mentioned in the Sino-Japanese
Treaty signed in 1905. This, being an existing Sino-Japanese Treaty,
could not be affected by any controversies arising from the Sino"
Russian Treaties.

Thus, the \V()l".lzi~g.~f.:~:~Fg~:l~:?()~i-~~~.llir~:n;~Bt ~~~1.!~~~,,
The Soviet-Japanese Convention did not accord with the letter and
spirit of the 1919 and 1920 Declarations, or with Article IV of the
1924 Agreement, according to which all treaties concluded between
the former Tsarist Government and any third party affecting the·
sovereign rights or interests of China were to be cancelled.
11

Ho Han-wen, op. cit., p. 363.

Chapter XI
SEVERANCE OF SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS
ONTROVERSIES over the Sino-Soviet Conference as shown in the
last chapter had already strained relations between the two
countries. During that time, the Peking Government had
been reduced to a merely nominal body, with the rise of the
Nationalist Government at Canton and another separate government in Manchuria. Left-wing activities began to seep into China,
making usc of the Soviet Embassy in Peking as their centre of operations. The Peking Government was at that time headed by-~':l::sJ:~!_
Chan Tso-lin, a ver anti-Communist warlord. He searched the
~m )ass , Wit 1 t ~e COI)l1ivance of the~P!PJ()matic Corps
I eking. Some important documents were seized during the raid,
~ I'~~,.;:;S,£?,_}gan si:lf~ Chin~se Communists, hcaq~d by Li Ta-ch<:~"
were arrested. In the south the Nanking Government found Cot11inuni.st a.ctivities intolerable, and checked them by purging the par.ty.
~.:.J?or~5!!:._~~2.:;len, OI?;Ce very in~~l Soviet adyi~~rs,
'soon aft~!,,_g!?ina. Recognition ()f S,gyie_F. representatives
iJ2_Qhi!]2o_~s wjQ1_s1r~t,~~n. Thus China and the Soviet Union severe(i
relations.

C

z. Question of Return of Russian Legation
After the resumption of Sino-Soviet relations on May 31, 1924,
the Soviet Government proposed to China to elevate their respective Legations to Embassies. Hence M. Mikhailovitch Karakhan was
made first Soviet Ambassador to China. This timely action had
great significance, for the first Soviet Ambassador automatically
became Dean of the Diplomatic Corps, with ambassadorial• precedence over the Ministers of Britain, Japan, the United· States, .
France, Germany and haly. 1
Naturally this did not please the Diplomatic Corps in Peking, who
1

Teichman, Eric, Affairs of China, 1938, p. 6z.
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had tried to interfere with the resumption of normal relations
between China and the Soviet Union. Then a controversy arose
about the return of the Russian Legation as agreed upon in the
Sino-Soviet Agreement. Owing to the stipulation of the Protocol of
rgor, the Chinese Government had been unable, during the Russian
Revolution, to take over control of the Russian Legation, which was
located in the Legation Quarter, even though diplomatic relations
between China and the new Soviet regime had not yet been established. The Protocol Powers in Peking at first asked Prince
Koudachev, the Russian Minister of the Tsarist regime, to take care
of the Legation, and then it came under the charge of Sir William
Oudendyk, the Dutch Minister and concurrently Dean of the Diplomatic Corps in Peking. The Chinese Ministry of F oreign Affairs
sent a formal note to the Diplom.atic Corps on June 9, asking the
return of the Russian Legation to the representative of the Soviet
Government. The Diplomatic Corps, however, took advantage of
the Boxer Protocol, declared that the Soviet representative should
be placed in direct negotiation with the Diplomatic Corps regarding
the return of the Russian Legation, and added that the Chinese
Government had not authority to intervene. This declaration
naturally infuriated the Chinese people. The W aichiaopu (Ministry
of Foreign Affairs) lodged a strong protest. In order to calm public
sentiment, the Diplomatic Corps addressed another note to the
W aichiaopu as well as to the Soviet representative, asking the latter
to take over the Russian Legation on the condition that the Soviet
Union would still be bound by the Protocol. This was the reason
why Karakhan once declared that the Soviet Union· was still one
of the Powers signatory to the said Protocol. It was even rumoured
that before he moved into the old Russian Legation, Karakhan had
agreed that, in return for being recognized as Dean of the Diploruatic Corps, he would not carry on any propaganda detrimental to
tp{:! •other Powers. Karakhan, however, categorically denied this
after receiving bitter criticism from the Chinese community.
'As the only Ambassador to China,' said the Dutch Minister,
'Karakhan should be the dean of the diplomatic body, but since at
the official receptions. he was received separately and all the Ministers
were received together, he never had an occasion. to exercise the
function. He had expressed the conviction that he would be able
to obstruct all the collective activities of the diplomatic body, because
complete. unanimity was required for its decisions, but h{:! was never
given an opportunity to do so. The diplomatic meetings were
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carried on as before under my chairmanship as "Senior Minister ''.' 2
On March 17, 1925, the Diplomatic Corps in Peking passed
resolution that, according to diplomatic practice, the Ambas~ador
sh()uld become automatically Dean of the Diplomatic Body, and that
the Soviet Union should be recognized as one of the signatory
Powers of the Protocol of 1901. Karakhan, after receiving instructions from Moscow on April 27, formally assumed office as Dean of
the Diplomatic Corps, and a few years later all the major Powers
converted their Legations into Embassies.

z. Raids on Soviet Embassy

A

Meanwhile the centre of Chinese political activities had, shifted
from the north to the south. With the establishment of the Chinese
Nationalist Government in Canton, the real centre for relations
between the Soviet Union and China had been transferred froti1
Peking to Canton. Sir Eric Teichm.an once remarked: 'Karakhan,
the Armenian, working in Peking as Soviet Ambassador, and
Borodin, the unofficial but masterful Soviet agent in Canton, had
all the Kuomintang generals and politicians dancing to their tunes/3
The Soviet Embassy in Peking remained but an empty shell Which
the Soviet Government still preserved for the reason that
hot-bed of Communist activities. For the purposed protection, Li
Ta-chao, a professor of Peking N<;t~2pal Untyersity, who later,was
reveaica as the leader oftheChinesc~ommunists in north Chin<_t,
r§ade his heacl<juarts;·s iri.1he"80vTetED:ibassy~'"JJ seew_s_d that t~.was
!.. true bcli~;-, in Marxism: as he;.c)Yi~lJ:•..often found eenniless !!!~r
l~Y,~.~1Zi,£~c<±ve~his salary from .the university, through giving <~!Ifis
to his poor triends on the way hOIRc~ltJ?._',Vriter J?ftCJ.L.!UCt hitl}
in Pekin~. (;Qmmunist activities in Peking ultimately became well
known, and the Chinese authorities were very much annoyed with
the existing state of affairs and decided to take immediate action.
In the early part of 1926, the anti-Communist movement in the
capital was ver~ strong. Youthful Communists who held responsible positions ~ound •it necessary to take shelter in the Soviet
Ernbassy, which later attracted the attention of the authorities. The
~hinese police, knowing of the existence of such a conspiracy, were
further strengthened in their belief by the arrest of a messenger boy
wh<:> delivered notices for. the Communist meetings. They decicied.
2
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not to delay appropriate action against those who took shelter under
the protection of the status of the Legation Quarter.
The . Chinese authorities took this arbitrary action agai:qst the
Soviet Embassy for a number of reasons. (1) The Nationalist
Government, then newly established in Hankow, had taken a stand
against the Peking Government, materially assisted by the backing
of the Soviet Union. The Peking Government, therefore, decided
to strike back. (z) The Peking Government was believed to have.
been prompted by Britain, which after the massacre in Shanghai
and the strike in Hong Kong had suffered tremendous setbacks
both economic and political. British prestige in the Far East was
seriously shaken. It was reported that Britain had pe1;suaded the
almost-disintegrated Peking Government to take action against the
conspiratorial centre in the Soviet Embassy. (3) The southern
revolutionary government, having won the popular sympathy
through revolutionary slogans, was carrying everything befote. it in
a northern expedition, which greatly endangered the position of the
Peking Government. To regain the sympathy of the people, the
Peking Government undertook to destroy Red influence. (4) Because
(jf the. dispute over the Chinese Eastern Railway, Marshal Chang
Tso-lin bore a grudge against the Soviet Union, and especially
againstits Ambassador, Karakhan.

~,or ~~~,£~~Qov_EE~~E,! h~.d ~~~~..~.~~~.S'-~E!EI;_a
cJ.esi nto. undermine Soy,_~ in C:hin~" . QI2J)1~rc!LL.L9.n
a .oviet steam.er:-Pamzai ".LenZ'na;·an-Fis-w~yroHankow with a cargo
of tea, was detained· at Pukow by some of General Chang Chungthang's troops, consisting of White Russians. Borodin's wife and
several other Soviet citizens who claimed to be diplomatic officials
were discovered on board. Large quantities of Communist literature were also found. Chang Chung-chang ordered these people • to
be detained and transported to Tsinan under guard. Against this
the Soviet Ambassador immediately lodged a strong protest.
At the same time; Chang Chung~chang's Headquarters published
a statement to the effect that the Soviet Government should be held
responsible for the incident, as the ship was carrying Communist
leaflets in direct violation of the Sino-Soviet Agreement. The
C::hinese charge d'affaires in Moscow was instructed to inform the
Soviet Government that it was not possible to release the ship
atid the people on board as requested.
On March 20 the Peki~uthorities conducted a venera! search
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students...~ further_w;r,f,SJ..l':as mad~_gn the 2~!9-·•...J:;~:~e educational
institutions in Peking had among them at the time S<)me ten
thousqnd Kuomintang members and six or seven hundred Com·
munists. A list of the more important members of both parties
was drawn up by the authorities and the principals of the various
schools were instructed to hand them over. The terror-stricken
students and intellectuals, especially the active Communists, took
refuge in the Soviet Embassy.
These develo ments led to the search of the Soviet Embassy in
Peking. The Mukden authontlCS rst consu te Wlt t e
Minister, who heartily favoured the measure, but added that Chinese
troops or police were debarred from the Legation Quarter by the
Boxer Protocol, and it was no small matter to act in violation of
that treaty. A request for permission to do so, therefore, should
come from the Chinese Foreign Ministry. Dr. Wellington Koo, the
then Foreign Minister, was asked to undertake the task. Dr. Koo
passed the request on to his subordinates, but no definite measures
were taken.
It happened that a serious rumour of a Communist uprising was
current in Tientsin, and foreign residents were fast evacuating the
city. These also looked upon the Soviet Embassy as being concerned
in the trouble. It was then that the Mukden authorities decided
to . take. the situati;-;~i~~-i~;~:~_Ih;;-··-~p~lie
:Mln18teis" -c;rc:~;a;:-·B1·itai;-;nd France was sought, but • th~y
refused to commit themselves. The Mukden authorities insisted
that, with war going on, it was impossible to permit the existence
of such a nuisance in the rear, where the army commarid
was, and that the matter had to be dealt with somehow. The
Ministers replied that they would call a conference of all representatives of countries which had a part in the Boxer Protocol. The
decision arrived at by the conference was that Chinese troops and
police might be allowed to enter on certain conditions; the actual
working plan to be left to the discretion of the Dutch Minister;
The Mukden authorities then held negotiations with the Minister
of the Netherlands. The strictest secrecy was observed, so much
so that, other than the Ministers themselves, not even the diplomatic circle had knowledge of the affair.
On the night of April 5, the Metropolitan Police Chief, Chen
Hsmg-ya,' was callea to the Headquarters and instructed what he
should do. He was to have the necessary number of police ready
early the next morning, in addition to a number of men in civilian
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dress who were to bear a Ted •arm"band for identification. At the
same time, he vvas instructed to prepare an official document, requesting the diplomatic authorities for permission to search the Dalbank,
the offices of the Chinese Eastern Railway and the Boxer Indemnity
Fund, all located in the Legation Quarter. He was to say that certain
party men were plotting for a riot, and that the emergency required
an immediate search.
Early next morning, Foreign Commissioner Wu Chin of Chang
Tso-lin's Headquarters and concurrently Vice-Minister for Foreign
Af{ail"s, proceeded to the Soviet Embassy to direct the search. By
ro a.m. all necessary personnel were gathered. The document afore"
rnentioned was countersigned by the Dutch Minister at ro.2o a.m;,
and the search was immediately begun. The police had with them
a plan, made by a foreigner, of the various grounds and buildings.
With the help of the plan, the police now posted guards and the
search was begun, the result of which was w!h~~..~~l4~S:h~ll~9.1.!. of .bi
~Ta-chao, . J...~ X.£.t!::J_~.. ~~..d over sixty ot~1.er .J;;,2.~TdtJ!i~~ es . well. as
many 1mportailt(f0cuments relatins to the attempted conspiracy. 4
At 2 p.m. t~~~~;:;a;-'~s still going on. 'With diplomatic ze~l,
the Chinese raiding party exceeded their authority and broke
into the adjoining building which housed the offices of the Soviet
military attache, where they found the occupants busy consigning
their archives to the flames. But the Chinese are a practical people,
nqt to be deterred by so simple a manceuvre, and Chinese people
w~_re already on the roof pouring water down the diplomatic
chimneys. 'I_he•. result ...£Llh!;..!.:~Ls! y:;as...J:J:~~~ei~~~,.9.L~ mass of
d~~..5.~-~~E~.stl?.Y~JIL~-~.!h£Jdgh....Ille£l.I>..2Lth£.!1L.JI~!~,
revealed to the world the . . close.. association between the . B.l1ssian

.
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Kuomintang.' 5
On the evidence thus obtaiiJ.eci, tb~..Pe.king..GJ2Y~IU!Jl~D.!.194.g.t4----
a strong protest with the Soviet charge d'affaires. The Soviet
charge d'affaires also protested on March 7 against the searching /
of the offices of the military attache of the Emhassy. Meanwhile/
the Dutch Minister, on behalf of the diplomatic representatives,
protested to the Foreign Ministry, because the search was allegedly
carried. beyond the prescribed limits. This last, however, was no
more than a grateful gesture.
Let us confirm this extraordinary event by the following state5
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writteil by Oudendyk, the Dutch Minister, a mari of
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also for causing a Communist uprising in the capit~J- ... They
learned that the . Dalbank, the Bolshevik banking institution
installed in the former Russian post office, and certain buildings
in the former Russian barracks occupied by employees of the
Chinese Eastern Railway, wer~ being used for revolutionary purposes and as meeting-places for Chinese Communists, and they
desired to put an end to these illegal doings, which went on under
the protection afforded by the status of the Legation Quarter.
'One of Marshal Chang Tso-lin's right-hand men, Mr. \Vu
Chin, who was then Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs, came to see
me about it. After being told that the Legation Quarter could do
nothing in this matter, he asked for permission for the Chinese
police to enter the Quarter and search these buildings. This
request I submitted to my cplleagues, who shared my o{Jinion that
it should be granted. Thereupon, on the morning of the 6th
April a secretary of the Metropolitan Police requested my endorsement on a warrant for the search of the buildings in q'uestion:
so I wrote on the back in English (as there was an American. sentry
at the western entrance of the Legation Street) that a company of
Chinese police should be actmitted to the Quarter at eleven o'clock.
I immediately informed my colleagues of this. . . .
'Exactly at eleven o'clock a few Chinese police in plain clothes
came quietly along, pushed the gate between the barracks and the
Soviet bank open, passed the few women and bank clerks who
-·{f€fb-l:i!SU:!Gl,1lg.thet·<: chatting, .and disappeared into the barracks,
compound. They were followed by a few more police in uniform...~
It took some time before the Russians began to suspect that somer;;~
thing was up. They then hurriedly decamped, and some front
doors of the bank were closed. By that time some fifty or sixty
policemen had rushed the gate and disappeared from view .••. I
watched the proceedings from the landing window in my legation,
with some friends, among whom there was Captain Roque Qfthe
French Legation. Everything remained perfectly quiet for .quit~
a while. Some six or eight passers-by stopped in the street, cu~iol!s
to know why Chinese pqlice should have gone into the Soviet

the gate
policemen
inside. He quickly
'"·""ua puller not to enter but to go straight on. He
life by this timely mana:uvre.
'After a few minutes some of the policemen came out again,
·?_1.ea.~in 0 a ve;:2, w,~J,kdn:ssed 1 eld. erlx _Chinese by. t.he. ar~ It was
; '\Ei Ta-chao, the well-known Chinese Communist. Next in quick
succession came several younger Chinese and a-·c·hin~se woman.
They were placed in motor-cars and driven away. Then a nuniber
of Russians were brought out, some with their arms tied behind
their backs, they were also dri~en away . . . . Suddenly a great
column of smoke was seen rising from the western part of the
barrack compound. Before long a Chinese fire engine was brought
on to the scene, and a hose was laid over the building and water
pumped down the chimney. This quenched the fire, but an enormous quantity of documents, and no doubt the most inCI·iminating ones, must have meanwhile perished in the flames . . . .
'When my colleagues and I heard that these premises had been
searched, we sent a written Erotest to the W aic~iaopu, pointing

~~LE!:;:E..,!§'5:..g.h:~~.~-~~-J?S!~si.t:g__
<;;:;cs.<;~ga:i~<;ti::i~ili§E;li·:.=Th~

raid naturally

crea~ed

no ':mall

sensatio~~·o

The S<:~I;:t Gover.~ment was nat2;1~.~1X... ;::~~2 indi_g_~ant o':.~~- -!:!::~.. .
il!§dent.. J'1!~ d~onstrations were held in m~!!.L.§.?.::~~~--:~es.
A_ .severe diplomatic protest was handed to the Chinese charge
d'crfjaires in Mosccw, embodying the following four deniands:
(1) Chinese troops and police to retire it:nmediately from the office of ·
the Embassy; (2) The arrested Soviet personnel of the EII]-bassy and
employees of the Economic Investigation Bureau to be immediately
released; (3) All documents tak_e::n from the office of the military
attache of the Embassy to be returned at once; (4) All articles taken
by the troops and the police to be returned to the proper owners.
Unless a satisfactory reply was received, the Soviet Ambassador
would be recalled.
This protest having been made, the personnel of the Soviet Embassy got ready to leave. A list of names was given to the Chinese
Foreign Ministry, with the request that passports be issued, which
was complied with. On the morning of April 19, the Soviet charge
• Oudendyk, op. cit., pp. 348-so.
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the other hand, though the Soviet charge
had left Peking, Soviet consuls in the Three Eastern Provinces
still at their posts, Thu~_,,,9iElolJ!;at.~_!Sl!:!&iotb':."!?S!~.~n .. P~-~~ng
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was set up for their trial. Prisoners of Chinese citizenship were first
heard. The following individuals were found guilty on evide1lce
·;:?Obtained through the search and variously sentenced: Li Ta-chao,
A Lu Y ou-y;?:. ~n~. eit;;htec11 otl1crs were. sentenced to dcatl~. Li died

tyiCcf~~h c;:r~~'niartyi:, "gazhig

heavci1 :~a!£. wi~g"e.Jong·-~ig11J~iiljg

no pctrtmg word for his family. Others were sentenced to various
degrees of imprisonment. Some thirty of the rest were not ~ried
•but detained by the police.
As to the nineteen prisoners of Soviet citizenship arrested in the
,Soviet Embassy, as well as Borodin's wife and the three postal rue:;' sengcrs apprehended in Pukow, the Peking Government decided
that they should be tried by the Peking Supreme Court, . A prehearing was conducted on May 10, but sentence was reserved. QIJ.
July 12, the Judge of the Supreme Court exercised his authoritY'to
announce in the court that Borodin's wife and the three rnesserigers
should be set at liberty on account of the grand amnesty (in connection with the assumption of the rank of Generalissimo by Marshal
Chang Tso-lin), while the others were detained for further tl'i~L
These latter did not regain their liberty till after the Peking Government toppled, when the Soviet Embassy incident was considered
·
virtually closed.
According to the version of Oudendykthcse Russian culprits owed
their lives to the advice he gave to Chang Tso-lin. For shortly afwr
the raid, he received a visit from one of Chang Tso-lin's secretaries,
who told him that the arrested Russians would be treated in the
same manner as the Chinese .owing to the fact that the Russians
were under Chinese, jurisdiction. He made the following sugges-
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· tion: 'That the Chinese Communists had been executed· withoura:
puhli~ trial, but with regard t~ the Russians the matter stood smne:What differently. , .. A proper and publictria.l would be necessary,
in accordance with China's new laws, in the presence of the foreign
Press· and with proper defence for the accused.' His sound advice
was apparently accepted by Generalissimo Chang Tso-lin.

3· Party Purge
"_ Tl:te north~rn expedition of the ~ationalist Governmens==~
started from Canton, met with e;;s,x:~ ~.l!~~es and, by July 192q,
..fiunan, Hupeh and Kiangsi were captured. -It was then that Co111- ·munist · influence greatly extended along the valleys of the Pearl
,-arid the Yangtze Rivers.
A number of Soviet military and political advisers were sent from
Moscow. Michael Borodin was made the chief political adviser, and
St,!.:.r;.- also ~"~;·_~leuch'~;, ~is' a£eoi£!ed ,milir~ry advise;. ·--it
was not long before the virtual control of the Chinese Revolution
fe_ll irito their hands, which aroused the indignation and jealousy
• o~ the Kuomintang who attempted to oust the Communists. The
-incident of the Chungshan gunboat on March 20, 1926, gave rise
'to· the sudden declaration of martial law in Canton. Internal and
e~temal ~ommunications were severed. Twenty or thirty Soviet
~iti~ens in _the service of the Canton Government were rounded _up ·
ailcl deported. This immediately created a tense atmosphere, and
•It was thought that the Kuomintang might break with the Comlll,u nist Party.
·
·
-· J:N'ext came the party ur e in Nanking. Influential heads of the
-Kuomintang ca e
meetmg on
is, at which Wu Tze-hui,
a11 elder member, requested the Central Plenary Executive Council
to ·acj_opt drastic measures. Party purge movements were then started
in Kwang-tung, Kwangsi, Fukien, Chekiang, Kiangsu and Anhuei.
· The Wuhan Go~ernment, domin&lJ.tc) _bx the Communist Party, at
first main.!]#;s£Ci.}?.!JOnS <:>vi.i§~i~i~t_this time the Con;mun1S!"
influence was fast spreading in Hunan and Hupeh. By June 3, an
active purge was begun in Kiangsi, when the leaders of the Wuhan
~ Government found it necessary or advisable to sever relations with
. the Communist Party also. The Central Executive Committee of
die \Vuhan Government passed a resolution on June 17 dispensing
-with the services of Borodin as · adviser to the government, and
Foreign Minister Eugene Chen -~-as entrusted with the responsibility

a

--im

of .- as!(ing _Borodih to rake h.!s- cui·_b .the Communist Party was passed on July (5·
. _. , _. • . Borodin and the rest of the Soviets realized that their opp6t'ttiili_ty
for activities in China was irretrievably gone, and the whole party
.:-left Wuhan for the Soviet Union on July 27 ~I!!___
Ho~~he?-si
. and M?ngol!~: _ I!..,!~.no: ti!l · Q§.tq_ker ~J;~t ther reached ~?S<:?,~· _
Soon after, B~:odin was toiiOWC({ nr Eu~ene Che_::: _ q-~~eral Galen
remained behmd and later set out for Shanghai, where he took boat
for Japan and the Soviet Union.
After the uprisings in Canton, the Nationalist Government on the
night of December 14 withdrew recognition from all the consuls of
the U.S.S.R. ~n the various provinces and ·suppressed-all Soviet - co_m~
mercial agencies. The Foreign Ministry was instructed to ·put 't his
order into execution, in conjunction with the authorities concerned.
Recognition of Soviet consulates having been withdrawn, the
Soviet Government requested the German Government to instruct
the consuls of the latter country in China to take charge of the
Soviet consulates as well as to look after the protection of Sovi<:t
citizens. This was agreed to by the Nationalist Government, provided no political or diplomatic duties were included.
When news of the withdrawal of recognition of Soviet representa"
tivcs on the part of the Nationalist Government reached ly.loscow, it
brought about a very unfavourable reaction. Chicherin, the Foreign
Commissar of the Soviet Government, telegraphed B. Kozzovsky; _
the Soviet Consul in Shanghai, who had not yet left, to infor'm Quo·
Tai-chi, the Chinese Commissioner for Foreign Affairs, that lhe
Soviet Government had never recognized the Nanking Govern1Ilent
and, for that reason, refused to consider the Nanking Government's
note of July 15.
The Soviet Government also alleged that the Nanking Government was working under the influence of foreign imperialists to _the
disadvantage of the Chinese people as a whole. It also denied having
pc'u'tici.pated in the uprising.
·.. -' c·----~·c._, _____, ·.- .
After the establishment of the Nationalist Govcrm;.cnt in Ca~t~n,
in spite of the close relations with the U.S.S.R., no diplomatic recognition was formally given; which enabled the Soviet Government. to
ridicule any move on the part of the Nationalist Government and
to refuse severance of relations. However, the Nationalist Government from that time on simply paid no attention to what the Soviet
Union had to say.
Among the documents relating to the incident is a telegram , to
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General Chiang Kai-shek from Madame Sun Yat-sen who was in
Moscow at the time. A translation of this is appended hereto:
'I was on the point of starting for home from Moscow when
I learned of your proposal to sever relations with the Soviet Union
and to exclude Soviet consuls from the country. Should this
proposal of yours be put into practice, it would not only mean
national suicide, but would isolate the Party and the Country
from all possible sources of help. Future history will brand you
guilty of ruining the Party and the Country. Had you a fraction
oftheforesight of the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen, or did you not entirely
forget his last command to co-operate with the Soviet Union,
cquld you have blindly fallen into the snare of self-destruction
like this? I hope you will carefUlly weigh the matter and I expect
you to awake and withdraw your proposal; otherwise I should be
compelled to stay here for the present as a protest against such
faithless and suicidal policy. On whatever points you think are
difficult of settlement or inducing dispute, I firmly believe the
Soviet Union will be glad to negotiate with us for a peaceful
solution in order that the revolution may be brought to a success.''
It should be finally added that, whether recognition came from
the Nationalist Government or not, Soviet consuls in north China
continued to function right down to I92(J---t]}e year of the Chinese
Eastern
Railwav disnute-when·~·crr;;r;;;;;i!ic.,_~~Gl:T~~~"· ;;~e fina:Hy
""'"'"'-.....~-..,.~=~"~-"~"""-':J:hc.,..o'l<'<•co~occ""-o;>,_,_,~~-¥''''"'''''"'''''~<,-•"=''".J::"~,-"'""-''"C'"''''"'·'··c;,;;roc.o:;~-~··;,~~--~-,-,;..,...,,.,,,~,-- ,t·.""='''""'''·.,."'~''''''"·"·'"'''-'-'--·'"'·'-''"'"'_..__~- . ·.
severed.
7
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Chapter XII
THE SINO-SOVIET CRISIS OF 1929
agreement .for the joint management of the Chinese
Eastern Railway between the Soviet Union and China in 19i4
was a makeshift, which did not remove one of the major bones
of contention between the contracting parties. Friendly relations
between them were nominally resumed with the signing of the
Peking and Mukden Agreements, to which the Railway Agreement
was but a supplementary document, but in fact the Soviet Government gained more and more power over the railway ttll finally its
management practically passed into Soviet hands.
Meanwhile, Communist activities were being carried on in the
railway zone through the agency of Soviet diplomatic channels:
The search of the Soviet Em.bassy in Peking, dealt with fully in th.~
foregoing chapter, precipitated the beginning of strained relation.s
between the two countries.
The Sino-Soviet crisis of 1929 caused an open conflict, bringing
to China a humiliating defeat. Such a consequence could have been
easily foreseen from the start, since China had no clear objective
and had made no adequate preparations.

T
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1.

Tailing Over of the C.E.R.

In the recall of the Soviet Embassy officials, the Soviet consular
staiT and Soviet comni.ercial representatives in various parts of China
were not included. In Harbin the police received confidenti;ll
information that a conference of the Third International was to be
held in the Soviet Consulate on May 27, 1929. A raid was launched
on its premises while the conference was in progress. Among the
participants were a small number of Soviet officers and employees c)£
the Chinese Eastern Railway. The suspicions of the police were
first aroused by the fact that all doors of the consulate were closed.
When they got in, they found that most of the documents had been
198
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burnt in the stove. But the remaining documents and those .in
stove not yet consumed were confiscated, translated and published
by the Nanking Government.l
At that time the controversy about the respective rights and
privileges over the railway between China and the Soviet Union
still in progress. The situation was becoming more tense
daily.
The Sino-Soviet Agreement which stipulated that there should
be an equal number of Soviet and Chinese directors with equal executive power was never carried out. The Soviets were holding an overwhelming portion of the administrative power in their hands. For
izlstance, out of the eighteen divisions of the railway, .the heads of
fourteen were Soviet citizens, and only four Chinese. The Manager
and one of the two Assistant Managers were Soviet citizens. The
Chinese share of control over the railway was but nominal. Proposals
Were made by the Chinese side to .remedy these differences in a
joint conference; but the answers were invariably prevaricative. A
last concessional arrangement was offered by the Chinese on
l\1arch 27, 1929, embodying their minimum conditions, but it was
also rejected.
Now came the opportunity for the Chinese authorities to take
high-handed measures. Finding many of the Russian officers of the
1railway involved in left-wing activities, the Government of the
Eastern Provinces telegraphed the Central Government for instructions and was allowed to act at its own discretion. Given a free
hand,.the Provincial Government ordered that the railway be taken
over. At the same time, the telegraphic lines of the railway were
also forcibly taken over by the Provincial Government. The Soviet
Manager and Assistant Manager, together with fifty-nine members
of the higher Soviet executives of the railway, were dismissed and
deport~d. The dismissal and deportation were carried Out so abruptly
and hastily that it created adverse reactions among other Soviet
cUJ.ploy(.:es on the railway, who numbered more •than zo,ooo. They
perpetrated strikes and sabotage. It also created a false impression in other countries to the effect that the dismissal of the Soviet
Manager of the railway was a prelude to the taking over of the
railway.
On. the following day after the consulate had been searched, the
government received a long-distance telephone message from
Vladivostok intimating that the Soviet authorities had already
1

Se.e Documents with reference to the Sino" Russian Dispute, 1929, pp. 18-65.
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lodged a protest with regard
General in Vladivostok. On
arrested
ployees of the Soviet Government and the Chinese Eastern
or other Soviet citizens in the consulate on busineess regarding passports and visas. The note demanded the immediate release of the
persons detained and the restoration of documents and properties,
stating further that the Chinese Legation and consulates in the
Soviet Union would no longer be accorded diplomatic privileges.
Another note of warning was handed to the Chinese charge d'affaires
in Moscow, signed by Karakhan. Moreover, a separate protest was
delivered to young Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang by the Soviet Con•
sulate in Mukden on. July 13. After that the Chinese diplomatic
and consular officials in the Soviet Union were on their way back
to China.
2.

Soviet Ultimatum

Unexpectedly the Soviet Government commissioned Chelieplanhoff
as Envoy Extraordinary to J:ly to China for negotiations. His plane
was delayed on the way and he arrived at Irkutsk on July 15,
expecting to arrive at Harbin on the I 7th. However, while Chelieplanhoff was yet on his way, a note in the nature of an ultimatum
was signed and delivered to the Chinese Government by Karakhan
on July 13, which demanded a satisfactory answer in three· days.
The three main points of the note were:
1. A conference should be called without delay to settle all ques·
tions pertaining to the Chinese Eastern Railway.
z. All illegal actions against the Chinese Eastern Railway perpe·
trated by the various Chinese Government Departments should be
stopped.
3· All citizens of the Soviet Union in detention were to be immediately released, and the Chinese Governm<:nt should stop all
oppressive actions against Soviet citizens and organizations.
'The Government of the Soviet Union,' added the note, 'hopes
the Mukden Government and the Government of the Republic of
China will carefully consider the serious consequences of opposing
these proposals made by the Soviet Government. The Soviet Government expects a reply from the Chinese Government to the abovementioned items within three days, and wishes to state in advance
that, failing to receive a satisfactory reply the Soviet Government

come. to a most critical stage. ·War could
out between China and the Soviet Union at any time.
Partial military mobilization was anticipated. The Chinese Government's reply to the Soviet ultimatum was telegraphed to the Chinese
charge d'affaires in Moscow to be delivered to the Soviet Government. The English translation of the full text is given below:
'Since the signing of the Sino-Russian Provisional Agreement in
1924, diplomatic relations between the two, countries have been

firmly estaqlished. The Chinese Government and people according to their traditional sense of world brotherhood have at all
times endeavoured to meet the Soviet Government and people
with a spirit of equality and mutual assistance. In recent years,
however, it has been repeatedly discovered that Soviet Russia has
been conducting organized propaganda and other activities to
instigate the' Chinese people to take destructive measures against
the interests of the Chinese Government and society, thus compelling the government to take such steps as are necessary for the
maintenance of peace and order in the country.
'The authorities of the Three Eastern Provinces in ordering
the search of the Soviet consulate at Harbin, and in taking such
steps as already have been taken with reference to the Chinese
Eastern Railway, have but in view the prevention of the sudden
occurrence of incidents that are detrimental to the peace and order
of the country. They are emergency measures the government
has been forced to take, and the local authorities have been
extremely careful in localizing the incident.
'The National Government of China has repeatedly received
reports from the Three Eastern Provinces to the effect that the
Soviet Manager and other important Russian officials of the
Chinese Eastern Railway from the very beginning have never
observed the terms of the I924 Sino-Russian Agreement on the
provisional management of the Chinese Eastern Railway. F'or
the past several years, the said Manager and others have on
numerous occasions acted illegally and exceeded their lawful
authority, making it impossible for the Chinese officials of the railway to carry out their duties according to the agreement. Furthermore the Soviet members often utilized the said railway for
2
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the
are constrained to take this necessary action against
Chinese Eastern Railway. That we are not responsible for the
violation of the Sino-Russian Agreement and the agreement con"
cerning the provisional management of the railway is very obvious.
'Again, from the reports of our Embassy and consulates in
Russia, we have learnt that the Soviet Government has arrested
more than one thousand of our merchants without any provocation whatsoever. Most Chinese n>erchants there have been
reduced to wretched circumstances owing to Soviet oppression.
The Chinese Government, on the contrary, has always been broadminded in its relations with Soviet merchants and Soviet commercial organizations in China; and has never entertained any
prejudice against Soviet nationals. The arrest of certain Russians
and the raid on certain Russian institutions by the authorities of
the Three Eastern Provinces are entirely necessary for the purpose
of preventing antid·evolutionary propaganda and for maintaining
peace and order.
'The National Government of China does not propose the following conditions as counter-demands. But if the Soviet Government
will
r. Release all the Chinese merchants arrested and
by the Soviet Government, except those who, being
law suits, are guaranteed by the Chinese Embassy or ..._..,J'"''""'"o
to remain in Russia; and
2. Give such adequate protection and facilities as the L<lHLLc~c
merchants in Russia ai:e entitled to,

then the National Government of China will be ready
appropriate time to take similar ll1easures towards the
Soviet agents and the closed oflice buildings.
'In conclusion, the Chinese Government and people have always
cherished the hope that the Soviet Government will, of its own
accord, correct its past improper actions. As regards the present
case, we hope the Soviet Government will respect China's law .and
sovereignty and refrain from submitting proposals contradictory
to the actual facts of the case.':1 •
J?y this time relations between China and the Soviet Union
3
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world at large the
Evidence of .secret activities
ms:cH>sea during the search of
111ade. public. The Chinese manifesto
simultaneously through the Chinese .Pa<>nnn
and in the form ofa telegram from
Dr. Wang Chung-hui, who was instructed
rr.n ...~r.,ro at the Hague Conference.

3· Melinikoff-Tsai Negotiations
Following the Soviet note severing diplomatic relations, the Soviet
representatives in China had been immediately recalled. Just before
he left for Russia, the Soviet Consul General in Harbin, Melinikoff,
caJled on Tsai Yun-shing, Commissioner of Foreign Affairs, requesting an interview with Governor Chang Tso-hsiang ofKirin to discuss
tl;te .Chinese Eastern Railway incident. The request was granted,
a.nd the interview was arranged for July 24 at Changchun. The
outcome of the interview was considered satisfactory, and Melinikoff
entrained for Moscow the following day,. making it known to Commissioner Tsai that as soon as he arrived he intended to work for the
opening of a conference to discuss Chinese Eastern Railway ques·
tions. On July 28, Melinikoff telegraphed Tsai from Chita, asking
the latter to proceed there for discussions.
At about the same time, a telegram was retransmitted by the Commander of the Chinese Eastern Railway military guards in Manchuli,
fr<~rn the Soviet Military Command, in which it was stated that the
Soviet Union, being desirous to negotiate with China concerning the
"L'"'·~0~ Eastern Railway affair, and with a view to resuming inter·
national communication, had appointed Melinikoff as representative
for the discussions, and hoped that China would also send Commissioner Tsai Yun-shing for the same purpose. Thereupon Commissioner Tsai set out for Kirin for instructions, in the meantime
reporting to the Central Government. He was instructed to proceed
to the appointed place in the company of Li Shao-keng, Director
of the Chinese Eastern Railway. They were met by Melinikoff at
the third midway station building. Rather detailed opinions vyere
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ex<'lJ.~rig;ed both in •regard to. the •railway· and on the ~ul;>ject o~ commui1ication over the nati~nal boundaries. • The resultwas considered
satisfactory.•. Following the discussion, Melinikoff immt;diately.made
a report to the Soviet Government and prepared to set out for 1\!Ioscow to lay the whole •affair before the government, suggesting· that a
properly ~ppointed representative should be sent to open a formal
conference with China. As .to railroad communication benveen
Europe and Asia, it was decided that such should be resumed even
before the conference opened, in view of the mediation prqffered.
by the consuls of the different Powers concerned .
. The above-mentioned Tsai-Melinikoff conversation took pl;.tce
on the evening of July 30. A second talk was scheduled for the
morning of August I. This did not take place on account of both
representatives falling ill. On the afternoon of August 2, Melinikoff
entered Chinese territory and overtook Tsai at Manchuli. However,
this discussion led to nothing. The next day Mclinikoif sent his
secretary to call on Tsai and inform him that instructions had been
received from the Soviet C~ovcrnrnent for transmission of the following three points to the Chinese Government:

r. The personnel of the Chinese Eastern Railway to be reinstated,
and the prevailing system of management restored.
2. Soviet troops should enjoy the right to protect the railway.
3· Supervision over the Far Eastern Bank to be removed.

It was added that should the Chinese Government agree to these
proposals, the Soviet Union would be willing to send representatives
for a Sino-Soviet conference, and that railway communication over
th.c border could be resumed in advance. Tsai promised to transmit the message, and on the same night he telegraphed it to Marshal
Chang Hsiao-liang and Governor Chang Tso~hsiang. On the mm·n"
ing of August 4, a reply was received intimating that the proposed
conditions were dctrhnental to the sovereignty of China and could
not be agreed to. This answer was passed on to Melinikoff, and the
Tsai-Melinikoff conversation was postponed.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry formally appointed Chu Shao-yang
as Plenipotentiary on July 26, and he at once proceeded from Nanking to Manehuli for negotiations with the Soviet authorities. He
arrived there on August 6, but the authorities avoided meeting hirn.
Unable to meet Melinikoff, Chu telegraphed to Karakhan, requesting that a Soviet representative be sent for negotiations. On the

,,-.· ·
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-·• · .mo{ii1b{ofthe9tk ·-.Kar~kh;ri .~c~lledahditaikid:
Gh~1
_·telephone, stating ~hat his. gov~r~m~nt · wasi-eady _·ro · open
' .. t~ons on ~audition that the items ,given i11 the ulti!~at~r?: ·be ~r-.r,.,r,-a
• as .a basis for discussion, and requesting Chu to, furnish a
~n · writing. -Thus Chu had no choice but to return to Nanking.

Jith

4· Germany's Mediation

disruption of friendly relations, Soviet Russia set
about mobilizing troops and invading the Chinese border. In view
. of the grave situation, the French Government had previously:
·. intilnated its willingness to mediate, but nothing more was heard
ofthis offer. The Chinese Foreign Ministry then telegraphed Chiang
Tso-pin, Chinese Minister in Germany, instructing him to enquire
from the Soviet diplomatic representative in that country why such
acl:ions were taken. The reply was that the Soviet Government knew
nothing about the affairs referred to along the border, and that, provid~d Chinese troops did not invade Soviet territory, Soviet military
fofces would not begin the attack. It was stipulated that White
Russi<+n troops in China should be disbanded, otherwise the respon. ·sioility for all the encounters which might occur would have to rest
with the Chinese Government. When the Chinese Minister pointed
.. out actual · instances of Soviet troops . openmg attacks on China, the
So-viet reply was that the entrance of Soviet troops into Chinese
territory was caused by the need for self-defence against White
Russians who opened fire on them first. Should China be willing
to dissolve the armed White Russians and stop all menaces, the
Soviet Government would ·be willing to restrict similar actions.
On August 27 the Foreign Ministry prepared a reply, which was
delivered through the Chinese Minister in Germany, who was
instructed to get ii1 touch with Soviet diplomatic representatives from
tJ~e to time. Meanwhile the German Government offered its services as mediator of peace, · for which purpose it ·had previously __ ...
sought the opinion of both sides. On August 27 the German
Government formally proposed that both countries should publish
a .joint manifesto, embodying the following four points:
l: All questions should be settled in accordance with the provisions
ofthe Sino-Soviet Agreement, both countries immediately appointipgfully empowered representatives for discussions.
2. Conditions in respect of the Chinese Eastern Railway should
be adjusted on the basis of the Sino-Soviet Agreement and the Soviet-

u ni011 •should nominate. One L,dJ~~Lll.LL<Uy
and Assistant Manager of the
PP'"u•cu.<<'<<L by the Board of Directors.
The
instruct all Russian employees of the railway
strictly Article VI of the Sino-Soviet Agreement.
4· Both sides should set free all persons apprehended in connection .with the incident.
The Moscow Commissariat of Foreign Affairs replied through its
Minister in Germany that the Soviet Government agreed in principle to the proposal, but suggested the following alterations:
I. The conference should be called to settle the outstanding disputes in accordance with the Sino-Soviet Agreement of 1924- • The
Provisions of Clause IX of the Sino-Soviet Agreement should be
observed, especially in regard to the redemption of the Chinese
Eastern Railway.
2. All outstanding disputes connected with the railway should be
settled at the conference.
3· The appointment of the Soviet Manager and Assistant Manager
of the railway should be made simultaneously with the publication
of the joint manifesto.
·
4· ·Both governments were to instruct their respective employees
of the Chinese Eastern Railway to observe strictly Article VI of the
1924 Agreement.
5· Both sides were to set free immediately all persons apprehended
since May I, 1929, in connection with the incident.
The Chinese Government did not agree to these points, neither
would the Soviet Government give way. Another deadlock seemed
to be near, but Germany finally succeeded in persuading
Government to make certain concessions. Even this did
the situation, for the Chinese Government insisted on
original terms; with these the Soviet Governrncnt was w
that it did not reply. So the German good o{ficcs did not
any result. The Soviet Government, in order to avoid the
for the rejection of the proposed mediation, instructed
bassador in Berlin to convey to the Chinese Minister that
Union was ready to open direct negotiations with China.
Soviet Union was reluctant to accept mediation by a third
but welcomed direct negotiations.
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s..Military and Naval Engagements
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Shortly after the disruption of the negotiations, Soviet tr~~ps<
occupied three strategic towns near the border on August 12~ · Con~
· '· cef.ning the Chinese preparations, Reuter reported that Chinese troops
in the area m~mbered only I,JOO men, and that it was impossible
torsuch a small band to resist any attack.
· 1\tlarshal Chang Hsueh-liang did not order the mobilization ofhis
6o,o<w troops for defence till August xs-three days after the Soviet
ltr!Jpps had actually occupied three Chinese towns. Neither did
'Governor Chang Tso-hsiang proceed to Harbin to direct the defence ·.
l;>_efore August 22.
· .The captain of one of the Chinese gunboats asserted that he was
_- a'Yare of the grave insufficiency of ammunition and commissariat
- sU:pplies. Commander Han Kwang-ti also complained of an insuffl~
._ c:ient number of men, and antiquated armaments.
-.. In addition to the occupation of the three towns already noted,
Sovi(!t troops attacked and captured Mishan Hsien on August 23,
¥fa. ~g-ching Hsien on the z8th, Suiping Hsien on September 19,
Tungkiang Hsien on October 12, and Funchin Hsien on Novemberr,
' With regard to the battle of Tungkiang, the Soviets alleged tha,t
the Chinese opened fire first,· and they lodged a protest through the
· German Minister. As a matter of fact the Government of the Ea;tern Province~ gave a strict order to the armies under its authority not
to open fire on any account, and the military reverses suffered were
pa,rtly due to this order .
.... ·In October fighting wa,s resumed. The Chinese possessed only
seven river gunboats, confiscated from Germany at the end of the
World War, while the Soviet flotilla was immeasurably stronger.
Tri addition, the Soviets had eighteen planes. Early in the morning
-of Oc;tober 12, the Soviet Navy opened fire on the Chinese flotilla,
ih which attack nine gunboats, eighteen planes and three thousand
_·cavalry and, infantry participated. The upshot of the encounter was · ···
·--t:h:ai ' tu~gkiang fell
the Soviets, and the Chinese suffered a loss
. ,,_of hyo gunboats and 400 men.
· · the Chinese Government lodged a protest against the occupation
otTungkiang, through the German Government. At the same time
t]ie SOviet Government also lodged a protest through the German
dipl()matic representative in China, which the Chinese Government
reftised to accept, insisting that the offensive was taken by the Soviets.

to
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6. Peace Movements
On October 9 the German Government again tendered its good
offices, suggesting that both countries should cease reprisals and
immediately release prisoners. The Soviet Government turneddow!l
this offer and took the stand that 'no Soviet national would be
permitted to negotiate with the Chinese Government, nor would
mediation by any third party be acceptable unless the Soviet demands
were met'.
The Chinese Government then issued a second manifesto in English on October 25 to all the signatories of the Kellogg Pact, stating
that the Soviets had assumed the offensive while responsiblespokesmen on both sides were consulting a third party. The manifest()
further held the Soviet Government responsible for all losses and
damage caused to Chinese life and property. 4
The general reaction to this Chinese manifesto was far from sympathetic. It looked as if China was to find herself isolated. The
advance of Soviet forces was accelerating. On November r7 the
Soviets were making use of 6o cannons, 20 planes, a number. •of
armoured tanks and three divisions of infantry in the attack against
Dalainor. 5 The Chinese brigade there was surrounded and completely wiped out. Of the total number of 7,ooo only about r,ooo
escaped with their lives. Two of the three battalion commanders
died in action, the other was wounded, and the renowned Brigade
Commander Han Kwang-ti was killed. Simultaneously with the
attack on Dalainor, the Soviet forces encircled Manchuli, which,
after the occupation of the former, was so effectively cut off, that it
also fell. Brigade Commander Liang Chung-chia in charge of its
defence was killed in action.
The anxiety of the Chinese Government was increasing. A statement of past incidents was again issued to all the signatories of the
Kellogg Pact with the request that sanctions be applied against the
Soviet Union. Britain, France and the United States, the signatories
of the pact, seeing that their respective interests in China wonld
thus be endangered, delivered a note to the Chinese, as well as •the
Soviet Government, requesting them to stop military activities
forthwith, and pointing out that since both countries were signatories
to the Kellogg Pact, it behoved them to clesis,,t from war at once.
China Year Booll, 1929-30, p. 1229.
Chang Hsueh-liang's report to the Nanking Government on the fall . of
Manchuli dated August 24, 1929.
4
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The Chinese Governrnent expressed readiness .to comply 'With
request, while the Soviet Government considered this act as
friendly on the part of the three Powers concerned, and announced.
its decision to refuse the mediation of any third pcarty in the settlement of the affairs of the Chinese Eastern Railway. A second note
was sent to the Soviet Government by the United States, with equally
unfruitful results.
Left to fight its battle alone, the Chinese Nationalist Government
felt itself incompetent for the task. It wpuld do nothing but hint
to the Government of the Eastern Provinces that it should look for
an. opportunity to negotiate peace with the Soviet Union. Thereupon the Provincial Government instructed Tsai Yun-shing to try
to get in touch with the Soviets. Tsai sent a Soviet employee of the
Chinese Eastern Railway from Harbin to Khabarovsk to see the
Soviet Consul General, Simanovsky, and to express China's hope for
peace. The Soviet Consul General then sent a special train for Tsai
tomeet him at the fourth midway station, and the two representatives had a conversation in Kwanchengtze. Tsai also telegraphed
Karakhan, who wired Simanovsky to negotiate with Tsai.
Meanwhile the Nationalist Government seemed to have admitted
t}J.e expediency of permitting the local authorities to deal directly
with the Soviet Union. The reason for this was two-fold. First,
.being on the country's border, the North-eastern Provinces were
weighed down by complicated international relations, and all SinoSoviet negotiations were influenced by Japan. At the time, Japan
strongly recommended local negotiations with the Soviet Union.
Secondly, since the publication of the Chinese manifesto of October
:43,the Soviet Governme-\}t had been apprehensive ofintervention by
Japan.
Even after the fall of Manchuli and Dalaincir, the Nationalist
Government did not give up hope of intervention on the part of a
t}Iir.<;l :Ppwer, .. On .the 74th, a. telegram was despatched to variol!s
Chirwse Legations containing a statement of past events for transI1iission to tl1e respective governments to "1-vhich they vvere
accredited. A proposal was also made through the German Governwent to form an investigation committee, whose chairman was to
bea citizen of a third country. To this proposal the Soviet Governwent replied that Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang had already accepted
the. conditions suggested by the Soviet Government, and therefore
rhere was no necessity to set up such a committee.
• The British, French and American Governments issued a note on
0
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December I requesting .the two
concen1ed to stop
military activities. Both governments replied on December •3, .but
the Soviet note was very stiffly worded and asserted that direct
negotiations were being carried on with the Mukden Government
regarding the Chinese Eastern Railway. Hence no intervention from
a third party was admissible. With neither a definite objective nor
sufficient preparations to start with, the Nationalist Government had
now to sufier the consequences.

7· Khabarovsk Convention
After a week's conference a provisional agrcen1ent was made, and
Tsai r~turned to Mukden to report on his mission. The draft agreement was generally approved by the Government of the Ea;sterrt
Provinces, and Tsai was told to proceed to Khabarovsk to sign it.
This consisted of ten articles, accepting the Soviet demands in their
entirety. (See full text in Appendix A.)
Some sort of a protocol seemed to have been signed by the
representatives of the Soviet Government and the Mukden Government, for the latter commissioned Tsai Yun-shing and Li Shaokeng to proceed for this purpose on November 30. Reference was
also made in the Khabarovsk Treaty to the existence of the
Kwanchengtze Protocol, signed on December 3· The latter, however, was never published, but incidental evidence may be gathered
from a telegraphic report from Nanking in the Shanghai Press,
which reads as follows:
'Chang Hsueh-liang telegraphed the National Government to
the effect that arrangements had been made by Tsai Yun-shing
with the Soviet representatives, viz.: (1) A new railway Manager
and Assistant Manager were to be appointed by the Soviet Government: the ex-Manager was to be given another post on the railway; (2) The question of responsib.ility and blame ,to he decided
by investigations made by a personnel from each side; no participation by a third party to be admitted; (3) The Sino-Soviet controversy to be settled by a Sino-Soviet conference. The Nationalist
Government was requested to make a decision thereon and appoint
an envoy for formal negotiations. Upon receipt of this telegram,
General Chiang Kai-shek called an urgent meeting of the government heads, at which Chiang decided to accept these terms in toto,
in view of prevailing internal troubles.' 6
6

Shun Pao, Shanghai, December 8, 1929.
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In other words, China capitulated unconditionally. The negotia;tions had, by this time, arrived at a riper stage. On December ro,
Tsai Yun-shing proceeded to Khabarovsk, where a preliminary conference was,. held on the r6th. Discussions were concluded by
December 22, when the Khabarovsk Convention was signed.
From then on the Chinese authorities did their best to carry out
the conditions specified in the convention. Their successive steps
are enumerated below.
C~ang Hsueh-iiang wired to the Central Government on December
25 a. request that the latter should telegraph the Chinese Consuls
General and other consular officials in Vladivostok and Blagoveshchensh in accordance with Article 5 of the Convention.
About 1,2oo Soviet prisoners were released from the detention
quarters in Harbin and north Sungari. The thirty-seven Soviet
prisoners arrested during the search of the Soviet consulate in
Harbin, who were the tinder, were also freed, in observance of
Article 3 of the Protocol.
The newly appointed Soviet Manager and Vice-Manager of the
Chinese Eastern Railway arrived at Harbin on December 31.
The Soviet Manager and Assistant Manager of the railway
assumed office on January 4, 1930. One of the first acts in their new
capacity was the appointment of a large number of Soviet personnel
to serve on the railway.
With the signing of the Draft Agreement, the Khabarovsk Con"
vention was brought to a close, and the Soviet Government accordingly wound up military activities along the border. But the
Nationalist Government was greatly dissatisfied with the contents of
the treaty, for not only did it reinstate Soviet monopoly over the
Chinese Eastern Railway, but also gave the Soviet Union a favoured
position in other matters. When the treaty was published, public
opinion greatly objected on the ground that the reversion of the
Chinese Eastern Railway to its status quo ante was nothing less than
.admission on the part of the Chinese Government of its errors in
instituting the changes. The Soviet personnel of the railway, therefore, enjoyed extra protection from the provisions of the treaty. The
Soviet Government also succeeded in arresting Chinese citizens in
the U.S.S.R. as a ransom for the release of Soviet prisoners. Moreover, the Soviets were then given the opportunity to interfere in the
ad!llil}istration of the Chinese Eastern Railway. The discussions
relating to Sino-Soviet trade questions ·were also beyond the usual
litnits. for such negotiations. The Nationalist Government then
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, ,j,ssued a manifeStO, reVoking all articles not directly C'()lnc-t•rn,-f>CI
-the Chinese Eastern Railway. A~ to those in respect of the
the Nationalist Government declared its intention to meet the
Union in another conference to make necessary .andrevisions.
In addition to publishing a .manifesto, the Chinese Foreign
Ministry deprived its representative of his post and subjected . hitn
to .further investigations.
The Khaharovsk Convention thereupon ended the deplora,ble Sino:.
Soviet strain lasting seven months. During thi& time, China suffered
tremendous losses in life and property as a result,of many military
and naval encounters with the Soviet Union, as well as a g~i,evotlS
loss of national prestige, and gained nothing but the u~fair c9J1~lk _
tions imposed by the treaty. It was estimated that Chinese casualties,
military and civilian, exceeded IO,ooo, and property V;'llued at
$r,ooo,ooo,ooo was lost.
The complete capitulation of China to the Soviet terms in. the
restoration of the status quo ante of the management of the Chinese
Eastern Railway ended the former contention of equal employment ·
of nationalities between the two countries. Apart from this, as
stipulated in Article 4 of the convention, the Soviets succeeded in
getting rid of the White Guards in Manchuria, which they had·''so ~ •.
much hated.
This leaves for consideration the Sino-Soviet Conference in. Mhs-:
-cow for the settlement of orhcr issues and the ratification of diaft
agreements, which forms i:lJc main subject of the next chapter .
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Chapter XIII
RESUMPTION OF SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS,
DECEMBER

iz, I932

Khabarovsk Convention opened the way for a formal SinoSoviet Conference, to which the Nationalist Government
hnimated its readiness to send plenipotentiaries. Moh Tehhui was appointed chief delegate upon the recommendation o£
1Vfarshal Chang Hsueh-liang, and he set out for the Soviet Union
on May r, I9JO, arriving at Moscow on the 9th. The Soviet Government appointed Karakhan plenipotentiary to the conference. After
numerous meeting and conversations, the conference was to be
started on October I I, 1930. But the discussions could make no headway, owing to a conflict of views arising out of an interpretation
the Khabarovsk Protocol concerning the question of recognition.
Then the conference was deadlocked almost as soon as it was convened. Informal negotiations then proceeded laboriously, with the
result that the conference was again. opened on December 4, I9JO.
·Meantime, the Nationalist Government telegraphed Moh to return to
China for consultation, and it was not till Ma.~;ch 21 of the following
year that he set out for Moscow again. 1 One impasse after another
thr.eatened to ground the conference altogether, and on September
I8; I9JI, a most untoward affair happene,d -the Manchurian incident
-as a consequence of which China was unable to maintain her
sovereign rights over the Chinese Eastern Railway. The Soviet
Government then postponed the conference indefinitely. But it was
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Ho Han-wen, op. cit., p. 423.
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also due to the Manchurian incident that formal relations
China and the U.S.S.R. were resumed.

I.

Sino-Soviet Relations Since the Manchurian Incident

As soon as news of the Manchurian incident reached Moscow, the
Soviet Vice Commissar of Foreign Affairs, Karakhan, called upon
the Chinese Representative, Moh Teh-hui, expressing the opinion
that the incide\).t was another reason why China and the Soviet
Union should resume relations. Moh, however, had not received
news of the incident, and refused to discuss the matter on the
ground that he had not received instructions from the Chinese
Government. The preliminary negotiations, therefore, produced no
results.
By the time that news of .the incident had spread all over the
Soviet Union, Karakhan had been approached by the Japanese
Ambassador, Hirota, and his subordinates. Hirota even suggested
the conclusion of a non-aggression pact with the Soviet Union, and
Matsuoka, on his way to Europe, had an interview with Karakhan
with the same object in mind. 2 As it happened, however, all this
was of no avail, for Soviet and Japanese interests in Manchuria
were always diametrically opposed to one another. On the side of
China, although there were expressions of opinion that relations
with the Soviet Union should be resumed, yet no formal statement
had been made. The reason for this was that China had been expecting assistance from the capitalist countries. In order to court their
pleasure, it had forgotten that diplomacy should of necessity> be
independent and not subject to the influence of one country to
another. Clever manipulations always win success in international
relations.
In 1932 the Chinese Government realized thatthe Sino-Japanese
question had reached a deadlock. The League of Nations began .its
debate on the Lytton Report on December 6 and listened to the
arguments by Dr. Wellington Koo and Mr. Yosuke Matsuoka,
representing China and Japan respectively. The speech of the
British Foreign Minister, Sir John Simon, emphasized the arguments
in favour of Japan to such an extent that Mr. Matsuoka was reported
to have remarked that' Sir John Simon had said in half an hour, in
a few well-chosen phrases, what he-Matsuoka-had been trying to
2

Bulletin of Waichiaopu, January 15, I9JJ, p. 5·
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sa.y in his b;1d English for the last ten days! ' 3 •· It was at on_ce
reported by the American Press as a strongly pro-Japanese speech
which would lead the Assembly to shelve the Lytton Report.
The Chinese Government's faith and hope in the League of
Nations was very much shaken. But it was not until June 6, 1932,
that the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang passed
a resolution to resume relations with the Soviet Union. The strictest
secrecy was enjoined. Instructions were cabled to Dr. W. W. Yen,
First Chinese Delegate to the Assembly of the League of Nations, to
use his discretion in negotiations with the Soviet representative in
Geneva on the question of resumption of relations between China
and the Soviet Union. Both sides came to an understanding that
relations should first be resumed. It was then that Dr. Lo Wenkan, Chinese Foreign Minister, stated to Press representatives 'the
activities of Matsuoka will be completely nullified. Things to prove
this will happen in ten days.' This was one of the few instances
where the Chinese Government used secret diplomacy in the conduct
of its foreign relations.
As for the Soviet Union, its motive for resuming relations with
China was none other than the realization of its policy of peaceful
foreign relations and development of commercial interests. The
Soviet Union wished to resume relations with countries bordering on
the Pacific in order that she might be able to deal with Far Eastern
problems. Probably she also hoped to stir up war between Japan
and the United States. Regarding the resumption of Sino-Soviet
relations, Litvinov had this to say: ' ... At this time, the beginning
of the difficulties in the Far East is closely related to the absence of
diplomatic relations between the countries bordering the Pacific.
There is no doubt about this claim... .'4 The general situation:
prevailing at that time may be understood from the above quotation.

z. Reasons Jor Resumption of Sino-Soviet Relations
China and the Soviet Union had for a long period maintained
good-neighbour relations. Both countries have common interests in
the Far East and should therefore seek mutually favourable trade
3 Royal Institute of International Affairs, Survey for r933, p. 492.
See also
Henry L. Stimson, The Far Eastern Crisis, 1936, p. 224. (In Stimson's book, it
was mentioned that China was represented by Dr. W. W. Yen in the
delegation, but actually Dr. Wellington Koo took China's seat at the Council
table, for Dr. Yen purposely yielded o;n this occasion for diplomatic reasons,
though he was still the First Chinese Delegate.)
4
Bulletin of Waichiaopu, Ja;nuary 15, 1933, p. 6.
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relations. The Sino-Soviet Agreement had already
foundation for equality and reciprocity between the two countries.
Resumption of diplomatic relations would morally oblige the •Soviet
Union not to recognize' Manchukuo '. The resumption of relations
with the Soviet Union would therefore tend greatly to lessen the
crisis in the Far East.
Both China and the Soviet Union could fundamentally change
and improve their respective traditional policies. In the past, relations between the two countries were chiefly political; economic
relations were little developed. Had the Tsarist Government tried
to improve economic relations with China, its position in China
and the Far East would .have been very much stronger and far
superior to that of any other country. On the other hand, Japan
would never have been able to occupy her position in the Far East,
and the Soviet Union would have inherited a much greater economic
advantage. A strong economic tie is the key to political and diplomatic success. China and the Soviet Union had therefore a common
interest to exert themselves towards this end.
From the viewpoint of China, the Sino-Soviet Agreement was no
doubt a failure; but no less was it a failure from the Soviet view•
point. For the Soviet Government had counted upon immediate
recognition as the price of the voluntary relinquishment of the
advantages aforementioned. But recognition by China became
immaterial while the Soviet Government could not recede from its
declarations.

3· Soviet Diplomacy
It is said that Soviet diplomacy moves in a 'curve-line'. But is
there a country that carries on a 'straight-line' diplomacy? The
basic principles of Soviet diplomacy have been declared to be
equality and reciprocity as well as racial self-determination.
Irt the first and second declarations signed by Karakhan, the Soviet
Union announced its intenti<m to give up voluntarily all treaty rights
obtained from China by the Tsarist Government, including extraterritoriality, and unconditionally to return, the Chinese Eastern Railway. In return it was suggested that China should exclude White
Russians from her territory as a quid pro quo. In this way, it was
hoped that new treaties based upon the principles of equality and
reciprocity might be signed. Unfortunately the first declaration
did not reach the Chinese Government until later. When a
d,id arrive, it was disregarded.
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In spite of this, both the Sino-Soviet Agreement and the MukdenSoviet Pact were based upon the aforementioned declarations. The
status of the Chinese Eastern Railway was, however, not determined
by them since it had assumed that of a Sino-Soviet commercial enterprise. According to the unofficial explanation given by the Soviets,
tl;Ie Chinese Government was unable to protect that line alone without bdng molested by other Powers, therefore it was converted into
a joint enterprise. Did China really confess that she was so feeble?
Would the Soviet 'curve-line' diplomacy follow the same track as
?the;r imperialistic Powers after Sino-Soviet relations had been
resumed?
Despite in.evitable suspicion, things ran quite smoothly as far as
the Chinese Eastern Railway was concerned. The railway was netting
huge profits after the Sino-Soviet crisis of 1929. The outbreak of the
Manchurian incident put the Soviet Union in a dilemma. The
refusal of the Soviet Government to transport Chinese troops on the
line free of charge had to be withdrawn at the request of the Japanese
army. Other controversies made the railway almost impossible to
run.. During that time, the Soviet-Japanese relations became very
:much strained, and the Soviet people thought that the Japanese
manceuvre was merely the prelude to a second attack on the Soviet
Union. In such strained circumstances, it was only natural that
the Soviet Government would be pleased to renew its friendship
with China.

4· Sino-Soviet Relations Formally Resumed
When Dr. W. W. Yen approached M. Litvinov in Geneva on the
question of resumption of Sino-Soviet relations, the astute Soviet
diplomat knew that this was the very thing his government desired.
He therefore rushed back to Moscow for instructions. Naturally
the question was favourably received there, and before long Litvinov
returned to Geneva. ·He held a ten-minute conversation with Dr.
· Yen on December 12, 1932, at 5 p.m,, at the end of which the two
representatives exchanged notes, and relations between the two
countries were formally resumed.
The documents are given hereunder:

r. Exchange of notes:
'
pursuance •of our recent conversations during our pleasant
at Geneva, I am duly authorized to inform you that,
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being desirous of promoting in the interests of peace friendly
relations between our two countries, the Government of-•-•-.· has
decided to regard normal diplomatic and consular relations as
having been re-established as from to-day.'

Dr. W. W. Yen's declaration:
'I am very gratified to be the instrument of China in the restoration of diplomatic and consular relations with the Soviet Union.
It was my feeling when I came to Geneva as the Chinese delegate
to the Disarmament Conference that normal relations should be
restored between the two great nations on the shores of the Pacific
in the interests of peace. That feeling was also shared by M.
Litvinov.
' For some time it was realized that resumption of relations
between the two countries could no longer be delayed, and the
presence of M. Litvinov was considered an excellent opportunity
to bring this about.
'The publication of the Lytton Report, in which references were
made to the Soviet Union and the suggestion to invite the United
States and the Soviet Union to participate in the deliberations of
the Committee, made more obvious the desirability of the reestablishment of normal relations.
'The Chinese Government and the Chinese people are very
sincere in their decision to cultivate friendly relations with their
great neighbour, and they are convinced these feelings arc
reciprocated.'

2.

3· M. Litvinov's declaration:
'I have to-day exchanged notes restoring diplomatic relations
between the U.S.S.R. and China. This normal act hardly requires
an explanation, but what does require one is the rupture of
relations between States, or the refusal to maintain relationsphenomena which constitute an. infringement on normal international life and sometimes danger to peace.
'There is no need to dwell on the events which led to the rupture
between the U.S.S.R. and China. These were not clue to Soviet
initiative, and I am certain that no one in China to-day can think
that the regrettable events which led to the rupture of relations
were any benefit to China.
' Beyond a doubt the beginning of the present troubles in the
Far East was in no small degree due to the fact that not .all th~
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States.situated oh the shores of the Pacific Ocean had been maintaining diplomatic relations with one another.
' The people of the Soviet Union feel the greatest sympathy
towards the Chinese people and towards their efforts to maintain
independence with sovereignty, and to achieve an equality status.
The Soviet Government has given repeated proofs of its friendly
attitude towards China. Alone among the extraterritoriality and
other rights and privileges wrung from China by Tsarist imperialism, she agreed to transform the railway concession into a
commercial concession under joint management.
' These feelings of disinterestedness and friendship guided
Soviet Government when it established relations with China m
1924.
These feelings, and not temporary considerations, have
dictated to-day the restoration of relations.
'
'The Soviet Union has its hands unfettered by any secret
political combinations and agreements, consequently the improvement of relations with one country is not a means of rendering
worse relations with another. Only such a policy can genuinely
assist in strengthening general peace. Only when all States maintain relations with each other shall we be able to speak seriously
of international peace pacts and agreements, and the creation of
universally recognized authoritative international organizations.
'In conclusion, I am convinced that all sincere friends of peace
and international co-operation will learn with satisfaction that
resumption of relations between our. two great States has taken
place.' 5

S· Mutual Appointment of Ambassadors
With the resumption of Sino"Soviet relations, Dr. W. W. Yen was
appointed Ambassador to the Soviet Union. Dr. Yen started for
Moscow from Geneva on March 1, 1933, and arrived at the latter
city on the sth. On March 9 he presented his credentials, making
a speech, an extract from which is· given below:
'Mr. President of the Central Executive Committee of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics :
'You will recall that it was during my stewardship of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Chinese Government that a
presidential mandate was issued on September 23, 1920, to suspend
5

Archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Chungking.
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the recognition of the Russian Minister and consuls of the Tsarist
regime, thereby paving the way for the establishment of diplomatic relations with your government. Unfortunately in the last
few years the. relations between our two States were somewhat
strained, but happily our ancient friendship has been restored.
This is the more gratifying to me, because I served again as the
medium of my government that brought about this historical
event.' 6
To this M. Kalinin, the Chairman of the Central Executive Co:rnmittee of the U.S.S.R., replied in a speech which expressed his grati~
fication and satisfaction at th~ resumption of Sino-Soviet relations.
He added that Dr. W. W. Yen would obtain confidence and assistance frmh the Soviet Government during his tenure of office in the
execution of his duties.
At the same time M. Dimitri Bogomoloff was appointed Soviet
Ambassador to China. On delivery of his credentials to Mr. Lin
Sen, President of the Republic of China, Nanking, May 2,
Bogomoloff made an appropriate speech.
President Lin Sen replied in a speech of cordial welcome.
The consensus of opinion at that time seemed to be that the
resumption of Sino-Soviet relations centred around the consider<)ction
of Red potentialities. It should he borne in mind, however, 'that
Communism thrives best in a country where there is economic
unrest. Mere contact with the Soviet Union will not make a country
go Red. Karl Radek once said: ' A revolution cannot he brought
into a country in the bag of a tourist; revolution cannot he importetl;
it must be produced internally.'' As a matter of fact, left-wh1g
activities were in full swing at a time when no relations had existed
between China and the Soviet Union £or many years.
It should also be noted that, after the signing of the 1924 Agreement, many Sino-Soviet questions were outstanding. These questions were pending settlement in the Sino-Soviet Conference. When
the Sino-Soviet Conference was postponed indefinitely on account
of the Manchurian incident, all these questions were shelved. The
resumption of Sino-Soviet relations was initiated by the Soviet Union
but was eagerly pursued by China. In the opinion of Dr. W. W.
Yenn, who was in charge of the negotiations, China could very likely
have obtained better terms if she had been less anxious.
6 Archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Chungking.
'Bulletin of Waichiaopu, January rs, I933·
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Dr. Lo Wen-kan, the then Foreign Minister, was hard pressed by
the Kuomintang party to resume relations with the Soviet Union
without delay as a threat against Japan. He therefore sentcseveral
telegrams to Dr. Yen asking him to approach M. Litvinov at Geneva
to bring the resumption of relations to a successful conclusion without discussing any terms. Hence Dr. Yen could hardly do otherwise but carry out the instructions of his government. Dr. Lo
dearly told Press representatives at that time that 'before relations
could be resumed with the Soviet Union, a non-aggression pact must
first be mutually agreed upon '. For at first, China hoped that the
desire for a non-aggression pact would meet with a sympathetic
reception and that Soviet officials in China would desist from their
Communist activities and that a solution of all pending questions
between the two countries would be reached. The Soviets, however,
i11sisted on an unconditional resumption of diplomatic relations
pefore discussing a non-aggression pact. For some reason, however,
this non-aggression pact did not materialize after the resumption
oLrelations. The writer, in the capacity of the Commissioner of
Foreign Affairs for Sinkiang Province, accompanied Dr. Lo Wenkan from Urumchi to Novo-Sibirsk, Siberia, to meet Dr. W. W. Yen,
who ~arne purposely from Moscow to meet Dr. Lo. He recalled that
the question of a non-aggression pact with the Soviet Union was
freely discussed by them. Dr. Lo was very cordially received in
Soviet territory because he was responsible for the reopening of the
diplomatic relations between the two countries. The original draft
of the non-aggression pact was not mutually agreed upon and signed
until August 21, 1937, shortly after the Sino-Japanese conflict which
willbe fully dealt with in another chapter.

Chapter XIV
MONGOLIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
previously stated, when the Living Buddha died in 1924,
Outer Mongolia was converted into a Republic and again
became a protectorate of the Soviet Union. From the beginning, Soviet influence was naturally hostile to the Lama nionasteries.
The Soviet authorities made good use of the Buriat Mongols, who
had set up their Autonomous Republic in 1923, to further their
influence over Mongolia, particularly in the anti-clerical campaign.
Soviet-Mongol trade became closer and intertwined after the
establishment of the Mongol Industrial and Commercial Bank which
was practically under Soviet control. All foreign firms in Outer
Mongolia had to close down in 1928. Soviet trade showed a steady
rise towards a virtual monopoly. Very few travellers were allowed to
visit the country, and from 1924 visas for Outer Mongolia could
be obtained only at Moscow or Ulan Bator, the capital of Mongolia,
formerly known as Urga. Little, therefore, was known at thetimein
China or the outside world as to what was going on in Outer Mongolia after this dramatic change of government. It was only after
the signing of the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship and Alliance.on
August q, I94S· that China recognized the independence of Outer
Mongolia.

K

z. Collectivization of Outer Mongolia
The Mongolia People's Republic was and still is a mystery. The
actual feeling of the Mongols towards the new scheme is not clear.
Ho'-\'ever, Outer Mongolia may be considered a most successful
experiment in collectivization. Such a transition from feudalism to
a Soviet form of administration is one of the most incredible developments in the Far East.
According to Karl Marx, Communism can arise only in a country
where industries are fully developed; but the nomadic Mongols .who
:1,:1,2
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live in a most primitive way are far from being industrialized. Yet
when the office of the Living Buddha ceased to function, and after
a few short years under Soviet influence, the Mongols began to
appreciate Communist ideas, and even worshipped Marx and Lenin
in their sacred shrines. Perhaps economic conditions in Outer Mongolia favoured collectivization, because the overwhelming majority
ofthe nomadic Mongols have no idea of the possession of land,
w-hich is a great help to affiliation. The only possessions among the
Mongols are livestock. It is only necessary to divide up their live~
stock and collectivization is done, or almost done.
The Soviet Union formerly recognized China's suzerainty over
Mongolia. But with the proclamation of the People's Revolutionary
Government by a number of Mongols and a predominant group of
Soviet citizens who established local soviets, the Soviet influence
became manifest. However, a coup d'etat broke out on August 30,
1924, when the leader of the left-wing, the Buriat Ricino, and other
high officials were expelledJ
After that a new constitution was inaugurated on November 21,
1924. The Government of the People's Republic belonged then to
the labouring class. Land and natural resources were nationalized,
and a State monopoly in foreign trade was introducecl.Z
The M.P.R. had diplomatic relations only with the Soviet Union
with its representative in Moscow. Its foreign contacts had been
reduced to a minimum after the exclusion of representatives of other
countries.
2.

Soviet Aid to Outer Mongolia

The constitution, promulgated in 1924, is in effect a replica of
the constitution of the U.S.S.R. The M.P.R. elects no president, but
is ruled by an executive committee as in the U.S.S.R. The members
of the executive comnutt~e are very much in sympathy as well as in
close contact with the U.S.S.R. There is not in existence any organized method of control by the Soviet Union, but its prestige is being
maintained and is even steadily growing because of the help which
is rendered by the Soviet Union to the Mongols, both technically and
financially. The U.S.S.R. has :,.,on the confidence of the Mongols by
making them loans without interest and also by assisting them to
nwclernize their economy. Owen Lattimore once wrote: 'Outer
'!Iaslund, A., Tents in Mongolia, 1924.
Beloff, Max, The Foreign Policy of Soviet Russia, 1947, Vol. I, p. 244.

2

CHINA AND THE

SOVIET UNION

Mongolia was first made a victim of Tsarist Russian imperialism ail,d
then set free by the non-exploitative policy of the Soviet Union
towards the Mongol People's Republic, the granting of loans without
interest, economic aid, technical help, and the creation of an army
trained and equipped by the Soviet Union but not officcrcd by the
Soviet Union or under its orders.' 3
Attempts have been made at forms of' collectivization' suitable
a pastoral economy, where no industrial or agricultural economy is
in existence to carry out the Soviet programme. The rights of per"
sonal property have, of course, been severely limited. Such a drastic
measure has seriously affected the -country's economy, as countless
livestock were allowed to die off. During the collectivization, many
Mongols attempted to cross over into Inner Mongolia. The collectivization policy was, however, abandoned, and a new policy substituted after the revolt of 1932. It was the visit of the Prime Minister
Gendun to Moscow in 1932 that brought about this change .
. It was later revealed that transport in Mongolia was greatly
proved by Soviet aid, and a railway was constructed between
Bator and Kiakhta. Also the economic condition of the country
been improved a great deal.

3· Outer Mongolia After the Manchurian Incident
After the Manchurian incident, September r8, 1931, part of Inn~r
Mongolia fell into Japanese hands. In order to strengthen their
position, the.Japanese tried to improve means of communication in
the occupied territories. They completed new railway lines, but
solely for military purposes. It was generally believed that the sittlation in Outer Mongblia was far more important than that in Siberia.
The frontier of Siberia was fortified, whereas that of Outer Mongolia
was considered precarious. Had the Japanese attacked
golia, they could h<lve proceeded fromKiakhta to Verhnc
within a few hours, cutting the Trans-Siberian Railway. ·
The Soviet Government was only too well aware of these
cherished ambitions of Japan. Shortly after the
cident, the M.P.R. was instructed to close its frontiers with
bouring countries. Military camps and air bases were
in Urga, with Soviet commanders permanently
Mongolian youths were given military training, and aviation
were established. Nearly all the military and civil administra1tic>ns
3

.Lattimore, Owen, Inner Asian Frontiers of China, London,

On January 24, 1935, an

.._..._,,a,,u,_,wc, a small station on the Outer
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border.4 The 'Manchukuo' authorities claimed
'Manchukuo' territory, while the _M.P.R. asserted
R<•aw~u'"'"-"u occupation was a violation of Outer Mongolia's
agreed to enter into negotiations by calling a cm1terei1ce
took
on June 3, but without result.
another serious incident occurred at the Sumbur out2J, where employees of the Japanese army were arrested
Mongolia border guards. 5 Later, a mixed Outer Mongolian-'
' commission was formed to investigate all border
the break-up of another conference which was held at
in October, the Bulum Dersu incident took place in the
sotlnlL-wesr of Lake Buir-nor on December 19, 1935. 6 It was alleged
Japanese-' Manchukuo' forces on the border first attacked
Mongolian guards, and caused some casualties. The Outer
Government lodged a note of protest warning 'Man' of the grave consequences, the responsibility for which
would rest with 'Manchukuo' and the Japanese Government whose
forces were alleged to have taken a direct and active part in the
attacks. The ' Manchukuo ' authorities delivered a counter-protest
claiming that the incident actually occurred on ' Manchukuo' territory, and that should any similar clash occur in the future, 'Manchukuo ' would be compelled to act in self-defence.
After the Bulum Dersu incident and subsequent minor ones, both
the Outer Mongolian and the ' Manchukuo ' Governments came to
r.e.aJize thaphe numerous border disputes could be settled only by
creating a mixed border commission to investigate all the circumstances leading up to the incide11ts, as well as to fix ways and means
for preventing further conflicts. The matter, naturally, was brought
to .the attention of the respective sponsors, namely the Soviet Union
and Japan.
proposed to form a 1"1?-ixed boundary commission to settle
disputes between Outer Mongolia and 'Manchukuo '.
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6

Izvestia, January 25, 1935·
ibid., June 24, 1935.
ibid., December zo, 1935.

similar commissions for the redetrtarcation of the
'Manchukuo' border could be established. Later,
Japanese Ambassador, Ota, found it difficult to conduct nel!o~w.n
on this question with the· Soviet Government without knowing
exact nature of the relations existing between the U.S.S.R. and Outer
Mongolia.
Notwithstanding that further explanations were made in such
plain words, the Soviet Government felt determined to come to Outer
Mongolia's aiel in the event of her being attacked by a third party,
but the proposed mixed border commission never materialized.
4- The Soviet-Outer Mongolia Protocol

In view of the incessant incidents on the Mongolia-' ManchukuiJ.?.
border, relations between Outer Mongolia and the Soviet Union had
become much closer both militarily and economically. On December
11, 1935• a delegation from the Mongolian People's Republic, including Gendun, the Prime Minister, and Dermid, the Minister of War,
went to Moscow to hold a conference with Stalin and V oroshilov with
the object of making plans for resisting Japan-' Manchukuo' aggresston.
On March 12, 1936, a Protocol of mutual assistance was concluded
at Ulan Bator between the representative of, the U.S.S.R., M. Tairov,
and the M.P.R., represented by M. Amor, chairman of the stnall
khural, and M. Gcndun, Premier and Foreign Minister. The Moscow
newspapers published the text of the Protocol on April 8, in which
mutual assistance by all means was pledged for averting and prev.e1lting any military attack by any third State llpOn the u.s.s:a. or the-''"
M.P.R (See full text in Appendix H.) · · ·
When the Protocol becarne known in China, the Chinese authorities immediately protested to the Soviet Government declaring:
'Outer Mongolia being an integral part of the Republic of China,
no foreign State has the right to conclude with it any agreementor
treaty.' The note finally declared that the Chinese Government
could, under no circumstances, recognize such a Protocol, and was
in no wise bound by it.
The· Soviet Government replied to the Chinese note on the follow-
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ing day through its Commissar for Foreign Affairs, Litvinov, to the
effect that it could not agree with the Chinese interpretation of the
Protocol, and therefore could not recognize the Chinese protest as
justified. It was emphasized in the Soviet note that neither the fact
of signing the Protocol nor its separate articles violated in the
slightest degree the sovereignty of China over Outer Mongolia, and
that it did not admit nor contain any territorial pretensions whatsoever on the part of the U.S.S.R. in relations to China or the M.P.R.
The signing of the Pro~ocol did not introduce any change in the
formal as well as the actual relation which existed between the
U.S.S.R. and China as well as between the M.P.R. The Soviet Union
then affirmed that the Peking Agreement of 1924, which suffered
no harm through the conclusion of the Protocol, still retained its
force.
The Chinese Government naturally found the Soviet reply unsatisfactory, and two more strong protests were lodged on April .1 r and
June 4, 1936, reiterating the stand of the Chinese Government as
enunciated in its first note of protest.
The Chinese note particularly objected to the Soviet Union quoting
the. conclusion of the Soviet-Mukden Agreement as a precedent,
recalling that the Chinese Government protested to the then Soviet
Ambassador on September 25 and October I r, 1924, against the
signing of the said agreement and that it was only ratified subsequently by the Chinese Government as an annex to the Sino-Soviet
Agreement of 1924 as a quid pro quo toM. Karakhan's note of March
6, 1924, informing the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that the last of
the Red troops had been withdrawn from Outer Mongolia.

5· Outer Mongolia Becornes.an Ind.ependent State After the
Sino-Soviet Treaty
Considerable significance was given to the arrival of Marshal Choy
Bol-san, PrinJ.e JvHnister of the M.P.R., in Moscow on July 4, 1945,
coinciding with the visit of T. V. Soong, the Chinese Prime Minister
and Foreign Minister, to Moscow. The Soviet Minister to Mongolia,
I. A. Ivanoff, accompanied Marshal Choy who was welcomed with
equally high honours and enthusiasm as T.V. Soong.·
;The M.P.R. declared war on Japan on August w, 1945, immediately
following the Soviet declaration of war against Japan. The SinoSoviet Treaty of Friendship and Alliance, signed in Moscow on
August 14,. 1945, contained an exchange of notes as follows:

AND

view of the desire repeatedly
Outer Mongolia for their independence, the Chinese
declares that after the defeat of Japan, should a l-"Leu"'"'~'''Outer Mongolian people confirm the desire, the Chinese
ment will recognize the independence of Outer
the existing boundary as its boundary.'
Such a concession exceeded what Russia surrendered to
during the Russo-Japanese War in 1904. Nevertheless, it was
stipulated in the Yalta Secret Agreement that 'the status quo
Outer Mongolia shall be preserved'. China could hardly do otherwise than give in.
After Japan's formal .surrender on August 14, Soviet forces
marched into Manchuria and made her an easy prey. In the rnic!st
of Soviet removals of Japanese assets in Manchuria as war booty,)t
was reported that the Mukden Arsenal, having been greatly enlarge<}
by Japan during her occupation, had been given to Marshal Choy
Bol-san as a token of Soviet appreciation for his help in crushing
the Japanese. It was believed that Mongolian cavalry had been
sent to the battlefield, acting jointly with the Soviet tror>ps under
Marshal Rodion Y. Malinovsky in a drive through western Manchuria. Other industrial equipment and war booty, seized by the
Soviets in Manchuria, had also been reported to have been presented
to Marshal Choy. Thus .the Mongols were enabled to attain a high
degree of militarization and become a power to be reckoned with
on the Continent. 7
On October zo, the M.P.R. voted by plebiscite on whether it
wanted to remain a nominal part of China or become independent.
All Outer Mongolia's population, numbering about 9oo,ooo men and
women, of eighteen years old or over, were eligible to
Lei Fa-chang, Chinese Vice-Minister of the Interior, arrived
Bawr as the Chinese Government observer of the
return of votes in Ulan Batot alone was
independence. The complete returns showed that the "'-'-VUJ'.V.'"
cas~ 483,291 votes in favour of independence without a
against. That is to say, all the. ballot papers were marked
It was generally believed that the plebiscite was merely a
At any rate, the Chinese Government were only giving
thing they did not really possess.
7
8
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The Nationalist Government in Nanking announced ()n January
5, 1946, that China had recognized the independence of Outer Mon"
golia as the result of a plebiscite. Through this recognition,
let go a piece of territory not less than r,6oo,ooo sqnare rniles.
In the early part of February 1946, eight Mongols, headed by the
Deputy Prime Minister of the M.P.R, Chimitoclovki Surungab,
made their first formal visit to Chungking, China's war capital, in
return for the visit of Mr. Lei Fa"chang, Vice"Minister of the Interior.
T4ey were received by the Chinese Foreign Minister, Wang Shih"
chieh, as .citizens of a foreign country. It was quite an historical
event but an embarrassing moment for the Nationalist Government.
'The Mongols took offence because the band played only the
Chinese national anthem and only the Chinese flag was displayed.
It was eventually explained to them that nobody here knew that
the M.P.R. had the same national anthem as the Soviet Union.
Nor .did anybody know what flag had been designed for the
republic.
'The Vice" Minister for Foreign Affairs, Lhamasuruna, drew a
picture of Mongolia's new flag. Foreign Office observers watched
attentively, eager to repair their morning blunder.
']\1ongolia' s flag has three vertical stripes. The middle stripe
blue and the two side ones are red. On the stripe nearest the
staff are three mystical symbols in gold, dating from the time of
Genghis Khan. Reading from top to bottom are a star, flame,
sun, moon, triangles, two fishes in a circle and another triangle.
On both sides of these devices are two .pillars representing
boundaries. The fishes stand for watchfulness. The· triangle
signifies righteousness.' 9
The Ghief Delegate of the M.P.R., Surungab, concluded an amity
pact with China on February 13, 1946, in Chungking, when diplo"
J,H;ltic relations. between the two countries were established. Not"
...~ithst~nding both countries ·had agreed to exchange diplo~atic
envoyS vvith the rank of m~nister extraordinaxy and plenipotentiary,
actuality this did not materialize. As things are now, Outer
Mongolia has only a diplomatic representative in Moscow.
of amity and mutual aid between the U.S.S.R and M.P.R.
in Moscow on February 27, 1946. Its terms consisted of
I. Joint consultations to be made lf one of the two

in.

9
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countries be militarily
other a:id ·to be given in
event of an
party. J. Withdrawal of supporting troops when no
In June 1946, the M.P.R. informed the United Nations Secretary,
General Trygve Lie, that it intended to apply for membership of the
United Nations Organization. An application was sent by Marshal
Choi Bal-san, Prime Minister and Foreign Minister, in which it was
stated that the M.P.R. had fully sided with the United Nations in the
struggle against Fascist aggressors and declared war against Japan
on August ro, 1945, giving the M.P.R. grounds for entertaining
high hopes that the U.N.O. would take into account the contribution
of the Mongolian people to the cause of the U.N.O. and include a
representative of the M.P.R. in the Far Eastern Commission.U The
Security Council's Committee reviewed the application on August
29, and the session lasted for eight hours. The result was the delegates of the U.S.S.R., Brazil, Mexico, China, France and Poland
voted in favour of Outer Mongolia's request, whereas America,
Britain and Holland voted against it. Finally it was agreed to ask
the M.P.R. for further information as to her position.
On October 26, 1946, Marshal Choi Bal-san delivered an address
to all members of the Council of Foreign Ministers asking Japan to
pay war reparations. A copy of this address was later sent to the
chairman of the Far Eastern Commission, Major-General McCloy in
Washington, setting forth the claims of the M.P.R. to reparations
from Japan.
On August r8, 1947, the Security Council of the United Nations
rejected the M.P.R. application for membership. The Chinese
delegate, though he had supported M.P.R.'s claim the year before,
rejected it during the discussion, on the ground that Outer Mongolia
was not a peace-loving country. The news had already spread that
Mongolian troops were invading eastern Sinkiang.
The Chinese public, wbile admitting the loss of Outer Mongolia,
were deeply concerned about: the p()lit:ical .situation in. In.ner .~H'·· '
golia. Though a certain degree of political autonomy could be
granted to Inner Mongolia, it must nevertheless be under Chinese
sway. It seemed that insistence upon Mongolian unity by the M.P.R.
foreshadowed a formal proposal that the area of Inner Mongolia
should be added to the Republic, ·namely Outer Mongolia.
Mr. James F. Byrnes, American Secretary of State, once stated:
10
11
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'No question should have arisen concerning the status of Inner
Mongolia, because Inner Mongolia was generally recognized as an
integral part of Chinese territory.' 12 This statement quietened existing rumours.
On October81 1949, the M.P.R. severed relations with the Nationalist Government in Canton, as was reported from the Tass News
Agency in a despatch from Ulan Bator, which synchronized with
the recognition .of the Peking People's Government.
6. Peitashan Incident

On June 5, 1947, the eastern part of Sinkiang was invaded by the
cavalry troops of Outer Mongolia, which penetrated more than zoo
miles into the province with the aid of aircraft. The town of
Peitashan in eastern Sinkiang was attacked. Fighting was going on,
and government troops were resisting. The incident was kept secret
for five days before it was revealed. China lodged a protest through
her Ambassador in Moscow with the U.S.S.R. and the M.P.R. through
its minister in Moscow over the invasion of Chinese territory in
Sinkiahg as being 'no ordinary frontier incident'. The Chinese
Government viewed the matter with deep concern, contemplating
the despatch of General Pai Chung-hsi, a Chinese Moslem, to
Sinkiang to give necessary directions to local authorities.
Another like protest on July ro was lodged with both the U.S.S.R.
and the M.P.R. on the alleged attack against Chinese positions in
Sinkiang. A brief communique on the protest to the U.S.S.R., read:
'The Chinese Government has, after careful investigation of facts,
reiterated the previous Chinese protest against the aerial attack made
by the Soviet military planes on Peitashan.'
Concerning the new protest to the M.P.R., an official source made
following statement:
'I. When the Chinese Government recognized the independence
of Outer Mongolia, it was agreed then the existing boundaries of
Outer Mongolia should be the boundary of that country after its
independence. As Outer Mongolia was part of China up to that
moment, the legal existing boundary is the one defined by the
Chinese Government before that date. . . . Peitashan is clearly on
the side of the boundary line, and within the territorial limits of
Sinkiang province. This is substantiated by the fact that Chinese
12
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troops
to guard
the independence of Outer Mongolia; it has
'2. Troops of Outer Mongolia bad penetrated over
metres of Chinese territory to make an attack on "·"''""~~v
stationed at Peitashan. Such a grave situation certainly
be regarded as an ordinary incident.
'3· Even if the military attack of June 5 be regarded as having
originated ftom a so-called "boundary incident", why did the
Outer Mongolian Government fail to seek a peaceful settlement
in accordance with international prac~ice and the terms of .the
United Nations Charter?
'Why did the Outer Mongolian Gm;ernment despatch the fortyeight-hour ultimatum to the local Chinese garrison and immediately afterwards launch an attack on Chinese troops there?
The conduct of Outer l\1ongolia dearly indicates that she has _n.o
regard either for peace or for international law observed and
respected by other nations..
'4· From. June 6 to 30, 1947, Outer Mongolian forces continued
to violate Chinese territory and launch attacks on Chinese troops.
Military planes from Outer Mongolia also repeatedly flew over
Chinese territory for purposes of observation, bombing •arid
strafing.
'S· Besides demanding punishment of those responsible for the
attack and guarantees against any further occurrence of a sirnilar
attack and reserving the right to claim damages, the . Chine~e
Government insists that the Outer Mongolian Government mns.t
immediately order the withdrawal of its troops from Sinkiang.'
The Tass Agency in Moscow denied that planes with Soviet m<\];kings were taking part in the fighting. They asserted that the craft
were Outer Mongolian as their emblem was the sarn.e as the Soviets' .
Tass stated 'China's allegations were not in accordance with facts,
and represented a provocative fabrication.' 13 However, no com111ent
was received from the Chinese Government on the Tass denial.
Meanwhile General Pai was urged by the Sinkiang Government
postpone his trip to Sinkiang because of complications in Tihwa and
opposition from 'certain quarters'.
The Outer Mongolian Government issued a statement in
was stated that Chinese forces had violated Mongolian ~.. ,.ri1enr·~r
13
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which denied alleged Mongolian penetration of Chinese territory.
An abstract of the statement is produced hereunder:
' A. detachment of Chinese troops crossing the border of the
M .P.R. encamped about fifteen kilometres from the border and
began to dig in and build fortifications, at the same time making
raids on the Mongolian frontier post permanently located in this
area. When the Chinese armed detachment which had unlawfully invaded the territory of the M.P.R. was discovered, the
Commander of the Mongolian frontier guard, wishing to prevent
a conflict ... sent a negotiator to the Commander of the Chinese
detachment, demanding that they cl~ar out of :Mongolian territory.
The Chinese Commander refused to comply with the lawful
demand. Furthermore ... the Mongolian negotiator was detained
by the Chinese while the Chinese detachment continued to remain
on the territory of the M.P.R.
'In view of this the Mongolian frontier guard was compelled
to take measures to drive out the raiders from their country's
territory. A Mongolian border detachment, supported by several
aircraft of the Mongolian air force, drove the Chinese detachment
territory of the M.P.R.
this action the Mongolian frontier guard did not cross the
into Chinese territory.' 14
The Mongol charges were denied by the Nanking Government
as 'absolutely false'. Government spokesman, Hollington K. Tong,
announced at a Press conference that 'there could be no dispute
concerning the fact that Peitashan lies within the Province of
Sinkiang and therefore is in Chinese territory. Both before and
since the signing of the Sino-Soviet Treaty of 1945 there had always
been a Sinkiang police station at Peitashan, manned by a small
Chinese police force together with Chinese sentry posts.' 15 Official
_ , ()hinese quarters admitted that the Outer Mongolian claim of
Peitashan as lying within its borders made the whole incident more
to settle. The Soviet reply to the second Chinese note of
was received on August 5, but its contents were not revealed.
the Sinkiang frontier has been quiet since, it still remains
of controversy.
""'"H'-'LUL
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Chapter XV
SALE OF THE CHINESE EASTERN RAILWAY
the Sino-Soviet Agreement of 1924, the Chinese EasternRailway was given the plain statu. s of a joint government ent·.e. rpn.· se.
A conference should have been held, its task being to settle
..
the am.ount of and conditions governing the redemption as well as
the procedure for the transfer of the Chinese Eastern Railway. Pending the redemption of the railway, the management was to be in the
hands of a board of five Chinese and five Soviet directors with equal
rights.
·
The Soviet Union suggested that disputes upon which the Chinese
and Soviet directors failed to reach an agreement should be referred
to the two governments for a just and amicable settlement, whereas
the Chinese Government proposed that such outstanding problems
could easily be settled through arbitration by neutral experts. The
Soviet Union was very much opposed to the Chinese proposal, fearing that it would lead to intervention by imperialist nations. Finally
the. Soviet Union's original suggestion was agreed upon. When the
scheme was put into practice, the result was that there were too
many disputes arising from both sides to be referred to their respective governments for amicable settlement.
Since then, the railway has been· working quite smoothly, and
making huge profits. As Russia-both the Tsarist CJ,nd the Soviet
regime..,..,.was never eager to have China redeem the railway, the
final settlement for the rede1nption was delayed b:y ~her . consis!te1lt
jJolicy of procrastination. Then came the Manchurian incident on
September 18, 1931, which totally changed the situation, enabling the
Soviet Union to ignore China's position with regard to the railway
and finally leading to its sale by the Soviet Government.
·
Y

B

1.

Soviet Union's Concession to Japanese Aggression

The. Japanese made their initial success in South Manchuria all of
234
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a sudden on September r8, 1930. On November 19, Hirqta, then
Japanese Ambassador in Moscow, addressed a note to the Soviet
Commissar of Foreign Affairs, asking the Soviet Government to
pursue a policy of strict neutrality in view of the fact that the
Imperial Government of Japan had maintained a policy of noninterference during the Sino-Soviet crisis in 1929 by refusing to
transport Chinese troops to the Manchuli station. The note went on
to say that the Japanese army had no intention of interfering with
the Chinese Eastern Railway, and gave an assurance that Soviet
interests would be well protected. Litvinov, then Soviet Commissar
of Foreign Affairs, made a reply the following day, expressing his
satisfaction that the Japanese Government had given repeated assurances to safeguard the interests of the Chinese Eastern Railway, and,
in turn, the Soviet Government promised to maintain strict noninterference with this Manchuria crisis. 1
Having learned that the Soviet Government would not interfere
with Japanese military operations along the railway line, the Japanese
began to transport their troops over the railway. The Chinese Eastern
Railway Company then received a note from the Japanese command
at. Harbin, suggesting that the charge for transportation of Japanese
troops over the entire line should be reduced to fifty per cent of the
"' usual rate. This matter, however, together with other questions, was
brought to Moscow for negotiations between Karakhan and H:irota.
On the question of transporting] apanese troops, though the Japanese
·.).(Government denied knowledge of a proposal from the Japanese cmnmand for a reduced rate of transportation charge, they requested
the Soviet Government to grant permission to transport Japanese
troops as before. To this, Karakhan yielded by making a statement
that permission would be granted 'by way of exceptional and temporary measures ' in view of. special circumstances referred to by
the •Japanese Government. 2 Such generosity on the Soviet side
el}abled Japan to carry. out a large-scale military campaign in
North Manchuria and bring the whole of Manchuria. under her
controL
On the establishment of the puppet state of 'Manchukuo ', the
Soviet Government promised to hoist the ' Manchukuo ' flag on the
Chinese Eastern Railway after accepting Li Shao-keng as successor
to the former President, Mo Teh-hui. The Soviet Government was
so interested in the preservation of peace in the Far East that it
1

2
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the Japanese took advantage
farther and farther, finally bringing the railway into

2.

Chaos in Chinese Eastern Railway

The Soviet authorities knew they had no chance against the wellarmed Japanese, but, on the other hand, they were astute enough to
remove most of the rolling stock from the railway, which was the
crux of the whole trouble. The Japanese Government, at first too
busy handling their affairs in the newly established 'Manchukuo'
had no time to deal with the question of the rolling stock removed
by the Soviet authorities. But as soon as the remnant Chinese
forces in North Manchuria had been subdued and Jehol taken, the11
the Japanese paused and began to turn their eyes to the Chinese
Eastern Hailway.
On April 12, 1933, Li Shao-keng, the 'Manchukuo' President of
the railway, delivered a note of protest to the Soviet Vice-President,
Stephen Kuznetzofi, demanding the immediate return of the rolling
stock then detained in Siberia. a Kuznetzoff set the matter aside. 11
Whereupon the Vice-Minister of Communications of the 'Ma:n.chukuo ' Government at Changchun was sent to Harbin to. proceed
with the negotiations, but again without success. 4 On April 8, a'·
blockade of Manchuli was carried out by 'Manehukuo '. Againstii
this Kuznetzoff and the Soviet Consul-General at Harbin immediately protested. On April 12, Japan-' Manchukuo' troops at
Manchuli suddenly detained the International Wagons-lits froni
Moscow to Vladivostok. Li Shao-kcng then delivered an ultimatum
to· Kuznetzolf, demanding that he forward a message to Moscow
for ~he return o.f the detained rolling stock, namely 83 locomotives,
190 passenger cars and 3,200 freight cars,within a period of thirty
days. 5 On April 13, another blockade was effected on the Soviet
customs at Suifenho (Pogranitchnaya), and all trains leaving Suifenho
fq:r Manchuli had to be inspected. No locomotives or cars were
Cillowcd
pass through to the Soviet territory.
On April r6, Karakhan lodged a note of protest through Ota, the
Japanese Ambassador in Moscow, stating that the detained rolling

to

3

4
5

Bulletin of WaichiaoJm, May 15, 1933, P· I49·
ibid, p. ISZ·
Wu You-san, Russo-Japanese Relations (in Chinese), 1938, p. 84,
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was the property of the Soviet Union and not of the railway. 6
Much evidence was produced to prove that the locomotives in question. wt:re purchased by the Tsarist Government from the United
States for Russian railways, and that they were assembled in the
railway workshops at Vladivostok and Harbin and afterwards passed
o:n to Russian railways. The Japane~e Government was never ready
to recognize the Soviet possession of the Chinese Eastern Railway,
tpbugh documents were exchanged between the ' Manchukuo '
President and the Soviet Vice-President, each presenting the opinion
Oftl1eir respective governments.
At the same time, the 'Manchukuo' authority, on account of the
factthat the Soviet Union had not released the cars seized some
time before but continued seizing more cars, disconnected the line
between the Soviet Union and 'Manchukuo' at Suifenho station.
According to Sokolnikov's protest dated ,June 5, handed to Ota, the
Japanese Ambassador, it was stated that on May 31, Saito, Japanes.e
official of the ' Manchukuo ' Ministry of Communications, led a
number of police to Suifenho station, demanding that the station
master cut off the communication between the Chinese Eastern
Railway and the Ussuri Railway.

3· Soviet-Japanese Parley
In view of the increasing difficulties over the Chinese Eastern
;i{ailway, the Soviet Government found that there was no other
r~medy except to offer for sale their interests in the Chinese Eastern
Railway. So rumours of the Soviet proposal to sell the railway to
Japan were current before the expiration of the ultimatum. On
l\ltay 2, 1933, Litvinov directly proposed to Ota the intention of the
;;oviet Government to sell the Chinese Eastern Railway to settle
he outstanding question once and for all.
Oq .May tz~•. Litvinov, through the Tass Agency, declared: 'During
henegotiations between Ota, the Japanese Ambassador , and myself,
did mention that the actions of the " Manchukuo " authorities
:tused serious difficulties to the Chinese Eastern Railway and
5gravated controversies between Japan, "Manchukuo" and the
wiet Union. In order to arrive at some possible solution, I there're suggest that there may be a chance for "Manchukuo" to
the Chinese Eastern Railway; that is to say, the Soviet
"' ''"''"''" would. sell the interests of the Chinese Eastern Railway
Monthly (in Chin('se), Vol. XI, No. 5, 1933, p. 305.

CHINA. AND

tO "Manchukuo '' which is considered as
. of solving the present difficulties.' 7

4· China's Protests
When the rumour of the sale of the Chinese Eastern Railway
reached China, she was,. of course, annoyed at the Soviet action.
The Chinese public were rather puzzled at such an event occurring
only a few days after the arrival of the new Soviet Ambassador to
China, following the resumption of formal relations· between the
two countries.
The Chinese Embassy in Moscow was instructed to present a note
to the Soviet Government to that effect and to ask whether there
was any truth in the rumour. K.arakhan, the Vice-Commissar of
Foreign Affairs, assured the Chinese Ambassador, D. W. W. Yen,
that no such sale was contemplated, and the rumour was flatly
denied.
It was only two days later that Litvinov gave an interview to the
Tass Agency, confirrning his proposal for the sale oJ the railway to.
Japan. He argued that the Soviet Government had never conceded
to China the right of purchasing the railway before due time, nor
had it entered into any obligation to refrain from selling the
to any third party.
He further stated that:
'The Chinese Government or the powers under its control have
ceased to be actual partners with the U.S.S.R. in the Chinese
Eastern Railway since over eighteen months ago. They have been
deprived of this possibility by causes not dependent upon the
U.S.S.R., and are unable to exercise their rights or discharge theil
undertakings in tcnns of the Peking and M.ukden Agreements
On the strength of these agreenJents, the Govcrnment.. "of Chin;
is obliged to maintain represematives on the Hoard of the railwa~
but no such representative has been on the Hoard for the pa~
eighteen months.' 8
On May 13, the Chinese Government instructed Dr. W. W. Y<
to lodge a strong protest with the Soviet Government against tl
steps being taken for the proposed sale of the railway.
1
8

Current Affairs Monthly, Vol XIII, No. 6, p. 485.
Bullet1:n of Waichiaopu, May 1933, pc 190.
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Litvinov, it was •reported, told th.e .Chinese Ambassador that the
Soviet sale of the railway was rather favourable to China, in that
the railway could not be removed to Japan after purchase, and that
as China had expected to recover Manchuria, she would ultimately
get the railway back without paying the Soviet Union for it.
l_.itvinov also attempted to explain Karakhan's misstatement by
saying that the latter was not au courant with the question. It was
believed that Karakhan's transfer to the Embassy in Turkey soon
after was clue to the Chinese Ambassador's expression of clissatisfa<:ticm with him, in that he had given assurances contrary to facts
on this important diplomatic question.
On the following day, the W aichiaopu made public the contents
of the protest. The note began with a reference to the conversation
which Dr. Yen had with Karakhan on May I I, and to the statement given out by Litvinov during the Press interview of the
same day regarding the proposed sale of the Soviet interest in t.he
railway.
The note recalled the memorandum written by Dr. Yen and
delivered to the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs on May 9, in which
the relative position of the Chinese and Soviet Governinents in
respect of the Chinese Eastern Railway as determined by the agree,, ment of I924 was set forth.
Meanwhile Karl Radek wrote that the Soviet ' is not deceiving
China ' when offering to sell the Chinese Eastern Railway to Japan.
"He went on to say: 'The Chinese bourgeoisie, which are losing one
region after another without attempting to resist the invaders, think
that the Soviets should preserve the Chinese Eastern Railway for
them, thereby suffering material losses, risking the lives of. her
employees and hazarding international confiicts.' 9
The Chinese vigorous and well-founded protest put the Soviet
Government in a dilemma. The reply was deferred until June 19.
The Chinese Ambassador sent another note on June 25, but both
sides agreed not to publish them. Thereafter, China made no
protests to the Soviet Government, which was enough to
suspicion.
5· Motives of Proposed Sale of Railway
·when the Soviets proposed to sell the railway, the Japanese Government pretended to be indifferent and unconcerned. For they believed
9

Izvestia, May

20,

1933.

thereby
the price deliberately. For this reason the Soviet nr.nnor\C<>
May 2, 1933, met with indifference. It was not until
the meeting of the Japanese Cabinet decided to persuade
chukuo ' to consider the sale offer. At the same time, four
were laid down: (1) To investigate, first of all, whether the
'Onion had the right to claim ownership of the railway; (2)
sider whether, according to the Sino-Soviet and the
Agreements of 1924, the Soviet Government had merely the
administrative power over the Chinese Eastern Railway, now that the
Soviet Government was willing to transfer such vested administrr>tive power to 'Manchukuo' which, in turn, was also willing. to pcty
an appropriate sum; (3) That 'Manchukuo ' should purchase the
mining rights belonging to the railway from the Soviet Union;
(4) That the procedure of conducting the sale and effecting the pay~
ment should be by persuading' Manchukuo' to take up negotiations
with the Soviet Union. On the same clay an aide-memoire was
despatched to' Manchukuo '. The' Manchukuo' Government therefore sent a formal reply to the U.S.S.R.: (i) deciding to accept the
offer; (ii) hoping that Japan would mediate in the matter; (iii) suggesting that the locale for negotiations be Tokyo. The Japanese~
Government was kept informed to the same effect.l 0
On May 29 Ota, the Japanese Ambassador at Moscow, form_all;'
notified the Soviet Commissariat of Foreign Affairs that the Soviet
Government should open negotiations with 'Manchukuo ', Japan
acting as mediator. He further stated that such discussion should
be settled politically but not technically; in other words the Chinese
Eastern Railway had depreciated in value after the Manchurian
incident and, therefore, the selling price cmlld not be based upon
the initial cost.
On June 3, a reply from the Soviet Government was made
through Sokolnikov, then Vice-Commissar of Foreign Affairs, accepting the Japanese suggestion and also proposing June 26 as the first
date for opening negotiations. The Soviet Government agreed to
~end delegates to Tokyo for the purpose.
At 2 p.m. on June 26, 1933, negotiations for the sale of
were formally inaugurated at the residence of the
Foreign Minister. The Soviet delegation was headed by
Soviet Ambassador at Tokyo, while the Japanese was
1
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mt Uchida, Japanese Foreign Minister, "Manchukuo' being
ded by Ting Shih-yuan, its Minister at Tokyo, and Chuichi
;hi, 'Manchukuo' Vice-Foreign Minister, and the Chinese
;-rn Railway was represented by Shang Jui-ling. Opening
c:s were read by the three parties in a cordial atmosphere. It
the Soviet Government had already implied de facto
'Manchukuo ', tactfully created by Japan.
l second conference was called to discuss the neces,f calling meetings, whereas at the third conference,
ual negotiations for the sale of the railway began.
mitred their representations. The Soviet proposals
ould sell all properties belonging to the railway with
f the detained rolling stock which belonged to the
.(:g)-..._.the purchase price of the railway was set at a
f zs0;eo._o,QOO gold roubles, of which 2IO,OOO,OOO gold
.e cost of b~iihii.Qg the railway, and 40,oo~,ooo gold
,t of the railway l~nCi:and-forests; (c) the method of
i of the purchase price, i.e., 125:ooo;ooo gold roubles,
rsed in the form of commercial merchandise by four
.<>ts within a period of two years, whereas of the other half
ooo,ooo gold roubles), one quarter was to be paid in cash, while
remaining amount was to be paid in security bonds issued by
~5l;y.kuo ', guaranteed by the Japanese Government, bearing
est~cent per. annum,. to be redeemed within a period
tree years; (d) ~al agreement to ?centered int~ aff~~ding
al privileges f6ry~he~+..zt Sov.tet goods, Sovtet cltlzens
,
Soviet employees of the railway afte r.~ trar:sfer.
t-e .'Manchukuo' counter-proposals were as odO.:~.X~:._ (1) Man~
Jo' to pay so,ooo,ooo yen for the purchase, the way "ahd !1.~~
tyn1e.J!t to ·be specially arranged ~or thereafter; (2) tP.._e transfer ··---~ effected within three months after the sigi?-ing of the agreet; (3) th<f Soviet Government to be responsible to the former
:holders, bond holders and any other creditors; (4) documentary
·ds with regard to the railway and its auxiliary enterprises to
anded over to 'Manchukuo '.ll
te difference of opinion between the two parties was substantial
wide; the price was the main stumbling-block. The Soviet
~rnment asked for zso,ooo,ooo gold roubles, but '1\/[anchukuo'
ed to pay only so,ooo,ooo yen, which was equivalent to ~nly
o,ooo gold roubles according to the exchange rate at the ttme,
11
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being merely one-sixth of the sum asked for
,
rnent.
At the fourth conference on July 5, Yurenev, the Soviet represe
tive, demanded sole Russian ownership of the railway. The' l'
chukuo' representatives categorically rejected Yurenev's claim,·
had much to do with the price because, had it been
'Manchukuo' would have to pay the full value
Both parties stood their ground and negotiations
6. Controversies Over Ownership

-c

With regard to the ownership of the Chinese
the question is indeed complicated. The ~riginal
clearly stipulated in Article I that the shares of th:_.£..
Railway Company could be acquired only~b¥2e".tll.iH~l
subjects. On account of this contrc:s:r.,-th~ Chinese
to invest s,ooo,ooo kuping taehr'.towards the funds
Chinese Bank for helping .to construct the railway.
the 1896 contract again stip~rlated that 'the day whe ;
finished and traffic is in oper~tion, the Company will Il1a •.,
Chinese Government a payment of five million kuping taels ',12
latter has never been paid.
After the Russian Revolution of 1917, the newly established~
Government nationalized the Russo-Asiatic Bank 'Tl en the
Karakhan Declarations of 1919 and 1920 rl' ; y abandoned all
Russian rights and interests in)Jg,. G 1incse Ea~tern Railway acq1
by the ~sarist G~ But. wl1en the ~h.incse Govern!
entered u:.tc>Dkgonatwns for Chmese rccogm~Hm of the .. ~·
G_s:n:er-rrtilent in November 1922, Joffe claimed sole Soviet owneJ
·-/ of the railway.
China did not ac~ept the Soviet claim of sole ov
ship, nor did ' Manchukuo ' recognize it. The ' Manchukuo' '
gates claimed that 'Manchukuo' was the legitimate .successc
Chir1ese rights in Manchuria, and they believed that the S
Government had surrendered the entire ownership ()£ the rai
in favour of China by virtue of the Karakhan declarations.
The Soviet Government, on the contrary, claimed sole owneJ
in view of the fact that the railway was constructed by the to
masses of Russia with their hard-earned money.1 3 The Ch
Government, however, claimed that the entire work was
12
Contract for the Construction and Operation of the
Railway, September 8, 1896.
13
Litvinov's statement of May 11, •933·

by the
who asked for compensation for
losses
people who all suffered immensely through the
uu.1au.vu of the Romanoff rouble notes which had been
the construction and operation of the railway. 14

del~g;at•~s

7· Controversies Over Price

6'i''

}\~ter much contention over the question of ownership, both parties
refrained for la<,:k of relevapt documents from touching this knotty
probl~m, and proceeded to discuss the only outstanding question~
the • sal~ price.
The, original agreement of 1896 provided that the price to be paid
for th{e redemption of the railway should cover the capital cost of
co11st~uction plus all the losses which the operation of the railway
tnighf incur up to the time of redemption. According to this stipulationlthe price would be about Soo,ooo,ooo gold roubles, half of the
aii1fiunt being the capital cost of construction and the other halfthe
~tumulated operating losses. The Tsarist regime deliberately spent
· m.oney in such a lavish way during the construction that as a result
the .average per mile cost was three times what it should have been.
The sole aim was to make China's redemption almost impossible.
To build the railway at that time would probably have cost only
r:zo,ooo,ooo gold roubles.L5
The Soviets offered to sell the railway for 210,ooo,ooo gold roubles
plus 4o,ooo,ooo for timber and other concessions, making a total of
:zso,ooo,ooo gold roubles, which was, therefore, less than the original
cost, but was twice as much as the cost of reproduction. The
Japanese counter-offer was so,ooo,ooo yen, being about twenty per
tent of the sum asked for, whic;;h was obviously based upon the
sl.lpPos.e(:i .negligible yal1le .. ()ftl;lat railway.
.
....
After a long adjournment of the negotiations, the Soviets brought
the price down to :;ooo,ooo,ooo gold roubles. But the Japanese stuck
to the suggested price of so,ooo,ooo yen, stating that it would be
equivalent to the amount of 2oo,ooo,ooo gold roubles at a rate of
exchange fixing one quarter of the silver yen to one gold rouble.l6

uuu'"""''uu Bulletins,
couo~,;.;u"''

Manchukuo, Foreign Office, 1933-4, No. 81, p. 10.
op. cit.
A., The Chinese Eastern Railway Problem in Contemplation
1934, p. 8.
'
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Since the Soviet Government showed its unwillingness to sell the
Chinese Eastern Railway for so,ooo,ooo yen, many complications
arose, all unfavourable to the railway. Brigandage along the railway became very serious, while sabotage, train-wrecking and burning of stations were of frequent occurrence. Railway properties were
seized, railway employees were killed or kidnapped, and trains raided
by armed force. No atternpt was made to keep order along the line,
as it was generally known that the more trouble, the cheaper the
price. In spite of these difficulties, the railway was still able to
rm~ at a profit, as reported by the Soviet General Manager.
. What proved fatal was that the Japanese were quickly constructing parallel lines to the Chinese Eastern Railway, which would render
it valueless and impossible to run at a profit. The ' Manc.hukuo '
authorl.ties even bluntly told the Soviet Government that tfle completion of the 'Manchukuo' railway system would cause 1further
dwindling of the profits of the Chinese Eastern Railway, and ithat, in
a year or two, the railway would find it impossible to balance~ncome
with expenditureY Besides, the White Russians in Manchurt1a were
becoming very active, and it was told that they had received special
assb<:mce from the Japanese. Frontier incidents were also o\ frequent occurrence, which were directly connected with the rail\\:,<~);:
dispute, bringing about a deadlock of the Tokyo conference. The ·
Soviet Government began to realize the truth of Hirota's statement
that 'as long as the Chinese Eastern Railway is not sold, the feeling ~
of animosity will continue to exist '.1 8 Therefore the Soviets 'could .~
hardly do anything but face reallties and try to get something out
of it before it was too late.
On February 26, 1934, the Soviet Government lowered its price
to 20o,ooo,ooo yen instead of 2oo,ooo,ooo gold roubles asked previously.
It was also agreed to accept one-half of the amuunt in Japanese
goods. The ' M.anchukuo ' delegation thought the price was still
too high, but they made a counter-otTer on April 26, by raising their
price hom so.ooo,ooo yen to roo,ooo,ooo.yen, including 3o,ooo,ooo y()n
for allowances given to the discharged employees of the railway. To
this Yurcnev did not consent. On May 25, Yurenev deducted
another ro,ooo,ooo yen from their last offer, making the purchase
price r9o,ooo,ooo yen, whereas the allowance for the discharging of
railway employees was to be paid by the buyer. The 'Manchukuo'
delegation did not accept this either.
P
18

Information Bulletins, Manchukuo, Foreign Office, 1933-4, No. 81, p.
China Weekly Review, February 24, 1934.
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On June 23, Hirota tried to compromise by telling Yurenev that
'Manchukuo ' would bear the discharging allowances,· but ·the
purchase price was still fixed at r oo,ooo,ooo yen. The Soviet Ambassador declined the new offer, but on June 28 he expressed the
view that the Soviet Government would again reduce the price, from
19o,ooo,ooo yen to 17o,ooo,ooo yen. Hirota made an increased offer
of r2o,ooo,ooo yen on July 23, but this did not meet with the a.pproval
of the prospective seller. On July 30, Yurenev again lowered his
previous offer, to r6o,ooo,ooo yen, of which one-third would be
accepted in merchandise. The proposal was again turned down by
the buyer. On August 13, Ohashi, the 'Manchukuo ' delegate, held
another conference with Yurenev, but without result. The following day Ohashi left Tokyo, and the negotiations were brought to
a deadlock as both patties rejected further concessions. 19
Inasmuch as both parties railed at each other, there was apparently
no hope for a resumption of negotiations. Actually it was not so.
One was willing to effect a quick sale, while the other was quite
ready to buy. Both merely played for time by bargaining over the
purchase price.
It was true enough that the Japanese Foreign Minister again
mediated by asking for the reopening of the conference. Hirota
informed Yurenev on September 6 that the last offer of r2o,ooo,ooo
yen would be increased to IJo,ooo,ooo yen. The Soviet Ambassador,
although he did not agree to this sum, nevertheless expressed his
desire to make a further concession. He duly informed Hirota on
September 12 that it was the desire of the Soviet Government to seek
a just settlement and not to continue the' bargaining over the price.
The Soviet Government had already suffered a great loss on the last
offer of r6o,ooo,ooo yen on July 30, because such a figure was far
below the cost of construction. If the suggested price could be concluded once and for all, the Soviet Government would again pe
willing to reduce the price, to 145,ooo,ooo yen. Then Hirota immediately put theprice up to 14o,ooo,ooo yen, the difference of which
was only s.ooo,ooo yen. The Japane~e indicated d~arly that it was
not willing to make further concessions. Thereupon on September
19, Yurenev expressed the acceptance of the Soviet Government to
Hirota's last offer with the understanding that the allowances for
discharged Soviet employees were not included.
19

Wu You-san, op. cit., pp. n5-r6.

After both parties had agreed on the
were carried on without any further hindrance, with only
tion, namely the question of Japanese guarantee of payment
'Manchukuo '. Finally, Hirota agreed to this.
On March :23, r935, all arrangements were ready, and the agree~
ments, together with the protocols and notes, were duly signed
at the residence of the Foreign· Minister in Tokyo. Those who
represented Japan were headed by Hirota, the Foreign Minister, and
Shigemitsu, the Vice-Minister; Yurenev, the Soviet Ambassador,
represented the U.S.S.R.; Ting Shih-yuan, 'Manchukuo' Minister to
Japan, and Chuichi Ohashi, ' Manchukuo ' Vice-Foreign Min~stet,
represented 'Manchukuo '; Wu Tze-seng, Counsellor, together with
a Soviet Director, represented the Chinese Eastern Railway. The
signatures were no fewer than fifty.
Important items of the agreement were as follows:
On the date of the signature of the agreement, the U.S.S.R. ceded
to 'Manchukuo ' the rights concerning the Chinese Eastern Railway
at a purchase price of r4o,ooo,ooo yen. One-third of that sum, i.e.,
46,7oo,ooo yen, to be paid in cash, of which 2J,3oo,ooo yen was to be
paid simultaneously with the signing of the agreement, while the •.
remaining 23,4oo,ooo yen was to be paid in four instalments •over,
three years at the simple interest of three per cent per annum to.bt:l.
paid in the form of Treasury Bonds of the ' Manchukuo ' Government. Exchange was fixed in Swiss francs to safeguard the possible
fluctuation of the yen. Another two-thirds of the purchase price,
i.e., 93,30o,ooo yen to be discharged in the form of payments·· for
goods in instalments over three years. The price of the goods, pro·
duced or manufactured in 'Manchukuo' or Japan, to be settled by
the Soviet Trade Representation with subjects or juridical bodieso~
Japan or 'Manchukuo '. Delivery of the goods thus purchased to be
effected during six equal periods of six months constituting the said
three years. Deliveries in each period not to exceed in value the
sum of r s,sso,ooo yen.
With regard to the locomotives and freight cars removed
Soviet authorities into Soviet territory from North
r933, it was stipulated in Article XI of the agreement that
not necessarily to be returned. The U.S.S.R. was held
for claims made by shareholders, bond holders and creditors
railway prior to I917· The dismissal of Soviet employees
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discharge allowance amounting in total to JO,ooo,ooo yen were well
arranged in detail. The form of Japan's guarantee of the payment,
in ~oney and in goods, was made effective by the exchange of notes
between Japan and the U.S.S.R. (See full text in Appendix B.)
Since 'Manchukuo' was not financially able to buy the Chinese
Ea:stern Railway, the sum had to be raised in Japan entirely by
boiJ.dS. In fact, the first cash instalment was borrowed from the
syndicate banks of Tokyo and Osaka. The property and the income
qftherailway had to be used as security. Upon the formal signing
q£ the agreement for the transfer ()f the Chinese ·Eastern Railway;
~he whole line of 1,7oo kilometres, costing more than 16o,ooo,ooo
gold roubles, was completely taken over by ' Manchukuo ', which
announced at that time that the railway was to be renamed the' South
Manchurian Railway', controlled by the South Manchurian Railway
Company. Thus the long dispute over the Chinese Eastern Railway
w.as brought to a close.

Chapter XVI
SOVIET INFLUENCE IN CHINESE TURKISTAN
(SINKIANG)
the signing of the Treaty of St. Petersburg in 1881, even.. ts•
in Chinese Turkistan were comparatively quiet. Additional
agreements with Russia concerning national boundaries and
frontier trade were signed. During the Russian Revolution ofr917•
W.hite Russian troops poured into Chinese Turkistan for shelter. It
was clue to the merit of Governor Yang Tseng-hsin that the WhiteReel contests, as took place in Outer Mongolia, did not spread to
the westernmost frontier of China. When Yang was assassinated
in 1928, Chin Shu-jen succeeded him. Shortly after his two years'
reign, an Islamic revolt, headed by General Ma Chung-yin, a young
Tungan commander, broke out. In order to put down the rebels, .
Chin had to depend on ammunition from the U.S.S.R., and for this 1
reason he was compelled to sign a secret agreement with the Soviet 1··'
authorities, conceding to the U.S.S.R. many privileges which his
predecessor had refused to grant. He was overthrown by a coup
d'etat on April rz, 1933. Sheng Shih-tsai was elected Military
Governor by the Maintenance Committee.
Soviet influence was then mainly confined to trade as the Soviets
had not concerned themselves with Chinese politics. In 1934 the
Tungan forces under Ma Chung-yin besieged Urumchi (Tihwa),
capital of the province, and brought it to the verge of surrender.
~(he military authorities could not help following the· example of
the late Governor by asking for immediate and effective aid frorn
the Soviets in order to drive out the formidable foe. The Soviets
responded by sending Red troops and bombing planes to chase aw(l.y
the rebels, and thus they saved Urumchi from peril. From then
on, Soviet influence in the province greatly increased. Owing. to
geographical proximity, 'chinese administrative policy was bound
to gravitate towards the Soviet Union. The air route from Chung"
king to Moscow, passing through Urumchi as the mid-station, gave
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further significance to this orientation. Moreover, Soviet anus sent
to China followed the old Silk Road. Thus Sinkiang again became
important, and its powerful neighbour-the Soviet Union-began to
play an important role in that part of the world.
r.

Brief Description of Chinese Tutkistan

Chinese Tu_rkistan or Sinkiang lies north of Tibet and India, and
south of Central Asia. Historically, Sinkiang was annexed to China
as early as the Han Dynasty, about two hundred years before Christ.
At that time, the land known as 'Hsi-yu ', or the Western Regions,
consisted of thirty-six separate kingdoms, and there were many
inhabitants of Aryan blood. These thirty-six kingdoms broke up
into fifty-five, but all were located in the southern part of Sinkiang,
being divided by the famous Tienshan, the celestial mountain.
Nmth of Tien-shan, the country belonged to the Mongols and the
Turks known as 'Hsiung-nu' and 'Wu-sun' respectively. It was
not until the Manchu Dynasty, about the latter part of the eighteenth
century, that the Emperor Kang Hsi went three times in person to
drive off the Jungarians and the Kazaks, and the present vast regions
north and south of the Tienshan ranges were incorporated into
the Chinese domain. Hence the present Sinkiang, with Urumchi
in the centre as the capital, Kashgar in the south, Altai in the north,
Ili (Kuldja) in the west and Hami in the east, comprises not only
old 'Hsi-yu' but also the land formerly owned by the Mongols and
the Turks.
The importance of Sinkiang to China can be gauged by its
geographical and economic position. Sinkiang is r,zoo miles from
east to west and I,ooo miles from north to south. It has an area
of approximately 6oo,ooo square miles, which. is abqur one.-third
of ?hina prqper, more than •one and a h<tlf times as big •as Manchuria, and bigger than the British Isles, France and Germany
together. 1
Notwithstanding the extent of such a vast stretch •of· land, the
country is very sparsely populated. It has a population of only
aboutz,soo,ooo people, which is an average of four to a square mile.
This is considered the most sparsely populated region in the Chinese
Empire.
The tribes in that province are very much differentiated. There ·
are at least fourteen distinct races : Chinese, Manchus, Mongols,
1

Wu, Aitchen K., Turkistan

Tumult, 1940, p. z61.
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Moslems or Uighurs, Tungans, Kasaks, Hsipei
Mukden), Sao-hm (Manchus from Heilunkiang), Chahar
from Kalgan), Kirghiz, Torgut Mongols, Tatars, Tadjiks and
Russians. In addition to these races, there are Russians, Britons,
Swedes, Afghans, Persians, Indians, Jews, Aryan Turks, and· other
nationalities; indeed, so many that Sinkiang has earned for itself
the epithet of a 'living ethnological museum'. Such a condition is
seldom found anywhere else in the world.
In spite of the many races with diverse languages 'and different
social customs, they can be easily classified according to religion,
Buddhists on the one hand and Islamists on the other, each>so
remote from the other as to be fated to bicker and war. The Chinese,
Manchus and Mongols adhere to Buddhism, while the Moslems,
Tungans, Kasaks, Tadjiks and Tatars are of the faith of Islam. 0£
these two and a half million people, only about zoo,ooo are Chinese,
being nigh to ten per cent of the population, while the Moslems and
Kasaks are in an overwhelming majority. Though the uLJliU''-'~'in a minority, the whole province is always under the control
Chinese.
2.

Sinkiang and the Russian Revolution

Sinkiang was the first to feel the repercussions of
Revolution in 1917 owing to its geographical proximity.
of White Russians had to retreat to Sinkiang, not only using it
shelter, but also using it as a base to gain a foothold in order
continue the struggle.
The attitude taken by Governor Yang Tseng-hsin towards the
Russian Revolution was one of strict neutrality. But how to maintain this neutrality along more than a thousand miles of frontier
was quite a problem. A slight favour given to one party might lead
complications with the other. With shrewdness and sagaCity,
was able to intern the raiders, impede the incursions of Soviet
Sinkiang, and thus extricate himself from a
1917 the Russian Consul at Tacheng
the local Chinese authorities passage through
of Russian troops under the • command
order to attack Red forces in Samara.
ground that it was a violation of the
strictly observed • by the. Chinese
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Moreover, Samara •.Was adjacent to Ili; should the Red forces be
~nf9rrned.gf. the contemplated. move. of General Annenkov's • troops
t!rrough Tacheng, they would launch an attack on Ili to foiestall.the
advance, which would cause irreparable damage to Ili. Hence the
White troops were persuaded to take the passage through Semipalatinsk in Russian territory and bypass Sinkiang.
Failing to get consent for the passage of his troops through
Tacheng, Annenkov secretly despatched agents to Chinese territory
for the purpose of recruiting Chinese nationals for his army. This
unexpected action naturally met with ~pposition, from the Chinese
authorities, who protested to the Russian Consul and prohibited
their citizens from joining the White Russian forces.
The White Russians insisted on securing a passage through
Tacheng on pretext of protecting the Russian Consulate there. But
it was a fact that Russians residing in Chinese territory had sustained practically no losses. So the Chinese local authorities, under
the instruction of Governor Yang, informed the Russian Consul
that Russian nationals in Sinkiang would be well protected, and the
presence of Russian troops would be unnecessary.
Meanwhile the White and Red Armies encountered each other
with the result that the White Russian forces were utterly defeated
and, in order to save their lives, were compelled to retreat into
' Chinese territory. Fighting continued upon the frontier. Then
the problem of taking care of such large numbers of refugees confronted the Chinese authorities. It was about the same time that
the Peking Government sent troops to Outer Mongolia where they
wer.e egcountered by the White Rl1ssian army headed by Baron
Ungern Sternberg.
Governor Yang's policy was to observe strict neutrality during the
White and Red struggle, for he feared Annenkov even more than
the· Reds, the former being young and restless and quite capable of
trying to occupy the northern parts of Sinkiang. The Governor,
however, ·succeeded in removing Annenkov from the scene not by
Il1ilitary power but by his own stratagem.
The difficulties confronting the Governor during this crisis were
complicated by the fact that the Tsarist Government and its
representatives in China were still legally recognized by the Chinese
Government. Sinkiang, however, made no blunder in violating its
strict neutrality, leaving the Reds no pretext to infringe the integrity
ofChinese territory in tbeir pursuit of White Russian forces. It
was estimated that no fewer than one hundred thousand defeated
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Russian soldiers and refugees crossed the border and retreated into
Sinkiang for safety during the course of the Russian Revolution.

3· Exchange of Consulates between Sinhiang and U.S.S.R.
In accordance with Article I of the Sino-Soviet Agreement of r924
providing for the immediate re-establishment of normal diplomatic
and consular relations between the two contracting parties, the Soviet
Government at Omsk appointed an envoy to Sinkiang to discuss the
question of the re-establishment of the five Russian consulates in
Sinkiang.
Negotiations with the Soviet representatives were conducted on a
basis of complete reciprocity, and for every consulate which • the
Soviet authorities established in Sinkiang, there was the reciprocal
establishment of a Chinese consulate on Soviet territory in Central
Asia, where thousands of Chinese nationals had, for a long time,
been deprived of any protection.
The Soviet authorities could not but agree to the first Chinese
proposal, and an exchange of notes finally took place on October 6,
1924. The Soviet authorities promised to give the necessary housing
for the establishment of the Chinese consulates in Central Asia, and
the Sinkiang authorities agreed to hand over the old Russian consulates to the Soviet representatives. Thus the Soviet ConsulateGeneral at Urumchi was matched by the Chinese Consnlate-General
at Tashkent, while Soviet consulates at Tarbagatai (Tacheng), Ili,
Altai and Kashgar were matched by Chinese consulates at Semipalatinsk, Alma Ata, Za.isan and Andijan respectively,
4· lli Trade Agreement

When the Soviet regime became stabilized after the 1917 Revolution, repeated efiorts were made to enter into regional trade agreements with Sinkiang. The IIi Trade Agreement was considered an
important diplomatic document in the modern history of Sinkiang.
Tremendous losses to Chinese revenues occurred every year on
account of the Treaty of St. Petersburg in 1881, by which Russian
goods passing through the northern ahd southern routes int()
Sinkiang were free of duty. Later, British imports into the same
area, under the most favoured nation clause, enjoyed siinilar
privileges.
Upon the fall of the Tsarist regime and the coming to power of the

to
treaty
fear that .the treaty would be
another period of ten years.
v<Jl<H'"""' delegationwas appointed to proceed to Tashkent, where
connerr·ea with the Sqviet commercial .representatives in the early
The Soviet representative proposed that Sinkiang
permit the formation of White Russian •organization~.
representative should be permitted to reside in .Ili.
Russian refugees in Sinkiang should be. sent back to their
and the arms seized from the retreating Russian s?ldiers
be returned to the Soviet Government. The Chinese delegates
counter-proposed that due protection should be accorded Chinese
nationals residing in Soviet territory, restrictions on immigration
law be modified, and that a Chinese trade representative be permitted to reside at Alma Ata. Regarding the stationing of a Soviet
trade representative at Ili, the Chinese delegates' expressed their
opinion that the Soviet authorities should first agree to conclude ·a
provisional trade agreement based on the principles of equality and
reciprocity. The Russian refugees and interned soldiers would be
persuaded to return to their homeland provided the Soviet
authorities would promulgate an order of amnesty. The seized arms
would be returned only when a legally constituted government had
been established and recognized by China.
A second conference took place at Ili to continue negotiations.
The Soviet representatives conceded to the Sinkiang authorities the
right to impose a duty on goods imported into Ili from Soviet territory. After some lengthy discussions, the lli Trade Agreement was
signed on May 27, 1920.
The agreement was in threeparts. Partl, relating to trade and
commerce, provided for the mutual establishment of commercial and
foreign affairs bureaux, the designation of trade routes, and customs
duties levied on goods from Soviet territory into Ili or vice versa,
and the adoption of passports for nationals of both countries who
crossed the frontier on business.
Part II dealt with the repatriation of interned White Russian troops
and refugees in Sinkiang. The Soviet authorities declared the
existence of the amnesty recendy promulgated. The Ili authorities,
therefore, agreed to the appointment of a Soviet commission to Ili
1uuu1nn

and Compensation Bureau, it would
the Chinese authorities. to take up the
The Soviet representatives consented
Chinese demands tb the Soviet authorities at Tashkent
a.a amicable settlement might be reached.
The Ili Trade Agreement thus paved the way for
China's lost sovereignty caused by treaty relations with
Rl1ssia. Practically speaking, it not only concerned Ili but
enforced in other parts of Sinkiang as well. There were several
attempts by the Soviets between 1922 and 1924 to have the Sinkiang
authorities agree to a modification of the IIi Trade Agreement. In
September 1923 a tentative agreement was reached by the two contracting parties for replacing the Ili Trade Agreement-the latter
to be declared null and void. This tentative draft was submitted
to Peking for formal sanction. Later, the Sinkiang authorities
received instructions from Peking authorizing them to sigll. tl:)_e
agreement with slight modifications. The Soviet Government found
the modifications unsatisfactory, and its representatives put off ~~{!
settlement of the question under discussion. Meanwhile the Sin()•
Soviet Agreement on General Principles was signed in Peki11g 911
May 31, 1924. The two contracting parties agreed to await further
action on the part of their respective governments.
The Sino-Soviet Conference, though opened, was witho1lt any
concrete result. Diplomatic relations between China and the Snviet
Union were further strained over the dispute about the Chinese
Eastern Railway in 1929. Sinkiang also underwent a marked change
in internal politics. Governor Yang Tseng-hsin, who ~had rtiiecl ·
Sinkiang in absolute peace for seventeen years, was assassinated, and
the administration passed into the hands of Chin Shu-jen.

S· · Soviet-Sinkiang Provincial Trade 'Agreement
The Islamic Revolt in Sinkiang between 1930 and 1934,
a young Tungan, General Ma Chung-yin-a rising '-VH~.'L"-~'-u.
second in importance to the Yakub Beg Rebellion of
great deal to do with the ever-increasing Soviet influence

was under
Chin Shu-pen, without the Klluw•c•,,c
Government, secretly entered into a
with the Soviet authorities in the form of an cAuLa,uJo:.c
for the purpose of receiving arms from the Soviets.
notes with four annexes attached were signed at Tihwa
I, 1931, by M. Slavusky representing the Soviet Governand Chen Chi-shan representing the Provincial Government
The text of the notes and the annexes which were
the downfall of Shin Shu-jen by a coup d'etat on
12, 1933, appear in Appendix B.
The phrase 'existing laws and regulations' in Article I of the
Trade Agreement is vague and indistinct. Article II seems advantageous. to the interests of Sinkiang, but the power rests with the
Soviet authorities. Moreover, foreign trade is a state monopoly in
the Soviet Union, so Chinese merchants in Sinkiang can have little
tO say regarding the quality or quantity of their goods to be exported
··· .JP the Soviet Union. Again, the goods would be further restricted
\ iby the 'existing laws of the Soviet Union'. By Article III, Soviet

/
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metropolitan areas of the five cities or it might also be taken to
ernbrace the jurisdictional limits of the five areas mentioned, which
would include a much largeJ: area. Article V which provides for
the payment of a uniform tax by the Soviets as paid by Chinese
merchants is no contravention of international practice. Article VI
relates to the supply of Soviet machinery and provision of technical
experts for the reconstruction of Sinkiang. It should be borne in
mind th.atby virtu~oft.his stipulation, Soviet influence and economic
hold in Sinkiang would naturally expand in proportion to the assist<trice rendered. Article VII reveals the right to decide upon the
kinds of goods to be given in the appended list which may be revised
yeaxly to suit the economic conditions of the two contracting parties.
Suflice i1: .is to say that the Soviet Government is virtually given the
power to supervise the kinds of goods to be imported into and
exported from Sinkiang. A'nnex II gives the Soviet Government
Turkistan Tumult, by Sir G. Macartney, Royal Central Asian
1940, P· 234.
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the/right to establish
of Siukiang. Thus the
Soviet Union was made preponderant.
As the Provisional Agreement had never been recognized by the
Central Government, legally speaking, relations between Sinkiang
and the Soviet Union were then bound by the IIi Trade Agreement
of 1920 and the Sino-Soviet Agreement of 1924. Chin Shu-jen was
subsetluently imprisoned by the Nanking Government for having
signed an agreement with a foreign Power without the consent of
the Central Government.

6. Soviet Influence in Sinkiang
Soviet economic domination of Sinkiang following the exchange of
the notes was quite manifest. The Soviets organized their trade in
Sinkiang by means of the Sinkiang-Soviet Trading Co. Prior to this,
goods reached Sinkiang from the coastal provinces first through the
Peiping-Suiyuan Railway, and then by camel from Paotow to Tihwa.
Since the completion of the Turk-Sib Railway, the U.S.S.R. has been
in a better position to trade with Sinkiang. In addition, the Sinkiang
paper tael depreciated considerably after the Islamic Revolt, and
customs duties levied on goods imported from Soviet territory were
based on the Sinkiang paper tael which was almost valueless.
The overthrow of Chin Shu-jen led to the inauguration of a maintenance committee in Tihwa which elected Sheng-Shih-tsai • as
Military Governor. This was later approved by the Central Government. Ma Chung-yin, the ambitious young Tungan leader, had
retreated to Suchow, Kansu province. On hearing of the downfall
of Chin Shu-jin he thought it best to take the governorship of the
province. He led his strong forces westward and captured Kucheng
without much resistance. The writer was then asked to head the
Peace Mis1;1ion to Kucheng to talk peace with the l:ungan . _generaL
An offer to the latter to go .to south Sinkiang as the Commander~in
Chief was gladly accepted at the outset, but later he was convinced
by his advisers that he could take the capital with ease by resorting
to force. After the encounter, he was defeated owing to the presence
of White Russians and Manchurian troops from the capital-something beyond his expectations. The successive appointments by
the Central Government of General Hwang Mu-sung and Foreign
Minister Dr. Lo W en-kan, to pacify the province from further. civil
war brought no result; in fact, it worsened the situation.
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After .a brief rest at Turf~n, Ma Chung-yin recruited more soldiers
from those of his own creed and attempted another attack on the
capital in the early spring of 1934. His troops were exceedingly
brave, <J.nd they occupied nearly all the strategic points on the outskirts of Tihwa. The fall of the capital seemed imminent. Besides,
General Chang Pei-yuen of Ili mobilized his troops and marched
towards the capital in co-operation with Ma Chung-yin for the overthrow of the Tihwa Government. Chang immediately seized the
main road between Tacheng and the capital, an act which was very
detrimental to Sheng, who had now no communications either to the
north or west where the trade route ran. Sheng's position was so
desperate that he could ask for no immediate assistance except from
theSoviet Union.
How the Soviet authorities came to the rescue is still a mystery.
It. was reported· that several thousand Soviet troops, equipped with
tanks, artillery and aircraft, entered the Altai area. These troops
were not in the uniform of the Red Army, and were not officially
part of it. Later the White Russians in the province were incorporated into this force, but were subsequently disbanded for their
unreliability.
It was due to Soviet military aid that the seige of Tihwa, vvas
immediately lifted, and Ma Chung-yin finally fled and crossed into
Soviet Turkistan at Irkeshtan from Kashgar. General Chang Peiyuan committed suicide when he met a strong force which ambushed
his men on the way in a narrow valley. With the timely intervention of the Soviet forces, the so-called Eastern Turkistan Republic,
which was proclaimed in Kashgar, was also put an end to. Sinkiang
was finally brought under control, and many meaningless sanguinary
battles were thus avoided. It was quite true that 'Sheng owed nothing to Nanking, but much to Moscow, for the assistance which had
enabled him to triumph over Ma Chung-yin '. 3
It has been stated that in the conversation between M. Stalin
and Dr. Sun Fo at Moscow in April 1939, Stalin explained to Sun
Fo·
the Soviet Government helped General Shang Shih-tsai
of Sinkiang province to check the advance of Ma Chung-yin, for
the first was legally appointed by the Chinese Central Government,
whereas the latter advanced to the province on his own accord.
Furthermore, it was reported that the Japanese were backing Ma
Ching-yin, supplying him with ammunition and money. Should
v.la. Ching-yin capture Sinkiang with the Japanese behind the scene,

why

3

Teichman, Sir Eric, Journey to 1'urkistan, I939· P·

ros.

by
guised in Chinese military
to demolish the
of Ma Chung-yin. Such troops were instantly called back
as the task had been carried out. The Soviet Government, therec
fore, directly helping Shang Shih-tsai, who had no connections with
the Soviets whatsoever, was indirectly helping the Chinese Government to quell the rebels. The financial aid for the reconstruction
of industry could be looked upon in the same way. 4
Soviet influence was formerly confined to economic matters such
as the monopolization of import and export trade. Since then, its
influence has also developed along political and military lines. Soviet
'advisers ' were appointed to key positions throughout the military
and civil organization of the ptovince. A secret loan was contracted
from which the Sinkiang authorities received a credit of soo,ooo gold
roubles, a large supply of arms, ammunition and aeroplanes. In
return, the Soviets secured natural products such as cotton, raw
hides, wool, sheep and astrakhans from Sinkiang.
Another revolt was reported in Tihwa in 1937, in which 1D.any
o.flicials were involved. The Moslems of the south, who had already
advanced to Karashar intending to strike a serious blow at Tihwa.,
attempted to intrigue with members of the Provincial Government.
The uprising was again put down with the aid of Soviet forces .. lt
was said that the Soviets were deeply interested in supporting a legal
regime which was friendly to the Soviet Government.
The next phase was the rise of an 'anti-imperialist' or .rathet
'anti"British' movement in south Sinkiang, bordering on n()rthern
India. It was at this time that Sir Eric Teichman of the British
Embassy in China was sent by the British Government to Tihwal:()
investigate and negotiate with the local authority.
In 1939 it was reported that edicts were issued in Khotan am:l
Yarkand ordering all foreigners, meaning in practice J3rhish-II1cliall
traders, to surrender their goqds and leave the country withip.< a
week. The British Consulate General at Kashgar was boycotted, and
its couriers were molested along the trade route from India. 5 A
message from Delhi ran: 'Thirty-three British-Indian refugees,
including nine women and twelve children who had been deported
fron~ Sinkiang have arrived at Gilgit frost-bitten and destitufe..
4
5

Lecture by Dr. Sun Fo, at Hongkong University, October 12, 1941.
The Times, March 25, 19.39.
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Propaganda against ''imperialists ", as British-Indian•• subjects are
described in Sinkiang, continues as strong as ever.' 6 The British
C<msul General tried to visit Tihwa in July 1939 to discuss the situation with the provincial authorities, but his plan was finally
abandoned.
The preponderance of Soviet influence in Sinkiang naturally
ala:fmed Japan. Hirota, the Japanese Foreign Minister, once made
a speech •concerning the 'Sovietization of Sinkiang '.
J\rlolot'ov replied in his speech to the Seventh All-Union Congress
o£Sqviets condemning the slanderous rumours maliciously made by
Japan, and emphasizing that 'the Soviet Union considers as incompatible with its policy the seizure of foreign territories, and is an
a,bsolute adherent of the independence, integrity and sovereignty of
China over all her parts including Sinkiang '. 7
The Sino-Japanese conflict brought Sinkiang to the first line
of defence. Sinkiang's loyalty to the Central Government was
strengthened by Soviet sympathy towards China. A concrete manifestation was the reported contribution of ten aeroplanes and
r ,ooo,ooo winter uniforms to Chinese soldiers which was decided upon
at the All-Sinkiang Congress attended by 6,ooo delegates representing
fpurtee11 races of people on October 8, 1938.

7· Sino-Soviet Land and Air Routes via Sinkiang
Si.nkiang is still regarded as the most important gateway between
the two continents, for it is separated from China by vast deserts and
from India by the world's highest ranges. But between Sinkiang
and Russia there are no natural geographical barriers. Moreover,
the people of Chinese and Russian Turkistan are mainly of the same
race and language. The overland route of communication between
Asia and Europe must pass through Chinese Turkistan and Russian
Turkistan. The close tie was again accentuated by the completion
pfJ:lle Turk-Sib Railway in rg3o.
The Chinese are not unconscious of the important role of Chinese
Turkistan as a vvestern outlet of the country. Tl1e existence of the
Silk Road for the last two thousand years alone proves the ,importance which has always bee·n attached to this province. A feeble
effort to restore the Silk Road was made in 1933 by the Central
Government with the aid of the famous Swedish explorer, Dr. Sven
6
7

The Times, June 1, 1939.
Documents for 1934, p. 410.

tion
kilometres, from which
with the Soviet Union.
At the end of 1937, the construction of the Kansu-Sinkiang Highway was pushed on with feverish haste under far more difficult
conditions than ordinarily, for the supply of essential materials and
motor oil had been largely curtailed when the coastal provinces
were occupied by Japan. The road had to be completed rapidly
in order that the most urgently needed materials and supplies from
the Soviet Union could be imported by that route. Some roo,ooo
civilians guarded by soldiers were mobilized to work on the project
so that by the end of 1938 the road was ready for traffic. The highway between China and the U.S.S.R. started from Holkutz, on
the border of Ili, passing Tihwa, Lanchow, Sian, Hanchung and
Chengtu, and finally reached Chungking, a total distance of 5;274
kilometres.
Hundreds of modern trucks, tanks and armoured cars used to ru:n
daily on these highways. Besides, camel caravans as well as mule
carts were added to the scene for carrying petrol and military supplies
across Sinkiang from the Soviet Union when the Indo-China railroad and the Burma Road were closed. All Soviet munitions destined
for China had to be transported over this route.
Another historic feature which brought Sino-Soviet relations closer
was the inauguration of the Chungking-Moscow airline after the
signing of an agreement for the formation of the Sino-Soviet Aviation
Company on September 9, 1939. The total distance is divided •into
three sections, namely Chungking-Rami, Hami-Alma Ata and Alma
Ata-Moscow. The Chungking-Rani line was operated by the Ministry
of Communications of the Chinese Government, the Hami-Alma Ata
line by the newly organized Sino-Soviet Aviation Company with its
abbteviation 'Hami-Ata ', and the Alma Ata-Moscow line. by the
Communication organ of the Soviet G~>ven1me11F: ..
The Eurasia Aviation Company, a Sino-German concern,
previously opened an air service between Berlin and Shanghai~a five
days' journey with only Sinkiang as its midway stop. Owing to
strained relations between the U.S,S.R. and Germany, the Company
was compelled to suspend its air service. As the Chungking-Moscow i
line was a Sino-Soviet concern, it ran quite smoothly after it~
inauguration.
The Sino-Soviet Aviation Company has a capital of I,ooo,ooo U.f
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dollars, divided into I,ooo shares, subscribed by the two parties/on
a fifty-fifty basis. The Germans held only one-third of the .interests
in the Eurasian Aviation ·company, while the Americans in the
China National Aviation Corporation had an interest of forty-five
per cent. The Board of Directors of the Company consisted of three
Chinese and three Soviet citizens, who elected a President of Chinese
citizenship and a Vice-President of Soviet citizenship.
The geographical position of Sinkiang is such as to encourage its
inclination towards the U.S.S.R. Moreover, Sinkiang is actually
economically dependent upon the U.S.S.R. and imports therefrom
all machines and equipment. At the same time all the natural
products from Sinkiang have to be sent to the U.S.S.R. for barter.
There is no other alternative. The control of the market and transportation of goods by the Soviet authorities is no doubt the cause
of Soviet influence in the province of Sinkiang.

8. Political Changes in Sinkiang
Throughout the role played by Governor Sheng Shih-tsai for ten
years, it had been his policy to be anti-imperialistic and pro-Soviet.
The provincial three-year plan of reconstruction was instituted with
Soviet advisers, and at one time a brother of Mao-Tse-tung was made
Commissioner of Finance. When the U.S.S.R. signed a Non-Aggression Treaty with Nazi Germany in August 1939, Sinkiang was supporting Soviet actions in the west and China's resistance to Japan in
the east. But when the Tripartite German-It~lian-Japanese Alliance
was announced in September I940, the Sinkiang Government also
changed its attitude, commenting that the two imperialist forces,
namely the German-Italian-Japanese Axis and the Anglo-Americans,
would soon come to an open clash.
Sheng Shih-tsai continued to support the Nationalist Government, then in Chungking. The signing of the Soviet-Japanese NonAggression Pact in April .1941 and the Nazi attack on the Soviet
Union had drawn Sinkiang closer than ever to the Central Government and even went so far as to get it away from the Soviet Union.
The Nationalist troops were despatched to the province in October
1943, when a 'Soviet garrison' was withdrawn from Rami without
arty· incidents. Soviet engineers were also withdrawn from the
pr()vince, and all the machinery and pipes from Wusu oilfields were
dismantled and shipped back to the Soviet Union. By that time
Sheng had shifted his allegiance to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek.
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T~e control of Sinkiang foreign relations returned
Gbvernment for the first time since 1927.

American interests in the development of Sinkiang began .in
April 1943 with the opening of a U.S. Consulate in Tihwa. The
British Government also maintained a consulate in the capital.
Curious to say, both the American and British Consuls, Mr. Horace
Smith and Mr. W. Graham, who had been sent to Tihwa, were the
writer's colleagues in Changtu, Szechuan province, at that time. Not
only that, Dr. Chaucer Wu, now Ambassador to Chile, and the
writer also changed their posts as from Foreign Commissioner for
Sinkiang to that for Szechuan and Sikong. It seemed that Chinese
aid in the province had supplanted that of the Soviets, who apparently were determined to withdraw from the province.
Sheng Shih-tsai, who once was sympathetic to the Communists, ·
was removed and replaced by Mr. Wu Tsung-hsin, appointed from
Chungking. Then a revolt occurred in lli in November 1944 with
the establishment of the 'Eastern Turkistan Republic'. The revolt
also a1Iec:ted the districts of Tacheng and Altai. It was not until
January 1946 that a compromise was concluded between the
representative of IIi and General Chang Chih-chung representing the
Central Government, giving special privileges in the matter
autonomy to the people of Sinkiang.
From July to December 1947, there were numerous attacks from
Outer Mongolia in the Altai district, particularly Peitashen. .It
should be remembered that the Altai formerly belonged to Kobdo in
Outer Mongolia. It was not annexed to Sinkiang until the year 1922:
Peitashan is located in Eastern Sinkiang ncar Kucheng or Chitai, the
gateway from the Chinese interior to Sinkiang. Should Kucheng
be threatened, then communications to Tihwa would be intetrupt~d;
It might be added here that Sinl<iang went over to the Communists
in September 1949, and the Sinkiang Provincial People's Government
was established in December 1949 with Pao Erh-han and Saifudin,
Chairman and Yice-Cbairman. The Si.nkiang Military Headquarters
which were inaugurated on the sa.me day were headed by General
Peng Teh-huai and General Chang Chih-chung, Chairman and ViceChairman of the North-west Militaryand Administrative Committee
respectively. s
8
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Chapter XVII
SOVIET ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE SINO-JAPANESE
CONFLICT
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were eight successive conferences between Kawagoe, .. the
Japanese Ambassador to China, and Chang Chun, the Chinese
Foreign Minister. The Japanese insisted on Hirota's Three Principles, namely Sino-Japanese co-operation, anti-Comintern and
economic collaboration. Negotiations, however, turned out a failure
when Japan produced seven vigorous demands and China put forth
five. counter demands on the Chengtu and .Pei-hai incidents which
broke out during the conference, although these were finally settled
as local cases in r 936. 1
Then followed the Sian coup, when Generalissin10 Chiang Kaishek was held a captive in December 1936. The outbreak of popul"ar
indignation at his incarceration, and the nation-wide rejoicings
among the Chinese at his release, naturally inspired the admiration
and aroused the jealousy of the Japanese militarists, who realized
that China was on the road ot national unification. Hence an attempt
to strike a fatal blow was in progress.
The Soviet attitude towards China during her war of resistance was
vitaL No one could deny that China depended largely on Soviet
support. Nevertheless, it was also due to China that the Soviet
Uniorr..was saved. from Japane~e attack.. As the U.S.S.R. is a nation
with territory in both Asia and Europe, both flanks were liable to be
attacked. China's refusal to juin the anti-Comintern pact, and her
armed resistance against Japan, certainly eased the plight of the
U.S.S.R. and saved her from war.
I.

Bogomoloff-Sun-Wang Parley

interest and significance had been attached to the
personal interview with Governor Chang Chun at Chengtu,
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preliminary talks •in Shanghai beginning Marc.h I937• . between
Bogomoloff, Soviet Ambassador to China, andDr. Fun,Fo, Presidem
of the Legislative Yuan. Bogomoloff was reported to have criticized
the Chinese Government for having put forward impractical terms
which hindered the progress of negotiations regarding the commercial treaty. Bogomoloff returned to Moscow and came back to China
in April 1937, bringing with him three new proposals:
(r) China should take the initiative in proposing a Pacific Peace
Conference; (z) China and the Soviet Union should enter a NonAggression Pact; (3) China and the Soviet Union should sign a
Mutual Assistance Pact. These Soviet proposals were put 'tO· the
Chinese Government with a promise that the Soviet Governrpern
would be willing to float a machinery loan to China for the strpply
of ammunition in the sum of $so,ooo,ooo in Chinese currency.
The Chinese Government, however, came to the conclusion that
the first proposal would not be effective, as Japan would very likely
refuse to participate in such a conference; also should Japan participate, she would present unreasonable demands; or else 'Manchukuo' might also send delegates to the peace conference, which
would only embarrass China. The second proposal, for a NonAggression Pact, was drafted in 1933. It was then re-studied and
thought possible. Negotiations for a Sino-Soviet Mutual Assistance
Pact were not even considered, because responsible Chinese political
circles did not regard such a militaty understanding as expedient,
in view of China's desire to maintain peaceful relations with Japan.
The Japanese, however, must have got wind of the Soviet offer
through their active intelligence service, because unprovoked hostilities were immediately started by them regardless of China's
peaceful intentions.
The Lukuochiao incident broke out during the Lushan Cm1ference, called by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. Though th<;:
incident was at first hoped to be local, the Chines~ C{qvewmentwas
willing to discuss the mutual assista11ce pact with the Soviet Union.
Bogomolofi hinted that he had no authority to enter into immediate
negotiations, but would report to Moscow. He even expressed his
opinion that Chinese official citcles were not in full accord, and
that an antagonistic attitude towards the Soviet Union still prevailed. He did not believe that the Chinese would resist on all
fronts, owing to the lack of military and economic preparations, and
he predicted that the incident would end in a week or two.
After the outbreak of hostilities in Shanghai on August
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-t)le ·s ituation becafi1e exceedipgly grave. Bog~moloff stilt did not
', !Jelieve t .l iat China ~ould , be ;able to ~esist on all fronts. .Negotiations,
how.ever, were started between M. Bogomoloff and Dr. Wang Chung:
hui, Chinese Foreign M inister. Both believed that the proposed
Pacific Peace Conference was out of the question, and they concluded
and signed the Non-Aggression Pact at Nanking.
Since peace is the basic foreign policy of the Soviet Union, it is
natural she would propose to create'' collective security' in the Pacific.
The Soviet proposal, however, received a cold reception in other
countries that still h eld views antagonistic to the Soviet Union,
· which soon discerned that the time had not yet come-for a collecriye
_security pact in the Pacific owing to the opposition of imperialistic
Powers. To protect h erself, the Soviet Union had, therefore, t o
depend upon self~defence and do everything in h er power to ai_d
the victims of aggression.

2.

Sino-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact

The Soviet attitude towards China in the SinocJapanese conflict
was most cordial and sympathetic, more so than that of any other
country. The Sino-Soviet -Non-Aggression Pact was concluded on
August 21, 1937, six weeks after the Lukouchiao incident, and
- eight days after the hostilities in Shanghai on A ugust 13. As early
as 1933, Dr. W . W. Yen, Chinese Ambassador to Moscow, had started
.. - ~1egotiations with Litvinov, the Soviet People's Foreign Commissar,
forthe conclusion of a Non-Aggression Pact. Had the Chinese
authorities been more far-sighted, they would .have immediately
approved the pact.
_
.
Not until China sounded the bugle of resistance did Sino-Soviet
r elations take a new turn. The decision of the Soviet Union to sign
the pact with China ce,rtainly gave the latter spiritual and moral support. In letter, this p act was lim ited to non-aggression and nonassistance in 11ggression, but in spirit it laid the founda tion for a
"··'perrnan~nt friendship between the two countries. (See full text in
Appendix B.)
, Bgth China and the Soviet Union were member States o~ the
Lt';ague of Nations as well as sign_a tories to the Pact of Paris. When
signing the Sino-Soviet Nob-Aggression Pact, neither China nor the
- s~Niet Union had forgo tten its obligations under the League and the
Pact of Paris.
·
'
The pact on the one hand provided for non-assistance to the
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aggressor, either against China or the Soviet Union, and on theoth~r,
strengthened the guarantee of collective security in the Pacific ... This
reflected the same spirit in which China refused to participatc;;i in
the' anti~Comintern pact', refraining from assisting Japanese aggr(::s·
sion against the Soviet Union.

3· Soviet Attitude to League of Nations
Early in 1932 the U.S.S.R. refused to give information to the Lytton
Commission of Enquiry on the Manchurian incident, trying to
preserve complete neutrality and maintaining its own rights. The
U.S.S.R. also regarded the Powers in the League of Nations as tend·
ing to encourage the Japanese advance into Manchuria by not taking
a definite stand against aggression.
After the Soviet Union joined the League of Nations in September
1934, the Soviet delegate repeatedly advocated the extension of
assistance to China and the application of sanctions against Japan.
The U.S.S.R. expressed the hope that some sort of machinery Ior
collective security in the Pacific should be worked out.
In his speech in the League of Nations, September 2.8, rgj6,
Litvinov, the Soviet Commissar of Foreign Affairs, mentioned th.e
fact that ' the larger the area included in the pact, the greater the
guarantee of security'. He argued in the Assembly that Article XVI
of the League Covenant should be enforced. It was his report
declaring that' the event constitutes a breach by Japan of her oblig<ttions towards China and towards other States under these treaties',
which recommended the calling of the Brussels Conference.
It is to be remembered that in 1937 the Aus'tralian Prime Minister,
Lyons, proposed a conference of Powers having interests in the
Far East to be held in London with the hope of working out some
kind of agreement for collective security in the Pacific. The. Soviot
Government immediately supported the Australian proposal, desi.r·
ing to make the Covenant more precise by concluding a regionalp~ct
as proposed in the Australian project. Through its Foreign Corn.missar in the League, Litvinov, the Soviet Government even though.t
of 'bilaterial pacts of mutual assistance ' of all nations concerned.
In the course of the League conference, Litvinov defended the
xights of small nations, urging the Communist parties of the various
States to give up their anti-democratic attitude and seek colla.bora..
tion with other democratic parties in the form of a 'popular ft;qnt '.
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4· Soviet Attitude to Brussels Conference
In 1937 the U.S.S.R. was invited to the Nine-Power Treaty Conference at Brussels, although she was not a signatory to the said
treaty. Litvinov in his opening speech gave warning to the conference in the following s.a rcastic tone:
'When it is a question of an aggressive attack by one State
:Igainst another, and if that attack has been in some measure successful, there is nothing easier than for an international organization, in order to gain a momentary success, to say to the aggressor:
"Take your plunder, take what you have seized by force, and peace
be with you," and to say to the victim of aggression: "Love your
aggressor; resist no evil." But while that may constitute a superficial success of the conference, it does not represent the victory of
peace or the victory of the peace-loving countries. Such successes
can only provoke new cases of aggression, giving rise to new conferences, and so on without end.' 2
Before the close of the Brussels Conference, Soviet commentators
already saw that nothing would be accomplished by the conference,
as shown by the following passage.
'

'The composition of the Brussels Conference, even in the case
of Japan's absence, makes it impossible, in advance, for the conference to reach any positive decisions. Its basis for activity under
these conditions can result only in empty chatter, under cover of
which the Japanese militarists will continue their criminal war
against the Chinese people.' 3
1\!Iu~:h blan1e was placed on Britain for her policy df appea~ement
vis-a-vis Japan. The failure of the Brussels Conference was also due
to the fact 'that Japan remained outside, making it difficult to take
any action on the bat>is of the Nine-Power Treaty. Italy also took
part in it in order to disrupt it fro m within, while Germany stood
on •one side to play the part of beneficent intermediary.
In spite of the fruitless efforts at mediation, the declaration. of the
Brussels Conference on November 24, 1937, showed general support
fo.f the Soviet Union.
2 Th(! Conference of Brussels, p. 34, published by the Department of State,
Washington, D.C., 1938.
3
.11ravda, October z8, 1937.
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Though a non-signatory nation and · non-participatory in · the
Nine-Power Treaty of Washington, 19zz, the Soviet Union took no
less interest than other Powers in upholding the said treaty, and
such a friendly attitude enhanced the spirit of collective action in
support of China by condemning Japanese aggression.

S· Soviet Material Aid to China
Has the Soviet Union helped China during the latter's war of
resistance? 'In actual fact,' declared Dr. Wang Chung-hui, the
Chinese war-time Foreign Minister, 'Soviet Russia has been continually giving us plenty of material and technical assistance so as
to increase our power of resistance both at the front and in the
rear.' 4
The first Soviet loan to China was $wo,ooo,ooo in Chinese currency,
but no agreement was signed. In the latter part of 1937, Bogomoloff
was recalled, and General Yang Chich accompanied him to Moscow
with the hope of negotiating another loan. This was found cliflicult,
because the Soviet Government had already supplied twenty-four
Chinese divisions with $wo,ooo,ooo worth of arms, and the agreement for such a loan was still in abeyance. Voroshilov, Soviet
Commissar of War, expressed the opinion that the first loan should
be cleared bdorc discussing another.
At the request of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, Dr. Sun Fo
arrived in Moscow in March 1938 to negotiate the second loan. He
took up the matter with Stalin, who suggested that the first loan be
$so,ooo,ooo U.S. currency, and the second loan another $so,ooo,ooo.
Sun Fo expressed the opinion that though the amount was large,
it was stili insufficient for China's resistance, and he wished the
second. loan to be increased to U.S. $IOQ,()oo,ooo. Stalin pro111isedto
float a third loan should the second one become exhausted. So an
•
agreement for the first and second loans was signed at Moscow by
General Yang Chiel1 in May 1938.
The second Soviet loan was practically exhausted by November
1938, one month after the evacuation of the Chinese Govermnent
from Nanking to Hankow. After that, no ammunition was received.
The Soviet Ambassador to China promised to report to Moscow a
request for floating another loan, but this had no result. Meanwhile
Chiang Kai-shek urged Sun Fo to proceed to Moscow again. • He
•. Wang Chung-hui, "China's Foreign Policy," The China Quarterly, Autpmn
nurnber, '940-
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arrived •there in April 1939, which was just at thetime of Italy's
occupation of Albania. He waited to see Stalin for some weeks, but
without avail, despite the best effo.rts of Litvinov, Soviet Comn"Iissar
for Foreign Affairs. On May 2, Litvinov was relieved of his office;
and Molotov succeeded him. On May 13, Sun Fo was received .at
the Kremlin where Stalin, in his usual good spirits, was present.
Talking in a very frank manner, Stalin asked Sun Fo whether he
was in need of another loan. At this question, Sun Fo handed over
a prospectus in which the proposed loan was put at U.S. $150,ooo,opo.
The discussion lasted almost two hours. At length Stalin said
bluntly: 'You may have a loan of any amount you require without
putting forward any reasons.' Asked as to the procedure, Stalin
replied: 'For the signing of the agreement you have to negotiate
with Mikoyan (Soviet Commissar of Trade), while as to the ammunition you can talk with Voroshilov (Soviet Commissar of War).'
Thus the loan agreement and also the Commercial Treaty were both
signed in June 1939. The loan was to be reimbursed by Chinese
goods such as tea, wool, tungsten ore, etc., and the period was
extended to thirteen years. The interest was fixed at three per cent,
and the Chinese dollar at its pre-war value was accepted. 5
General Yang Chieh, Chinese ex-Ambassador to Moscow, stated
in an interview: ' Soviet loans to China have all been settled as
barter agreements based on U.S. currency. The Soviet authorities
asked me to fix prices on all ammunition delivered to China instead
of waiting for instructions from the Chinese Government. I therefore laid down the principle that all Soviet makes ought to be
cheaper than American products, to which they generally agreed.
Altogether six instalments of ammunition, amounting to 6o,ooo tons,
were sent to China through the port of Odessa in the Black Sea
between 1937 and 1939.' 6
There were also large numbers of Soviet engineers and pilots
arriving at Lanchow. About 1,500 car-loads of Soviet bombs had
reached Lanchow through Sinkiang. Edgar Snow, a noted author
on China, witnessed hundreds of trucks of Soviet make bringing
military supplies, mostly bombs, torpedoes and shells for planes and
artillery, across the desert from Chinese Turkistan. No fewer than
2,000 camels and pack animals were engaged in carrying gasolene
5 Atnhor's personal interview with Dr. Sun Fo at his residence, Hongko'?g•
August 29, 1941.
6 Author's personal interview with General Yang Chieh at his residence,
Chungking, October 29, 1941. General Yang was murdered in Hongkong on
September 19, 1949-believed to be a political assassination.
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frorn the Soviet Union as fuel
R.oad' .now actually converted into
Dr. Wellington Koo, then Chinese
to France,
arrived at Vichy in July 1940, told a Pressman that 'China
using 2o,ooo camels to carry military supplies across
Turkistan from the Soviet Union after the closing of the Burma
Road and the railway in French Indo-China '. 8 '
It was generally believed that the great victory of Taierchuang
in April 1938 was mainly due to modern equipment which came
from the Soviet Union. The Chinese aviators, once reported to have
flown to Tokyo to drop pamphlets, were said to have been accompanied by Soviet airmen. At that time there were about 200 Soviet
aviators in China, many of them stationed in Chungking and
Chengtu, helping Chinese in the construction of air bases. Besides,
a sufficient air force was kept in Lanchow, to maintain the balance
of strength in the western part of China.
Soviet material aiel not only contin:ued but also increased •in
quantity. All munitions were sent to Chungking and then distributed
to the Chinese armies, including the Cornrnunist forces.
The Soviets actually came to China's rescue, rendering far more
aid than Britain and America together. Before the Pearl Harbour
incident Britain and American aid to China in the form of ammunition was very limited, while that accorded to Japan at the same .time
was considerable. For instance, in March 1938, America sold war
materials to China worth $2oo,ooo, but those she sold to Japan in
same month reached the value of $9oo,ooo. Dr. W. W. Yen
expressed the same opinion early in 1940, during his stay in America,
saying, 'Soviet Russia has rendered, perhaps more than any other
Power, material aid to China, in the form of arms, ammunition and
planes.' 9

6. Commercial Treaty
During that time relations between the two countries were
friendly and cordial. Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek received
praise from Soviet journals. General Yang Chich was
Chinese Ambassador to Moscow to succeed Dr. T. F. Chiang
7
Edgar Snow, "Will Stalin Sell Out China? " The China
p. 372, May II, 1940.
8 South China Morning Post, Hongkong, July 28, 1940.
9
Pacific Affairs, September 1940, P' 265.
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1938. Be was received by Stalin~an honour which <few of
diplmnatic representatives in Moscow enjoyed.
However, there had been no other pact concluded until the signing of a new Commercial Treaty. Sun Fo was responsible for the
conclusion of this treaty. He took two trips by air to Moscow in
1938 and 1939 to negotiate a treaty with the Soviet authorities.
The actual date of the signing of the Commercial Treaty in Moscow was June 16, 1939, between Sun Fo and Mikoyan. The treaty
was ratified by the Soviet Union on January 5, 1940, and by China
on January 23. It is notable that Moscow published the treaty,
.
whereas the Nationalist Government withheld publication.
The full text of the Commercial Treaty consists. of fifteen articles.
Articles I-IV treat of the importance and exportation of goods and
the stipulation of customs duties, in which the 'most favoured
treatment' is mentioned. Articles V-X treat of the navigation of
steamers. Either of the contracting parties has the right of fishing
in common waters both in sea and river. Articles XI-XII deal
with the position of merchants and the necessity for the Soviet
Government to establish a trade as stipulated in the constitution of
the Soviet Union; the trade representation consisting of one representative and two vice-representatives to be attached to the Soviet
Ernbassy located in the Chinese capital, receiving the same diploIllaticprivileges enjoyed by other members of the Embassy. Articles
XIII-XV concern the duration of the agreement for three years, after
which it could be prolonged for another two years, provided neither
party gave any notification three months before its expiration. The
exchange of the treaty was made in Chungking after its ratification
by both contracting parties. Besides, there is an annex with regard
the exercise of authority as well as the treatment of the Soviet
trade representation stationed in the Chinese capital and its branches
iri Tientsin, Shanghai, Hankow, Canton and Lanchow.
I>r. Wang Chung-hui once made the remark that 'similar in spirit
to the political treaty of non-aggression of August 1937 this trade
pact forges another link in the chain of Sino-Soviet friendship '. 10
It was generally believed that the conclusion of the aforesaid comtreaty might have eased negotiations in obtaining Soviet
to China to facilitate the enlargement of Chinese purchases
(Sec full text in Appendix B.)
10

The China Quarterly, Autumn number, 1940, p. 42.

Chapter XVIII
SOVIET-JAPANESE RELATIONS
was no doubt that Sino-Soviet relations were bound to
affect other nations, particularly Japan. Similarly, changes
in Soviet-Japanese relations affected China. Owing to their
geographical proximity and inter-connection, it seemed that relations
between China, the U.S.S.R. and Japan formed an inseparable whole.
A study of Sino-Soviet relations would be incomplete, therefore,
which did not mention Soviet-Japanese relations.

T

HERE

I.

Amur Incident

Before the Japanesc militarists started any action against China,
theywanted to test the strength of the Soviet Union which was pregnant with internal trouble at that time. So in June 1937 they started
the Amur incident near Blagoveshchensk, where the writer was
Chinese Consul-General at the time. The Japanese occupied deltas
in the middle of the Amur River, claiming them to be in 'M;mchukuo' territory. The Soviet authorities promptly sent troops to
the scene with three gunboats to check the Japanese, stating that
the deltas were clearly Soviet land. Both exchanged fire, and it was·
reported that the Soviets sustained some casualties, and that one
gunboat was hit and sunk. The hostilities did not last long before
tlJ~ .§ovict forces were ordered to withdraw. One of the disputed
deltas was immediately occupied by 'Manclil.lktm' troops as the
Soviet Government allowed the matter to drop. This gave clear
evidence to Japan that there would be no likelihood of Soviet intervention if she started a campaign. Scarcely a month had passed
when the Lukouchiao incident broke out, being obviously part of
a prearranged plan.
2.

Changkufeng Incident

The Changkufcng incident, which occurred on the Soviet-' Man272
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chukuo' boxd~r near the Hassan Lake in July 1938, was a direct
Soviet challenge to Japan"' Manchukuo ', In the beginning the
crisis was so grave that many observers believed that this would turn
out to be a second Lukouchiao, and would develop into a SovietJapanese war. The situation appeared so serious that Vladivostok,
wh,ere the writer had in the rn.eantime been transferred, had a blac:k•
out for two weeks. Shortly after the installation of aiB·aid sirens,
Soviet planes appeared in the sky to ·chase enemy planes. The
Ja.panese alleged that Soviet planes had flown to the Korean ports
ofSeishin and Rashin with the intention of bombing bridges.
Changkufeng is a strategic village commanding a view of Rashin
Ba.y in Korea and the Soviet naval base at Possiet. The 'Manchukuo ' Government, on receiving a report that about forty Soviet
soldiers had entered 'Manchukuo ' territory to engage in systematic
operations for occupying the area near Changkufeng, lodged a note
ofprotest with the Soviet Union. Tokyo filed another protest, backing .up 'Manchukuo's' demand that the Soviet troops should be
:withdrawn. The protests were reported to have been rejected. The
incident was intensified by the fact that a Japanese gendarme was
shot dead in the disputed territory, and that the frontier was violated
by a Soviet plane. Tokyo lodged a second protest, demanding the
immediate withdrawal of Soviet soldiers and refuting the assertion
that Changkufeng was Soviet territory.
Litvinov made a statement. in which he accused Mamoru Shigemitsu, the Japanese Ambassador to Moscow, of using threats in his
diplomacy. He placed a map before the Japanese Ambassador,
stating that this map, being attached to the Hunchun Treaty of 1869,
definitely established that the disputed area was in Soviet territory.
S,higemitsu contested the. genuineness of the map which was not
published anywhere. Tokyo also revealed that Korean villages at
the base of Changkufeng Hill had held semi-annual festivals ,in
March and September on the top of the hill, but had never been
molested by the Russian or Soviet authorities.
Therefore the crux of the whole dispute lay on the authenticity
of the Hunchun Treaty map produced by the Soviet Commissar.
Shigemttsu then suggested that the question of the border be set
aside for the time being, but that the status quo ante be restored
by th,e evacuation of Soviet troops. The proposal, however, was flatly
rejected by Litvinov.
Border clashes were of daily occurrence on the Changkufeng Hill
for two weeks. Each side claimed possession of the top of the hill.
s
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Vladivostok was •under
the front thronged
of modern warfare, and
The Japanese Government then proposed ·the establishment •of a
border commission representing Japan, 'Manchukuo ' and the Soviet
Union for settling outstanding disputes. The Soviet authorities insisted that the map was valid and should be respected. Tokyo contended that the map was drawn up from rough surveys and could
not be considered as accurate, irrespective of its authenticity, and
nothing, therefore, could be done until re-demarcation had been
effected.
A mutual 'face-saving ' formula for the settlement of the Changkufeng incident was finally advanced by Japan on August 4· The
proposal was that the Japanese should withdraw from the dis,puted
territory provided the Soviets would not reoccupy it, leaving the area
as a virtually neutral zone pending tl)e re-demarcation by ajoint
comm1sswn. The Soviet Union was also anxious. to localize the
border clashes by converting the disputed territory into a buffer
zone.
The Soviet-Japanese truce agreement was finally reached on
Au gust I 1. Both Soviet and Japanese troops had to remain in the
positions held at midnight, August ro, local time. A mixed commission of four persons, composed of two Soviet representatives and
two others nominated by Japan and' Manchukuo ',had to deal with
the re-clemarcation of the frontier.
At midday on August 1 r, the opposing forces .laid clown their
arms along the entire front where, at Changkufeng, the Japaneseand
Soviet troops were entrenched only sixty metres apart. An armisJ;~.se
was signed locally on the following day between the respective Soviet
aljld Japanese commanders. One of the significant sequels of the
armistice was the removal of Marshal Bleucher from his post •as
Commander-in-Chief of the Far Eastern Red Army, believed. tO he
a direct result of the Changkufeng incident.
The armistice furthermore affected the Japanese campaign
China, for when the Soviet Union accepted the Japanese offer
promise, the Japanese, • knowing there would be no more
between the Soviets and themselves, transferred
troops on the Soviet-' Manchukuo' border to
in south China.
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3· Nomonhan Incident
Of all the border incidents occurring in those years with almost
monotonous regularity, the Nomonhan incident of July 1939 was
the most serious, for not only was it a direct clash between Inner
and ·• Outer Mongolia, but a clash between Japan and the Soviet
Union.
Nomonhan is an oasis in the Gobi Desert, whose rich pastures
have/always been coveted by Mongolian nomads. The territory
OtLboth sides of this obscure frontier is inhabited by Mongols
who., through no fault of their own, found themselves divided,
part of the country being under Soviet and part under Japanese
protection.
The Mongols of Inner and Outer Mongolia formerly moved their
flocks and herds freely from one pasture to another. Now they were
confronted with a rigid frontier. The Outer Mongolian Government
naturally thought that with the weapons ·they had acquired· hom
the Soviet Union they were strong enough to op.en the Nomonhan
pastmes to Mongolian cattle. Early in 1936 Stalin told Roy Howard
in an interview that if Japan ventured to attack the Mongolian
People's Republic, seeking to destroy its independence, the Soviet
Union would have to assist the M.P.R. in the same way as the Soviet
Union had helped the M.P.R. in 1921. 1 The Japanese, however,
knew that there would be no conflict in Manchuria, but that the
Soviet threat might be a prelude to a struggle in Mongolia. 2
An inevitable clash on the' Manchukuo '-Mongolian border finally
occurred in the neighbourhood of Lake Buir on May z8, when 39
~ter Mongolian aeroplanes were shot down, and rso MongGlians
were killed, according t? a statement issued by the Japanese headquarters in Hsinking; the ca:Pitalof 'Manchukuo '. It was reported
that the Outer Mongolians attacked the Japanese when r,ooo Outer
Mongolian troops, supported by five tanks and 70 aeroplanes of
Soviet make, crossed the frontier near Lake Buir but were repulsed
.by the Japanese land and air forces. The Japanese Press accused
the Soviet Union of instigating the trouble with the intention of
assisting the Chinese by a diversion in the north, or just to testthe
.' Manchukuo '• defences. 3
relations with Japan in regard to :he Nomonhan
'· Moscow Daily News, March 6, 1936.
Gunther, John, Inside Asia, 1939, p. 168.
The Times, London, May 30, 1939.
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incident, Molotov, the Soviet Premier and Foreign Minister, gave the
following warning to Japan when he delivered a speech to the
Supreme Council on May 31, 1939.
'Japanese threats against Outer Mongolia are funny and nonsensical. There is a limit to all this nonsense; it is time for the
Japanese to cease all provocations. Owing to our pact of mutual
assistance with Outer Mongolia, we will defend the Outer Mongolian borders like our own.' 4
Another big Soviet-Japanese air battle was reported on the 'JVJ:anchukuo ' border on June 24- The report alleged that sixty Soviet
planes crossed the frontier and were attacked by Japanese machines.
The battle was said to have taken place over the Khalka River, which
flows into Lake Buir and then formed the" boundary between ' Man··
chukuo' and Outer Mongolia for about one hundred miles. 5
But according to a Soviet report from the Mongolia-' Manchukuo'
front, 6o Japanese fighting machines crossed the frontier from
'Manchukuo' into the M.P.R. near Lake Buir. They were chased
by so Soviet-Mongolian aeroplanes, and a fierce battle raged for two
hours, during which 25 of the Japanese aeroplanes were brought
down. All the Soviet-Mongolian machines returned to their base
except three which were missing. 6
It was officially reported in Moscow that fifteen Japanese-' Manchukuo' bombers, escorted by fighters, again violated Outer Mongolian territory on June 29 near Lake Buir; but, meeting with antiaircraft fire and Mongol-Soviet fighters, they dropped a few bombs
aiml,essly and returned to 'Manchti.kuo' territory.7
· On July 3, a telegram from Tokyo stated that heavy fighting \'Mls
going on near the Khalka River wh.ere a strong force of Japanese.
started their offensive and atdcked a hill where the Outtc;r 1V£ol1golian
forces were in occupation of Nomonhan. The Tokyo report stated
that J apanesc Press despatches from Khalka River claimed that 4,ooo
Mongolian troops were surrounded and annihilated, and 30 tanks
and ro aeroplanes were captured in that day's dog fight. 8
Moscow papers, however, gave the Soviet account that all Japanese
attacks on Nomonhan and Burdobo were repulsed witl-i severe losses:
4
5
6

7

8

The Times, June I, I939·
ibid., June 27, 1939.
ibid., June 27, I939·
ibid., June 30, 1939·
ibid., July 5, I939·
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:in th~ t1ueedays• fighting,
j <tpanese ;iircrafr, 5~
'a nd eight
. guns .were put our of action, arid the c;asuahies among the'Japahes(;!
(lnd ' Manchukuo 'troops yvere numbered about 8oo.
OnAugust zo, .the very day ofsigning the Soviet~German trade
f. ·.. agreeJ,Uent, the Soviet~Mongolian troops at Nomonh~n carried
·'·. t~~o\lgh'·a counter-attack on the Japanese-' Manchukuo 'forces
.':W(l!J .<t considerable .vi<:tory.
'fl;ten. gradually ground fighting·on the 'Mancl;tukuo'-Mongolian
border died down, though air fighting still continued. It was noted
· that there had been no exchange of notes between . the two governments· about this fighting, as the dispute was between the nvo
'puppet' regimes of Outer Mongolia and 'Manchukuo ·: and it
seemed that neither government wished to aggravate the aJfair.
Nevertheless, both sides h ad learned some valuable military lessons
as well as tested each other's strength. The announcement made in
Moscow on August 30 of the award of more than 9,ooo decorations to
military officers in the Red Army for their bravery during military
operations on the Outer Mongolian frontier meant that the fighting
had come to an end. 9 It was recalled that, basing their claims upon
the number of successes on the ground and in the air in a series of
~ .actions, the Soviet Government did not intend to do more than beat
, . ..off··attacks on their positions by Japan-' Manchukuo' forces, ,and
were satisfied with the outcome of the hostilities. Then a truce
was officially announced in Mosc9w, and the agreement for the
tr~ce was signed between Togo and Molotov on September rs,
I939·

It .was agreed that a commission consisting of two representatives
ofthe Soviet-Mongolian side and two repn;sentatives of the Japanese.:;,.- ~aJ:tch:ukuo' side should be organized at the earliest possible date
in order t~ establish the precise·frontier line between the M.P.R. and
'Manchukuo '. 10
L ater, Tokyo m ade public that 'Japanese casuaities in the recent
fighting on the borders of " Manchukuo " and Outer Mongolia
reached a total of 18,ooo killed and wounded ' Jl The Japanese War
· Office admitted that the Soviet forces were not only numerically but
1pechanically far superior to theirs, and the lesson for Japan from
theNomonhan battle was the need for better mechanization. They
d~sc:ribed the struggle from May to September as the 'longest and
9
10

The Times, August 31, I939·
ibid., September 16, 1939.
ibid., October 4• 1939·
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settled in Moscow on June g, 1940,
'Manchukuo '-Mongolian boundary
Soviet Union was re-dernarcated. The Nonomhan
""'~~•vu held more than ten meetings in China in
December 1939, and at Harbin in January 1940. Almost five months
later, the line of the frontier at Nomonhan was finally agreed to by
Togo and Molotov as a sign of improvement in relations.

4· Soviet-Japanese Trade
Before the Manchurian incident, Soviet exports to Japan exceeded
imports. Soviet raw materials such as lumber, fish, oil and so
on were exchanged for manufactured goods, ships, chemicals and ·
cement, or for purchasing Japanese machinery. Soviet-Japanese
trade was greatly curtailed after Japanese expansion in north Manchuria. After the Sino-Japanese conflict and the conclusion of •the
Sii1o-Sovict Non-Aggression Pact, the Soviet Union abstained from
giving assistance of any kind to. Japan, living up to the letter ariel
spirit of Article XI of the Non-Aggression Treaty.
Soviet trade with Japan fell oil considerably, including exports of
coal and iron from Japanese concessions in Sakhalin. In 1936 the
Soviet Union shipped war materials, largely pig-iron, to Japan, hut
after 1937 it was recorded that no war materials were exported.
Soviet-Japanese trade dwindled almost to zero mark after the payments from the .sale of the Chinese Eastern Railway were completed.
Nothing had developed by the time actual .trade negotiations began

.
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1940.

.'·•

...

After the signing of rhe Neutrality Pact in April 1941, the first
concrete result was the Soviet-Japanese Commercial Convention in
June, providing for an exchange of goods to the value of 6o,ooo,ooo
yen. 1 a The pact defined both tariff and commercial procedures
between the two nations, and it was the first time these had ever
been mentioned, although general principles of commercial rela~ions
had been laid out in the 1925 treaty. The new convention called f()r
a one-year barter agreement with plans to expand the
service between Vladivostok and Japan.
12
Quoted in an article, "Soviet Far· Eastern Policy",
September 1940, p. 266.
13 New York Times, June 13, 194I.

Convention
of rights to fish in Russian waters
Treaty and recognized in the
fisheries convention provided for certain open and
close areas. In the former, the Japanese were given equal
fish or obtain fishing lots with Russians, whereas the latter
to the Japanese without auction. The convention;
January 23, 1928, was effective for a period of eight years,
or renewed for subsequent periods of twelve years. Conoften arose over the Japanese demand for more
s and on the exchange rate of the rouble for payment of
ses.
\s Japan signed the anti-Comintern pact with Germany, the
riet Union refused to renew the convention expiring in 1936. An
ension for only one year was later allowed. In November 1938
~otiations were again opened.
The Japanese asked for a
,Jongation of a further eight years. The Soviet Government
; not inclined to give such favourable terms to Japan on .the
und that mapy outstanding questions, particularly the last paynt on the s<~1<e of the Chinese Eastern Railway, still remained
+l~d. ·.· ,I
/ever, an agreement was finally signed at Moscow in April
;extending the duration of the convention to December 2r, 1939.
ore its expiration, a new temporary agreement, providing for the
c:nsion of the existing fishing modus vivendi for another year,
tis, to December 3 r, 1940, was signed. The Soviet Government,
view of the last payment on the railway having been settled,
eed to insert a clause in the new agreement for a long-term
eries treaty in 1940, and negotiations for such a treaty were to
:ontinued later on.
he rapid e:x,:pansion of Soviet fishing operatiqns in recent years,
:videnced by the grouping of a number of lots, met with some
rchcnsion from the Japanese. Naturally the Soviet Union was
rilling to permit the Japanese to fish in Soviet waters, their objec.· being based on treaty obligations.
he extension of the modus vivendi concerning Japanese fisheries
)akhalin and Kamchatka was signed on January 21, 1941, for
ther year to December 31, 1941. Even if the Soviet Union had
renewed the fisheries convention after 1941, the economic effect
fapah would not have been great, as it would only have meant a
1:-'o:riSJmCIUI.n
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loss ofJo,ooo,ooo- so,ooo,ooo yen every year, and unemploy!Tient'
about 2o,oqo workmen. The fisheries convention was again renew<
for another year to the end of 1942 by an agreement conclud<
between Mr. Sato, new Japanese Ambassador to U.S.S.R. ar
M. Vyshinsky, Soviet Assistant-Commissar of Foreign Affairs,
Ku,byshev, March 20, 1942.

6. Sakhalin Concessions
After the Japanese intervention in the Russian Far East, th
,6perated oil and coal in northern Sakhalin. Then concessic
were granted to the Japanese for a period of forty to fifty yea
There were various controversies over the Sakhalin concessic
about the labour supply and the general regulations for th
operation.
While Japan was at war with China, the Soviet Union presen1
all kinds of hindrances, making it almost impossible for the Japan
to work either oil or coal in northern Sakhalin. Numerous prot(
were exchanged between them in the early part/of 1939· ]
Japanese charged the Soviet authorities with obstru~ting operatic
whereas the Soviet Union charged the Japanese wi1'h the breach
concession contracts, particula~ly the violation of' Soviet
regulations.

7· Anti-Comintern Pact
The Italo-German-Japanese Anti-Comintern Pact was signed
November 1937, three days after the opening of the Brussels C
ference. The pact was comm.ented on in Moscow as being
formation of a bloc of aggressors, with the intention of effectin
new re-division of the world. It was thought that the action, tho·
evidently· aimed at the U.S.S.R., was .primarily against Engh
France and the United States.
The tripartite anti-Comintern alliance had in common not <
ideological claims, but also specified territorial claims against
Soviet Union by Germany from the west and Japan from the <
But when Germany and Italy reaffirmed their alliance by sig1
a military pact, Japan hesitated to participate.
The signing of the Soviet-German Pact on August 23, 1939, c
as a sudden shock to Japan, making the tripartite anti-Comin
pact almost meaningless. Though the Japanese Government
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tested to Germany tJ;lat it w.a!l a, directviolatioi1 of the spi_rit of the
ami-Goinintern agreement, they did not.intend repudiating the
latter. .
·
On September 27, 1940, Japan adhered to the tripartite military
_alliance with Germany and Italy by signing a new axis pact in:Berlin
inwhich mutual assistance was pledged one to the other. The: pact
.certaii11y caused great concern to the Soviet Union, which was
n1oying towards acconunodation with Japan.
Molotov's visit to Berlin in October was responsible for Gerrnany
bringing about closer relations between the U.S.S.R. and Japan.
_The new Japanese Ambassador, Lieutenant-General Yoshitsugu
_Tatekawa, presented his credentials in Moscow on October 28, 194~ 1 . wi_th an earnest hope of concluding a non-aggression pact with the
. Soviet Union. Simultaneously, the Soviet Union's intention was to
stay out of war and remain in strict neutrality.

~oviet-]apanese Neutrality ~act
The conclusion of the Soviet-Japanese Neutralit Pact on April
I, alarmed not on .
ma, ut a so t e World at ar e.
_:_e
Soviet recognitlzg..,of 'Manchq~,v,o ',we u ed in the Soviet.:]a.E.anese
Neutralit Pact, was a most re rettable act from China's standpoint.
or.:_: t e Japanese declaration of her recognition of 'The on go larrPeople's Republic' was no doubt harmful to the interest of the
Chinese people. As a result of t.b.is pact, Japan was able to withdraW
IOci,ooo troops from Manchuria to be used against China, and, at the
same time, to enhance Japan's diplomatic position.
·
Soon after the conclusion of the Soviet-Japanese N eutrality Pact,
~- Shao Li-tze, Chinese Ambassador to Moscow, was informed by
the. Soviet Government that the pact did not affect China, much less
influence Soviet foreign policy towards her. Moscow also assured
Chungking that ' Soviet policy · towards China has not changed,
·----.·espeCially in regard· to material aid to China ~Y1 Further, d1e pact._-.
never touched upon the question of assistance to China.
The conclusion of a neutrality pact with Japan was for her own
S(lfety. The Soviet Union predicted that Germany would make war
,on her, She was, therefore, just as anxious as Japan to conclude a
sort of non-aggression pact to keep the latter out of war in the Far
East in case she was attacked by Germany in the west. Events
turned out to be as anticipated, for Germany attacked the Soviet
lJ, :r

l4The United Press, Chungking, April 16, 1941.

might on June

22,

1941,

Chinese public then began to realize that the reason
Soviet Union concluding the neutrality pact was merely a
protect herself. She was not in any way endangering
interests. Bitter criticism among the Chinese gave way to wholehearted sympathy towards the Soviet Union.
During the first half of the year 1941, the Soviet Union was kept
busy in resisting Germany. It was only natural that Soviet aid to
China was greatly reduced and even temporarily suspended on
account of the serious pressure encountered on the whole Soviet
front. In spite of this, relations between China and the Soviet Union
remained cordial and friendly. Though the seat of the Soviet
Government was temporarily removed to Kuibyshev in October.1941,
co-operation among the American, British, Soviet and Chinese people
was intensified.

/

/ 9· Denunciation of Soviet-Japanese Neutrality Pact
The Soviet Japanese Neutrality Pact, concluded by Mesuoka,
Japan's Foreign Minister, on his visit to Moscow, was declared null
and. void by the Soviet Government on April 5, 1_21_~~ Molotov
received the Japanese Ambassador, Mr. Sato, that very
making the following statement in the name of the Soviet
ment:
'The Pact of Neutralitl between the Soviet Union andJ!!J?._;l.n
was concluded on April 13, 194I-th~! is before the attack by
Germany on the U.S.S.R. and before the outbreak of war betweiiillil,.
Japan on the one hand and Great Britain and the United Statos
of America on the other.
'Since that time, the situation has radically changed. Germany
attacked the U.S.SI{., and Japan-Germany's · ally-lH:Jped the
latter in her war against the U.S.S.R.
'In addition, Japan is fighting against the United States. of
America and Great Britain, which are the allies of the Soviet

¥~~~~~:fl;~~;\~E~::~~::o:~:::~:::::5~!1
3 of' the pact mentioned, which envisages the right of denu11cia-
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tion one year before the expiration of the five-year period of
validity of the pact, the Soviet Government by the present statement announces to the Japanese Government its desire to denounce
the pact of April 13, 1941.' 15
When it was made known, Dr. Wang Shih-chieh, Minister of
Information, stated that, from the point of view of morale, this wcruld
ptove a serious blow to Japan, hastening the complete collapse of
t1le Japanese forces and removing all barriers between the Soviet
Union and China. It was generally believed, at the same · time,
t1lat the Soviet Union would precipitate war with Japan in the Far
East if .requested by the San Francisco Conference of the United
Nations.
It is interesting to note that, only two days prior to the abolition
of the Soviet-Japanese Neutrality Pact, the Soviet Government
' appointed A. A. Petrov as Soviet Ambassador to China, a post which
had been vacant for some time after the departure of A. S. Paniushkin, the former Soviet Ambassador. T£is was a sign of a new
,tllrning-point in Sino-Soviet relations, _{)wing to the existence of the
Soviet-Japanese Neutrality Pact, China and the Soviet Union could
not come together at various meetings of the Four Powers. That is
vvhy the Chinese and Soviet delegates did not sit together at Dumbarton Oaks, and why they were not represented simultaneously
at any international conference prior to the denunciation of the
Neutrality Pact. After its denunciation, the Ambassadors of the
two. countries in Washington held conferences together, which action
won the praise of the United Nations and gave satisfaction to the
Chinese public .
..,On August 8, 1945, the Soviet Forei n Commissar, Molotov,
handed the o lowing statement to the JaEanese {}tr1be.~or, Sato,
for transmission to E.is government :
After the defeat and capitulation of Hitlerite Germany, Japan
remains the only great Power which still stands for the continuation of the war.
'The demand of the three Powers, the United States, Great
Britain and China, of July 26 for the unconditional surrender of
the Japanese armed forces was rejected by Japan. Thus the
""'"'-''"'"" made by the Japanese Government to the Soviet Union
in the Far East has lost all foundation.
'

5

New York Herald Tribune, April 6, '945·

CHINA AND

'Taking into account the
of •Japan to
Allies approached the Soviet Government with a
the war against Japanese aggression and thus shorten the
of the war, reduce the number of casualties and contribute towards
the most speedy restoration of peace.
'True to its obligation as an Ally, the Soviet Government has
accepted the proposal of the Allies and has joined in the declaration of the Allied Powers of July 26.
'The Soviet Government considers that this policy is the only
means able to bring peace nearer, to free the people from.further
sacrifice and suffering and to give the Japanese people the opportunity of avoiding the danger of destruction suffered by Germany
after her refusal to accept unconditional surrender.
'In view of the above, the Soviet Government declares that from
to-morrow, that is from August 9, the Soviet Union will_ consider
herself in a state of war against J apan.' 1 6

10.

Occupation of the Kuriles and Southern Sahhalin

The Soviet Union entered the war _against _J!pan on A::g~-~~2,__
few days befo~ Japan:~_surrender._ In his V-J Day broadcast, Stalin
told his people that the Soviet Union would regain southern Sakhalin
and the Kuriles, lost to Japan in 1904. James F. Byrnes, the U.S.
Secretary of State told newsmen at a Press conference on Septembet
4 that the United States was not opposed to the presence of Russians
'on the Kuriles and southern Sakhalin, and the matter would .have
to be settled some time in the future. Early in 1946 Japanesereports
from the Kuriles and southern Sakhalin stated that Russian· o(:Cupa~
ti.on troops seerned to contemplate a permanent stay, because tl~
brought in their families with them. Dean Acheson, then the I.J.S.
Under Secretary of State, said on January 22 that the Russian occupation was merely temporary, whereas the Tass News Agency in
Moscow announced on January 25 that it had been authorized to
disclose that the Yalta Agreement clearly stated that after the war
was over that Kuriles would be handed over to the Soviet Union
and that southern Sakhalin an d its adjacent islands would be also
returned.
Secretary Byrnes, answering questions of newspapermen, disclosed
that the military Chiefs of Staff had full knowledge of it at the time
Russia entered the war, and said he saw no reason why the agree'" Information Bulletin, August

II,

1945.
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rnent should not be published now. Izvestia, the Soviet official paper,
revealed after the publication of the Yalta Agreewent that it should
convince the world 'once again with what scruples and accuracy the
U.S.S.R. fulfils her treaties and agreements'. The Japanese Foreigl),
Office, however, stated that Japan was not bound by the Yalta
Agreement, and could therefore make her claim on her sovereignty
over the Kurile islands and southern Sakhalin despite Soviet inten- •
tions of making them part of Soviet territoryY
17

The Times, London, December zz, I949·

Chapter XIX
/
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SINO-SOVIET TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP AND
ALLIANCE, AUGUST 14, 1945

INo-soviET relations remained cordial and firm throughout thl;!.
troublous time when China was at war with Japan. Soviet aid
to China was very great, particularly at the outset of the SinoJapanese conflict, when China was fighting alone. When, however,
the Soviet Union was attacked by Germany, she had to concentrate
all her forces against that formidable foe, leaving hardly any time
or energy to deal with the situation in the Far East. Hence SinoSoviet relations after une 1941 were uneventful. When the European
ar en ed in May 1945, the Japanese forces seemed still strong
enough to hold out the prospect of lasting a year or two before
being subdued.
The Yalta Secret Agreement was signed on February I I, 1945·.
between Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin to draw the Soviet Union
into war with Japan. The agreement was only revealed a year}ater.
Shortly af~..Jh·e· f<.lmous ~b1o-Soviet Treaty of Friencc1ship and
Alliance w<1s""Slgned in Moscow by representatives of the two
countries, t~uly an epoch-making event in the Far Ea~t.

S

\I
r. T. V. Soong's Visit to Moscow

During the San Francisco Conference, the Chinese
delegates seemed to have many views in common, and T
Chinese Premier and Foreign Minister, did not deny the
rumour that he meant to visit Moscow immediately after the
ference. · Ta Kung Pao, the leading newspaper in Chungking
time, suggested in an ecli,torial that a supreme measure of aucv••v'"
should be accorded to Outer Mongolia as.. well as to the small
in Sinkiang. Alternatively Outer Mongolia might be re<:ol.!nl~~e(l
as an tndependent State. Simultaneously a Sino-Soviet
be conduded on a friendly basis. Just
z86

stressed the significance of T.
v1s1t
He was going to discuss Sino-Soviet relations anq frontier
in •north China with the Soviet authorities, and this would affect
the future peace of Asia.
'f'. V.Soong's retinue included Shen Hung-leh, Minister of Agriculture and Forestry; Chien Chong-chow, Vice-Chairman of the National
R.esource Commission; Chang Fu-yun, Director-General of the
Customs; Colonel Chiang Ching-kuo, son of Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-shek; Victor Roo, Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs; Liu Chieh,
Minister-Counsellor of the Chinese Embassy in Washington;
Tao-min, Director of the Western Asia Department, Foreign Office;
and Liu Tze-yung, Commissioner of Foreign Affairs for Sinkiarig
province. Soong left Chungking on his way to Moscow on June 27,
a.nd arrived there on the 30th. Molotov greeted the party at the
military aerodrome. Soong was immediately received by Stalin with
gr.eat cordiality, and Fu Ping-chang, the Chinese Ambassador to
I\1.os<;gw,. and A. A. Petrov, the Soviet Ambassador to China, who
had come along with T.V. Soong, were all present. Soong declared:
'lh,ave full confidence in Sino-Soviet cordiality and friendship which
should be a direct contribution to the establishment of peace.' On
July I, Soong and his party were entertained by Molotov in the
'Bolshoi Theatre', and the Chinese national anthem was sung in
his honour. Next day Soong was invited by Molotov to the
Kremlin.
T. V. Soong's second interview with Stalin took place on July 3
.,at 8 p.m., and lasted quite a long time. On July 4, Kalinin, Chairrn.an of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., received Soong and Roo,
the last mentioned acting as interpreter. The third interview with
St;ilin .w.as qn . ~he 7th, and that same day Soong had an interview
with Harriman, American Ambassador to Moscow. On the 1oth a
fourth interview was granted by Stalin where T. V. Soong, Fu Pingchang, Victor Hoo and Chiang Ching-kuo were in attendance. The
tneeting lasted two hours and rapid progress was made. Though
the Chinese Delegation held it to be strictly confidential, the atmosphere of the meeting was cheerful and friendly. The fifth interview
was held on the 12th. As it was known to be the last conference, the
session was a long one and lasted from r 1 p.m. until early next morning. The Chinese participants were Soong, Fu, Hu and Chiang,
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the.,Soviet Government was •represented
Losovsky {Deputy People's Commissar of
Petrov.. It. was learned that, throughout the interview, Soong was
anxious to keep everything secret. Not the slightest bit of news
leaked out even a~pong his closest associates, and this caused them
to be much dissatisfied. On the Soviet side, Stalin was sole judge,
and whenever any concession had to be made his word was final.
On the evening of the 13th, Stalin entertained Soong and his
party in the Kremlin. Owing to the departure of Stalin and Molotov
for the Three Power Conference in Berlin, a statement was made
public by the two parties declaring the discussion to have been-successful and full of mutual understanding. Soong and his partyleft
Moscow for Chun kin on the 14th after a stay of twelve days. He
ept in constant touch with Sir Arch1 a
ar Kerr an
r. verill
Harriman, the British and American Ambassadors at Moscowj during the conference. He was accompanied by Petrov on his homeward
journey, and he reiterated his belief that the new Sino-Soviet Agreement in the making would be the corner-stone of everlasting eeacs:
in the Far East.
It is interesting--to note that Soong came by a specially char~ered
American plane with American pilots and crew, and the whole trip
from Chungking to Moscow took only two and a half days, stops
being made at Calcutta and Teheran. When interviewing Stalin,
Soong spoke English with the help of an English interpreter.
/

2.

Soong's Second Visit .to Moscow, Accompanied by Wang
Shih-chieh, Newly Appointed Foreign Minister

Soong visited Moscow again in August. He, after having resignedhis cmicurrent post as the Foreign Minister, left Chungking on the
5th accompanied by the newly appointed Foreign Minister, Dr. Wang
Shih-chieh. The retinue was the same as on the last. trip, with the
addition of General Hsiung Shih-hui, High Commissioner of the
North-Eastern Provinces. The party arrived at Moscow on the 7th
to ether with Petrov, the Soviet Ambassador to China. Soong called
on talin that same evening, and they continue t 1e conversation
the follow.ing day. Each meeting lasted almost two hours. Molo. tov
. and Wang, Soviet Foreign Commissar and Chinese Foreign Minister
1
respectively, met the same day. In the evening, Molotov. held a
Press Conference, stating the Soviet Government had hand~d a
declaration to Sato, the Japanese Ambassador, and had kept British,
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Arnerican. and • Chinese Ambassadors fully. informed. He even
went so far as to say that war would soon come between the Soviet
Union and Japan, and that a new treaty with China would be
concluded.
Dr. K. C. Wu, Vice-Minister of the Foreign Ministry in Chungking, called on the charge d'affaires in the Soviet Embassy and
expressed his gratification ?-t the Soviet's declaration of war against
Japan. On the 13th a secret conference was held between Soong
and Molotov, and in the evening Stalin gave a farewell dinner in
honour of Soong and Wang. Stalin again received Soong and Wang
on the 14th for the third time, and on the same day Moscow broad·
cast th~ Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship and Alliance had
Seen concluded, and that it would be made public as soon as it bad
been ratified by the two countries concerned. Soong left Moscow
the same clay via Washington on his way home while Wang and
the party left Moscow on the 15th and arrived in Chungking on the
20th.
3· Signing of Sino-Soviet Treaty

,

The Sino"Soviet Treaty of Friendship and Alliance was signed by
Molotov and Wang Shih-chieh representing their respective countries
in the Kremlin on August 14, 1945. During the signing of the treaty,
Stalin stood behind Molotov to watch him sign, while Soong stood
beside Wang. The whole treaty, together with other related documents, will be found in Appendix C.
To hasten the ratification of the newly concluded Sino-Soviet
Treaty, the Legislative Yuan in Chungking held an extraordinary,
w.eeting at the Headquarters of the Nationalist Government oil
August 24. Dr. Sun Fo, President of the Legislative Yuan, presided
over the discussion and told the seventy-two members present that
th~ S11pn~:rne National Defence Council had .approved the tr~aty
and had asked the members to discuss it. Dr. Wang Shib-chieh
explained points raised by the members of the Legislative Yuan concerning the treaty. Sun Fo stressed that the conclusion of the SinoSoviet Treaty had opened the way for the making of new treaties
with other nations and laid the foundation of a new era of friendly
relations between the two countries. After two hours of deliberation and debate, the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship and Alliance
was unanimously approved by the Legislative Yuan, though some
of the •members were rather reluctant. But they knew that there
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opposition since the treaty had already been il.pproved
National Defence Council.
While addressing the joint meeting of the Supreme National
Defence Council and the Central Executive Committee of the
Kuomintang on August 23, General Chiang Kai-shek made the
following remarks: ..
'The re-establishment of China's territorial and administrative
integrity in the Three North-Eastern Provinces, the recovery of
Formosa and the Pescadores and the restoration of the independen~e of Korea are the most important .aims of the national revolution. Failure to realize these aims will mean that our national
independence and freedom will never be restored and the goal of
our armed resistance never be reached.'
Stressing the fact that the Principle of Nationalism, as expounded
by Dr. Sun Yat-sen, aims at the safeguarding of world peace and
national stability, Chiang said that Outer Mongolia should b~
granted independence and Tibet autonomy. Outer Mongolia, owing
to its secludedness, he explained, is different from other o11tlying
provinces, and has long been regarded as a 'brother State '. · In fact,
since the setting up of the Peking Government, Outer Mongolia
has become an independent entity. In view of this, Outer Mongolia
should be formally granted independence, so that relations between
these two peoples could become all the m.<;>re cordial and friendly.
As for Tibet, it was decided at the Sixth National Kuomintang Congress to grant her autonomy. Should the Tibetan people now
make known their aspiration for independence, the government
would not hesitate to accord them a full autonomous status. In t~
enforcement of the Principle of Nationalism, Chiang continued, the
Chinese Government and people must give every possible assistal).ce
to other nations which possess self-government and tl:l,e .;;pkrit Qf
independence in attaining their ends. In this connection he pointe¢!
out that Burma, Thailand and Indio-China should also receive help
in their struggle for independence in accordance with the letter and
spirit of the Atlantic Charter and the Three People's Principles.
After the Sino-Soviet Treaty had been approved by the Legislative
Yuan, the Nationalist Government ratified the treaty and related
documents on August 25 and authorized the publication of.tl:le~r
full texts. The Soviet Government also ratified the tre;J.ty on
August 25.
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4· Comments on Sino-Soviet Treaty
Hailing the signing of the Sino-Soviet Treaty as an epoch-making
event, the. Chinese people were very much puzzled that the SinoSoviet .Treaty which was signed on August 14 was followed next
day (August 15) by President Truman's announcing the uncondic
tional surrender. of Japan. Two atomic bombs had been dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japanese territory on August 6 and 9
respectively, causing great terror and destroying thousands of lives,
anevent unprecedented in history. The Soviet Government declared
war onJapan on August 8, and the world received news of Japan's
surrender on August 10th. Yet China had to sign the Sino-Soyiet
'fteaty notwithstanding that the war was wellnigh over.
It is true the Soviet Union would, in any case, have been in a
position to invade Manchuria whether the Chinese signed the treaty
or not. Without a treaty, the Soviet Union could only have invaded
Manchuria on its own initiative, whereas, with a treaty, the Soviets
were invited by the Chinese Government to participate in bringing
about the subsequent declaraton of ' war booty' on Japanese assets
in. Manchuria. Knowing the war was already at an end, the Chinese
Foreign Minister had to sign the treaty without any hesitation simply
bec:mse the Yalta Secret Agreement was in existence wherein it was
dearly stated that Soviet claims should be unquestionably fulfilled
after Japan's defeat.
There was also some illusion concerning General Chiang Kaishek's speech after signing the treaty. Instead of making it public
that China was compelled to sign, he made out tJ;.e!J.t was the aim
of the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen, in accord with· the Principle of
Nationalism, that Outer Mon~olia should l:l~ .gl:9-..lltcl.i.IJ.l.:~ce .
•Not only that, he even spoke of Tibet's autonomy. This seemed a most
in;1ppropriate time to refer to such a thing as it might mislead other
races in the border province. Sun Fo said that 'the great significance
of the treaty lies in its bei1lg a guarantee for a durable peace in the
Far E<ist. The treaty ensures China's immunity from any future
Japanese attempt at aggression for thirty years, giving China
sufficient time to complete her plans of reconstruction and industrialization and raising herself to the position of a really powerful
nation.' He emphasized that the stipulation in the treaty that any
moral· or material assistance which might be rendered to China by
the. Soviet Union would be rendered to the Central Government as
the National Government of China, and that the Soviet Union would

to
Pressmen : ' What makes me parhappy is that, in the lengthy discussions of so many problems, there was not a single moment in which either one of •the
two sides did not try to understand sympathetically the viewpoints
of the other. This was because there is a desire, equally strong on
both sides, for the closest co-operation, and an enduring mutual
regard . . . . As Generalissimo Stalin has assured me, these agreements will benefit not only China and H,ussia, but all Asia and the
world at large.'2
World diplomats who were responsible for working out the future
of Asia could breathe a sigh of relief at the Sino-Soviet understanding. The first official reaction came from James Byrnes, the Qien
Secretary of State for the U.S.A., who issued a formal statement
sa ymg: 'I ]Jclieve that the new treaty between China and Soviet
Russia and the accompanying agreements constitute an important
step forward in the relations between China and Russia. We were
kept informed of the progress gf the deliberations in Moscow, and
we welcome this development as a practical example of continuing
unity and mutual helpfulness which should characterize the acts
of the members of the United Nations in peace as well as in
war.~~

1\..

The Sino-Soviet Tr?aty w2s based on a give-and-take poHcy. The
terms which seemed favourable to the Soviet Union were_:
r. China recognized the independence of Outer Mongolia.
2.

3·
4·
5·
6.

Joint management of the Chinese Changchun Railway for thirty
years, upon which the directorship would be awarded tb :;L
Soviet citizen.
China to make Dairen a free port and its harbour-master to be
a Soviet citizen.
China to lease to the U.S.S.R., free. of charge, one half of
port installations and equipment for a term of thirty years.
China to agree to the joint usc of Port Arthur as a naval base.
China to entrust to the U.S.S.R. the defence of the naval base
where the U.S.S.R. has the right to maintain its army, navy. and
air forces.
1
2
3

National Herald, Chungking, August 27, 1945.
ibid., August 30, 1945.
Central News Agency, Washington, August 27, 1945.
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On the other hand,. the terms which•• seemed favourable to China
were:
r. Non-interference in China's internal affairs.

The U.S.S.R. to agree to give its military supplies and other
material resources entirely to the National Government as the
Central Government of China.
The U.S.S.R. to re-affirm its respect for China's full sovereignty
over the Three Eastern Provinces, and to recognize their territorial and administrative integrity.
4· The U.S.S.R. to confirm its intention not to interfere with the
internal affairs of Sinkiang.
5· The Chinese Changchun Railway, with all its properties, to be
transferred, without compensation, to China after the expiration
of thirty years.
6. The withdrawal of Soviet troops from Manchuria within three
months of Japan's capitulation.
2 ..

From the above, it will be noted that China yielded much more
than she gained. Recognition of the territorial. and administrativejntegrity of the Three Eastern Provinces and non-interference
with China's internal affairs should have been a matter of course
and h~rdly worth mentioning. The reason China paid such a high
price was that she wished to win the friendship of the Soviet Union.
Should outstanding problems have remained unsolved, then SinoSoviet relations would have ceased to be cordial and friendly. As far
as China was concerned, should she trust the Soviet Union as her
permanent friend, such surrender might not mean much, though it
should be remarked that the giving of independence to Outer Mon• golia had practically taken away the national boundary, thus creating a direct menace to Inner Mongolia. One particular clause
~ ·.which occurred in the exchange of notes should be noted : ' The
Chinese Government will recognize the independence of Outer
Mongolia with the existing boundary as its boundary.' This statement is far from clear and will, probably, give cause for future
dispute.
On the other hand, should China deem the Soviet Union her
enemy, then yielding or non-yielding would not prevent the Soviet
Union from coveting, and, in any case, China would have had no
guarantee of security. As to the Soviet, should she consider China
her friend and ally, the possession of these privileges or not would

CHINA AND THE
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ha,ve been of.Iittle importance ·compared with th~ inestimable blhs.sing of a real friendship with China
) \ . In conclusion, after the signing of t:he Sino-SoyietTi·eai:y,}J:hen
Soviet position in Outer Mon&olia became unguestionahly secl.lre,
Further, the Soviet Union gained a dominant position in Manchuria,
particularly in the Liaotung Peninsula, where she was superior in
the military sense.

5· Release of Yalta Secret Agreement
Long before the Yalta Conference, or even earlier than the
Teheran one, the American Government was of the opinion that,
since the post-war position of the Soviet Union in Europe wouldbe
a dominant one, she should be given every assistance, and every effort
should be made to win her friendship. At the same time, they had
to consider relationship with the Soviets for carrying on the war
in the Pacific. If only the Soviets would be willing to join the Allies
in the war against .Japan, this would bring it to a rapid end and
would save thousands of lives and much material destruction. On
the other hand, if the war in the Pacific had to be prosecuted without
the aid of the Soviet Union, then untold ditliculties would arise,
well as a serious prolongation of hostilities.
This state of affairs led to Roosevelt's talks with Stalin, first at
Teheran and much later at Yalta. At the Teheran Conference, it
was reported that Stalin expressed the opinion that Anglo-American
successes in the Pacific would ··not all be welcomed by the Soviet
Government. He then explained that the heavy encounters with
Germany on the western frontier prevented his joining in the
Pacific War against .Japan as the Siberian forces were in sore I1eed
of reinforcements. This was the first time that Roosevelt and•
Churchill heard Stalin speak disparagingly of Japan. On Churchill
putting a cruestion regarding Soviet future tertitorialinterests, Stalin
replied: 'There is no need to speak at the present time about Soviet
desires, but when the time comes, we will speak.''1
During the friendly talk between the Big Three at the
Conference, it was reported that Churchill was the first
up the question since he thought that the Soviets might be <UJlu~uJ<.
at warm-water ports. Thereupon Roosevelt mentioned the tJU,,M,uuu
of their being given access to the port of Dairen in
4 Sherwood, Robert E., The White House Papers of Harry L.
p; 784.
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Stalin forthwith made the point that the Chinese might be very
much against such a proposal, to' which Roosevelt retorted that they
wo~ld agree if Dairen became a free porr under international control,
as he had, a few days before, brought up the ,question with
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek in Cairo.
When a joint message was sent by Roosevelt and Churchill to
,9}1,ifng as to what was going on at the Teheran Conference, nothing
. .Wiis sqid of Stalin's own · statement about entering the war against
· .Japa!l.· This is believed to have been deliberately omitted for fear
_ · -tkat. such monstrous news might leak out in Chungking and cause
· -:'. U!Jto1d damage to the Allies.
··· - .
... ·_ :' 'Jt was not long before Roos~velt sent a cable to Stalin asking for
ai).other conference after the formm·'s national election. Nothing cquld be better than to quote the following passage from Hopkins's
···own pen on the genesis of the Yalta Conference :
'As early as the middle of September 1944, the President was
contemplating a second conference with Stalin and Churchill.
Thhe were il variety of pressing problems which the President
_believed warranted a conference, and both Churchill and Stalirl
. :· w~re agreeable to the conference. Churchill was, indeed, insistent
--~ ._, on it. The ·reasons vvere Obvious . ... Although at Teheran Stalin·
~~had · made a firm commitment in so far as Soviet participation in
the. war against Japan was concerned, that needed to be clarified
as to precise dates and the extent of Soviet participation .... Our
Whole policy towards the Far East needed a thoroughgoing understanding, particularly so far as the Soviet Union was concerned.
We knew from Teheran that the Russians wanted certain things
• as a condition to their declaring war on Japan, or, at any ,rate,
they said they wanted them, as it was extremely important for
: '• the U.S. in particular, in view of our historic relationship with
- China, to ·protect China's interests in th,ese negotiations .. .•
< --"··-;'Things reg~rding the Far East h~d to be settled, otherwise we
. _might find the three Allies gcing their separate ways . . . . I told
. ·the · President as soon as the discussion started that there was not
a ,chance of getting Stalin out of Russia at this time ... we might
.·· ~swell make up our minds first at least to go to some convenient
ppip.t in Russia-preferably in the Crimea. The President was not
<;>pposed
this . . . he postponed all discussion of the place until
after the election was over. ... The President got a message from
Sti!.liri sayi-n.g heunderstood the President was willjng to go to the

to
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were
When they descended on the President to urge
not to
President wavered again. . . . I am sure the President
up by going to the Crimea ... the election being over, he
no longer be disturbed about it for political reasons.' 5
Roosevelt sailed by S.S. Quincy and arrived in the Grand Harbour
of Valetta on February 2, 1945. The rest of his journey was ma<ie by
air. After his arrival at Yalta, the first meeting was held in the
President's study at Livadia, and later they moved down to
Grand Ballroom for the formal conference.
It was at the Teheran Conference that Roosevelt had already
' agreed the most if not all of the Soviet daiins, the restoration pf
possessions and privileges taken by the Japanese from the Russians
in the war of 1904 '.(1 The Yalta Conference merely gave it final
shape to which Stalin said bluntly that the agreement must be conducted in utmost secrecy. Stalin told Roosevelt that twenty-five
divisions needed transferring across Siberia, and the time needed
would be three or four months. Roosevelt said that when this movement of troops had been completed, he would send an officer· to
Chungking via Moscow to inform Chiang of the existence of the
agreement. Stalin then insisted that this agreement must be put
in writing containing the statement:
'The heads of the three Great Powers have agreed that these
claims of the Soviet Union shall be unquestionably fulfilled after
Japan has been dcfeatecl.'
•

•

· Thus the Yalta Secret Agreement was duly made and signed by
Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin on February I I, I945, the text of
which is shown in Appendix C. At the time, China knew nothing
about it, and the Chinese public were very much puzzled as tcnvhy<
1'. V. Soong took .all the trouble to go to Moscow twice for the
signing of the rather humiliating treaty known as the Sino-Soviet
Treaty of Friendship and Alliance. It was not till February
1946, that the secret agreement was made public simultaneously in
Washington, London and Moscow, exactly one year after.
When the news reached China, it caused a shock to the Chinese
5

6

Sherwood, op. ciL, VoL II, p. 835<
ibid., p. 841.
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public, giving rise to comments and reactions on all sides. The
spokesman for the Chinese Foreign Office, Mr . Ho Feng·shan, made
the following statement:
'As China is not a party, she was and is not bound by it in
this connection, but the Sino.Soviet Agreement of August 14, 1945.
is binding on both Russia and China.' 7
The Yalta Secret Treaty was made public only ten days after an
agreement reached by the Political Consultative Conference on
January JI, 1946, in Chungking representing various parties. General
Chiang Kai·shek had ended up with a very determined speech. Then,
suddenly the Yalta Secret Treaty was revealed. This gave an oppor·
tunity for anti·Communist elements to start a students' demonstra·
tion against the Soviet Union as well as the Chinese Communist
Party. Offices of a Communist organ, Hsing Hwa Daily Herald,
and the Democratic Press owned by the China Democratic League,
were wrecked by the demonstrators, and this showed the hatred
between the Kuomintang and Communist Parties. Without the
revelation of the Yalta Secret Treaty, the political developnient in
China might have been quite different. To pacify public sentiment,
Chiang declared in a memorial service that the Sino·Soviet Tr~<lty_ _
of Friendship and Alliance must be respected, and urged the people
to exercise greater control and not to go beyond the limits of law.
The Yalta Agreement gave the Soviet Union more gains for less
effort than any similar pact of modern times. Stalin expressed at
Yalta the hope that the U.S.S.R. would enter the war against Japan
within two or three months after Germany had surrendered. The
• reason for setting this time· table was that rwenty·five divisions had
to be transported across Siberia to the Far East, and this would
take time. The Soviet Union did declare war on Japan, August 8,
1946, exactly three months after (jermany's capitulation on May7
that year. Soviet forces entered Manchuria on August 9, when
Japan was preparing to surrender. Soviet troops took part in the
Far East War exactly six: days, and had met with almost no resistance
when the Japanese surrendered on August 14.
In return, the Yalta Agreement gave the Soviet Union absolute
possession of the Japanese Kurile Islands, stretching in a long arc
from the Japanese home island of Hokkaido north to the Soviet
Kamchatka Peninsula. Moreover, the Yalta Agreement restored to
7

Press Conference in Chungking, February

20,

1946.

territory and rights she
war in r904- In
-,..,.------- as an independent Republic. So she
she lost in the Russo-Japanese War. •
The Yalta Agreement had been kept' top secret' after its signing
because the Big Three thought that if the news reached Chungking
it would cause tremendous damage to the Allies. Since the publication of the Agreement, there has been considerable criticism both
in China and abroad, and the question has been asked why Roosevelt
·agreed to its terms. Those who were close to the late President and
lmew his mind, consider his acquiescence quite reasonable. They
were of the opinion that it was the only course he could have ta~e::n
through the advice of the experts in his government, both military
and diplomatic. For Roosevelt thought he must have Russian .aid
in order to defeat Japan, and no cheaper pri~e could be obtained than
that contained in the Yalta Agreement. It was generally believed
that, even though beaten in their own home islands, the Japanese
would still be able to carry on the fighting in Manchuria for many
months and presumably years to come. They had large ammunition clumps, and the fighting spirit of the Kwangtung Army in Manchuria was very strong. Roosevelt was convinced that, without a
latge-scale Russian attack on the rear, it was almost impossible to
drive the enemy out of Manchuria. The war would then drag on
for years..
It was estimated by General George C. Marshflll, then Chief of
Staff, that the United States would need to send about a million men
to Manchuria, an army almost certain to suffer extremely heavy
casualties, to bring the Japanese to their knees, had not the Russians
joined in the Pacific War. Before the President made his decision, •
not one among his advisers but thought that Russian aid was necessary to defeat the Japanese in Manchuria. Two important fa..ctots
could not be foreseen. First the perfecting of the atomic bomb,
and second the utilization of the Japanese Emperor to bring about
total surrender. During the Yalta discussion, the atomic bomb was
still in the experimental stage, and Roosevelt had no idea when. the
new weapon would be available. It was not until after a successful
test in New Mexico on July ro, r945, that the scientists working on
the project knew for certain that a mightily destructive weapon was
ready for use. Fearing that Russia's price for entering the Pacific
W''4r might rise if it became evident that the Japanese were going t?
resist to the end, Roosevelt took no chances, but signed the Yalta
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Agreement. Those who feared that the Japanese would -continue to
fight on the continent even after being beaten on their home islands,
failed to take into account that the war could be brought to a -quick
end by using the. Emperor to facilitate surrender and subsequent
C\)ntro1 of Japan.
A,hother important factor was the state of h ealth of the late
President when he undertook the tedious journey to the Crimea.
• . .'{\, photograph had been taken in July before his departure for
< -~~ - gacific tour, in which he appeared haggard, glassy-eye(i and
-- q~erulous.' He had to wear leg braces for his nation-wide broad.ca~t
•tr<;,tn Seattle. When Robert E. Sherwood saw Roosevelt eight months
-after, he was shocked by the almost ravaged appearance of his face.
,·:When Admiral King went aboard tb greet the arrival of the United
S~ates President in the Grand Harbour of Valetta on February%
£,
he was alarmed at his condition, as it was less than two wee~s since
·he had seen him at the Inauguration. 8
Only after a meeting lasting seven days, covering a wide range
9f grave matters, did Roosevelt make sundry concessions. He
accepted the Russian veto in the Security Council of the United
Nations, and he agreed to the Soviet Union having two additional
Votes in the General Assembly. Had he not been tired out and
· an_x ious to end the negotiations, h e certainly would not have giv~n
in so meekly. It was the opinion of Roosevelt that, when the tirn'e
- .came, 'he would be able to explain and straighten out the whole>
matter with Chiang, but, alas, this hope died with him.

6. Controversies on Taking Over Manchuria
;f~e withdrawal of Soviet :troops after Japan's defeat was to com• m:ence within three weeks and end within three months. This agree- ·. ment had been initialled by both parties in the minutes, though it
· w_as not c,on~ained in the e1greement. When the Soviets dedared war
-"-:on"fapa'n and invaded Manchuria on AugustS, they met with hardly •
: an)'" resistance, and there was only a few days fighting before Japan
gave iri. Then took place the systematic confiscation and selective
r~rnoval of industrial machinery in Manchuria by Soviet forces,
cleclared to be war booty and sorely needed to replace the enormous
·cl~1llage caused by the German invasion. It was intended to complerethe removal by December 3, the date set for the withdrawal
of ~qyiet forces from Manchuria. The Russians took all function-
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ing power-generating
experimental plans, laborat01·ies and
they took the newest and the best. After ""'''""'""'"
took the opportunity of robbing and pillaging in the extreme.

A. Question of Withdrawal of Soviet Troops
On October I, 1935, A. A. Petrov, the Soviet Ambassador to China,
handed a memoir to T. V. Soong, President of the Executive Yuan,
to the following effect:
I. The Soviet military authorities had commenced to withdraw
Soviet troops from Manchuria.
2. The main Soviet forces would start their withdrawal in the
latter part of October, and it would be completed by the end of
November.
3· The Soviet Government had appointed Marshal Malinovsky as
Envoy Plenipotentiary to take up discussions concerning the. withe
drawal of Soviet troops from Manchuria.
The Ministry for Foreign Affairs then sent a despatch to the Soviet
Embassy informing them that thirteen divisions of the Chinese army
would sail from Kowloon by American steamers to Dairen and land
there. The Soviet Embassy, however, considered the sending of
Chinese troops to Manchuria through the port of Dairen a violation of the Sino-Soviet Treaty, and therefore expressed their opposition. Dr. Wang Shih-chieh, the then Foreign Minister, made. the
following declaration to the Soviet Ambassador on October 9:
' The Chinese Government will fulfil its obligations as stipulated
in the treaty, but the port of Daircn is Chinese terriwry which
should be strictly under Chinese control with restrictions. The
Chinese Government cannot view the sending of her troops to
Manchuria via Dairen as a violation of the treaty.
•
' 'I'he aim of sending troops to Manchuria is to maintain order and
suppress any reaction. Such work is now undcrtalf~I1.J;>y the: Soviet
troops, but as soon as withdrawal takes place, then responsibility
will rest ·on the Chinese army.'
The Soviet reply, however, stated that, according to the SinoSoviet Treaty, Dairen was a commercial port for use in transporting
goods, not troops. The landing of troops at Dairen would constitute a violation of the treaty, and the Soviet Government would
be very much opposed to it.
Thus the negotiations were at an impasse until Gcnera!issimo
Chiang Kai-shek received the Soviet Ambassador in person. He
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. express,e<:I his eager -desire to se~d trbops to Manchuria . via bairen,
-and - said that he expected the . so~iei Government _to give port
fac!1itiesforthe transport of such troops. Heasked the Ambassadq:t
to forward a message to Generalissimo Stalin stating that ciwingto
the-friendship that existed between the two countries, it was hoped.
theSoviet Government would render such assistance irrespective of
Dai:ten being Chinese territory as safeguarded by the tre;:tty. If
the Chinese troops could not land at Dairen, then it would be impo§sible to despatch troops to Manchuria.
After a few days the Soviet Ambassador forwarded a reply from
the .Soviet Government stating that, according to the treaty, Dairen .
was a commercial port, and they could · not agree to the landing of
' 't roops in Dairen. It would be regrettable to violate the treaty, an<:l ·
Generalissimo Stalin held the same view.
The great majority of the officials sent to Changchun in the
· ·autumn of 1945 to commence taking over Manchtir_ia were compelled to return to Peiping. The situation seemed to improve following negotiations with the Soviet authorities, and Chinese officials
again went to Changchun. The mu_nicipal governments of Changchun, Harbin and Mukden and a few provincial ones were taken
over: Chinese national troops were flown to Changchun, and otl:ler
Chinese ·troops also succeeded in marchin£ from Shanghaikwan to
Mukden. However, the taking over of industrial enterprises had
hardly started.
The Chinese Government, therefore, had to abandon the plan of
·sending troops to Dairen. As a result of negotiations between
General Hsiung Shihclmi, High Commissioner of the North-Eastern
Provinces, and Marshal Malinovsky in Manchuria, it was agreed
• . that China would send troops to Yingkao and Hulutao. All transport would be supplied by the United States, and the landing troops
would be entirely Chinese. In view of the existence of Japanese
· troops and police forces from 'Miinchuk\Jo' in · Manchuria, th.e '
Chinese Government W?.S very anxious to maintain order by sending
troops there during the taking over of the adminisu·ation.
At this juncture, the Chinese Communist army had already
taken Yingkao, and so it was out of the question to land there.
The next idea was to send troops to Mukden and Changchun by
air, and the Soviet authorities were asked to disarm the unrecognized
forces in and around the respective aerodromes and to give due
protection to the staffs sent beforehand. In case the Peiping_M ukden Railway was l:equired for transporting troops, the Soviet

month until January 3, 1946,
withdrawal was requested.
The Soviet Government accepted China's request for one month's
postponement, and again the Chinese Government confirmed .the
decision made in Changchun by both parties that the Soviet troops
should make a complete withdrawal not later than February r, 1946.
When the time for withdrawal expired, it was learned that the
Soviet troops had not been entirely withdrawn. The Foreign
Ministry was reported to have informed the Soviet Embassy that
during the withdrawal in some districts in Manchuria, the Chinese
authorities were not informed, and it asked later for the dates o:f
withdrawal to be notified in every district so that peace and order
should be maintained.
It was further proposed by the Soviet Embassy that complete withdrawal should be postponed to the end of April in view of the wintry
weather which produced all kinds of hindrance and hardship for
the withdrawing troops. April would be ddinitely better to effect a
withdrawal, and to this the Foreign Ministry agreed. Ultimately
the total withdrawal of Soviet troops from Manchuria was completed
on May 3, 1946.

B. Question of Tailing Over Dairen and Port Arthur
On March 7, 1947, the Soviet Ambassador addressed a memorandum, in person, to the Foreign Ministry a.sking the Chinese Government to establish a civil administration in the nav<;1l base of Port
Arthur and the port of Dairen in accordance with the Sino-Soviet
Treaty. The memorandum urged the Chinese Government to take
effective measures for the Chin~:se Changchun Railway to be jointly •
()Wned by the two countries.
Dr. Wang Shih-chieh, the Foreign Minister, however; told thy
Soviet Ambassador that the reason why the Chinese Governmei1t
could not take over Dairen and establish a civil administration both
in Dairen and Port Arthur was that there Were armed anti-government forces in the vicinity. It was the intention of the Chinese
Government to send troops to land in Dairen, and the only
why this did not happen was that the Soviet Government
admit them. The Chinese Government had then
the Chinese Communists for them to take over the
along the Chinese Changchun Railway, but without result.
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Chinese and Soviet military
Dairen, •the war against Japan
there was
peace treaty signed with Japan. In accordance with the
concerning Dairen, the military supervision or control
in Port Arthur would cover the port of Dairen.
The Foreign Ministry stated that 'while it is true that the SinoSoviet Treaty subjects that city to the military supervision of the
Port Arthur naval base area "in case of war against Japan", it is
undeniable that Japan has, for more than a year, been under Allied
occupation following her unc<?nditional surrender, and that thewar
against Japan no longer, in actuality, exists. And even in case of
war against Japan, the Chinese Government is not precluded by
any provision of the Sino-Soviet Treaty from sendinp troops
Dairen.'
'
Numerous meetings were held between the Chinese Foreign
Minister and the Soviet Ambassador, but they ended in deadlock.
The Foreign Minister reiterated that (1) In laying down that Port
Arthur should be used only by Chinese and Soviet military and
commercial vessels the intention had been to prevent any third party
from using it and not to hinder the Chinese Government. (z) Though
there was still no treaty with Japan, neverthless war against Japan
had ceased. The landing of Chinese troops at Dairen should not,
therefore, be prohibited. In fact, supervision of Dairen by Port
Arthur should only continue as long as the war with Japan existed.
In any case, even if war still existed, it could not be considered detrimental by the Russians for Chinese troops to enter Dairen.
Public sentiment in China demanded that the Chinese Civil
Administration should be under the protection of its owh military
and police force. China had just been emancipated from the foreign •
yoke, and the Chinese people would certain! y oppose the Chinese
Civil· Administration being again put under foreign control.
Qn May 12, 1947, the Chinese Government notified the .Soviet
Embassy that a Chinese investigation mission under General Tung
Yen-ping had been despatched to Port Arthur and Dairen by
Ghinese gunboat to prepare for the establishment of a Chinese Civil
Administration there.
General Tung Yen-ping's mission arrived at Port Arthur on June
3· They made an inspection, but it was reported that they did hOt
receive 'the promised assistance ' from the Soviet <fUthorities. The
Mission left Port Arthur after a stay of ten clays, without much
success.
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On June 25, the Chinese Government announced that' the recent
Chinese mission of inspection to Dairen and Port Arthur was a
failure because of Soviet non-co-operation, and it gave notice that
itconsiders itself free, at any time, to exercise the right to send troops
to the two ports '.9
The Tass News Agency, however, published a counter statement
saying,,' as early as December 1945 and January 1946, the local Soviet
authorities had notified the Chinese representative that the necessary aid would be given so as to establish a Chinese administration
at Dairen. Though the Chinese Government had approached some
officials, not. one of them came to Dairen to take up the post. The
Soviet Government sent further notes in December 1946 and March
1947, but failed to get a reply from the Chinese Government. There·
fore the allegation of Soviet obstruction was contrary to fact. Likewise, .the Chinese announcement that the failure of General Tung
Yen-ping's tOur of inspection was due to lack of co-operation on the
part of the Soviets was also a fabrication, and contrary to the actual
facts.' 10
During the Soviet occupation, Dairen, by far the best port, was
used exclusively by the Soviets. In December 1946 a 348-ton United
States naval boat, the U.C.I. rogo, which was at Dairen on a second
routine courier mission carrying diplomatic mail and supplies for
the United States Consulate in Dairen, together with two American
newspapermen, was barred ftom the port after receiving an oral
ultimatum from the local Soviet military officials.
The Soviet Government rejected the United States protests of
January 3 and August 14, 1947, against the failure to reopen the
Manchurian port of Dairen to international commerce. The United
• States contended that, according to the treaty, only in war-time could
the Soviets have any military control over Dairen, yet the war had
already been over for two years. Washington, however, had been
informed that Moscow was not obliged to turn over Dairen to
Chinese ciyil control and open the port to world commerce till the
}api~1ese Treaty had been signed. The Soviet reply, d:-J.ted August
26, to tlte American note of August 14, read as follows:
'In reply to the Embassy's note No. 689 of August 14 on the
question of the opening of Dairen for international commerce,
the Soviet Foreign Office have the honour to refer to its note
9

North China Daily News, Shanghai, June z6, 1947·
Pravda, Moscow, July II, I947·

10

is
by
regarding Dairen of August 14, 1945.
'As is known, in accordance with that agreement,
the existence of a state of war with Japan falls under the
which has been set up in the naval base of Fort Arthur.
'Inasmuch as the state of war with Japan is not terminated
because there is as yet no peace treaty with Japan,
the
regime of the naval base continues to prevail over Dairen.'
Dairen, thereupon, became the bone of contention
Soviet Union and the United States. The Soviets, at the
mitted U.S. Courier vessels to call at Dairen and deliver
supplies for the American Consulate there until March
they banned further admissions.
C. Quest£on of the Soviet Removal of Japanese Assets
An account of the controversy which arose on the taking over
Manchuria would not be complete without mentioning briefly the
dismantling of machinery and its removal to the Soviet Union. The
Chinese Government had decided that Japanese public and private
properties, together with Japanese-owned enterprises in China, should
he confiscated in order to compensate for China's losses during the
war. As early as September 3, 1945, the Foreign Ministry had sent
despatches to the American and Soviet Embassies asking their ga~- ·
ticular help in this respect, and only then to instruct their troops
to protect Japanese-owned enterprises, including factories, mines,
and transportation facilities before being handed over to the Chin~sj
authorities. This was a step con.sidered necessary to avoid any •
destruction, hiding or removal by the Japanese. The Soviet Gover~
ment protested against this measure and declared in a memorand11l'll
addressed to the Chinese Government on January 21, 1946, thatthe
Chinese North-Eastern Provinces which had rendered services.tc>~h¢
Japanese army would be regarded by the Soviet Union as war booty
of the Soviet forces.U
In view of the existing Sino-Soviet friendship, the Soviet Government suggested the organization of a joint Sino-Soviet Compa11y
for the management of Japanese enterprises, particularly coal mines,
power plants and iron and steel industries, etc., in Manchuria. The
Soviet Government further agreed to hand over to China a
of
11
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and international usage'.
found it impossible to agree to the Soviet proposal
beyond the provisions of the treaty.
the Chinese Government felt inclined to comply
wish. It discussed the possibility of so-called
"''-'>u~HH.L'- collaboration', but reiterated that the law applying to a
company must be abided by. It was suggested that
should be carried on at Changchun between the
In any case, final agreen1ent could only come after the
of Soviet troops. There were many difficulties in the way
of the Sino-Soviet economic collaboration. There was the Soviet
theory of war booty that prevented unanimity of views on some
fundamental principles. Moreover, many of the Japanese industrial
installations had been dismantled. Even so, the terms were discussed for a Sino-Soviet joint company to operate coal mines, iron
and<steel industries, oil refining, chemical and cement industries
as wellas power plants. They were to cover. a period of thirty years,
after which time all enterprises would revert to the Chinese Government without compensation. The situation, however, grew worse,
for most of the installations and machines had, by that time, been
removed to Soviet territory.
It was understood by the United States Government that exclusive
government control over Manchuria enterprises would be limited
to the railways as laid down in the Sino-Soviet Treaty. The United
States Government was somewhat disturbed on receiving reports that
• discussions were under way which might result in the establishment
of exclusive Sino-Soviet control over industrial enterprises in Manchuxia. Jt was the. opinon of the United States Government. that
11egotiations for agreements between China and the Soviet Union
would be contTary to t...~e principles of the Open Door policy. The
United .States Government then instructed its Embassies in Chungking a.nd Moscow to present that view to the Chinese Government
arid the Government of the U.S.S.R. respectively. A British protest
to the same effect was also presented to the Soviet Foreign Commissar
by the .British Embassy in Moscow on March 9, 1946.
Injune 1946, E. W. Pauley was sent by the American Government
as the personal representative of the President to investigate Japanese
in Manchuria. The Mission arrived at Changchun to make

the necessary investigations, and it was
all. Japanese properties in Manchuria
Chinese authorities. He made a complete
removed to the Soviet Union, and his estimate of direct damage
was U.S. $8s8.I million.J2 The Mission returned to Washington
in July and made a report to the President on Japanese assets in
Manchuria.
In Pauley's report it was stated: 'Japanese assets in Manchuria
did not belong solely to the Soviet Government. Other nations, too,
are logical claimants . . . . Moving this equipment has destroyed a
large part of its original value, and the installations from which this
CC[uip.ment was removed have in many cases become total losses.' 13
The Soviet Press in Moscow strongly opposed the report made by
Pauley, and stated that the report itself was full of falsity and fabrication. The estimate made by Pauley that the total loss to Manchuria would run up to United States $2,ooo million was categorically
denied by the Soviet authorities, who claimed that all materials. and
equipment removed were war products which the Soviet Government had the full right to seize, it being in the first place Japanese
military property, but now Red Army war booty. The Soviet
estimate of the value of their removals from Manchuria is U.S.
$97 million. 11 The Soviet Government further accused Pauley of
having maliciously mingled together war booty and reparations.
Jones, F. C., Manchuria Since rg,F, p. 230.
United States Relations with China, p. 603.
1 '1 Byrnes, J. F., SfJeald-ng Frankly, p. 225.
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AnnENDUM.-A one-year trade pact between the ' Manchurian
People's Democratic Authorities', headed by Kao Kang, and· the
Soviet Union was announced in Moscow on July 31, 1949. It was
noted that the Soviet Union would deliver to Manchuria industrial
equipment, motor vehicles, oil, textiles, paper and medicines. In
return, Manchuria agreed to supply the Soviet Union with soybeans,
vegetable oil, maize and rice. The National Government in Canton
strongly .protest~d against the Soviet-Manchurian trade pact
violating the Sino-Soviet Treaty of 1945.

Chapter XX
RISE OF THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY
ilE Nationalist Government of China gained its power ;1.fter
the overthrow of the north China warlords. while the .People's
Government, newly set up in Peking, in turn overthrew the
Kuomintang (hereafter abbreviated to KMT). The Chinese Com"
munist Party (hereafter abbreviated to KCT for Kungchantang) did
not reach political importance until Dr. Sun. Yat-sen, founder of the
KMT, accepted its co-operation an.d thereupon reorganized his Party
in 1924. The KCT, kn.owin.g itself to be far from mature at the
outset, succeeded in fostering its own growth within the KMT.
The rapid growth of the KCT made the KMT members uneasy
and apprehensive. The Nationalist Government at Nanking ordered
a purge and issued a proclamation stating that if the KCT wished to
dominate the Party, it would mean the end of co-operation. In spite
of the Party purge, membership of the KCT grew steadily. Within
few years, the KCT had built up an army formidable enough to
challenge the very rule of the KMT.
It was only after the Sino-Japanese conflict that the KCT made a
declaration announcing its allegiance to the KMT. The two parties,
• however, worked harmoniously only for a short time in the struggle
against the common foe. Dissensions and frictions were soon revived,
and ~pen arm~d conflicts occurred where the armies of both parties
came into contact. Ari attack by KMT troops on the New Fourth
Route Army and its disbandment was the first fuse that put the
whole country ablaze.
After Japan's surrender in August 1945, there was a fresh attempt
at collaboration between the two parties. The Political Consultative
Conference was convened in October with representatives of all
parties and independents. The situation looked very promising, and
there was definite agreement on reorganization anp reconstruction.
Chinese people were overjoyed at China's unity. But scarcely had a
month passed when the two parties fell out and again resorted to arms.

T
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Gep:.eral Geor&e G. Marshall, who ·was in China acting·.•asarne<ii~t()r
hetween<the •two parties, went. to.Lushan eight rimes in· I 216 tocoJJ.fer
with General and Madame Chiang Kai-shek ~ho were spel}di1lg; t~;.
summer there. In spite of Marshall's best efforts, •the two pa~ties:
failed to come together. The Nationalist Government then .order.ed\,
all members of the KCT to evacuate from various cities, and it soon '
ca tured Y enan, the Communist ca ital, without meeting much
resistance. Before long, the tic e c 1ange , an riot only was Yenan
retaken, but the whole of Manchuria gradually fell into the •hands
of the KCT.
The KCT troops immediately threatened north China, where
I General Fu Tso-yi signed a truce and allowed them to enter Peking
and Tientsin without bloodshed. Generalissimo Chiang Kaicshek
announced his retirement and asked General Li Tsung-jen to act
for him.
The Peace Missions to north China, headed by Dr. W. W.
and General Chang Chih-chung respectively, both proved a failure.
With the fall of Nanking the Nationalist Government moved its
capital to Canton, but did not stay long. The KCT troops went
in hot pursuit, and within eight months the Nationalist Government had to move its ca ital f u · "s
·
'
g. king, C engtu and Tmre 1. n,. t,1e ellci- tl}~Nationii!stGovernment
retreated to Taiwan with the intention of fighting to the bitter. end.
r. Birth of Chinese Communist Party

Chinese Communism is believed to have been introduced to China
after the success of the Russian ]{evolution by two well-known,
Chinese scholars-Chen Tu-hsil.l and Li Ta-chao-both -Rr.efe~sots ,
~~<>~~~&J~!=:I~in~. l.I!!iYSE:~i.':Y· The ·first was imerisoned for
many years, and was only set free after the Sino-Japanese conflict..
He died in Szchuan on May 24, 1942. }!} his lat<;_years he changed
his· opinions, becomin first a Trotsk ist
ater as shown in
recent: y eu hshe?llett~~~~~;,,a trw;;,,£ltr_r~~()Crat. The latter
f *q
lost his life at .Ihtlltr:£.~ o,.,f. Mar,shal .\=hang Tso-lin, as has been
r ,,~ \..\· Jiully described in a foregoing chapter.
\)·· \ \ ,-·{/I£arl.J:,Jr;._!,2.,~,~~••~l~en Tu-hsiu published s~~ral periodicals for
,./ promoting an emanc1pation oi thought among tlie Chinese people,
\
v~/
particularly his Hsin Ching Nien (the New Youth) which specially
appealed to Chinese young people. This gave birth to the ChiJJ.(.::SC
students' movement in 1919 in Peking. It may be recalled that ill.
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- that y10ar til~ Versailles - P~a~e Conference cotppl~t~l; di~r~~al".decl,
. CHiirra's rights and interests; even though China was an ·any of the
_victorious Powers. China's disillusionment came suddenly and
unexpectedly, so that when Russia, then a young Communist
-republic only two years old, m ade its declaration to China, volun-.
tarily abolishing all unequal treaties contracted by the Tsarist
_<;overnment and offering to retrocede all territorial concessions,
· Qhin~se intellectuals flocked into the open arms of the Soviets.
"The National~,~ins; Jlniver~tty, ti::S? J.~.i~£l by the late Tsai
),'"uan-pei, a great scholar and ehilosopher, was noted for its inclinac_
·. - tions and sympathies. -Both Chen Tu-hsiu and Li Ta-chao held
chairs . s!J.er~. ~~;2...Jg;~~~wo £!.,9._fessQr_.§~~f2!!nci_e~:!__~~ocit:.£X for the
'study otMarx1sm in Peki?.£.. C_?_::~eiii..Eoran~o~Yt~9!J1er society
of the same patur~•.;w¥9 <f[~g,1);~~U.,q Sl;},~,ll-~hai, known as the .' You~ .
Socialist Leag!!!;__', Both bodies attracted large numbers of intellec_luals and students, and were the forerunners of the KCT.
l\1ao Tze-tung, leader of the Chinese Communist Party, was in
- - ,·_ IQ_I9 associated-~itii~"Li' Ta-chao at Peking University. It was at the
- .University that he met Chen Tu-hsiu, who had a greater influence
'. Overhim than anyone else. 1
.. _. ·_Chen Tu-hsiu had establish$2S~!ll<l~~...~i,th Moscow as ell~~
.- rj_j§ arid sent representatives to the Soviet capital to solicit Chinese
· !Jie~p.bershl.p in the Third International, known as the Comintern, 2
Mr: Marling, an energetic and persuasive r epresentative of the
-. C~111intern, arrived at Shanghai in 1920 and arranged to organize
\ a Chinese Communist Party. Chen then called a conference of all
) sy!Jlpa thizers the
China
\vvas inaugurat.~i:,"'"!; , already included other intellectuals who were
~x1 sympathy with Communist ideas.

A

!.~!.!2.!l~.KM.~Y..: .9:!l£Uh~ Qg}];E!}Jl/2:!.§.! .,.~&V-:!Y..2.!
2.

Sun Ya t-sen-Jotfe Declaration

· ~l~!~~t~!!~l[~~~~~~l!~f~i~

was then the internationally recognized Government of China.
Unfortunately for Dr. Sun, soon after he became President of the
Canton Government, General Chen Chiung-ming turned against
him. The breach betwee11: them originated from a difference of
op,ihion. Dr. Sun wanted to start a northern expedition at once, by
1

2

Edgar Snow, Red Star Over China, 1937, p. 154·
Yakhontoff, Chinese Soviets, 1934, p. 70-1.
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means of which he intended to unify the country by force, whereas
General Chen strongly doubted the wisdom of the plan. The dis.cord developed into open revolt on the part of Chen, and Dr. Sun
had to flee from Canton.
Meanwhile, finding that he could not make any headway with the
Peking Government, Joffe left Peking for Shang!lai on. J.!puary 16,
r_2;j:.,..~~1'" :;g::~~~' ;~.,1!€!!~=~7te~ry· t~· -;·~-~~~~ar~"'"i~I;·· he;l:ll:.blit
actually to see what he could do m Japan. Dr. Sun also arnved at
the same city from Canton. There the two important figures met
several times and discussed the general situation in China, and the
outcome was tl;~.,!oll?~in& decJa~ati.on .. authorized for ,Pt;bJ~cati~}~
~n an~:.::x.. 2 ~.:.l.2~~L. ll11SI.SL!h~.jgln.t.§J~n£t!l!,n,;.LqL~t:IloX<tt~s~.l!. and

rl

:
__.......,=.,,,_

'During his stay in Shanghai, Mr. Joffe has had several conversations with Dr. Sun Yat-sen, which have revealed the identity
of their views on matters relating to Chinese-Russian relations,
more especially on the following points:
r. Dr. Sun Yat-sen holds that the Communistic order, or even
the S'oviet system, cannot actually be introduced into China,
because there do not eX'ist here the conditions for the successful
establishmer\.t of either Communism or Sovietism. This view is
entirely shared by Mr. Joffe, who is further of opinion th<!.t
China's paramount and most pressing problem is to achieve
national unification and attain full national inde endence, and
regar mg this great task, he has assured Dr. Sun Y at-sen-that
China has the warmest sympathy of the Russian people, and can 1
count on the support of Russia.
i
2. In order to clarify the situation; Dr. Sun Yat-sen. ha~ •
requested of Mr. Joffe a reaffirmation of the principles defined
in the Russian note to the Chinese Government, dated September
27, 1920. Mr. Joffe has accordingly reaffirmed these principles
and categorically declared to Dr. Sun Yat-sen that the Russian
Government is ready and willing to enter into negotiations with
China on the basis of the renunciation by Russia of all the
treaties and exactions which the Tsardom imposed on China,
including the treaty or treaties and agreements telating to the
Chinese Eastern Railway.
3· Recognizing that the Chinese Eastern Railway question in
its entirety can be settled only at a competent Russo-Chinese
Conference, Dr. Sun is of opinion that the realities of the. situa-
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tion point to the desirability of a modl{,s vivendi in the matter
of the present management of the railway. And he agrees with
Mr. Joffe that the existing management of the railway should
be temporarily reorganized by agreement between the Chinese
and the Russian Governments without prejudice, however, to
the true rights and special interests of either party. At the same
tirne, Dr. Sun Yat-sen considers that General Chang Tso-lin
should be consulted on the point.
4- Mr. Joffe has categorically declared to Dr. Sun Yat-scn (who
has fully satisfied himself as to this) that it is not and has never
been the intention and pur.£~!~ of the present Rus~ian Gover_n1'2ent to pursue an Imperialistic_Rili~ in Out~JJ1ol,!g_olia or to
cause it to secede from China . .J2!:· Sun Yat-sen, therefore, does
not view an immediate evacuation of Russian troops from Outer
Mongolia as either imperative or in the real interest of China,
the· more so on account of the inability of the pres~nt government at Peking to prevent such an evacuation being followed
by a recrudescence of intrigues and hostile activities by White
Gua.rdists against Russia and the creation of a graver situation
than that which now exists.
'Mr. Joffe has parted from Dt. Sun Yat-sen on the most cordial
and friendly terms. On leaving Japan, to which he is now proceeding, he will again visit the south of China before finally
returning to Pe,king.' 3
[his d;_c,l~~a!.~.?e .~i9eali~.;~.--~~.e - ~~y;et . of. that fratern~li~~~ion

b~S~SS~ r~.~. I{ivrT -ar;ci t~~ I{9f.~l;ichis of pa.r~111o~nt ill1P?~~~nce

ip. t~~ ~ist?ry ()f . ~~ir;es; (:;o111111~r;~~in·.

As a result . of this joiin
deClaration in which Dr. Sun sotight Soviet support, the KCT
• practically won official recognition, and the Party increased in
influence and membership.

3· Reorganization of KMT
Before the joint declaration, Dr. Sun Yat-sen sent Liao Chungkai to approach Joffe and ask for Soviet aid for the establishment
of a military academy in Canton to stren.:gthen the position of the
KMT. Embittered by repeated failures and disgusted with the
refusal of recognition of his government by the Powers, Dr. Sun Yatsen, praising the remarkable success of Lenin as well as the iron
discipl,ine of .the Bolshevist Party, invited Soviet advisers to Canton.
3

China Year Book, 1924, p. 863.
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With the agreement and approval ofMoscdw, MichaeLBorod~1l,
who had been sent by the Third International to TurkeK. ~~--,<:ssist
Kamel. in. State refor~t ·had l_?lter feerr ,exeeJls_<}_ from . Jile
countr. , came to China to be a olitical adviser. General Gai:lJ.
eucher) was wsent as head of a military mission._ The KMT was
completely reorganized following on the Soviet exarnple. Party
principles were defined, and unity and discipline were strengthened.
2 The first National Congress of the KMT wa~_held at Cant·o·n· ,
''\January IS, 1924, where Borodin, in the ca acit of ad~~~~_r_uwas
present. . here were twenty-four members of the Central Executive
Committee to which several Communist members, includin Li •Tachao, Tan Pin-san, Mao ze-tung, _J:'u hm-pe1, etc., wereadmitttd.
A rcw!utlon Ior the organization of the Nationalist Government was
unanimously passed during the session. Li Ta-chao announced the
comele_t_e acce£2ta.Q£J<_of_..Kl!JT ~es.~lfL~~l!;~__2y
{ the K~7fiCffiade-the point, however, that this joining of. the

1·

~· :::~; ~~~~~;:o,~!~,th~~;":~~d~:v:i"~~nf:;;::n0~~~~~~

/

There were quite a few members in the KMT who were opposed(
\to the admission of the KCT intd the Party, but Dr. Sun Yat-sen,
in view ~~~ct ~J:l'l!.lh.sx..h~d <;c~eeted ~~~ple's })_!inc}Efes.._~>v.err~~.!~~LthE;M dis~£_n_!, _ N everthcless, friction between the
KMT and the KCT appeared at the outset of their co-operation.
The Central Executive Committee at that time appointed three
secretaries to look after the Party affairs. These were Tan Pin~san
for the Organization Department, Tai Chi-tao for the Propaganda
Department, and Liao Chung-kai for the Labour Department. Bpt:h
Tai and Liao were busy with other political functions, but 'fal1 •
seized the opportunity to grasp power through his influential positiop.
for the benefit of the KCT. Before long, the KCT were practically
monopolizing all the important positions in the party as well as the
lower ranks of the district organizations. Consequently, pubpc
opinion became controlled by the KCT, and nearly all important
KMT documents were drawn up by the. KCT. Borodin once. sub,
mittecl to the Committee a resolution in favour of land distribution,
but was impeded by Tai Chi-tao, who thought it would never work
in China. 4
A militarx academy was, ;~t;:,~l!!~:~,..;t Whampo!=~..!his

1

4 Author's pe1;sonal interview with the late Tai Chi-tao, who was
of the Examination Yuan, Chungking, May 27, 1942.
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adl11inistered by Liao (J~ung- kai, .as founder, Borodin .adviser, and
t(c}1iang K.ai-she,k.J?.r,inciJi.a!i the last naru~~s makillg
a tour of inseection in Mos~ow. _,Q,hiang, reslill:e~Jlice in AJ2ril I 9~4.
but the •actual planning and direction of the academy was in the
hands of Borodin, who was largely responsible for its creation and
ad!l1inistration. It was a· most important institution, as history later
was to show. Here it was that high-spirited young men were imbl1ed
with the ideas and ideals of world revolution and national emancipation for China. The northern military expedition that brought the
KMT supreme power over. the whole country owed its success to
~~~~Ipgitary ~c~~r;;x at Whamlloa.
When the reorganized army defeated the forces of General Chen
Chiung-nfting, I)E·. ~ll11,}'"at-sTI1 :"~~ lyi!l9 SEiti~ally ill. ~t.. ~~~ ~ospital
~..!he ~!:,:~~~KJiri.~~~Me~i~.al G?ll~ge. on .l!earing. ne\xs gJ . the
v.!£~~-~);':, i;,,is. s.~~~ . .~~~t ...~·~·. . . :V~.~. . ~.~o.• ~~~!.t~B!. ~1?:~.~"~'~}2}!.!~.! ..~!lc!.().~~ars.
D;. ~\.l!l y~~~~~Il .:Vr()t~ a11d ~e~p~,t<.;,hed a. l~tter . to .the Central
E;'ll:e~\.lti~~ (J()~rr~,i~te~ ()ft~e Soyiet Union, dated March 12, 1925,
wit!:lli:l 'afew hours of his demise :

'~~~eri~!ro!:2,_;;n j~pr~!?lsi.i!~.S,~L~.~~~-~o~but my
~~l.~~J.~~-"'~?.:;.rards =r;;,y P:;!!X:_!!ld~· t~-~-of

n.rr, cour~.t~Y.:

You are the leaders of a free union of republics.
This free union of republics is t~e :V()J:ld.. i!l~e;ita.!lc~... b~.Sl1~iJ.t~ed
~,i!;.~.()ppr.~s.~.~.4. p~()pl~~ .£X.!hn.§§~£.~~!:~~?.1~· ··:Peoples. stif!ering
from imperialism will safeguard their freedom by it, and will
emancipate themselves from an international system based uppn
ancient orders of enslavement, war and injustices by it. What I
leave behind me is the Kuomintang. I hope the Kuomintang will,
in· the process .of completing the historical work of emancipating
China and other oppressc:d natipns from the imperialistic system,
co-operate with you. ~~!:.M~~-!,~E.S~~,.~~.~-~2,.~.~1'~M~O\!~_!.I;l work
uncomple~~t;d!? I?;~~~ it .£.'.::~.uo 11U. tn~.£l.!B!.~£!es 1YhCl~.£i£!1y

..

•

obS~the_E,tipciJlk~~.LlJl.d !.U§..t!JJCtiQQ§"Z:Lth~ Ku2J.£i~~S.?P
titii±f5.~-=;"'~E~.-~! .. Eh.t;.,. !.~Y£!~~.i.?E:!£Y.~m2.Y.~!r!f;J1L§Q:..lhiit China,

:fe"'duced by imperialists to the position of a semi-colonial country,
may become free. With this object in view, !..h~Y~~Lrw.ructed tge
Party to be in constant contact with you. I firmly believe in the
continuance ~oTthC"Sili}portWhkhyou h~ve hitherto accorded to
my country. Taking leave of you, dear Comrades, L!Y2:!2!.....
Z'e.Jxpres~

t~e ~or,;_.::._·l·1·!·•..r t;..l.2e.• -.·.··.c.la·l·-w. iil-.~.
. o. on····:;;.~~~.le ~!;.S.~

the. U.S.S.R.

"·~:it;.~~L.:'l~~L~!!~-~ffi!2.tyfi;st;_££iE:~! and that,
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1in

the great struggle for the libetation ()f the oppressed peoples
of the world, th~se twc> great nations will go forward to victory
hand in hand. -. -~,. , .~·~,, '"---··-'"· ·--·-··- --·-·---·-·--·""~--·- .,··· ·· · ..
..... ----····-- ·-··
(Signed) SuN YAT-SEN.'5

At the time of the death of Dr. Sun Yat-sen in 1925, Borodin was
at the height of his influence and enjoyed the complete co-operation
and whole-hearted support of the KMT leaders. He had a big staff
of both Soviet and Chinese citizens at the residence in Hankow
which he used as his headquarters.
4· Ups and Downs of KCT

As early as 1925, when Communist influence was at its height, the
seed of dissension with the KMT had already been sown. Slowly
but unobtrusively the KMT was splitting into two wings-the
moderate right and the radical left. \Y::,r;,f;l..~!~.i~J:t;!.:l:_~~en £.~-~ir
man of the_,,Call,ton C::gyerni1.1e!Jt, or the Nationalist Goyernment as

~~'?.~~j.~1IS~~ :-~~i.:~Ks...E~5Iii.:£Li11S'.Is!~,..;~&.:ii.hii~~the-~lih!.~ing

/

had not firmly and definitely consolidated itself; Chiang Kai-shek
had not as yet emerged into sufficient prominence to take the helm.
In March, Chiang Kai-shek declared martial law over Canton, cut
off communications, occupied all government offices by force, disarmed suspected troops and dismissed tl;le Soviet advisers. 6
However, the northern military expedition planned by Dr .. Sun
Yat-sen before his death could not be successfully carried out without the help of Soviet personnel. Thus a reconciliation took
place. Communists were readmitted and Soviet advisers were
reinstated.
The northern military expedition met with easy success. Hal1kow •
and Nanking fell to the Nationalists. Shanghai, the stronghold of
the Powers, was in a turmoil of union strikes. The seat of the
Nationalist Government was then in Hankow ..~1£!1l..!227 Chiang

A~-~i-s,E_s!S..~~~~!?:K.~,l!S.S~£2.~,~:!,. .~D-."~i~~ll2K..~£~.J:~J?.££EE_<?.
t,tJ~~-§.~~~~!:~i
A: .

b~,:~~ce:~..:~~-~!..~E~£.£!l~~r. g£,Y!;;!:!!.ill£!l!..i!Ltli!.Dkin g. .. .P~!:!:X. purge was
again .eroclaimed.
The KCT also issued a manifesto on July 13 announcing thatthey
had withdrawn their representatives from the Nationalist Government, but would continue to collaborate with the true revolutionary
members of the KMT.

~~..~.~g;~~~~!.2:I.~~~X.?~!!.I:...~:~Y.~.~"t.I~~,ll~~-~.~~~~nchang went_ over_
5
See also Yakhontoff, op. cit., p. 204.
" ibid., P· 73·
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to t~~}Cq~mt+nists .••.•. T~~se troopsw¢rei.known •. as the b~st··· fighters
among •th~ KM'f. troops.' •Some fifteen thousand_ soldiers wer~ enlisted
into the KCT and formed the nucleus of the Chinese Communist
Army.
The RCT Central Executive Committee empowered MaoTze-tung
t<J organize a movement at Changsha, and Chu Teh joined him
there in May 1928. A reorganization of the forces followed in which
the Coll1mimist Fourth Route •Army was .created.
The first Con ress.ofthe Chinese Communists. was held in uichin,
Re ca Ita o . 1an s1 rovmce~2111'Jpypnberz, IQ$1. The Congress
pass~d t e rovrsronal Constitution of the All China Soviet ·Republic
)\_and elected Mao 'Tz~-tung. as President:_ !fe had been the chief
Communist leader since 1928.
The Chinese Communists, having consolidated a position in
south ~f Kiangsi, :,:.e,;u,r,;.~,C-;~an~sha on July 27, 193o,_in the hope
of findmg an outlet to the sea1or th~ growing Soviet areas. Though
they held Changsha only ten days, their power was further
strengthened, and additional Soviet areas were founded. By this
time, nearly the whole province of Kiangsi, as well as extensive
sections along the borders of Hunan, Hupeh, Anhuei, Fukien and
'Kwangtung, were under Soviet administration.

5· Anti-Communist Campaigns
The KMT Central Executive Committee met in Nanking in
November 1930. In view of the rapid extension of power of the KCT,
it was then decided that this power must be checked at all costs. A
military campaign was then started, known later as the First Cam• paign, being followed by the Second, the Third, the Fourth and the
Fifth Campaigns.
In the Third Campaign, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek took persona.! command, as he was determined to ~radicate the Communist
Army by force. Before he set out for Nanchang, he despatched a
circular telegram stating that he would not return to Nanking alive
unless he succeeded in exterminating the Communists. The clever
strategy adopted by the Communist Army, however, prevented
Chiang from obtaining any immediate success.
The Lushan Confersnce h~l$L~l91Y,!.233· ovel:,.~}?:~~!?: ,g!~~~K KaisJ:;kl?L_esid~.<:b~'!':~~-~-~~IE.£~Sc?-_!£...9ci~£!±~l.h2~J2.,~.~yj~~.,~ff~~-!~~~--'Y'!l:Ys
aJ21J.E.~<;ms, .!2,~~J~!J!}i~~!e, ££~~S;:?E;~_I:l_lli.~_t_~:.. .A water-tight blockade
was set up to encircle the Soviet areas. In subsequent months, the

6. Sian Coup
After the Communist vanguards. arrived in northern Shensi, an
incident of far-reaching consequence took place in Sian, capital of
Shensi province. Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang reti~~d-to-sl:il:ri'- with
1118 whole an:;;:yafter the Japanese had overrun Manchuria. His
army was known .as the Tungpei or North-Eastern. Army. These
troops were ordered by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek to a station
in the north-western part of China after their retreat, and for the
previous two years they had been employed in safeguarding •the
situation.
A slow awakening to the fact that they had not fired a singlesh.ot
to repel the invaders, but were merely continuing civil wars in
China, seemed to dawn. on the Tungpei Army, especially on the
younger oilicers. Discontent gradually developed into mutiny.. · O_p.

_

~::.::2:~-~~~.Z; x_?J!J.L_91:~~;:£_~~~:~J:.~-~J-~!:ded a!..~!!~.E~:!;_<;~~~~LC:..~e •••iri
~J2~-~~.:. . r:.~~.1:.::. .•..E~~:.~~~.-Y~-~<:E-~~~..!?.t;.~~~e ~hi.~~~;.!!~ll~~lJ.al2_g:~.s~p

tb;:,e ar;!-l ~~()?,~~·on ted ,with eight dem?;~ds: Chiang was asked to
promise ( r) the abandonment of civil war and co-operation between
the KMT and the KCT; (2) a defined policy of armed .,..,Q,Qr~.n
against any further Japanese aggression; (3) dismissal of certain.'

.

Author's personal interview with Mr. Chou En,lai at
ber 6, 1941.
7
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Japanese' offic~als in Nanking, and adoption of an active .diplomacy
for creating closer relations with Great Britain, America and the
Soviet Union; (4) reorganization of the Tungpei and Hsipei armies
on an equal footing with Nanking's forces; (5) greater political freedoni. for the people; and (6) the creating of some sort of political
structure at Nanking. 8
Ironically, the Communists, instead of taking the opportunity to
do away with their arch enemy? came into the picture as mediators.
Severalin1portant Communist leaders, including Chou En"lai, vice-.

c?_air.2~~£1~.s.L;l:~-~-~!~~~~~-~~~ELS:.~2:~~-si!~"'~~!.:~::~~L::s..g&!i:.J'2hi.ggg. at

fi,~~Lrf:£~~~~L!9..£l.i,££};1-_s~'"'~!t.Y.J~I9J,;I<1.mm~, ..•Li±ts;,rJ:t~.:W.!!ll•.~.\Ll1Y!.ns;,~<Lthat

..

r:~:,~~}z ~~-~-~S~I?~2E.~--~~E.ei~~-sh~-.Qsun.J:u.Rni~s~.J.YfJ.~.x~.<l.~-tQ...XY.Qrk

under hisle~;Ie~sl:iJ? in !~~~~~i~K.l'!:J?.~~es~_il;gg£<;~§i2!!c During these
meet1ngs:· a'"
w~-s --~eached between Chiang and the KCT.
Arrangements were speedily made, and Chiang was set free after
three weeks' detention. Immediately after his return to Nanking,
the tone of the K uomintang Government underwent a marked
Change. No longer was there any talk of exterminating the
Communists. The Press was instructed to refrain from using an.y
obnOxious terms against the Communists.

trlice'-..

7· Border Region

•

In May 1937 the KCT passed a resolution on the tasks of the
National Anti-Japanese United Front. They agreed to reorganize
tb.e 'Red Army' as the 'National Revolutionary Army', which was
to be submitted to the orders of the High Command and to transform Soviet districts into special areas. Both_t1J.e.I(JMI. .al1d t.heKCT
rnade changes in their policies. China f~~'!h.~' fi~~t.ti~-~-;;·-;;f{;~~'J-;;sis!!lf.C..e ~a2a11ese~ression as. a ~J1it~d nanon.
In becemb~;'7937':th:~ KCT'd'~~i~~~cfth~tthey joined hands with
theKMT 'not only for the purpose of resisting Japan bat also for the
building of a new China.' 9 Soon the Red Army partisans in the
.southwereorganizedinto the New Fourth Route Army.
The ·KCT had by this time established the so-called ' Border
Et:gion ' in Yenan, Shensi province, and this gave considerable concernto the publicas a sign of dissension between the KCT and the
Central Government. In an interview given to the Delegates of the
World Students Association, July 12, 1938, Mao Tze-tung explained
.'.....;;~;-,. .,.-,,.,,;;.,,....;,,._,"""'"'c"•'"~'-'·'"'·''''~-~""' -: '·'.''-··'' ~>~'~"--"-''""·· - ·•~.m:-,_·:.<i-.·~· ~•-:'C·'•'--':'''"·;:c""'""''·'· ''·.'-,;.:" ~''''''''"'"''' '''"''"'·•··''~-~ "-""·'"',.~~--,,,,·.;·,•.i••-- c-::-"'-'''-•·'··:"'• '"·:·::·"t'':c·:·•:•.:o:«"-'·'·~• ··=~-"·---·-''" '=< ~'":~""·

8
9

Sllow, op. cit., pp. 427-8.
J\,1a.o Tse-tung, The New Stage, published in English by the New China

Iriforniation Committee, Chungking, 1939.
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nat11re of the Border Region as nothing but '. a
Japanese stronghold'. He further pointed out that
Region was intended to set a good example and to make the Chinese
people understand that democracy is the only road to national salvation and reconstruction. He welcomed any one from all corners of
the globe to come and sec what was going on in the. Bqrcler Region.
In the Border Region, a government was set up. The masses were
organized, engaging in all kinds of anti-Japanese activities. The
economic system in the Border Region was also difl'erent from that
of the Chungking Government. The people were taxed by a progres,
sive systern; other taxes imposed by the former government were all
abolished. The Border Region Government _also enforced the system
of election of the personnel of all ranks.
The Eighth Route Army achieved military successes in south
Shensi, while the New Fourth Route Army also achieved something
in guerilla warfare. Both armies expanded so fast that they attracted
the recruitment of irregulars.

8. New Fourth Route Army Affair
In the latter part of 1939 there were reports of frict\on and even
open conflict between the KMT and the KCT. The Eighth Route
Army was accused of having· directed their guerilla warfare against
the Nationalist armies instead of the invaders.
With regard to friction, Mao Tze-tung, in an interview with
Chinese Pressmen in Yenan on September I I, I939· admitted political
differences. He urged the convocation of a National Assembly and
the adoption of full democratic practice. He charged General Chang
Yin-wu of Hopei and General Chin Chi-yung of Shantung with being •
responsible for the conflict, and said that they had fought against
the Eighth Route Army more frequently than against the eriemy. 1 Q
A telegram was finally sent out from Yenan to the Nationalist
Government, asking for the cancellation of 'precautionary measures '.

I\ ~~~e~i·*~~~*'~~Ji~~~-ii.~~~;~~~a:~!._;~ ~~
1

the ommunists, bitterly oppose this friction which reduces our
strength, but if we are badly oppressed, we shall be obliged to take
necessary measures.' 11
1"

.China Weekly Review, May II, 1940.
Mao Tse-tung's interview with the Chinese correspondents of
News Agency and other newspapers, September · r I, I939·
published in Chinese.
11
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The Chinese people were deeply concerned over the dispute
between the KCT and KMT. The Nationalist Government put forward a plan on July 16, 1940, which provided that the Border Region
should be renamed 'the Northern Shensi Administration', and the
New Fourth Route Army in southern Kiangsu should be the HopeiCh(lrha.rcNorthern-Shantung-Northern-Shensi area. The plan was to
become effective within one month .
.The KCT agreed to remove their New Fourth Route Army in
• south{:trrKiangsu, but hoped their troops in northern Kiangsu would
be allowed to remain to fight the common foe. On December 9,
1949, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shekissued a manifesto ordering the
te1npval of the New Fourth Route Army not later than December
3r. Several members of the People's Political Council, who were
aftrxid of open conflict, sent a joint telegram to Chiang Kai-shek
asking him to .reconsider the matter for the sake of the country.
The High Command, however, remained firm in its decision, and felt
conficient of being able to deal with the situation.
An armed clash finally broke out and brought defeat to the New
Fourth. Route Army, whose commander, Yeh Ying, was arrested.
Though the New Fourth Route Army was disbanded by the Nationalist Government, in reality the Central Revolutionary Commission
of the KCT appointed a new commander to replace Yeh Ying,
and the New Fourth Route Army was reorganized into seven
divisions.
The affair of the New Fourth Route Army aggravated the initial
frictions between the two parties irreparably. Chou_En:l<l~t. .-~.£e
Con:munis~ le(lder, tried to .~.e.ttle _the differenc~§ 1 _ but. -without success .
.-r:"he "'Kc~f · £~{1:" £;;;~-~~-d-;:;~iv~·;,;i!!~~~"~;~rw~ighi ~~~!r·~~g~~tions
which their re resent;llt~ve.JdlJ C!m.:~.:.!S£.~!.!2.~1iJUng;. Later,
t ey received counter-proposale from the N ~tionalist Governrn~l1t•
The latter took cognizance of only four armi~s with ten cl.ivisions of
approximately 10o,ooo men who were recognized out of the 57o,ooo
regulars that the KCT claimed to have under arms. Chou En,lai,
however, • declared: 'To disband several hundred thousand anti] apanese. troops, ·;;:; the ~t~onal Goverr{m~gt demands, is beyqrtd.
reason. If we accepted these demands, it would be equivalent to
aiding the enemy.' _He then considered that the only correct ways
for .rescuing China from her plight were the reorganization of the
Government and the High Command, and the establishing ofa
o;<;>aliti()n ·. ~overnment and a high United Command.
"7Bet)Veerr 1911 and 1945 Chou En-lai and Tung Pi-wu, two Com,
X
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9· Political Consultative Conference
After the signing of the Sino-Soviet Treaty o_n,___L}~g~~t 14, 1945,
•.Jollowecr "'on'- the '"'se!f:sam<t-day··j)r'lap"an1s' formal suirender.

I\~:~.:<::.~.~I_i.~.~.~~1!~"-g~~~~-IJ"!~~.:~h<:I:...,~P.:Y-~~$;sLM.r.,J~1CJc.~. .Tt~~:J!Lll~--fJ!£Il!~m~.r:...~~,~~~--g~~~E~~-··9.~.~!fl~S.E~~-£t5h<:.. ~g.ItS£~S21:!::.<;..E2J;::p.J!ng.ku!~ .so• ·

~~~=~;~-~;.!~~~:/~l~~~-1~~~~~?~~t.ta~:~r~~i~~Ei~;"~~~~~t*\1if,

~f~l?;?:~~0!~~~2~~F:~.;!:~tt~

\ The representatives of both parties met and conferred on many
occasions and reached a number of conclusions. It was agreed that
the period of political tutelege should be brought to an early. conclusion, and that a constitutional government should be inaugurated.
The first preliminary measure would be the convocation of a political
consultative conference to which all parties and non-partisan leaders
should be invited to exchange views and discuss questions relating to
peaceful national reconstruction and the convocation ofthe National
Assembly.
It was at that time, after the resignation of General Patrick J.
Hurley, American Ambassador to China, that General Geo~ _ C.
v ~rs!:~!~-~~~~" ::PE~~~~E£5;L.~....9JL.R.~lll£!.~L:!)·uman's. representa!ive

I:~S:hil~~~".~n.~ . :::.i~-~-~~~.~~~-~E?"Er~s:~u.~11.c;.ll~!!Y..~<;:lL!.h£_U!£,.~ajo!.JBEt~ss
I ~~2-~.£SE. t(!ES~Sll. ~.!.l:-~tg!:.S.~E!~El.!;~.. A~ a result of his efforts both. parties •

! y1elded to some extent, paving the way for a fina1 settlement. He;

Ihowever, did not participate in the discussions of the P_olitical Con·
; sultative Conference (PCC).
:pnof" to the convening ofthe PCC both parties agreed to i:he cess a~
tion of hostilities. It was suggested that a Committee of 'three,
composed of a representative of each party with General Marshall
as chairman, should be formed to discuss the questions arising out
of the cessation of hostilities. General Chang Chun and Mr; Chou
En-lai were appointed representatives of the KMT and KCTrespe~
tively, and they held their first meeting on January 7, 1946, in. tliS:.
presence of General Marshall. •
.
•~The PCC was formally open::I_;:_::_tmuary 10, 1946, with thirt'
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~!_me~~~s l!!Jl~!M.l~ll£~.J,S~£r~~.~!1tlllz.:th.e ~MT.,J~.QL.Pew.ocraJ;ic

l:~1~~Y.?=~!~.~~!Y .~~E~~:LE£~;P3~.t!X.£1~~~!.~.:.. ~-·=~P~L~eement

was reached on January 31 after a tenth meeting. The whole situat10n was at last clarified, and the conference formally closed after
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek had delivered a speech for the
occasion which greatly moved members present. The ..National
Ass~l!lRl.Y. w~-~.Ji:lf~~L!~J2~.£<?11Y91~.s!.£LI¢.",M!!:,Y~~-!246. }tc;~~med that
everything was going on very nicely, and the Chinese public were
exalted at •the promise of a united China. The Diplomatic Corps
in Chungking were also pleased with the political situation, thinking
that China would now be able to avoid civil strife and march forward
On the road to reconstruction.
Unfortunately, immediately after the aforesaid settlement, there
Were murmurs from malcontents among the irreconcilable elements
of the KMT. Numerous disquieting events happened; there was an
attack by alleged KMT plain-clothes men at a mass meeting on
the drilling-ground in Chungking. which was being held to celebrate
the success of the PCC; there was police interference with minority
~party delegates to the PCC. Th~~.~~5~E2L.~~-S.~~~!:!~ . ~<I.~.. e. E~.(h~<:.~~Eaid ·)"'
t''"·'=""'=="""--~'""'~--'='"-""'""'"~-''~"""""S<'"'"'m:t'"'~..-~,"'"""-~~"'·;,~>;>''"'""~""'.'.""""-"'.00'~.,""""~~

/.••2l~~~~~~~~~~n~~~--;;;~~~~~-~~~~-~~~~!~~f~~;~fh~-t~i;;;c~~~ii~
......,- ·~·"· ............... ,...... ,... ,......._.....~.... ,.....$ •.... '"'""''"'"''''' '""'"''"'"'"''"'"""·"""·'""_"_'
a.l?J~~!~!1,1;:J.1.t§)n the KJy!~re.. i~~~,J;g.,~!~~£lEJ?.OS~ to th~.~g.g:

Meanwhile the KMT called meetings of the Central Executive
Committee. (CEC) a't Chungking to discuss and pass PCC resolutions.
Although the PCC resolutions had been approved in toto by the

;<;fEt~~ ~~r~;·~r~;;~:!!~i~:~t~~E;~;~r~~~t~~;a1~·1r1~~~~~~~;::_v.~~~
"';,',~-~"''"''"'"'""""''!," •.'"'"'""'~'~"-,-•,!':,-, . =""'···:-•,.•.' ~.,.,-;"-;'--···'""'';t<·-,.--,;·;"' '" ' ''''-

•-_,·:;.-..••:,;·"•· <'· >>;'>:IC~:•,_ .. ;,_,c• •:·.•;·, ,-,._,.,_,~v.;_•_;cc•.'!"''·'''",..-o·.cc.c•>e.•:~:--o_,_.,·;,.,-·•;•_•;.·;·o·,,,,,,_,,·--s;.•;·. ,""·'"""-''•-"•'• =""-'"'·'<'•"-'"'....,._,..______

~

t~~}fC:£.. .:.::;~.f?.~~?.,S~.~.~is. ,b.~~g.~:. •~.~E~ . g~.~.<t~!Y. ..~.?:;SSE~-~-~L. ~!2~ . ~~~y

opposed any major changes in the resolutions which had been agreed
• upon by authorized representatives of all parties. In consequence,
. aJ.1.other deadlock arose, and the National Assembly which was
scheduled to convene on May 5 was postponed until November 15.
The KCT even refused to nominate members of the State Council
for the purpose of reorganizing the government.
IO.

Wild Conflict Between KMT and KCT

The crux of party difterences was how to bring hostilities to an
end after the cease-fire order, to come into effect on January 13.
The whole military situation res'ted on the question of arrny,
Nationalist Government brought down their
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forces to ninety divisions within six months, while the Communist
army was reduced to twenty divisions as agreed upon. The
Nationalist Government also expressed the hope that as soon as
reorganization was complete, the nation's entire armies should be
further reduced to fifty or sixty divisions.
The Communists agreed in principle, hoping the proportionate
strength of the various forces would be maintained, and that separate
localities for garrisons would be arranged. It was later agreed that
these questions should be discussed by a Three-Man Military Sub..
Committee on which General Chang Chih-chung and Mr: p11.ou
En-lai were appointed representatives for their respective parties 'Witl:l
General Marshall as the third member.
A.~ ---~gE~.~ll1.~£1:t .on a . . basic plan for milit~!Y.L~?rganizationi 'WilS
sign_:~ .?.~.g.~!?.t..tl~ry~~:.i.9_1~;-~.£9?i~?:g~3~1i<i~.!~~sl, .Mlt§iliif~nd • ~h.is
Uiai:ke?. a..r::'Wj~~.g~ i~~.9!~if\2::.~J291ill.S<!Lhiii!Qry. The terms of.the
agreement- 1nalided the reduction of Nationalist forces to .ninety
divisions and the Communist army to eighteen divisions withit1 a
period of twelve months. Then there would' be further rechtcti<)U
to fifty Nationalist divisions and ten Connuunist divisions containing not more than fourteen thousand men in a division. ·After the
signing of the agreement, an Executive Headquarters was established
in Peking to carry out the army reorganization plan .
. The1~-~~n;;.,~!;;"~~~r-~~~~X..ir: lVIaJ:l:~~~;~~· The cease-fire order
did not mention that certam parts of: Chma would not be. included.
When the Soviet troops were about to withdraw from Manchuria,
Marshall urged that an Executive Headquarters field team in Manchuria should be organized to prevent clashes between the t'Wo
opposing forces.. The Nationalists, however, were not willing tq
agree, though the Communists approved. It seemed that· the
Nationalists were determined to occupy the whole area, although •
they were not in a position to do so. Not until Marshall's departur.e..
for Washington did General Chiang agree to the entry of an Executive Headquarters field team into Manchuria, and even then there
was further delay. Meanwhile the Communist troops in Manchuria
increased beyond bounds. Most of them were despatched fr()lTI,
and Lungkao, seaports of Shantung, in native boats and
to Manchuria. The Communist forces were able to take with
weapons and military supplies formerly possessed by the
apan•ese army.
Nationalist Government had not the means to •. occupy Manin the face of Communist opposition. Lieutenant-Generi.!
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Albe;~~S.,~~~,~~~~Y~~l"ho was in China as Commanding General,
reported to Washington that the Nationalist Government would not
be able to stabilize the situation in north China until a satisfactory
settlement could be achieved with the Communists. The reason why
General Wedemeyer came to this conclusion was that Nationalist
Government corruption and malpractices had created serious discontent among the local population .

•I.~e··£2.T~~~~~Lf.~E£~~-~~~S"!:PL~Q."'Qb-3tlJ,gsh1lTI .!2!l..•~EEiL.~.~..!:l~~~£._~he
withdrawal of Soviet tr~:__ The Nationalist military position in
Manchuria grew weaker. But some reinforcements were made and
S:z:,epingkai, a strategic town, was retaken on May 19, and Changchun
also. fell to th~ Nationalists on May 23. After these successes, the
Nationalists thought they could settle the problem by force and so
were not willing to compromise with the Communists. General
Chiang's long absence from Nanking through his summer stay in
Lushan and the open resumption of the military campaign in Manchuria made the situation more critical.
ln. .spite of the unco-operative attitude and constant warnings of
th,(:. •. KCI, t~~••~3;t1l2!:.~E~Ex.~.~~.S~.~!L::Y~~...S~~~<:!l~.~ " ~! ..N!::!l~~!lK.?n
_,( ~-~~ber 15, !,24~· pelegat~ th.sJSfJ'~.<!~?EJ2.S~£~E~!.iE... !:_s~gue
"':ere not pres~.n!;, "Moreover, the names of the Youth Party and the
ind~pendents were submitted only on the eve of the opening. 9.J;lou

E~~.,i~~.~.~~~·~. -~.t~.E.I:O.~.~££ ... s!(:~.!~!.il}g, _~h..e, . . .·9Pt':!l.~!lK.. .~f. Eh..t . ~.?:~i.?!l.al
1'~.~~~.f?!I££~_e.S2H!E.~IY...t9..Jh.e,.f.QQ. It,;i>9l~1J!QD§'!Qr;t.~.fliflnt':9. .!h'!!.!!1 e

KCT o;ml~ _I!2,t recognize the Assembly:_ He further said that the
door.to negotiations was definitely slammed by the KMT.
On Novefilb:r .. r . ~., .~.91?:. . ~he ~~tio~~li§t Qgye~.:~~~m pgtifieg_ .the
coffimlinist" <Ieiegati.on·
N~r;,_kinz..&~'2:t i~~i ~?_.l~;:ger
cJ.esired._ •9~~-ou J2:~~d fourteen o.!,!:~~ on.,
• November r9 .?Y _ Marsh~l!J. priv!.!e plane. Before their departure,
General Marshall gave a farewell party at the American Embassy
at which he particularly thanked a Mr. Chang, Chou En-lai's inter·
preter, for his untiring service during the conference. Thereupon
a joyous clamour arose for attacking Y enan, the Communist capital.
Marshall, however, opposed it strongly, saying that if such an attack
l"~~ffiads.. a reality he would terminate his mission.
· G~neral Marshall's position was very difficult as he had to display
patience. Soon he became convinced that 'twenty years of intermittent fighting between the two factions, during which the leading
figureshad remained the same, lug created such deep personal
1itterness and such irreconcilable differences that no agreement was

in
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possible '. When the writer had an interview with General Marshall
in the American Embassy, Chungking, Marshall said frankly that he
would never rely on reports from either the Nationalist Government or the Communists, and he had his own way to find out the
truth. 13
~-~!:lf~EY,.?..:..}.2:l:ZZ.gs;.u,~r_;U. Mi;U',ghalL~,§,J~I=all~\Lau.cl at!}?oiu,t_~Q.

s:.~~~!X .?.!.§.!~~~-<2~~L~merj_c:~,--··--~.:.~:":!!2;1;~5~~<:S~:5!.~~l~P!:.L!-~~gp_;on

Stuart as Amen can Ambassador to China ... Before leavmg Chma,
,. Gener'aJ1Vfarsh~fri~~~~J·;·~t";"t;-~~;~gh. the State Department

7
A COT-£~~!,1.~~-~-.2.~J:!?:£..2.P.RC?,~iE!~-~~-l;b.~~.29_tpi12~E!J~I.<?,.~£..£f~ th~_El\IIT
W11~ ..!:~~~ ...~~~.9..•S££2~.~£l...!2.•.&12li2~.L..~.~t;.rL efl£E.£.J . h.eYL~eES ·••to

:f i§!J:~.S.:!:~~c!~.~J£rlr!3!;~!2R.~<:?.L.:=!.g,9}11!ciD~-£931i~i9lLgQyernl}2!;!1~ and the

efforts of a definite liberal group among the Communists who would
put the interest of the Chinese people above ruthless measures to
establish a Communist ideology in the immediate future . . . . , The
salvation of the situation would be the assumption of leadership by
the liberals in the government and fn the minority parties, a splendid
group of men, but who as yet lack the political power to exercise
a controlling influencc.' 11

...

129.~ !!Z.~....?.E~:....~!:~~--:tl:.~!1£,~~E~~... 2£.Y~!~.~~~E;!N.•~~ war •on__ ¥11
i_~.~:~-~.~!!!lL~S~!S:. .....Y~!:!2:.J:l~ . .!J.~s. . f<:>.I.B!J:l.~l~i~LS.~i!alJ_J:Ybic4 ha,!iJ;g:g~ly
been evacuated, was finally: taken by Nationalist forces on M~r~h
19. On ~pril r9 the election oE a President took place in the National
Assenibfy ai:--~h.Tai-c~;;;;;;:rch.E~g Kai-shek was. elected, and later
General Li Tsung-jen was made Vice-President, after keen
petition.
In July intense lighting between the Nationalists and
munists occurred in two major battles at Paoting, capital of Hopei,
and Szepingkai, a strategic town near Changchun. The main
Nationalist troops were slowly approaching the stronghold of
Szepingkai, the garrison oE which, under General Chen Min-jen, held
out nineteen clays against Communist assaults. Nationalist troops
entered Szepingkai on June 30. There was some real fighting at
Szepingkai as the Communist forces were said to have battered
Szepingkai with more than roo,ooo artillery shells. Though the
Nationalists regained Szepingkai, the Communists appeared to retain
the offensive in southern Manchuria. Communist forces were more
1 ~ Dean Acheson's letter to President Truman, July 30, 1949, U.S. Relations
with China, p. xii.
13 ,¢\u~hor's
personal interview wilh General Marshall at
Fepfuary 1, 1946.
•
4
_.• l United. States Relations with c~~nne~q, ~~
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active and stronget, not only in Manchuria but in every part of
China. 'Yenan was soon retaken ~· Communist forces in spite of

~-~,!!~~~~~h~[~$=~~Y~2~~!J:~iii!S!:~..YliK£I]E~R~~fi6i'{3here. The

Nationalist forces became weaker and weaker despite full.mobilization .of manpower and resources by the government.
The Communists
started a new drive in Manchuria on Seotember
,.;"·.·o~'"'"" ·'.C:ZO'"''··,:<'·;,;·,-,;,,:,.,,,,.,~,;c--~.--,-!:"'"''"'"-''''·C<."-th!<'o:C<;<,\ii.C""''-""'"'~')'I:O-'··V"""'""'~-';ii;>,,_ _. _o,) <'i'•<:-'><~:-c;;,"''U<·,•c,..;;;,·.<,·:cc,'«'>>·•'<•":''''-""'''-'"""';'•>· ,~~~~
30. '"-A.'Tt'er"'tne -·recaptun~ of Szepingkai on ·March I 2, I 948, by •the
Com1nunists, many other il11portant ·.cities "'ili='M'iiitliUrla ·fell to
them, among t!:~~---~iE!I:: . .£h~!i§:~!'f~::~i-:9:!flik,_CTe~~The Nationalist .troops equipped with the most modern American weapons,
suffered heavy losses in the field and were unable to achieve their
objectives.
Outside Manchuria, Communist forces occupied ~2.Y.<:E;£ in April,
_

..

K.~,~!:~9. ~~.J~~S: I.~ci.~~E;.l~.§.~E!!:~;£~?:::,S:hinchDw in Octo bet· and
Ffsuchow in December. The 'all out' war given by Chiang Kai,,,shek proved of no avail. The 9()m1Uunists .d~clared Chiang .and
/ 'his aides ' W£..£tl.IDi~-&J..~.: . ~fi9::~~1iii\ii~:1ac~~~t;:E;(='=-~-·~----. --On January 8, 1949, the Nationahst Foreign Minister requested
the foreign Powers to act as intermediaries in an invitation to •the
KCT to negotiate for the restoration of peace. The U.S. Governmentreplied on January 12 that the U.S. Government, after having rnade every effort to assist the Chinese in bringing peace · to
China immediately after the Japanese surrender, considered that
it had· no alternative but to withdraw from its position as • an
intermediary.
General Fu Tso-yi of the Nationalists in north China gave up after
d 1@1'1.
.
. ,()n January 15, I949· p ~ k"t!lgth 11s ch a1.1ge d _h ans
t h e f a 11 o.f TIentSll)_
•• u
1
ofi1am:wy~~tbr~'(;d~'hecL~Q·~J~.J.l~~ry:~,.~~iaii~ announced
.
hrS"~~tf;:;;ci1.~!~~!cl.£LJeft N a?ki~g ,. F
llis. b~iii§:}~C:.~;· and ...,,.."..,-- /
• LT'Tsung-jen automatically took his place just a few days before
the fall of Peking.
Gerienil Li then .serit an unofficial peace mission, headed by Dr.
W. W. Yen, to fly to Peking to arrange for the subsequent reception
of an official peace mission. I£~ JSfi. ~ll..Il(?};!-ll.S£SL <J:ll. ~.~gl,:_!::P.?Jnt
p~a~~ Rl~ll. a.s .. g;~.b<J:si.~. .<:>!a. §:;t!l~JE-Sll.!· . Ihi~. i!lsl~s!~~L-~Et.iSEJl~ll.ish
merii.oi\var cfirninals ...and the abolition of the KMT constitution.
The official peace mission, headed by General Chang Chih-chung,
proceeded to Peking on April 2 and held discussions with the KCT
peace delegates, who were headed by Mr. Chou En-lai.
The Nationalist Government at ~anking was informed of the
terms of the KCT. These set a deadline for April 20, and the KMT

tci: engllua;

.,~:~cc:::~'~' >,;;::~;:;_·:;:<:~~.:;;;;:;;;;',;:::.;:~.·::. ~.;_,,;'::;;:•,_:.:.·•-•·•·'·'·-''··c::•-c:•••-~~~----•i ·:; , ,;·<.•wf:~"""··;••--.:_~ -,--:· ''•'~~~"-':':' ·~'ti"Y"~~~Mi~!""" ':!r '•' -:-·.--·~>·,-~r:'~':Jtf' ::;~ :,:;::;:-;;,;~:;:.;:;•.~~-~·~7~ :=""~""-·
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were req1lestcci to acc¢ptwithout change or. reject the draft agret:- ·.
ment presented .by the KCT.. The Nationalist Government cops
sidered this draft was based upon the previous eight-point proposals,
and this was tantamount to unconditional surrender. An extension
of the time limit was requested. There were contratlictory views
among KMT leaders, but they finally rejected the draft agreement,
and requested a cease-fire order for further negotiations. The KCT
informed the Nationalist peace delegates at Peking that, if no reply
was received by April 20, or if the reply was a rejection of the terms,
the KCT would consider the negotiations ended.
. . On April 2g, ;t,t_ _ fl1}<i!}igl;~1 ~!}S~SJ•.-.£8r5ss . St;C>s~--S~---- ~h~--- )"~.~~2;e
"r~~~~::€f~s~i~fg;·:ihi$h .. t.~~&I!~<i .2.~.ts9 R..~. . ,i·f(lic~1·9~~8Xi. . ..s<lii:;·-~11d
o~~~--~<l!}~n~g ... C>n. ~E.iL •.~2......•. The ~::~~~:_~!i~~g,?.;:~:_t;~::EL~.ur
tn;__~?.E~!~~~~ ~!-~.S~El!.<:!..~? -g~l?:!£1?:·. The occupations of Hangchow
(May 4), Hankow (May 16), Shanghai (May 25), Sian (May 29),and
T'singtao (June 2) by the Communist forces followed one another
in quick succession.
Changsha w_as handed over to the Commurlistson August 4 by
Governor Cheng Chien, ii:ri elderly KM1"'''iliemb.er, without ·any

..-..

.

ci:;~~ on~~~~~·;:r~\I~·::x~:~r"~~~~~i.~{;~~It~*~-n~~~~

west, Lanchow, the capital of Kansu province, wh1ch was under
heavy Communist attack, changed hands on August 28, while Sining,
capital of Chinghai province, fell on September 3· Ninghsia gave i11
on September 22. The Moslem troops, believed to be the best fighters
in the north-west, were determined not to fight a civil war. In turn,
SinkianP",
the westernmost part of China, also went over to the Cotn1
ln~mi:>J§ . 5~11 .. §ept~lJ1l)~r.c.~.l?,
! The Communist drive on Canton went at such a speed thatthe
Nationalist Government was compelled to evacuate Canton, .and
made Chungking and Taipeh successively its two new capitals. The
(;o1ll111}1J1-i~tforces entered Canton on October 1 5.,. I 949· K-weili:O,
c·arl'E1t:of)~,Wal1 YSi rovince, WaS OCCU ·i-e·don"""()ctobe·r·--z~:-··cllld
{ weiyan , ca nal of Kweichow rovince, on Novem er 14.
Szechwan, though possessing formida le natural arners,
exposed to Communist attack. The Communist forces
steadily westwards after the fall 00: Canton. The fall of Chungking
was· announced on December r when the Nationalist Government
removed its capital to Chengtu. This could not hold
and it fell to the Commu;r;;ts or.December 8.
last Nationalist m1btary base ~n the mamland, also
__,-w.•C'~~~~-.~ ~~.::tL_,~,,~,, > ~~-•••••,.o-••,·~•=··-=,•,• ..,,._.,.,_,_"~ ·- ···--·---•·-~-- ,,·...~~

·-·-"'·",..'·•·~--.o-·•······---•-•-·•··"--'~''·'-'~•···'·•-'••·-"-· '····-•·· ·o·.C ·-•··--
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Communists. q,eneral Chiang Kai-shek flew !_O Taieeh, th~ew
capital for the Nationalist Government, while General Li Tsung-jen
took piaile'to America to U.ild"e;·go an operati-;;'i;':-TiJupn~? province,
Governor Lu Han issued a pro1=lamation pledging his loyalty to
the Peking Government on December 10. By the end of 1949, the
/\~munisr· forces ha~ conguered the who~~~-- i:he
exception of Hainan Island, 15 Tibet and Formosa.
II.

Recognition of Chinese People's Republic

The Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference held in
Peking with an attendance of mo2!.E1.an 6oo delegate~ brought into
being the Chine~e People's Republic. l\;ia~~~~,,_fha~;·n~ of
•. ~he KCT, was elec~~d.~hairman o,f the' CeJ?.tral Pep,12~'s Go~nt
.1\~rthe People's Rep;t~]ic ot£hina.:_£!;1 9-s:.E!~~.-!249.: Six vicechairmen, namely ~.~~Soon~ C~"Yidow
of the founder of the Chinese Republic, Mr. Chang Lang, Chairman
of the China Democratic League, General Chu Teh, Commanderin-Chief of the Comm.unist armies, Mr. Kao Kang, Chairman of the
Regional Government of Manchuria, ~!d!.-!-_Shao.;;cbh.m~!Xlber •of
the Communists' inner circle, and Marshal Li Chai-sum, Chairman
ofthe .KMT Revolutionary Committee.
Mao Tse-tung formally proclaimed the inauguration of the new
regime. Peipin~ w.~Liii,v.en b,~,;,.I:..i~!.~d-~!;;t;:~ ~.f._P:~in , and was
.<adopted_~~~.t.li(;.,Cj!pltal of the new repufi[c: ~~~"£lim~~ Ca el!SJ.a.r i /
" 'Was~~1le£L!Ei.E~Ek~~g hL1J:e. E;¥r2.Ee~·---~-~e~_Eati~r::al/
fiaS of five yellow stars on a Ied bac~~rour:d was ':~~S!.~ A popular
song, 'The March of the Volunteers', was provisionally madeJhe .· ...,._.?'
new national anthem.
~g~~g_;_:~Th~.J52Y~~.~.!o·'establ!gl 'dipl12_fr1atic
yelatipns with· any foreign government which is willing, to observe
'the principles of equality, mutual benefit and mutual respects of
territorial integrity and sovereignty.' A message was sent to all
foreign diplomatic representatives in China inviting recognition of
the new regime .. Chou En-lai was a_p_pointed by the Central People's
Government Council as Premier of State Administration and concurrently Minister for Foreign Affairs,_
• The Soviet Government recognized the Chinese People's
9P. the day following its inaugura'tion', and simultaneously broke
r~lil,tiOl1S with the Nationalist Gov•rn.ment then in Canton.

.. . .

Jf

i~¢hi.Qesc Communist forces landed on Hainan Island,. April
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A telegram sent to Chou En-lai by M. Gromyko, Soviet Deputy
Foreign Minister, is produced in part hereunder:
'Having examined the proposal of the Central People's Government of China, the Soviet Government, invariably striving to maintain friendly relations with the Chinese people, and confident that
the Central People's Government of China expresses the will of
the overwhelming majority of the Chinese people, informs .you
that it has decided to establish diplomatic relations between the
'Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China and to exchange
Ambassadors.'
The Nationalist Government, however, decided to sever relai:i&ris
with the Soviet Union on October 3· The W aichiaopu issued a statement saying, 'This recognition was not only an act of aggression
against China, but also a threat to the peace and security of the
Far East.'
~fter S9v,iet,.,recognition, B~J:~el".!}H~a~t.\!:, ,XQgQ.~lf!Y,@...:.._Q;?~fho
s~ovakia, J>olapd anq,fi up.~ar~ .W,Ilo~ed suit on .9~Sql?.~! 3~
On October s,.General Reshchin, who was the Soviet Ambassador
to the Nationalist regime in Nanking and Canton until his recall
in May, was newly appointed as the Soviet Ambassador in Peking.
Mr. Wang Chia-hsiang was appointed Chinese Communist Ambassador to Moscow.
Moscow sources hinted that the Communist Government would
review the treaties concluded with foreign countries by the
Nationalist Government and, according to their nature, wouldrevise,
annul, or recognize them. The Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship
and Alliance is, practically, the only treaty of a detrimental
character known to have been concluded by the Nationalist Govern•
1nent.
The British view on recognition of the Peking regime was expressed
by Sir Terence Shone on December 2 in the political Committee of
the United Nations General Assembly that the question of recogl1ition of the Chinese Communist regime should be decided on the
facts and should not be influenced by like or dislike of the Government in question.
Burma !.::s?Qnized the Peking regime on December I$. follo'Virig
the severance of diplomatic relations with Burma by the Chinese
Nationalist Government. Burma, in. fact, was the first non·Comll}Unist CO\llltry to recognize Cpll\munist China. • · The Korean De111o{
Cl'(ltic People's. Republic also appointed a new Ambassador •to Pekin,~
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India• ~~~~~~~Lt~£~~g,Q!~l4fl.~~!~g~~~ggJ?,£~ern.!2.f~~~-~ M!-=...-

~~ Panll~~a:_wh£ .~:!,~~~l~c~-~6.~P~~-~}!:£l..~~j~~~E-~-~gJ];.~p

a£Eoin te~. to ~Ji.~,. ~~~i~.!!!~:~ .!~S2E;U!!ioJ:L.QtJJJ.~•.J:~lsiug..rilime

w~1 effected on Januarz 4, 1950. _She is the third non-Communist

Government to give full recognition to the Peking Government.
~ritish,.!~~Ezn••£1~!l.~.J?.efing regime finally came on January
6.. i't.had been generally anticipated. Significantly enough, formal
recognition took place three days before the Colombo Conferenceof
the Commonwealth Foreign Ministers, which began on January 9·
Recognition .of the Nationalist Government was officially withdrawn.
The British Government note was delivered to the Communist
Foreign Minister, Chou En-lai, by Mr. W. Graham, the British
Consul-General in Peking. An abstract thereof follows:
'H.M.'s Government in the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northet:n Ireland, having completed their study of the situation resulting from the formation of the Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China, and observing that it is
now in effective control of by far the greater part of the territory
of China, h~.~e. t~i~ ~~Y r_<:;~~8?iz~cl th.e goV"~rl1Tel1t as the de jure
,g~K~E.l1.t11.~-~1I ~I._Q!!Id.~ -~-Iir~ih~i.~~.·.::~Irsi~.~i~.~s~~~:I!E.:~~~j~~x's

..

\G~~~:.IJ:.!E~IJ:.!: .~IJ:.E~sp~p-~~- }() _gl;:!;t~!.~.~!l..'JY!~.~L.I~.~~-!~I:g:.~.J?.!.Ocla~~

lt~;2;,,9L2.S~2£.:.E~--;.;..!,212"-..?Ee ready to establish diplomatic relations

bn the basis of equality, mutual benefit, and mutual respect of
~erritory and sovereignty, and are prepared to exchange diplomatic
}epresentatives with the Central People's Government.'
The Nationalist Foreign Minister, Dr. George Yeh at Taipeh,
• announced his government's decision to recall its diplomatic mission
in London.
Ceylon and Norway recognized the Peking regime on the same
day as the British recognition. Denmark and Israel also accorded
de jure recognition to the People's Republic of China on January 9·
Afghanistan, Finland, Viet N am and Sweden accorded their
recognition in January, while Switzerland and Holland followed
suit in February and March respectively. The People's Republic
of China and the Mongolian People's Republic have also exchanged
Ambassadors. The first Mongolian Ambassador arrived at Peking
inJune:
•

Chapter XXI
SINO-SOVIET TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, ALLIANCE
AND MUTUAL ASSISTANCE, FEBRUARY 14, 1950
~)l,~..t'i.i;\·; ·c_:;;;;"<.;; c_•;.<'· •i*.•'/:i;:-,;~:;,,/;(_::_-·i·:•:•:.•~,----,;;·_·,;-;_,:.,_:;+,:·•_•_o;_:;,:i':'_·;::•.'·,%'\i.;•'''-'·~ :.•·•·''<•:•·;·_ '..•_ ,_·..>:·•~.' ''--, ~:' •.! ·•~'ii.'f~"i~. ?\'<io'\t• •·.f:'f'\'.; """,y;;_,;~ •.-.h'~'ih'i•/'::·; ,'-·.·''•-i:'/·-•,:-.;;._<,·;.\ ;;:,;,_~'.;,;,'o·~~

~epte111beE 1949 the Chinese C()~Il1~1list gany announced that
it.Wot1ld recognize, revise or annul, ~~~~rdii{g to their nature, the
treaties concluded with foreign countries by the Kuominta:ng.
The Sino-Soviet Treaty of 1945, a very different document from any
other concluded by the Nationalist Government, would be included
in this review. ]'!1essf(~re . a.f.ter .... tllt; .f.rrr,n<\L xem~nitimL~ gf the

I

N

i('"(J~L~.·. .S~S..}?eg.pl. .S:::S. .R. . . e. :ptth~.i.c.:J·,J·.Y.• q1,e pgyie.t Un·.I()I.h ~.·.t·l·Je£,~rp. e !!.S..ce~~.a. . . ry
~12,_M.,~~ .J~~;~JE.•.!!J..~~..fi1l~ w~ys_to~~S(..~.llJJ.Yllhe 119totjous

l l 1945Treaty.

Out of this came the new Sino-Soviet Treaty of FriendNot only does this new treaty
H govern the present relations between the two countries, but future
T relations will largely depend upon it.

!/ i:lhip, AJliar{ce and Mutual Assistance.

•z••·

.

~: ~9:.S~.. 2~~" ..!!1.-! ..'!Y~!:e£~. Qh.L!!~J.£"."ll:£tS....S£~~~- l:~ver •.h<L.r.ea.l
/·.·'\,f$~!~:.i.EJ?.~!::V.Se~.,.gJ:,~!~3!. ~.11SlJhsJl,§.:.§~!t.§9_ !9.11Ki!:Ul\~ . !.2:lSJ,~~Sty
, i .con tin ued in forc.c . . I.t$. revisi()ll qr mlllificati<;~~_I 1, •• .h9.~~£YC,,r. would
'
ha.:Ve been no easy task unless Mao Tze-tung had taken the oppor.,, ,;tunity to see Stalin in person and persuade him that the best course
~'\!i~;: .t;bc ~)oviet ~~Q,.,.~,.!O,.,J,fnOU.nfe its ij<tin~ of
i )~ 1945.. It so happened that at· the time when Mao was ready to
\ negotiate, Stalin's seventieth birthday was approaching. Mao seized
this chance to visit Moscow on the pretext of celebrating the occasion, but in reality he wished to discuss the whole range of SinoSoviet relations tete-a-tete with the Soviet leader.
On December r6, 1949, Mao Tze-tung arrived~ Moscow accorri~
panied by Profes~qr, Chen Pt;H:tt and other retinue. . The Soviet

.&~~-,~?e,~~!':~.~g~..~; ..Y.:..f§~l:~h.!.~L.~!.~~.~S~~~~.£!~~.~-~·~Tfi):~ He
JJZ
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._ 'i: ··- -...- ~:-_"'- <~::~:- - :- _- - _.-._.:~- ~----~-~-: - ,_; -. - .- :- - \-_~--.-:· :· _
... ·- " '- ..:_ _: --~.- · .-;__ . . ·--" _ .:_c -<:·;_ ~-- -> :- ,_ :- __.:- - - -::~- -~- ·- ·- -~ - :·.- - _._ _ . ...-_ -~- . ~ -·:_:.- - - :;-_- -} ;: ,:_'~--- ·--: :- ~,' w~~ .· ~etby MOl()tOV. and o.thet 'high oJlichl}.s o(tlie So,Vi<:t : G~vepP( ,· ;
' ment' at,th¢ railway si:a~ion; and.was received by $taliniop ~esa.rn~ i
~ay; The.forthcoming meetipg between Mao •and StaJin ~ad ·;ilready .
beext hailed by the Communist paper i~ Peking as 'a meeting that

~~lt~a&~~·fo9~-~;~·
~JJ~~~~~Iftr~~a"~r;~!l#i~~-i~!e~
.
. ·

·. . tipori.

· The reception in the Kremlin in celebration .of Stalin's birthday
.. ··was attended by visiting delegations from China and ~urope~.
--~- ,_, ·count!les .. Pravda made some distinctio_n }?etween China and ·moSJ:_·'
' o.£ the other countries. The East European countries ·were.- <ilt .
described as 'Peoples' democracies which have here set .ou,t on the ·
. road-of building Socialism', but China was mentioned as a country
wb,ich had so far simply 'thrown off the yoke of colonial oppre::s··sion ·. ,· M,~z. I:~~FJtg,g,~ . ,~h.SEJ.. .h~: . ~4sr~?§.~"ct !h.~...1f;l;Ef:l~.. }~.~~-~.~~-a: ~n·· !_h e
Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow snoke as the head of an equal Statt;,

r;;•"ii~ "";~£~~;~~r·t.~ · rb'~'·s·~~r~~· &r~.P' ;~;··;·q{~~--···~~~~.··arr"'·":'"''""'"·~----~- - 2

.. · JniA:;~;-;t~";i;'it-·;T~s~ ~~~~~p~"i;d~~~;~- 'q~~~~i;~~:"'trao

Tze,-tung
stated that the length of his sojourn in the U.S.S.R. depended on
the 'time required to settle outstanding problems of the existing
Treaty of Friendship and Alliance, a request for Soviet credits and
· a'' trade agreement. I\j~o~ Tze~tung's long stay in MQ.§C}>W.J;p.d -.t he
later arri';,al_of Chou.~;.l<J;i on Ianuar_y zo, )2.S,8,!;,.;,~-Y,¢m~4 }9.. i!lc;ii£.~te
that .either the conference was near its completion or some hard bar·.· gaining was still going on.
·

2.

•

Signing of Treaty

T};,e '!,'hirty.:X-~r _Sinc;t.~ovi_~t..Ir~l!!i<;E;Q~J.ill!~..b.Jliaq~e . an?
Mutual Ass~ce_wa~~L~sc;~..!ll:£!?ill~....L4!_!2.~!. ..by

'····-,CJ.lq~_£\i

'}Jl~~Wn~~k;y., ;epr.esenting their r<o~R.eftivs.s~~ntries.
The speech made b y Chou EIFlai
·;lfter signing the treaty is reproduced i1i part h ereunder.
~.;,~J.LL~.EE~!lS!t~~J?:)

:The significance of the treaty and agreements between China
and the Soviet Union is of particular importance for the revived
· People's Republic of China. This treaty and these agreements
will help the Chinese people to realize that they are not alone,
and will help in the restoration and development of Chinese
economy.
• •
...·.-, ":• . -~. The agreements between China and the Soviet Union on the

evoke the greatest enthusiasm among the Chinese people!
In reply, A. Y. Vyshinsky made the f_ollowing remarks, in
'The Treaty of Friendship, Alliance and Mutual• Assistance
signed to-day between the Soviet Union and the People's Hepublic
of China expresses the striving of both our peoples for eternal
friendship and co-operation for the good of our countries, for the
strengthening of peace and the security of the nations.
'~?.P gr~~t. ~1lcli1l?P()l"t~1lK s~g1l$~~.~1l~S. ~~ ~he agrecn;ent on the
Chinese Char;~chun Hailway,;, Port Arthur and Daircn. '1_'!1e
agreement points out that since 1945 radical changes have
f5ssui~S(fi~···the······~1fl1atic>h . • .• i11 .. i:I1~.F'ar.~~asr'"~hich petm1ra·· new
~.~B~-~·~~~~. t? .. ~hs g~e~tio.1l .of th.e . . fb.~1l~~.S.K,9!}~1lgS2~~. ,g~il~ay,
,R?rt . :'?-.~t.~.~r.<:1ld Dairen. Every article of this agreement bespeaks
li:'he"'higli. respect on the part of the Soviet Union for the national
!independence and the national rights and interests of the Chinese
people, and bespeaks the grandeur of the principles of Soviet
1foreign policy. The determination of our peoples to devel(lpand
·consolidate economic and cultural ties between the Soviet Union
and China and to render each other economic assistance for:rned
the basis of the agreement on the granting of long-term economic
credits by the Soviet Union to the People's Rcpu'blic ot China:' 1

.

l

,~t~li~~ . . n()t .or;IX.~'l,~~- . ~,~~~D~~}}~.,!.h£ .~.~:9,P2:UU)l9~.ll£~-1V!a.o",:Ize

t.~~~g.}tt;cl . . chon, . El"l:}\ti ht!.t. ~l~Q..~,t~\';11<;l.\1.\=l.. ~. h.flH5l~Stg;y~11.1?Y Wang
C11ia~ilsiang, Ambassador of the Chinese People's Republic to

Moscow, to celebrate the signing of the treaty. The reception was
held at the Metropole Hotel in Moscow, and this was the first time
for Stalin to dine out at a public hotel since he took over power
twenty-seven years before. This was regarded as an indication ofthe
anxiety of the Soviet leader ~ ~how Mao T ze-tung, the Chinese
1

New China News Agency, London, February 28, 1950.

•

3· Important Terms in Treaty

Contemporary Sino-Soviet relations are governed by· this new
.......,pact. Notes were exchanged to the effect that both governments
/'( guaranteeq £h~ i~ndent statu~J~;Io~ People's
. ~e,eublic as a .~esult.2.!L.~referendmp of I9:J:), _and the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two Republics. FlJ.~th.er

l:.~~'"~~~~.;~.~.~~!:fi.S.~. ..~§!J.B.1Bg.~.£t}<:tJ:....tl:J,<:: . . . ~9p:~~s].9BSicU~!.~~ty:~nd
agreements concluded on A u ust r , r
, had become invalid.
Bot 1 parties agreed jointly to prevent any repeution
aggressiOn
by Japan or any other state which might unite with Japan, directly
or indirectly, in acts of aggression. In case any party was attacked
by Japan or any State allied with her, the other party would immediately render military or other assistance with all the means at
7 it..s disposal. The Chinese Changchun Railway,w-~ Arthur. and
" 'Dairen wo~ld~~Lned_~l<l~J:Jl~~~R~J?]~~~!E,ublic after
the••signing ? f .P~.S0!~~~?· or -~~-than• at the
~nd of 1952 .. Soviet troops would ~J:Lbe withdrawn fr.!_Jm the Manchutian naval base of Port Arthur. The Soviet Government further
agreed to grant long-term credi.ts amounting to 3oo,ooo,ooo American dollars at one per cent interest over a period of five years for
~ the purchase of industrial equipment from the Soviet Union. The
m

r:,.~?.~~'· ~ ~~;ts2~.c:cl~9.l~E~E!~..~~,~ .tl1~..... ?2;ci.~.~ ...f:.£1.SE"fl"fl~~"flr... . 'Y.9.l1!c:! . h~"!:9...?Yer

~:;:,~• .Sh.i"fl~S,~ . . ~S()pls'.~.. . ~SBl1.?!t.SJ . .'Yi!~~l1!•.S().~e.~.~~t:t~~~Z.~L"g~~g~~~y
':~~l1~!,~~ . . b~,,.,~.g.::,~.~E . . es;()IJ.()g;ic; . or.:g~niz~t~ons . f~<:>.T- .. J~p~n.s~<: .<?.'Y"flers
~~""~~~~~~ij!;r.•.<J."fl.cl< <J.JtplJ.g9:i."[lg~. <:>.t..t.hs. f()En:tSE .n:Uit~IY . s.~tE}.t;.men t

•

~~,~.il~)S·
The new treaty also stated that both parties would consult each
other in regard to all important international problems, and would
r~nder each other every possible economic assistance to carry out
the necessary economic co-operation. Pending the transfer of the
Chinese Changcb_un F'"ail\vay, tl1e neTll existing position of the Sino~
Soviet joint administration would remain unchanged. The order.
of filling posts by both sides would be established, being filled
alternately after the coming into force of the treaty.
The installations in the naval base of Port Arthur would be
handed over to China immediateloy vpon the conclusion of a peace
2

The Daily Mail, February 16, 1950.
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effected since 1945. A joint Sino-Soviet -·~u ,u.~
Commission would be established within three months
coming into force of the present treaty. Pending the
of Soviet troops, the zone of billeting of Soviet troops in
of Port Arthur would remain unchanged. The question
Dairen would be further considered upon the conclusion of a
treaty with Japan.
With regard to the loan amounting to 30o,ooo,ooo
granted to China by the Soviet Union, it was to be made
over a period of five years and was to be used for purchasing •u.""'·'"'ery and equipment from the Soviet Union. The Chinese
Government agreed to redeem the credits, as well as
them, in actual goods and hard currency in the course of
i.e., one-tenth every year and the first payment to be
later than December 31, 1954. It is interesting that
negotiated the loan in terms of American dollars.
Sceptics noticed· that the treaty was identical in form and wording with those which the Soviet Union had previously concluded
with Eastern European satellites, and it was suspected that there
might be other secret clauses. Why else had two months been
spent in discussion? They wondered why the question of Chinese
expansion into south-east Asia had not been brought up. Others
thought that the loan was very meagre in view of the vast need
of China's ravaged economy.
On,.tl:e ~ther h~l1.d,. Conu11_uni~t .sytllp~thize~s ~.~liev.~cl. t~~t. (~hina
cou1<1 never become a satellite of the Soviet U~ion; nor .
Tze"
-.v,,u 1 ~''-'"""'"'"'

..

Mao

1:1i~g a:: ·~I~i'l1~~~ :'f'i~?· . . Whire:····rn.·•••l\I?sc?w>h~·····ert:8§r~§ed . tlie· So~iet
l)'1lforta~ '()~r ~~i~n.cilyally '. They argued that ii: was'-absl1rd to
l;l;t China in the same category as Eastern European countries,.in
view of the size and population of the Chinese Empire. The sm!lllness of the loan might be a sign of the tightness of Soviet esonot!ly,
though irs value has since been diminished by the revaluation of the
Soviet rouble announced shortly after the grant of the loan. In any
case this would be a first loan; further loans might be made .as
required. The Soviet Union h·a d given generously to China duri11g
the war years. ·

}{~li]i~r~:1fs.~~.~~i~~:~1~f:fi~~I~~i~~~~=~~~fi~~~-rf~~ ~~:~~~t~~:1
China was leasing seven additional ports to the Soviet

•

was a big
as the new treaty redressed the old.
~~'"v'-~"·~~ to the Chinese People's Government was furth~r
the signing of the Sino-Soviet Sinkiang Pact and the
Aviation Agreement on March 27, 1950, at Mosfirst was to organize two joint stock companies for the
of oil and non-ferrous minerals for thirty years, while
was to organize a civil aviation company operating on three
Peking and Chita, Irkutsk and Alma-Ata for ten
years. All expenses and profits were to be shared equally. Care had
b~en taken to show that the agreements, particularly .on the partof
management, were on a basis of strict equality.
A Sino-Soviet trade agreement and an agreement on an exch;.u:ige
ofgoods for 1950 were signed in Moscow on April 19, 1950.. Under
the agreement on the exchange of goods, the Soviet Union promised
supply equipment, while China supplied raw materiaL . A
protocolwas also signed on the same day concerning the delivery
to be made by the Soviet Union to the Chinese People's Republic
in 1950c2 of equipment and materials, in accordance with the credit
granted under the agreement of February 14, 1950. (See als()
· Addendum, p. 308.)
4· Comments on Treaty

•

Roosevelt's surrender during the Yalta Conference resulted in the
Naturally this did not elea~e C~ai
slkk, who was reported to have b_een grea!,ly_ disturbed at the
President's singul<£_ failure ..!£.. ke<:£ ~12!'-)nformed. It was only
d:nnmon sense for the Kuomintang leaders to think that since others
were trying to please Stalin. at China's expense they themselves
could do the same. By the time the Chinese mission left Chungking
for Moscow for the signing of the treaty, atomic bombs had been
dropped on Japan's soil and the world had already heard the joyful
news of Japan's surrender. The mystery still remains why an almost
unneeded treaty should have been signed when the collapse of the
common enemy was already in sight. What a curious coincidence
that the signing of the treaty fell'ba the same day as Japan's sur·
render..,....August 14, 1945!
sal~ of China's interests.

y
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$lich ·was the N ationalistGovemment's pacific attitude tow~n.fs , the
SovTet Union. The Nationalist leader§"" ri:10.¥~h't that the pea<;e~ul
relationship of thirty..xears_with the U:.~J:lna's only,~e~d,
particularly as the Soviet Government had given an assuranc~ th::tt
whatever assistance was extended to China would be given only to
the Nationalist Government. The erice paid to the U.S.S.R:, though
high, was only a trifle as compared with the Soviet assurance not
to give aid to another opposing party. Secondly, there probably
was a feeling of being bound by the Yalta Secret Agreement. ·• Tlie
Nationalist leaders, however, failed to realize that should China
refuse to sign in view of a change in the situation, the Allies would
be in hearty agreement. Nevertheless, the "X_alta Agreement apd
the 1945 Treat were both blots on the a es of modern history.
·
ot mg would have been better than for the Soviet Union to
repudiate the treaty. Rumours were even current in Moscovv that
\there would be a revision of the treaty by the Peking regime befqre
the visit of Mao Tze-tung to the Kremlin. As regards the new treaty
it is premature to predict whether its provisions will be kept.··· But
the Chinese People's Government will have to be on their best
behaviour towards the Soviet Union for the next two years for fea.r
that promises might be revoked. Should the Soviet Union fail to
keep its promises by the end of 1952, not only would there be general
dissatisfaction among the Chinese, but the Chinese People's Govern·
ment, one of the signatories, would lose the support of the people.
China, though unable to force her formidable neighbour tofu.l~l
the treaty obligations, could hesitate to come to the rescue of the.
Soviet Union if the latter were at bay.
The military implications of the treaty also need further study.
What will happen if the Soviet Union is again attacked by Germall.~· •
or. if China clashes with Britain on the question of Hongkong or
with France on the matter of Indo-China? And what will be the
Soviet<a~titude if Outer Mongolia has another border dispiJte with
ehina as has happened heretofore?
In a communique it was stated that the question of Port Dairen
'must be further considered upon the conclusion of a peace treaty
with Japan'. The question of compensating the Soviet Union for
expenses incurred at Port Arthur since 1945 may be one ofthe
main factors which will lead to further disputes unless one Powc::r
dominates the other. Consultation on all important international
problems and the carrying .olft of economic co-operation may .also
lead sceptics to suppose that China's sovereignty is being infringed.
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Shopld.·the .part.ies fail toagree()n 3nyill1pottantil1ternationaF ?toblem, what would then be the outcome?. There is also in the .comnlunique a • vague•• expres~ionrecognizing the independenceofOttter
1VIo11golia ' with its existing •boundary as its boundary ', as. contained
in.rh.e, .()l(i treaty. This may lead to further dispute.
Theinvalidatin of the Sino-Soviet Treat of 1
simultaneous!
nu lified the •Yal:te_§!.£~!....b-~et:megr whi£ll~§..,J!iU!.~!!~
China. No matter how legitimate it might have been for the Soviet
Union to ask a price for entering the war against Japan, it cau~ed,
nevertheless, great bitterness in Sino-Soviet diplomatic relations.
()ther.Powers could have undone Yalta only by war. The Sovi~t
Union alone could offer redress. The Soviet's actuai gains in .l\1anchuria under the 1945 Treaty were, at any rate, limited. But ~he
benefits to be won from the sympathy and appreciation of the
Chinese populace are beyond bounds. It goes without saying thft
the degree of China's gratitude will be in proportion to the generosity
of the Soviet Union. Although no mention was made in the new
treaty of the machinery taken away from Manchuria as war booty
or of the withdrawal from Dairen, which matter would be 'further
considered' on the conclusion of a peace treaty with Japan, the
·Soviet Union has made some show of generosity by offering much
arid demanding little. One thing seems sure: the Soviet Union will

A fulfil .•. al!...!EC::a!L~~~!~!!~~.~-· -~};,<;L!~5-:JLh::LJ2E£!E.~~.<E...~t~..Leturn •··~e
C~ Changs;.lJ.u~.J3..~ilvy:e,y,_J~2EL~-1JJlu.u:....and"I1e.ir.~!L~~Lg!,lina by
r~_EJ;e lat~~~.. ..!SLXY~!L!h.~•.\=2..£M.~.ns~ ..eE.£Lg[e.!it!!s!£.2L!.ts..9hinese
~.::P-!~~~~ch_,_~c;:~!i..9}2.!i5?}l~1Y....B!;.3~. .B;t~f.!.L.':l:.§.s~U2. Ih!:...§2YJet.. U nio_n ..
5· Future Trend of Sino-Soviet Relations

It is extremely curious that China and Russia or the Soviet Union
have never been, in the real sense, at war. I:li~!££.Y"£~ no
reference to Sino-Russian or Sino-Soviet war. The common frontier
~~""=-..~~-,.,__~""""""~-,~~.,,.,.,_ .. ""'' <M'-'r-m" "''"·''"'~,.~,._.~-----"-·' ''''_~,.;;u,!Wil<_ . _ . ·-* " ; c_ "~-·-~
extends from north-eastern Manchuna to the west of Outer Mon~
~r~··~Ii~r ~till. f~;th~; \\'~~t t~ si1lk1~1li .. ··~ .lil1e rll~~~~~-il1~ '!1;~~~ than
b .....·:· _:.---~-:<:/ ,'/:::::_>:.•-·, _,,._,-._-,._·_:::.,,•_'_·:·_
··-",--··-,··--:c:·--·:-' -·-:, <'..:''--'''·'-· __.Y -:-,··>'''~"···-··.,,,_"',.,._, , .,,_._,,._.,"'"'-'·;;,,,-,."' ·;;,._,,-,_~---·--- -•-.•:<·-··,,,.~~-"-·'':'·-~·-:"'-'.~''''· ·•"''.'"'-•":" "··
j',I),oo miles. J;'l}is 111pst spryly .l:).y.11J..e. . l9pgy(>J . frql}):,~~J !U}.b,k..,JXQJJd.
ltJoiL,£8 .£.i,~.~:~.~~~. . to peace. R.~g~~r ~S. -~ $~<t~<!-lltSS .. ?.LPSEP.s~ual
fr~~g.~l,;igJ~~t.:Yi.x~.. !h~ . !~? ;?l.llltries. Soviet aid to China during
fue -sino-Japanese War was enormous, and, what is even of greater
importance, it was the first aid given to China before the Pearl Harbour incident. Without the Soviet !inion's timely aid, China would
r1ot have been able to resist Japan.
'..".:<·-_· ...... _·-·:·:_:_ •:·.-:· ·_. :·:·:•· ·_:-_·-

,. __ .,•---'' :·-··-----:·-,,_:,·,··-·-•::_,,--,_,,_. -.-,-.-·-:. •
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country with territories in
most was a simultaneous
German-Japanese anti-Comintern pact was
refusal to join the anti-Comintern pact and
against Japan eased the critical situation of the
The conclusion of a pact first with Germany and later
by the U.S.S.R. removed the threat of attack from both
east. It was a great achievement on the part of Soviet ..u 11" ' ' " " " ' ' "
The Soviet-German hostilities changed the situation
seemed that the Soviet Union had passed the peak of her '""-""''-'a,u"
Not 'only in the west were the German, Finnish and
forces attacking her, but in the east, along the ""'"u"""
Japan was waiting for the chance to strike a serious blow.
The reason why the Soviet Union did not attack Japan
be explained thus: why should she pull other people's
of the fire? Besides, the price might have been too heavy,
was a formidable foe. The Soviet leader was not so nai:ve
his government, created by himself, plunge into a war that
bring no ultimate victory.
When Japan was stuck in China's quagmire, she tried to come
to terms with the Soviet Union. What the Soviet Government was
interested in at that time were the nullification of the tripartite antiComintern pact, cancellation of the fisheries convention, and, most
of all, the nullification of the Portsmouth Treaty concluded after
the Russo-Japanese War of 1905. She could not imagine things
turning out so favourable that what she lost to Japan would he
restored and the status quo in Outer Mongolia be preserved as •the
outcome of the Yalta Secret Agreement and later be fulfilled by the
Sino-Soviet Treaty of 1945. The Soviet Union won an
over Japan, just when the latter was about to surrender, as
lasted only six days. It was indeed the climax of
With the downfall of th.e Nationalist Government and
· Irient of the Chinese People's Republic in Peking, the
no longer feared encountering another powerful nation.
future friendly relations between the two countries
maintain everlasting peace in the Far East.
Generally speaking, Sino-Soviet relations have always
important part in the diplomatic and political history
countries. Notwithstanding that the leaders ·Of the two rnnnTrl
have fr10quent dissensions and •el"ious differences from
and the methods of administration were quite opposite

time
either ideological or otherwise, nevertheless the \..Hcua.~...,.c,
traditions of the two nations remain the same and, for
these two mighty peoples in the uttermost East
De•Coine even more friendly in the future.
uc•L·w.~uu;:.

Relations Between U.S.A., U.S.S.R. and China

once
grounds
for antagonism between the Russian people and the people of the
United States.' 4
Since the United States has no longer a monopoly of atomic bombs,
the international control of this disastrous weapon seems more vital
than ever. If the two great Powers cannot cmne to terms, then they
will start a race in the production of atomic bombs, and, once pro-

•

.

"One World, 1934, p. 68.
4 The Time for Decision, p. 318.

(

systems
three big countries in
Pacific area, the United States,
the Soviet Union and China, all desire peace. Right clown the ages
these three countries have never resmted to war with one another,
but have fought shoulder to shoulder to resist aggression. Such
resistance is significant enough to warrant the continuation of peace.

~~E~"~l; tbS . ·.PfSi~S .JY8r.lr1,..5!SPSrt5ls . . pr~tipel Y.• o.r . . Soyist~.~.~-~.i:~.~ll
~.-9£~!1::.i?n. China remains an important factor with regard to
co-operation and her future national policy would afl'ect it.
Itwould not be wrong, therefore, to say that China's future will
determine that: of the Pacific. J"iotl~iJ1g lJSttS~ c?~tld happen than
fo:" . ,S~;.~l:~ t?..... hesol"'3S..... •1 . ]?t·.i~Jgt~ :·.!{~i·"· $-~y~(;Uil~~ri~~.lf~:~<~i()~·
%i:ne· .~an1e ti01e, Bhe would be in a position
keep a stf1ci:-~w-ats11
' over Japan and prevent that country from bec~mi,;g .an. atn{ed
rnenace in the Pacific as once she was. In this way, China could perform a double act of valuable service to the rest of the world.
How do the three countries stand to-clay? In the last ten years,
Soviet diplomacy has been strikingly successful. Ilte . . .Soviet Union
has •. ~e??IJ1;. ?ee (Jf tb~ str?nl?sst ... ll.~t.i?r:~ o.ll eartl;·. · · fG~· . ;~:;;n~d
·pt:pt!I1ir.tront, '! he
C1irta111',' i:I1e ~old. ,var~ and what not, are. all

•

..

Iron

5
Opening address of the fourtl» lJnited Nations Day by General Romulo,
President of the Assembly, October 24, 1949.
6
.The Times, February 21, 1950.
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recent. inventions of the••••Soviet J_Tnion. Must, ,she/eroiOng•·•ar:~
ex~ar;st.§;•..~~.'i~.l~~~.?-~.~~~~. •Fa1hng .•~o=,)rrng
wo):"ld revolution, would the Soviet system be, vanqmshed by
capitalist powers? Will the Soviet Union and her satellites gradually
weaken, or will the capitalist po'wers become so strong as to destroy
her? .. Surely such sentiments are born of dread and fantastic im-

k50ut

-~~5I~~l~i~~~ii

!m~?;t?t~g ,;;}!.~~.R~. ~e(_)B;S~. SB.Z.ghl.~!g. ~.}}~.;~.;.,~.t~~~.~l.~~~."~~rt.~: . .~ 0~·

at any rate, the Sovtet Umon ts enJoymg a spell of peace and stabd~
ity with all her satellites round her. She has, indeed, the largest
unbroken area of land in the world. Why should she run the risk
of a·t tempting a world revolution, the success of which would. be
mote. than doubtful? If capitalist countries are bound to fall,Iet
them. fall like ripe plums. It is unnecessary for her to hasten their
downfall. Moreover, the Soviet Union lost so many people during
the last global war that she may not be prepared to start another
duel.
Consiqsr J?.o~ ·~·hS g?~i3~?1'1 .of . • t.~'lS..HJ?it9~ ?rates. What a great
inrert;.'a~fonal . responsibility is her~ to-day! Think of the vast
financial aid she is according to n1.any countries ruined by war.
Without Marshall Aid, many European countries would have turned
· Communist. Indeed, at the last general election in Italy, not very
long ago, the Communists nearly got in. As for France, there was
a time when three weeks went by and still she could not set up a
government. The uproar by the Communist deputies in the Paris
Assembly in March 1950 almost put an end to Parliament. As for
• Britain, the crisis is still on, and the devaluation of the pound
sterling has produced a fall in the standard of living, affecting every
·Englishman. The recent Fuchs case has revealed the existence of
an extensive spy ring in the heart of London. Even in America, the
Government thought it necessary to arre~t eleven Communist leaders
and. sentence them to imprisonment. Serious strikes followed one
another in rapid Sl.lccession. Moreover, land exploitation and aerial
development in the Arctic have brought the United States and the
Soviet •Union into juxtaposition and made them rival neighbours.
. ! i t.,.

I'

~ !'?rl1~~£Jl,~!s!.~~~.Sh~~.!?l'?P2P.8!Y gt at:9r.Q.!s)!9~BS,?,,t,l:J,~ .!-L~~.1.t:~.l;L§.t:~tes
as. tQ . l·~~Et~ .• ~!~.~t, s£te .•. n~s J'l(_) l'l?P~. ()£ .!ViJ?J?iJ?g . e!,l- . s.~.~Y ~<;~.: . . The

.
.
fi~~~~t~~~~~~~;/~~i.If~~~r~~~~~ii~~ii~ii~;~~~~~::~ith

won
the only way to restore order and
back
to gain the help and co-operation of educated and
from all walks of life, whether partisans or not. The great
of the Kuomintang regime, at the time of its domination, was tl,:at
intellectuals and experienced men were ousted from office sirnply
because they were not members of the party. Indeed, the party
itself was divided into cliques with the result that all the power vvas
concentrated in a few hands. The Chinese Communists would be
well .advised not to make the same blunder. On the contrary, all
men of ability, both at home and abroad, should be invited to play
an active part in the reconstruction of the nation. So far as science
and industry are concerned, China is far behind
the difficult
f'~(;~n-8't:;u·c:;i!foiil""()fifv"'lr'tt1C''W'(>

to
Therefore, the
:future of the Pacific World depends upon Sino-Soviet relations, now
in the making. The foreign policy of the People's Government will
not only determine the success or failure of China herself but
influence the welfare of the world at large.

7· Future of Asia
The point of greatest danger to peace in the Far East does not
lie so much in China as in lands like .south-east J'\sia and Korea:
Tension started when ··•·.>·
France
restored th~"t:T;~:~;;tvict~N"';m:-iff'Bao
•·· . .,,,. ,.:;.., ,,. ;>".•''.·"'··t6i
.......
Dai. This action received the assent of both Britain and America.
~~#M)i•!:t<•i''''·•>,•;: ;·,•.i••·-•·>·'•'·· . •••;·'·"'•·''''' ·;•.'·•··• -·· •·'•"' '· '·''''' ·

'·••.-.' ·!.!:• ·••''.~"··''•·•''· ' ·'·'·•·· ~"··~;.-..""-" '''•'•'·'·""'''''"""~~w; ,·..,·~-,-

,".""~"'"''~'~·""""' ''·"'""·~-,....,..,.._..,"',''"

~IEs <>tl1~r···h~;;~:r:·····!E~ s~yi~1:~ ··QBiqr :"~B~I:·!b~ : :£1~t~~~.~~~€le's
~.£\.!JZ!i,S, l:s~sggp1zsq . Mr> .S:!:km.i11h. ...3:\~,...,!1<;,~,SL2t.Yl£,t.~~~: . As • to
South Korea, this is even more vulnerable. It is an arena which h.as

l~;;'g"''b'~en r·ecognized as strategically disadvantageous to America.
Seoul, the capital of Korea, is only 3,000 miles from Alaska, and
thus is well within bombing range. r~s.~s ,,~~-; £O~der ·' magazi~7s
which, if
will set the whole of A.sfa..al;l~;e:· TE'<nl'ligC"'Cliinese
Burma, the exis·
of Communists and near-Communists in India and of adher-

as devastated and depleted China is concerned,
for her to stay somewhat aloof. For if the
are fighting for national independence, they
the right course. It is as unnecessaryto
attempt to accelerate the growth of crops
China's duty is to minimize the cold war in
it hotter.
Middle Kingdom is no more a wounded dragon,
couuu.u;:. a sleeping lion.
When the sleeping lion awakens, it
the world. ~~~$;B11?.~r. "'!h,e.~... 2~S••.~~~.~X.S!.Y.. . ~;'.~.,.~.;;.~.;~J;.~,}.~•. •.•a
China has no right to interfere in the affairs of neighpeoples. This would be against her peace-loving tradition.
might result in war, and, once a global war is started,
·can tell what will be the outcome.

reported Soviet
Kul'iles to Japan,
growing Jap::mese
irksome Americ~n occupation may further separate the
rival camps, Capitalist and Conununist. ·would it not
to ask a third nation, friendly to the Soviet Union, to act
and have all cards put on the table so that differences
levelled out? The United Nations Orga11ization has, so far,

~~~h''£;~"~;~i;.r· ········ · ·.··· · '·'1Fte' ·u~Er·c~~~ritn.~i:tt:

even if, in
7

The Sunday Tim<:!s, March 19, 1950.
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some instances, it may not be favourable to them. An old Chinese

,

~i1~1R~~~~~!!·~~~~~~~irl..;!i~~I~;
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world. Communist China, after showmg a co~operahve attitude, could perhaps be called upon as a mediator to cut the
Gordian knot confronting the world to-day. Now that Communist
China is in alliance with the Soviet Union, she has raised her
standard and prestige, becoming number two of the Communist
bloc and second only to the Soviet Union. qhe "'~.3.:X"".!!~!i~.atelY.
~-~~!. ~~e. position to take. up this miglH¥. <;!~~Y~ f?E'" ~!?:~~E~~~~E.::?t
only of the
Asiatic peoples, bu~ of all mankind.
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SINO-SOVIET AGREEMENTS, MAY 31, 1924
~~;p,~~~~T
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AGREEMENT ON GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR THE
SETTL:E:MENT OF THE QUESTIONS BETWEEN THE
REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND THE UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
HE Republic of China and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, ~~~!~.~!,?,,;;.<;;;,~~;;~lili.E2r!E-al rslEi2E.~,_witgL ea_ch
other, have agreed to conclude an agreement on general pnnciples for the settlement of questions between the two countries, and
have to that end named as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:

.

His Excellency the President of the Republic of China:
VI KYDIN WELLINGTON Koo.
The Governrrieii't''Or tliel:Jii!On of Soviet Socialist Republics:
LEv MIKHAILOVITCH KARAKHAN.
Who, having communicated to each other their respective full
found to be in good and due form, have agreed upon the
- follJl~ing Articles :
......... .
. ·'Article I. Immediately upon the signing of the present Agreement,
the normal
diplomatic
and consular relations'"''''"''''''between
the'· ·- ,·' two Con.....,••_,._,...,..
,,,._.,.,_
., ._,.__ , _._,._..,. _,,
__
..----·
t~,~E!~!?-,&",~.!i!_l:J~~...~J.l'!1t.l?~. -E~..::~~.~CI.Eli~J.lc::~:
· The Government of the Republic of China agrees to take the neces.
sary steps to transfer to the Government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics the Legation and Consular buildings formerly
belonging. to the Tsarist Government.
Article li. The Governments of the two Contracting Parties agree
to hold, within one month after 1J1e signing of the present Agree·
ment, a Conference which shall cohclude and carry out detailed
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in accordance with its policy and
declares that all Treaties, Agreements, et cetera,
•. by the former Tsarist Government and any third party
1atrecting the sovereign rights or interests of China, are
void.
\1 The Governments of both Contracting Parties declare that in
future neither Government will conclude any treaties or agreements
which prejudice the sovereign rights of either Contracting •Party.
Article V. The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republic~.feCl~i~ tha~ Outer Mon olia is an i!lte ral ·1;n (J(tl:e
l{~ubht;;.c~""'" . . l~~~~y~~ :_c;.sescts hma's soverei nt therein.
7 , . le / .. ove1:iiinent ot tlle
nion of Soviet OCla 1St l{epublics
d~clafes that as soon as the questions for the withdrawal of all the
_../troops of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics fr(nn Outet Mongolia-namely--as to the time limit of the withdrawal of such ttoqps
and the measures to be adopted in the interests of the safety of the
frontiers--are agreed upon at the Conference as provided in Article
U of the present Agreement, it will etiect the complete withc1rawal
of all the troops of the Union of Soviet Socialist Repnblics. frofu
Outer Mongolia.
Article VI. The Governments . of tl:w two Contracting Parties
mtttually pledge themselves. not to pei·mit, within their. respective
territories, the existence and/or activities of any organizations Or
groups whose aim is to struggle by acts of violence against. the
Governments of either Contracting Party.
The Government of the two Contracting ·Parties further pledge
themselves~~~~ engag,c, in £Eopaganda clirecteq_ again~t.~liti(2~1
t!:d social ~ ystell]£,.2L£ith~l...~~,.g,J~g~·})',,
Article VII. The Governments of the two Contracting Parties
agree to re-demarcate their natil;lnal boundaries at the Conference
as pr<?vided in Article II of tfte present Agreement, and pending
such re-demarcation, to maintain the present boundaries.
~
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Article VIII. The Governments of the two Conrracting • Parties
agree to regulate. at the aforementioned . Conference the questions
relating to the navigation of rivers, lakes and other l:wdies of water
wqich/are common to their respective frontiers, on the basis of
eq11a.lity and reciprocity.
>'J lrticle IX. The Governments of the two . Contracting Parties
·agree to settle at the aforementioned Conference the question of the
Chinese Eastern Railway in conformity with the principles as hereina!ter provided :"' ..u
•
·~I. The Governments of the two Contracting Parties declare that
the Chinese Eastern Railwa is a urel commercial enter rise.
e overnn:lents of the two ontractmg Parties mutualfy-d~cl~re
that with the exception of matters pertaining to the business •opera-.
tions which are under the direct control of the Chinese Eastern
Railway, all other matters affecting the rights of the National and
:Local . Governments of the Republic of China-such as . judicial
matters, matters relating to civil administration, military administra~
tio11, police, municipal government, taxation and landed property
(with the exception of lands required by the said Railway)-shall be
administered by the Chinese Authorities.
2. The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Repll.blics
agrees to the redemption by the Government of the Republic of
China,, with Chinese capital, of the Chinese Eastern Railway, as well
a~ all the appurtenant properties and to the transfer to China .of
all shares and bonds of the Railway.
3· •The Governments of the two Contracting Parties shall.settle
at the Conference as provided in Article II of the present Agree·
ment, the amount and conditions governing the redemption· as well
as the procedure for the transfer of the Chinese Eastern Railway.
4· The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
agrees to be responsible for the entire claims of the shareholders,
• bondholders, and creditors of the Chinese Eastern Railway incurred
prior tothe Revolution of March 9, 1917.
5· .The Governments of the two Contracting Parties mutually agrc;:e
t}ratthe future of the Chinese Eastern Railway shall be determined
qy tlr~ .:I}epul?!ic: .9£ .China and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, · ··
to the exclusion of any third party or parties.
6, The Governments of the two Contractmg Parties agree to draw
up an arrangement for the provisional management of the Chinese
Eastern. Railway, pending the settlement of the questions as provided
under Section 3 of the present Article.
7· Until the'various questions relating to the Chinese Eastern Railway are settled at the Conference as provided in Article II of the
present Agreement, the rights of tl~e•two Governments arising out
of the Contract of August 27 /September 9, 1896, for the Construe~
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tion. 4nd Operation. of the Chinese Eastern Railway, whic~ do not
conflict with the presep.t Agreel1lent, and the Agreelllent for the
provisional management of the Chinese. Eastern Railway, <nxd·\V~ic:h
do not prejudice the sovereign rights of China, shall be retaine~·
Article X. The Government of the Union of Soviet Socia.ll§r
Republics agrees to renounce the special rights and privileges relaF
ing to all Concessions in all parts of China acquired by the Tsarist
Government under various Conventions, Treaties, Agreements, .et
cetera.
Article XI. The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics agrees to renounce the Russian portion of the Boxer
Indemnitv.
·• ' '· "'' "'"""'"'" "'"""=,~, ~..,...
m-Articre"XII. The Government of the Union of Soviet Sqcialist
Republics agrees to relin uish ~Q.\'L.JJ Jus of extra-terriroriali!Y and
consular juns ~.:..-~ - Article "f([[[ The Governments of the two ContraCting Parties
agree to draw up simultaneously with the conclusion of a Commercial
Treaty at the Conference as provided in Article II of the present
Agreement, a Customs tariff for the two Contracting Parties in accordance with ffie principles (')f'Cqualiiy and reciprocity.
Article XIV. The Governments of the two Contracting Parties
agree to discuss at the aforementioned Conference the questions
relating to the claims for the compensation of losses.
Article XV. The present Agreement shall come into effect from:
the date of signature.
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Agreement in. duplicate in the English ·language and
have affixed thereto their seals.
Qo!,1;e ;:t t!J.e .s:l!Y o.fpeking this {hi~~y-first d~y_c.>fthe Fifth month
of the Thirteenth year of the Republic of: China, which is the Thirtyfirst day of May, One thousal}~C1..ll.!Ds;~hl!J1<iL£~L.~9- twent;_y-fb,t:tl\ •
·"· ·· ¥·· .. · · · · · · "' ··--· · (Seal) v. K. Wiil:rnmbN Koo.
•
(Seal) L. M. KARAKHAN.

t

AGREEMENT FOR THE PROVISIONAL MANAGEMENT
OF THE CHINESE EASTERN RAILWAY
The Republic of China and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
rnutually recognizing that, inasmuch as the Chinese Eastern Railway
was built with capital furnjshed by the Russian Government and
constructed entirely within Chinese territory, the said Railway is a
pundy. commercial enterprise and that, excepting for matters appertaining to its own business operations, all other matters which affect
the rights of the Chinese National and Local Governments shall be
ad1ninistered by the Chinese authorities, have agreed to concludean
agreement for the Provisional Management of the Railway with a
view to carrying on jointly the management of the said Railway
until its final settlement at the Conference as provided in Article II
of the Agreement on General Principles for the Settlement of the
Questions between the Republic of China and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics of May jr, 1924, and have to that end named as
thdr Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:
His Excellency the President of the Republic of China:
Vr KYUIN WELLINGTON Koo.
The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
LEV MlKHAILOVITCH KARAKHAN.

Who, having communicated to each other their respective full
• powers, found to be in good and due form, have agreed upon the
following Articles :
Article I. The Railway shall establish, for discussion and decision
of all matten; relative to the Chinese Eastern Railway, a Board of
Dir~9ors, . to be composed of ten persons, of whom five shall be,
appointed by the Government of the Republic of Chim and five by
the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
ThC'l Government of the Republic of China shall appoint one of
the Chinese Directors as President of the Board of Directors, who
shall also be the Director General.
The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics shall
appoint one of the Russian Directors as Vice-President of the Board
of Directors, who shall also be the Asfrstant Director General.
~even persons shall constitute a quorum, and all decisions of the
35I
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Board of Directors shall have the consent of
before they can be carried out.
The Director and the Assistant Director General shall
manage the affairs of the Board of Directors and they shall
all the documents of the Board.
In the absence of either the Director General
Director General, the respective Governments
Director to officiate as the Director General or the
General (in the case of the Director General, by one of
Directors, and in that of the Assistant Director
the Russian Directors).
Article II.. The Railway shall establish a Board of
be composed of five persons, namely, two Chinese auditors,
be appointed by the Government of the Republic of China
Russian Auditors, who shall be appointed by the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
The Chairman of the Board of Auditors shall be elected from
among the Chinese Auditors.
Article Ill. The Railway shall have a Manager, who shall be a
national of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and two Assistant
Managers, one to be a natibnal of the Republic of China and th¢
other to be a national of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. '
The said officers shall be appointed by the Board of Directors and
such appointments shall be con{irmed by their respective Govern·
ments.
The rights and duties of the Manager and the Assistant "'"''"'''"''"~'
shall be defined by the Board of Directors.
Article IV. The Chiefs and Assistant Chiefs of the . y~riolJ.s
departments of the Railway shall be appointed by the Boar<! of
Directors.
If the Chief of a Department is a national of the Republic of
the Assistant Chief of the Department shall be a national
•
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and if the Chief of
ment is a national o:f the Union of Soviet Socialist
Assistant Chief of the Department shall he a national
China.
Article V. The employment of persons in the various departments
of the Railway shall be in accordance with the principle of equal
representation between the nationals of the Republic of China and
those of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Article VI. With the exception of the estimates and budgets, as
provided in Article VII of the present Agreement, all other matters
on which the Board of Directo~s cannot reach an agreement sh~ll
be referred for settlement to•the Governments of the Contracting
Parties.
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Article VII. The Board ofpirector;; $hall. present the estimates
anciibt1dgets of the Railway to a joint .• meeting .of the .. H()ard of
Directors and the .Hoard of .Auditors for .consideration and appro ;val.
4rticle VIII. •. All the net profits of the Railway shall be held by
the Hoard .of Directors and shall not be used pending a final settlehle!lt ofthequestion of the present Railway.
Article IX. The Hoard of Directors shall revise as soon as. possible
the statutes of the Chinese Eastern Railway Company, approved. on
l)ecember 4, r896, by the Tsarist Government, in accordance with
tJ:iy pr~sentAgreement and the Agreement on General Principl~s.for
theSettlement of the Questions between the Republic of China and
th~l]nion of Soviet Socialist Republics of May 31, 1924, and in any
case, not later than six months from the date of the constitution. of
the Hoard of Directors.
Pending their revision, the aforesaid statutes, in so far as they do
not conflict with the present Agreement on General Principles for
the Settlement of the Questions between the Republic of China and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and do not prejudice the
rights of sovereignty of the Republic of China, shall continue to be
observed.
Article X. The present Agreement shall cease to have effect as
soonasthe question of the Chinese Eastern Railway is finally settled
atthe Conference as provided in Article II of the Agreement on
GneraLPrinciples for the Settlement of the Questions between the
Republic of China and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics of
May 31, 1924.
Article XI. The present Agreement shall come into effect from
the date •of signature.
In witness whereof, the respective Plel1ipotentiaries have signed
the present Agreement in duplicate in the English language and
have affixed thereto their seals.
• Done at the city of Peking this Thirty-first day of the Fifth month
of.the Thirteenth year of the Republic of China, which is the Thirtyfirst day of May, One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four.
(Seal) V. K. WELLINGTON Koo.
(Seal) L. 1\ti.

DECLARATION

l(ARAKHAN.

I .

The Government of the Republic of China and the Government
o£ the Union of Soviet Socialist Rep~1blics declare that immediately
after the signing of the Agreement ot\ General Principles between
the Republic of China and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

z

this>purpose each Government
the property to be transferred.
In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries· of
ments of the two Contracting Parties have signed
Declaration in duplicate in the English language and
thereto their seals.
Done at the city of Peking this Thirty-first day
of the Thirteenth year of the Republic of China, which
first day of May, One thousand nine hundred and
(Seal) V. K.
(Seal) L. M. ·'-'-""""'-.a"·"·

DECLARATION

II ..

The Government of the Republic of China and the Governmen1
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics hereby declare that it is
understood that with regard to the buildings and landed property
ofthe Russian Orthodox Mission belonging as it does to the Govern
ment. of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the question of th<
transfer or other suitable disposal of the same will be jointly deter
1llined. at the Conference provided in Article II of the Agreemen1
on General Principles between the Republic of China and the Uni011
of Soviet Socialist Republics of May 3 I, I 924, in accordance witl1
the • ·internal laws and regulations existing in China tegardin~
property-holding in the inland. As regards the buildings anc
property of the Russian Orthodox Mission belonging as •it does ·• tc
the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at Pekin~
and Patachu, the Chinese Government will take steps to immediate!~
tra._nsfer same as soon as the Government .of the Union of §qyi~.
Sodalist Republics will designate a Chinese person or orga11i;z;ation
in ;J.ccordancc with the law and regHlations.existing in China regarcl
itJ.g property-holding in the inland.
Meanwhile the Government of the Republic of China will at .opec
take measures with a view to guarding all the said buildings anc
property and clearing them from all persons now living there.
It is further understood that this expression of understanding ha
the same force and validity as a general declaration embodiedin. the
said Agreement on General Pri~ciples.
In faith whereof, the respehive Plenipotentiaries of the 1 ~r>vf•rn
fuents of the two Contracting Parties have signed
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Thirty-first day
year of
Republic of China,
One thousand nine hundred and
(Seal) V. K.
(Seal) L. M. KARAKHAN.

DECLARATION

III

]'hepovernment of the Republic of China and the Government

of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics jointly declare that .it is

•

ilrtdprstood that with reference to Article IV of the Agreementori
Qen:ral Principles between the Republic of China and the Union of
S.oviet Socialist Republics of May 31, 1924, the Government of the
J{ppilblic of China will not and does not recognize as valid any
agreement, treaty, et cetera, concluded between Russia since. the
Tsarist regime and any third party or parties, afiecting the sovereign
rights a_nd interests of the Republic of China. It is further understooq. t~at this expression of understanding has the same force }md
validity as a general declaration embodied in the said Agreement
on.general Principles.
In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries of the GoveinJ1lpnts iof .the two Contracting Parties have signed the present
Declaration in duplicate in the English language and have affixed
thereto their seals.
l)one at the city of Peking this Thirty-first day of the Fifth month
oftheThirteenth year of the Republic of China, which is the Thirtyfirst day of May, One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four.
(Seal) V. K. WELLINGTON Koo.
(Seal) L. M. KARAKHAN .

DECLARATION

IV

G~v~inm~nt ~f the Republic of China and the
TJniOn of Soviet Socialist Republics jointly declare that
un.<Ierstood that the Government of the Republic of China ;wilLnot
transfer either in part or in whole to any third Power or any foreign
organization the special rights and privileges announced by • the
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Article X
of the Agreement on General Principles between the Republic of
China and the Union of Soviet Soc!atist Republics of May 31, 1924.
Itis further understood that this expression of understanding has
The

of__~he

ments
Declaration in duplicate in
thereto their seals.
Done at the city of Peking this Thirty-first day of the
of.the Thirteenth year of the Republic of China,
first day of May, One thousand nine hundred and
(Seal) V.

(Seal) L. M.

DECLARATION

J.\..MtA&t:tAN'

V

The Government of the Republic of China and the
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics jointly declare
understood that with reference to Article XI of the
General Principles between the Republic of China
of Soviet Socialist Republics of May 31, 1924:
1. The Russian share of the Boxer Indemnity which the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics renounces, will after
the satisfaction of all prior obligations secured thereon be entirely
appropriated to create a fund for the promotion of education among
the Chinese people.
2. A special Commission will be established to administer. and
allocate the said fund. The Cqmmission will consist of three persons,
two of whom will be appointed by the Government of the Republic
of China and one by the Government oE the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics. Decisions of the said Corn mission will be taken
by unanimous vote.
3· The said fund will be deposited as it accrues from time to time •
in a Bank to be designated by the said Commission.
It is further understood that this expression of understanding has
the same force and validity as a general declaration embodied in
the. said Agreell1ent on General Principle?,
..
In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries of the Govern~
ments of the two Contracting Parties have signed the present
Declaration in duplicate in the English language and have affixed
thereto their seals.
Done at the city of Peking this Thirty-first day of the Fifth month
of the Thirteenth year of the Republic of China, which is the Thirtyfirst day of May, One thousand• nine hundred and twenty-four.
•
(Seal) V. K. WELLINGTON Koo.

(Seal) L. M.

KARAKHAN.

In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries of. the
ments of the two Contracting Parties have signed. the present
Declaration in duplicate in the English language and have affixed
thereto their seals.
!)one atthe city of Peking this Thirty-first day of the Fifth month
of the Thirteenth year of the Republic of China, which is the Thirtyfirst day of May, One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four.
(Seal) V. K. WELLINGToN Koo.
(Seal) L. M. KARAKHAN.

DECLARATION

VII

The Government of the Republic of China and the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, having signed the Agreement on General Principles between the Republic of China and the
• U11ion of Soviet Socialist Republics of May 31, 1924, hereby agree,
in explanation of Article V of the Agreement for the Provisional
· Managern:ent ofthe.Cl:)inese Eastern Railway of the same date, which
provides for the principle of equal representation in the filling of
posts by citizens of the Republic of China. and those of the Union
of .Soviet Socialist Republics, that the application of this principle
is not to be understood to mean that the present employees of
Russian nationality shall be dismissed for the sole purpose of
enforcing the said principle. It is further understood that access to
allposts is equaUy open to citizens of both Contracting Parties, that
no .special preference shall be shown to either nationality, and that
the. posts shall be filled· in accord::ftue with the ability and technical
wdl as educationaL qualifications of the applicants.

EXCHANGE OF NOTES

MR.

Peking, May
L. M. KARAKHAN,
Extraordinary Plenipotentiary Representative of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to the Republic
of China, Peking.

DEAR MR. KARAKHAN,

On behalf of my Government, I have the honour to declare
that an Agreement on General Principles for the Settlement of. the
Questions between the Republic of China and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics having been signed between us to-day the
Government of the Republic of China will, in the interest of friendship between the Republic of China and the Union of So>;iet Socialist
Republics, discontinue the services of all the subjects of
Russian Empire now employed in the Chinese army
forces, as they constitute by their presence or activities
the ~;afety of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
furnish my Government with a list of such persons, the
concerned will be instructed to adopt the necessary
I have the honour to remain,
Yours faithfully,

v. K;

WELLINGTON

Minister for -Foreign
of the Republic of

Peking, May
DEAR DR. Koo,

I have the honour to !dtnowledge the receipt of the
ing note from you under this date:

: ·

.:.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF TH.E .
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS AND
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE AUTONOMOUS THREE
EASTERN PROVINCES OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA
-----

September 20, 1924The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and tlJ.e
Government of the Autonomous Three Eastern Provinces of the
R,t>pnblic of China desiring to promote friendly relations and
regulate the questions affecting the interests of both Pa.rties, and to
that end named as Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:
The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
NIKOLAI CYRILOVITCH KouzNETSOFF.
The Government of the Autonomous Three Eastern Provinces
of the Republic of China:
CHEN TsrAN, Lur JuN-HUAN and JuN SHI-MJN.
The above-mentioned delegates, having communicated to each
other their respective full powers found to be in good and due form.,
have agreed upon the following Articles:
Article I. Chinese Eastern Railway
The Governments of the two Contracting Parties agree to settle
the question of the Chinese Eastern Railway as hereinafter provided:
r. The Governments of the two Contracting Parties declare th{
Chinese Eastern Railway is a purely commercial enterprise.
The Governments of the two Contracting Parties declare thatwitb
the exception of matters pertaining to the business of operatiom
which are under the direct control of the Chinese Eastern H.;l_;lw.<ly:
all other matters affectil)g the rights ofthenational and local governments of the Republic of China, such as judicial matters, matten
relating to civil administration, military administration, police
municipal government, taxation and landed property (with the exception of lands required by the Chinese Eastern Railway itself) shall
be administered by the Chinese Authorities.
2. The time limit as provided in Article XII of the Contract fm
the Construction and Operation of the Chinese Eastern Railway oJ
August 27, r896, shall he reduce<:\, from eighty to sixty years, at the
expiration of which, the Chind'e Government shall enter gratis int(
possession of the said Railway and its appurtenant properties.
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Upon the consent of both Contracting Parties the question of a
further reduction of the said time limit (that is, sixty years) may
be discussed.
From the date of signing the present Agreement the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics agrees that China has the
right to -redeem the Chinese Eastern Railway. At the time of
redemption the two Contracting Parties shall determine what the
Chinese Eastern Railway had actually cost, and it shall be redeemed
by China with Chinese capital at a fair price.
3· The Government of the Union of. Soviet Socialist Republics
agrees ip. a Commission to be organized by the two Contracting
Parties to settle the question of the obligations of the Chinese Eastern
Railway Company in accordance with Section 4 of Article IX of the
Agreement on General Principles for Settlement of the Questions
between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the Republ~c
of China, signed on May 31, 1924, at Peking.
4· The Governments of the two Contracting Parties mutually a.gree
that the future of the Chinese Eastern Railway shall be determined
hythe Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the Republic of China
to the exclusion of any third party or parties.
S· The Contract for the Construction and Operation of the Chinese
Eastern Railway of August 27, r8g6, shall be completely revised, ip.
accordance with the terms specified in this Agreement, by a Commission of the two Contra.cting Parties in four months from the date
of sig11ing the present Agreement.
Pending the revision, the rights of the two Governments, arising
out of said Contract, which do not contradict the present Agreement, and do not prejudice China's rights of sovereignty, shall be
maintained in force.
6. The Railway shall establish for discussion and decision of all
matters relating to the Chinese Eastern Railway a Board of Directors
composed of ten persons, of whom five shall be appointed by the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and five by the Government of
China.
(j.b.ina shall. appoint one of the Chinese Directors as President of
the Board of Directors, who shall be ex officio the Director General.
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics shall appoint one of the
Russian Directors as the Vice-President of the Board of Directors,
who shall also be ex officio the Assistant Director General.
Seven persons shall constitute the quorum, and all decisions of
the Board of Directors shall have the consent of not less than six
persons before they can be carried out.
T1fe.• Director General and the f..ssistant Director General sh.:.tll
jointly rnanage the affairs of• the Bo!rd of Directors .and shall both
sign all the documents of the Board.

and in that
Russian Directors).
7· •The Railway shall establish a Board of Auditors, to be composed
of five . persons, namely, three Russian Auditors,. who sll.a,ll il.>e
appointed by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and> two
Chinese Auditbrs, who shall be appointed by China.
The. Chairman of the Board of Auditors shall• be elected front
of

among.the Chinese Auditors.
• · •·.
· • >••••········ i:
8. The Railway shall have a Manager, who shall be a citi:z;en 0f
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and two Assistant Managers,
on.e to be a citi:z;en of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics qnd
theother to be a citizen of the Republic of China.
The said officers shaH be appointed by the Board of Directors, and
such appointments shall be confirmed by their respective Govern•
ments.
The rights and duties of the Manager and Assistant Managers
shall be defined by the Board of Directors.
9· The. Chiefs and Assistant Chiefs of the various Departments of
the Railway shall be appointed by the Board of Directors.
If the Chief of a Department is a national of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, the Assistant Chief of the Department
shall be a national of the Republic of China, and if the Chief
of a Department is a national of the Hepublic of China, the
Assistant Chief shall be a national of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.
10. The employment of persons in the various departments of the
Railway shall be in accordance with the principle of equal representation between the nationals of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and those of the Hepublic of China.
(NoTE.-In carrying out the principle of equal repres~ntation the
normal course of life and the activities of the R::tilw<ty 1>hallin
no case be interrupted or injured, that is to say, the ernployrn(!nt
of. the people of both nationalities shall be based in accordance
with experience, personal qualification and ntness of the
applicants.)
. '
n. With the exception of the estimates and budgets, as provided
in Section 12 of Article I of the present Agreement, all other matters,
on which the Board of Directors cannot reach an agreement, shall
1Jereferred to the Governments of the Contracting Parties for a just
and amicable •settleme1lt.
• •
12. •The Board of Directors shall present the ~~l.UlJ.i:1LI;:~

•

of Directors shall make a complete revision, as soon
of the Statutes of the Chinese Eastern Railway Company
anorc)Ve:d on December 4, 1896, by the Czarist Government, inaccorthe present Agreement and, in any case, not later than
from the date of the constitution of the Board of
1-'Y''"um::,

revision, the aforesaid Statutes in so far as. they do
with the present Agreement and do not prejudice the
sovereignty of the Republic of China, shall continue to l>e
As soon as the conditions of redemption by China •of the
Eastern Railway are settled by both Contracting Parties,
orCl.s soon as the Railway reverts to China upon the expiration of the
time limit as stipulated in Section 2 of Article I of the present Agree1Uent, all parts of this Agreement concerning the same shall cease
to h;:tve any effect.
~~'""'""o::

•

Article II. Navigation
The. Governments of the two Contracting Parties agree to settle, ()U
the( basis of equality, reciprocity and the respect of each other's
sovereignty, the question relating to the navigation of all kinds of
their vessels on those parts of the rivers, lakes, and other bodies
of water, which are common to their respective borders, the details of
this question to be regulated in a Commission of the two Contracting Parties within two months from the date of signing of this
present Agreement.
In •· view of the extensive freight and passenger interests of the
.l.Jpi()n of Soviet S()cialist Republics on the River Sungari up to and
inch.tding Harbin, and the extensive freight and passenger interests
ofQhin;t .()n. the. lower Amur River int~ the sea, both Contracting
:Parties agree. on the basis of equality and reciprocity to take up the
q1J(Cstion ·of securing the said interests in the said Commission.
Article Ill. Boundaries
'";FheGovernments of the two Contracting Parties agree to redemarcat~ their boundaries through a Commission to be organized by
both . Parties, and pending such reden>arcation to maintain the
J>l"esen~ b~~ndaries.
•
Article IV. Tariff and Trade Agree'ment
The Governments of the two Contracting Parties agree to draw

Article V. Propaganda
The Governments of the two Contracting Parties
themselves not to permit within their respective
existence and (or) activities of any organization of
is to struggle by acts of violence against the ~"'JPrnnnP,,r
Contracting Party.
The Governments of the two Contracting Parties
pledge
themselves not to engage in propaganda directed against the political
and social systems of either Contracting Party.
Article VI. Commissions
The Commissions as provided in the Articles of this Agrt;ement
~all commence their work within one month from the elate of signing this Agreement, and shall complete their work as soon as p9ssible
and not later than six months. This does not apply to those Como
missions whose time limits have been specified in the respective
articles of this Agreement.
Article Vll.
The present Agreernent shall come into effect from the day
signature.
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Agreement in duplicate in the Russian, Chinese and
English languages, and have affixed thereto their seals.
In case of dispute, the English text shall be accepted
standard.
Done at the City of Mukden, this Twentieth day of September,
One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four, which corresponds t6
the Twentieth day of the Ninth month of the Thirteenth year of
the Republic of China.
(Seal) CrrEN 'fsrAN.
(Seal) Lui
(Seal) JuN
(Seal) N. C. KoiUZNETSOI"F

DECLARATION

I

The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics arid
the Government of the Autonomous Three Eastern Provinces of the
Republic of China hereby declare that immediately after the signing
• 20, 1924, between the Governments
of the Agreement of SeptemBer
of the two Contracting Parties, the Government of the Autonomous

•

•

the English text shall be accepted <tS
City. of Mukden, this Twentieth day of Septembe.r,
nine hundred and twenty four, correspond.ing to
day of the Ninth month of the Thirteenth year .of
of China.

•
DECLARATION

•

II

The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and
the Government of the Autonomous Three Eastern Provinces of the
Repl!blic of China mutually declare that after the signing of the
Agreement of September 20, 1924, between the Govei'nments of
thcetwoContracting Parties, if there are at present any Chinese in any
el;nployofthe Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
which by their presence andjor activity constitute a menace to ,the
interests of the Autonomous Three Eastern Provinces of the Republic
vfChina or if there are at present in the employ of the Government
of the Autonomous Three Eastern Provinces of the Republic·· of
China former Russian subjects, which constitute by their presence
andjor activity a menace to the interests of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the respective Governments shall communicate to
the other Party a list of names of such persons and shall instruct
the respective authorities to take measures necessary to put an end
to the activities or the employment of the aforesaid persons.
· ln Witness whereof .the. ]?lenipqrentiaries of the two Parties have
signed the present Declaration in duplicate in the Russian, Chinese
and English languages and have affixed rbereto their seals.
In case of dispute, the English text shall be. accepted as the
standard.
Doneat the City of Mukden, this Twentieth day of September,
One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four, corresponding to
tl>e Twentieth day of the Ninth month of the Thirteenth year of
the Republic. of China.

••

THE SOVIET-JAPANESE
JANUARY
Regarding the basic principles of rnter-retawms I""IP1cwc·<'n
qf Soviet Socialist Republics and Japan.
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and Japan,
firmly establish mutual good-neighbourly relations
co-operation, decided to conclude a convention
pvnciple's of such relations and have for this purpose ~,.,.,..,,. •.,,
respective representatives, namely:
The Central Executive Committee of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics appointed:
Iaw MIKAILOVICH KARAKHAN, Ambassador to China.
His Majesty, the Emperor of Japan appointed:
K.ENKITI YosrnzA VA, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary in China, Djushia, Chevalier, First Class
Order of 'Holy Treasure',
who upon presenting to each other their respective credentials, these
being found to be in proper and correct form, agreed upon the
following :
Article I. The High Contracting Parties agree that with the coming into force of the present convention diplomatic and consular
relations are established between them.
Article II. The Union of Soviet Socialist Repuhlic1> agrees that
the treaty concluded in Portsmouth on September 5, 1905, .re.mains
in full force.
It is agreed that all treaties, conventions and agreements ?lttside
of the above-mentioned Portsmouth Treaty entered into bet-vveel1
Japan and .Russia up to November 7, 1917, will.be revised at thecon.ference which is to take place subsequently between the .Governments
of the Contracting Parties, and that they may be changed or can-.
celled as will be called for by the changed circumstances.
Article III. The Governments of the High Contracting Partie$
agree that with the coming into effect of the present conver1tion
they will take up the revision of the Fishing Treaty of 1907, taking
into consideration those changes. which might have taken place in ·
the general conditions since th~ said Fishing Treaty was conclnded.
Until such a revised treaty is concluded, the Government of the
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{Jniqlibf Soviet· Sociali.st Repvbli<:~iwill adherl:: to the pr~dite ~~t;ib"
lisb.eci in 1924 in regard to the leasing of fisheries to Japanese subjects.
;J,rticlt:TJ7.. . The.Governments. of the High •Contracti!lg}).~rties
agree thatwith the coming into effect of the present convention they
wiU takeup the matter of concluding a. treaty regarding trade and
shipping in accordance with the principles set forth below,and that
until .such a treaty is concluded the general relations between .the
two countries will be regulated by these principles:
r.>Citizen.s and subjects of each of the High Contracting Parties
in accordance with the laws of each country will have the right of
(a) full freedom of entry, movement and stay in the territory ofthe
Qther party, and (b) constant full protection of the safety oflife and
property.
In accordance with the laws of the country, each of the High
Contracting Parties gives on its territory, to citizens or su}Jjects .pf
the other party, to the widest possible extent and on conditions of
reciprocity, the right of private ownership, as well as freed0m to
engage in trade, shipping, mining and other peaceful occupations.
3· .Without prejudice to the right of each Contracting Party •to
regulate by its own laws the system of international trade in. that
colin try, it is understood that neither Contracting Party will apply
ag::tinst the other party in particular, any prohibitive measures,
lirnitations or taxation, which might act as obstacles to the .develop"
rnent of economic or other intercourse between the two countries;
ancl both countries propose to grant to the trade, shipping and
industry of each country, in so far as possible, the privileges of the
most favoured country.
The Governments of the High Contracting Parties further agree
from time to time, as circumstances may demand, to enterin.to
negotiations to conclude special agreements regarding trade and
sb.ippin.g for the purpose of regulating and cementing the economic
relations between the two countries .
Article V. The High Contracting Parties solemnly confirm their
d~sire and intention to live in peace and amity with each other,
<;qn.sdentiously to respect the undisputed right of each State . to
arrange its own life within the limits of its own jurisdiction atits.own
desire, to refrain and restrain all persons in their governmental
service, as well as all organizations receiving any financial support
frorn them, from any open or secret action, which may in any way
whatsoever threaten the peace or safety of any part of the territory
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or of Japan.
Itis further agreed that neither of the High Contracting Parties
will permit on the territory under its jurisdiction the presence of:
(a} Organizations or groups clai~i~g to be the Government of any
partof the territory of the other party, or,

:l·

•
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(b) Foreign subjects or cltlzens, il1 regard to whon~ it .has beep
established that they actually carry on political wqrk for these
organizations or groups.
Article VI. In the interests of the developmentofeconomicrctationship .between the two countries, and taking into consideration
the needs of Japan with respect to natural resources, the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is ready to grant to
Japanese subjects, companies and associations, concessions for. the
exploitation of mineral, timber and other natural resources in all
parts of the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Article VII. The present convention is subject to ratification.
Such ratification by each of the High Contracting Parties sho\lldjJe
notified as soon as possible throvgh the diplomatic representativesiin
Peking to the Government of the other party, and fron1 the date of
th~ last of such notifications this convention comes into full fqrce.
The formal exchange of ratifications will take. place in Pel(ing
within the shortest possible time.
In testimony whereof the respective representatives have signed
the present convention in duplicate, in English, and have affixed
their seals thereto.
Drawn up in Peking, this Twentieth day of January, in the year
One thousand nine hundred and twenty-five.
(Signed) L. KARAKHAN.
(Signed) K. YosHIZAVA,

PROTOCOL

(A)

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and Japan, upon signing
thh:; date the convention regarding the basic principles of interrelations between them, found it desirable to regulate certain ques ..
tions in connection with the above convention, and through their
respective representatives have agreed upon the following stipula.,
tions:
Article I. Each ()£ the High Co11tracting Parties binds itselfto
turn over to the other party the immovable and movable property
belonging to the Embassy and Consulate of that party and actually
situated in the territory of the first party.
In the event that it is found that the land occupied by the former
Russian Government in Tokio is situated in such a way as to interfere
with the plans for laying out the City of Tokio or serving the public
needs, the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics vvill
be ready to consider the propts!tls, which may be made by the
Japanese Government with the view of eliminating such difficulties.

•
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~~e Q'Overl1ment·• i~f····tli~·i I}n~o11· hfSqytet• •.~cJdali~t Ry~~p~~~Y~ill
~iY;e tQth.e•.Japanese •Governrn.e11t•.· .all .•J"easona]Jl~••. f~cilitiy~.i~i>~~~
choice.o£ suitable • . sites and •buildings .of .a Japanese ~lllpa.s~r fJJ~
Co11sulates in the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Repl!~Acs.
Article IL . It. is agreed that. all questions regarding •depts to tf1.e
Government or. subjects of Japan in connection with State loans or
treasury bonds issued •by the former Russian. Governments, narn.ely,
theimperial.Russian Government and its successor-the Provisional
(;overninent--are left. for decision in •subsequent negoti~tions
between the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Repubiics
a11d theJfpanese Government.
Itiis intended that in regulating these questions, the Government
.and subjects of Japan, all conditions being equal, will not he place(!
in a less favourable position than that which .the Governmentpf the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will concede to the Governmej.t
or citizens of any other country on the same questions.
Itis also agreed that all questions relating to claims of the Qov.ernrnent of one party against the Government of the other party, or of
citizensof one party to the Government of another, are lefno be
r~gulated at the subsequent negotiations between the Government of
t.he .. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the Japanese Government.
4-rJicle III. In view of the fact that climatic conditions in northern
~akf1alin prevent immediate transportation home of the Japanese
tropps now stationed there, these troops will be completely evacuated
frorn the said region by May 15, 1925.
This evacuation must commence as soon as climatic conditions
permit, and in each and all of the districts in northern Sakhalin thus
evacuated by Japanese troops will immediately afterwards be restored
full sovereignty of corresponding authorities of the Union of Soviet
Soci:.tlist·Republics.
Details regarding the transfer of administration and winding up
the oc~upation will be arranged in Alexandrovsk between the Commander .of the Japanese army of occupation and representatives of
theUniorr of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Article IV. The High Contracting Parties mutually declare tl1at
at the present time there exists no treaty or agreement regarding
military ailiance or any other secret agreement concluded by either
ofthern with any third party, which might constitute a violation of
or threat to the sovereignty, territorial rights or national safety of
the. ot}J.er Contracting Party.
Article •V The present protocol will be considered ratified with
t}J.e ratification of the convention ~:~arding the basic principles of
the .ipter-relations between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
i}llciJapan as signed this date. '
2A

,

PROTOCOL

(B)

The High Contracting Parties have agreed
basic stipulations for concession agreements to be ..._u.uucu~''"'<.t
tl<le period of five months from the date of
northern Sakhalin by Japanese troops, as
Protocol (A), signed this date by representatives
Soviet Socialist Republics and of Japan.
r. The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
agrees to give to Japanese concerns recommended by the Japanese
Government concessions for the exploitation of fifty per cent of the
area >of every oil field in northern Sakhalin, mentioned in the
memorandum presented to the representatives of the Union ()f
Soviet Socialist Republics on August 29, 1924. In order to ascertain
the area which is to be leased to J apancse concerns for such exploitation, each of the mentioned oil fields is to be divided into checker
hoard squares, from fifteen to forty dessiatins each, the· Japanese
being given such a number of these squares as will represent fifty
per cent of the entire area; it being understood that the squares
thus to be leased to the Japanese should not as a rule be adja~ent,
but should include all wells which are now being drilled or worketl
by the Japanese. As regards the remaining unleased oil lands rnel:ltionecl in the same memorandum, it is agreed that sho~ld Jl1(.!
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics decide to
offer these lands, in full or in part, ()n concessions to foreigll~J.'S,
Japanese concerns will enjoy equal chances in regard to ~(t<::¥
concessions.
2. The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Repttblics
will grant to Japanese concerns recommended by the Jap~!lese
Government the right, for a period of from five to ten years, ofc~rry
ing on exploration work on the oil fields along the eastern shore .of
northern Sakhalin over an area of one thousand square versts, whkb
must be allotted within a year fiom the date of the conclusion of
concession agreements, and if, •as a result of such explmation work
by the Japanese, oil should be located, a concession for the exploita-

•

:>mrer.nrtler;tt
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for the exploitation
northern Sakhalin • over a
by concession contracts. The
Socialist Republics further agrees to
concessions for coal mining in the
to be established in the concession
fields situated outside the definite area 'H''-ULLV'H'-·'-'
sentences, it is also agreed that should
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics decide to
to foreigners, Japanese concerns will be
to such concessions.
of the concessions for the exploitation
set forth· in the previous paragraphs, is to
to fifty years.
for the above-mentioned concessions,
will turn over annually to the
Socialist Republics-in the. coal fields,
of the gross output; in the oil fields, from
of the gross output. It is proposed that in
the payment may be increased to rn,•rvcn,tF'
gross production.
of production thus to revert as payment
in the concession contracts, it being
accordance with the scale of annual production by a
be established in the above-mentioned contracts.
concerns shall have the right to cut timber
needs of the enterprise, and to erect various
communication and transportation of
The details in connection therewith wilt be
rental, and taking into q6n~
unfavourable conditions in '\vhich the enterprises
owing to the geographical position and other general
the said regions, it is agreed that there will be a duty"
export of all articles, materials and products neces'
enterprises or produced in the latter, and that the
not be subject to such taxation or limitations as
make profitable exploitation impossible.
of the Unio11 of Soviet Socialist Republics will
the said enterprises •an reasonable protection and

as
In witness whereof the respective representatives have
present protocol in duplicate in English, and have
their seals.
Drawn up in Peking, this Twentieth day
One thousand nine hundred and twenty-five.
(Signed)
(Signed) K.

•Upon

signing this day the convention regarding
ciples of inter-relations between the Union of Soviet
Republics and Japan, the undersigned representative of
of Soviet Socialist Republics had the honour to declare
recognition by his Government of the validity of the '-'"•"'"'""'<"
Treaty of September 5, 1905, in no way signifies that the
of the Union shares with the former Tsarist Government the
political responsibility for the conclusion of the said treaty.
Peking, January 20, 1925.
(Signed) L. KARAKIIAN.

KHARBAROVSK CONVENTION
()n

De~ember

22, 1929, M. Simanovsky, representing the
Office, and Mr. Tsai Yun-shing, representing the
Republic, signed the following protocol in settlement of the .._,_,.JlLH''--~~
East()rnRailway dispvte .
•. . •r. l_Jreliminary conditions of the Government of the U.S.S.R.
vnderstood by both parties in full conformity with the telegram of
Mr. Litvinov of November 27 and the Nikolsk-Ussuriisk Protoq~l
of December 3 as restoration of the situation existing prior to the
conflict and based upon the Mukden and Peking Agreements.
All outstanding questions which have arisen during the period ot
joint Soviet Chinese Management of the Railway are to be solved
a_ttheforthcoming conference. Accordingly the following measures
are t() b() immediately carried out:
(a} Restoration, on basis of the old agreement of the activity
tlJ.el\1anagement of the Chinese Eastern Railway and resumption by Soviet members of the management of their duties.
Henceforth the Chinese Chairman of the Management, and
Soviet Vice-Chairman of the Management must act only
jointly in conformity with Article 6 of the Soviet-Mukden
Agreement.
·
(b) Restoration of the former proportion of offices held by Soviet
and Chinese citizens and reinstatement (or immediate appointment of new candidates, should such be recommended on the
Soviet side) of Soviet citizens, officers, chiefs and assistant
chiefs of departments.
Orders and instructions on the Chinese Eastern Railway
issued on behalf of ·.Management and Administration:· of
Chinese Eastern Railway beginning on July 10, 1929, are con•
sidered invalid unless properly confirmed by the local manage·
1llellt and administration of the road.
.For.~::ig!l

RELEASE OF PRISONERS

2. All Soviet citizens without • e~ception arrested by Chinese
authorities after May 1, 1929, and in connection with the conflict,
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U.S.S.R. also
Chinese citizens without exception arrested in ~.-v.•u'"'-••vu
conflict, and interned Chinese soldiers an.d officers.
3· All workers and employees of the Chinese
citizens bf the U.S.S.R., discharged or Ho:Hl,!.IHC•u,
to be given the right and opportunity
positions held prior to discharge and to receive money
from the Chinese Eastern Railway.
Those discharged and resigned who fail to utilize this
immediately be paid full wages, pension dues, etc.,
Vacancies may be filled only by a proper order of the
1flent and administration of the Chinese Eastern
former Russian citizens, non-citizens of the U.S.S.R.
the Chinese Eastern Railway during the conflict must be
and immediately discharged.
4· Chinese authorities immediately to disarm the
Guards detachments and deport from the Three Eastern
their organizers and inspirers.

nLOIM.I.aU

REsToRATION oF CoNSULATES

5· Leaving open the question of resumption
and consular relations between the U.S.S.R. and
Soviet-Chinese Conference, both parties consider
sary the immediate restoration of Soviet: Consulates in
()f the Three Eastern Provinces and Chinese
points of the Soviet Far East. In view of the fact that
Government declared on May 21, 1929, that 'Since
a,utl;lo;riti~s have proved by all their actions thei~. clear
and inability to reckon with the generally accepted
International Law and customs, it on its part does
rega.rd itself bound by these. principles in relation to
representation in Moscow and Chinese Consulates in Soviet teJ-ri1tor·y
and that this representation and these Consulates will
e).ljoy the extraterritoriality to which International Law
them,' and that both parties intend to restore consular
between them on a basis conforming with the
national Law and customs, tll& Mukden Government
it undertakes to assure the Soviet Consulates in the
Tbl"ee Eastern Provinces full inviolability and all

.· ;;~~ti~;=~~~·i,~;j~~~:~:Athe~~· ~d ·~,i:'o;co:;~'· · ·

, 'i~f5a:h(fr?ma1ly. astion _vibl~u;ing this inviolabili~y· and rhe~~· privi-

:. 'l~:ges, r<Qc!l ;it~pafttheGoverhmenr of tht:U.S.S.R, cijsc?fl,tinuesthf_ -·.

/!~I?~f1tf!/(r:~gime esp?lis?ed . by ·.· it , between May

2 1 ; I 9i~, :;trid the
tup:ure ()f relations fm·. Chinese Consulates, and grarlts;these Consp.l~t.es, which are to be restored by virtue of the first dauseof this
pqi~t, in the territory of the Soviet Far East, all privileges and the
.~l)Jlil1yiolability to which International Law and customs entitle
thei.)l;
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R EsUMPTION oF CoMMERCE

----, :- .

... .6. '-_\Vith restoration of Consulates, opportunity immediately i.i
·giyep._ for the resumption of normal _activity of all Soviet business •·
?l',& ,<ui~zations existing before the conflict within the Three Eastern
Provinces .
. Sirnilaropportunity is offered to restore Chinese commercialenterPI'!~e~ whic;h existed within the U.S.S.R. and whose operations were
_d iscontinued in connection with the Chinese Eastern Railway
·c onffict;
· ·
. ''.:: · rh~ qu~stion of commercial relations between the two countrrcs
.:•;:'a_s:~~, vvh?l~ to be settled at the Soviet-Chinese Conference.
. __ ,_. _ ... ·-·
<7i
question of real guarantees of observance of agreemen~s
.. · and tlminterests of both sides are to be solved at the forthcoming
. · ~{)n~~ren:ce.
,; "- :~. The Soviet-Chinese Conference to regulate · all outstanding
qii.esJions to be held at Moscow on January 25, 1930.
> , 9~ The
peaceful situation on the frontiers of China and the
tr.s,S.R. to be restored immediately with the subsequent withdrawal
. ?fir.o ops by both sides.
·.,;,.' >(o. TJ:iis protocol com es into force from the moment of its
· ,-si~Iia:ture.

:The

••

Appendix B
PROVISIONAL COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE U.S.S.R. AND SINKIANG PROVINCE

T

HE Provincial Government of Sinkiang of . the.· .Republiciof
China and the U.S.S.R., in view of their adjoining terri:bries
••
and historical economic relations and the desire. repe(ltec!ly
expressed to develop their trade relations, have hereby agreed pending the conclusion of a formal Commercial Treaty between the
Republic of China and the U.S.S.R., upon the following terms: The
U.S.S.R. have concluded an agreement as follows:
I. It is agreed that merchandise as well as travellers from Sinkian.g
Province to the U.S.S.R., or vice versa, shall hereafter effect passage
through the frontier points, Irkeshtan, Holkutz, Bakhti . and
Dzimunai in accordance with the existing laws and regulations of
the Republic of China and the U.S.S.R.
II. The Provincial Government of Sinkiang desires that ·• the
Government of the U.S.S.R. should permit merchants of Sinkiang
t.o import into the U.S.S.R. any amount of various. products. of
Sinkiang to be sold to the national commercial bureaux of the $oviet
Union, without haying first to obtain special permits for. the act.
This does not, however, include products whose importation is .forbidden by the existing laws of the Soviet Union.
III. The Provincial Govcrnmen t of Sinkiang agrees to allow •the •
commercial bureaux of the U.S.S.R and its citizens the privilege
to. carry on trade in the areas of Kashgar, Ili, Tacheng, Altai and
Tihwa as well as the right to appoint from the above-named. (lr~(l.s
re,presentatives or cornmissioners to proceed to Yarkent, Turfan,
Karashar, Khotan and Aksu to enter into sale and purchase con'"
tracts of trade with the local merchants or commercial houses and
t() •enforce the execution of the same.
For the purpose of putting this trade with the Soviet Union. on
a regular basis, the Provincial Government of Sinkiang agrees to
permit employees of the cotpmercial bureaux of the U.S.S.R. and its
citizens the privilege of free tia~elling, in accordance with the existing laws and• regulations, to and from the various
as vvell as places where such commerciaL bureaux are
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freely to
regards price, transportation,
terms of
to register such items with the government bureaux in
with the· existing laws of China. The Provincial ;mrernrrten
Sin"[dang declares that the date limit for registration
five days, in accordance with the existing practice in ...,upuau,;.
case .ofdispute, the Provincial Government of Sinkiang
that government offices under its jurisdiction shall
contracts or agreements held by either side, and to
ahd.Just fulfilment of such contracts in accordance with
laws of ·China.
V. The Provincial Government of Sinkiang agrees not
higher or heavier Customs dues or taxes on the Lv Jc ul:llcl
of the Soviet Union or its citizens than such as are
Chinese merchants or business houses, in accordance with
i:n,g laws of China, either at the present or at any future tirne.
s.h<:>l1ld business. taxes or similar levies be introduced at some
future •time, in accordance with the existing laws of China, cornri1en::ial bureaux of the Soviet Union or its citizens shalF. pay
sllch taxes or levies along with Chinese merchants or business
houses.
VI. With the object of promoting the national economy of
Sinkiang, the Provincial Government of Sinkiang desires that the
Government of the Soviet Union should supply in full in the nature
of ·a business deal various machineries for the development of
Sinkiang, such as industrial, electrical, agricultural and transporta"
tion machines, also to provide necessary technicians, in the same
nature, for the reconstruction of Sinkiang, and to train Chinese
technicians for the same purpose. It is requested that the Soviet
Government should give appropriate assistance in the improvement
of agriculture, cattle raising, etc., in connection with the national
economy of Sinkiang.
VII. With the object of promoting the national economy of
Sinkiang, the Provincial Government of Sinkiang desires that the
Soviet Government should allow free passage through territories .of
the U.S.S.R. of such products of Sinkiang into China proper or of
such products of China proper into Sinkiang, as are given in the
appended list. This list shall be made out by a special commissioner
appointed by the Provincial Government of Sinkiang with the Soviet
Consul-General at Urumchi, on lJJ-; basis of developing commercial
relations between Sinkiang and the U.S.S.R., not later than
November 15 of the present year. Said list may be revised yearly

as are needed
from. China proper into
proper or from a third country
commercial agreements already
in the future.
Provincial Government of Sinkiang
from the Soviet Government of a wr'itten
should any article to be transported through the
U.S.S.R. be prohibited by existing laws, passage of
be permitted. The above specified clauses are
ai111 and purpose of developing mutual economic relations,
the Provincial Government of Sinkiang signifles agreement,
take effect herewith.

ANNEX

I

For the purpose of developing trade between Sinkiang and the
U.S.S.R., the Provincial Government of Sinkiang has ordered the
Sinkiang Customs to make a uniform rate of clues on all~ merchandise of import and export between Sinkiang and the U.S$.1{. in
order to facilitate the mutual development of trade.

ANNEX

II

order to promote the facilities for
Sinkiang, the Government of the
at Urumchi, Kashgar, IIi and
to take charge of the trade and
bureaux or intercourse with
houses. Said financial bureaux
from Chinese merchants or business houses.
are entitled to charge certain amounts
the execution of such commissions.

ANNEX

III

••
of facilitating passenger traffic and
the U.S.S.R.

the

tJrr>m~nr1

ANNEX

IV

Government of Sinkiang considers
telegraphic communications between '-'"'"'"'·"uf'>
this purpose there should be direct
h"''""'"" Tacheng and Bahkti. At the same time,
between Sinkiang and the U.S.S.R.
The procedure and conditions for the
such arrangements shall be made by the Chinese '-''"'u<.n... ~
Foreign Affairs in Sinkiang and the Soviet "-""'",..... --~"~"'~'

AGREEMENT BETWEEN MANCHUKUO AND
· UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
THE CESSION OF THE NORTH
RAILWAY, MARCH 23, r935

Article I. The Government of the Union of
Republics shall cede to the Government of Manchukuo all
tlJ&y possess concerning the North Manchuria Railway
Eastern Railway), in consideration of which the
Manchukuo shall pay to the Government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics the sum of one hundred and forty million
(r4o,ooo,ooo) yen in Japanese currency.
Article 11. All the rights of the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics concerning the North Manchuria Railway
(Chinese Eastern Railway) shall pass to the Government of Manchukuo upon the coming into force of the present Agreement, and
at the same time the North Manchuria Railway (Chinese Eastern
Railway) shall be placed under the complete occupation
sole •management of the Government of Manchuln~o.
.
Article III. r. Upon the coming into force of the present Agreement, the senior members of the administration of the North
Manchuria Railway (Chinese Eastern Railway) who arc citiierl.s of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics shall be released front their
duties. The said senior members of the administration of the Railway shall hand over all the archives, records, papers and docurnerus
oLw;hatever description in their ~l1arge to their .respective successors
in the new administration of the Railway.
It is understood that the term the ' senior members of the
administration of the North Manchurian Railway (Chinese Eastl!rn
Railway) ' employed in the present Article indicates:
(a) All the members of the Board of Directors and of the
Committee.
(b) The General Manager and Assistant Manager of the
Administration.
(c) The Assistant Chief Controller.
(d) All the Managers and Sub.Managers of the
the Board of· Directors, the Audit Committee,
and the Administration. All agents for commission, '-UJ:;~u,.._._,,.,
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for commission. All the senior agents, advisers
the sections and sub-sections,
2. With the aim of ensuring the normal functioning of the railway, the Government of the Union <.of Soviet Socialist Republics.
agree to place at the disposal of the new administration the follow,
ing persons from among the senior members of the administration
of •the Railway who are citizens of the Union of Soviet SoCialist
Republics as advisers for one month from the elate of the coming
into force of the present Agreement.
(a) The General Manager of the Administration.
(b) The Manager of General Affairs Office of the r:>.~cLuu.u>~
(c) The JY[anager of the Motive Power Department
Administration.
(d) The Chief of the Financial Department of the Administration.
(e) 'The Manager of the Commercial Department
Administration.
3· At any time after the coming into force of the present Agree!1lent, the Government of Manchukuo may dismiss any or all of the
f(jllowing persons :
(a).All the chiefs of railway sections, stations and &pots.
(b) 'J'l:1C chiefs of all the following auxiliary enterprises
&ailway:
A. Forest concesswns and lumbering.
B. Coal mines.
C. Power stations.
D. Printing plants.
E. Auxiliary enterprises of the Commercial Department.
F. Nursery and greenhouses in Harbin.
G. Main workshops of the Ways Department.
H. Wool washing works and hydro-loading works.
I. Water works in Harbin.
Soft drinks factory.
Saw mill.
Gradations of hearts.
Waste-cleaning works.
N. Grand Hotel.
0. Health resorts and sanatoria.
P. Hospitals and clinics.
Q, Library.
R. Economic Bureau.
4· The .persons referred to in Section r of the present Article shall
have the. right to remain in ManchJikuo and to retain their railway
lodgings for one month after the co~ing into force of the present
Agreement.

one month from the date o£
right to remain in Manchukuo
two months from the date of
IV. The Government of Manchukuo
assets and liabilities of the North
Eastern Railway) in accordance with the
ofthe }\Jorth Manchuria Railway as
by the Delegation of the Government of the Union of
l~publics on March 22, 1934, to the Delegation of
of Manchukuo through the Minister for Foreign
as supplemented by the lists which were made on
Match 21, 1935, in order to show the changes sustained
and liabilities incl).1ded in the first list from the date of
up to the date of the last list and also to show the JJew
liabilities which have arisen on and after
It is agreed that the provisions of
4,
Agreement on General Principles for .the Settlement of the
between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics ·and the
of China signed at Peking on May 31, 1924, and those
Article I, of the Agreement between the Government of
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the Government of the
Three Eastern Provinces of the Republic of China
on September 20, 1924, shall remain in force.
Article V. The Government of the Union of
Republics shall have the right to maintain the
for the use of their Consulate General in Harbin in
permanent and rent-free lease:
(a) The land and buildings no'Y ()(:(:Ltpiecl by the
General:
·
·
Locality: Yio-Ching-Kai, Chin-Chia-Kang.
Area :
r 4,873 · 68 square metres.
Buildings: Office No. 1049: 2,174·90 square metres.
Residence No. 1047: 685· 37 square metres.
Residence No. 1048: 1,447·61 square
Garage and its annex, No. 1051: 245·
metres.
Guard-room,.No. 1052: 38·90 square metres .
The land and building .now occupied by the officials of
Consulate General :
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Locality: Hai-Cheng-Kai, Chin-Chia-Kang.
Area :
2,530 square metres.
Building: No. 934: 258·sr square metres.
The following property shall be leased rent free and sine die to
the Consul General of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in
Harbin on the day of the coming into force of the present A_greeIJ.lent, andshall immediately thereafter be placed and remain under
the {Kcupation and management of the community of the citizens
of the l]nion Qf Soviet Socialist Republics in Harbin to be used solely
f()r the purposes prescribed hereunder :
(q)'The IVth School of the North Manchuria Railway (Chinese
Eastern Railway), situated at No. 35 Shang-Wu-Kai, Tao-Li,
Harbin, •with all the buildings and property to be found there,
to be used for the elementary and secondary education of the
said community.
•
(bj The land known under No. 949, at the corner of Kao-ShiKai and Ching-Cha-Kai, Tao-Li, Harbin, with all the buildings
on it, which are to be used in the future as a hospital.
Within one month from the date of the coming into force ofthe
present Agreement, a library shall be selected, for th~ use of t}le
apoye-IJ.lentioned IVth School, from the books of the North Manchuria J{ailway (Chinese Eastern Railway) Library in Harbin, by
)11Utnal•agreement between the local authorities of Manchukuo and
t}le§{)nsui • General of the Union of Soviet Socialist Rep!Jblics ..In
Harbin. The books so selected shall be transferred to the said
School.
Article VI. The properties occupied by the North Manchuria
Railway. (Chinese Eastern Railway) which are claimed by the
eovernment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as belonging to them and not to the Railway, and the properties existing in
the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics which are
• claimed by the Government of Manchukuo as belonging .to tlte
:D-/()tth Manchuria Railway (Chinese Eastern Railway),· are. regarded
as having been mutually renounced by respective Governments)l}
f~v?!Jl' ?f the 9ther Government, and neither Government shall in
fl.ltl_lre raise against the other Government any demand concerning
t"h~ s3id properties.
The .. a_bove provisions shall not apply to the properties (buildings
andfheir sites and other railway properties) of the Transbaikal Rail:
vvay :t}O\Y e~isting in Manchouli, and the properties of th~. Ussuri
Railvvay now existing at Suifenho, which are actually occupied
respe.ctively by the said two railways and shall remain their
under_rheir management.
·• •
Artzcle VII . . .Qut of the sum of one hundred and
(go,oOQ,ooo) yen in •Japanese currency referred to
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the •presen t A-greement, it11e sum. of •forty-six 1llillio# scyen. ~J]#urcd
thousand (46,7oo,ooo) yen shall be paid in cas~ in acsorganc.e ~itl1
the provisions of Article VIII of the present Agreement, and tpe
settlement for the remaining sum of ninety-three million three
hundred thousand (93.30o,ooo) yen shall be effected in the forll:l ()f
payments made by the Government of Manchukuo for goods
delivered to the Government of the Union of Soviet .Socialist
Republics in accordance with the provisions of Attide IX of the
present Agreement.
.
Article VIII. Out of the sum of -forty-six million seven hun~red
thousand (47,7oo,ooo) yen to be paid in cash in accord;Ince with.tlte
provisions of Article VII of the present Agreement, )he sum of
twenty-three million three hundred thousand (23,3oo,ooo) yen. shall
be paid simultaneously with the signing of the present Agteetn~nt .
• rne remaining sum of twcnty~three million four hundred thousand (zJ,40o,ooo) yen as well as the simple interest at the rate of
three per cent per annum is to be paid by the Government of Manchukuo to the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic~
in the form of Treasury Bonds of the Government of Manchukuo.
The said Treasury Bonds are to be issued of the following amounts,
and mature on the dates indicated hereunder: Six million three
hundred and seventy-six thousand five hundred (6,376,5oo) •yen
maturing on December 23, 193.); six million two hund~d and
forty-four thousand eight hundred and seventy-five (6,244,875) yen.
maturing on September 23, 1936; six million one hundred and
thirteen thousand two hundred and fifty (6,1 13,250) yen maturing
on June 23, 1937; five million nine hundred and eighty-one thousand
six hundred and twenty-five (5,98I,625) yen maturing on J\farch23,
1938. The Treasury Bonds of the Government of Manchuk\lo
mentioned above are to be issued in favour of the Govel'nment of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and arc to he delivctcd l:JY
the Representatives of the Government of Manchukuo to .the •
Representative of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
. Republics simultaneously with the signing of the present Agreement,
and shall be paid at the Industrial Bank of Japan, Ltd.
In case the exchange rate of the yen in terms of the Swiss
calculated on the basis of the respective exchange rates of theycn
and the Swiss franc in London on the date before the day of payment of any of the second and subsequent instalments provided
for in .the present Article should be lower or higher by eight per
cent or more in comparison with the exchange rate , of the yen. in
terll1s of the Swiss franc as calculated on the basis of rhe respective
exchange rates of the yen aflil.the Swiss franc in LondoiJl ..?t!if~e
date ofthe corning into force of the present Agreement, the arno~IBt .
of the said instalment shall beincreased or reduced, as the. case lllay

franc

the Swiss franc (one
of one gramme of
convertibility of the
the following
of the method provided for in the
weight of fine gold whose value, when calculated on
price of gold and the exchange rate of the yen in ·
day before the date of payment of any of the second
instalments provided for in the present Article, is
amount of the instalment, should be less or more by
. or more in comparison with the weight of fi11e gold
when calculated on the basis of the price of gold an~
'-"'"'-.. "-"·!'." rate of the yen in London on the date of the coming
the present Agreement, is equal to the said instalment,
arnour:tt of the instalment. shall be increased. or reduced, as the
so that the value in fine gold of the instalment shall
it is on the date of the coming into force of.tlJ.e
settlement for the sum of ninety-three rnillion
(93,3oo,ooo) yen, to be effected in the· form
made by the Government of Manchukuo for theg()Ods
to the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
as provided for in Article VII of the present Agreemepl,
executed in the following manner:
The Trade Representation of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics in Japan will make contracts for the purchase ofgoods
produced or manufactured in Manchukuo or Japan, with the sub• jects or juridical persons of either of these two countries, up to
vll.esumof ninety-three million three hundred thousand (93·300,000)
ye11 indicated in Article VII within the period of six months from
the date of the coming into force of the present Agreement, The
delivery of the goods thus purchased shall be effected to the Trade ..
R~presentation in Japan by the above-mentioned subjects or juridical persons within the period of three years from the <;late ·of
the coiD.ing into force of the present Agreement in accordance with
the .t(':rrrrs of the contracts concerned, it being understood that the
, goods so delivered in the course of each of the six e1ual petiods of
six months constituting the said three years shall not exceed in
value the sum of thirty-one million one hundred thousand
(3r,roo,ooo) yen, and that the totaf <fmount of the goods delivered
in the course of each of the three equal periods of one year con2B
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years . . shallnotexceedinvalue the sutn of
one •hundred . thousand (3 t,roo,ooo) yen.
payment for the goods shall be arrangeg.iriSHch
for each such period of six months in the course of t~e
years the Government of Manchukuo shall make payment
not exceeding the sum of fifteen million five hundred and fifty
thousand (rs,sso,ooo) yen for the delivery of the goods mentioned
in the foregoing Section and in case any balance of that sum shall
for any reason remain unpaid at the end of any such period of six
months, such balance shall be paid off during the next six months
and so on, so that the whole sum ~f ninety-three million three
hundred thousand (93•3oo,ooo) yen shall be paid off by the end of
the said three years.
3· It is agreed that should the above-mentioned contracts r10t ]Je
c~ncluded within the period of six months after the coming in~o
force of the present Agreement, the Trade Representative shall.have
the right to make such contracts after the expiration of the said
period of six months, and further that, should any of the parties
other than the Trade Representation to the contracts concluded in
accordance with the foregoing provisions of the present Article fail
to carry out such contracts or to fulfil such contracts in a proper
manner for which reason these contracts are abrogated, the Trade
Representation shall in each case have the right to concluqe fresh
.contracts with other subjects or juridical persons of Manchukuo or
Japan, in which case the latter contracts may provide for the payment for and delivery of the goods to be effected after the. three
vears' term above-mentioned.
• 4· The contracts mentioned in the present Article shall be con~
eluded either c.i.f. or f.o.b. at the choice of the Trade Representation
and shall provide for payments in cash for goods by the Governrnent
of Manchukuo.
5· When the Trade Representation have concluded a contract.for •
the purchase of goods with the subjects or juridical persons ofMa.nchukuo or Japan, the Trade Representation shall giveth~ Jj'inancial
Attache to the Legation of Manchukuo in Japan a. resu.Hle ofthe
contract, mentioning. the names of the parties to the contract, the
description, place of origin and quantity of the goods, the. total••.
amount of the sums to be paid, the date and place of delivery of
the goods and of the payment therefor, as well as any other terms
of the payment and delivery, including any provisions for payment
in advance. The said resume shall be attested by both parti~s to
the contract. Besides this, so far as circumstances permit, certificates of origin issued by any chamber of commerce and industry ir1
Manchukuo or Japan in resfe~t of the goods, or by any other
organization authorized to issue such certificates by . the Govern"
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T.he I<'il1ancial Attache, u.pon receipt. of ~he resume 0~ ~llt1 C911'
tract, provided its contents do 110t conflict with the provisi911~ ~f tP-t
present Article, shall.l1otify, not later than within seve11.• days tP-~fe•
af~:er, th,.e • Trade Represe11tation and. the seller of the goods •concerned to the effect that the Government of Manchukuo underta~e
t~ effect payin.ent forthe goods in conformity with the said resume
of the contract.
Eot<the purpose of obtaining a settlement of his a~coupts tb.¢
seller of the goods shall hand to the Trade Represe~tation the document entitling the Trade Representation .to dispose .of the said
goods (bills ~of lading, invoices, etc.).
Jhe Financial. Attache, upon receipt of the notification. given. by
theTradeRepresentation to the effect that the delivery of the goods
referred to in the resume of the contract has been accomplish~,
s;hall issue a cheque to order drawn with the Industrial Bank of
Japan, Ltd., as payer, the seller of the goods as payee, and the price
ofthe goods as its face amount, and shall deliver it to theseller.on
the date of payment, and, in case the presentation of the certificates
oforigin of the goods above referred to shall have been prevented
atthe time of presentation of the resume of the contract, against
such c~tificates . The seller of the goods shall give a receipt for the
said cheque. Payment in advance to the seller of the goods may be
effl;)cted in a similar manner by the Financial Attache in conformity
with the resume of the contract against the advice of the Trade
Representation to the effect that such payment shall be made.
6. It is understood that in the present Article the term 'goods
manufactured in Manchukuo or Japan' indicates goods manufactured within either of the said two countries from raw materials
imported from any other countries as well as from raw materiah
produced in either, and that the term 'juridical persons of Manchukuo or Japan' indicates the juridical persons which are or may
·be incorporated in acc9rdance with the law of Manchukuo or Japan
respectively.
Article X. I. Three months' notice shall be given to· each of the
employees of the North Manchuria Railway (Chinese Eastern Railway) other than those included in the provisions of Article III of
the present: Agreement, who are citizens of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics and whom the Government of Manchukuo may
gesire to dismiss from reasons of convenience on the part of the
Government of Manchukuo after the coming into force of the
present •Agreement.
.
.2. Employees of the North Malfd!uria Railway (Chinese Eastern
Railway) who are citizens of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
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tt~~ ~~o•••rtt~y··•ne. disrn.issecl sha,ll···.•fl:<Lve.th¢ .l'ight•i··t~ ·~e,~

~~~*u;~~rnlf~ff~~:-ths •. aft~t.the~ti<lismissal inord;r t() •. . . . .i .........•. se <>f
3·. ~rnployees of the. North.1VIanchuria Railway (Chip.esei.l!}%sE<?ri"t
Railway) who are. citizens of the Union of Soviet Soci~list:S..~P~~lics
shall wntinue in the full enjoyment of their rights in rn,ovaple/and
immovable. properties in accordance with the laws of .Ma.nphuk-uo.
4· Employees of rhe North Manchuria Railway (Chinese E~stern
Railway} who are citizens of the Union of Soviet.. Sociali~t·Repqblics
shall enjoy the full right· to dispose of their property in ~C(.;?f<!.e!tC.e,
with the laws of Manchukuo a11d to. carry their prop~;rty o~t8f

~~h;~!~eig~t~:~r!~c~.s original form or in its mon~;yegl1ivalent
5· Employees of the North Manchuria Railway {Qhinese Ejastern
Railway) who are citizens of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
a•nd who have retired through dismissal or of their own accordand
who leave for territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist .Republics
\Vlthin two months after their retirement, shall be granted .the
privilege of free transport over the North Manchuria . Railway
(Chinese Eastern Railway) for themselves, their. families and their
personal household efi'ects either to the station of Manchuli or to
the station of Suifenho, at their own option.
Article XI. r. The various descriptions of retiring allowar~ces an.d
payments-(discharge allowances and other sums due to employees
in respect of service on the railway, employees' savings in the Relief
Savings Association and the payments additional thereto on the
part of the railway including interest, pensions and block grants in
accordance with the regulations of the Relief Savings Association,
as well as pensions and compensations for personal injuries ac~::ord
ing to the 'Regulations of 1912 relating to the indemnificationipf
persons who have met with accidents ')-to employees of the N()rth
Manchuria Railway (Chinese Eastern Railway) who are citizensof •
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and who may be disrn,issecl
or may retire of their own accord after th<.': coming into f()rce. of
the present Agreement, so far as such allowances and payments are
in respect of the period before the coming in force of the present
Agreement, shall be individually reckoned and paid out in ac<;ordance with the regulations of the North Manchuria Railway
(Chinese Eastern Railway) in force up to the date of the comingintQ
force of the present Agreement, as modified by the provisions of
the present Article.
(NoTE.-Discharge allowances for the period up
I I, 1930, are to be paid according to the rates
November II, 1930.)
• •
2. Employees who are citizens of the Union of Soviet
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R:ypublics and who are ciismissecl6r retire .of their (jwn • . accord. after
the coming into force of the. present Agreement shall be considered
ilS employees WhO have been dismissed as the result ,of the abolition
()f offices, so far as concerns the calculation of the various descriptions of retiring allowances and payments.
3· I)ischarge allowances and other payments relative to service concerning the railway, and compensations for injuries sustained in
suchservice, as well as savings and the prescribed interest thereon,
~halLbe paid within a fortnight from the day of dismissal or retirel11ent, provided that in respect of persons who shall be dismissed,
halj' the amount of such savings shall be paid within two months
fro1n the date of the notice of such dismissal.
J'he block grants to persons who have been in the service ofthe
railway. for less than ten years, as well as payments additional to
savings together with the prescribed interest thereon, shall be paid
iriforif .equal instalments within two years from the date of drsmissal or retirement. The first instalment shall be paid .withi!l a
fortnight, and the second instalment at the end of a year after the
date of dismissal or retirement, and the third and the fourth instal"
U1ents sl~all be paid at the end respectively of 'six and twelve months
after payment of the second instalment. As regards the last three of
these instalments, the Government of Manchukuo shall issue bonds
foE the.a!Uounts due drawn up in the names of the respective persons
and maturing on the dates prescribed above. These bonds shall he
dt:livere.d to the respective recipients simultaneously with the payment of· the first instalment above referred to, and shall not be
transferred thereafter to auy other person.
Persons who have been in the service of the railway for ten years
or more shall be deemed entitled to pensions without undergoing
the examination of their working efficiency, and the said pensions,
instead of being paid annually, shall be paid in a block grant, that
is w say, a sum of eight and a half times the sum payable annually
in respect of a pension shall be paid to the recipient in four equal
instalments in the course of two years, in accordance with the
pr()Yi§ions. of the preceding paragraph.
(NOTE 1.-The examination of the working efficiency of employees who have been in the service of the railway for less than
ten yearswill be effected according to the regulations of the North
1\1anchuria Railway (Chinese Eastern Railway) in force up to the
date of the coming into force of the present Agreement.)
(l)foTE 2.-Pensions for personal injuries instead of being paid
annually shall be paid in block grants, that is to say, a sum
eight and a half times the sum payable annually shall be paid
to the recipient in the same manft~ as for persons who have been
in the service of the railway for ten years or more.)
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4· ·• Employees • of· the North Manchuria Railway(Chinesei Eastern
Raihvay) who are in debt to the railway shall have the su1U <>~.th~ir
,

~~!~:~~~:s:nff:~~~~e~a~~: t!~uev~~1~~;escripti~ns···of. . . ietiri!g
5· .The •various descriptions of retiring allowances and {J;;tYil1eR:Js,·
shall be paid in the currency of Manchukuo at the .exchang~ ra.te
against the rouble of the North Manchuria Railway (G}linese
Eastern Railway) existing at the date of the coming into force •. of
the present Agreement and applied by the. said railway for settlements with their employees. The recipients of thes~ retirin.!;
allowances and payments shall be allowed to remit •the moneyJ~~y
have received to other countries after having converted it into
foreign currency.
.
•. . ••
/
6. The various descriptions of retiring allowances and payments
and the bonds of the Government of Manchukuo shall be paid or
d~livered to the legal recipients direct, but persons • who have
returned to the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
can empower the Consul General of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics in Harbin or any other person to receive them. Persons
who have given such authority shall at the same time inform the
North Manchuria Railway (Chinese Eastern Railway) to that effect.
7· Those persons who have retired before the coming into force
of the present Agreement and are now being paid pensio~, shall
continue to receive the pensions as previously in accordance with
the regulations of the North Manchuria Railway (Chinese Eastern
Railway) in force up to the date of the coming into force of the
present Agreement, irrespective of whether the said regulations shall
remain in force, be modified or abrogated thereafter. In this case
Section 5 of the present Article shall be applied as regards • the
exchange rate against the rouble of the North Manchuria Railway
(Chinese Eastern Railway) and, in case the legal recipients should
be returning or should have returned to the territory of the Union
of Soviet Socialist: Republics, as regards remittances to other
countries.
8. The sums which ate to be paid,out by the Administratio11. or
the Relief Savings Association of the North Manchuria Railway
(Chinese Eastern Railway) to employees who are citizens· of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and of which neither the legal
recipients nor their proxies or successors have demanded payment
up to the date of the coming into force of the present Agreement,
shall be disposed of in accordance with the regulations of the North
Manchuria Railway (Chinese Eastern Railway) in force up to the
date of the coming into force of the present Agreement.
9· Employees who have bee~ ~i"smissed or \lave retired after the
coming into force of the present Agreement shall, during a period
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()f.oll~ .month frolll the date o£• their• dismissalo1· retire1nent, retain
their full rights with regard to their railway lodgings under th~
sa111~. ~onditions • as before.
ArfickXll. It is understood that the term 'North Manchuria
R:1ilway (Chinese Eastern Railway) ' includes all the rights, enterprises and properties appurtenant thereto.
Article XIII. The Governments of Manchukuo and the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, with a view to promote and facilitate the
int:er~ourse and traffic between the two countries, shall conclude,
within. three months from the date of the coming into force ofthe
present Agreement, a separate agreement which will provide for
tn~ settlement of questions concerning the conveyance of passengers,
iuggage and goods in transit, direct service for passengers, luggag~
and goods, between railway stations of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and those of the North Manchuria Railway (Chine~c
E)astern Railway), and also, technically, conditions permitting, direct
s13rvices without reloading of goods between the Ussuri Railway
and the North Manchuria Railway (Chinese Eastern Railway) via
the station of Suifenho.
Within the period of the said three months, the two Governrn~nts shall conclude another separate agreement which will provide
for tel~gtaphic connection between the telegraphic lines hitherto
operate,d by the North Manchuria Railway (Chinese Eastern Railway)and those of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Anicle XIV. The present Agreement shall come into force on
the date of its signature .

•

.•.

PROTOCOL OF MUTUAL
U.S.S.R. AND THE MONGOLIAN

'The Governments of the U.S.S.R. and the·Mongolian<Peopre's
Republic, in view of the constant friendship existing hetwee~ tl)eir
countries since the liberation in 1921 of the territory. oLt)).e ]',1o~::
golian People's Republic with the help of the :Red Army froii1 7he
White Guard Troops, which were connected with the military forces
that invaded the territory of the U.S.S.R., and being inspired by the
desire to support the task of peace in the Far East and to assist the
further strengthening of their friendly relations, have decided •to
fix in the form of this Protocol the gentlemen's agreement, existillg
since November 22, 1934, which provides for mutual support by
all means in every way to avert and to prevent the menace
of • a military attack of a third country on the U.S.S.R.,.or the
Mo11golian People's Republic; for this reason this Protocol is to be
signed.
Article l. In case of the menace of an attack on the territory
of the U.S.S.R. or the Mongolian People's Republic from a. third
country, the Governments o:f the U.S.S.R. and M.P.R. plecJ.ge
themselves to discuss together immediately the situation created
and to take all those steps, necessary to protect the safety of their
territories.
Article II. The Governments of the U.S.S.R. and the M.P.R.
pledge themselves in case of a military attack on one of the .Contracting Parties, to render mutually any assistance including military
assistance.
Article Ill. The Governments of U.S.S.R. and the M.P.R. consid?r it as a matter of fact, that troops of one of theContracting
J:>artics, which arc by mutual agreement on the territory of the
other party in order to carry out the obligation, stated in Articles 1
or. II, will be withdrawn from the respective territory immediat<::ly
the need is over-sim.ilarly to the withdrawal in 1926 of the Sovi(:t
troops from the territory of the M.P.R.
Article. IV. This .Protocol has been drawn up in
the. Russian and Mongolian FaFt~uages, and both
considered .as authentic. It shall come into effect
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Representative of the U.S.S.R. in the
Minor Khural of the M.P.R. (AMoR.)
President of the Council of Ministers and Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the M.P.R. (GENDUN.)
Signed at Urga, 12 March, 1936.

TREATY OF NON-AGGRESSION BETWEEN THE
REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND THE UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
The National Government of the Republic of China . and •the
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, <tnirnat~d
by the desire to contribute to the maintenance of gener<tl peace,
to consolidate the amicable relations now existing between thell1
on a firm and lasting basis, and to confirm in a more precise manner
the• obligations mutually undertaken under the Treaty for. the
Renunciation of War signed in Paris on August 27, 19.38, have
resolved to conclude the present Treaty and have for this purpose
appointed as their plenipotentiaries, that is to say:
His Excellency the President of the National Government of
the Republic of China:
DR WANG CnuNG-HUI, Minister for Foreign Affairs.
The Central Executive Committee of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics:
MR .. DIMITRI BocoMOLOFF, Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary to the Republic of China,
who having communicated their full powers, found Ill good a;nd
due form, have agreed upon the following Articles:
Article I. The two High Contracting Parties solemnly affiriT1 th.at
they condemn recourse to war for the solution of international controversies, and that they renounce it as an instrument .of nation<tl
policy in their relations with each other, .and in pursuance of this
plec:lge, they undertake to refrain from any aggression. againsr each
.other either. individually or jointly with one ...or. more oth.e.r Po'<"~"'"•>'·~
Anicle II. In the event that either of the two High Contdtctmg
Parties should be subjected to aggression on the part of one or more
third Powers, the other High Contracting Party obligates itself .not
to render assistance of any kind, either directly or indirectly, to such
third Power or Powers at any time during the entire conflict, and
also to refrain from taking any action or entering into any agreement which may be used by the aggressor or aggressors· to .the
disadvantage of the party subjected to aggression.
Article Ill. The provisions o:£-tt~ present Treaty shall not be so
interpreted as to affect or modify the rights and obligations arising,
.394
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in respect of the Bigh Contracting Partie$, out of bilateral· or multi,
lateral treaties or agreements of which both High Contracting
Parties are signatories and which were concluded prior to the enter,
ing into force of the present Treaty.
Articlt:: IV. The present Treaty is drawn up in duplicate in Eng"
lish. It comes into force on the day of signature by the above,
mentioned Plenipotentiaries and shall remain in force for .a period
oLfive years. Either of the High Contracting Parties rnaynotify
the. other, six months before the expiration of the period, of its
desire· to terminate the Treaty. In case both parties fail to do
so in ·time, the Treaty shall be considered as being automatically
extended for a period of two years after the expiration of the. first
period. Should neither of the High Contracting Parties notify the
other, six months before the expiration of the two,year period, of
its desire to terminate the Treaty, it shall continue in force Jor
another period of two years, and so on successively.
In Witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Treaty, and have affixed thereunto their seals.
Pone at Nanking, the Twenty,first day of August, 1937.
WANG CHUNG,HUI.

D. BocoMOLOF'F .

•

Appendix C
YALTA SECRET AGREEMEN'T

(Entered into by Marshal joseph Stalin, former Prime .Minister
Winston Churchill, and the late President Roosevelt on Februaryrz,
1945, and published on February II, 1946, simultaneousty in
W~shington, London and Moscow.)
leaders o£ the three great Powers-the Soviet Union, the
United States o£ America, and Great Britain-have agreed that
in two or three months after Germany has surrendered and,the
war in Europe has terminated, the Soviet Union shall enter into the
war against Japan on the side of the Allies on conditions that:
Firstly, The status quo in Outer Mongolia (The Mongolian
People's Republic) shall be preserved;
•
Secondly, The former rights of Russia violated by the treacherous
attack o£ Japan in 1904 shall be restored, viz. :
•. .•. . . • .. < •. .
(a) The southern part of Sakhalin as well as all the islands ·
adjacent to it shall be returned to the Soviet Union;
(b) The commercial port of Dairen shall be intern<tt~()Il::tl~;z;~d.,
the pre-eminent interests of the Soviet Union in this. P?rt
being safeguarded and the lease Qf Port Arthur as a nav.al
base of the U.S.S.R. restored;
(c) The. Chinese Eastern Railroad and the Southern Manchuria!l
Railroad which provided outlet to Dairen shall be . jointly
operated by the establishment of a joint Sino-Soviet Company,
it being understood that the pre-eminent interests of the Soviet
Union shall be safeguarded and that China shall retain lull
sovereignty in Manchuria;
Thirdly, The Kurile islands shall be handed over to the Soviet
Union.
It is understood that the agreement concerning Outer Mongolia
and the ports and the railroads referred to above all require the
concurrence of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. The President will
take measures in order to obtain this concurrence on advice from
Marshal Stalin.
• • ..
The Heads of the three Great Powers have agreed that these
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claims of the Soviet Union .shall be unquestionably fulfilled after
Japan has been defeated.
For its part the Soviet Union expresses its readiness to conclude
with the National Government of China a pact of friendship and
alliance between the U.S.S.R. and China in order to render assistance
to China with its armed forces for the purpose of liberating China
from the Japanese yoke.
(Signed) JosEPH V. STALIN.
FRANKLIN

D.

RoosEVELT.

WINSTON CHURCHILL.
I I,

1945·

•

•

TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP AND ALLIANCE BETWEEN
THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND THE UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS 1
The President of the National Government of the Republic: of
China, and the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet .of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics,
Desirous of strengthening the friendly relations that have alWay~.
existed between China and the U.S.S.R. through an alliance and
go~d neighbourly post-war collaboration,
Determined to assist each other in the struggle against aggression
on the part of enemies of the United Nations in this world W<lr,
and to collaborate in the common war against Japan until her
unconditional surrender,
Expressing their unswerving aspiration to co-operate in the cause
of mair1taining peace and security for the benefit of the peoples of
both countries and of all the peace-loving nations,
•
Acting upon the principles enunciated in the Joint Declaratimi
of the United Nations of January 1, 1942, in the Four Power Declaration signed in Moscow on October 30, 1943, and in the Charter
the International Organization of the United Nations,
Have decided to conclude the present Treaty to this effect and
appointed as their Plenipotentiaries:
The President of the National Government of the Repu])lic
of China:
His Excellency DR. WANG SnnHHmH, Minister of •Foreign
. ·
AlTairs of the Republic of China,
The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics:
JTis Excellency MR. V. M. MoLoTov, the People's
missar of Foreign Affairs of the U.S.S.R.,
Who, after exchanging their full powers, found in good and due
form,. have agreed as. follows:
Article. I. The High Contracting Parties undertake in association
. with the other United Nations to wage war against Japan untilfinal
victory is won .• •The High Con~:cting .Parties undertake mutually
1 Trll.nslation of th~ text of the Treaty which was published as. White Book
(){the. Ministry .of Foreign Affairs, No. 67, November I945·

.
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to.renderto.one another· all necessary rr1ilitary• and other·a_ssista!lce
and support in this war.
.
Article II. The High Contracting Parties undertake not to enter
into. separate negotiations with Japan and notto conclude, without
mutualconsent, any armistice or peace treaty either with the present
Japanese Government or with any other government or authority
set up in Japan which do not renounce all aggressive intentions.
Article III. The High Contracting Parties undertake after the
termination of the war against Japan, to take jointly all measures
in their power to render impossible a repetition of aggression .and
violation of the peace by Japan.
In the event of one of the High Contracting Parties becoming
involved in hostilities with Japan in consequence of an attack by th<"
latter against the said Contracting Party, the other High Contracting
Party shall at once give to the Contracting Party so involved in hostilities all the military and other support and assistance with the
ll1e(lns in its power.
This Article shall remain in force until such time as the Organization, 'The United Nations', may on request of the two High Contracting Parties be charged with the responsibility for preventing
further aggression by Japan.
Article IV. Each High Contracting Party undertakes not to•.conclude.,any alliance and not to take part in any coalition directeci
against the. other High Contracting Party.
Arti<:;le V. The High Contracting Parties, having regard to the
interests ofthe security and economic development of each of them,
agree to work together in close (lnd friendly collaboration after the
coming of peace and to act according to the principles of mutual
respect for their sovereignty and territorial integrity and of noninterference in the internal affairs of the other High Contracting
Party.
Article VI. The High Contracting Parties agree to render each
other every possible economic assistance in the post-war period with
a •. view to facilitating and accelerating reconstruction in both
countries and to contributing to the cause of world prosperity .
.Article. VII. Nothing in this Treaty shall be so construed- io
affect the rights or obligations of the High Contracting Parties as
mernbers .of the Organization 'The United Nations'.
Article •VIII. The present Treaty. shall be ratified in the shortest
possible time. The exchange of the instruments of ratification shall
take place as •soon as possible in Chungking.
The present Treaty shall come into force immediately upon its
ratification and shall remain in force for a term of thirty years.
If neither of the High Contracti~g Parties has given notice, a year
before the expiration of the term, of its desire to terminate the

as

The Plenipotentiary of the
President of the .National
Government of the Republic
of China.
(L. S.) WANG Srrm-cHIEH.

•

(L. S.) V .

Exchange of Notes

(I)
YouR

SovmT NoTE TO THE CHINESE PLENIPOTENTIARY

•

ExCELLENCY,

With reference to the Treaty of Friendship and Alliance
signed to-day between the Republic of China and the U.S.S.R., I
have the honour to put on record the understanding between the
High Contracting Parties as follows:
1 ••• In .accordance with the spirit of the aforementioned •Treaty,
and in order to put into effect its aims and purposes, the GovernU1cnt of the U.S.S.R. agrees to render .to China its moral support as
well as aid in military supplies and other material resources, such
support and aid to be entirely given to the National Government
as the Central Government of China.
'2·ll:l t}le course of conversations regarding Dairen and Port
Arthui· and regarding the joint operation of the Chinese Changchun
Railway, the Government of the U.S.S.R. regarded the Three Eastet!l
Provinces as part of China and reaffirmed its respect for China's full
sovereignty over the Three Eastern Provinces and recognized their
territorial and administrative integrity.
3· As for the recent developments in Sinkiang the Soviet Government confirms that, as stated in Article V of tlie Treaty of Friendship and Alliance, it has no intention of interfering in the internal
affairs of China.
• ••
'
If Your Excellency will be so good as to confirm that the
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standing is correct as set forth in the preceding paragraphs, the
present Note and Your Excellency's reply thereto will constitute a
part of the aforementioned Treaty of Friendship and Alliance.
I avail myself of this opportunity to offer Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.
(Signed) •V. ·• MoLOTov.

Reply

YovR ExcELLENcY,

•

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's
Note of to-day's date reading as follows:
' With reference to the. Treaty of Friendship and Alliance signed
to-day between the Republic of China and the U.S.S.R., I have the
honour to put on record the understanding between the High co•n,
tracting; Parties as follows :
' r:In accordance with the spirit of the aforementioned Treaty,
and.in order to put into effect its aims and purposes, the Govern-.
rnent of the U.S.S.R. agrees to render to China its moral support as
well as aid in military supplies and other material resources, such
su_pport and aid to be entirely given to the National Government
as the.Centra1 Government of China.
'2. In the course of conversations regarding Dairen and Port
Arthur and regarding the joint operation of the Chinese Changchun
Railway, the Government of the U.S.S.R. regarded the Three Eastern
Provinces as part of China and reaffirmed its respect for China's full
sovereignty over the Three Eastern Provinces and recognized their
territorial and administrative integrity.
'3· As for the recent developments in Sinkiang the Soviet Government confirms that, as stated in Article V of the Treaty of Friendship and Alliance, it has no intention of interfering in the internal
affairs of China. .
' If Your Excellency will
so good as to confirm that the under~tanding •is correct as set forth in the preceding paragraphs, the
present Note and Your Excellency's reply thereto will constitute a
part of the aforementioned Treaty of Friendship and Alliance.'
I have the honour to confirm that the understanding is correct as
set forth above.
I avail myself of this opportunity to offer Your Excellency the
.assurances of my highest consideration.
(Signed)

•••

WANG SHIH-CHIEH.

(II)
YouR

CHINESE NOTE TO

ExcELLENCY,

In view of the desire repeatedly Pvnr"'"'"rl
Outer Mongolia for their independence,
declares that after. the defeat of Japan
Outer Mongolian people confirm tb,is
ment will recognize the independence
existing boundary as its boundary.
The above declaration will become binding upon
of the Treaty of Friendship and Alliance between the
China and the U.S.S.R. signed on August 14, 1945.
I avail myself of this opportunity to offer Your
assurances of my highest consideration.

(Signed)

•

WANG ;:,n:[H·4:::HrEH .

Reply

YouR

ExcELLENCY,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of
Excellency's Note teading as follows:
' In view of the desire repeatedly expressed by the people of
Outer Mongolia for their independence, the Chinese Gover1:Iment
declares that after the defeat of Japan should a plebiscite of the
Outer Mongolian people confirm this desire, the Chinese Govern:
ment will recognize the independence of Outer Mongolia with. th(:
existing boundary as its boundary.
' The above declaration will become binding upon the ratification
of the Treaty of Friendship and Alliance between the Republic
China and the U.S.S.R. signed on August 14, 1945.'
The Soviet Government has duly taken note of the above (:OI1lmunication of the Government of th~ Chinese Republic and hereby
expresses its satisfaction therewith, and it further states that the
Soviet Government will respect the political independence and
territorial integrity of the People's Republic of Mongolia (Outer
Mongolia).
I avail myself of this opporttmity to offer Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.
(Signed) V. MoLoTov.

• ••

•

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA
AND THE U.S.S.R. CONCERNING THE CHINESE
CHANGCHUN RAILWAY

•

The President of the Republic of China and the Presidium of
the. Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., desiring to strengthen the
friendly relations and economic bonds between the two countries
on the basis of the full observation of the rights and interests of
each other, have agreed as follows:
•
Article I. After. the Japanese armed forces are driven out of the ,
Three Eastern Provinces of China the main trunk lines of the
Chinese Eastern Railway and the South Manchurian Railway from
Manchuli to Suifenho and from Harbin to Dairen and Port Arthur
united into one railway under the name of ' Chinese Changchun
Railway' shall be in joint ownership of the U.S.S.R. and the Republic
qf China and shall be operated by them jointly.
There shall be joint ownership and operation only of those lands
acquired and railway auxiliary lines built by the Chinese Eastern
Railway during the time of Russian and joint Sino-Soviet administration and by the South Manchurian Railway during the time of
Russian administration and which are designed for direct needs of
these railways as well as the subsidiary enterprises built during the
said periods and directly serving these railways. All the other railway branches, subsidiary enterprises and lands shall be in the
complete ownership of the Chinese Government .
• •The joint operation of the aforementioned railway shall be u!ldert~ken by a single management under Chinese sovereignty a!ld as a
purely icommercial transportation enterprise.
Article ll. The High •Contracting Parties agree that their joint
ownership of the Railway shall be in equal shares and. shall not be
alienabk in whole or in part.
Article II!.••The f:Iigh Contracting Parties agree that for the joint
operation. of the said Railway the Sino-Soviet Company of th.e
Chinese Changchun.Railway shall be.formed. The Company shall
have a Board of Directors to be composed of ten members of whom
fj.ve shall . be •appointed by the Chinese .Government and five by the
S<:>viet (}ov(lrnment. The Boar~iitDirectors .shall be in •Changchui1.
Article IV .. The Chinese Government shalLappoint one of the
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Chinese Directors as
as the Assistant President. The Soviet
one of the Soviet Directors as Vice-President
Directors., and one as the Assistant Vice-President.
constitute a quorum. When questions are decided by the
the vote of the President of the Board of Directors shall be
as two votes.
Important questions on which the Board of Directors cannot.reach
an agreement shall be submitted to the Governments. of the two

~~~ftal~~~~dc1~~n~~·t!;~ri~~r consideration and settlement in an
Article V. The Company shall establish a Board of 1\uditors
which shall be composed of six members . of whom three .•. ar~
appointed by Chinese Government and three appointe(! 1Jy ~l~e
Sqyiet Government. The Chairman of the Board of Auditors shaLl
be elected from among the Soviet Auditor:,, and Vice-Chairm;ll1
from among the Chinese Auditors. When (1uestions are decided
by the Board the vote of the Chairman shall be counted as. twc>
votes. Five persons shall constitute a quorum.
Article VI. For the administration of current affairs the Board
of Directors shall appoint a Manager of the Chinese Changchun
Railway from among Soviet citizens and one Assistant Manager
from among Chinese citizens.
•
Article VII. The Board of Auditors shall appoint a GeneralComptroller from among Chinese citizens and an Assistant GeneralComptroller from among Soviet citizens.
Article VIII. The Chiefs and Assistant Chiefs of the various
departments, Chiefs of sections, station masters at important stations
of the Railway shall be appointed by the Board of Directors .. The
Manager of the Railway has the right to recommend candidates for
the above-mentioned posts. Individual members of the Board of
Directors may also recommend such candidates in agreement •with
the .Manager. If the chief of a department is a national of Chiri'a,
the assistant d1icf shall be .a national of .the Soviet Union, and
viceversa. The appointments of the chiefs and ~ssistant chiefs qf
departments and chiefs of sections and station masters shallib~
made in accordance with the principle of equal representation
between •the nationals of China and nationals of the Sovi.et l.Jl1i~l1·
Article IX. The Chinese Government will bear the responsibility
for the protection of the said Railway.
'The Chinese Government will also organize and supe~;vise the
ta,ilway guards who. shall protect the railway building~, .installations
al14 otlJ.er properties and freight
destruction, loss and rqbbery,
;1114 sh.fll maintain the normal ~der on the Railway .. 1\s regarqs .th.e
qp~ies .of.theguards/in •.. exec11tion of this.Article,.they well be.deter-
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mined by the Chinese Government in consultation with the Soviet
Government.
Article X. Only during the time of war against Japan the Railway may be used for the transportation of Soviet troops. The Soviet
Government has the right to transport by the above-mentioned Railway for. transit purpose military goods in sealed cars without
Custorns inspection. The guarding of such military goods shall be
undertaken by the railway guards and the Soviet Union shall not
send any armed escort.
Article XI. Goods for through transit and transp.orted by the
Chinese Changchun Railway from Manchuli to Suifenho or vice
v:rsa and also from Soviet territory to the ports of Dairen and Port ·
Arthur or vice versa shall be free from Chinese Customs duties or
any orher taxes and dues, but on entering Chinese territory such
goods shall be subject to Chinese Customs inspection and verifi~
tiol1.
Article XII. The Chinese Government will ensure, on the basis
of a •separate agreement, that· the supply of coal for ·the operation
of the Railway will be fully secured.
Article XIII. The Railway shall pay the same taxes to the Government of the Republic of China as are paid by the Chil1ese State
rai.,lways.
;lrtit1'le XIV. Both High Contracting Parties agree to provide the
Board of Directors of the Chinese Changchun Railway with workil1g capital the amount of which will be determined by the Statutes
of the Railway.
Profits and losses in the operation of the Railway shall be equally
divided between the two Parties.
L{rticle XV. For the working out in Chungking of the Statutes
of joint operation of the Railway each of the High Contracting
Parties undertakes within one month of the signing of the present
• A~ernent,. t? a._rpoint three repre·s·e· nta. t.iv.es .... ···The Statute.s s~~.ll. )J:
wor.ked out wtthm two months and reported to the two Governments
for their. appJ:9Val.
Article XVI. • The determination, in accordance with. the provisions in 1\Tticle. I, of the. properties to be included in. the joint ownership and··.operation of the Railway by China •. and. the • U.S.S.R.shall
be made. by a Commission to be composed of three representatives
e.ach of .~he two . Governments. The Commission shall be constituted in Chungking within one month after the signing of
present Agreement and shall terminate its work within three
after the joint operation of the Railway shall have
d:9isions ofthe. CoiTlmission shaU,.~e •reported to .the
tp.)l).ts .fer .tP-eir ·•.approval.
Article XVII. '):'he term
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years. After the expiration of the term
the Chinese Changchun Railway with all
transferred without compensation to the
of China.
Article XV!Il. The present Agreement shall come into force
from the date of its ratification.
Done at Moscow, this Fourteenth day of the Eighth month of
the Thirty-fourth year of the Republic of China, correspondingto
the Fourteenth day of August, 1945, in duplicate, in the Chinese
and Russian languages, both texts being equally authoritative.

The Plenipotentiary of the
President of the National
Government of the Republic
• of China.
(Signed) WANG Snm:-cnma.

The Plenipotentiary of the
Presidium the Supreme
Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
(Signed) V.

AGREEMENT ON DAIREN
In view of a Treaty of Friendship and Alliance having been con~
eluded. between the Republic of China and the U.S.S.R. and of
the pledge by the latter that it will respect Chinese sovereignty in
the control of all of Manchuria as an integral part o£ China; and
with the object of ensuring that the U.S.S.R.'s interest in Dairen as
a port of entry and exit for its goods shall be safeguarded, t~e
Republic of China agrees:
r. Toi declare Dairen a free port open to the commerce and shipping of all nations.
z. The Chinese Government agrees to apportion in the mentioned
port .for lease to U.S.S.R. wharves and warehouses on the basis of
a separate agreement.
3· The administration in Dairen shall belong to China. The
harbou»-master and deputy harbour-master will be appointed by
the Manager of the Chinese Changchun Railway and in agreement
with the Mayor. The harbour-master shall be a Soviet national,
and the deputy harbour-master shall be a Chinese national.
4· In peace time Dairen is not included in the sphere of efficacy
of the naval base regulations, determined by the Agreement on Port
Arthur. of August 14, 1945, and shall be subject to the military
supervision or control established in this zone only in case of war
a.gainst Japan.
• .5.: Goods entering the free port from abroad for through transit
to~viet territory on the Chinese Cbangchun Railway and goods
coming from Soviet territory on the said Railway into the free
port for export, or materials transported from Soviet territory to
meet the requirement of the harbour equipment in the free port,
shall be free from Customs duties. Such goods shall be transported
in sealed cars.
Goods entering other parts of China from the free port shall pay
the Chinese import duties, and goods going out of other parts of
China into the free port shall pay the Chinese export duties as long
continue to be collected.
of the present Agr~~ent shall be thirty years,
rmP"P•nl"
shall COme into force from the date of
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IN FAITH WHEREOF t:he

The Plenipotentiary of the
President of the National
Government of the Republic
of China.
(L. S.) WANG SmH-CHmu.

•

(L. S.)

PROTOCOL RELATIVE TO THE AGREEMENT ON DAIREN

x. At the request: of the U.S.S.R. the Chinese Government leases
to the U.S.S.R. free, of charges one half of all port installations and
equipment. The term of lease shall be thirty years. The remaining
half of port installations and ec1uipment shall be reserved for the
use of China. The expansion or re-equipment of the P<>rt shall be
made by agreement between China and the U.S.S.R.
z. It is agreed that the sections of the Chinese Changchun Railway running from Dairen to Mukden that lie within. theregion of
the Port Arthur naval base, shall not be subject to any military
supervision or control established in this region.

The Plenipotentiary of the
President of the National
Government of the Republic
of China.
(Signed) WANG SmH-CHlEH.

The Plenipotentiary of the
Presidium
the Supreme
Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
(Signed) V. MoLOTov.,_

•

AGREEMENT ON PORT ARTHUR

Ill conformity with, arid for the implementation of, .the Treaty of
Friendship and Alliance betWeen the Republic of China and the
U:S.S.R., the High Contracting Parties have agreed as follows:
Article I. With a view to strengthening the security of China
and ofthe U.S.S.R. against further aggression by Japan, the Govern. inent of the Republic of China agrees to the joint use by the.two
. countries o£ Port Arthur as a naval base.
.
: ·>·ArtiCle II. .The precise boundary ofthe area provided in Articlel
is· described in the Annex and shown in the map. (See Annex.)
A,rtlclelll. The High Contracting Parties agree that Por~ Arthur,
as . ~n exclusive naval base, will be used only by Chinese and Soviet
military and commercial vessels .
.There shall be established a Sino-Soviet Military Comri1ission to
hancWe the matters of joint use of the above-mentioned naval base.
The Commission shall consist of two Chinese and three Soviet
representatives. The Chairman of the Commission shall be appointed by the Soviet side and the Vice-Chairman shall be;:
appointed by the Chinese side.
·
· Article IV. The Chinese Government entrusts to· the Sovi.ef .
GOvernment the defence of the naval base. The Soviet Governmeht
·may erect at its own expense such installations as are !le.cesSal·yfor
the defence of the naval base.
. .
•·
. ·. . .
. · · · ·...· ·
. .Artit;le .v ... 'l'he Civil Aomi'nistration of . the whok area ."'ill . be
~ifi~se. The. leading posts of the Civil .Administrati()n .will be
~ppbi!}ted by the Chinese Government, taking into aq::ount Soviet
· intetests in the Area.
·· Theleading posts .of th~ Civil Ad:rninistJ;ation in the
Arthur are.appointed and dismissed by the ,Chinese
agreementwith the Soviet military command.
· .
. The proposals which the Soviet military commander in the ~,.,,.,... , · .·
, . ·A.t:ea·:,,i;nayaddressto the Chinese Civil Administration
·;.; "·F.o::··~i!,f~g\lC,ltd security and defence • will be fulfilled · by:
\ z:A;i;lm;in!str~tion. , lrl case of disagreement, such cases shall
·;;··:;.:~~p:~<i!,fl. to. t:ll.e Sino-Soviet · Milp•y Commission fqr ... v•«.,.u.'"""'+"-·" ·
'·) c;\!~.~'·flecision.
· ·:"•)'"
:
r..t.ia}~ v1. The Govern~ent . of the U.S.S.R.

...

::.. :);'

·;

$'l~~Wft,~~)
-~··1

:· '

':::'

.~~~' -
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maintain in the region mentioned in Article II, its army,
air forces and to determine their location.
Article VII. The Government of the U.S.S.R. also undertakes to
establish and maintain lighthouses and other installations and signs
necessary for the security of navigation of the Area.
Article VIII. After the termination of the present Agreem{!j:).t
all the installations and public property installed or constructed by
the U.S.S.R. in the Area shall revert without
to the
Chinese Government.
Article IX. The term of the present Agreement shall be .thirty
years. The present Agreement shall come into force from the date
of its ·ratification.
IN FAITH WHEREOF the Plenipotentiaries of the High!Contracting Parties have signed the present Agreement and affixed
ther~to their seals. The present Agreement is made in duplicate;
in the Chinese and Russian languages, both texts being equally
authoritative.
Done at Moscow, this Fourteenth day of the Eighth month. of
the Thirty-fourth year of the Republic of China, corresponding to
the Fourteenth day of August, 1945.
The Plenipotentiary of the
President of the National
Government of the Republic
of China.
(L. S.) wANG SHII-1-CHIEH.

The Plenipotentiary of the
the Supreme
Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
Pre,~idium

(L. S.) V.

MOLOTOV,

ANNEX

With respect to the boundary of the Area of the naval base
provided in Article II of the Agreement on Port Arthur, theres'h.all
be drawn a line starting from a point to the south of Hou-shal1~ttcr"'
:Bay on the western coast of the Liaotung Peninsula, and thence
ru.n.ning eastward across Shih-ho Station and· Tsou-chia-juictze t()
the •eastern coast of the said Peninsula. All the land situate to the
S()lith of this line shall constitute the land area of the naval base,
the •city of •Dairen being excepted.
O.n the water to the west of the Area .provided by the Agreement
in<the Liaotung Peninsula, all the islands situate to t'he south of
aJin<;: cormecting a point at lat. 39° N., long. I:20° 49' E. and a point
atlat. 39" zo' N., long. t:2I o 31' •E:. and rhence running northeastwar(i to 'Yards Pu-lan -tien. until \itl.tleets. on its south the. starting
point. ot the boundary line on .1:na: are included in the Area . of
navalbase.

the
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On the water to the east of the Area in the Liantung Peninsula,
all the islands situate to the south of a line starting from the
terminal point of the boundary line on land, thence running east-.
ward across a · point at lat. 39° 20' N., long. I23° o8' E., and thence
south-eastward to a point at lat. 39o N., long. 123° I.6' E. are incl-uded
in the Area of the naval base. (Attached hereto is a Russian map
Scaled I : 500,000.)
The boundary of the Area shall be determined on the spot and
marked with boundary signs on land and, if necessary, also on
the water by a Sino-Soviet Mixed Commission. Land and sea maps
shall be drawn by tqe Commission, with detailed descriptions
attached, the land map to be scaled r : 25,000 and the sea map,
I: 300,000.

The date for the said Commission to commence its work shall
be determined by the two Contracting Parties.
•
The descriptions and the maps showing the boundary of •the
Area so prepared by the said Commission shall be subject to the
approval of the Governments of the two Contracting Parties.

(Initialed)

•

SHIH-CHIEH.

(Initialed) V. M .

AGREEMENT REGARDING RELATIONS BETWEEN
THE CHINESE ADMINISTRATION AND . THE
COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF OF THE SOVIET FORCES
AFTER THE ENTRY OF SOVIET TROOPS INTO J'Jf~.
THREE EASTERN PROVINCES OF CIDNA DURING
THE PRESENT JOINT MILITARY OPERATIONS
AGAINST JAPAN
'1:J1e President of the National Government of China and the
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the· Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics,
Der;irous that relations between the Chinese Administration at1d
the Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet forces after the entry of
Soviet troops into the Three Eastern Provinces of China during
the present joint military operations against Japan should be
governed by the spirit of friendship and alliance existing between
the two countries,
•
Have agreed on the following:
1. After the Soviet troops enter the Three Eastern Provinces of
China as a result of military operations, the supreme authority
and responsibility in all matters relating to the prosecution of the
war will be vested, in the zone of operations for the time required
for the operations, in the Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet for5es.
2. A Chinese National Government representative and staff will
be appointed for the recovered territory, whose duties will be:
(a) To establish and direct, in accordance with the laws of Gqi~
an administration for the territory cleared of the enemy;
(b) To assist in the establishment of co-operation between the
Chinese armed forces, both regular and irregular, and the
Soviet forces in recovered territory;
(c) To ensure the active co-operation of the Chinese Administration with the Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet forces and,
specifically, to give the local authorities directions to this
effect, being guided by the requirements and wishes of the
Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet forces.
· · 3· To ensure contact between th; Commander-in-Chief of the
Sovietforces and the National G<4v<ifnment representative a Chinese
military mission will be appointed to the Commander-in-Chief of
the Soviet forces.
412
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4· In the zones under the supreme authority of the Commander-.
in-Chiefof .the Soviet forces, the Chinese National Government
authorities in the recovered territory will maintain contact with the
Colll.ll1ander-in~Chief of Soviet forces through the Chinese National
Governrr1ent representative.
5· As soon as any part of the liberated territory ceases to be
a zone of immediate military operations, the . Chinese National
Government will assume full authority in the direction of public
affairs and will render the Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet forces
every ·. assistance and support through its civil and military
authorities.
6. All persons belonging to the Soviet forces on Chinese territory
will be under the jurisdiction of the Commander-in-Chief of the
Soviet forces. All Chinese, whether civilian or military, will be
under Chinese jurisdiction. This jurisdiction will also extend. to
the. civilian population on Chinese territory even in the case· of
offenses against the Soviet armed forces, with the exception of
offenses committed . in the zone . of military operations under the
jurisdiction of the. Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet forces, such
cases soJX1ing under the jurisdiction of the Commander-in-Chief of
th~iSoviet forces. In disputable cases the question will be settled
by mutual agreement between the Chinese National Government
repr~sentative and the Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet forces.
7· With. regard to currency matters after the entry of Soviet
troops into the Three Eastern Provinces of China, a separate agreement shall be reached.
8.. The present Agreement comes into force immediately upon
th~. ratification of the Treaty of Friendship and Alliance. between
China and the U.S.S.R. signed this day. The present Agreeme11tis
IJ1ade in duplicate in the Chinese and Russian languages, both texts
pei11g .equally authoritatiye.
Done at Moscow, this fourteenth day of the Eighth month of
tTfi'l"Thirty-fourth year of the Republic of China, corresponding to
the }i'ourteenth day of August, 1945.

The •Plenipotentiary of the
President of · the National
Government of the Republic
ofChirw.
(L. S.) WANG SHIH-CIIIEH.

The Plenipotentiary of • the
Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet of the U.S.S.R.

(L. S.) V. Mowmv.

M~~~ES
At the fifth meeting held on July

II,

1945, between Generalissimo

IN A A

Stalin and Dr. T: V. Soong, the
troops from Chinese territory
in the \Var against Japan
Generalissimo Stalin would not
to have
arrangement governing the entry of Soviet troops
which provides for the .withdrawal of Soviet troops
months after the defeat of Japan. However, he said
capitulation of Japan the Soviet troops would commence
draw within three weeks.
Dr. Soong asked how long it would take to -~ ..·..-·drawal. Generalissimo Stalin said he thought the
be completed in not more than two months.
Dr. Soong further asked whether the withdrawal would be
definitely completed within three months. Generalissimo Stalin
st~ted that three months would be the maximum for the completion
of the withdrawal.
This Fourteenth day of the Eighth month of the Thirty-fourth
year of the Republic of China, corresponding to the Fourteenth day
of August, 1945.
(Initialed) SHII-I-CHIEH.
(Initialed) V. M.

Appendix D
SINO-SOVIET TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, ALLIANCE
AND MUTUAL ASSISTANCE
~HE

Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics and the Central People's Govemment of
the People's Republic of China,
Filled with determination jointly to prevent, by the consolidat~on
of friendship and co-operation between the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics and the People's Republic of China, the. rebirth
of Japanese imperialism and a repetition of aggression on the part
of Japan or any other State which should unite in any form with
Japan in acts of aggression;
Hnbued with the desire to consolidate lasting peace and. universal
security in the Far East and throughout the world in conformity
withtfl_e aims and principles of the United Nations Organization;
Profoundly convinced that the consolidation of good-neighbourly
r~l~j:ions and .friendship between the Union. of Soviet ·. Socialist
l{epublics and the People's Republic of China ·meets the fundameJl.tal. interests of the peoples of the Soviet Union and China,
l{esolyed for this purpose to conclude the present Treaty and
appointed as their plenipotentiary representatives:
The Central People's Government of the People's Republic of
China:
CHou EN-LAI, Prime Minister of the State Administrative
Council and Minister of Foreign Affairs of China.
The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics:
ANDROI YANUARYEVICH VYSHINSKY, Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Who.after exchange of their credentials, found in due form and
good order, agreed upon the following :
Article I. Both High Contracting Parties undertake jointly to
take all the necessary measures at their disposal for the purpose of
preventing a repetition of aggr~~()n and violation of peace on the
part of Japan or any other Staie~hich should unite with Japan,
ciir(!ctly or indirectly, in acts of aggression. In the event of one of

.1

-.
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th~ High Contracting Parties being attacked. byJapat1. or States
allied. with it, and thus beinginvolved.in a state of war, the otli~r
High Contracting Party will immediately.render military and other
assistance with all the means. at its disposal.
The High Contracting Parties also declare their readiness. in the
spirit of sincere co-operation, to participate in all inter~ational
actions aimed at ensuring peace and security throug}iout t}ie world,
and will do all in their power to achieve thespeediest implementa.. . .... • ..
tion of these tasks.
Article II. Both the High Contracting Parties undertake by
means of mutual agreement to strive for the earliest conclusion of
a peace treaty with Japan, jointly with the .iother P~'\Ver~ '\Vhich

were aHies during the Second World War ..•.•.•••.•••.•••••.. i·· i· ii•·.•}••·· · · ··· ·
Article III. Both High Contracting Parties undertake.pqt to co~clude any alliance directed against the other High Contracting;
Pa~ty, and not to take part in any coalition or in actions or measures
directed against the other High Contracting Party.
Article IV. Both High Contracting. Parties .will.cons~llr.e.~c~
other in regard to all important internationN. problems affecting the
common interests of the Soviet Union and China, being guided by
the interests of the consolidation of peace and universal security.
Article. V. B<;>th the High Contracting Parties undertake in the
spirit of friendship and co-operation and in conformity with the
principles of equality, mutual interests, and also mutual respect for
the State sovereignty and territorial integrity and non-interference
in internal affairs of the other High Contracting Party-to develop
and consolidate economic and cultural ties between the Soviet Union
and China, to render each other every possible economic assistance,
and to carry out the necessary economic co-operation.
Article VI. The present Treaty comes into force immediately
upon its ratification; the exchange of instruments of ratification will
take place in Peking.
The present Treaty will be valid for thirty years. If neithe.-~
the High Contracting Parties gives notice one year before the
expiration of this term of its d.esire to denounce the Treaty, it shall
remain in force for another five years and will be extended .in l::ornpliance with this rule.
Done in Moscow on February r4, r9so, in two copies, each in the
Russian and Chinese languages, both texts having equal force.
Signed:
By authorization of the Central People's Government of the
People's Republic of China-CHou EN-LAI.
By authorization of the Pr.~<,:#dium of the Supreme Soviet. of
the Union of Soviet Soci~l!'r Republics-A. Y. VYSHINSKY.

..

AGREEMENT ON THE CHINESE CHANGCHUN .
RAILWAY, PORT ARTHUR AND DAIREN
The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the · Union .o f Soviet
SoCialist Republics and the Central People's Government of the
People's Republic of China state that since 1945 radjcal changes
have occurred in the situation in the Far East, namely: Imperialist
· Japan suffered defeat; the reactionary Kuomintang Government
was overthrown; China has become a People's Democratic Republic,
- - and in China -a new People's Government was formed which has
united the whole of China, carried out a policy of friendship and
co-operation with the Soviet Union and proved its ability to defend
. the state independence and territorial integrity of China> the
national honour and dignity of the Chinese people.
_
< The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet
.Spcialist Republics and the Central People's Government of the
· Pe9pl~s Republic of China maintain that this new situation permits
a :new approach to the question of the Chinese Changchun Railway,
' Po.r t Arthur and Dairen.
In conformity with these new circumstances, the Presidium ofthe
Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the
Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China
have decided to conclude the present agreement on the Chinese
Changchuh Railway, Port Arthur and Dairen.
A-rticle I. Both High Contracting Parties have agreed that the
Sovi~t Government transfers gratis to the Government of the
P'l::f>T>le's Republic of ·China all its rights in the joint · administration
oftlie Chinese Changchun Railway, with all the property belonging
to the Railway. The transfer will be effected immediately upon the
conclusion of a peace treaty with Japan, but not ~ater than the end
of 1952. ·
Pending .the transfer, the new existing position of the SovietChinese joint administration of the Chinese Changchun Railway
remains unchanged; however, the order of filling posts by representatives of the Soviet and Chinese sides, upon the coming into force
of the present Agreement, will be changed, and there will be
established as alternating filling ~~osts for a definite period of time
(Directors of the railway, Chairmh of the Central Board, and
others).
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As •regards concrete methods of effecting the transfer th~y(.will
be agreed upon and determined by the Government of both High
Contracting Parties.
Article II. Both High •Contracting Partie~ ;h.aye agreeq th,<tt .$()yi~t
troops ·will be withdrawn · from the jointly utilized base ()£Port
Arthur and that the installations in this area will be handed over
to the Government of the People's Republic of China immediately
upon the conclusion of a peace treaty with Japan, but notlater than
the end of 1952, with the Government of the People's Republic of
China compensating the Soviet Union for expenses incurredin the
restoration and construction of installations effected by the Soviet
Union since 1945.
For the period pending the withdrawal of Soviet troops and the
transfer of the above installations, the Governments of the Soviet
Union and China will appoint an equal number of military representarives for organizing a joint Chinese-Soviet Military Commission
which will be in charge of military affairs in the area of Port
Arthur; concrete measures in this sphere will be determined by
the joint Chinese-Soviet Military Commission within three months
upon the coming into force of the present Agreement and shall be
implemented upon the approval of these measures by the Governments of both countries.
The civil administration in the aforementioned area shall be in
the direct charge of the Government of the People's Republic of
China. Pending the withdrawal of Soviet troops, the zone of billeting of Soviet troops in the area of Port Arthur will remain unaltered in conformity with the new existing frontiers.
In the event of either of the High Contracting Parties being subjected to aggression on the part of Japan or any State which should
unite with Japan, and as a result of this being involved in military
operations, China and the Soviet Union may, on the proposal of the
Government of the People's Republic of China arid with the agreement of the Soviet Government, jointly use the naval base of f9.tit •
Arthur in the interests of conducting joint military operations
against the aggressor.
Article Ill. Both High Contracting Parties have agreed that the
question of Port Dairen must be further considered upon the conclusion of a peace treaty with Japan.
As regards the administration in Dairen, it fully belongs to the
Government of the People's Republic of China.
All property now existing in Dairen provisionally in charge of
or under lease to the Soviet side, must be taken over by the Government of the People's Republic of~hina. For carrying out work
involved in the receipt of the a:~mentioned property, the Government of the Soviet Union and China appoint three representatives
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from each side for orgamzmg a JOint commiSsiOn ·\\'hich, in the
course of three months after the coming into force of the present
Agreement shall determine the concrete. methods of transfer of
pr()p(!rty, and after ;:!.pproval of the •·proposals . of rp.e J()iilt .•• Commission by the Governments of both countries wUl complete their
implementation in the course of 1950.
Article.l V. The present Agreement comes into f9rce on the day
of its ratification. The exchange of instruments of ratification will
take place in Peking.
.
Done in Moscow on February 14, 1950, in two copies, each ii1 the
Russian and Chinese languages, both texts having equal force.
Signed:
By authorization of the Central People's Government of the
People's Republic of China-CHou EN-LAI.
By authorization of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics-A. Y. VYsHINSKf.

AGREEMENT ON GRANTING CREDITS TO THE
CHINESE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
In connection with the consent of the Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics to grant the request of the Central
People's Government of the People's Republic of China on giving
China credits for paying for equipment and other materials which
the Soviet Union had agreed to deliver to China, both Governments
have agreed upon the following:
A,ticle I. The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics grants the Central People's Government of the People's
Republic of China credits, calculated in dollars, amounting to 300
million American dollars, taking thirty-five dollars to one ounce of
fine gold.
In view of .the extreme devastation of China as a result of prolonged hostilities on its territory, the Soviet Government has agreed
to grant credits on favourable terms of one per cent annual interest.
Article II. The credits mentioned in Article I will be gr:fnted
in the course of five years, as from Jam:tary r, 1950, in equal portions
of one·fifth of the credits in the course of each year, for .payments
for deliveries from the U.S.S.R. of equipment and materials,
including equipment for electric power stations, metallurgical and
engineering plants, equipment for mines for the production of coal
and ores, railway and other transport equipment, rails and other
material for the restoration · and development of the national
economy of China.
·
The assortment, quantities, prices and dates of deliveries of equii>- •
ment and materials will be determined under a special agreement
of the Parties; prices will be determined on the basis of prices
obtaining on the world markets.
Any credits which remain unused in the course of one annual
period may be used in subsequent annual periods.
Article III. The Central People's Government of the People's,
Republic of China redeems the credits mentioned in Article I, as
well as interest on them, with deliveries ofraw materials, tea, gold,
American dollars. Prices for raw materials and tea, quantities' and
dates of deliveries will be determinedjn the basis of prices obtaining
on the world markets.
J
Redemption of credits is effected in the course of ten years in
420
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equalannuaL parts-one-tenth yearly of the sum tot(ll o£ received
credits not later than December 31, 1954, and the last on December
31, 1963.
Paymentofintereston credits, cakulated from the day of drawing the respective :fraction of the credits, >is effected every six
months.
Article. IV. For cle.arance with regard to the credits envisaged
by the .present Agreement the State Bank. of the U.S.S.R. and
National Bank of the People's Republic of China shall open special
accounts and jointly establish the order of clearance and accounting
under the present Agreement.
Article V. The present Agreement comes into force on the day
of its signing and is subject to ratification. The exchange of instruments of ratification will take place in Peking.
Done in Moscow on February 14, 1950, in two copies, each in the
Russian. and Chinese languages, both texts having equal force.•

Signed:
By authorization of the Central People's Government of the
People's Republic of China-CHou EN-LAI.
By . authorization of the •Government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics-A. Y. VYSHINSKY.
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